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Abstract 
Human-environment interactions will be profoundly affected by anthropogenic climate 

change. Coastal communities, dependant on freshwater ecosystems for their livelihoods and 

cultural practices, are likely to be seriously impacted by rising sea level. For communities 

already subject to marginalising forces of remoteness, poverty or the legacies of colonisation, 

climate change impacts will likely compound existing stressors. The freshwater floodplains of 

the Alligator Rivers Region in the Northern Territory, spanning Kakadu National Park and part 

of West Arnhem Land, represent such a place. This area is at risk from sea level rise, 

particularly saltwater intrusion, while also home to Aboriginal Australians continuing to 

practice customary or subsistence harvesting based on freshwater resources. 

In seeking to support sustainable adaptation to climate change in this context, this thesis 

examines Indigenous people’s experiences, in living memory, of responding to past and 

persisting social-ecological change. A place-based, contextual framing approach was used to 

examine vulnerability and adaptive capacity. Through semi-structured interviews, trips on 

country, cultural resource mapping and archival work, contemporary patterns of freshwater 

resource use and Aboriginal people’s perceptions of changes to their freshwater hunting, fishing 

and gathering activities (collectively termed ‘harvesting’) were examined. Qualitative models 

were used to conceptualise factors influencing an individual’s ability to engage in freshwater 

customary harvesting and the determinants shaping adaptive capacity for customary harvesting.  

The social-ecological drivers of change in freshwater harvesting practices raised by 

respondents included: existing threats from introduced animals and plants, altered floodplain 

fire regimes and the ‘bust then boom’ in saltwater crocodile population following recovery from 

commercial hunting. These all had implications for sustaining customary harvesting practices 

including restricting access and the transmission of knowledge. Impacts driven by the 

introduced cane toad, invasive para grass and saltwater crocodile population change, represent 

examples of solastalgia, particularly for women’s harvesting practices. In addition to 

environmental conditions, determinants of adaptive capacity of customary harvesting included; 

mobility on country- particularly supported through on country livelihoods and outstations, 

social networks facilitating access and knowledge sharing, health and well-being and inter-

generational knowledge transmission. Past experience of saltwater intrusion facilitated by feral 

water buffalo in Kakadu was examined through the lens of social learning, as a historical 

analogue for future sea level rise. These experiences were shown to influence contemporary 

perceptions of risk and adaptive preferences for future sea level rise. Customary harvesting was 

also found to offer unique opportunities to improve remote Indigenous development outcomes 

across diverse sectors. 

To build adaptive capacity supporting freshwater customary harvesting practices in this 

context it will be essential to; understand historical trajectories of social-ecological change, 



recognise the potential for diversity within groups- including a gendered analysis of adaptive 

capacity, address existing social-ecological stressors and foster knowledge collaborations for 

supporting knowledge transmission, the co-production of knowledge and sustaining social 

networks. Facilitating a social learning environment will be particularly crucial in supporting 

local autonomy, leadership and experimental learning, and is particularly beneficial in jointly 

managed protected area contexts. Most importantly, incorporating local Indigenous knowledge, 

values, perceptions of change and risk into locally-developed adaptation strategies will be 

essential in developing more culturally relevant and thus sustainable, adaptation pathways.  
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PART I People, place and practice on the 
margins: Freshwater customary harvesting 
in the context of climate change adaptation 

Three generations out hunting for aestivating long-necked turtles in the late evening, around 
Murumburri (Injalak Billabong, Kunbarlanja, 1/11/12). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction: Climate change 
adaptation at the margins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collecting freshwater mussels with Julie Narndal and her nieces,  
Murumburri billabong, Kunbarlanja, 30/10/2012 
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1.1 Thesis rationale: climate change adaptation at the 
margins 
‘people who are socially, economically, culturally, politically, institutionally or 

otherwise marginalized are especially vulnerable to climate change and also to some 

adaptation and mitigation responses.’’ (IPCC 2014b:54) 

 

This thesis explores an example of human-wetland interaction, given the global 

vulnerability of freshwater coastal systems to multiple threats, as well as the lack of global 

attention to cultural values associated with wetlands. Climate change research (particularly the 

first wave) also heavily focused on biophysical processes and top-end modelling. Only 

subsequently has attention turned to consideration of the social impacts of climate change and 

processes of adaptation. Key research gaps in this context include establishing direct links 

between past responses, future strategies and monitoring, and understanding Indigenous 

perceptions of change, indicators and causal explanations (e.g. Huntington et al. 2005; Nuttall et 

al. 2005; Huntington 2011; Savo et al. 2016). This thesis documents and discusses Indigenous 

people’s perspectives of social-ecological change affecting their abilities to sustain and adapt 

their freshwater resource use practices, in a northern Australian context, given the persisting 

impacts of colonisation and likely future impacts of climate change. This is both a human rights 

issue deserving attention and is motivated by the need to support the development of adaptive 

strategies that are informed by local and Indigenous perspectives.  

Anthropogenic climate change presents a profound challenge for humanity. The earth’s 

biophysical processes are being influenced at every scale by global warming. Humans are 

dependent on the maintenance of earth’s systems and there is substantial evidence that the 

earth’s ‘planetary boundaries’ are being surpassed (Steffen et al. 2015). The Fifth Assessment 

Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2014b:2) states that ‘human 

influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of green-house 

gases are the highest in history’. It is frequently described as a ‘wicked’ problem, requiring 

transdisciplinary solutions and new forms of knowledge and governance (Brown et al. 2010). 

All societies are reliant on natural resources, but those whose livelihoods are immediately 

dependent on upon them are particularly vulnerable. Climate change presents stressors for the 

global south, remote agrarian and Indigenous societies around the world, disproportionate to 

their contribution to the problem, and often to their material capacity to adapt. Considering 

equity in adaptive strategies is particularly important for these highly dependent natural-

resource based societies (Adger 2001; Smit and Pilifosova 2001; Thomas and Twyman 2005). 

The links between climate change and human rights, have been made explicit by the United 
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Nations Human Rights Council (2008). The Human Rights and Climate Change Resolution 

7/23 specifically recognises that people who are impoverished tend to have more limited 

adaptation capacities and those who live in low-lying coastal areas among other marginal 

geographies, are particularly vulnerable to climate change (UNHRC United Nations Human 

Rights Council (2008). A human rights-based approach, as advocated for by the Australian 

Human Rights Commission (2008), sees individuals as ‘rights-holders’ which places the 

responsibility on government to make pathways available for their participation and 

contribution to policy development. It also places emphasis on local knowledge and 

incorporating Indigenous cultural practices into climate change responses. It applies the 

principals of non-discrimination and substantive equality to policy formation, requiring decision 

makers to weigh the likely impact upon ‘low-income, disadvantaged or marginalised groups’, to 

ensure they are not disproportionately impacted (AHRC 2008:109). 

Human communities may be marginalised by many circumstances, including physical 

location, socio-political circumstances, and access to equitable governance (Adger 2001; Adger 

et al. 2006; Paavola and Adger 2006; ICHRP 2008). Remoteness from a state’s centre of power, 

lack of access to political representation, and existing socio-economic disadvantage, 

particularly in settler-colonised contexts often defines this marginalisation. This makes these 

communities particularly vulnerable to climate change impacts (IPCC 2014a) (IPCC 2014c), 

despite having contributed least to anthropogenic climate change (Adger et al. 2003; Adger et 

al. 2006). Indeed Ikeme (2003:202) notes much of the controversy over climate change has 

focused on economic, ethical and political issues because the ‘distribution of climate change 

impacts is at variance with the historical responsibility’. This is the situation for many 

Indigenous groups, which have very small ecological footprints and thus should not have to 

carry a heavier burden in adjusting to climate change (UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous 

Issues, cited in AHRC, 2008). Thus, there is a clear need for climate adaptation research to 

address adaptation in marginalised contexts. 

Climate change and Indigenous peoples 
The potential impacts of climate change bring different kinds of risks and opportunities for 

Indigenous people and span virtually all aspects of life, including sustaining livelihoods and 

cultural practices, having implications for health and education, and present both challenges and 

opportunities for political engagement and governance arrangements (UNHRC Macchi et al. 

2008; 2008).  The International Working Group for Indigenous Affairs affirms that climate 

change will further marginalise their communities and may even increase the potential for 

human rights violations through exploitation of Indigenous lands and resources (UNHRC, 

2008).  In 2009, the first international summit on climate impacts and Indigenous peoples, led 
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to the Anchorage declaration. The declaration makes clear just how all-encompassing the 

consequences of climate change are for Indigenous peoples:  

‘We are experiencing profound and disproportionate adverse impacts on our cultures, 

human and environmental health, human rights, well-being, traditional livelihoods, food 

systems and food sovereignty, local infrastructure, economic viability, and our very 

survival as Indigenous Peoples.’ (24th April 2009) 

Thus, there is a clear need for research that engages with and supports Indigenous people’s 

efforts to manage, respond and adapt to these significant impacts arising from climate change. 

Indigenous people continue to be marginalised in terms of social-political rights, 

recognition of traditional knowledge and access to economic resources (AHRC 2008). In 

identifying Indigenous communities as marginalised, this research is in no way intended to 

disempower Indigenous peoples, nor dismiss or negate the agency and resilience of Indigenous 

individuals and communities. The marginalised status is based on socio-economic statistics, in 

settler nations at least, identifying the poorer health, education, and economic circumstances, 

for Indigenous people, particularly those living in regions remote from capital cities. Climate 

adaptation is a highly politicised sphere, with motivations and power relations shaping the 

framing of vulnerability, and where knowledge defining the need and potential pathways to 

adapt, is contested (e.g. Adger 2006; Adger et al. 2009; Lebel 2013). Indigenous knowledge, 

values and perceptions of change have a history of being marginalised by dominant western 

scientific worldviews, particularly in settler states(Howitt et al. 2012) and in co-management 

contexts (Ross et al. 2009), including Northern Australia’s Kakadu National Park, as examined 

in this thesis. Failure to recognise and incorporate Indigenous and local knowledge and 

perceptions of change risks generating unequitable, unsustainable or maladaptive strategies. 

Thus, from a human rights perspective, to improve equity in climate adaptation, efforts to 

support marginalised groups to navigate the impacts of climate change, proactively wherever 

possible, are essential. The first step is to understand how the threat of climate change is 

perceived locally and in the context of past and ongoing stressors. This can assist in integrating 

diverse knowledges and supporting collaborative research, to build locally relevant adaptive 

capacity in the context of marginalised communities.  

Research has begun engaging with the implications of climate change for Indigenous and 

marginal communities. Global attention has included addressing the impacts for cultural 

transmission(Huntington et al. 2005; Berkes 2012; Adger et al. 2013; Leonard et al. 2013), 

human health and well-being (Ford et al. 2010a; McMichael et al. 2012; Proust et al. 2012; 

Adger et al. 2013), equity and human rights (Adger 2001; Thomas and Twyman 2005; Adger et 

al. 2006; Adger et al. 2009; Veland et al. 2013) and livelihoods and food security (Nuttall et al. 

2004; Ford 2008; Loring and Gerlach 2009; Bunce et al. 2010b; Fazey et al. 2010; Cinner et al. 

2011; Fazey et al. 2011). Research in this sphere is also increasingly engaging with economic 
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and policy measures (Huntington et al. 2005; Urwin and Jordan 2008; Bunce et al. 2010a; 

Buchanan 2014) and governance and institutional arrangements (Adger et al. 2003; Adger 

2006; Williams and Hardison 2013; Wyborn 2015).  

There has been growing interest in the contribution traditional and local knowledge can 

make in recognising and adapting to climate change impacts. This increasing acknowledgement 

of the value of traditional knowledge, presents opportunities for improving Indigenous rights 

and recognition, and for improving western sustainability science (e.g. Huntington 2011; 

Berkes 2012). The close observations many traditional communities make of their local 

environment, and detailed knowledge transmitted over long periods of time provide valuable 

contributions to understanding environmental change in particular places. Indigenous 

knowledge can provide a ‘baseline’ or normative range from which to assess future change, 

particularly in the absence of other records (Turner and Clifton 2009). In addition, such 

knowledge can complement, confirm or enrich western scientific observations. It has also 

brought renewed emphasis on understanding human responses to global environmental change 

at the local scale (e.g. Bridges and McClatchey 2009; Huntington 2011).  

Understanding Indigenous perceptions of change, cues and indicators, causal explanations 

and how they are situated within a particular world view is a key area of emerging research. 

Engaging with Indigenous cultural and seasonal knowledge has been valuable, for example, in 

recognising climate change impacts and improving environmental management (Turner and 

Clifton 2009; Green and Raygorodetsky 2010; Prober et al. 2011; Woodward et al. 2012; 

Leonard et al. 2013). A better understanding of Indigenous knowledge, cues and indicators of 

environmental change can assist in developing prospective monitoring techniques for future 

change (Huntington 2000; Riedlinger and Berkes 2001; Alessa et al. 2015), including culturally 

relevant indicators (Chan et al. 2012; Satterfield et al. 2013)(Satterfield et al. 2013; Chan et al. 

2012). This can give rise to more locally empowering methods of monitoring, improve 

Indigenous engagement and assist in evaluating social equity (Timko and Satterfield 2008). 

Many researchers have called for the need to better recognise and incorporate local and 

Indigenous perceptions of change in building adaptive strategies as local perceptions and beliefs 

influence how people respond to climate change (Jolly et al. 2002; Huntington et al. 2005; 

Salick and Byg 2007; Byg and Salick 2009; Lefale 2009; Turner and Clifton 2009). Huntington 

et al. (2005:95) describe how ‘Indigenous knowledge and perspectives are a foundation upon 

which individuals, communities, and regions can design responses and take action’. 

Huntington et al. (2005) also identify the need to connect these perspectives to future 

potential response strategies, i.e. through observation of an effect, resulting in a response or 

adaptation. 
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It is also recognised by both western researchers and Indigenous knowledge holders alike 

that collaborative approaches which integrate knowledges are most likely to be effective in 

identifying and addressing the challenges and opportunities climate change presents (Armitage 

et al. 2009; Turner and Clifton 2009; Huntington 2011; Tengö et al. 2014). Indigenous leaders 

from the Arctic to Australia have often spoken of the need for ‘two-way’ approach, or the need 

to ‘double-understand’ environmental threatening processes, by utilising both scientific 

knowledge and traditional knowledge in efforts to cope with future change (Huntington et al. 

2005; Petheram et al. 2010). It is ultimately crucial to have engagement of the community in 

understanding and developing strategies, in responding to climate change (UNESCO 2007). For 

this reason, more geographically and culturally nuanced risk appraisals are required (Adger et 

al. 2011). While this sensible and more equitable approach has gained some recognition, it 

remains far from being mainstream policy or practice. 

The Australian Human Rights Commission’s report on climate change and Indigenous 

peoples, identified limitations in the understanding of the vulnerability and resilience of 

Indigenous communities in the tropical north of Australia. The AHRC (2008:93) argued for 

analysis to ‘ensure appropriate responses are taken to increase the adaptive capacity of these 

communities’. It recommended that Indigenous communities should not be further 

disadvantaged through adaptation policies, nor bear an inequitable proportion of the costs, and 

that existing rights and interests should not be jeopardised (AHRC 2008:167). The report 

identified many problems that Indigenous Australians may encounter, including people being 

forced to leave their lands, and migrate from island, coastal and inland river communities to 

larger communities on the mainland or urban centres. The ensuing loss of the ability to care for 

country, and maintain traditional responsibilities for land and water management, may result in 

environmental degradation and adverse impacts to health and well-being. Increased exposure to 

disease in tropical areas, disruption to food security including subsistence hunting and gathering 

livelihoods and biodiversity loss, and risk of exclusion from market mechanisms to address 

environmental degradation were other risks identified (AHRC 2008:117). Climate change will 

likely subject Indigenous Australians in remote communities to an increased number and 

intensity of cyclones, storms and flash floods, rising sea levels and inundation of freshwater 

supplies by saltwater, coastal erosion and coastal ecosystem change, sustainability of reefs, 

drying of once permanent water systems, changes in bushfire and drought frequencies and 

intensity, changing migratory patterns of key species and loss of biodiversity (AHRC, 

2008:117).  For these reasons they argue Indigenous participation in the development and 

implementation of responses is crucial and responses must ‘respect the link between local 

culture and tradition and local physical environments’ (AHRC 2008:117).  

In a subsequent national report discussing risks posed by climate change to Indigenous 

communities in Australia’s north, Green et al. (Green et al. 2009a)(2009) highlight the lack of 
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understanding of Indigenous perceptions of change, including the impacts of environmental 

change on traditional knowledge transmission. They also identified the need to consider 

community-level perceptions of vulnerability or resilience to climate change in Australian 

Indigenous communities more broadly (Green et al. 2009a). Green et al. (2009) recommended 

there would be no one-size fits all approach, and the first necessary steps were to conduct 

collaborative studies exploring the current determinants of vulnerability and adaptive capacity 

within a number of Indigenous communities in northern Australia, as well as opportunities for 

enhancing this adaptive capacity.  

Langton et al. (2012) in their national climate change adaptation research plan for 

Indigenous communities identified three research priorities of particular relevance here, of 

identifying Indigenous vulnerability and adaptive capacity, identifying constraints and limits of 

adaptation and prioritizing adaptation regarding Indigenous biodiversity management. Within 

this last priority, Langton et al. (2012) identified the need to understand the ways in which 

Indigenous land and sea management practices, policies and institutions can adapt to changing 

climatic conditions, including the importance of determining the tools, programs and policies 

needed to support adaptation. They also argue that high priority should be given to 

understanding how the use of marine, terrestrial and freshwater biodiversity resources by 

Indigenous peoples and groups will be affected by climate change (Langton et al. 2012).  

Following these reports, and the establishment of Australia’s National Climate Change 

Adaptation Research Facility (NCCARF) these identified research gaps have begun to be 

addressed through a number of case studies. For example, on community adaptation for the 

Arabana people in South Australia (Nursey-Bray et al. 2013; Nursey-Bray and Palmer 2018), 

on Native Title and Indigenous institutions for strengthening resilience and adaptation (Tran et 

al. 2013), on Indigenous women’s preferences for adaptation and aquaculture in the Northern 

Territory (Petheram et al. 2013) and incorporating the knowledge of Yorta Yorta people to 

address adaptation and management in the contested Murray-Darling Basin (Griggs et al. 2013). 

Other research considering climate adaptation for Indigenous communities has emphasised the 

importance of recognising procedural vulnerabilities and the ongoing impacts of colonisation 

(Veland et al. 2013), addressing existing contextual vulnerabilities (Petheram et al. 2010; 

Bardsley and Wiseman 2012) and accommodating the diversity of adaptation preferences 

among Indigenous people (Zander et al. 2013) in developing adaptive strategies.  

Climate change and freshwater wetland and floodplain 
systems  

‘Coastal systems and low-lying areas will increasingly experience submergence, 

flooding and erosion throughout the 21st century and beyond, due to sea level rise.’ 

(IPCC 2014b:67) 
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‘Marginal’ places particularly vulnerable to climate change include transitional 

ecosystems. For example, coastal zones are subject to stressors derived from both terrestrial and 

marine systems, and the riparian zones of rivers or wetlands, are subject to both terrestrial and 

aquatic threats. Coastal systems are recognised by the IPCC as among those especially affected 

by climate change due to the threat of sea level rise and increased risk from extreme weather 

events and suggest a loss of about 30% of global coastal wetlands (IPCC 2007a). Rising sea 

levels are set to continue for hundreds of years, even with aggressive mitigation measures and 

stabilising temperatures (Meehl et al. 2012). A large proportion of the most vulnerable 

settlements and societies are also found in coastal and river floodplain environments, 

particularly in heavily populated delta regions of developing countries, and prone to extreme 

weather events (IPCC 2007b; McGranahan et al. 2007).  This again highlights the large impacts 

for those least equipped to respond.   

Freshwater systems including wetlands and floodplains and their associated species have 

also been identified as suffering degradation and loss at a rate more rapid than that of any other 

ecosystem (MEA 2005; Dudgeon et al. 2006). A range of drivers has been responsible for this 

loss, including land conversion, eutrophication, pollution, introduction of invasive alien species 

and over exploitation (MEA 2005). Global climate change is expected to exacerbate this loss 

and degradation, where many coastal wetlands will change as a consequence of projected storm 

intensity and frequency, changes in river flow regimes, with adverse consequences for those 

wetland species that cannot relocate or rely on a variety of wetlands throughout their life cycle 

(Heino et al. 2009; Woodward et al. 2010).   

The impacts of climate change for these systems are multiple, but it is primarily 

accelerated sea-level rise that threatens coastal freshwater wetlands with inundation, erosion 

and saltwater intrusion (Scavia et al. 2002). By the 2080s sea level rise is predicted to cause loss 

of up to 20% of the world’s coastal wetlands, and in combination with losses from other direct 

human activities, up to 70% could be lost (Nicholls et al. 1999; Nicholls 2004). Wetland 

response to sea-level rise will be case specific and depend upon interactions between 

hydrological changes, storm events, subsurface processes, vegetation change and organic matter 

accumulation and human impacts (Scavia et al. 2002; Kirwan and Megonigal 2013). Specific 

impacts to coastal wetlands include storm surge impacts causing flooding and sediment to 

smother vegetation and push saltwater into freshwater marsh systems, resulting in salt burn 

(Nicholls et al. 1999; Scavia et al. 2002), vegetation changes in response to increased CO2 

(Rozema et al. 1991) and shifts or loss of freshwater vegetation and changes in species 

composition, in response to salinity stress and changes in hydrology (Meyer et al. 1999; Scavia 

et al. 2002; Erwin 2009; Middleton and Souter 2016), and in eco-geomorphology (Day et al. 

2008). In addition, climate change effects will be superimposed on and interact with a wide 

variety of existing stresses, compromising the ecosystem’s ability to cope (Kirwan and 
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Megonigal 2013). For example, Nicholls et al. (1999) argues sea-level rise reinforces other 

adverse trends of wetland loss. Because climate change is a cumulative pressure on many 

wetlands, Gitay et al. (2011:5) argue for vulnerability assessments to broaden their focus to how 

a wetland will cope with any external impacts, rather than just focusing on sea level rise and 

extreme climate-related events. 

Human-floodplain interaction  
‘Loss of wetland-related culture is a threatening sign of wetland loss and loss of wetlands 

often results in unsustainable livelihoods.’ (Ramsar Culture Working Group 2008:20) 

The high ecological productivity of floodplains has sustained human societies for 

thousands of years. In the tropics in particular, floodplains were often centres of cultural 

development (Junk 2003). People have traditionally exploited the reliable wet-dry hydrological 

cycles and management of floodplains became part of the cultural development of human-

floodplain systems around the globe (Junk and Welcomme 1990; Di Baldassarre et al. 2013).  

With the rise of industrial agriculture, there was a decline in the perceived direct benefits of 

wetlands in many countries, leading to their rapid destruction. The Ramsar Convention Culture 

Working Group (2008) stress the loss of wetlands not only removes valuable resources, but 

causes profound social damage to human communities.  It goes on to emphasize that lack of 

awareness and weaknesses in identifying and valuing the cultural values of wetlands, together 

with a neglect of wetland ecosystems themselves, has caused a loss or diminishment of various 

traditional cultures during the past century (Ramsar Culture Working Group 2008). Given the 

history of wetland loss and the threats to wetlands and coastal zones, there is clearly an urgent 

need to better understand human-wetland interactions. For example, the Ramsar Culture 

Working Group recommend the inclusion of Indigenous values and use of wetlands. This 

includes incorporating cultural values and aspects in monitoring and management planning, and 

including the human uses and values associated with subsistence hunting or artisanal fisheries, 

as well as associated traditional knowledge, spirituality and belief systems (Ramsar Culture 

Working Group 2008).  

More recently, the contribution of wetlands and floodplains to human health and well-

being is recognised through the provisioning and regulating of a raft of ecosystem services 

(MEA 2005). Ramsar’s (2005) ‘Wise Use’ framework is endorsed by the Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment for addressing existing pressures on wetlands and to assist wetlands in 

coping with the adverse effects of climate change. The ‘wise use’ of wetlands is applying 

ecosystem approaches within the context of sustainable development, to maintain the ecological 

character of a wetland (Ramsar 2005:6). The wise use definition of ‘ecological character’ 

includes not only biophysical characteristics but the ‘benefits and services’ at a given point in 

time, which explicitly recognises a social component to ensure that human benefits are 
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appropriately valued (Gitay et al. 2011). Ramsar’s ‘Wise use’ also incorporates a framework for 

assessing vulnerability to climate change, including a stage for analysis of risk perception 

among others (Gitay et al. 2011). Challenges Gitay et al. (2011) identify in vulnerability 

assessments of wetlands include the frequent mismatches between ecosystem and institutional 

jurisdictions and they argue that further attention on human-wetland interactions is needed to 

support the adaptive capacity of local communities. This includes case studies of the coping 

strategies for wetland systems and human societies, and considering the perceptions of wetland 

vulnerability (Gitay et al. 2011). In addition, Australia’s research priorities regarding freshwater 

biodiversity and adaptation include placing very high priority on the  identification of 

freshwater refugia and the management of current non-climate stressors to reduce synergistic 

effects, as well as how to best meet international obligations, such as those as a Ramsar 

signatory (Bates et al. 2011). 

Customary harvesting (subsistence) practices, and climate 
change 

In Australia, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have carried out customary 

harvesting of freshwater resources for thousands of years and these practices continue to be 

important today, as cultural and subsistence livelihood activities. Customary harvesting 

practices represent the embodiment of a profound level of cultural connection to land and water 

(Rose 2002). Customary harvesting activities are defined by kin1 and country-based obligations, 

which are closely linked to the provisioning of the environmental system. Customary harvesting 

incorporates both the knowledge and practices associated with engaging with a particular 

resource, for example, the knowledge associated with the practice of customary burning. For 

example, Rose (2002) described the practice as ‘cultural fires’ to emphasize the human agency 

involved in ‘cleaning up’ and as a demonstration of caring for country, which in turn keeps the 

human connections to country strong. There is substantial literature on the environmental 

benefits (e.g. habitat diversity for biodiversity and carbon abatement) associated with traditional 

burning practices (e.g. Boyd 1999; Bird et al. 2005; Whitehead et al. 2009b; McGregor et al. 

2010). However, changing environmental and social conditions risk rendering some of these 

traditional practices less effective.  

The knowledge associated with customary harvesting is transmitted through practice (Rose 

1996; Rose 2002). Evidence of loss of Indigenous knowledge and practice associated with 

harvesting as a result of existing social and environmental factors has been documented in 

various Indigenous settings (e.g. Seton and Bradley 2004; Turner and Turner 2008; Alessa et al. 

2010; Petheram et al. 2010; Kai et al. 2014). The ways in which climate change and the 

                                                      
1 From the Indigenous Australian kinship system, which establishes social organisation and 
family relationships and responsibilities, including the relational responsibilities with non-human 
beings (animals, plants). 
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resultant environmental change will impact on traditional knowledge transmission in Australian 

settings not well understood (Green et al. 2009a). Drivers of change affecting knowledge 

transmission, and loss of knowledge and practice associated with customary harvesting are 

reoccurring themes within this context of climate change impacts and adaptation.  

Early research examining Indigenous customary harvesting in the context of climate 

change emerged from the Arctic region, Alaska and regions of Canada (e.g. Berkes et al. 1995; 

Nuttall et al. 2004; Huntington et al. 2005; Turner and Clifton 2009). These studies discussed 

patterns of harvesting practices, identified changes in harvesting practice and considered 

Indigenous perceptions and indicators of environmental and climate change, themes which this 

research takes up. Early and ongoing research focused on identifying vulnerabilities for 

subsistence practices arising from climate change and the barriers to adaptation (e.g. Ford and 

Smit 2004; Huntington et al. 2005; Ford et al. 2006a; McNeeley and Shulski 2011; Moerlein 

and Carothers 2012). Growing research has been examining the recognised need to incorporate 

local and Indigenous perceptions of change (e.g. Kovacs 2000; Alessa et al. 2008; McCarter 

and Gavin 2013). More recently, the impact of climate change on customary harvesting in terms 

of implications for food security, human health and well-being and in turn policy and 

governance responses has emerged (Ford 2008; Loring and Gerlach 2009; Ford et al. 2010c; 

Felt et al. 2012). 

In Australia research engaging with customary harvesting of aquatic resources has been 

considered in marine systems (e.g. Kwan et al. 2005; Nursey-Bray 2011), tropical freshwater 

systems (Russell-Smith et al. 1997; Jackson et al. 2012a; Jackson et al. 2014b) and as an 

integral part of terrestrial systems (e.g. Altman 1984b; Walsh 1990; Rose 2002; Gray and 

Altman 2006). In supplying bush foods, customary harvesting has been shown to contribute to 

food security (Buchanan 2014).  For example, in studies of aquatic resource use for 

consumption, Stoeckl et al. (2011) found aquatic bush foods contributed 13% of overall 

household consumption, based on Jackson et al.’s (2014) household resource use study. 

Customary harvesting contributes to the direct link between environmental condition in tropical 

Australia and Indigenous human health (Garnett et al. 2009). Customary activities represent a 

significant way of maintaining strong cultural attachments (Altman and Kerins 2012; Biddle 

and Swee 2012), which have also been shown to benefit Indigenous health and socio-economic 

outcomes. For example, analysis of the 2008 National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 

Social Survey (NATSISS) found more than half of all those surveyed had participated in 

hunting and harvesting (51.4%), with substantially higher participation in remote regions 

(Biddle and Swee 2012). The same study also showed participation in harvesting activities and 

cultural production and maintenance had a strong positive link with participation in mainstream 

economy and society through employment and education (Biddle and Swee 2012).  
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Customary harvesting remains an important subsistence, cultural and economic activity, 

the latter being a means of production and exchange, and one that engages with state (public) 

and market (private) sectors. Altman (2005; 2012) developed the ‘hybrid economy’ model  to 

reveal the customary economy  in Aboriginal Australia as a crucial third economic sector, 

intersecting with the state and market. While Indigenous livelihoods are increasingly engaged 

with state and market sectors, the customary sector continues to play an important yet under 

acknowledged role (Altman 2005; Buchanan 2014). The knowledge, skills and practices 

associated with customary harvesting make invaluable contributions to other market based and 

state-supported livelihoods, for example, in biodiversity management activities (Altman and 

Kerins 2012). The reliance in many remote Indigenous communities on natural resources for 

both subsistence use and commodity production does introduce vulnerability to climate changes 

influencing biodiversity and seasonality (Green et al. 2009a). The future potential for 

Indigenous engagement with natural resource-based commercial opportunities (Langton et al. 

2012) is also undermined by the changes to biodiversity from climate change.  

Customary harvesting is shown to retain an integral role in Indigenous lifeways in remote 

Indigenous Australia, with the potential to influence physical and mental health and wellbeing, 

engagement in mainstream education and remote livelihoods. Despite this it remains under-

recognised in mainstream government policy. Examining the sustainable adaptation of 

customary harvesting practices represents an important element of addressing vulnerability of 

remote Indigenous communities to climate change.  

1.2 Research scope 
Freshwater customary harvesting is the specific natural-resource based activity this thesis 

engages with. For the purposes of this research, I use the term customary harvesting to refer to 

Indigenous, Aboriginal or First Nations People’s hunting, fishing or gathering of ‘wild’ bush 

foods; plant and animal species for subsistence and cultural purposes, and as a practice, passed 

down through generations. Reference to customary ‘resources’ may include not only the 

harvested species but also the important places associated with these practices, including 

hunting or fishing locations, resource habitats, or associated places of spiritual or institutional 

importance. The freshwater focus is due to the inherent vulnerability of low-lying, coastal 

freshwater wetlands in northern Australia to ecological transformation from climate driven sea 

level rise. 

This research explores social-ecological change affecting freshwater customary harvesting 

practices through a case study, located in the coastal floodplains of the Alligator Rivers Region, 

Northern Territory of Australia. This region encompasses wetlands and floodplains of Kakadu 

National Park and part of western Arnhem Land (Figure 1.1). Despite the international 

recognition afforded Kakadu National Park as a ‘cultural landscape’ there has been limited 
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research on Aboriginal people’s perspectives with regards to natural resource management 

(Howitt 1997). Since then examples of socio-cultural inclusive research in Kakadu included 

studies of social impacts (Levitus 1997), history (e.g. Levitus 2009; Levitus 2016), economic 

development (e.g. Altman 1989) joint-management issues (e.g. Palmer 2001b; Langton 2004; 

Haynes 2009) and Aboriginal floodplain resource use (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993a; Russell-

Smith et al. 1997; Petty 2008). The focus here on Indigenous resource management practices in 

the co-management context of Kakadu National Park, and neighbouring community 

Kunbarlanja (Gunbalanya) in west Arnhem, contributes to this body of work redressing this 

imbalance in research the region. In addition, in an early paper outlining the risks of climate 

change to the region, Eliot et al. (1999) noted there had been no systematic examination of 

perceptions or values with respect to the management of the region. Following a series of 

landscape and climate change symposiums (Walden and Nou 2009; Winderlich 2010) key 

knowledge gaps were also identified relating to climate change management perceptions and 

the potential impacts to Aboriginal (Bininj) use of natural and cultural resources (Bartolo et al. 

2008). This thesis contributes to addressing these gaps.  

There are several related areas of study which are outside the scope of this thesis. This 

study does not document or focus on associated archaeological cultural heritage, such as rock 

art sites or middens, though many of these do reference or relate to freshwater resources. 

Rather, the risks from climate change to these cultural resources are addressed by others (e.g. 

Carmichael et al. 2018). This thesis also does not seek to provide a quantitative analysis of 

harvested species, nor a quantitative analysis of the contribution of bush foods to the diets of 

residents of these remote communities. While both of these endeavours would be highly 

valuable, they exceed the scope of this PhD. Quantitative studies of bush foods have also been 

carried out in other remote communities in the Northern Territory (e.g. Altman 1987; Jackson et 

al. 2014b). Further examination on climate change mitigation is also outside the scope of this 

thesis, beyond stating the obvious and urgent need for cooperation at every sector of society and 

level of government, to achieve the substantial mitigation necessary to limit the impacts of 

climate change, including the already disproportionate impacts remote Indigenous Australia 

will bear. 
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Figure 1-1 Floodplains of the Alligator Rivers Region (dark grey) spanning 
Kakadu National Park and west Arnhem Land on the East Alligator 
River floodplain, in the Northern Territory of Australia (capital city 
Darwin). 

West 
Arnhem 

Land 
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In this research I sought responses directly from Aboriginal land owners (Traditional 

Owners), residents and rangers, on the dominant ecological and social drivers they found 

influenced their ability to sustain and adapt their freshwater customary harvesting practices. 

From examining these examples of driver and response, I elicit the factors that support and 

hinder sustainable adaptation of freshwater customary harvesting. These examples of past and 

persisting social-ecological change impacting freshwater customary harvesting are analysed as 

potential analogues for future responses to climate change impacts. I argue it is essential to 

consider past and persisting examples of social-ecological change influencing human-

environment interactions when developing adaptation pathways in marginalised contexts. 

Ultimately, I argue incorporating local and Indigenous perceptions and experiences of social-

ecological change is essential for enhancing equity in developing adaptation plans. In doing so, 

monitoring and management activities might be more closely aligned with Indigenous 

aspirations for management of their land and resources in this co-management and floodplain 

multiple-use context (e.g. Huntington 2000; Riedlinger and Berkes 2001). This research seeks 

to contribute to the understanding of both the likely impacts on and preferred adaptive 

responses for Indigenous Australians utilizing freshwater resources in northern Australia, as 

well as contribute to knowledge that can support marginalized people and places more broadly, 

in responding to social-ecological change. 

1.3 Research question and aims 
Sustainable futures for remote Indigenous groups are far from secure (Howitt 2012) and 

anthropogenic climate change presents a new layer of change to navigate. Research seeking to 

understand Indigenous people’s perceptions of social-ecological change and their own adaptive 

abilities is warranted, if sustainable adaptation pathways are to be supported. To address this 

research, need this thesis asks the overarching question: What do Indigenous people’s 

experiences of social-ecological change tell us about the capacity to sustain and adapt 

freshwater customary harvesting practices to the impacts arising from climate change? 

The extraordinary adaptive capacity of Indigenous people on the Australian continent over 

geological time, as evidenced by the estimated 60 000 years of human settlement (e.g. Cane 

2013) is not in question here, rather that relating to recent, living experience, or memory, from 

~1940s until the present. ‘Change’ here refers to those socio-economic or ecological ‘drivers’ of 

change, or their interactions, shaping engagement with freshwater resources/country, i.e. 

prompting a ‘response’. The driver of change may be a past event that has ceased, the impact of 

which was experienced at that particular point or era in time, or a change that is ongoing, still in 

motion. Adaptive ‘capacity’ refers to the capacity of the social-ecological system to sustain (i.e. 

continue) as well as adapt freshwater harvesting practices where necessary or desired. Adaptive 
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‘ability’ similarly is inclusive of the potential to sustain or adapt but more specifically refers to 

people’s ability, or agency, rather than shared human-ecosystem based adaptive ‘capacity’. 

In order to answer my research question, I sought to address several aims:  

1)  To determine contemporary patterns of freshwater customary harvesting practices 

(key species, places, processes and values associated with the practice) 

2)  To examine Indigenous people’s perspectives of past and persisting drivers of social-

ecological change that have influenced their freshwater harvesting practices 

3)  To draw from these examples, lessons for building adaptive capacity to sustain 

freshwater customary harvesting practices in the ARR in light of future climate 

change 

It was first necessary to understand the key patterns of freshwater customary harvesting as 

it is practiced today. This includes the key resources used, the spatial and temporal patterning 

and the institutions and motivations associated with the practice. This allows a point from 

which to begin to understand the significance for harvesters of the changes they identified as 

affecting the practice and to be able to position contemporary use along a trajectory of 

continuity and change. The second aim sought to uncover the key drivers of past and ongoing 

changes affecting freshwater harvesting, and people’s responses to them, from an Aboriginal 

perspective. These examples of change could then be examined as potential analogues for 

adaptation. This led to the third aim, to draw lessons for building adaptive capacity in support 

of sustaining freshwater customary harvesting practices in the ARR.  

1.4 Structure of thesis 
This thesis addresses these questions in the following way. Part 1 provides the 

introduction, background and methodology adopted in this exploration of learning from past 

experiences of change influencing freshwater customary harvesting for future adaptation. Part 2 

presents the case study findings and implications. Within Part 1, Chapter 1 provides the thesis 

rationale, introducing the research scope, research question and aims. In Chapter 2, the 

background literature and conceptual framing applied to explore this topic, and the case study 

characteristics of the ARR are provided. This includes discussion of knowledge systems and of 

place-based approaches drawn from social-ecological systems science, geography and history to 

examine vulnerability and adaptive capacity. The value of examining past scenarios as 

analogues for the future is shown. Key terms of Indigenous ecological knowledge, vulnerability 

and adaptive capacity for climate change as applied in this thesis are also defined. The social-

ecological characteristics of the ARR are provided along with existing issues contributing to 

vulnerability and provide the regional climate change projections. Chapter 3 then describes the 

research position taken, and the methodology employed, drawing on approaches from 
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sustainability science, human geography and environmental history. Chapter 4 discusses the 

contemporary patterns of freshwater harvesting practices in the Kakadu/West Arnhem 

floodplain region. It examines the customary management of freshwater floodplain country, 

contemporary motivations for sourcing freshwater resources, and outlines the species and 

locations valued, the spatial and temporal patterns and the gendered nature of harvesting. It also 

introduces the major examples of continuity and change in customary freshwater resource use. 

Finally, it introduces local Aboriginal conceptions of a ‘healthy’ floodplain, perception of risk 

and causality. This is important in providing the context for considering the nature and 

implications of the examples of past or ongoing social-ecological change influencing 

sustainable adaptation of harvesting practices. 

The second part of the thesis presents and discusses individual case studies of responses to 

past and persisting social-ecological change influencing freshwater customary harvesting 

practices. Chapter 5 examines three examples of animal ecologies significantly shaping 

people’s ability to engage with freshwater resources. The trajectories of social-ecological 

impact and people’s adaptive responses to the introduced cane toad and feral water buffalo, 

along with the dramatic drop then rise in native saltwater crocodile populations following 

protection from commercial hunting, are discussed. Chapter 6 examines the impacts of an 

invasive floodplain weed, para grass and its intersection with floodplain fire regime and 

mainstream livelihoods as existing drivers influencing freshwater customary harvesting. 

Chapter 7 outlines the major social determinants influencing people’s adaptive capacity in 

sustaining and adapting freshwater customary harvesting. These include factors that facilitate 

access and adaptive capacity including mobility, materials, social networks, health and 

wellbeing and intergenerational knowledge transmission. A conceptual model is developed 

which summarises the factors influencing decision making and individual capacity for engaging 

with customary harvesting. Chapter 8 provides a historical example of saltwater intrusion 

shaping human-floodplain interactions in Kakadu, where restoration responses are evaluated 

using social learning theory. Contemporary preferences for responding to future sea level risk 

and saltwater intrusion risk are evaluated in light of this past experience.  

In meeting the aims of the case study, in my concluding chapter I discuss how insights 

from these past and persisting drivers of social-ecological change can be applied to support 

climate adaptation more broadly, in other marginalised social-ecological settings. This thesis 

builds the case that in order to support sustainable adaptation in marginalised social-ecological 

systems around the world, it will be critical to understand the local context and trajectories of 

social-ecological change, address existing stressors, facilitate a social learning environment, and 

incorporate local knowledge, values and perceptions of change into adaptation strategies. 
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Chapter 2: Conceptual framing and case 
study characteristics 

 

 

 

 
Boundaries: pastoral fence line between Murumburri billabong and Injalak Hill, 

Kunbarlanja. 
 

 

Don Audajja (Injalak Arts) pointing out floodplain features, from the top of Injalak Hill. Corner of 
Kunbarlanja town and Murumburri billabong on the far left, Nimbabirr Hill to the far right (24/6/2014).  
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2.1 Introduction 
Having established the threat climate change poses for freshwater coastal wetland systems 

and Indigenous people’s freshwater harvesting practices within, and the need to examine past 

and persisting examples of adaptive responses to inform adaptation to climate change, this 

chapter provides the conceptual framework of this thesis and the case study characteristics. To 

examine Indigenous resource use practices, it is necessary to engage with knowledge systems; 

to explore Western and Indigenous conceptions of human-environment interaction. The western 

construct of a ‘social-ecological systems’ approach (e.g. Berkes et al. 2003) provides a useful 

framework for addressing natural resource management issues, and the Australian Indigenous 

ontology, through the concept of ‘country’ is discussed. This worldview is important to 

understand as it informs local perceptions of social-ecological change and risk. I argue that 

understanding past experiences of social-ecological change from a local and Indigenous 

perspective is critical to understanding contemporary preferences for adapting to climate 

change. I make the case for taking a place-based approach and applying geographic and 

historical approaches, to examine these past experiences which can be considered analogues for 

adaptation, and, I argue, offer valuable insight into present and future adaptive ability. I then 

define the use in this thesis of key climate adaptation terms; vulnerability and resilience, 

adaptation and adaptive capacity, and the importance of recognising ‘sustaining’ practices as 

part of sustainable adaptation for customary harvesting. Finally, a social-ecological background 

to the case study location of the Alligator Rivers Region (ARR) is provided, including the 

vulnerability context for climate change and prior customary resource use studies in the region. 

2.2 Conceptual framing 

2.2.1 Engaging with knowledge systems  
Humanity is currently beset with tremendous challenges stemming from unsustainable 

human-environment relations. Given the crisis of sustainability, from which anthropogenic 

climate change has arisen, different paradigms of thinking are needed. Attention to knowledge 

systems is critical, as it forms the basis of authority (who speaks, who is listened to) and power 

relations (Weir 2009).  In addition, in seeking to incorporate other knowledge systems, it 

becomes possible to envisage new ways of thinking. Tengö et al. (2014) for example, present a 

‘multiple evidence base approach’ for connecting diverse knowledge systems through their 

complementary features, to generate new insights and innovation. This is increasingly necessary 

in the urgent task of shifting to a more sustainable trajectory. Understanding diverse 

conceptions of human-environment interactions is essential in developing locally meaningful 

and equitable adaptation pathways. Human-environment relations conceptualised through 
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western sustainability science as ‘social-ecological systems’ and as ‘country’ in the Australian 

Indigenous sense provide valuable frameworks for considering vulnerability and adaptive 

decision making in this context. Understanding how local Indigenous ontologies and 

worldviews influence recognition of social-ecological change and perception of risk is essential 

if climate adaptation pathways are to be locally meaningful and sustainable.  

Western knowledge traditions of human-environment relationships 
In the development of western thinking, the idea of ‘objective’ knowledge ultimately led 

to a utilitarian construction of nature as a collection of natural resources, or commodities to 

manage (Mitchell 2000; Latour 2001; Weir 2009). The unprecedented power the development 

of rationalist, positivist, scientific knowledge placed at human disposal with which to modify 

their environment, unshackled earlier environmental dependencies;  physical, economic and 

cultural (Folke et al. 2003). This, combined with the technological advances of the twentieth 

century led to generally unsustainable, extractive and exhaustive relations with natural 

resources (Berkes and Folke 1990; Folke et al. 2003; Peterson et al. 2003; Berkes 2010).  

A new systems-thinking approach has arisen over the last few decades in response to the 

failure of society to translate western scientific knowledge into a sustainable relationship with 

the environment. Sustainability science has applied a ‘social-ecological systems’ (SES) 

framework as a heuristic device to emphasise the integrated concept of humans in nature 

(Berkes et al. 2003; Adger 2006). The ‘social’ represents the rules, institutions, knowledge and 

ethics mediating human use and interpretation of natural systems. The ‘ecological’ represents 

the collection of self-regulating communities of organisms interacting with one another and 

with their environment (biophysical processes). SES represents then, a coupled, dynamic and 

adaptive system and natural resource management can be understood to arise from both human 

and environmental agency (Berkes et al. 2003). Understanding the interactions (relationships, 

links, feedbacks or dependencies) between the social and ecological components, is as crucial to 

understanding the system, as the respective ‘ecological’ or ‘social’ elements (Cannon and 

Müller-Mahn 2010). 

A range of academic disciplines have applied their lens in the pursuit of generating more 

sustainable human-environment relations and three main frameworks of interest here have 

emerged from ecology, politics and economics (Adger 2006). Firstly, from the common 

property approach (e.g. Ostrom 1999; Agrawal 2002a; Ostrom 2009). Ostrom’s (2009) SES 

framework provides a conceptual model to identify the crucial components and linkages 

governing the sustainability in resource use systems (Figure 2.1). This framework has been 

applied for example, in Kakadu National Park’s Yellow Waters area on the South Alligator 

River, to qualitatively model climate adaptation (Dutra et al. 2018). In terms of the resource use 
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framing in this thesis, I focus on the sustainability of Indigenous harvesting processes, practices 

and philosophies rather than of the targeted resource itself.  

Secondly the ‘nature as capital’ approach from ecological economics (Common and Stagl 

2005; Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2010) which has since led to the development of the concept of 

‘ecosystem services’ (Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010) and a strongly growing 

market sector of ‘Payment for Ecosystem services’ (PES). This framework provides financial 

returns for natural resource management activities that support ecosystem services. This is a 

growing aspect of remote Indigenous livelihoods (e.g. Altman and Kerins 2012; Robinson et al. 

2016) and this thesis engages with the intersection of ranger livelihoods and customary 

harvesting in building adaptive capacity. 

 

   

Figure 2-1 Framework for analysing sustainability of social-ecological systems 
(Ostrom 2009) 

 

The third main approach is that of ‘adaptive management’ (Adger 2006), designed to be 

responsive to ongoing monitoring, learning and reflection and so is particularly relevant for 

exploring adaptation in joint management contexts, where tensions can arise from management 

approaches based on different knowledge systems (Berkes 2009). Here the role of learning as 

the basis for fostering the innovation necessary for positive transitions in SES has been widely 

recognised (Berkes et al. 2003; Olsson et al. 2004; Fazey et al. 2007; Armitage et al. 2009) 

Collaborative learning within co-management can help bridge social differences between 

groups and scales of management (Keen and Mahanty 2005). Processes are based on the 

principle that different knowledge types will be made transparent to the stakeholders and 

through doing so, facilitate learning (Folke et al. 2003; Armitage et al. 2009; Cundill 2010). The 
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process creates opportunities for building consensus, cooperation and collective action, as well 

as shifts in perceptions and attitudes, collectively generating new social capital (Cundill and 

Fabricius 2009). A key point raised by Armitage et al. (2011) is that learning is neither free of 

values nor politically neutral, and is linked to the relationships between actors and the degree to 

which it facilitates a common purpose. Learning by doing has been advocated as an approach to 

assist in sharing power relationships and building collaborations in co-management contexts 

(Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004; Keen and Mahanty 2005; Fabricius et al. 2007). Learning 

approaches are posited to resonate with customary resource management as a familiar means of 

managing conditions of uncertainty (Armitage et al. 2011; Bardsley and Wiseman 2012) and 

better support the co-production of knowledge, including that for climate change adaptation 

(Collins and Ison 2009; Cundill and Fabricius 2009; Armitage et al. 2011). Social learning and 

the ability to experiment is a key theme explored in the history of saltwater intrusion as an 

analogue for climate adaptation (Chapter 8).  

In seeking to engage more equitably with Indigenous people in natural resource 

management contexts, over the last two decades the western scientific community has 

increasingly engaged with Indigenous knowledges. Referred to variously as Traditional 

Ecological Knowledge (TEK) or Indigenous Ecological Knowledge (IEK) (Peloquin and 

Berkes 2009; Huntington 2011) for the purposes of this thesis I use IEK, over TEK, to avoid 

ambiguity and possible dismissiveness associated with the term ‘traditional’. Some 

understandings of ‘traditional’ may imply old, unmalleable or stagnant, rather in this context it 

simply reflects a knowledge grounded in tradition. I use Indigenous knowledge (IK), customary 

or biocultural knowledge, when referring to its scope beyond the specifically ecological. 

Berkes’s (2008:7) definition of IEK best encompasses how this thesis engages with Indigenous 

knowledge, defining it as:  

‘a cumulative body of knowledge, practice and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and 

handed down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationships of 

living beings (including humans) with one another and with their environment’. 

It is important to recognise it refers to the ways of knowing (knowing, the process or practice) as 

well as particular information (the thing known) and are shaped by a particular belief system 

(Berkes 2008). Understanding these elements of IK and their evolving nature is important for 

understanding the strengths and vulnerabilities of IK. By its nature IK is adaptive, experiential, 

cumulative and dynamic, built upon historical continuity in resource management on a 

particular land (Berkes 2012). The processes upon which it is built, maintained, modified are 

important to recognise and understand when examining the sustainability and adaptive capacity 

of customary knowledge and activities like customary harvesting, under the influence of new 

external social and ecological drivers of change. 
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Alternative frameworks for conceptualising human-environment interactions incorporating 

Indigenous knowledge are emerging. For example, Walsh et al.’s (2013) framework for 

integrating Indigenous ecological knowledge, positions key harvested species at the pivotal 

centre of the relations between people, country2 and the metaphysical (dreaming3) (shown in 

the large circles, Figure 2.2). This framework reveals the diverse range of values (smaller 

circles, Figure 2.2) associated with a single subsistence species. The harvesting of a bush food, 

far from being a singly utilitarian act of subsistence ‘resource use’, is a highly localised, 

subsistence practice encompassing an expression of land ownership, identity, and a collective 

cultural relationship with the non-human world. This framework illustrates the relational nature 

of human-environment interactions frequently characterising an Indigenous worldview.  

 

Figure 2-2 Anperrentye Framework for integrating Indigenous Ecological 
Knowledge (Walsh et al. 2013). 

Indigenous Australian human-environment relationships 
In contrast to western modernist and ‘universal’ knowledge system, Indigenous knowledge 

is highly localised and place-specific. Where western knowledge is built on reductionist 

principles, Indigenous knowledge is holistic and relational, emphasising the connectedness 

between humans and the non-human (Rose 1996; Weir 2009; Berkes 2012; Country et al. 
                                                      

2 ‘Country’ as ‘nourishing terrain’, see definition after Rose (1996) in glossary. 
3 Dreaming: ‘The dreaming’ is a term referring Australian Indigenous cosmology and the 
metaphysical processes responsible for bringing the world and all its elements, human and non-
human into being. 
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2016). In an Australian context, Suchet-Pearson et al. (2013:456) describes, for example, 

Indigenous ontology as learned from research collaborations with Yolgnu elders as a ‘co-

becoming’; 

‘where everything exists in a state of emergence and relationality. Not only are all beings- 

human, animal, plant, process, thing or affect- vital and sapient with their own knowledge 

and law, but their very being is constituted through relationships that are constantly re-

generated.’  

This relationality and continual renegotiation or re-generation provides a strong basis for 

forming ethical relations between humans with all sorts of species and life forms (Rose 1999). 

This worldview is based around the complete integration of humans with the environment, 

where culture and country are inseparable (Rose 1996; Langton 1998). The relationships 

between human and non-human in an Indigenous worldview incorporate agency in the non-

human world, both physical and mythic. For example, Weir (2009:13) describes the difference; 

‘rather than the mindless matter posited by the moderns, country is alive with multiple agencies 

of other beings’. Rose (1996) uses the term ‘dreaming ecology’ to describe the relationships 

between the physical and metaphysical realms in Indigenous thought.  

In this worldview human agency is essential in maintaining a healthy environment. This 

respect and extension of human relationships to animals, plants, geographical features (rivers, 

rock outcrops) as well as to human ancesters, is what results in obligations of care (Rose 1999). 

This directly contrasts with the western notions separating humans from nature, and by 

extension defining wilderness, with it’s absence of people, as the most desired state for nature. 

For example Rose (1996) contrasts Indigenous and Eurocentric notions of what constitutes 

‘wild’. Where the latter might associate ‘wild’ and wilderness with being pristine and 

untouched by humans, I, like Rose, listened to Indigenous people apply the term ‘wild’ to land 

where the life sustaining connections between humans and country have been broken, the 

country degraded. The logical extension of this in an Indigenous worldview, is a diminished 

human existence.  

Growing recognition of the failings of modernist approaches to resource management, of 

the rise in Indigenous land ownership (as defined by the state) and of the need to reduce 

Indigenous disadvantage, have driven the search for new approaches in land and sea 

management in contemporary settler societies. Australian geographers, anthropologists and 

others in related natural-cultural management disciplines, have increasingly adopted the 

Aboriginal meaning inherent in the term ‘country’. Kinnane (2002) describes how an 

Indigenous vision of ‘country’ encompasses diverse issues from health, economy, law and 

utilitarian needs, to interconnect economy, spirituality, knowledge and kin. Cheng et al. (2003) 

describes ‘country’ as not only a physical description but also a way of seeing. This lens 

recognises the innate relationships between the people and place and the social-cultural 
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meaning imbued in the land/sea area to which they belong (Merlan 1998; Palmer 2006; Country 

et al. 2016). Importantly, Langton (2002) argues in this context resource use decisions are made 

with reference to a range of concerns, for example including dialogue with the ancestors. The 

concept of ‘country’ and the management obligations it entails pose clear contrasts then to that 

of the modernist western resource management approach, ensuring the need for attention to 

knowledge systems, particularly in joint-management contexts. 

'Country-based’ approaches are increasingly shaping contemporary Indigenous land and 

sea management, Indigenous protected area management, Indigenous community development 

and Indigenous livelihood policy. ‘Country-based’ planning approaches have been developed to 

facilitate Indigenous land and sea management and has seen the development of Indigenous 

Protected Areas (Szabo and Smyth 2003; Bauman and Smyth 2007; Ross et al. 2009). The 

growth of ‘Caring for Country’ programs, from 1995, in support of local community 

development and environmental management, through community-based planning, have had 

many successes supporting adaptive cultural and natural resource management (Kerins 2012). 

These approaches have received support and recognition on a federal scale, though recent 

Federal Government agendas (2012) have sought to return emphasis to ‘top-down’ development 

approaches more aligned with mainstream development (May 2010; Altman and Kerins 2012; 

Kerins 2012). In academia also, geographers continue to challenge knowledge conventions, for 

example, including ‘Country’ as a co-author to acknowledge its essential role in the co-

production of knowledge (Wright et al. 2012; Bawaka Country including Suchet-Pearson et al. 

2013; Country et al. 2016).  

I apply the term ‘country’ in this thesis then, in the Indigenous Australian sense of a 

‘nourishing terrain’, a living entity, encompassing the physical and metaphysical, linking 

people to ecosystems in a holistic way, synonymous with life and within which all life is 

interdependent (Rose, 1996). I use the term ‘floodplain country’ to recognise the Aboriginal 

way of seeing the wetland and floodplain region as imbued with cultural significance, but also 

to reflect the biophysical boundaries and ecological impacts of environmental change shared by 

floodplain systems that traverse human land tenure systems, including Aboriginal clan estates 

and protected area boundaries. In this way, ‘floodplain country’ may frequently refer to more 

than one individual Aboriginal clan estate, but acknowledge the Australian Indigenous ontology 

continuing to define this landscape and the human relations with it. 

Indigenous Australian perceptions of change relating to the 
environment and climate 

The way meaning is made of environmental change, its recognition and its interpretation 

through a particular worldview and set of experiences, knowledge, and values, is a precursor to 

responding to environmental change. It is also a key difference arising from modernist and 
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Indigenous knowledge systems and can result in conflict where management is based on 

different ontologies, epistemologies and power differentials. While western scientific 

knowledge searches for universal, physical and absolutes in concepts of causality, Indigenous 

perceptions of change recognise metaphysical agency, indeterminacy, the contingent or the non-

absolute (Povinelli 1993; Rose 1996; Bradley and Yanyuwa families 2010; Barber 2011).  For 

example Bradley (2010:63) is taught by his Aboriginal mentors that there is ‘never one 

‘straight’ story; a number can exist, allowing spaces for agreement and contestation’. He gave 

the example where one respondent attributed the blame for drying of a well to pastoralists lining 

it with stones, while his wife believed it was the result of the death of too many old people 

belonging to the country (Bradley and Yanyuwa families 2010). Povinelli (1993) describes how 

the indeterminacy or conditionality applied to environmental signs or events by Belyuen 

women during harvesting activities, arises through both the use of environmental signs to 

interpret the Dreaming, and of using the Dreaming to interpretation of contemporary socio-

political life. Barber (2011:92) examines Yolngu conceptions of environmental change and 

found that at the level of ancestry that ‘nothing ever changes’, but that there is dynamism 

inherent in the powers at this level, generating environmental cycles and the power to erode or 

regenerate places. Similarly, Bradley (2010:135) described the constancy of the metaphysical, 

embedded in the song lines (kujika) in the landscape and for Yanyuwa people, environmental 

change is merely an expression of this power flowing through it;  

‘Kujika, then, is a constant, vital, ever moving force, inhering in country. Yet country can 

change, for all things change, and change can be a process of a country’s super-vital 

nature. The loaded Yanyuwa expression ‘might be something’ alludes to the results of 

actions of Dreaming beings or of the ever present old people.’ 

Environmental change then, is an experiential norm, perceived as driven by the ever-present 

ancestral power embedded in country. Explanations of change then usually emphasise local 

causes and local agency (both physical; human and non-human and metaphysical). These 

examples illustrate how world view shapes notions of causality and perception of risk.  

Barber’s interest in Aboriginal conception of environmental change was in understanding 

how this conception influenced Yolngu perception of risk in relation to global warming. He 

found for Yolngu, it was not viewed as a major threat, given the perception that major human 

impacts are likely to occur elsewhere, and in part arising from ‘that principle of unchanging 

creative ancestry’ and ‘from a sense of confidence about knowing how to live with the country 

and the flexibility that gives them’ (Barber 2011:96). In contextualising Aboriginal 

interpretations of environmental change, Barber (2011) found, like Petheram et al. (2010), 

Leonard et al. (2013) and Nursey-Bray et al. (2013), climate change to be of peripheral concern 

to many Aboriginal people living remotely, given the uncertainties about the causes of observed 
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changes and the more immediate concerns driven by multiple stressors affecting remote 

Indigenous Australia.  

Indigenous conceptions of the past, as for applying causality for environmental change, 

cannot be assumed to mirror the western linear conception of history. In writing about the 

Yanyuwa’s conception of time, Bradley (2010:86) explains that they have no word for history 

in a Western sense, in terms of ‘seeking to maintain an exact, impersonal record of past events’. 

Instead there is the sense of remembering all the ‘possibilities’ that country can contain and that 

these require active re-engagement with, by each person or generation. Customary harvesting is 

one such practice that can requires and represents adaptive engagement facilitating this 

ongoing, continual negotiation with the past, present and future. 

 Inquiries into perceptions of change must recognise local conceptualisations. Bradley 

(2010:86) describes how the Yanyuwa conception of the past and time then, rather than being 

linear, reflect points that are in continual negotiation, through recall and use;  

‘As people live through certain events, their significance becomes etched into memory 

according to associations with country […] These memories create sediments of narrative 

and song that are not fixed strata but constantly shifting as information is recalled and 

used. Knowledge then, of kin, country and kujika are in perpetual negotiation.’ (Bradley 

2010:86) 

This highlights a characteristic of Australian Indigenous knowledge that make it vulnerable to 

loss or attenuation, in terms of the requirement for perpetual re-engagement and recall through 

direct practice and experience. Alternatively, this highlights the important and powerful 

position of customary harvesting as a critical activity for sustaining Indigenous biocultural 

knowledge. A key argument of this thesis is that to support adaptive capacity in this context, it 

is critical to incorporate Aboriginal people’s perceptions of social-ecological change, as is 

recognising local Aboriginal people’s prioritising of concerns and solutions. 

2.2.2 At the intersection of geography and history 
The complexity of issues arising from global environmental change, including feedbacks 

across multiple scales and the diversity of differently positioned social groups, clearly renders 

the universal modernist knowledge base alone as insufficient. Localised observations and place-

based research has a crucial and increasingly recognised role in environmental change research 

(O'Brien 2010; Huntington 2011; Smith 2012). For challenges like climate change, Berkes 

(2008:180), for example, argues ‘such approaches to climate change are not model-driven but 

culturally specific, historically informed and geographically rooted. They take scale into 

account’. Hulme (2011a; 2015) argues persuasively for better inclusion of the contribution of 

geography and history, among the humanities more broadly, in understanding climate change 

through our cultural engagement with climate. Histories of human-environment interactions in 
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response to social or ecological change have a powerful role also, not only in contextualising 

their evolution and significance, but in reveal multiple trajectories that may have transpired 

(Morgan 2013). Adamson et al. (2018) argue for long-term analysis of historical trajectories 

related to climate change, including cultural dimensions, the evolution of institutions mediating 

adaptation as well as trajectories of knowledge power structures. There are shared features with 

anthropology also, in contributing climate change studies, in terms of ethnographic insights and 

historical perspective, both of which are central elements of this research (Barnes et al. 2013).   

While traditionally geography and history have represented space and time respectively, 

Broek and Webb (1973:19) recognise that ‘all events occur in specific places and that all places 

derive their character from changes through time’. All of history occurs in geographical space 

and geography provides a framework and methods useful for understanding the historical 

interrelations between people and place (Baker 1989). In a colonised context, much of the 

history of non-Indigenous and Indigenous interactions has related to conflict over land. 

Geography assists the researcher in exploring many aspects of Indigenous history, for example, 

through mapping, through exploring IEK, or in exploring ‘sense of place’ (Baker 1989). Issues 

of scale are of crucial importance in considering adaptation to climate change (Adger 2001) and 

also at the heart of geography. Hulme (2008) argues for geographers to engage with climate 

change and to reconnect it with its unique geographical settings and cultural meanings, in part 

to avoid societal risk of ‘climate reductionism’ (Hulme 2011a). Thus, geographical and 

historical approaches are well positioned and complimentary to exploring complex systems 

grappling with environmental change, including climate change. They form the basis of this 

research.  

Past experiences as analogues for adaptation 
Historical inquiry is crucial as it locates the present in a context beyond the immediate that 

can assist in explaining contemporary conflict, social-ecological challenges or social 

preferences. The past indelibly influences the present and shapes how future possibilities are 

envisaged. Morgan (2013) advocates the role of historical inquiry in climate change, where 

environmental histories can reveal how humans have responded to and made sense of 

environmental change in the past, while human histories provide an understanding of what is 

acceptable adaptation and the processes of navigating this.  Histories of human-environment 

interactions provide context to better understand how or why particular responses developed, 

while revealing alternative trajectories that might have arisen (Morgan 2013). Historical 

‘analogues’ or examples of resource-dependent societies responding to past socio-

environmental disturbances can provide analogies for adaptation to climate change stresses 

(Meyer et al. 1998; Adger et al. 2003; Thomas and Twyman 2005; Ford et al. 2010b).  
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There are recognised limits as to how far analogues of past and ongoing experiences of 

adaptation may be relevant for adaptation to future climate change. For example, the climate 

change impact or response may be nonlinear, where system characteristics shift at critical 

thresholds (Adger 2003). Or, for example, climate stimuli happening in the same place but at a 

different point in time may generating very different outcomes (Glantz 1991; McLeman and 

Smit 2006). In addition, it is likely that in parts of the world the rate and magnitude of change 

may be unprecedented (Adger et al. 2003). While ecological ‘surprises’, ‘novel’ or ‘no-

analogue futures’ are likely to arise from climate change impacts (Hobbs et al. 2006; Williams 

and Jackson 2007; Hobbs and Cramer 2008), ultimately even ‘new’ systems are still emergent 

from existing or ‘legacy’ system characteristics (both biophysical and socio-institutional). 

Hence the emphasis in this thesis on the ‘trajectories’ of change (Fazey et al. 2011; Fazey et al. 

2016) these examples of social-ecological change and adaptation present.  

Historical inquiry is also important from an ethical standpoint for research in marginalised 

communities, given the long time frames and a cumulative process frequently shaping 

institutional and social disadvantage, and contemporary decision making processes. For 

example, in addressing conflict in natural resource management Howitt (2001:224) argues that 

there is the ‘need for negotiations about the future to come to terms with complex histories’. 

This is a salient point, and despite being nearly two decades old, remains just as pertinent in 

addressing decision making for climate change adaptation as it was in its original context, of 

mining on Indigenous land and particularly important in colonised contexts. In addition, 

historical inquiry can assist with untangling existing inequalities that position some people to be 

more at risk from climate change than others and to better explain human-environment 

interactions over time (Morgan 2013). Not only invaluable in the context of marginalised 

communities, aquatic histories of Australia also remain remarkably undeveloped (Morgan 

2013) so better understanding the changing relationships between human communities and 

coastal, estuarine, wetland or marine environments could contextualise and contribute to 

climate change and other development issues as well as foster interdisciplinary collaborations.  

Sustainability science and SES systems approaches have shifted towards increasingly 

recognising the value in applying historical and geographical approaches, given the 

environmental crisis of the 20th century. For example, historical ecology (Balée 2006; Szabó 

2010) in part emerged through the need to inform environmental restoration. Ecological 

monitoring studies are frequently positioned as ‘baselines’ against which to measure change. 

The danger is when the most recent ‘baseline’ (or a particular timeframe of analysis) is accepted 

without consideration of historical context. This risks inaccurately representing the population, 

or scale of change, and at worst, missing prior warnings and collapse of the resource. 

Considering the ‘historical range of variability’ is a more useful concept (Szabó 2010), 

particularly given the potential for ‘no analogue’ future conditions, or those outside all prior 
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historical range (Hobbs and Cramer 2008). In fisheries management, Pauly (1995) applied a 

historical lens to analyse ‘anecdotal’ historical sources after witnessing the crashes in 

international fisheries stocks, to develop the idea of the ‘shifting baseline syndrome’ (SBS). 

This syndrome, Pauly described, arose from scientists using inappropriate reference points for 

tracking population change or identifying targets for rehabilitation actions. Essentially scientists 

were working with an accepted baseline of stock size and species composition that was judged 

as ‘the norm’ throughout, for example a scientific career, or from when standardised, modern 

stock assessments for a particular species began, assuming that this reflected a self-sustaining 

population as yet unimpacted, not already in decline. This led to the failure to notice creeping 

declines in stock. A longer historical lense, incorporating other data sources, Pauly argues, may 

have helped avoid this. While SBS has increasingly been examined in ecological contexts, very 

few studies have applied it to examine the shifts in Indigenous biocultural knowledge and 

transmission. I explore this briefly in Chapter 5, in exploring the impacts and responses arising 

from dramatic shifts in the saltwater crocodile population, as an analogue for adaptive capacity. 

Challenges to the intergenerational transmission of knowledge arise in response to several other 

drivers of change highlighted in Aboriginal oral testimonies explored in the course of this 

thesis; in response to the cane toad (Chapter 5) and social changes influencing intergenerational 

relationships (Chapter 7). 

A place-based approach 
There are conceptual parallels between the Indigenous concept of ‘country’ and that of 

‘place’ as defined in geography. Sauer (1965) was part of an early, defining era of geographers 

recognising not just the natural, but a material ‘cultural landscape’, defined in terms of 

population, production, material culture, settlement patterns. Critically for contemporary land 

management and climate adaptation, Baker (1989; 1999) in his work examining culture contact 

with the Yanyuwa people, at Borroloola, Northern Territory, extended Sauer’s material concept 

of cultural landscape, to explictly recognise the Aboriginal cultural landscape. This included 

recognition of non-material elements of culture, like the attitudes and perceptions of those 

living in it. Contemporary definitions of ‘place’ bear similarities to that of ‘country’, albeit with 

an ontology absent of the metaphysical. Adger et al. (2011:3) define places as ‘spaces given 

meaning by people associated with them’ and ‘manifestations of economic, ecological, and 

cultural resources and meanings.’ This includes the ‘symbols, products, and containers of the 

various cultures that value them’ (Adger et al. 2011:4). Hess (2008) similarly, defines place as 

‘the sum of resources and human relationships in a given location’. Plumwood (2002:239) 

argues the concept of place assists us in regaining our ‘embeddedness’ with the non-human 

sphere and in developing a ‘place sensitive culture which can situate humans ecologically and 

non-humans ethically’. Weir (2009) also, recognises place theory aligns with the scale of 
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knowledge that Traditional Owners call for, where connecting with local places enables people 

to make connections with their life and country.  

Both SES and ‘country’ based framings are essentially place-based approaches. Like Kates 

et al. (2001), Berkes (2012)  (Ostrom 2009), I argue place-based approaches are required in 

order to understand issues of global environmental change, as impacts and responses occur at 

multiple scales. A place-based approach, as one that integrates biological, physical, social and 

economic dimensions of sustainability as well as the broader histories and aspirations of the 

people connected with these environments (Cheng et al. 2003; Measham 2003) can also 

interrogate the links between global change and local identity. Applied to social-ecological 

change, these social, political and environmental drivers influence the ongoing ‘articulation’ 

and ‘renegotiation of meanings’ attached to a place (Adger et al. 2011). Environmental change 

in a place may generate common meanings arising from shared or similar experiences in that 

place (Stedman 2002) or it may also provide multiple meanings and various interpretations 

among individuals (Cheng et al. 2003). Conflict can arise where resource managers fail to 

adequately recognise the range of meaning in places, for example, through characterisation of 

only biophysical elements (Adger et al. 2011). ‘Place’ can be a point from which to examine 

decision making, where behaviour is linked to its geographic setting, comprised of biophysical 

attributes, social and political processes and the social-cultural meanings made from it (Cheng 

et al. 2003). As such, a place-based approach provides the context for social learning, as 

discussed, crucial in adaptive management and in the politicised arena of co-management.  

Place ‘attachment’, as an aspect of the ‘psychology of place’ has been examined from 

cognitive perspectives in environmental psychology (Canter 1977; Grothmann and Patt 2005), 

in its role linking culture and health  (Wilson 2003; Johnston et al. 2007). Place attachment can 

represent emotional attachment and the loss of this can constitute place ‘bereavement’, or 

‘solastalgia’. Solastalgia, deriving from concepts of ‘solace’ and ‘desolation’ is a term used to 

reflect the pain, sickness or emotional distress arising from loss, lack of solace in the current 

state of one’s place, or from ecosystem distress or destruction (Albrecht 2005; Albrecht 2006). 

Place attachment is both a generator and expression of self-identity, including people’s group 

identification, which is also a powerful influence shaping people’s emotional and personal 

responses to natural resource management issues (Cheng et al. 2003). For example, in the way 

Australian Indigenous people may identify as ‘freshwater’ or ‘saltwater people’ represents the 

primacy of engagement with those particular hydro-geographies. Place attachment influences 

people’s perception and evaluation of environmental impacts, in turn shaping engagement in 

decision making. 

Place attachment and cultural loss has begun to feature in climate adaptation literature, 

largely through efforts to address equity issues and the health impacts associated with risk and 

loss of culturally valued places (McNamara and Westoby 2011a; Scannell and Gifford 2011; 
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Adger et al. 2013). Adger et al. (2011) argue the risks to both cultural and natural heritage 

appear to be undervalued in scientific and policy considerations of the costs and benefits of 

climate change. They argue this underrepresentation of the meaning and identity of places in 

climate decision making may limit adaptation actions. Focusing on places in climate adaptation 

Adger et al. (2011) argue, ‘highlights the local material and symbolic contexts’ which provides 

meaning in people’s lives, and thus cultural and symbolic values should be included when 

attempting to cost climate change engendered losses. A place-based approach is thus necessary 

to counter what Sillitoe (2007) argues is the ‘negation of local difference’ arising from the 

dominant perspective of a universal science. Greater attention to the risks of cultural loss 

through place attachment in climate change adaptation can assist in recognising and redressing 

these inequities (e.g. Adger et al. 2009). Discussion of place-based loss, including the loss of 

access to valued freshwater places and resources (and the practices they engender) arises 

throughout this thesis, including that arising from introduced species (Chapter 5 and 6) and in 

the health and well-being implications arising from existing social-ecological change affecting 

freshwater harvesting (Chapter 7).  

2.2.3 Climate adaptation and vulnerability literature 
Here I define the key terminology relating to climate adaptation as applied in this thesis. I 

define the use of vulnerability and resilience, adaptation, and the justification for using 

‘sustainable adaptation’ for addressing customary harvesting in the context of climate change.  

This research does not engage with mitigation, though clearly the global community needs to 

dramatically reduce fossil fuels and CO2 emissions to avoid the worst excesses of dangerous 

climate change. I briefly discuss how concepts of scale, perception of risk and adaptive ability 

inform adaptation in this context and highlight existing determinants of adaptive capacity in 

Indigenous resource use contexts identified in the literature.  

Vulnerability and resilience 
The term ‘vulnerability’ is applied across many disciplines which take varying definitions. 

In the context of climate change, vulnerability is defined by the IPCC (2007b:6) as:  

‘the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to cope with, adverse effects of 

climate change, including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of 

the character, magnitude, and rate of climate change and variation to which a system is 

exposed, the sensitivity and adaptive capacity of that system’.  

Beyond the physical characteristics of the climate change driving vulnerability, the 

‘exposure’, ‘sensitivity’ and ‘adaptive capacity’ are terms that have various definitions, but will 

all be defined by the unique social and ecological characteristics of an individual system. The 

use of vulnerability in social-ecological systems analysis and sustainable livelihood research 
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draws on disciplines of natural hazards, entitlements and security, and political ecology (Adger 

2006). In this context Adger (2006:286) defines vulnerability as: ‘the state of susceptibility to 

harm from exposure to stresses associated with environment and social change and from the 

absence of capacity to adapt.’ Across the climate change literature as well as other broader 

fields employing the term, the concept of vulnerability is consistently described as a function or 

an integrated measure of exposure, sensitivity (potentiality) and capacity (or resilience) (Turner 

et al. 2003; Ford et al. 2006a; Füssel and Klein 2006; Gallopín 2006; Smit and Wandel 2006).  

Several conceptual frameworks have emerged in the literature to guide 

vulnerability/resilience analysis in this context, of Indigenous peoples and climate change 

adaptation (Turner et al. 2003; Ford et al. 2006a; O'Brien et al. 2007; Petheram et al. 2010; 

Maru et al. 2014). These frameworks, discussed subsequently, contributed substantially to the 

conceptual evolution of vulnerability/resilience models, and were the most significant in 

informing the research design of this thesis. 

Turner et al.’s (2003) conceptual model of vulnerability was the first to explicitly 

recognise vulnerability as a property of a social-ecological system (Adger, 2006). The elements 

of vulnerability (its exposure, sensitivity and resilience) were placed within a bounded social-

ecological system, embedded at a particular scale (within world, region, place), to make clear 

the cross-scale dynamics (Turner et al. 2003). It is also valuable to define the kind of pressure 

inducing vulnerability. For example, hazards may be defined as perturbations (major spikes) or 

stressors (continuous, slowly increasing pressure), (Turner et al. 2003; Gallopín 2006). Rates of 

social-ecological change matter as they shape people’s identification of change, interpretation 

of risk and motivation to act. The pressure-response examples raised in this thesis represent 

both major perturbations and continuous, ongoing stressors. 

In terms of characterising social vulnerability to climate change, Kelly and Adger (2000) 

provide a definition that recognises vulnerability at the level of the individual and group, as 

well as their well-being. They define social vulnerability as the relative ‘capacity of individuals 

and social groups to respond to, that is, to cope with, recover from or adapt to, any external 

stress placed on their livelihoods and well-being’. This framing focuses on the socio-economic 

and institutional constraints that limit the ability to respond. This definition also inherently links 

vulnerability to adaptation, whereby adaptation is facilitated by reducing vulnerability (Kelly 

and Adger 2000). Resource availability and the entitlement of individuals and groups to access 

these resources will determine vulnerability of any group (Kelly and Adger 2000). Ford et al. 

(2006:147), who sought to characterise the nature of human vulnerability to climate change in 

Arctic Indigenous communities, also defined vulnerability in relation to livelihoods, but in 

addition explicitly included access to resources and power relations; ‘the ability of people to 

cope with and respond to stimuli, particularly as this relates to livelihoods, access to resources, 

and power relations’. A community’s vulnerability to climate change effects is conceptualised 
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as a function of the community’s ‘exposure-sensitivity’ and its adaptive capacity to deal with 

that exposure (Figure 2.3). In this conceptual model ‘exposure-sensitivity’ reflects the 

‘susceptibility of people and communities to conditions that represent risk’ and is dependent 

upon characteristics of both climate and the community as part of the ‘system’ (Figure 2.3). It is 

a dynamic characteristic; ‘changing as a community changes its characteristics relative to 

climatic conditions and reflecting the human and biophysical processes operating at broader 

scales’ (Ford et al. 2006:147). Both risk management strategies and resource use options, as 

shaped by social and biophysical conditions, contribute then to defining the adaptive capacity of 

the community (Figure 2.3). Vulnerability as a state continually evolves as people experiment 

with new ways of responding to change and as the technological and institutional factors 

shaping vulnerabilities continue to change (Kelly and Adger 2000). These definitions of 

vulnerability (Kelly and Adger 2000; Ford et al. 2006a) are applied here in the context of the 

ARR.  

 

Figure 2-3 Conceptual model of vulnerability (Ford et al. 2006). Components of 
vulnerability are identified and linked to factors beyond the system 
of study and operating at various scales. 

 
In this thesis I argue context is essential to research in the field of vulnerability and 

adaptive capacity and especially crucial in marginalised settings. Huntington et al. (2005:95) 

recognise the contexts in which Indigenous peoples ‘observe, assess, interact and respond to 

the impacts of climate change are extremely important’. Hulme (2011b) for example argues 

against ‘climate reductionism’ which risks ignoring human agency, overlooking contingency 
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and losing the complexities of human and non-human interactions. Those recognising 

vulnerability as existing within and being defined by the particular social-ecological 

characteristics and operating on multiple scales, are essentially adopting a ‘place-based’ 

approach to investigating climate vulnerability. O’Brien et al. (2007) argue differences in 

vulnerability discourse are important to recognise as they prioritise the generation of different 

kinds of knowledge and different policy responses. They make a clear conceptual distinction 

between frameworks for assessing vulnerability; ‘outcome vulnerability’ (a scientific framing) 

and ‘contextual vulnerability’ (a human security framing) (Figure 2.4). Outcome vulnerability 

reflects a ‘linear result’ of the projected impacts of climate change, on a particular ‘exposure 

unit’, shaped by ‘responses’ the adaptation measures (Figure 2.4).  Contextual vulnerability, in 

contrast, is based on understanding climate-society interactions, where the climate variability 

and change occur in political, institutional, economic and social structures, and these interact 

with the ‘contextual conditions’ of the exposure unit (Figure 2.4). This perspective focuses on 

altering the context in which climate change occurs and incorporates the need to mitigate 

climate change for reasons of justice and equity (Adger et al. 2006; O'Brien et al. 2007). This 

thesis applies a contextual vulnerability framework, given the clear need to understand and 

adjust contextual factors (at multiple scales) shaping the vulnerability context.  This fits well in 

applying both social-ecological systems and ‘country’-based conceptual frameworks for 

engaging with environmental change.  

 

 

Figure 2-4 Frameworks depicting two interpretations of assessing vulnerability 
to climate change (1a) outcome-based vulnerability; (1b) contextual 
based vulnerability (O’Brien et al. 2007) 
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Vulnerability and resilience are both terms frequently applied to Indigenous cultural and 

climate vulnerability studies, though how resilience and vulnerability are conceptualised varies 

with the school of literature (e.g. hazards, global change, ecosystem science) (Gallopín 2006; 

Cutter et al. 2008; Maru et al. 2014). Resilience can be an expression of survival and 

empowerment for Indigenous communities. Transferring the ecological use of resilience from 

ecosystem sciences (e.g. Gunderson and Holling’s ‘panarchy’ concept (2002)) to use in social-

ecological systems, Cannon and Müller-Mahn (2010) argue, can risk obscuring the socio-

political and economic drivers shaping those power relations that expose people to differing 

levels of risk. In contrast, the term ‘vulnerability’ is inherently defined by socio-economic and 

political processes which can be analysed alongside climate and ecosystems. For others, 

resilience appears to be a subset of capacity to respond (e.g. Gallopín, 2006). In the context of 

this thesis, the IPCC (2014b:5) definition of resilience is most applicable: 

‘The capacity of social, economic, and environmental systems to cope with a 

hazardous event or trend or disturbance, responding or reorganizing in ways that 

maintain their essential function, identity, and structure, while also maintaining the 

capacity for adaptation, learning, and transformation.’  

In this way, the use of resilience in this thesis is effectively synonymous with adaptive capacity, 

as Ford et al. (2006b) and Turner et al. (2003) also applied.  

How the dual narratives of resilience and vulnerability, so frequently applied to people in 

remote or marginalised communities, shape adaptation pathways are specifically explored in a 

conceptual framework developed by Maru et al. (2014). This is illustrated by interrelated 

vulnerability and resilience ‘loops’ shaping adaptive capacity (Figure 2.5). The narrative of 

‘desirable resilience’ refers to the wealth of experiential knowledge Indigenous and other 

people in remote regions have, from living with uncertainty or variable climates, as well having, 

for example, supportive social networks or mobile livelihood arrangements, all characteristics 

which provide an adaptive advantage (Fazey et al. 2011; Maru et al. 2014). The risk of relying 

on the resilience narrative is when it is used as a means for avoiding responsibility to redress 

past and present inequalities. The alternative narrative positions people in remote, marginalised 

regios as being inherently vulnerable to climate change (i.e. the vulnerability loop, Figure 2.5). 

While this position acknowledges global inequalities and the compounding effects of climate 

change on existing disadvantages, it risks legitismising top-down approaches that can miss the 

resourcefulness of remote communities (Maru et al. 2014). For remote Indigenous Australia, 

Maru et al. (2014) cite existing vulnerabilities including loss of language, culture and 

knowledge, intergenerational disadvantage, welfare dependence, limited governance control, 

poor health and limited educational, employment or livelihood opportunities. Attributes 

associated with resilience include: the resolve to maintain connection to land and culture, strong 

social networks, significant land holding, mobility and attachment to country, efforts to reduce 
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welfare dependency and biocultural knowledge base for emerging livelihoods (Maru et al. 

2014). A positive outcome of this approach is where the participatory exploration of adaptation 

pathways can assist rethinking the pathways to tackle development issues such as poverty and 

disadvantage.  

 

Figure 2-5 Linked vulnerability and resilience framework for remote and 
disadvantaged social-ecological systems* (Maru et al. 2014).  
*Green loops indicate resilience and red loops vulnerability. The 
strength (thickness) of the feedback loop will vary in response to 
different perturbations and different times.   

 

Overlooking systemic, institutional issues is a clear risk of vulnerability and adaptation 

discourses perpetuating further dispossession and disempowerment of the marginalised, 

particularly in an Indigenous context. Cameron (2012) critiques the established vulnerability 

and adaptation approach (e.g. Ford and Smit 2004; Ford et al. 2006a) with their focus on the 

impacts on traditional harvesting, seasonal travel and strategies and for enhancing the capacity 

of these communities to adapt, in so far as they omitted any reference to the colonial causes of 

many of the contemporary social problems and human vulnerability in northern Canadian 

Indigenous communities. Cameron (2012) also argues limiting Inuit people to the realm of 

‘local’ and ‘traditional’ results in an overly narrow framing of vulnerability to climate change, 

and risks rending the deeply political origins of both climate change and Inuit vulnerability to 

climate change as irrelevant, as well as limiting the terms in which Inuit people can speak and 

influence government intervention. Veland et al. (2013) also argue against considering 

vulnerability to climate hazards in isolation from colonising impacts and epistemologically 

‘ground proofing’ perceptions of vulnerability is critical (Veland et al. 2013). In addition, 
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Vehlan et al. (2013) also found, from a procedural perspective on vulnerability, that it was 

important to reframe climate change from absolute, objective and transplantable, to a relational 

issue, requiring transdisciplinary approaches and cross-cultural perspectives. Recognition and 

redressing of the persistent impacts of colonisation are necessary in climate adaptation (Nursey-

Bray and Palmer 2018). In this research I sought to be mindful of the potential risks of both 

resilience and vulnerability narratives, recognising that the legacies of colonisation shape the 

capacity for contemporary Aboriginal autonomy and engagement in governance processes. This 

thesis takes the position that all examples of change-impact-response ultimately occur along a 

continuing trajectory of social-ecological change, initiated and perpetuated by colonisation. 

In terms of applying vulnerability in this research context, I did not seek to quantify 

vulnerability but sought to be guided by these conceptual frameworks emphasising contextual 

vulnerability, the influence of multi-scalar and multiple interactions, its ongoing changing state, 

potential thresholds of risk, and vulnerability operating at both the individual and community 

level. Vulnerability and resilience are examined here through Aboriginal harvesters themselves 

identifying the social-ecological changes and perception of risks they pose for sustaining their 

customary freshwater resource use practices. The kinds of risk management strategies available 

and their implementation can then be analysed as a reflection of adaptive capacity.  

Adaptation and adaptive capacity 
The concept of adaptation has been examined across diverse disciplines, including 

evolutionary biology, cultural and political ecology in the humanities and social sciences, and 

natural hazards, entitlements and food security (Smit and Pilifosova 2001; Smit and Wandel 

2006; Adger et al. 2009; Head 2009; Levitus 2009; Lukasiewicz et al. 2015; Butler et al. 2016). 

Specifically for climate change, adaptation is defined by the (IPCC (2014a:5) as: 

‘the process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its effects. In human 

systems, adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm or exploit beneficial 

opportunities. In some natural systems, human intervention may facilitate adjustment 

to expected climate and its effects.’  

Within this definition ‘climate’ could equally be replaced with ‘pressure’, ‘stressor’ or ‘stimuli’ 

for a more context driven approach.  

In applying the vulnerability framework discussed earlier (Figure 2.4), adaptive capacity 

can be seen as a function of exposure and sensitivity (to the system characteristics) as well as 

the risk management strategies and resource use options available, to prepare for, avoid or 

moderate. Ford et al. (2006) refer to adaptive capacity as ‘a community’s potential or ability to 

address, plan for or adapt to exposure-sensitivity’. Adaptive capacity and exposure-sensitivity 

are not mutually exclusive as learning can develop with repeated exposure, building adaptive 

capacity (Gunderson and Holling 2002). An important distinction between adaptation and 
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adaptive capacity, is that the latter can handle unknown risks (Ford et al. 2006a). There are 

many forms of adaptation, and ways of classifying them. For example, depending on the 

adaptation intent (planned or not), the stimulus (anticipatory, reactive, concurrent, inaction), 

form (behavioural, financial, institutional etc.) and spatial scale (local, regional etc.) (Smit and 

Wandel 2006; Paavola and Adger 2006). Adaptive capacity is also not a static state, but 

continues to shift and respond to changes in social-ecological conditions over time (Smit and 

Wandel 2006). This does make assessment challenging, where attempts to measure or assess 

adaptive capacity can risk reducing it to a static ‘snapshot’ in time. Better consideration of 

historical or longer-term trajectories, through the recent focus on adaptation as ‘pathways of 

change and response’ assists in reducing this risk (Fazey et al. 2007; Fazey et al. 2011; Wise et 

al. 2014; Fazey et al. 2016).   

Given the overlay of climate adaptation on existing ‘development’ agendas for 

marginalised communities it is important to consider how the concept of sustainability relates to 

that of adaptive capacity. Four key principles for sustainable adaptation that are highly relevant 

to this research include to: 1) recognise the context for vulnerability, including multiple 

stressors, 2) acknowledge that diverse values and interests influence adaptation outcomes, 3) 

integrate local knowledge into adaptation responses and 4) consider feedbacks between scales 

(e.g. local and global processes) (Eriksen and Brown 2011). Sustainable adaptation pathways 

are more likely to be equitable, locally grounded in maintaining what is valued, while building 

the capacity for learning and transformation.  

Sustainable adaptation incorporates recognition of values and governance driving climate 

adaptation (e.g. Adger et al. 2006; Adger 2009; Smit and Pilifosova 2001) and more recently 

the threat posed by climate change to the cultural dimensions of lives, livelihoods, identity and 

sense of place has been recognised (Adger et al. 2011). They argue adaptation cannot be 

considered successful if it results in damage to ‘people’s traditions, knowledge, social orders, 

identities, and material cultures.’ (Adger et al. 2011:20). Similarly, O’Brien (2009:165) asks ‘is 

adaptation a successful strategy for maintaining what is valued?’ A successful strategy is likely 

to have to recognise and address a spectrum of values and inherent within this, different metrics 

(O’Brien 2009; Adger et al. 2009). O’Brien (2009) finds there has been very little analysis in 

the climate change literature of the relationship between values and climate adaptation, nor the 

potential for values conflict. Pairing ‘sustainable’ with ‘adaptation’ ideally ensures attention for 

example remains on maintaining or sustaining capacity for engaging with freshwater resources, 

in accordance with the preferences of Aboriginal people in the region (Chapter 4, and 8), and is 

not lost in the ‘adapting’ to future floodplain transformation as sea level rises, through 

potentially transferring effort to saltwater resources.  

The scale of adaptation is also important to consider, as customary harvesting is both an 

individual and social act and both individual and social factors influence adaptation and limits 
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to adaptation action (Adger et al. 2009). For example, Paavola and Adger (2006) describe social 

adaptation as determined in part by the ability of a group to act collectively, while equally, 

individual adaptation is not independent of the group, where the ‘choice sets of individuals are 

determined by antecedent collective action and collective action is taken to alter individual’s 

choice sets’ (Paavola and Adger 2006:597). This also underscores the importance of examining 

prior analogies for adaptive action, given the influence of past experiences in defining 

acceptable adaption options in the present.  

Different characteristics are used to consider individual and community scale adaptive 

ability. Characteristics for considering individual adaptive capacity relevant in this context 

include elements of perception of risk and equity in accessing resources, ability to cope with 

change (proximity to thresholds), degree and ability to learn and reorganise (in anticipation), 

attachment to place, local environmental knowledge, access to technology, information, skills, 

and networks (Marshall et al. 2010). For community level adaptive capacity, the factors of most 

relevance are consideration of capacity to learn and reorganise, diversity of livelihoods, 

flexibility, gender relations and environmental institutions and social norms (Marshall et al. 

2010). Petheram et al. (2010) highlight key determinants of community vulnerability (Figure 

2.6) in a study on Yolngu people’s (North East Arnhem Land, Australia) observations and 

perspectives on climate change.  Of particular relevance to this study was Petheram’s inclusion 

of ‘diversity’ among a community’s ‘characteristics’, recognising the influence of historic 

events and current issues in shaping the community characteristics (perceptions, attitudes, 

norms), and distinguishing between different kinds of adaptive capacity; opportunity 

(prospective capacity, i.e. shaped by policy), capacity (currently), and preferences and 

motivations (subjective capacity) within a community (Figure 2.6). 

 

Figure 2-6 Conceptual diagram of factors influencing community vulnerability 
(Petheram et al. 2010). 
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Perception of risk and adaptive capacity 
Perceptions of environmental change and attribution are culturally specific, and 

perceptions of vulnerability or adaptive ability are not easily measured (Adger, 2006). The 

tension between objective and perceived elements of vulnerability and risk is another challenge 

in understanding and determining adaptive capacity (Adger, 2006). Objective capacity includes 

the availability and access to resources and only partly influences whether adaptive response is 

taken (Grothmann and Patt 2005). Subjective adaptive capacity is an individual’s relative risk 

perception and their ability to respond, and this is the main determinant of the motivation to 

adapt (Grothmann and Patt, 2005). Perception of barriers then, can limit adaptation actions, 

even where capacity and resources exist (Grothmann and Patt 2005; Kuruppu and Liverman 

2011; Wolf and Moser 2011). Only relatively recently has adaptation research begun to redress 

the earlier neglect of the subjective dimensions of adaptation, which, together with objective 

elements, drive the uptake of anticipatory adaptive actions (Byg and Salick 2009; Petheram et 

al. 2010; Kuruppu and Liverman 2011). 

The degree of empowerment an individual experiences is a factor influencing their 

subjective adaptive capacity. Scale also shapes perceptions of risk and empowerment, where 

people often perceive they have little ability to control regional or global environmental 

problems (Gardner and Stern, 1996, cited in Grothmann and Patt, 2005). An individual’s beliefs 

or perceptions of their own abilities to manage change (cognition), as well as culture, play 

critical roles in driving adaptive behaviour and Kuruppu and Liverman (2011) argue these 

require greater recognition. Beliefs of self-efficacy can play a key role in the formation of 

adaptation intentions and these intentions are more readily formed and enacted when people 

perceive climate change (or its related impacts) as a process they can affect (Kuruppu and 

Liverman 2011). Self-efficacy, or the ability (both the perceived and objective) to act and 

engage, is a significant aspect shaping Indigenous cultural and natural resource management 

given the past and ongoing barriers for engagement in decision making processes. Other studies 

have found subjective adaptive capacity was likely to be specific to the characteristics of the 

resource system undergoing climate stress, rather than to the general risks of climate change 

(e.g. Kuruppu and Liverman 2011). This research took a similar approach in focusing on those 

system specific social-ecological changes influencing freshwater customary harvesting, rather 

than the more abstract and general ‘climate change’ characteristics.  

Analysis of local perceptions of change can provide distinct place-based results which are 

central to understanding local community responses. Understanding local processes of 

attribution, which is a recognised strong predictor of behavioural intention, is an important 

element of understanding behavioural responses. This involves understanding the resource 

user’s cognitive processes that underpin their beliefs about causality (Kuruppu 2009; Wolf and 

Moser 2011; van Putten et al. 2015). For example, van Putten et al. (2015) found fishermen 
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used their past experience of environmental drivers of change, in this case overfishing, and the 

existence of previous mental models to explain shifts in marine fish abundance, rather than 

attributing the shift to climate change. This cognitive process of interpreting change is an 

important basis for determining motivation and empowerment and in turn the uptake of 

adaptive responses. Experiential factors, along with psychological and socio-cultural factors 

were also found to strongly influence risk perceptions and decision making, including in 

response to climate change (Leiserowitz 2006). Cultural theorists argue while individual 

perception of risk and behaviour varies, the broader social, institutional and cultural contexts 

remain important influences shaping this (Leiserowitz, 2006; Adger, 2006; Wolf and Moser, 

2011; Price, 2013). This thesis draws on individual experiences and behaviour, but remains 

cognisant of the social-cultural factors shaping perceptions of change, risk and adaptive ability.  

2.3 Case study characteristics: Alligator Rivers Region, 
Northern Territory 

The case study location of the Alligator Rivers Region represents a place where First 

Nations people, Aboriginal Australians, actively engage in customary harvesting in coastal 

freshwater floodplains of northern Australia. It is important to recognise floodplain ‘country’ is 

perceived as a rich physical and spiritual homeland to the First National land owners. The 

reference to the ‘Alligator Rivers region’ as a geographical region has probably been in settler 

circulation since Phillip Parker King mapped Van Diemen Gulf and named the three ‘Alligator’ 

Rivers (King 1827, in Lawrence 2000). The ‘Alligator Rivers’ including the South and East 

rivers was proposed as a potential Aboriginal reserve in 1913 by anthropologist Baldwin 

Spencer (Lawrence 2000). It was the geographical descriptor used in the uranium mining 

inquiries of the 1970s (Fox et al. 1977) and it has continued to be widely used as a regional 

descriptor across academic disciplines, in reference to the distinct biophysical character of the 

region (Braithwaite and Estbergs; Bishop et al. 1990; Finlayson et al. 1997; Brockwell et al. 

2001; Ward et al. 2014). I use ARR, as the broadest term to refer to floodplains sharing a 

similar ecological character but encompassing the different land tenures of Kakadu National 

Park (KNP) and West Arnhem Land, divided by the East Alligator River. Other land tenures 

such as the KNP boundary, Aboriginal Land Rights Act Land (ALRA) and various clan estates 

may be more locally recognised and significant in defining areas within the region.  

2.3.1 Social-ecological characteristics 
The ARR of the Northern Territory, Australia, comprises low-lying, coastal freshwater 

wetlands vulnerable to climate change. Located in the wet-dry tropics, the region lies east of 

Darwin, and encompasses the catchments of rivers draining into Van Diemen Gulf between 

Point Stuart and the eastern bank of the East Alligator River mouth (Eliot et al. 1999).  The 
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floodplains within the ARR span ~20 000 km2 of KNP and a further ~8 000 km2 of land in the 

western portion of Arnhem Land (Finlayson et al. 2006). Within KNP this includes some 6 830 

km2 of wetlands listed as Wetlands of International Importance under the Ramsar Convention, 

and the park itself is World Heritage Listed for its outstanding natural and cultural values 

(Director of National Parks 2007). While the ARR covers the catchments of five rivers, 

including the West, South and East Alligator Rivers, this study focuses on wetlands and 

floodplain region surrounding the South and East Alligator Rivers, as much of the freshwater 

customary harvesting activities in the region are concentrated in these more accessible systems. 

The entire South Alligator River catchment falls within KNP, while the East Alligator River is 

one of the major rivers draining KNP northwards into the van Diemen Gulf, with a catchment 

area of 10 340 km2. It is subject to a large spring tidal range (5-6 m in van Diemen Gulf, where 

tidal influence can extend more than 90 km upstream (Finlayson et al. 2006).  

The floodplains of the ARR developed during the Holocene through three phases of 

estuarine infill, the final one being the formation of the freshwater swamps ~4000-1500 years 

ago (Table 2.1; Woodroffe et al. 1993; Lawrence 2000). The region is a highly dynamic 

environment, physically and biologically, and subject to extreme rates of change (Finlayson and 

Woodroffe 1996). This change is driven by seasonal and inter-annual variation in climate, storm 

incidence, tidal fluctuation and river discharge (Finlayson and Mitchell 1999). The broad 

coastal plains lie in a narrow elevation band 20-140 cm above mean sea level. On the South 

Alligator River they fall approximately 50 cm in over 70 km from the Arnhem Land escarpment 

out to the sea (Finlayson et al. 1997). As a result, they are highly susceptible to small 

fluctuations in river discharge and climatic variation in sea level which are likely to have far 

reaching effects on riverine processes, particularly tidal hydrology of streams and vegetation 

distribution (Finlayson et al. 1997). The freshwater wetlands are separated from the saline 

mangroves and salt flats by low levee banks (Finlayson et al. 1997).  

Human occupation existed prior to and throughout the formation of the freshwater 

floodplains (Brockwell 2012). Freshwater resources were important for Aboriginal people 

throughout their formation, as evidenced by the many freshwater species depicted in the rock 

art galleries of the region (Chaloupka 1999). In his study of the stylistic changes in rock art in 

KNP, Chaloupka(1985) theorised that changes in Indigenous culture in the region mirrored the 

development of the freshwater floodplains and associated environmental changes. There is 

archaeological evidence from this time through to the recent past, documenting the use of 

coastal, estuarine and freshwater environments. This includes middens and extensive surface 

scattering of stone artefacts at open sites on the floodplains (Meehan et al. 1985; Woodroffe et 

al. 1986; Abbott et al. 2007).  
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Figure 2-7 Main rivers of the Alligator Rivers region (floodplain in dark grey). 
The dotted ovals indicate the floodplain study regions (broadly) on 
the South and East Alligator Rivers. Eastern border of Kakadu 
National Park, separating it from West Arnhem Land is defined by 
the East Alligator River.  

 

Table 2-1 Geomorphology history. Floodplain development occurred in three 
main periods over the past 10000 to 8000 years. (Lawrence, 2000:5-
6)  

Years Description Source 
18000-10000 BP Drier climate, peak of glaciation period, coastline 

extended ~200 km north of current location 
Woodroffe and 
Mulrennan 1991:87 

10000 BP 
 

8000-6000 BP 

Rainfall increased, sea level began to rise. Sandy clays 
and silts deposited along coastal plains and in estuaries. 
Sea rose into river valleys  

 

6800 5300 BP Big swamp phase- development of widespread mangrove 
forests as sea level stabilised 

 

5300- 2500 BP Mangrove declined, tidal flows confined, rivers became 
sinuous, freshwater vegetation became established.  

Sullivan and O’Connor 
1993:781 

2500 BP (and 
after) 

Cuspate phase with wet season flooding and two-way 
tidal flows. Rivers increasingly sinuous. 

 

1000 BP Extensive riverbank erosion occurred; floodplains, 
backwater swamps and saline mudflats developed. 

 

6000-2000 BP Coastal plains continued to build up  
3000-2000 BP Little change Woodroffe et al. 1993: 

262-4 
 

Van Diemen Gulf 

Point Stuart 
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Floodplain resources continue to be of significant value to the Aboriginal people living in 

the region (McGregor et al. 2010). Customary resource use is legally recognised as within the 

rights of Aboriginal people to undertake traditional uses of the land, through the Northern 

Territory Land Rights Act (1976), in the Native Title Act (1993), in the Environmental 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999) and in the KNP lease agreement (Director 

of National Parks 2016). Locally, Aboriginal people recognise six seasons which guide highly 

seasonal harvesting practices (Russell-Smith et al. 1997). There are multiple clans and 

Aboriginal language dialects spanning the floodplain region (see Lawrence 2000 for broad clan 

and dialect maps). Three dominant dialects of Bininj Gunwok spoken in the region are 

Kunwinjku (to the east, associated with western Arnhem Land), Gundjeihmi (south central 

around Nourlangie Creek) and Jawoyn (south of the floodplain region, towards Pine Creek and 

Katherine). Around the South Alligator River this includes people from the Murrumbu clan 

(Umbugarla dialect). Associated with the East Alligator River floodplain region within KNP, 

are the Mirarr (Gundjeihmi and Gagadju dialects) and Bunitj clans (Gagadju). The Manilikarr 

clan (Erre-Wurringak dialects) straddles the East Alligator River, known as the ‘Greater Red 

Lily Area’ (Njanjma Rangers, 2018) and Mikginj Valley in West Arnhem Land, while 

Manjurlngunj clan (Mengerrdji dialect) covers the Kunbarlanja area (west Arnhem side) of the 

East Alligator River floodplains (Lawrence 2000). The Erre-Wurringak and Mengerrdji groups 

live and work closely together, frequently sharing access to freshwater resources in this region.  

The East Alligator River divides KNP from West Arnhem Land (Figure 2.7). As a result, 

the floodplains on opposite sides of the river are managed under different state tenure, while 

TOs across the region continue to observe customary tenure systems, generating a complex 

policy and institutional management context. Major service towns are Jabiru in KNP, and 

Gunbalanya, referred to by the Kunwinjku name Kunbarlanja hereafter (formerly Oenpelli) in 

West Arnhem Land (Figure 2.8). Community profile population demographics are shown Table 

2.2. Both towns service multiple outstations4 in the region (Figure 2.8). Community populations 

are shown Table 2.2. The median age for all three areas is 28-34, with age demographics 

skewed towards youth. For example, Gunbalanya has a median age of 28, with children (0-14 

years) making up 22.3% of the population and people aged 65 and over only 1.5% of the 

population (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016a).  

Kakadu National Park was established in three stages between 1979 and 1991, the history 

of which is well documented (Lawrence, 2000). The Park’s establishment, as well as the 

conditions associated with uranium mining brought significant changes to Aboriginal people’s 

more recent socio-economic situation (Levitus 1997; Altman and Martin 2009; Altman and 

Allen 1993). Aboriginal land rights were granted on the condition the land be leased back to the 

Commonwealth, under a joint management arrangement. Approximately half of the park is 
                                                      

4 Outstations refer to small Aboriginal family settlements on traditional lands (homelands) 
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Aboriginal owned land and most of the remaining area is under land claims by Indigenous 

groups. The joint management arrangement is between the Director of National Parks and a 

Board of Management, which is required to have a majority of Aboriginal people nominated by 

the Traditional Aboriginal Owners (hereafter referred to as TOs) (Director of National Parks, 

2007).   

There is a contentious history to the establishment of Kakadu as a national park (Lawrence 

2000; Haynes 2009) and the implementation of the ‘ideals’ of joint-management processes in 

Kakadu (Altman 1988; Palmer 2001b; Palmer 2004a; Palmer 2004b; Haynes 2009). KNP in 

effect arose as a means to manage the competing interests of uranium mining, conservation and 

Aboriginal land rights.  The initial approval of uranium mining in the region was against the 

wishes of TOs (Fox et al. 1977), however, there was Aboriginal support for a National Park, 

predicated on Aboriginal ownership of land and direct involvement in its management, which 

was to be leased back to the Federal Government. Justice Woodward, of the Aboriginal Land 

Rights Commission, set out the early principles for joint management in an attempt to reconcile 

Aboriginal and conservation interests. These included provision for Aboriginal membership of 

any management board and the entitlement of confidence in numbers and not sacrificing 

Aboriginal interests to those of conservation, with the exception of endangered/vulnerable 

species. It has been a long process for Aboriginal people to become genuinely part of the 

decision making processes within KNP. Joint-management relations still bear institutional 

power discrepancies (e.g. Haynes 2009) and fostering productive on-ground relationships is an 

ongoing process that requires continual learning, negotiating and rebuilding, with any change in 

Park Director, Park management, or Aboriginal clan leadership succession as well as after any 

particular management events that may be contested.  

A parcel of land was excised from the National Park for uranium mining, which generates 

substantial mining royalties paid to TAO groups, through Aboriginal Associations established 

under the Land Rights legislation (Lawrence 2000). The Ranger uranium mine is located 

upstream of the East Alligator river (see Figure 2.8). Aboriginal residents have raised concerns 

regarding the influence of mine waste discharge on organisms targeted for consumption, like 

freshwater mussels, downstream of the mining outflow. These and other potential 

environmental risks from mining impacts are monitored by the Environmental Research 

Institute of the Supervising Scientist (ERISS). In its long history of operation there has been 

few studies undertaken in relation to freshwater subsistence use, with the exception of several 

eco-toxicological studies (Ryan et al. 2005; Brazier et al. 2007; Bollhöfer et al. 2011). There 

have been contaminant studies of traditional food systems from the northern hemisphere, for 

example, referring to radionuclide accumulation in caribo, or deer, elk and fish (Kuhnlein and 

Chan 2000 and references within). In all published material relating to the ARR, however, little 

explanation was provided regarding the implications for people of consuming fish and mussels 
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with the levels of metals and radium bioaccumulation calculated. Analysis of the contribution 

of the Ranger mine and the related socio-politics of the Aboriginal Corporations to the 

vulnerability context is outside the scope of this research. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Major towns of Jabiru (KNP) and Kunbarlanja (West Arnhem) and 
smaller Aboriginal communities (outstations)* in ARR. Kakadu 
Ranger stations and Ranger Uranium mine also shown. 

 

Table 2-2 Population demographics of Jabiru, Gunbalanya and greater Kakadu 
area (including outstations) from national Census data (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics 2016a; 2016b; 2016c) 
*‘Indigenous’ refers to Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people. 

 
 Total 

Population 
Indigenous* 

male 
Indigenous* 

female 
Total 

Indigenous* 

Gunbalanyaa 1,116 465 525 
 

994 (88.6%) 

Jabirub 1,081 140 121 
 

263 (24.3%) 
Kakadu National Parkc 
(including outstations) 313 88 83 174 (56.6%) 

 

The early history of contact and social change in the northern Top-End region, is well 

covered (Spencer 1914; Berndt and Berndt 1954; Keen 1980; Levitus 1982; Lawrence 2000; 

Cooke 2009; Levitus 2009; Ritchie 2009). Following failed early attempts of colonisation in the 
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Top End of the NT (1820s-1850s), European settlement was re-established in Darwin Harbour 

in 1869. From the 1870s early pastoralism, hunting Asian water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) and 

mining were the dominant settler economies, and drew substantial seasonal or longer term 

migration of Aboriginal groups who traded labour for material goods. The buffalo labour 

market in particular influenced Aboriginal people’s mobility. Relatively permanent buffalo 

hunting camps were documented as stretching between the Mary River and Cannon Hill (Keen 

1980). The impact on Aboriginal social organisation was dramatic, including for the northern 

Kakadu-Oenpelli area (Harvey 2002). Contact brought introduced diseases like small pox and 

influenza resulting in widespread fatal epidemics, while chronic diseases were exacerbated by 

the poor health conditions associated with living conditions on the edges of mining settlements 

(Reid 1996; Cooke 2009; Ritchie 2009). Following just two generations of European 

settlement, the Indigenous population of the north-west Top End had dropped by over 90% 

(Harvey 1992 in Ritchie 2009), with the bulk of this collapse estimated to have occurred during 

1880-1920 (Keen 1980 in Harvey 2002). Many groups migrated, drawn to work opportunities, 

and products associated with settlements, for example, by the mid-1880s, 400 members of the 

‘Alligator River tribe’ had relocated to settlements (O’Kelly 1967 in Ritchie 2009), and groups 

from the surrounding plateaus moved onto the coastal plains to take their place (Stanner 1979; 

Cooke 2009). Aboriginal workers often moved across a variety of industries including timber 

cutting, crocodile shooting and cattle raising (Keen 1980).  

At Oenpelli (now Gunbalanya/Kunbarlanja) Paddy Cahill, one of the earliest colonial 

buffalo hunters in the region from the 1880s, established a buffalo and pastoral settlement in 

1910, on the lush surrounding floodplains. Mulvaney (2004) documents Cahill’s time at 

Oenpelli, where he worked a pastoral station and undertook seasonal buffalo hunting, engaging 

up to 200 Aboriginal people and was appointed ‘Protector of Aboriginals’ in 1912. Oenpelli 

became a ‘strategic focus’ for pathways towards buffalo camps and Darwin and Cahill declared 

it a place for ‘good fellowship among all tribes’ (Mulvaney 2004).  In 1922 Oenpelli was 

proclaimed an Aboriginal reserve of over 2000 square miles (the greater Arnhem Land 

Aboriginal reserve was declared in 1931). Political turmoil saw Cahill leave in 1922 (Mulvaney 

2004).  

Early pastoral attempts were also a historical feature of the region, stocking leases with 

cattle coincided with the buffalo industry era, including the Goodparla Station (stocked in 1907) 

and Gimbat Station (stocked in 1937) on the upper South Alligator river. Paddy Cahill and Fred 

Smith also ran small herds of cattle at Oenpelli and Kapalga (West Alligator River region) 

respectively and employed Aboriginal stockmen prior to WWI (Lawrence, 2000). The principal 

cattle stations in the northern ARR were Munmarlary (Anmularri) and Mudginberri 

(Madjinbardi) and included abattoirs to handle buffalo for export and employed Aboriginal 

seasonal and casual labour (Lawrence 2000). They were included in Stage II of the Park’s 
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establishment. Gimbat and Goodparla Stations were abandoned by the late 1960s and were 

acquired and reacquired by the Commonwealth in 1978 and 1987, incorporated in Stage III of 

the Park (Lawrence 2000).  

In 1925 the government granted the Church Missionary Society (CMS) permission to run 

an Anglican mission at Oenpelli, remaining until 1975. The Oenpelli station during the mission 

years ran both cattle and buffalo herds and had an abattoir with licence for meat for pet food 

and local consumption. Building on the 1967 referendum granting Aboriginal people 

citizenship status, and the NT Land Rights Act (1976), the new era ‘self-determination’ saw 

local enterprises like the station and abattoir become Aboriginal owned, incorporated entities, 

as the Gunbalanya Meat Supply Pty Ltd (1974). In 1995 the Kunbarllanjnjna Community 

Government council was formed, which in 2008 was subsumed by the West Arnhem Shire 

council. The dominant contemporary floodplain industry based in Kunbarlanja is pastoralism, 

most recently in partnership from 2009, with the Federal Government funded Indigenous Land 

Corporation.  

Existing social and environmental issues 
Substantial socio-economic changes, from colonisation through to contemporary 

government policies continue to marginalise Aboriginal people and their customary practices 

(Buchanan and May 2012; Kerins 2012; Buchanan 2014). Nationally, the Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Island population estimated living remotely, or very remotely, comprised 21.4% of the 

total Indigenous population, and 2.3% of Australia’s total population (Australian Bureau of 

Statistics 2013). According to the 2011 Census, in the Jabiru-Tiwi region Aboriginal people 

represent 76.6% of the total regional population (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2013). 

Demographically, Indigenous Australia has a higher proportion of younger people and smaller 

proportion of older people than the non-Indigenous population (ABS 2013). Indigenous 

Australians suffer higher rates of age-specific mortality compared to non-Indigenous people 

(Biddle 2012). Social challenges common to remote Aboriginal Australia include people being 

more likely to be at increased risk of chronic disease, attain lower levels of formal education 

and have lower rates of participation in paid work. There is a long-acknowledged need to ‘close 

the gap’ in socioeconomic disadvantage, with targets set under the Rudd government in 2008 

(Holland 2018). Altman (2009b) argues an overemphasis on the Closing the Gap framework 

risks focusing only on measures of equity, which of course are vital, but also of importance, is 

the need to value diversity and difference between Indigenous and other Australians. Those 

activities contributing to the ‘hybrid’ economic model, for example, customary harvesting and 

the paid provision of environmental services, examples of difference drawn from the west 

Arnhem area, require greater recognition by mainstream policy (Altman 2009). Remote 

Indigenous livelihoods (e.g. Howitt 2012) remain an important aspect of assessing vulnerability 
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in this context. The sustainable livelihoods framework (Chambers and Conway 1992; Scoones 

1998; Scoones 2009) is a useful tool to analyse the sustainability of livelihoods, including their 

vulnerabilities, processes, strategies and outcomes. This is particularly valuable in the context 

of multiple floodplain-based livelihoods as is the case in the ARR. I have thus applied the 

sustainable livelihoods framework (see Ligtermoet 2016) to examine how mainstream 

floodplain-based livelihoods can both facilitate and constrain freshwater customary harvesting 

practices. 

In the remote context of the ARR, challenges in accessing health, education, and 

employment services are all present and significant. Poor health, high incarceration rates and 

dangerous and disillusioning social patterns relating to substance abuse and a history of political 

disempowerment, lack of long-term funding to support local employment opportunities, and 

internal and external community pressures, all contribute to challenges in maintaining cultural 

practices. There are positive examples of TOs engaging in tourism ventures to draw financial 

income in support of sustaining biocultural knowledge and practices such as bush tucker 

harvesting, within Kakadu. Injalak Arts Centre (Kunbarlanja) is an important means for resident 

artists to draw financial return through their art practices, which also draw on and sustain 

customary biocultural knowledge and practices. There is an emerging example of a clan-based 

ranger group in the Kakadu/West Arnhem (Great Red Lily area), the Njanjma Rangers, to 

increase opportunities for Aboriginal people to work as rangers within tourism/land 

management functions. This offers scope to continue to build regional Aboriginal ranger 

capacity, given the finite positions within KNP, and the funding difficulties experienced by 

other local ranger groups outside Kakadu (e.g. Ardjumarllarl Rangers, Kunbarlanja). Changes 

in technology and in the relationships between generations also have varied influences on 

people’s ability to sustain harvesting practices. I address these social drivers influencing 

customary harvesting in more detail in Chapter 7. 

Many existing environmental threats have been identified in the region, particularly with 

its history of pastoralism and earlier high densities of Asian water buffalo. Introduced animals 

such as buffalos and feral pigs (Sus scrofa) have facilitated disturbance favouring weed 

invasion, and cane toads (Rhinella marina) have caused declines in the populations of key 

predator species (Bowman and McDonough 1991; Finlayson et al. 1997; Petty et al. 2007; 

Shine 2010) (see Chapter 5). Invasive floodplain and aquatic weeds, particularly mimosa 

(Mimosa pigra), salvinia (Salvinia molesta) and para grass (Urochloa mutica) have been 

identified as threats to Kakadu’s wetlands, and the regional floodplain systems since the 1980s 

(Salau 1995; Finlayson 1984; Cowie and Werner 1993; Finlayson et al. 1997; Bartolo et al. 

2008) (See Chapter 6). Changes in burning regimes have also impacted floodplain biophysical 

dynamics in KNP (Price et al. 2005; Petty and Bowman 2007) and the effect of floodplain fire 

regime change on customary harvesting is examined in Chapter 6. The primary environmental 
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drivers of change affecting customary harvesting as identified by Aboriginal respondents, are 

introduced in Chapter 4, and their implications for sustainable adaptation of freshwater resource 

use elaborated on in subsequent chapters. The descriptor of this social-ecological system as an 

example of one ‘at the margins’ is drawn largely from its biophysical vulnerability to climate 

change impacts, in terms of the very narrow degree of elevation protecting the freshwater 

character of this floodplain country from saltwater transformation, but also in relation to the 

socio-economic disadvantage experienced by many Aboriginal Australians living remotely, as 

outlined above. 

Regional climate change projections 
The latest report of climate change projections for the monsoonal north of Australia finds 

this area is expected to experience changes in rainfall, increased intensity of heavy rainfall 

events, fewer but possibly more intense tropical cyclones, a decrease in relative humidity, 

increased evaporation rates and reduced soil moisture, higher sea levels with more frequent 

storm surges and warmer and more acidic oceans and higher temperatures with a dramatic rise 

in the number of days with maximum temperatures over a ‘hot’ threshold (>35 °C) (Moise et al. 

2015; latter two variables shown in Table 2.3). Continued sea level rise for the Monsoonal north 

cluster is projected with very high confidence, with projections beginning to separate depending 

on emission scenarios from around 2050 (Moise et al. 2015). In addition, extreme coastal sea 

levels can arise from a combination of factors such as astronomical tides, storm surges and 

wind-waves, exacerbated by rising sea levels, while tropical cyclones are a major cause of 

severe storm surges (Moise et al. 2015). 

Table 2-3 Climate change projections for monsoonal north (Australia) for two 
20 year time periods; near future (2030) and later in century (2090). 
Number of days exceeding a ‘hot’ threshold of >35°C and sea level 
rise projections shown, (Moise et al. 2015)*.  

 

Variable (2020-2039) 
‘2030’ 

(2080-2099) 
‘2090’ 

Number of ‘hot’ days 
(temperature is >35 °C) 

43 (25-74) 
(from 11 currently, 

based on 1981-2010) 

52-265 
(range of 24-322 from the 3 

emissions scenarios) 
Sea level rise 
(high confidence) 

0.06-0.17 m 
(Above 1986-2005 levels) 

from 0.28-0.64 m (RCP^4.5) 
and 0.38-0.85 m (RCP8.5) 

* based on modelling from the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (2013) 

^ RCP= representative concentration pathways used by IPCCs emission scenarios. RCP 4.5 
represents a pathway of low-level emissions, stabilising CO2 around 540 ppm by the end of 21st 
century, RCP8.5 represents a high emission scenario (CO2 reaches 940 ppm by the end of 21st 
century). 
 

The vulnerability of the top end’s freshwater coastal wetlands to climate change and sea 

level rise is considerable, with awareness of the potential impacts for Kakadu’s freshwater 
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floodplains arising in the 1990s (Bayliss et al. 1997; Finlayson et al. 1997; Eliot et al. 1999). 

The trajectory of regional climate awareness is tracked in further detail in Chapter 8. Parallels 

were drawn with the situation of the Mary River floodplains, where some 170 km2 of Melaleuca 

woodland and grass/sedgeland have been replaced with barren hypersaline flats (Finlayson et al. 

1997). Eliot et al. (1999) found sea level rise, shoreline erosion and saltwater intrusion would 

combine to remove both salt and freshwater wetland resources, and was likely to result in the 

‘reduction or loss of some parts of mangrove fringe on the coast line, extensive loss of 

Melaleuca (paper bark trees) stands on the margins of some wetlands, further colonisation 

of mangrove species along creek lines, accompanying saltwater intrusion and the 

replacement of freshwater wetlands with saline mudflats.’ (Eliot et al. 1999:72). 

The vulnerability assessments of both Bayliss et al. (1997) and Eliot et al. (1999) predicted 

changes in the occurrence and distribution of wetland vegetation and fauna and identified 

natural, cultural and economic resources across the biophysical region that could be affected, 

including identifying consequences for Aboriginal people using floodplain resources.   

Subsequent reports have identified potential impacts of sea level rise and other climate 

change factors for the South Alligator catchment area (BMT WBM 2010) and the Kakadu 

landscape more broadly (Winderlich 2010). Given Kakadu’s world heritage status and Ramsar 

listed wetlands, it has been used as a case study in reports on the impacts of climate change for 

Australia’s protected areas (Dunlop and Brown 2008; Hyder Consulting 2008) as well as for 

Indigenous people (Green et al. 2009a).  The BMT WBM (2010) report identified risks to 

cultural values including loss of road access to key sites (risk level high in 2030; extreme 2070), 

damage to important sites (medium-high 2030; high 2070), decrease in bush tucker availability 

arising from sea level rise (medium-high 2030; high-extreme 2070) and decrease in caring for 

country and harvesting due to land degradation (medium 2030; high 2070). The report failed, 

however, to identify any adaptation options specifically to support the listed Aboriginal cultural 

values, for example, ‘maintaining access to priority sites’ was listed in relation to ‘tourism’. 

Recent work has sought to begin addressing Indigenous management of climate change risks to 

cultural heritage such as archaeological sites, including in KNP (Carmichael et al. 2018). 

Recent regional climate change projections for Kakadu National Park and the Arnhem 

Region are summarised in Table 2.4 (from Hyder Consulting 2008). Of particular concern are 

the average sea level rise projections of approximately 17 cm by 2030 and 50 cm by 2070 

(Table 2.4). Given the floodplains sit only 0.2 m to 1.2 m above mean high water level, this has 

the potential to substantially affect the biophysical conditions of wetlands making up the larger 

part of the coastal plains (Eliot et al. 1999).  Recent floodplain hydrodynamic modelling was 

used to assess which areas of the Kakadu floodplain would be vulnerable to saline inundation 

from sea level rise (Bayliss et al. 2016). They found case study sites of Boggy Plain and Magela 

Creek vulnerable to the scenarios of rise in 2030 or 0.14 m, and 2070 or 0.7 m, while 90% of 
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the park’s floodplain was vulnerable to a 1.10 m sea level rise (Bayliss et al. 2016). In addition, 

the increases in temperature (Table 2.4) is likely to result in increases in the heat stress visitors 

and residents are likely to experience, to affect the physiology and distribution of numerous 

species, including freshwater fish, and influence fire regimes (particularly with altered fuel 

loads from invasive species) (Hyder Consulting 2008). Increases in atmospheric CO2 (Table 

2.4) may advantage invasive grasses over native species (Hyder Consulting 2008).  

Table 2.4 High range global warming scenarios relevant to Kakadu National 
Park- Arnhem region (Hyder Consulting 2008^) 
^(citing CSIRO 2006 and pers. comm. P Whetton, 2006)  
*Uncertainty surrounding scenarios in brackets. 

Climate change factor Current  
(1975-2004) 

2030 scenarios 2070 scenarios 

Annual average temperature  max 34.2 °C 
min 21.9 °C 

+1.3 °C 
(±0.6 °C)* 

+4.0 °C 
(±1.7 °C) 

Average sea level  0 +17 cm +50 cm 

Annual average rainfall 1077 mm 0 % (±7 %) 0 % (±23 %) 

Seasonal average 
rainfall  

Summer  691 mm 0 % (±7 %) 0 % (±23 %) 

Autumn  267 mm 0 % (±15%) 0 % (±45 %) 

Winter  6 mm N/A15 N/A 

Spring  113 mm +4.0 % (±19 %) +11.0 % (±57 %) 

Annual average potential evaporation N/A +4.0 % (± 4%) +11.0 % (±11 %) 

Annual average relative humidity  53 % -1.1 % (±1.9 %) -3.4 % (±5.7 %) 

Annual daily extreme wind-speed  N/A 0 % (±2.5 %) 0 % (±7.5 %) 

Annual average no. of hot days (> 35°C)  11 days 
(Darwin) 

+62 +295 

CO2 concentration  353 ppm +165 ppm +365 ppm 

 
A specific climate change strategy was prepared for Kakadu (2010-2015) (Director of 

National Parks 2010) which recognises the risks of saltwater incursion into freshwater wetlands, 

changing fire seasons, the potential further spread of exotic species and more intense storm 

activity (Dunlop and Brown 2008). To prioritise further understanding of climate change 

impacts, the plan recommends management actions including monitoring programs of 

landscape change and risk assessment of cultural impacts (Director of National Parks 2010). 

Adaptation measures designed to maximise the resilience of the park include: continuing with 

ongoing existing feral and weed management, identifying species and habitats at risk of 

synergistic effects of climate change, identifying areas of refugia habitat, obtaining advice on 

measures to protect freshwater habitats from saltwater intrusion and continuing to collaborate 

with neighbours to coordinate land management activities (Director of National Parks 2010).  

Most recently, a collaborative, multi-disciplinary program of research to assist adaptive 

management, including for climate change, was carried out in Kakadu (2011-2015). This 

research included floodplain vegetation salinity tolerances (Pettit et al. 2018), bacterial 
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communities as indicators of saltwater intrusion (Nelson et al. 2015), vulnerability of 

freshwater fish (Humphrey et al. 2016; Pusey et al. 2016), management of invasive para grass 

(McMaster et al. 2014) and magpie geese habitat and abundance trends (Bayliss and Ligtermoet 

2017). Social-ecological adaptation was examined through qualitative modelling at Yellow 

Waters (Dutra et al. 2018) and an assessment of weed impacts on Indigenous hunting and 

fishing sites (Adams et al. 2018). These studies all contributed to better characterising the 

floodplain region’s ecological vulnerability and improving adaptive management activities. The 

research program also importantly identified scenarios of saltwater intrusion for the regions 

freshwater floodplains. For example, by 2070 an estimated 42% of existing freshwater wetlands 

will be exposed to saltwater inundation (Bayliss et al. 2016). This simulation study identifiedet 

al little loss of freshwater floodplains by 2030 (-3%), followed by a threshold effect at some 

point between 2030 and 2070 (-42%) (Bayliss et al. 2016; Table 2.5; Figure 2.9). It found all 

floodplains on Kakadu would be exposed to saltwater inundation by 2132 (+117 years) (Bayliss 

et al. 2016).  

Table 2.5  Summary of the extent (%) of coastal floodplains and tidal wetlands 
in the Kakadu Region and case-study areas inundated by saltwater 
for each simulated sea level-rise (SLR) scenario in the late dry 
season.* (Bayliss et al. 2016)  

 
Scenario 

year 
SLR 
(m) 

Kakadu 
National 

Park 

Magela Creek 
(East Alligator 

River) 

Boggy Plain 
(Mandjbagu) 

Yellow Water 
(Ngurrun-
gurrudjba) 

2013 0 31 2 4 0 
2030 0.14 34 (3%) 3 (1) 5 (1) 2 (2) 
2070 0.70 61 (42%) 26 (24) 77 (73) 23 (23) 
2100 1.10 78 (65%) 55 (53) 84 (80) 42 (42) 

* after adjustment for existing saline and river habitats, i.e. above the 2013 
present-day baseline. 

 

There is a widely acknowledged need to identify potential areas of freshwater refugia 

habitat (Director of National Parks 2010; Hyder Consulting 2008; Eliot et al. 1999). The 

possibility of new, previously unknown ‘novel’ environments emerging is also critical to 

consider (Hobbs and Cramer 2008; Catford et al. 2013; Hobbs et al. 2013). The uncertainties 

surrounding weed, feral and fire management as significant drivers of floodplain hydrology and 

vegetation dynamics however, make for high levels of uncertainty when attempting to infer 

ecological range shifts of culturally valued freshwater species based on climate-based 

projections alone. Bayliss (2016) identified the critical remaining limitation of their saltwater 

inundation modelling as being unable to predict the areas (quantity or location) of any potential 

new freshwater habitat likely to emerge given restrictions in the LIDAR mapping extent.  
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Figure 2-9 The simulated dry season (October tides) maximum extent and 
frequency of saltwater inundation (% SWI) in the Kakadu region for 
the following sea level-rise (SLR) scenarios: 
(a) 0 m (present-day, 2013); (b) 0.14 m (2030,+17 years); (c) 0.70 m (2070, 
+57 years); and (d) 1.10 m (2100, +87 years). Light blue areas are floodplains. 
(source: Bayliss et al. 2016 :http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/MF16049) 
 
 

2.3.2 Prior customary resource use studies 
The earliest formalised research that included aspects of customary harvesting in the 

region was undertaken at Oenpelli mission during the 1948 American-Australian Scientific 

Expedition, as one of four settlements visited in Arnhem Land. Nutritionist Margaret McArthur 

made a study of Aboriginal people’s food consumption and diet which included some coverage 

of subsistence resource use and noted use of wild vegetable foods were described as 

diminishing, though fish and game were not as affected (McArthur 1960). Oenpelli was 

described as the only remote Aboriginal settlement of three visited in Arnhem Land where these 
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foods were close at hand and could be gathered during a working week and women were 

observed going into the billabong for water lily rhizomes and stems everyday during rest 

periods (McArthur 1960).  

McArthur together with anthropologist Frank McCarthy (1960) also made a detailed daily 

diary and quantitative study in 1948 on the economics of subsistence practices (in terms of time 

and effort) over 14 days while accompanying a small group of Aboriginal people at Fish Creek, 

near Oenpelli (McCarthy and McArthur 1960; McArthur et al. 2000; Altman 2011). Wild foods 

collected included freshwater fish, kangaroo, round yams (Dioscorea bulbifera) and red apple 

(Syzgium suborbiculare) and details on cooking methods, the shared division of kangaroo parts, 

fish netting and vegetable/fruit gathering methods were documented (McCarthy and McArthur 

1960). Altman (2011) describes this research as the first time that ‘Western scientific 

quantification and participant observation techniques’ had been applied to document an 

Aboriginal group’s food gathering activities in Australia. The study had important 

consequences for understanding how hunter-gatherers lived in tropical savannahs during pre-

colonial and colonial times, and was influential for Altman’s later, quantiative economic and 

anthropological study of contemporary hunter-gathering in a similar environment, at Mann 

River in West Arnhem Land (1979-80) (Altman 1984a; Altman 1984b; Altman 1987; Altman 

2011).  

Following the establishment of Kakadu National Park, Howitt (1997) makes clear that 

most prior research has been of little relevance for, or been poorly communicated to, the local 

Aboriginal people. In addition the categorical separation of ‘biophysical’ and ‘socio-cultural’ 

aspects of the ‘environment’ has not been very useful in dealing with environmental impacts 

affecting the Aboriginal domain and has resulted in a substantial fragmentation of knowledge, 

heavily skewed towards that assessing biophysical impacts at the expense of Aboriginal ‘social’ 

impact research (Howitt 1997).  

Early ethno-biological studies were conducted by Smyth and Von Sturmer (1981), 

recording plant use by people from Oenpelli region, and McLaughlin (1982) constructing a 

checklist of freshwater food resources to aid environmental monitoring and consultations. 

Russell-Smith (1985) undertook an ethnobotanical study into the significance of monsoon forest 

to traditional Aboriginal economy, over 1.5 years of opportunistic visits to document 

Aboriginal names, skin names, seasonality (Mayali calendar) and growth form. Beck (1986) 

made a preliminary investigation (April-June 1985) into Aboriginal diets in KNP, attempting to 

quantify diets from participants at six camps. Beck concluded store foods and buffalo meat 

provide the bulk of the diet and bush foods would be sought when transport was available. 

Most significantly, a later study by Lucas and Russell-Smith (1993a) examined traditional 

resource use and management of the South Alligator floodplain. Information was gathered over 

three years of participant observation by Lucas, a local teacher, working with a core group of 
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Aboriginal women to document an extensive floodplain resource species list, their relative 

seasonal importance, hunting areas, hunting routes and the women’s observations on 

environmental change and burning practices, making interviews and recordings (Lucas and 

Russell-Smith 1993b; Russell-Smith et al. 1997). This work has been drawn on for 

understanding the trajectory of local Aboriginal perceptions of changes affecting freshwater 

resource use (South Alligator Region).  

A recent collaborative study by the Traditional Owners of the Yellow Waters floodplain 

region in KNP together with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organisation (CSIRO), documented customary floodplain burning practices at Boggy Plains on 

the South Alligator River (McGregor et al. 2010). The study integrated traditional knowledge 

with ecological tools including GIS, to document burning impacts, monitored water birds as 

indicator species and modeled traditional ecological knowledge within Bayesian Belief 

Networks. The study found the re-application of traditional fire management to Kakadu 

wetlands enhanced biodiversity as well as maintained cultural values for local Aboriginal 

people (McGregor et al. 2010). This integrated, collaborative study is an example of a 

successful research project between TOs and a national scientific agency, working together for 

the shared goal of improving floodplain management and the recognition of Indigenous 

knowledge in a joint-management context.  

2.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided the conceptual framing of this research (Section 2.1) and the 

case study background (Section 2.2). The conceptual framing of the literature above has shown 

in order to address climate adaptation in the context of sustaining Indigenous customary 

harvesting practices, there is a clear need to examine knowledge systems and employ place-

based approaches. This chapter briefly examined both western and Australian Indigenous 

conceptions of human-environment relations, through the framing of ‘social-ecological systems 

and ‘country’ respectively. It demonstrated the growing engagement of sustainability science 

with Indigenous Ecological Knowledge and how customary biocultural knowledge, as the 

knowledge platform supporting freshwater customary harvesting, is engaged with in this thesis. 

Understanding local Indigenous worldviews is essential in understanding local perceptions of 

social-ecological change, risk and adaptive abilities, which in turn is essential for supporting 

locally relevant climate adaptation strategies. In marginal social-ecological settings, a place-

based approach, particularly using geographical, historical and sustainability science 

approaches, fits well with a contextual, rather than outcome driven, examination of 

vulnerability and adaptation to climate change. These aspects can assist in rethinking 

development pathways, particularly valuable in disadvantaged communities, as well as 

contribute to regional understandings of the impacts of global environmental change. The 
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social-ecological characteristics of the Alligator River Region, as the case study area, were 

provided, as were regional climate change projections and a summary of past studies of 

freshwater customary harvesting or customary floodplain practices carried out in the region. 

The following chapter outlines the methodology applied in this research, drawing on the 

disciplines of geography, history and sustainability science. 
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Chapter 3: The methods used to examine 
adaptive responses to social-ecological 
change. 

 

 

 

  
Senior TO, Adrian Gumurdul pointing out changes 

to the East Alligator River channel, during on 
country trip, Kunbarlanja (6/9/2012) 

Rare field photo including author (left) sharing 
turtle hunting trip with G. Nabegeyo and her 

granddaughter, Kunbarlanja floodplains, Source: 
Emma Woodward, CSIRO (25/7/2012) 

 
 

  
Scouring the archives: ‘Agriculture and Stock 

book, July 1949 to Dec 1957’, for example 
contained records of magpie geese egg collection 

and crocodile skin payments. CMS mission 
records, NT Archives (16/11/2012) 

From left: Donna Nadjamerrek. Lois Nadjamerrek 
and Julie Narndal discussing the Kunbarlanja 

seasonal calendar (2/8/2014) 
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3.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines my position as a researcher, both the theoretical and practical, in 

seeking to understand how people have managed changes affecting their customary harvesting 

practices. I describe the various methods employed in this research through engagement in data 

collection, including field work and data analysis. I adopt a place-based approach, drawing 

particularly on geographical, historical and sustainability science approaches to investigate 

contextual (as opposed to outcome driven) adaptation and vulnerability in customary harvesting 

practices to social-ecological change. Chapter 2 discussed the conceptual framing guiding this 

research design; primarily being place-based, historically focused and recognising diverse 

knowledge-systems. In addition, Chapter 2 highlighted the social and ecological characteristics 

and vulnerability risk profile that make the floodplain country of the Alligator Rivers Region a 

fitting case study of a marginal place and a marginalised people and practice. That is, as a 

freshwater system under saline, coastal influence (ecological margins, vulnerable to sea level 

rise), and where First Nations Australians’ are sustaining an under-recognised practice of 

customary harvesting, while subject to multiple stressors arising from the legacies of 

colonisation. In seeking local perspectives through oral histories/testimonies regarding changes 

to place and practices, this research drew very substantially on field based methods of inquiry. I 

undertook many visits to Kakadu National Park and Kunbarlanja (West Arnhem) and 

surrounding floodplain locations during 2012-2015. Primary methods used were semi-

structured interviews, participation in harvesting trips and floodplain site visits, mapping 

patterns of resource use and engaging with historical accounts and archival material.  

3.2 Situating the research  
Research at the interface of social and natural sciences can be shaped by very different 

ontological, epistemological and axiological assumptions and sit at various points along the 

spectrum of positions defining these assumptions. It is important then for interpreting the 

research, to endeavour to define the research position one adopts (Moon and Blackman 2014). 

In terms of ontology, or the nature of reality, how one can ‘know the world’, my research 

approach likely straddles critical realism and bounded relativism (after Moon and Blackman 

2014). Critical realism adopts the position that reality can never be perfectly understood, but 

rather be captured to a useful degree by broad critical examination, which can bring to light 

issues of power and representation, that might be otherwise concealed in an empirical-realist 

model (Winchester 1996). This is important given the critical nature of power in marginalised 

contexts. It is also well suited to historical analyses of changing or enduring social structures 

(Saunders et al. 2012). Bounded relativism accounts for the sharing of particular realities within 

a bounded group (e.g. cultural, moral) (Moon and Blackman 2014).   
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Relativism is an important position to adopt here, insofar as recognising that multiple 

constructions and interpretations of reality can exist, and that these are socially constructed 

(Crotty 1998; Creswell 2013). Acknowledging this assumption, I feel, underpins genuine 

engagement with diverse knowledges and effective cross-cultural research. Embracing 

Indigenous epistemologies is, as Louis (2007) describes, a critical element of Indigenous 

methodological research. In terms of epistemology, or how knowledge is created, this research 

is predominantly interpretivist, which recognises interpretations of reality are culturally derived 

and historically situated, and seek to generate contextually relevant understandings of the 

problem (Moon and Blackman 2014). Of the strands of interpretivism, that of phenomenology, 

aligns most closely in this research, in terms of focusing of exploring lived experience and the 

recollection and interpretation of events (Saunders et al. 2012). Among major approaches to 

social research, including positivism, interpretive social science, critical social science, feminist 

and postmodern, this research most closely aligns with interpretive social science, which 

emphasizes meaningful social action, socially constructed meaning and value relativism 

(Neuman 2014).  

The interpretivist philosophical position to research also recognises being value-bound 

where values shape research, including those of the researcher. This requires researcher 

reflexivity (Saunders et al. 2012), which I raise and consider at various points in this chapter. 

The approach then to theory development, from this philosophical position (predominantly 

interpretivism) has been inductive. The induction approach is one of ‘data to theory’, where 

data is gathered to explore a phenomenon from which to build theory or a conceptual 

framework (Saunders et al. 2012).  

3.3 The process of engagement 
This research was designed to include specific results that respond to the needs and 

interests of Indigenous people (Howitt and Stevens 2005; Jackson et al. 2012b), around an issue 

of concern clearly identified by local Indigenous peoples (i.e. sustaining hunting, gathering and 

fishing and the health of country with future climate change). This is a key principal of the 

AIATSIS (2012) guidelines for ethical research, which were used in designing this research. 

Research was undertaken with ANU Human Research Ethics Approval (Protocol number 

2011/532), research permits from the Northern Land Council (NLC) (2012 ID:34349, 2013 

ID:42093, 2014 ID:48080 and 48079, 2015 ID:54296 and 54603) and a Kakadu National Park 

research permit (RK 787). Research information sheets and consent forms were provided at 

every interview (Appendix 1). Individuals that have been identified in this study all gave their 

express consent for me to include their names with their contributions, provided at the 

conclusion of each interview. Where an individual did not want their name included ‘anon’ was 

used and only the year as date was provided. A first initial, followed by surname was used for 
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those respondents who wanted their names to be included, as well as for other key figures 

referred to in interviews, but who have since passed away, in keeping with Indigenous naming 

preferences for the deceased. All families of the deceased also gave their permission to include 

their names or image.  

In Kakadu, access was partially facilitated through involvement with the National 

Environmental Research Program (NERP) funded project: Threats to floodplain biodiversity 

and cultural values. The contact with Aboriginal owners and residents inside Kakadu for this 

project was facilitated through the Northern Land Council (NLC) and Parks Australia staff. In 

addition, several of the NERP project leaders had long-standing prior research affiliations with 

both Kakadu (park management) and several Traditional Owners (TOs). During 2012 and 2013 

interviews in Kakadu were conducted together with colleagues. In 2014, I conducted the 

Kakadu interviews alone. In both Kakadu and Kunbarlanja it is expected practice to remunerate 

respondents for their time and expert knowledge contribution in interviews (see ethics 

protocol). 
In Kunbarlanja, following a research application to the NLC, I met with the senior female 

community leaders and it was from that meeting it was decided that Ms. Julie Narndal 

(Mengerrdji clan, senior TO of country including and around Kunbarlanja town) was to be my 

first point of contact and from that all subsequent direction flowed. Julie took a keen interest in 

the discussions or interviews I had with everyone but always gave me autonomy to follow up 

with people as they were suggested to me, including her own recommendations, and those from 

other members of the community. I always kept her abreast of who I was meeting with and my 

movements when engaged with people other than herself. We became known to each other’s 

families and other residents recognised me through my connection with Julie.  
As a non-Aboriginal researcher in an Indigenous research context I am acutely aware of 

the legacy of research engaging with Aboriginal people, the inherent power differentials and 

politics in speaking for others and in the interpretation and analysis of Indigenous voices (Smith 

1999; Kovach 2009). Ongoing application of critical self-reflexivity (Dowling 2005) was 

important in efforts to minimise the risk of ‘deep colonising’ (e.g. Rose 1999). Throughout the 

course of my fieldwork in the case study area I was very conscious of my position as a Darwin 

(city) based ‘Balanda’ (Top-end Aboriginal term for non-Aboriginal person), with a western 

scientific education and worldview (albeit open minded), a product of the dominant settler 

society. In addition, I was illiterate in the local language and speaking in many instances with 

people for whom English was a second, third, or fourth language. The issue of translation and 

using the services of a locally-based research facilitator was something I considered on multiple 

occasions, however, my closest collaborators, Ms Julie Connie Narndal and Ms Nayinggul, 

assisted with much of this. Ms Narndal and Mr. Andrew Manakgu (cultural advisor at Injalak 

Arts Centre) had linguistics training and assisted me with language translations on various 
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occasions, as did the regional non-Aboriginal linguist, Dr Murray Garde (ANU). Also, given 

the network of relationships (including traditional avoidance skin and gender relationships) 

having only one translator or research collaborator to traverse the community with may have 

not necessarily been appropriate with all respondents.  

Individuals within the case-study region have a variety of experiences in engaging with 

researchers. Kakadu, for example, is a place of considerable research fatigue (Howitt 1997). To 

minimise my time demands on TOs in Kakadu I at times shared interviews with the NERP 

Threats to Floodplain Biodiversity and Cultural Values project. As the NERP Kakadu 

interviews only focused on introduced weeds and saltwater changes, I was able to inquire more 

broadly, not limited to just these changes. In Kunbarlanja, while there was not the ‘research 

fatigue’, there was still a never-ending line of government and non-government agency staff 

placing high demand on senior leaders’ time and energies. 

The repeated nature of my return visits over several years, (always in the same vehicle 

which made me readily recognisable) assisted in building relationships. Talking hunting and 

fishing is an important and popular topic amongst Aboriginal residents of the region and as such 

probably facilitated people’s patience and generosity toward me. The additional fact, of an 

available car and driver ready for any impromptu hunting or pandanus collecting trips was also 

valued. Additionally, the process for one output of this research, a seasonal calendar from 

Kunbarlanja, involved numerous repeat visits over a year and so also contributed to cumulative, 

relationship building.  

As a female, I worked primarily with the women TOs and residents. Indigenous culture is 

highly gendered and this applied to access and occasionally interview content in the field. 

Herod (1993:306) notes, for example, interviews ‘cannot be conceived as taking place in a 

gender vacuum’. While men were willing to be interviewed there was content such as elements 

of ceremony or ritual that were usually raised as off record or mentioned only briefly. 

Community leaders as well as the art centre residents, both male and female were open and 

generous in their teaching and discussing harvesting practices and floodplain changes with me. 

The men were less forthcoming in having me accompany them on harvesting excursions. The 

couple of occasions in which I did accompany the men alone hunting (on a kangaroo hunt and a 

magpie goose hunt) it was facilitated through male (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) staff I had 

come to know at Injalak Art Centre and who were familiar with my presence. My gender did 

hinder access to male hunters and knowledge holders for harvesting trips, but it didn’t appear to 

hinder willingness of respondents to participate in interviews. I also had access to senior male 

TOs in their roles as ILC station workers or as Rangers (both Ardjumarllarl and Njanjma 

groups) and though I did not participate in hunting trips with them, I visited key locations on 

country with them. Injalak Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal staff at times facilitated interactions 
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with other Aboriginal community members that facilitated my access and shared my purpose 

for being there. 

3.4 Gathering knowledge (data collection) 
Mixed methods were used in the qualitative approaches taken in this research. Using 

several forms of data collection assists in triangulation of evidence (Denzin 1978; Flick 2004), 

between for example, oral testimonies, written archival accounts, and facilitating the 

researcher’s personal experiences of places or practices under discussion. Semi-structured 

interviews, participant observation in hunting activities and literature and archival sources have 

been employed in research engaging with Indigenous people, co-management and climate 

change adaptation in the Canadian Arctic (Nuttall et al. 2004; Huntington et al. 2005; Ford et al. 

2006a). A deliberately open and iterative approach was taken in regard to the research questions 

and specific methods (Smith 1999; Kovach 2009). This was in order to be flexible enough to 

shift direction depending on logistical and content based suggestions from collaborators, 

following ethical Indigenous research protocols, as well as to minimise potential researcher bias 

or assumptions of possible outcomes. 

3.4.1 On country: listening, talking, observing, travelling and 
mapping.  

Given the cross-cultural nature of this research, there is the recognised need for research 

practice that not only respects but involves and gives contemporary value to Indigenous 

knowledge and cultural practices (AIATSIS 2012; Smyth 2012 in Jackson and Douglas 2015).  

Field-based research methods can be a means of supporting the maintenance and transmission 

of Indigenous knowledge and attachments to important landscapes (Jackson and Douglas 2015). 

In terms of developing my own understanding, field visits were crucial to not only to ‘collect 

data’ but for developing a experiential understanding of this particular region through sharing 

experiences of the social reality (Crotty 1998; Herbert 2000) of floodplain ‘country’ inclusive 

of the social and human-environment interactions (both in-town and outside of) within it.  

I carried out 27 field visits over the course of 2012-2015, travelling from my home in 

Darwin (2.5-3 hr one-way drive in a CSIRO Darwin supplied vehicle) (Appendix 2, Table2a). 

Where possible I attempted to spend a week of each month in Kunbarlanja over the course of 

the accessible year. The wet season (December to April) limited access to Kunbarlanja to the 

dry season, thus field work was skewed towards the dry season months, with the exception of 

one wet season visit in 2015. Visits were only ever made with prior consent from Julie and 

depended on the availability of the key TOs. Given the significant number of commitments 

these community leaders had, my flexibility around visitation was crucial. Occasionally I met 

members of Kunbarlanja in Darwin when they were visiting. There was also flexibility to travel 
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between Kunbarlanja and KNP, depending on the availability and preferences of TOs from 

either area regarding interviews or trips.   

Semi-directed interviews 
To determine past and present patterns of freshwater resource use, the species harvested 

and the factors that constrained and facilitated customary access, semi-structured interviews 

(Dunn 2005; Longhurst 2010; Winchester 1996; Huntington 1998) were carried out during 

2012, 2013 and 2014. In total, 68 interviews with 42 respondents in Kunbarlanja and 27 

interviews with 24 respondents in KNP were carried out. Multiple discussions with several 

respondents were conducted over the years, and sometimes several respondents spoke with me 

together, comprising a single group interview. The respondents interviewed from Kunbarlanja 

and Kakadu are shown in Appendix 2, Table 2Bi and Table 2Bii respectively. The number of 

male and female interviewees and broad age distribution (young, middle aged, elder) is shown 

in Table 3.1. There was a relatively even split of male and female respondents, though I usually 

had more time with women in discussions given more on country trips were with women. In 

both regions, the age demographic was heavily skewed towards older respondents and the only 

young interviewees were male Rangers (Kakadu, Njanjma or Ardjumarllarl). This is largely a 

reflection of authority and the seniority of customary knowledge, and also most appropriate 

given the discussions of lived experience of change. In both Kunbarlanja and KNP interviews 

were conducted on country, either during harvesting trips or site visits, or in town, ranger 

stations or outstations. Respondents preferred I record interviews using note taking, rather than 

making audio or video recordings. 

Table 3-1 Number of interview respondents by age and gender cohort 

Age 
Number of women Number of men 

Kakadu Kunbarlanja Kakadu Kunbarlanja 
Young ~<35 0 0 3 5 
Middle Aged ~<50 5 4 5 10 
Senior ~50+ 8 11 3 12 
Total 13 15 11 27 

*Note: One middle aged women and one elder man were counted in both Kakadu and Kunbarlanja, 
speaking for their experiences and country spanning regions on both sides of the East Alligator River.  

 

For the semi-directed interviews I used an interview ‘guide’ rather than a fixed list of 

questions, as did Ford et al. (2006b) in their study exploring Indigenous hunting practices and 

climate adaptation in the Canadian Arctic. I nested the evolving interview questions within 

broad emerging topics (Table 3.2). The development of interview questions within these topics 

was an iterative process. Lines of questioning evolved following each round of review and 

analysis. I deliberately openly framed my initial inquiries to ‘cast the net’ as widely as possible 

to reduce the risk of unintentionally excluding a key driver from consideration. My initial line 
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of questioning focused on identifying any past or present changes, within in living memory that 

had affected or are affecting floodplain country or patterns of freshwater resource use. The key 

threats and drivers for change emerged at varying rates throughout the process, but largely 

consisted of environmental impacts and social drivers. Priorities and preferences for the future 

management, in light of the identified threats, were explored in the final year of field visits. 

Discussion of phenology and cues relating to customary harvesting occurred throughout but 

most intensively during 2014/15 following the opportunity to collaboratively document some of 

this knowledge in the form of a new seasonal calendar (Chapter 4). The staged approach and 

opportunity to make repeated visits over several years was crucial in building familiarity and 

trust with community members and provided an ideal structure for refining and pursuing 

particular lines of questions as key drivers of change and themes emerged, or where particular 

comments required further elaboration or clarification. Carter (2008) describes how an iterative, 

cyclical process of engagement suits culturally based, adaptive learning.  

Table 3-2 Interview guide- by key topics, with subset of questions. 
Key Topics Example of content covered 
Key freshwater resources 
(places and species) and 
change 

•Key species, places, phenology, location of activities? 
•Individual ‘biography’ of engagement i.e. resources accessed 

throughout time (e.g. as youth, as young adult, now)? 
•Indicators and thresholds of change in abundance of key species 

or condition of site? 
•Any changes relating to saltwater influences? 
•Any change relating to shifts in seasonal timing (as surrogates for 

climate change impacts)? If so, how has it impacted the 
resource (species/place)? 

Customary harvesting (CH) as 
a process (past and present) 

•Harvesting practices; associated customary rules, institutions, 
material methods, knowledge maintenance and transmission 

•Change and continuity in associated customary: institutions? 
methods? knowledge transmission? 

•Decision making associated with CH? 
Values/ motivations attached 
to customary harvesting 

•Most important reasons for undertaking CH? 
•Any changes over lifetime in your values, wider community’s 

values associated with CH? 
Past and present drivers of 
change and adaptive response 
in customary harvesting 
practices 

•Identified drivers of changes to CH practices (customary or non-
customary institutions/ policies/processes, technological, 
social, economic, or environmental drivers)? 

•Timeframe? Severity of impact? 
•Any changes in benefits/risks associated with CH? 
•Adaptive response? 

Factors that help or hinder 
engaging in customary 
harvesting practice? (and 
shape adaptive capacity) 

•What facilitates (makes it easier) CH practice? 
•What hinders (makes it harder) CH practice? 
•Regarding constraints- any risk management strategies? 

Preferences and priorities for 
future 

Preferences and priorities for managing: 
•identified risks to sustaining CH? 
•identified existing stressors to floodplain country? 
•likely increases in saltwater influence with future sea level 

rise? 
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To identify respondents I applied a purposeful sampling approach to select those most 

knowledgeable (Patton 2005). A random sampling approach was not appropriate in this context, 

which required identifying the most appropriate people to speak (i.e. with expert knowledge, 

authority to speak or particular experiences) as well as attention to power relations (not only 

within interviews, but as influencing access to target groups) (Winchester 1996). Ethical 

protocols required me to engage firstly with TOs as identified through the NLC. Interview 

respondents were primarily TOs of floodplain country associated with the East Alligator River 

(including Mengerrdji, Wurringak-Erre (Manilikarr clan), Bunitj and Mirrar clans, while several 

individuals from the South Alligator River country (Murumburr clan) and one individual from 

West Alligator River country (Minitja clan) was also interviewed.  

In West Arnhem participation in interviews was facilitated under the guidance of 

Traditional Owners (TOs), as peer advisors, who directed me to other residents of Kunbarlanja. 

This was effectively a directed ‘snowball’ sampling method (Gladwin 1989; Davis and Wagner 

2003; Ford et al. 2006b; Berkes and Berkes 2009; Davis and Ruddle 2010). This followed TO 

peer advisors making further suggestions of people or groups to interview or discuss my 

research with, and giving me permission to follow up with other family or community members 

as they were suggested. While there are limitations to the snowball method, where for example, 

a community’s structural or social differences may be hidden to outsiders (Nikolakis and 

Grafton 2015), direction was deliberately targeted towards those who were seen by peer 

advisors and other members of the community, as particularly ‘strong’ in customary harvesting 

(both knowledge and in practice). Others recommended to me, who then also suggested 

contacts in the snowball manner, included those working as rangers or in Station/pastoral work. 

Only some of these members were TOs. These employment positions facilitated recent and 

ongoing access to large areas of the floodplain, and the workers were nominated as those with 

good ‘working’ knowledge of country (Barber et al. 2014; Lauer and Matera 2016). Thus, being 

able to interview long term residents, those with floodplain-based occupations or who were 

‘strong hunters’ but may have had their formal cultural affiliations in areas outside the 

immediate floodplain was important. Data collection was concluded when no new substantial 

themes emerged in the data, effectively ‘saturation point’ (Guest et al. 2006). In Kakadu, Parks 

Australia staff, with guidance from the Northern Land Council facilitated participation with 

TOs from inside Kakadu. Both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal respondents contributed to 

testimonies on the topic of historical wetland restoration and floodplain levee building activities 

in Kakadu (Appendix 2C). 

In addition, I engaged in two CSIRO/NERP facilitated workshops (27-31/8/12; 21-

25/7/14), the first which included discussion of key freshwater resources accessed in KNP and 

the latter focused on preferred adaptive responses to the threats of invasive weeds and future 

saltwater intrusion. I also facilitated a workshop (10/10/2013) with the Ardjumarllarl reference 
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group (Kunbarlanja) to both disseminate information, obtain collective feedback on drivers of 

change identified early on, and trial a participatory risk mapping (ranking) approach (Smith et 

al. 2000).   

On country trips as ‘participant observation’ 
On country trips are a method particularly well suited to the context of Indigenous 

knowledge sharing, which is grounded in an experiential approach to learning (e.g. Berkes 

2008; Walsh 2008). Accompanying people on harvesting trips or visiting places of 

environmental change is a form of participant observation, or rather the researcher’s role is 

observer-as-participant (Kearns 2005). Originally an ethnographic method, it implies both 

emotional involvement and objective detachment (Atkinson and Hammersley 2000). It is also 

an activity suited to complement multiple sources of data collection, rather than a ‘technique’ 

used in isolation, where immersion in the activities of the group allows seeing as many different 

situations as possible (Jackson 1983; Kurz 1983). In terms of considering the validity of the 

findings the researcher needs to recognise their presence can alter the behaviour of those they 

are with, for example, in being shown what the informant believes the researcher wants to see. 

Repeat visits can build relationships that reduce this risk, through building trust and reducing 

the feeling of being ‘observed’. In addition, the researcher’s own bias can influence what they 

see as being representative and the sample size is generally too small to make broad 

generalisations about entire populations (Kurz 1983). In considering the reliability of the 

findings, it is also important to consider how systematic is the observed activity, for example, 

observing how consistently a particular customary protocol is followed, or in determining if 

there’s a threshold in a particular environmental trait, like area or height of invasive grassy 

weeds that influences the choice of hunting location. During field trips on country, I was 

interchangeably both participant and observer. For example, I was participant where I would be 

encouraged to follow in the particular harvesting method (such as turtle hunting), or through 

sharing consumption of bush foods, though of course informal interactions are observed and 

discussed. I was more ‘observer’ on trips deliberately taken to show me examples of certain 

changes to country, or important resource locations. In describing changes to hunting areas, 

Kunbarlanja resident and station worker Henry Yates explained; ‘no worries sitting down [to 

talk], but you come with me, I can take you out [to the hunting areas] and I show you so you 

can see with your own eyes.’ (6/9/12). Being on country at these places gave me an unique and 

invaluable appreciation of scale, both in terms of resource options and of the existing 

environmental impacts. It also provided my guides opportunities to share stories of the place, 

rekindle their own relations with the place and assist their process of remembering, comparing, 

with past times to provide richer discussions of social-ecological change.  
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A list of the ‘on country’ trips, I participated in is provided (Appendix 2D) with the 

activity, gender and age cohort of people I accompanied. The areas visited, with relevant place 

names are mapped, shown in black (Figure 3.1). Further analysis of these trips is provided in 

Chapter 4. This list does not include the numerous ‘relationship building’ trips from 

Kunbarlanja, unrelated to freshwater resource harvesting specifically, for example, quite often 

driving the female artists of Injalak to collect pandanus and roots for weaving and colouring 

their fibre artwork, or firewood for their fires to boil and dye the stripped pandanus. Those I 

accompanied on harvesting trips included key collaborators often with family members brought 

along, rangers, station workers and artists. These trips were made for a range of purposes, 

including to share and teach me about customary harvesting practices (hence attempting a 

seasonal range of visits, where possible), showing changes to country that had been discussed, 

for recreation, for finding a quiet place to talk, for supplying artists with bush materials or 

supplying festivals with bush foods.  

Participant trips assisted with analysis of interview material, spatial mapping of harvesting 

places and effort, and the discussions of environmental change. This provided an opportunity to 

‘ground truth’ sites and places featured in the discussions. Within Kakadu National Park I also 

visited several historical levee sites with TOs on the South and East Alligator River floodplains 

to confirm locations and discuss experiences of environmental change. 

Mapping changes in freshwater resource use 
Participatory mapping has been a method used to engage with Indigenous knowledge for 

several decades (Berkes et al. 1995; Tobias 2009). Initially cultural resource use mapping was 

used in land occupancy projects to assist with land rights claims, and for understanding 

changing patterns of harvesting and wild resource use (Berkes et al. 1995) and more recently in 

engaging with environmental change and risk assessment (Robinson et al. 2015). The mapping 

activities used here were not attempting to capture and represent an exhaustive, or even 

extensive catalogue of cultural sites; sacred sites, rock art, archaeological and other kinds of 

cultural sites were deliberately not included as it was outside the scope of this work and for 

ethical sensitivities. The mapping was largely undertaken to engage with hunting, fishing and 

collecting activities of freshwater resources across freshwater habitats, and to investigate 

spatially, the degree of change in harvesting patterns, within respondents’ living memory.  

To understand the spatial distribution of important places for freshwater resource use, 

including proximity to home, as well as the proportion and distribution of resource use places 

that had undergone significant change within living memory, cultural resource mapping was 

carried out. Locations associated with customary freshwater resource use were marked by hand 

on laminated, topographical maps of 1:50 000 with colour coded marker pens, during 

interviews or on trips to various floodplain locations. These were photographed for later 
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digitising in ArcGIS (10.0-10.5). The maps could then be cleaned of data and reused after each 

interview.  

 

Figure 3-1 Accompanied trips to freshwater resource places from Kunbarlanja 
(2012-2015). 
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These hand drawn mapping activities identified, in a staged process;  

1) Important hunting, gathering or fishing places associated with freshwater resources 

2) Continuity or change in visitation  

3) Any specific reasons for change in visitation/usage (e.g. environmental condition, socio-

political reasons). 

Participants initially identified resources (species hunted, fished, collected) without direction, 

and then I inquired about any remaining key species (as identified in earlier interviews). To 

identify changes in visitation to sites or resources, respondents were asked firstly to identify the 

places they visited as young children (Where did you go as children?), then young men or 

women (e.g. in their 20s; Where did you go as young adults?) and in the present day (usually 

middle age or older; Where do you go now?). Often places and resources identified over this 

time period were similar, unless the respondent had grown up in different location to their 

current residence. There  was the potential to carry out concurrent in-depth biographic mapping 

(Tobias 2000; Tobias 2009) to add depth to my understanding to how individuals interacted 

with the floodplain, over the course of their life. In reality, there was only limited access to 

people in terms of their time availability or health and as such, there was insufficient time to 

fully pursue this. For the third line of inquiry- identifying reasons for change; wherever places 

were described as no longer visited, the reason for this change as asked (Why don’t you go 

there anymore? What was/is that place like then/now?).  This analysis did not incorporate 

marking of areas that may be temporarily restricted from use or not visited due to customary 

rules (for example, for ceremonies, following death of a community member) or for other 

metaphysical reasons.  

Mapping activities were conducted one- on- one or in small family, work-related or in 

some instances with a TO and another knowledge holder they had identified. In total 13 

mapping interviews/activities were undertaken within Kakadu, and 22 from respondents in 

Kunbarlanja, shown with affiliation and gender (Appendix 2, Tables 2Bi and ii). Participating 

individuals who were not TOs, were residents and active hunters, or community leaders, with 

‘working’ knowledge (e.g. Barber et al. 2014). Those I had opportunities for repeated 

discussions included Adrian Gumurdal (Kunbarlanja; Mengerrdji clan) and Sean Nadji 

(Kakadu; Bunitj), and Connie Nayinggul (Kunbarlanja/Kakadu; Manilikarr, Wurringak-Erre) 

and Julie Narndal (Kunbarlanja; Mengerrdji). The two primary females I worked with, Julie and 

Connie, preferred visiting locations and discussions, to extended periods of engaging with 

maps. Including both genders in mapping activities was critical given the gendered nature of 

harvesting, as was including older and other individuals in addition to the Rangers (younger-

middle aged). The older people are the usual first point of contact in natural resource 
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management research, provided the opportunity to consider a variety of ‘biographies’ of use, 

including those from earlier periods.   

I encountered a variety of responses to maps; some participants I interviewed were 

reluctant to engage with the maps for either literacy reasons, poor eyesight, or because of 

sensitivities in committing information to this form. In these cases, people preferred just to talk, 

often pointing in the physical direction of the places mentioned. The preference of respondents 

for visiting sites to discuss changes they had observed, and for me to learn through firsthand 

experience emerged here too. Because of the varied individual responses toward mapping 

activities, the use of multiple methods of direct participatory mapping, places identified during 

interviews and where possible on country visits made in person were a strength in identifying 

important locations. 

Mapping was also an iterative process, at times generating new information that would be 

added to the list of subsequent interviews. For example, after several individuals emphasised 

the change in mobility from foot to vehicle as a significant change influencing their hunting 

activities, I added mapping of old walking and canoeing paths. Given the sensitivities of 

presenting any cultural information in a written form which risks use or interpretation outside of 

the original knowledge context, a process of data safety checking was required. Checking the 

information provided was safe to share in the public domain, occurred within each interview 

and as an ongoing process with primary TO collaborators (Julie, Connie, Adrian). I took draft 

maps back to check with key respondents from Kunbarlanja and participating Ranger groups 

(2015) to discuss, seek feedback and a second round of permission and confirmation regarding 

the appropriateness of presenting their information in this way.  

Production of a seasonal calendar 
In pursuing questions about changes to the availability of and access to freshwater 

resources, it was evident that Indigenous Ecological Knowledge relating to phenology (or the 

timing of specific biological phenomena e.g. plant and animal flowering, breeding, migrating, 

in relation to weather or climatic conditions), underpinned all customary harvesting activities. 

Many studies from around the world that consider climate change and Indigenous people refer 

to the detailed environmental knowledge of meteorological and biophysical cues and phenology 

(Lantz and Turner 2003; Huntington et al. 2005; Salick and Byg 2007; Byg and Salick 2009; 

Lefale 2009; Green et al. 2010; Green and Raygorodetsky 2010; McNamara and Westoby 

2011a). Seasonal calendars have  been a way of facilitating initial engagement between western 

scientists with traditional knowledge, with broad applications in supporting cross-cultural 

natural resource management work, including water resource (Woodward et al. 2012) and fire 

management practices (Garde et al. 2009). The use of seasonal calendars has more recently 

been applied in the context of Indigenous knowledge to explore possible observations of local 
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effects of climate change (e.g. Leonard et al. 2013) and Prober et al. (2011) argue that 

Aboriginal seasonal knowledge can contribute to increasing social-ecological resilience. During 

the course of the research, an opportunity arose to produce a seasonal calendar with the 

community with external National Environment Research Program funding (after E. 

Woodward’s earlier development of Indigenous seasonal calendars at CSIRO e.g. 

https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-

calendars; (Woodward 2010). Lead collaborators wanted to create a product to assist them in 

sharing their knowledge with both the younger generation and the non-Aboriginal community. 

Producing the Kunwinjku Seasonal Calendar for Kunbarlanja involved knowledge sharing 

between 13 collaborators. While discussion of seasonal characteristics occurred throughout my 

visits (2012-2015), meetings to construct the calendar occurred between June 2014 and June 

2015. The process required substantial time, and time distributed throughout the seasons as 

much as possible. Undertaking harvesting activities also assisted in prompting seasonal 

knowledge recollection and cue identification. Recollection and verification of seasonal 

knowledge required a social context, a group facilitated learning/sharing environment. From the 

initial meetings with individuals, the collective process built to include as many as seven 

women at any one time, though most often meeting in groups of three or four. It included 

knowledge contribution from three authoritative elder women living at outstations, when in 

town visiting. Knowledge contributors always preferred to meet collectively, to be able to 

recall, discuss and verify their own knowledge, as not all contributors drew on seasonal 

knowledge with the same frequency.  

From the initial meetings with individuals, the collective process built to include as many 

as seven women at any one time, though most often meeting in groups of three or four. Through 

repeated revisions of numerous drafts contributors made decisions regarding language 

inclusion, the specific spellings and word choice, the specific content and its visual layout, 

inclusion of scientific names for plants, and appropriate acknowledgements. There was also 

corroboration between input from local linguists both Aboriginal (Andrew Manakgu, Julie 

Narndal) and non-Aboriginal (Dr. Murray Garde). An external graphic designer (First Class in 

Graphic Design, Darwin, NT) was engaged to produce the final material. The primary 

knowledge contributors with the completed seasonal calendar, along with presenting it to the 

Gunbalanya School, are shown in Figure 3.2. The published Kunwinjku Seasonal calendar is 

shown in Chapter 4 (temporal patterns in contemporary patterns of resource use, and the 

attached pdf). 

Material such as this contributes to the broader community in many ways. The Kunwinjku 

calendar was immediately taken up in the process of the Njanjma Healthy Country Planning 

(2015) and incorporated in their ‘planning story’ document. There was immediate interest from 

the Gunbalanya School and outstation schools, in finding ways to incorporate the material to 

https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-calendars
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-calendars
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support various curriculum. The early learning childhood centre was also nominated as a place 

to hang a large printed version. There was interest from Injalak Arts Centre in sharing it as part 

of their guide’s engagement with tourists. In seeking to understand the seasonality of customary 

harvesting and any related changes to these patterns, the construction of a new seasonal 

calendar represented both cross-cultural and inter-generational knowledge sharing. It proved a 

culturally relevant tool to assist in engaging people in climate change discussions and to further 

elicit what is change beyond the ‘norm’ (and if such changes are considered anomalies or 

becoming trends). 

Reporting back 
Ethical engagement in social research requires disseminating back the findings of the work 

to those who were engaged with the research (AIATSIS 2012). Throughout the progression of 

this work there was the opportunity to update both individuals and groups on subsequent visits. 

Communication in Kakadu was facilitated through the NERP project, which included 

community newsletters and updates during meetings with individuals. I also made a 

presentation to the Gagadju Aboriginal Corporation Council meeting (2014) as part of the 

NERP project’s efforts to engagement efforts with the Mirarr. Following on from this I shared 

field visits with two Mirarr representatives who showed me important hunting and fishing 

places and places of change. Kakadu reporting back was conducted by the NERP project 

leaders. 

In Kunbarlanja, a variety of methods were used. I brought newsletters each year which I 

handed out to individuals during meetings/interviews as well as leaving copies with key 

organisations like DEMED, the Ardjumarllarl Rangers, the Council office and Injalak Arts 

Centre. I arranged annual presentations to the Arrguluk Reference Group (community leaders 

who were the interface between community and external parties seeking to engage with the 

community). This often took considerable flexibility as the community experienced a high turn-

over of government appointed General Business Managers, which led to periods without 

reference group meetings, as well as the grim reality of very busy dry season funeral schedules 

during 2014-2015. I also made sure to bring back copies of any field photos taken from 

previous trips to those individuals in the photos/trip on each return visit, which provided 

opportunity for us to discuss the outcomes or any follow up questions. The final reporting back 

trip occurred in September 2018, after my thesis had been submitting for examination. I took 

guidance from Julie Narndal for the preferred means of reporting back and these included the 

presentation of a story book on the research for the school library and ranger groups, a final 

presentation to participants and other interested community members through Injalak Arts 

Centre, and to the Nanjma and Ardjumarllarl Ranger groups. 
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Final calendar with knowledge contributors Julie 
Narndal, Doreen Naybulwad, Donna Nadjamerrek, 
Molly Nayilibidj, Lois Nadjamerrek, Helen 
Nawirridj, with Emma Ligtermoet (left). 

 Knowledge contributors: Connie Nayinggul, 
Helen Nawirridj, Julie Narndal with Emma 
Ligtermoet.  

 

 

 

Launching the calendar at the Gunbalanya School 
assembly. 

 Julie Narndal and Lois Nadjamerrek present 
the Kunwinjku Seasonal Calendar to the 
students and staff at Gunbalanya School. 

Figure 3-2 Kunwinjku Seasonal Calendar knowledge contributors with their 
seasonal calendar (above) and launching it at Gunbalanya School 
9/11/2015 (Photo Credits: P. Novak) 

3.4.2  Historical approaches and material 
Investigating historical ‘analogues’ or examples of resource-dependent societies 

responding to past socio-environmental disturbances is a means of understanding subjective 

adaptive capacity and learning, to support climate adaptation (Meyer et al. 1998; Adger et al. 

2003; Thomas and Twyman 2005; McLeman and Smit 2006; Ford et al. 2010b). Using both 

oral and archival sources in concert strengthens the ability to understand historical context and 

perceptions of change, particularly for exploring the past in Indigenous Australia (Baker 1999; 

Goodall 1999; Jebb 2002; Goodall 2008) or amongst other Indigenous cultures with a strong 

oral tradition. Verification for ‘internal consistency’ included checking with the same person at 

different times (Baker 1999), where there was opportunity for multiple meetings. Perceptions of 
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past change can also be both individual and collective (Baker 1999), hence the need to gain as 

broad a cross section as knowledge holders in this context permit. 

Several long-term non-Aboriginal Rangers in Kakadu were also interviewed for their 

perspectives on environmental change, Park management activities, and historical social 

context. One individual, David Lindner was the primary local oral history source for the levee 

work responding to historical saltwater intrusion (Chapter 8). Lindner arrived to work as a 

ranger in the region in 1972 and has lived close to the tidal interface region of the South 

Alligator River since 1979. In his work as a ranger and later for the Gagadju Association, he 

was an instigator of floodplain restoration work following the impacts of the buffalo and 

maintained an interest in the ecological character and environmental change in the floodplain 

(Levitus 2016). He kept detailed records, notes and photographs over the years which were also 

drawn upon (Chapter 8).  

In a research era focusing on environmental change there is renewed interest in accessing 

archival material. Any interaction with archival material must be done critically (Roche 2008) 

evaluating the reliability of the source as the written record is not infallible, particularly when 

recounting contact history (Baker 1999). Sourcing long-term records on climate or other 

environmental features (as historical ecology has been engaged with) as well as the earlier 

socio-political contexts relating to global environmental change (e.g. Riedlinger and Berkes 

2001; Endfield et al. 2004) is crucial in understanding trajectories of change. I engaged with 

archival resources to examine any references to key freshwater harvesting species or places, for 

cross referencing particular events or relevant eras of socio-political or environmental change in 

the ARR (e.g. buffalo hunting, mission, land rights). Archival material, in this instance print, 

pictorial and audio-visual, proved useful to assist with understanding earlier socio-political 

contexts. For example, I drew on archival material to elicit mission attitudes to Indigenous 

knowledge and hunting practices, the responses to the arrival of wet canteens (alcohol), on 

mission farming for floodplain landscape change, mission records of land rights recognition, of 

resource use like magpie goose egg collection, and economic exchanges from hunting crocodile 

and dingo skins. Mission records of meetings for both community and cattle station matters 

provided valuable context as well as material documenting the trajectory through to recognition 

of Aboriginal land rights and self-governance. This material provided an understanding of the 

historical context with which to locate the present research, and to assist in identifying and 

verifying key social and environmental drivers influencing resource use. Searches for historical 

maps or material relating to pastoral tenure (influencing access to floodplain country), weed 

distributions or floodplain barrage constructions were also undertaken.  

Archive material I came across, particularly photographs, proved invaluable in facilitating 

discussion in interviews, as visual illustrations of floodplain places in different conditions, in 

prompting recollections of the past, and simply in stimulating curiosity and interest among 
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community members (often with limited access to such material) in my research. The 

photographs and short film footage provided a valuable visual record of past environmental 

condition (e.g. rich native floodplain vegetation, or buffalo impacted denuded moonscapes, and 

past floodplain uses (e.g. herds of horses or goats grazing on Kunbarlanja floodplains) and on 

occasion engagement in customary practices (e.g. short video footage of Aboriginal fishers 

using traditional nets).  

I accessed archives of the Northern Territory, the State Library of NSW and the AIATSIS. 

In particular the Church Missionary Society’s collection held across both state institutions, was 

poured through. The Northern Territory Library provided assistance in searching for historical 

government documents and historical newspaper articles. Unfortunately, searching recent 

historical government reports is increasingly difficult as state, territory and Federal Government 

departments in Australia have cut librarian positions and disbanded their repositories. The 

National Library of Australia’s Trove search capacity was utilised to access digitised news 

articles. The AIATSIS was visited on several occasions and audio tapes of oral histories, 

historical researcher notes, interviews and photographs were searched. Locally, the Jabiru 

library (West Arnhem Shire) held photographs from several collections which were accessed. In 

addition, photos from the personal collections of Wendy Kennedy (Oenpelli in the 1970s) and 

personal photograph and diary records from David Lindner of Kakadu in 1970s and 80s, were 

of great assistance and generously shared. 

3.5 Data analysis 
As for the data collection, data analysis was an iterative process, occurring in stages, or 

cycles following fieldwork, to enable critical reflection prompting revision or particular lines of 

investigation for the following series of data collection (field or archival). Here I describe the 

thematic analysis I applied to interview material and the analysis of cultural mapping data. I 

also briefly discuss the issues of representation, in mapping, oral history and writing in this 

space as a non-Indigenous person. 

3.5.1 Coding interview material and field notes 
Thematic analysis is based largely on repetitions in data, as well as a priori knowledge 

(from the literature). An open coding process was applied using initially descriptive codes 

(effectively category labels) and then analytical codes (where interpretation is applied) to 

determine core variables (Cope 2010). Coding categories and sub-categories applied are shown 

in Table 3.3. This was done manually, colour coding interview notes (initially by category, then 

level 1 sub-categories (includes core variables), firstly just those associated with customary 

harvesting practices and environmental drivers of change. Most of the sub-categories at level 1 

were identified in literature (a priory knowledge) as impacting the social-ecological system 
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(though very rarely in relation to impacts for customary harvesting specifically) and confirmed 

through analysis of repetition (Ryan and Bernard 2003). Of interest, I found neither crocodile 

impacts nor Kakadu’s poaching/enforcement issues previously raised in the literature. I then 

extracted the coded materials into an excel database, with a spreadsheet for each level 1 

subcategory. Within each spreadsheet, key word sub-categories (level 2) were applied to enable 

ease of searching and referencing by applying Excel’s filter function. Each categorised response 

was entered with associated respondent details, i.e. name, date, location and gender, to make for 

efficient searches in any subsequent quality control or confirmation of material. More detailed 

codes were added as the research progressed, and also retrospectively applied to subsequent 

rounds of interview analysis as I drilled further into each category or sub-category, particularly 

with the social drivers of change, some of which took a longer time to elicit. While this may be 

somewhat circular and repetitive it ensured confidence in knowing the material, in the final data 

classifications and that data extraction had been maximised.  

To determine the relative importance of freshwater species targeted in customary 

harvesting (Chapter 4), ‘frequency of reference’ in interviews was used as a proxy in the 

absence of other quantitative measures (e.g. household or hunt data), tallied with respondent 

data, in excel. I also tallied the number and source of interviews making reference (of past or 

ongoing use) to each named hunting location, as a means of identifying more heavily used 

places. This also assisted in checking for consistency in perceptions of change regarding 

ongoing use of harvesting sites. For example, only one person referring to that site as ‘past use’ 

but others ‘ongoing’ requires different interpretation to multiple sources describing it as ‘past’. 

References to environmental change driven by feral or invasive species were also tallied. 

Attributions to direct quotes or paraphrased comments were included as per respondent’s 

expressed consent. Oral testimonies from Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal sources (Appendix 2, 

Table 2C) informed the analysis of human-floodplain interaction from historical restoration 

activities and its application to climate adaptation (Chapter 8). 
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Table 3-3 Categories and nested levels of sub-categories applied in coding 
analysis of interview material. 
*‘Management’ includes nested categories of past change, ongoing change, and future 
preferences.  
**‘Connection’ includes reference to any form of social/metaphysical incorporation 
e.g. kinship recognition, dreaming relationships. 

Category Sub-category 
Level 1  

Sub-category 
Level 2  

Customary 
freshwater 

resource use/ 
practices 

Species and 
change 

characteristics (biological, phenological); value; perception 
change (abundance); perception change (access) 

Places and 
change 

characteristics (phenological), species targeted; value; 
perception change (health/condition); perception change 
(access) 

Methods/ rules 
and change 

Traditional/historical past; contemporary; change in 
customary method/rules; decision making 

Seasonal cues/ 
indicators plant; animal; weather; and any shifts in 

Values/ motiv-
ation 

health (emotional, physical, mental); teaching; identity; 
ancestors; subsistence; ceremony; food preference  

Drivers of change: 
Environmental 

Saltwater 
intrusion 

signs/indicators of change; threshold effects; 
levees/restoration; management* 

Feral pig 

perception of change (abundance pigs; other species); 
(access); (health of country; thresholds; indicators); 
management; connection**; social impacts (see expanded 
category below) 

Cane toad 
perception change (other species abundance); (access); 
(health of country; thresholds; indicators); management; 
connections; social impacts 

Buffalo/ Cattle 
perception change (and other species abundance); (access); 
(health of country; thresholds; indicators); management; 
connections; social impacts 

Invasive weeds: 
mimosa/ para/ 
salvinia/ other 

perception change (distribution weeds) perception change 
(abundance other species); perception change (access); 
health of country/ thresholds/indicators; management; 
connections; social impacts; grass/fire/grazer nexus 

Saltwater 
crocodile 

perception change (abundance crocs) perception change 
(abundance other species); perception change (access; 
thresholds); perception change CH methods; management; 
connections; social impacts 

 Social impacts from 
environmental 
change  

(Level 3) loss of knowledge; modes 
knowledge transmission; 
intergenerational relations/interest; 
gendered; beliefs; emotion 

Social-ecological Fire practices 

Customary uses (hunt; seasonal; renewal; past); fire regime 
change (Park/Pastoral/Mission); perception change (species 
abundance) perception change (access); management; social 
impacts, health 

Drivers of change: 
Social 

 
 
 

Drivers of change: 

Institutional/ 
Policy/ Process 
(non-customary) 

scale (i.e. change at federal; NT; local government; 
community level; Park management); impact/outcome 

Community 
dysfunction and 
substances 

alcohol; drugs; personal safety 

Health physical (diet; fitness); illness; emotional wellbeing  
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Social (continued) 
Social networks 

between clans; external partners; between Kunbarlanja and 
KNP clans/Park management; family level; Kunbarlanja 
community level  

Mobility changes (reason); gender; what helps/hinders; health links; 
outstations 

Motivation/ 
effort required changes (reason) 

Employment/ 
livelihoods 

influence on customary participation; mainstream floodplain 
livelihoods (tourism; biodiversity conservation; 
pastoralism); aspirational 

Access/ 
enforcement 
(KNP) 

poaching; safety; changing technology 

 

3.5.2 Mapping analysis  
For both representation of data and any spatial analysis Geographical Information System 

(GIS) software was used (e.g. O'Sullivan 2006; Batty 2010). To digitise the cultural resource 

use data collated on the topographic maps, in conjunction the with attached interview notes, 

perform map analysis and produce the maps shown throughout this thesis, GIS software 

ArcGIS and ArcMap 10.4.1 (ESRI: http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/) were used. Collating 

the data within ArcMap was in itself an analytical process, where it was possible to experiment 

with analyses and formats for presenting the material. Data was digitised by hand from the 

photographed maps, against a georeferenced topographic map, into feature Shapefiles using the 

polygon editing feature tool. Layers used were in the projected coordinate system 

GDA_1994_MGA_Zone_53. Associated attribute data (features or characteristics) were entered 

into the ArcGIS Attribute data table. The following fields were represented as text: place name 

(if given), respondent name, gender, ranger/station worker, and comments. In binary form (i.e. 

1 present or 0 absent) the following fields identified resource use as: fishing, hunting, 

collecting, cooking, camping, individual species columns (long-necked turtle, Arafura 

filesnake, freshwater mussel, water chestnut, water lily, magpie goose/ whistling duck, goose 

eggs, fish (collective), barramundi, saratoga, catfish, bream. Binary form was also used for field 

representing environmental change affecting access, with attribute fields for: past use, ongoing 

use, impact (general, some degree) and the specific impacts of: saltwater (some degree), para 

grass, mimosa, salvinia, saltwater crocodile (i.e. changed access here). Feral pigs and cane toads 

were not included spatially as their influence on floodplain and freshwater habitats can safely 

assumed to be absolutely everywhere. This level of detail in the attribute table ensured data 

could be traced back to its contributing owner and quality control checks could be made using 

multiple traits (by Name/gender/Ranger/species/past or ongoing use). Final map outputs 

ensured represented data was aggregated and de-identified.  

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/
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The map of key harvesting/floodplain place names was constructed through discussions 

with senior TOs Julie Narndal and Connie Nayinggul, providing place names for their 

respective clan areas, were for ease of recognition and communication and as such do not 

represent the entirety of named places in the region. To construct the aggregate harvesting 

maps, digitised polygons of all freshwater resource harvesting areas identified by respondents 

from Kunbarlanja were grouped, and represented using the layer properties ‘Symbology’ 

function of ‘unique values’, with the borders removed. Note that any lines suggesting a 

boundary of a hunting areas are general indications only and should not be taken as fixed or 

firm boundaries, given the environmental variability of floodplain environment, and people 

working at maps at 1:50 000 scale. While mapping of the East Alligator harvesting areas from 

Kakadu respondents was carried out, it is not shown here, given the NERP project covered the 

broadest Kakadu floodplain area, and is provided by  Adams et al. (2018). 

To construct the ‘frequency of reference’ maps, as a proxy for intensity of resource site 

use, the ArcGIS ‘Feature to point’ tool converted each polygon feature of a hunting area, to a 

single point (centroid function selected). The author then manually categorised these auto-

generated points into more meaningful points of aggregation, where they either most closely 

corresponded to i) a known named location or ii) an environmental feature representative of the 

hunting site the points were clustered around. For example, for various auto-generated points 

around a single floodplain pocket, billabong or along a stream system, the spatial median 

(visually determined) was marked. The number of respondents referring to a particular 

harvesting area ranged from 1 to 19. This range was categorised using ‘Natural Breaks (Jenks)’ 

in ArcGIS and represented using size-graduated symbols.  

To construct the maps of the participatory harvesting trips taken, GPS embedded site 

photos were initially used in Google Earth to generate a .kml layer. This was converted to an 

ArcGIS layer and shapefile. Representing these trips by either gender of hunters or species 

targeted on these trips, was facilitated by choosing the Symbology of ‘Categories; Unique 

values, many fields’ based on the information stored in the data attribute table.   

To construct the harvested species maps, illustrating past and ongoing areas of use/harvest, 

the species-specific data from the data attribute table fields were selected using ArcGIS’s 

symbology function; ‘Categories: Unique values, many fields’ and the three specified attribute 

fields of ‘species’, ‘past’ and ‘present’. The author illustrated symbols for key species and used 

these as the icon to represent each species respectively. Past use was represented by either 

turning the symbol background red, or using a red asterix. 

The map illustrating the historical levees (Chapter 8) was generated using location data in 

addition to that from my own interviews, sourced from Petty et al. (2005) and Lucas and Russll-

Smith (1993b).  
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3.5.3 Qualitative modeling: causal loop diagrams 
Causal loop diagrams are a form of qualitative modelling that provide a means of 

representing the relationships or linkages between complex system components (Fazey et al. 

2011; Barber et al. 2015). This method is particularly useful to aid understanding of the general 

dynamics of a social-ecological system (SES), especially when variables cannot be measured 

precisely (Dambacher et al. 2007) and there are challenges in modelling local and Indigenous 

knowledge (Barber and Jackson 2015).  

To illustrate the multiple drivers of change and their synergistic effects influencing the 

capacity to engage in customary harvesting practices I applied causal loop diagrams to represent 

existing social-ecological threats that need addressing to support adaptive capacity for 

customary harvesting (Chapter 9). The system structure is first determined by defining the 

variables of the system and the relationships linking them as represented by signed diagraphs 

(positive/ending in arrowhead or negative/filled circle at end) (Dambacher et al. 2007). Barber 

et al. (2015) note the importance of considering scale in the construction of such models. Here I 

firstly represented the synergistic ecological drivers influencing ecological abundance of and 

physical access to key customary resources (floodplain harvested: turtles, geese, water chestnuts 

and instream harvested: fish, aquatic plants, mussels, filesnakes), as an ongoing, long-term time 

scale (Figure 9.2). The second diagram represented the social-ecological system as a whole, 

which involved cross-scalar relationships (i.e. linkages between regional, community and 

individual influence) (Figure 9.3). 

3.5.4 Issues of representation 
Engaging in concerns of interpretation and representation (or ‘re-presentation’ Connerton 

1989 in Rundstrom 1995) is particularly critical in cross-cultural research contexts (Smith 

2010). It applies here to the analysis of both mapped data and oral testimonies. The issues of 

unequal power relations between researcher and the researched are particularly heightened in 

the colonised context, where careful consideration of the consequences arising from sharing 

knowledge in this context is required. Rose (1996), for example, notes the ‘colonising demand 

for information’. Information sharing can risk devaluing or losing control of cultural knowledge 

which can have tremendous negative cultural consequences (for individuals, particular groups 

and society). The best way I could seek to minimise this risk was to continually check what 

information was suitable to share and what information was not, and to honour those 

delineations as a matter of maintaining mutual trust and respect.  

Mapping to engage with Indigenous knowledge has acknowledged benefits and risks  (e.g. 

Chapin et al. 2005). While mapping activities can assist in cultural maintenance, self-

determination movements or facilitate a ‘co-research’ approach, some unintended complications 

can be serious, including participation being seen as ‘legitimization’ in negotiations with the 
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state (Chapin et al. 2005; Robinson et al. 2015). Mapping may struggle to represent the 

diversity of knowledge contributions (for example, in gender) or engage with conflicting 

knowledge claims (Rocheleau et al. 1995; Robinson et al. 2015). This can be an issue when 

representing patterns of resource use for a ‘community’ (e.g. Kunbarlanja) given varying levels 

of individual engagement may occur, or a region, like Kakadu comprising of multiple groups.  

The use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has also been criticised for being 

highly technical, expensive, often residing and being controlled from outside the community 

providing the information. The growth in Indigenous ranger groups employing their own use of 

spatial mapping tools including Cybertracker (e.g. Ansell and Koenig 2011), is one example of 

Indigenous people reversing this trend by generating, managing and controlling cultural 

resource use data within their community. This is to meet both community aspirations for 

cultural knowledge and for reporting and accountability purposes (Ansell and Koenig 2011). 

Rundstrom (1995) does call for caution in the process of integrating traditional knowledge into 

western science formats, where one of the key challenges or risks is the decontextualizing and 

fragmenting of traditional knowledge in the mapping or documenting process (Aporta 2011). 

Taken to its extreme, Rundstrom (1995) argues it risks perpetuating assimilatory practices. This 

research tried to minimise these risks by clearly stating what is included/excluded in the 

mapping process, keeping raw data only accessible for the purposes of this research, and 

through a process of checking and confirmation, only producing the aggregated maps, with the 

potential to be publically viewed, with permission of the lead collaborators. 

In academic writing arising from research at the cross-cultural interface, including the 

analysis and interpretation of interviews, field experiences and historical material, consideration 

of representation and interpretation is necessary (Winchester 1996). For example, historian Ann 

Curthoys (2009:96) reflects on the process of writing historical content involving relations 

between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people and the need to locate her voice in the process;  

‘I have also had to confront the question of writing inter-racial history, a history of 

relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in Australia, an ongoing 

history to which I belong on the non-Indigenous side. There are ethical as well as 

stylistic problems, of finding a voice which is honest and true, which does not try to 

appropriate other people’s stories, which embodies a full recognition that there is no 

objective space outside our racialised histories from which to write.’   

Accepting the lack of ‘objective space’ from which to write or present, is part of the 

acknowledgement that researchers are necessarily implicated through fieldwork and 

relationships (Coombes et al. 2014). In representing voices from interviews I made an effort to 

retain as much of respondent’s original voice. This still required a process of critical reflection 

in terms of what was said, the use of editing, and representing oral accounts in written form. For 

example, the semi-structured interviews have the advantage of allowing people greater depth of 
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expression and I endeavoured to present evidence as quotations wherever possible in order to 

retain the expression of the contributor. While the use of quotations may preserve the language 

of respondents they still require choices to be made regarding inclusion or editing and 

inevitably raise issues of representation and reading in which voices are represented and how 

(Winchester 1996; Rose 1997). While replication of voices adds weight of evidence, as it is 

clearly impossible to include all relevant quotes thus it was important to select those 

communicating the point with the greatest clarity and relevant authority. 

3.6 Conclusion 
This chapter established the epistemological basis of this research and outlined the 

multiple methods employed, drawing on geographic and historical approaches in both the data 

collection and analysis. It also provides a consideration of the issues of ‘representation’, 

particularly critical for research engaging with marginalised communities. Having established 

the theoretical and methodological background to this research, the following chapter 

characterises the contemporary freshwater harvesting practices in the Alligator Rivers Region. 

It highlights the customary institutions and resources, the motivations associated with engaging 

in customary harvesting, and the temporal and spatial patterns shaping continuity and change 

within this ongoing customary practice. 
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Chapter 4: Continuity and change: 
Contemporary patterns of freshwater 

customary harvesting 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Christine Nabobbob holds up an almangi (long-necked turtle), her digging crow bar by her side.  
Another group of women hunting for turtles, and land cruiser are visible in the distance. 

(Murumburri, Kunbarlanja, 1/11/2012) 
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4.1 Introduction 
This chapter addresses the first research aim of this thesis by determining contemporary 

patterns of freshwater customary harvesting in region, with a focus on the west Arnhem side of 

the East Alligator River floodplain area. It provides a point from which to identify and 

understand change in practice, before the key drivers of change and determinants of adaptive 

capacity are elaborated on in subsequent chapters. Here the customary institutions, 

contemporary motivations and key species harvested are outlined. Aboriginal customary 

management of country is introduced, illustrating the relational nature of freshwater harvesting 

with the health of floodplain country, through both human and metaphysical agency. 

Respondents’ motivations and values associated with freshwater harvesting practices are 

outlined, to make clear the strong, ongoing desire to sustain engagement with freshwater 

resources and country. The key freshwater species and the methods of their harvest are 

described. The theme of continuity and change is evident in people’s experiences of harvesting 

methods, some of which have changed little and others have been modified with the adoption of 

new technology or materials. The spatial and temporal patterns shaping freshwater customary 

harvesting practices are presented, along with people’s perceptions of change in abundance and 

access of freshwater resources. The most significant environmental drivers of social-ecological 

change respondents had experienced, those described as ‘big stories’ for the region’s floodplain 

country and freshwater harvesting practices, are presented, forming the basis for subsequent 

chapters of Part II of this thesis. Finally, perceptions of risk, causality and indicators of 

‘healthy’ floodplain country from an Aboriginal view are discussed, highlighting the need to 

understand local conceptions of human-environment interactions.  

4.2 Customary management of floodplain country 
Many writers have effectively conveyed the complex and relational nature of Aboriginal 

land and sea management constituting Indigenous Australian’s ‘caring for country’ (Rose 1996; 

Williams 1999; Barber 2005; Palmer 2006; Bradley and Yanyuwa families 2010; Suchet-

Pearson et al. 2013; Head and Atchison 2015; Zeanah et al. 2015). The concept of caring for 

country is shaped by a belief that country, rather than being self-managing, requires ritual 

human activity to maintain health and productivity. In a sentient landscape, emotional 

engagement with place, including through ‘story-telling, camping, and foraging’ can effect 

changes within the environment (for example, replenishment of species) and provide 

nourishment (food and spirit) (Povinelli 1992:178). This philosophy underpins the customary 

institutions, those rules and processes, associated with contemporary Aboriginal interaction 

with floodplain country and freshwater resources in the Alligator Rivers Region (ARR). In 

addition, customary management operates within or alongside other non-customary, Western 

management institutions in the floodplain region. Western land management approaches, both 
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through Kakadu National Park management and through collaborations supporting natural 

resource management in Arnhem Land have no doubt influenced the degree of legitimacy 

afforded these practices (e.g. Petty et al. 2015a). Western land management is applied in 

biodiversity conservation and tourism (in Kakadu) and pastoralism (in Kunbarlanja) as 

Aboriginal people engage with country within a National Park setting, and continue to engage 

with market and state economies and new technologies, in seeking to derive financial income, 

as well as food security, from their land.  

4.2.1 Local customary institutions associated with freshwater 
resource use 

Local customary institutions are a reflection of localised Aboriginal ontology, which 

shapes decision making and perceptions of risk. As such, it is important to understand the 

influences of local customary institutions, the rules and processes mediating engagement with 

freshwater resources. Those encountered in this work are summarized in Table 4.1. Primarily, 

the central tenant governing harvesting access to neighbouring country is to ‘always ask’, 

requiring permission from a senior traditional landowner first. This is primarily for safety, but 

also to share knowledge. For example, the Traditional Owner (TO) will know when the fish are 

fattest or when the yams are ready in their region) and to adhere to any temporary access 

restrictions (e.g. following the death of an elder, or for ceremonial activities). Williams (1999) 

discusses the complexities of these permissions, where Aboriginal property rights ultimately 

derive from ancestral beings vesting land and resources in their human owners/managers, are 

held jointly, may be exercised individually or in smaller groups than the whole, and may 

involve negotiation and skilful management of social relationships. Customary law establishes 

direct causation between appropriate behaviour on country and resource abundance, as well as 

the inter-clan and intra-clan protocols guiding social relations and networks between people. 

Customary protocols acknowledge both ownership of country and the ancestral agency 

within a place. Metaphysical agency can manifest in the physical world in ways dangerous for 

people, for example causing ill-health, injury or lack of hunt success, and so protocols like 

acknowledging ownership of country (both past and present) are an important risk management 

strategy. Connie Nayinggul described how the first taste of fish caught for the season should go 

to the TOs, as part of seeking permission;  

‘for fish, first taste, then spit in hole and cover. Then everyone can go then. Ancestors 

letting mob go, otherwise the rainbow serpent might get upset, if maybe not the right 

person to go to that billabong, that place.’ (Kunbarlanja, 29/7/14). 

Andrew Manakgu provides an example of how this acknowledgement is equally important to 

visiting places, not only harvesting;  
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‘Every night camping, would call out, call old sprits, give skin and Aboriginal name, say 

how long you’re staying, then would be “right, can sleep here now”. Makes it easier, safer 

and can tell stories […] Other signs, like if a bird calls, it’s the spirits saying it’s ok to be 

there- then when sleeping can feel relaxed.’ (Kunbarlanja, 11/10/13) 

Both comments are examples illustrating the relational nature of human and non-human beings; 

the interaction between the physical and metaphysical realms.  

Table 4-1 Summary of the dominant customary institutions mediating or 
regulating freshwater resource use practices obtained through 
interviews 

Sphere of influence 
on resource use 

Customary institution Illustration of resource use regulation 

Access Requirement to obtain 
permission from 
Aboriginal land owner 

Mediating access between clans and across clan 
boundaries. 

Access Ritual practices e.g. 
ceremonial (male or 
female) 

Ceremony region is restricted for access and 
hunting/ harvesting. 

Access Associated with the 
death of Traditional 
Owner 

Temporary closure of the area relating to the 
deceased’s country, or family of deceased do not 
engage in hunting for period of time. 

Extraction Ethical underpinning of 
harvesting methods 

Not complete stripping of resource; for example, 
always leaving some of the yam behind to regrow. 

Consumption Totemic affiliation  The individual mostly avoids consuming the species 
with which he or she has cultural affiliations. 

Consumption Protocols for sharing 
the resource among 
social network 

Defines who receive specific cuts/parts or 
quantities of the resource, defined by hunting role, 
kin affiliation, age, gender, clan etc. 

Ensuring resource 
abundance 

Protocols for 
preparation and 
disposal 

Following correct methods ensures future 
abundance; breaking with this can be attributed to 
poor abundance next season. 

Ensuring resource 
abundance 

Renewal practices For example, floodplain burning practices and ritual 
smoking practices carried out at dreaming sites to 
ensure that species is abundant in the following 
year. 

 

Customary protocols prescribe appropriate hunting social practices (who and how, based 

on whose and what knowledge), hunting methods (how to hunt/find), preparatory and disposal 

methods of the foods and the sharing of the resource. For example; ‘T.O. tells people to collect 

[magpie goose] eggs and bring back. T.O. eats first. Puts piece in ground, then buries it, then 

ok for everyone to go. Same for fish and fishing.’ Barbara Galamirnda (Kunbarlanja, 4/7/14). A 

poor catch or a decline in abundance might be linked with transgression of these laws, thereby 

directly linking human behaviour with the health of country (Table 4.1). Alfred Nayinggul 

(31/10/14) described the relationship between catch wastage and risk of subsequent poor 

catches;  
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‘turtle shell, you have to burn, so turtle will come back next year, turtle will be fat. If you 

throw away, won’t find anything. Barramundi, if catch too many and wasting, if you go 

back to the same place next year you won’t find anything. Put all bones back to fire, where 

it is.’  

Many respondents emphasised continuity in following these protocols, for example, the 

Ardjumarllarl Rangers described how people; ‘Still follow rules on how to cut [the animal] the 

right way to share, and cook. Still follow. Main rule along skin name and sharing.’ (Shaun 

Namarnyilk, 18/6/14). These are examples regarding the rules and protocols associated with 

obtaining, preparing, cooking and disposing of bush foods.  

Those socio-cultural relationships that define sharing of catch, also underpin the network 

of relationships that facilitate social-ecological connectivity in floodplain country. Connectivity 

is promoted between terrestrial features, freshwater places and the sea, between human and 

non-human beings. Mythical conceptions and stories are examples that perpetuate this 

connectivity, as is the case all over Aboriginal Australia (e.g. Berndt and Berndt 1989). For 

example, a dreaming narrative, or djang for the formation of the East Alligator River for the 

Erre/Wurringak clan, involves barramundi travelling from high in the escarpment, through 

freshwater reaches of the river and out to the sea, leaving barramundi dreaming sites along the 

way (Connie Nayinggul, Kunbarlanja 2014). Fruitful harvest is also linked to physical 

‘dreaming’ or djang sites, through replenishment rituals which shape the abundance of a 

resource for the following season (Table 4.1, 4.2). There are dreaming sites throughout the 

region for important freshwater species, including long-necked turtle, magpie goose, catfish, 

long tom (fish) and red lily, which require human visitation and ritual, like smoking, to 

maintain productivity (Table 4.2). Smoking practices in this context (Table 4.2) refer to the 

application, walking through or wafting, of smoke from specific native plant leaves, either to 

one’s body, or a particular site with a cleansing purpose. Within Kunbarlanja town site for 

example, is the catfish djang, fenced off, to stop further damage. Senior TO from Kunbarlanja, 

Julie Nardal explained the ritual process at such sites; ‘just smoke and talk, to increase numbers 

in the billabong, did couple of years back. Have to do in the right way, not wrong way, or 

rainbow serpent, can maybe show up’ (3/11/14). Human action and relations thus connect 

physical site, metaphysical power and the productivity of country in this world view and 

customary institution. 
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Table 4-2 Comments illustrating use of smoking practices to promote 
abundance of key food resources 

‘Dreaming site for yam vine. If numbers are down, go and smoke the area. Same 
here for pig nosed turtle, catfish, in early March as water goes down- then see 
big mob. Magpie goose eggs, smoke in January. Julie’s aunty would do this. Then 
big mob. The area the same, but last year, not much. This year, better, we got a 
lot. If they smoke it, then better collection.’ 

Connie Nayinggul 
and sisters 
28/10/14, at 
Incue Billabong, 
West Arnhem 

‘All these totems are sacred sites, all are smoked by TO’s of that country, before 
people, countrymen can go [harvesting]. Without smoking each one every year, 
won’t get a plentiful harvest. The ancestors won’t allow people to find many.’ 

Connie 
Nayinggul, 
29/7/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘When we go out and can’t find turtles in the mud we know something’s gone 
wrong. Then we smoke [external application to body] with ironbark leaves. Next 
day, we found some.’ 

Julie Narndal, 
30/10/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Special rule for the dreaming ones. We have to smoke it. Have to get stick and 
go all around the dreaming rock, like for long tom, where it landed and got stuck 
[in front of Injaluk]… Smoke, tapping, dreaming, and talking in language […]Used 
to do it before, but no one feels like it. If they do it now, will get more.’ 

Simon Badari, 
7/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 
 

 

Social connectivity and in turn access to shared resources is maintained amongst 

neighbouring clan groups by sustaining social networks and intra-clan relationships. Isaiah 

Nagurrgurrba and Andrew Manakgu (artist and linguist respectively, at Injalak Art Centre, 

Kunbarlanja) described how the two male TOs leaders of Mengerrdji and Wurringak- Erre clans 

would signal and share resources; ‘Sometimes Connie’s old fella [J.Nayinggul, Wurringak- 

Erre] would make fire to signal, to say good time to go for fishing, and tell spirits/old people. 

Gumurdal [Mengerrdji] would bring turtles. Still do this. Sharing and getting healthy food’ 

(11/10/13, Kunbarlanja). Strong inter-clan relationships assist in facilitating access to the widest 

possible resources. This may include maintaining relationships between family networks that 

spread from freshwater to saltwater country and in turn access to wider resource opportunities. 

4.2.2 Fire as a customary management tool: renewal of 
country and hunting access 

Across Australia, Indigenous people’s use of fire has been demonstrated to have shaped 

local and landscape-scale ecologies (e.g. Jones 1969; Price and Bowman 1994; Russell-Smith et 

al. 2003; Bliege Bird et al. 2008; Gammage 2011). Bird Rose (2002) describes the practice as 

‘cultural fires’ to emphasize the human agency involved in ‘cleaning up’ as a demonstration of 

caring for country. In the floodplains in northern Australia, the application of fire is a 

recognised traditional floodplain management technique (Russell-Smith et al. 1997; McGregor 

et al. 2010; Ligtermoet 2016). Like the desert hunting strategies of Martu Aboriginal women, 

who use mosaic-burning practices to efficiently hunt burrowed game (e.g. Bird et al. 2005), 

here women use similar mosaic-burning, following a water body’s retreating water line through 

the dry season, as a hunting strategy to obtain aestivating long-necked turtle. Customary use of 

fire is primarily associated with the renewal and revitalising of country, stimulating growth and 
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facilitating ease of access to resources. There is specific ecological knowledge associated with 

the application of customary floodplain burning, where seasonal cues, water in the landscape, 

vegetation indicators and appropriate weather conditions on the day are all considered for the 

safe application. For example, Sean Nadji described how his father taught him to look out for 

when certain yellow and purple flowering plants, found in freshwater places, would die off 

before burning floodplain places. Floodplain burning was frequently referred to as an important 

tool later in the year, when the water drops, and was very hot (i.e. late Kurrung/Kunumeleng), 

‘just before the big rains which drown new shoots of grasses. It cleans the place up, opens it up, 

for water lily.’ (Kakadu Ranger, female, 10/9/14). This ranger made clear the implications; ‘If 

you don’t manage that, you won’t get your foods’.  

The application of customary burning for renewal purposes applies to both individual plant 

and animal species and has implications for the overarching health of the floodplain region. On 

inquiring after any customary practices for renewal purposes Julie Narndal described; 

‘our burning practices- to get more next year. To get more fish and filesnake and turtles. 

Burning is the main thing for Aboriginal people, for new plants, as ancestors might 

increase or decrease access (3/11/14); and 

‘[Fire] gives fresh grass for bullocky and for turtle, gets them fatter and for the birds, 

goose.’ (16/9/13)  

Sean Nadji (Bunitj clan, Kakadu side East Alligator River) makes direct links between the 

practice of actively managing country, for example through customary burning, and well-being; 

‘It feels really good, like I’m doing something for the country, hard to explain, but it’s a good 

feeling’ (8/9/14, Kakadu). This revitalising of country through customary burning practices is a 

physical expression of caring for country. 

Human application of fire is a tool for assisting hunting success and access for many 

species, particularly of aestivating long-necked turtles but also for attracting or flushing out 

others. Floodplain burning is virtually synonymous with long-necked turtle hunting, for 

example, Andrew Manukgu described; ‘floodplain burning- always the same time as turtle 

hunting, in Kurrung.’ (1/8/14). Table 4.3 provides illustrative quotes of the use of fire as part of 

hunting activities. Fire is also a tool to reduce risk of running into dangerous animals like 

snakes and feral pigs hiding in thick grasses (Table 4.3). The use of fire in other hunting 

practices such as wallaby drives has been documented in western Arnhem Land (e.g. Altman 

2009a) and several male respondents from Kunbarlanja made reference to Manwurrk or fire for 

hunting wallaby, still used occasionally. Timmy Nabegeyo also described the use of fire on flat 

but higher ground, in clearer areas and around the sides of floodplains, to attract bush turkey 

and emu; ‘If you make fire, bush turkey comes over to eat grasshoppers from the fire.’ 

(17/6/14). The response of vegetation to fire also assists with harvesting plant resources, for 
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example, yams (Table 4.3). Customary application of fire to the floodplain landscape, and 

surrounds, thus remains an important management tool for the renewal of bush foods, 

revitalization of country, and safe access. The challenges of maintaining traditional burning 

regimes in a contemporary governance context in both Kakadu NP and the pastoral lease of 

Kunbarlanja floodplains, particularly under altered vegetation composition are discussed further 

in Chapter 6. 

Table 4-3 Comments illustrating the use of burning for customary harvesting 
activities 

Hunting 
Theme (and 
species) 

Comment Respondent 

Access and 
detection 
(long-necked 
turtle) 

‘Made bush fire long time, for turtle, to see mim. Different kinds 
of mim. Burn grasses, then wait for big wind to blow dead grass 
away, make clean, could go down and look for turtle.’ 

Rose Ngbobbo, 
12/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

Detection 
(e.g. yams) 

‘Would do early burning to find yam. If don’t do burning, hard to 
track down. But burn, you have new shoots come and can follow 
it [down for the yam].’ (7/8/13) and more generally; ‘Easier if 
can burn the grasses. Early burning, can find tucker. New roots 
come up, easier to see’. 

Connie Nayinggul, 
29/8/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

Attractant 
(e.g. bush 
turkeys) 

‘Bush turkeys, burnok, would come after floodplain 
burning…When you burn the grass, sit under a tree and in about 
an hour they come in looking for a feed. Used to be big mob out 
there, some still there, but not in such big numbers, used to be 
in packs of 15 or more. Now in pairs or threes.’ 

Sean Nadji, 
5/11/2014, Kakadu  

Safety (from 
snakes, feral 
pigs) 

‘Sometimes frightened of king browns [snakes] in all them 
grasses, so will burn.’ 

May Nango, 
22/6/12, Kakadu 

‘Today kids can’t go walking around- grasses too much. We say 
to stay in that clear area. That’s why we burn.’ 

Jimmy Marimowa, 
16/9/13, Kakadu 

‘Burning, if it goes to water edge. Burn to avoid getting bitten- 
the risk of a King Brown bite.’ 

Jessie Alderson, 
31/7/14, Kakadu 

 

4.3 Motivations for engaging with freshwater 
customary harvesting 

Inquiry into the motivations for engaging with freshwater customary harvesting is 

important for understanding an individual’s motivations to adapt, their adaptive ability and 

adaptive preferences (Grothmann and Patt 2005; Kuruppu and Liverman 2011). By repeatedly 

inquiring as to the reasons for going hunting and fishing key themes quickly emerged reflecting 

the major and largely collectively shared motivations for engaging in hunting and fishing 

practices. In an effort to highlight the motivations of greatest significance, during eight 

interviews respondents (3 female; 5 male) were asked to ascribe a value of importance (where 0 

= not important, 1 = somewhat important, or 2 = very important) to nine key reasons elicited 

from earlier interviews. These are summed and shown in Figure 4.1 and discussed following.  
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Of all the reasons, ‘teaching children’ had the highest collective score of importance and 

was the only reason labelled ‘very important’ by everyone and half specifically stated it was the 

most important (Figure 4.1). Health and exercise was the second highest ranked motivation 

along with ceremonial reasons, though the latter was described as having changed, or reduced 

somewhat in three of the eight interviews. To be with family, or the ‘old people’, those passed 

on or ‘ancestors’ followed closely in importance. To have a ‘break from town’ and to ‘feel good 

and strong’ also link to health outcomes, including mental well-being. Illustrative comments 

reflecting these most important reasons for engaging with freshwater customary harvesting 

practices are provided (Table 4.4). Motivations such as health and knowledge transmission are 

discussed further in Chapter 7, as major determinants of adaptive capacity.  

 

Figure 4-1 Motivating drivers, or reasons for going harvesting, summed scores. 
(n=8) where 0= not important, 1= important/somewhat important, 2= 
very important. 
^ ‘old people’ refers to deceased family members and ancestors.  

 

The motivation to ‘teach children’ reflects the drive to maintain and transmit biocultural 

knowledge. Cultural knowledge is held and delivered in sequential stages, as deemed 

appropriate (Rose 1996). The distinctiveness of Indigenous knowledge is in its oral 

transmission (through stories, facilitated by song, dance and paint) and adaptive enactment i.e. 

the practice of customary harvesting. Engaging in hunting practices provides vital opportunities 

to pass on knowledge which strengthens cultural maintenance, as well as safety on country 

(Table 4.4). As an elder female cultural leader and hunter renowned for her cultural strength 
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and knowledge, she described to her influence; ‘Young people, they follow me, then they’re not 

frightened. (G. Nabegeyo, Kunbarlanja, 4/11/12). Familiarity and confidence in being on 

country and managing the risks associated with going harvesting is an acquired, learned skill.  

 

Table 4-4 Comments reflecting the most important reasons or motivations for 
engaging with customary harvesting (CH) 

Theme  Comments Respondent 
Teaching children ‘Most important [teaching children] gotta teach when 

little, before get too big. It’s the main reason […] Got 
to take out teaching. Have to learn to hunt, how to 
survive, so when parents pass on, they can still go 
out.’ 

Alfred and Walter 
Nayinggul, males, 
31/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Practising hunting rights- what our ancestors used to 
do. Continuing it. I’d like that for my son and his kids 
to do, the same things I did growing up, to teach 
them. Really important to practice the techniques so 
the next generation can learn them.’ 

Sean Nadji, male, 
8/9/14, Kakadu  

‘When out there kids learning culture- place names, 
language, how to hunt, prepare, respect why it’s 
important, and about managing it at same time. ‘It’s 
so so important for our culture’. 

anon. female,  2014, 
Kakadu 

‘Teaching the children- most important- for them to 
keep [the knowledge] in the future.’ 

Julie Narndal, 
female, 3/11/14, 
Kunbalanja 

Health and well-being 
(exercise, feeling good) 

‘When we feel like eating mussels, filesnake or turtle- 
main ones good for you. Or if going nearby can walk. 
[Why important?] Feel gamak [good], I like to go 
hunting, feel good when I go hunting.’ 

Marlene Burrunali, 
female, 4/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Feel really, really relaxed, feel good. Feel like I’ve 
been blessed. Out there being amongst spiritual 
ancestors…How I feel every time I go when I’m out in 
the bush. When I go back to my home[land], feel like 
been overwhelmed by my spiritual feeling- ancestors, 
land, everything. 

Donna 
Nadjamerrek, 
female, 5/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Bush tucker is really healthy, get strong, get exercise 
when going out- part of training. Get lazy at home. 
Makes me feel alright.’ 

Jethro Guymala, 
male, 19/9/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Makes me feel good. Without that, I don’t think I 
could live.’  

anon. female, 2014, 
Kakadu 

Ceremonial purposes ‘Need food to eat, fish, yams, filesnake, water python. 
Very important. Need to feed the visitors from other 
communities.’ 

Gabriel 
Maralngurra,  male, 
3/9/14, Kunbarlanja 

EL: ‘For ceremonies and festivals?’ JN: ‘Yes, both 
ways, balanda and bininj. Still want our cultural things 
to happen.’ 

Julie Narndal, 
female, 3/11/14, 
Kunbarlanja 
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Table 4.4   (cont.) Illustrative comments reflecting the most important reasons 
or motivations for engaging with customary harvesting (CH) 

Theme  Comments: motivations for engaging with CH Respondent 
To be with old 
people/ancestors 

‘Sit up on hill and listen to the wind, like voices speaking. 
Old people- they all here now [in spirit], watching, telling 
stories. When here [White Lady outcrop and billabong] 
with family and children all singing, make the wind come 
stronger. Afternoon- happy time, old people going 
hunting, making camp, bring cool wind.’ 

Adrian Gumurdul, 
male, 6/9/12 
Kunbarlanja 

‘I’m thankful to my ancestors because they provide me 
tucker that I can eat and share with family. And to be with 
old people, it’s very important. They’re my key people[…] 
They’re where I learnt that knowledge, without them I 
wouldn’t have survived.’ 

Donna Nadjamerrek, 
female, 5/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

To be with family ‘Very important.’ ‘Especially with older people at 
outstation.’ 

Shaun Namarnyilk and 
Timothy Nabegeyo, 
males, 31/7/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Very important because family need to have that 
connection, relationship and how connected to each 
other. Sharing knowledge.’ 

Donna Nadjamerrek, 
female, 5/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Break from town ‘To get break from town- it’s really like that. Get constant 
humbug- [for] fuel and car to get to Jabiru. Because of 
meeting pressure [pressure from many meetings], 
demands on time.’ 

Alfred and Walter 
Nayinggul, males, 
31/10/14, Kunbarlanja 

‘[It’s a personal preference] but for me, I like to be home, 
out in the bush, listening to the birds, the wind, getting 
away from work, community humbug.’ 

Donna Nadjamerrek, 
female, 5/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Nice to get away from noise, cars, noisy people, drunks, 
fighting, when had enough. […] It’s healthy exercise, can 
share knowledge […] Can get away from humbug, drunk 
people, those who don’t listen.’ 

Timothy Nabegyeo, 
male, 31/7/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Subsistence need 
(hungry or no 
money for shop 
food) 

‘Hunting is for free, it’s another supermarket always 
open, use paperbark for foil. Weekdays work for [money 
for] power and water.’ 

Connie Nayinggul, 
female, 29/8/12, 
Kunbalanja 

‘Also when run out of food, go and get bush foods [...] 
Sometimes no money to buy food at the shop so go and 
get free one.’ 

Jethro Guymala, male, 
19/9/13, Kunbarlanja 

‘Sometimes I do, have no money, go hunting. On 
outstation there’s no ATM [or shop for food].’ 

Shaun Namarnyilk, 
male, 31/7/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Sometimes don’t feel like tinned food, want something 
fresh. Supermarket- cost lot of money. Servo- just sells 
junk food. If no dollars for shop- just go…Turtle for free 
and filesnake. For magpie goose though need bullets, 
though sticks [referring to the old hunting methods] were 
free.’ 

Alfred Nayinggul, 
male, 31/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 
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Teaching children through engaging in customary harvesting practices was described as 

assisting in building cultural identity, improving social cohesion and reducing the risks 

associated with being out bush (Table 4.4). For example, Lois Nadjamerrek described the 

experiential way of conveying the relations between all things; 

‘ to teach kids the stories- why we belong to these things, why we eat these things, about 

respect for the traditional knowledge, ways, language. It gives us our identity. You see it 

as a little girl growing up, and that’s when they taught me- this is our bush tucker, taste 

it, see if you like it. Yam and the other things that belong to us. Kids will remember us and 

the stories from those lessons when we’re gone’. (27/9/13, in Darwin, from Kunbarlanja)  

Isaiah Nagurrgurrba (Injalak Arts) also referred to the imperative of teaching children hunting 

practices for safety;  

‘Freshwater bush tucker is important to learn for safety as well. If lost in other places, 

they’ll know which way to find water and fishing. Can make fire and be found.’ 

(24/10/14, Kunbarlanja). 

Ardjumarllarl Rangers Shaun Namarnyilk and Timmy Nabegeyo provided an example linking 

cultural learning on country to identity and social cohesion;  

‘Take kids on holiday, camping, teach place names, sacred sites, so they grow up knowing 

which areas to go… Knowing clan and skin names, it provides identity. Like calling in 

those names can help stop fighting and make them listen.’ (18/6/14, Kunbarlanja).  

This key motivator was also evident in Biddle and Swee’s (2012) statistical analysis of 

demographic data (NATSISS), finding couples with children were more likely to have 

participated in harvesting activities. 

Loss of Indigenous biocultural knowledge and the means of maintaining IEK are widely 

recognised concerns, both locally and globally (Turner and Turner 2008; McCarter and Gavin 

2013; Turreira-García et al. 2015) and reflects the urgent priority of ‘teaching the children’ in 

engaging in customary harvesting practices. For example, senior TO Julie Narndal, highlighted 

both her confidence in the continuation of this process of knowledge transmission, teaching on 

country but also its imperative, given the fragilities:  

‘Old people, or the current generation give knowledge. I’m confident we will keep 

teaching them. Little kids ask “Why we going here?”  So we can have a break, can 

play, tell a bit of country, so they know. We worry, if old people not around, don’t know 

if it will pass on. That’s why if they hear the stories now, that’s when they’ll keep it.’ 

(3/11/14, Kunbarlanja). 

Customary knowledge, while embedded in art forms (song, story, ceremony, painting, dance) 

and country (sacred sites, hunting locations), and tiered in status-authority, requires enactment 

and cross-generational engagement to transmit, making it highly experiential. It is thus highly 
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vulnerable to social-ecological change, if access to country and cross-generational relations 

come under strain. Drivers affecting the transmission of knowledge through freshwater 

customary harvesting are an important reoccurring theme discussed in subsequent chapters. 

In terms of health and wellbeing, people frequently described how engaging in customary 

harvesting was an opportunity for exercise, and made them feel ‘healthy and fit’, ‘strong’ and 

‘gamak’ (good) (Table 4.4). For example; ‘Exercise is very important- huge. Better for people 

then sitting around the shopping centre, kids eating too many junky, sugary things every day.’ 

(anon., female, 2014, KNP). Along with the physical exercise, experiencing positive emotions 

from being on country and practising culture contributes to mental and emotional well-being. 

For example G. Nabegeyo described how she felt going out hunting;  

‘Feel happy, feel fresh air, we all go together, going to hunting together, friends 

together.[…] Turtle, filesnake for health, young and old, makes you feel good, I like to go 

walking.’ (4/11/2012, Kunbarlanja).  

Gaining respite from the pressures of town, community demands or social dysfunction was 

another important motivator which also influences well-being (Table 4.4). The contribution of 

customary harvesting to well-being has increasingly been recognised in Indigenous Australian 

contexts (Burgess et al. 2005; Garnett et al. 2009; Dockery 2010; Davies et al. 2011; Biddle and 

Swee 2012; Maclean et al. 2013) as well as for Indigenous contexts in New Zealand and 

throughout North America (e.g. Kirmayer et al. 2003; Turner and Turner 2008; Loring and 

Gerlach 2009; Ford et al. 2010a) As such it has the potential to make an important contribution 

to supporting Indigenous health policy and adaptive capacity, a theme explored further in 

Chapter 7. 

Additionally, mental and emotional well-being can also be influenced by the strength of 

family relationships and social networks (McCubbin 2007; Davies et al. 2011). The responses 

here (Table 4.4) rated opportunities to be with both living family members and those passed on 

(referred to old people, or the ancestors) as important motivators for engaging in customary 

harvesting. Toussaint (2014) for example, describes how for families in the Kimberley’s Fitzroy 

Valley region (north-western Australia), engaging in customary practices such as fishing, 

provided important support during times of grieving and in maintaining strong family relations. 

Contemporary customary harvesting in this region remains a subsistence need at times, as 

well as a dietary preference. Access to ‘free’ food was still identified as an important factor. For 

example, Isaiah Nagurrgurrba said it’s important because ‘instead of going to the shop and 

spending dollars, you can get free, fresh food’ (24/10/14). Freshwater billabongs were 

frequently referred to as ‘free supermarkets’. Connie Nayinggul described; ‘Billabongs are lots 

of tucker for Bininj people. Billabong, any waterhole, like a shop’ (2/6/14, Kunbarlanja) and 

Jessie Alderson, while gazing out at Kiina billabong in Kakadu commented; ‘I look out there 
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and all I see is food, my free supermarket’ (4/11/14, Kakadu). One respondent referred to it 

being important particularly in the wet season, if you were cut off from road access to shops, 

you could still rely on bush meat (anon. female, 2014, Kakadu).  Most often there were a mix of 

dietary motivators for sourcing bush foods, for example, wanting the taste, freshness, health 

qualities or dietary variety. For example; ‘We go when we’re feeling hungry, or feeling like 

medicine, or feel like the taste. Like freshwater mussels- they’re like medicine for us […] Makes 

us feel really good.’ (anon, 2014, Kakadu). Kunbarlanja resident and retired stockman Harry 

Thompson, described his subsistence preference as a ‘bit of a balance [between] shop and bush 

food. I sometimes I go without shop food, I get my own. Fish, geese, kangaroo, emu, though 

kangaroo and emu hard to find.’ (20/6/14). This also suggests aquatic and floodplain resources 

remain a more reliable, abundant source of protein than large terrestrial game (kangaroo and 

emu) which are more likely to be locally depleted. This highlights the importance of aquatic 

resources as those few key resources still being accessed for subsistence purposes. The 

significant subsistence value of wild caught freshwater resources has been demonstrated 

quantitatively in cost-replacement studies, for other regions across northern Australia (e.g. 

Stoeckl et al. 2013; Jackson et al. 2014b).  

The multiple values attached to wild-sourced freshwater resources; the health benefits 

through obtaining and consuming, maintaining social relations (past and present) through 

visiting country, obtaining and sharing, and imparting biocultural knowledge, all contribute to 

people’s ongoing motivation for engaging in in freshwater customary harvesting practices in the 

region. 

4.4 Contemporary patterns of freshwater customary 
harvesting 

Here the contemporary patterns of freshwater customary harvesting as ascertained from 

interviews, participant observation and cultural mapping, are provided. Firstly, the major 

species or groups of freshwater species targeted are provided (4.4.1). The gendered nature of 

harvesting practices, in terms of the particular species and places targeted is discussed and 

highlighted as crucial to consider when examining perceptions of social-ecological change 

(4.4.2). The harvesting methods are provided for key species/groups of species, with particular 

emphasis on people’s experiences of changes to harvesting methods (4.4.3). The spatial patterns 

of freshwater resource use are illustrated through the cultural resource use mapping results. 

These freshwater hunting/resource use areas are divided into those respondents described as 

past-use, and those of ongoing use, representing change and continuity in resource use. The 

major reasons for no longer visiting an area briefly provided (4.4.4). Finally, the temporal 

patterns (seasonal and daily mobility) influencing contemporary harvesting practices are briefly 

outlined (4.4.5). 
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4.4.1 Species harvested for consumption 
The key freshwater species targeted for consumption were primarily meat based; 

represented by the staples of fish (collective for numerous freshwater and estuarine species) and 

waterfowl (largely magpie geese and whistling-ducks), as well as long-necked turtles and 

filesnakes (Table 4.5; Figure 4.2). The dominant aquatic vegetable resources targeted were the 

tubers of the water chestnut (Eleocharis dulcis), and several species of water lilies and yams 

(Table 4.5; Figure 4.2). The top five species/groups referred to from Kunbarlanja respondents 

were; long-necked turtle, filesnake, fish (collectively, with barramundi the most mentioned), 

magpie goose and mussels, followed by magpie goose eggs and aquatic plants (water lilies and 

water chestnut) (Figure 4.2a). The top five species referred to by Kakadu respondents were 

long-necked turtle, fish, magpie goose, filesnake and magpie goose eggs (Figure 4.2b). These 

are the key freshwater subsistence species discussed in this thesis, and largely accord with those 

documented as key subsistence resources in other regions of northern Australia such as the Daly 

River, NT and the Fitzroy River, WA (Jackson et al. 2012a). Given their dominance as a 

subsistence source, they also represent what could be regarded as ‘cultural keystone species’ 

(Garibaldi and Turner 2004). Cultural keystone species are defined as culturally salient species 

that shape the cultural identity of a people in a major way (Garibaldi and Turner 2004).  

A range of additional plant and animal resources for consumption referred to in interviews 

included ‘sugar bag’ (native honey), yams (collectively and both ‘long’ and ‘cheeky’ species), 

rock wallaby and kangaroo or wallaby generally, bandicoot, bush turkey and emu. Introduced 

feral pigs and feral Asian water buffalo are also hunted regularly for consumption (Table 4.5) 

and feral cattle were referred to infrequently. Gendered harvesting practices were clear 

aquatic/semi-aquatic plants and filesnake are largely collected by women (pulled out by hand), 

as are aestivating turtle (dug up with a crow bar), while waterfowl and larger floodplain game 

are hunted by men (using guns) (Table 4.5). Fish and invertebrates are targeted by both men 

and women (Table 4.5). Gendered harvesting practices are discussed further in 4.4.2 following.  
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Figure 4-2 Tally of references to freshwater species harvested in interviews^ 

from (a) Kunbarlanja^ based respondents (b) Kakadu National Park~ 
based respondents~ 

^(n=32, where multiple interviews with the same individual or group have been combined, 
~ n=14, where multiple interviews with the same individual or group have been combined, 
*refers only to harvest of ‘goanna’ (Varanus panoptes and Varanus gouldii) in the past. 

(a) 

(b)
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Table 4-5 Freshwater occurring species identified as targeted for consumption 
in customary harvesting practices, by respondents residing in 
Kunbarlanja.  
(Harvesting location: F= floodplain, IS = instream (within) a waterbody, B= 
bank of river or billabong). Gender (most often): M= male, F= female B= 
both.  Method: CB= crow bar; G=gun; H=by hand; L=hand line, fishing from 
bank; N= cast net, fishing from bank) 

English Common 
name  

Species name Kunwinjku^ 
name  

Harvesting 
location 

Gender 
of 
harvester 

Contemporary 
harvesting 
method 

AQUATIC/SEMI –AQUATIC REPTILES 
Yellow spotted 
monitor 

Varanus 
panoptes* Kalawan F B H (no longer)* 

Sand 
goanna/Gould's 
goanna 

Varanus 
gouldii* Djanay F B H (no longer)* 

Mitchel's water 
monitor 

Varanus 
mitchelli Djerli  IS/Bank B H 

Merten's water 
monitor 

Varanus 
mertensi Durrbu/Burrah IS/Bank B H 

Short-necked turtle 
Emydura 
subglobosa Ngarderrhwo IS B L 

Northern long-
necked turtle 

Chelodina 
rugosa   Ngalmangiyi IS 

F 
(mostly) CB 

Long-necked turtle 
eggs  

Ngalmangiyi 
wirlarrk F F CB 

Pig-nosed turtle 
Carettochelys 
insculpta Warradjan IS B L 

Northern snapping 
turtle Elseya dentate Ngarderrhwo IS B L 
‘Freshwater turtle’ 
eggs   Bank F H 
Freshwater 
crocodile  

Crocodylus 
johnstoni Kumoken IS M G 

Freshwater 
crocodile eggs  Kumoken wirlarrk Bank F H 

Saltwater crocodile 
Crocodylus 
porosus Kinga IS/Bank M G 

Arafura filesnake 
Acrochordus 
arafurae Kedjebe IS/Bank F CB and H 

Water python/ 
Swamp python Liasis fuscus Borlokko F F CB 
WATERBIRDS  

Green pygmy goose 
Nettapus 
pulchellus Biwudj F M G 

Wandering 
whistling duck  

Dendrocygna 
arcuata Djilikuybirr F M G 

Plumed whistling 
duck 

Dendrocygna 
eytoni Djirribiyuk F M G 

Burdekin/radjah Tadorna radjah Kambarrikambarri F M G 
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English Common 
name  

Species name Kunwinjku^ 
name  

Harvesting 
location 

Gender 
of 
harvester 

Contemporary 
harvesting 
method 

shell duck 

Magpie goose 
Anseranas 
semipalmata Manimunak F M G 

Magpie goose eggs  
Manimunak 
wirlarrk F B H (from boat) 

FISH 
mix 'bait' fish e.g. 
glassfish, 
ambassads various Betdam 

IS B N 

Mud cod/giant 
gudgeon 

Oxyeleotris 
selheimi Makali 

IS B L 

Sleepy cod 
Oxyeleotris 
lineolata Kabbungurr 

IS B L 

Freshwater long 
tom 

Strongylura 
krefftii Karlerrh, Kurrkabal 

IS B L 

Barramundi Lates calcarifer Namarnkol/Birlmu IS B L 

Butler's grunter 
Syncomistes 
butleri 

Dubang 
(Hephaestus carbo 
/coal grunter) 

IS B L 

Bony bream 
Nematalosa 
erebi Karlarlba 

IS B L 

Northwest Black 
bream 

Acanthogagrus 
palmaris Durnbuhmanj 

IS B L 

Saratoga 
Scleropages 
jardinii Kuluybirr 

IS B L 

Salmon catfish  Arius leptaspis 
Ngalmakkawarre/ 
Konjkonj 

IS B L 

Shovel-nosed 
catfish  Arius midgleyi Ngalmakkawarre 

IS B L 

Eel-tailed catfish Neosilurus spp. Namardaka IS B L 

Sooty grunter 
Hephaestus 
fuliginosus Narrud 

IS B L 

Spangled grunter/ 
perch 

Leiopotherapon 
unicolor Burd 

IS B L 

Mullet Liza spp. 
Kuwalili/ 
Karlarlbba 

IS B L 

Sawfish Pristis clavata Djenkundamen IS B L 

River sharks (Bull, 
Speartooth or 
Northern River)  

Carcharhinus 
leucas, Glyphis 
glyphis; Glyphis 
garricki) Wamba 

IS B L 

Freshwater whipray 
Himantura 
dalyensis 

Nawarlah 
 

IS B L 

INTRODUCED MAMMALS  
Feral pig Sus scrofa Pig/piggy F M G 
Asian water buffalo Bubalus bubalis Buffalo F M G 
INVERTEBRATES 
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English Common 
name  

Species name Kunwinjku^ 
name  

Harvesting 
location 

Gender 
of 
harvester 

Contemporary 
harvesting 
method 

Freshwater prawn Macrobrachium 
spp. 

Wakih IS B H; N 

Freshwater mussels Velesunio 
angasi.  

Karnubirr IS B H; N 

AQUATIC/SEMI-AQUATIC PLANTS  
Red lily (seed, stem,  
roots) 

Nelumbo 
nucifera Wurrmarninj F; IS F H 

Water lily (various; 
stem, roots) Nymphaea spp.  

Miribulu/ 
Manburrangkali/ 
Barradjungka F; IS F H 

Water peanut 
(corms) 

Aponogeton 
vanbruggenii Mankodjbung IS F H 

Water ribbon 
(corms)  Triglochin spp. Kukbam IS F H 
Water chestnut 
(corm) 

Eleocharis 
dulcis Mankuladj F F H 

Cheeky/ Water yam Dioscorea spp. Mankinjdjek IS F H 
Note: * These Varanus spp. are no longer present in sufficient numbers to support customary 

harvesting as a result of the arrival of the introduced cane toad and are no longer hunted.    
^Bininj gunwok (Aboriginal language) of the region comprise many dialects, of which Kunwinjku 

is widely recognised and spoken 
Also see Russell-Smith et al. (1997) for an extensive list of floodplain resources and their seasonal 

harvest from the adjacent South Alligator River (KNP), and Smyth and von Sturmer (1981) for a list of 
botanical customary resources from the Kunbarlanja region.  

Continuity and change in freshwater resource abundance and 
access 

In terms of any perceived change in the abundance or access to these key freshwater 

resources, a majority of respondents indicated a decline in abundance of most key resources 

harvested, including magpie geese, long-necked turtles and some fish species, among others 

(Table 4.6). Introduced weeds were attributed to the declines in the abundance of almost all key 

species (Table 4.6). Floodplain goannas were universally reported to have declined, attributed 

to consuming the poisonous cane toad (Rhinella marina) (Chapter 5) and are no longer hunted. 

The cane toad was also attributed to a decline in freshwater crocodile numbers by several 

respondents but more respondents attributed this decline to the increase in saltwater crocodile 

numbers, as a known predator and competitor (Table 4.6). Also of note is that saltwater 

intrusion, an outcome of climate-driven sea level rise, is not yet perceived to be a significant 

driver of declining resource abundance. Tellingly, no respondents reported a rise in abundance 

of any specific resource. The perception of no change in the abundance of a resource was 

reported only rarely. The one mention of a perceived increase in general freshwater bush food 

abundance was from the oldest respondent interviewed. He attributed his perception of an 

increase in abundance to his observations of the decline in people’s engagement in harvesting 
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activities (i.e. less harvesting pressure) as the availability of shop-food alternatives increased 

(Timothy Nadjowh 18/6/14).  

The sustainable adaptation of customary harvesting relies not only on sufficient resource 

abundance but on maintaining access. This is an important distinction for examining adaptive 

capacity. It requires recognising not only ecological drivers affecting resource abundance but 

the variety of socio-cultural, political or economic determinants of access. The last three 

reasons given for the decline in resource abundance (Table 4.6) are examples of these socio-

political factors. Species specific social factors are not included in Table 4.7, as socio-economic 

determinants were raised and discussed as shaping access to freshwater resources and 

customary harvesting in general. They are thus discussed in reference to freshwater harvesting 

practices broadly (Chapter 7). 

Table 4-6 Reasons provided, where there was a perceived decline in key 
freshwater resource abundance 
^ Where one causal factor was presented with confidence by the majority of 
respondents, it is coloured in grey. Darkest shading represents a clear majority of 
respondents. Light grey shading represents many respondents also raised this factor. 
x Where one or several respondents refer to this causal factor. 

Harvested 
resource 

Reasons given for decline in resource abundance  

Weeds 
(para 
grass, 
salvinia, or 
mimosa) 

Feral 
pigs 

Cane 
toad 

Saltwater 
crocodile 

Salt wate  
intrusion 

Change in fire 
regime 

Trans-
gression of 
custo-
mary rules 

Lack of 
mainten-
ance 
rituals 

Aestivating 
Long-necked 
turtle 

 

 

   x   x 

Filesnake         

Fish         

Magpie 
geese 

        

Magpie 
geese eggs 

        

Freshwater 
mussels 

        

Freshwater 
croc 

  x      

Water 
python 

        

Floodplain 
goanna 

       x 

Water 
chestnuts 

     x   

Water lilies         

Yams      x   
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While there was a clear majority perception of a decline in resource abundance among 

respondents it was not ubiquitous. The perception of a decline in access was, however, reported 

by every respondent. Even for those who felt there was still sufficient abundance of bush tucker 

around (or no change in abundance), all felt bush foods had become harder to access, for 

example; ‘Bush tucker still around, just difficult to find and get’ (Michael Bangalang, 29/8/12, 

Kunbarlanja). Reasons provided for declines in access were primarily invasive weeds (both 

floodplain and in-stream sourced species), and the prevalence of saltwater crocodiles (for in-

stream species such as filesnake, mussels, water lilies and most fish) (Table 4.7).  

Table 4-7 Reasons provided, where there was a perceived decline in access to 
key freshwater resources 
^ Where one causal factor was presented with confidence by the majority of 
respondents, it is coloured in grey. Darkest shading represents a clear majority of 
respondents. Light grey shading represents many respondents also raised this factor. 
x   Represents where one or several respondents refer to this causal factor. 

Harvested 
resource 

Environmental factors given for decline in resource access  

Weeds 
(para grass, 
salvinia, or 
mimosa) 

Feral pigs Cane toad Saltwater 
crocodile 

Salt water 
intrusion 

Change in fire 
regime 

Aestivating Long-
necked turtle 

     x     

Filesnake       

Fish       

Magpie geese       

Magpie geese eggs       

Freshwater mussels       

Freshwater croc       

Water python  x     

Floodplain goanna  x 

(in past) 

    

Water chestnuts       

Water lillies       

Yams       

 

Also, of note was the decline in harvesting of plant resources reported more uniformly 

than that for meat-based resources. Respondents attributed this to a range in factors including a 

decline in abundance, difficulties in access and other social issues reducing engagement in 

gathering plant resources. Sean Nadji for example at Cannon Hill, explained demographic 

changes reducing plant harvesting, particularly as elderly female family members had moved 

away; ‘less people living here now, people spread out since my grandfather passed away’ 

(8/9/14). Joey Nganjunuma described how feral pig competition had reduced abundance of 
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foodplain plant tubers, and that access usually required borrowing a car, as key factors causing 

a generational decline in the harvesting of water lilies and water chestnuts; 

‘My mother and grandmother used to collect a lot [water lilies], the fruits for the seeds. 

Eat when cooked in ground oven. Still do sometimes today but don’t see people doing 

much today. I’ve only done it once recently- went and got some for my little daughter. 

About four bulbs and cooked them up. Sometimes can eat water chestnut. Used to go and 

carry billycans, when pig used to make diggings, then sit down for hours and pick out 

water chestnuts and eat raw. Pigs can eat them too. Ate quite a lot when a kid. Not so 

much now, don’t see so many kids eating, or hanging around patches of water chestnuts. If 

I can borrow a car I take the kids and show them. Bit harder to find now.’ (20/9/13, 

Kunbarlanja).  

While female respondents, like these males above, reported increasing difficulty in being able 

to access aquatic plants due to the threat of crocodile attack, they more often described 

persisting with efforts to collect aquatic plants. 

Understanding the scale of changes in abundance or condition of bush foods is important 

but can be challenging without quantitative approaches, or where prior ‘baselines’ of harvest 

are not available for comparison. In some instances, historical records were of assistance, 

particularly for waterfowl and magpie geese eggs. The dense flocks of waterfowl, and magpie 

geese during the nesting seasons inspired many references in the early writing on the region 

(e.g. Leichhardt 1846; Warburton 1934; Cahill 1916 in Mulvaney 2004; Cole 2013). A 

summary of quantitative references to historical geese egg collection from Oenpelli 

(Kunbarlanja) identified can be found in Appendix 3, Table 3A). In terms of respondents’ 

perceptions of change however, several comments pointed to considerable decline in harvest 

catch, as well as the need to have to travel further for bush foods;  

‘As teenagers with parents, I remember millions of goose. Could bring back. The 

[19]80s- used to catch 50-60 goose, share with whole town. Now, maybe 5-10 [geese]. 

Still try, even though less. Have to go farther around.’ Shaun Namarnyilk (31/10/14, 

Kunbarlanja) 

Similarly Adrian Gumurdul (2/10/13, Kunbarlanja) described; 

‘Have to go long way to get turtle now'. ‘Worry too much for this land…Don’t go hunting 

just one place, have to go bit further now…Fishing is ok- just hunting have to go long 

way, further, further, harder.’  

These comments illustrating perceptions of change in hunting experiences, suggest a significant 

reduction in resource abundance, particularly for floodplain-based species. 
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4.4.2 Gendered harvesting patterns  
Australian Indigenous people’s harvesting practices are highly gendered, as evidenced by 

the way men and women carry out hunting or fishing practices and transfer associated 

biocultural knowledge (Rose 1996; Bliege Bird and Bird 2008). The gendered nature of 

contemporary harvesting practices and gendered differences in mobility (Altman and Hinkson 

2007; Zeanah et al. 2015; Davies et al. 2017) have implications for both floodplain management 

and perceptions of environmental change. In targeting different species and places, men and 

women draw on, build and transfer a spectrum of social-ecological knowledge, some similar, 

some very different. It is likely that changes to country or impediments to access may be 

recognized or felt differently, depending on the places and resources of interest. For example, 

long-necked turtles are hunted predominantly by women (Table 4.5) thus any ecological 

changes affecting abundance or access to long-necked turtles, will most likely be detected and 

felt with greatest severity, by women. Ultimately, if different species, habitats, and places are 

preferred for visiting between the genders, environmental change associated with those species 

and places are more likely to be recognised by respective genders. This in turn may influence 

the perception of risk posed by various changes. For example, women’s turtle harvesting 

practices in particular are shown to be affected by social-ecological drivers restricting 

floodplain fire regimes (Chapter 6). Thus, it is critical to consider the differences in which men 

and women might experience and perceive social-ecological change as it affects their harvesting 

practices. 

Results from interviews, map work and participant observation trips support gendered 

preferences in the freshwater species targeted and by implication, the places visited. For 

example, aquatic plant collection was mostly done by women, wading and pulling by hand 

(Table 4.5). When families travel out for hunting or fishing together, men might occasionally 

join the women hunting for filesnake, turtle or fishing, but women rarely joined the men on 

goose, wallaby or buffalo hunting (i.e. shooting) trips. In terms of place visitation, given men 

retain most access to four wheel drives (4WDs) and guns, they generally partook in hunting 

trips further afield, while women more often focused on walking distance from home (Figure 

4.3). The same pattern was evident when I provided transport and accompanied people to their 

preferred places, or places they wanted to show me through participant observation (Figure 

4.3). Men travelled further afield on the floodplain, particularly those with on country 

employment, such as the Ardjumarllarl Rangers and ILC Station workers showing me the areas 

furthest afield, while women visited primarily familiar turtle and fishing places closer to town 

(Figure 4.3). This may also have been influenced by the time available during our shared trips 

out. The rangers and station workers dedicated a full day on several occasions to show me 

changes in various hunting locations, while the women utilised my transport largely in the 

afternoon or after work, fitting a trip in around existing community or work commitments.  
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Figure 4-3 Gendered distribution of sites visited on accompanied trips from 
Kunbarlanja.  
East Alligator River is the boundary between Kakadu National Park and 
west Arnhem Land. Red= author accompanied women, Blue= author 
accompanied men. Yellow= men and women in the group. Where ‘Both’ 
genders are indicated the resources targeted were either long-necked 
turtle (floodplain sites) or fish. Any accompanying children were 
represented by the female family member as no children came along 
without an older female relative. 
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4.4.3 Continuity and change in freshwater customary 
harvesting methods 

Respondents discussed the similarities and differences in their freshwater hunting and 

fishing practices with those they’d observed in earlier generations. Here changes in harvesting 

materials and methods used in the collection of key freshwater species as identified by 

respondents over their lifetime are summarised, along with the primary drivers of change (Table 

4.8). Hunters have adapted customary harvesting methods where the availability of new 

technologies or materials has reduced effort (as for hunting magpie geese, collecting geese eggs 

and fishing). The changes in harvesting methods for these resources are elaborated on below. 

The methods for hunting Ngalmangyi, aestivating long-necked turtle, have remained largely 

unchanged, apart from the material, over lived experience. Metal crow bars are used (rather 

than sharpened sticks) to feel the recognisable tap of hitting the buried turtle’s shell and to then 

dig it out. The labour intensive prodding to search and the associated use of patch burning to 

clear and reinvigorate vegetation cover, to assist access and make breathing or ‘mim’ holes of 

the buried turtles visible remain the same essential elements (Figure 4.10; Rose 2002; 

McGregor et al. 2010). For example, Elizabeth Petterson described how she did burning around 

the edges of billabongs, watching out for paperbark pockets, judging the wind. Afternoons were 

usually better for burning, with less wind than the mornings and she described burning as ‘very 

important for turtle hunting, always burn when going for turtle. Sometimes if no grass, just 

paperbark swamp, we don’t need to burn’ (23/7/14, Kakadu). Many respondents, both male and 

female explained how burning greatly facilitated the hunt for aestivating turtles. Turtles were 

also occasionally caught on hand lines while fishing in creeks (in non-dormant season).  

In some instances, ecological changes have seen access restricted. The cane toad caused 

cessation of floodplain goanna harvesting (see Chapter 5). The increased risk posed by a 

rebounded saltwater crocodile population, restricted access to in-stream resources (fish, 

filesnake, aquatic plants and mussels), compounded in some instances by the presence of 

invasive weeds. Kedjebe, filesnakes, are collected during Kunumeleng and saltwater crocodile 

threat has shifted harvesting from wading in the water and feeling with hands, to prodding with 

crowbars from walking along the edges of billabongs, where there remains a risk of saltwater 

crocodile attack (Table 4.8; Figures 4.11; Figure 4.23). Lois Nadjamerreck (27/9/13, 

Kunbarlanja) commented on the importance of feeling for their distinctive rough skin ‘if bit 

slippery, smooth, then wrong sort of snake’. The filesnakes group and weave together during 

Kunumeleng, so finding one meant finding many more close together was very likely. 

Filesnakes, like turtles, were seared on flames, then cooked on coals. The cooking occasion I 

observed also included wrapping the seared snake in tinfoil (Figure 4.11).  
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Freshwater mussel and aquatic plant collection had also been restricted spatially and 

temporarily, in response to the threat of crocodiles. On the occasions I accompanied Julie 

Narndal and her nieces mussel collecting at Murumburri billabong (Kunbarlanja 30/10/12; 

17/6/14; Figure 4.12; Figure 4.23). Julie threw rocks to scare away potential crocodiles and 

continued to keep a sharp watch. Wading was only ankle to knee deep, with the young women 

feeling with their hands. The immersion for wading and swimming (for example in Figure 4.12, 

in the 1970s), to collect water lilies, while the saltwater crocodile population was still 

recovering from commercial hunting, was not possible today. Water lily and other aquatic plant 

tubers, such as Mankodjbang and yams (Table 4.5; Figure 4.14; Figure 4.23) were boiled or 

cooked in the coals. The seed heads, stems or tubers/bulbs of water lilies were eaten. 

Mankurludj, water chestnuts, were often collected while people were hunting magpie geese or 

turtles on the floodplain. Water chestnuts could be eaten fresh or sometimes removed from the 

stomach of harvested magpie geese and cooked. 

Magpie geese and eggs 
Customary waterfowl hunting has changed significantly within living memory (Table 4.8). 

Only two generations ago traditional methods were still applied. For example, Alfred 

Nayinggul and Sean Nadji both described their grandfathers using traditional methods of 

hunting geese from a raised platform hurling weighted sticks to hit geese down on their low-

flying ascent after being startled. Alfred 31/10/2014, Kunbarlanja) described this practice;  

‘For magpie goose, they used to make platforms with four posts, leaves and put in middle 

of billabong or floodplain near swamp. They’d cut biggest mob, maybe 20 or more 

branches. One would sit on platform, then goose would fly in low. Would have 20 

manbarnba - throwing sticks, about 60 cm long. Would put all these in the billabong, stick 

in water to soak about 30 cm down, to make it heavier on one end. Leave it there for a day, 

to use in the afternoon. It’d be heavier on one side, light the other, then good to throw. 

Maybe get 10-20 geese. Lots of throws, can feed families. Other person sits next to him 

and hands up the sticks. The runner collects the goose when they fall down. Take about 10 

to feed a family…Runner would take more than shooter [thrower]. That was the law 

before.’  

Technological change, from weighted throwing sticks to guns, has rendered the methods 

described above, requiring significant time and energy, now obsolete. With the increase in 

crocodiles deep water is now unsafe for bird retrieval (Table 4.8). An additional waterfowl 

hunting reference was made in Warburton (1934:144) of hunters stealthily swimming 

underwater to grab floating ducks by their legs. No respondents described or recalled similar 

methods.  
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Contemporary waterfowl hunting is still primarily done by men, always using guns and 

vehicles to access billabongs and floodplain areas further afield (for example, around ‘White 

Lady’ and Ibak area, or pockets around the northern floodplains such as Ngara or Nawarlbirrn 

(Figure 4.15). At Kunbarlanja there are now safety restrictions on using a gun at Injalak 

Billabong (within close proximity to the town) and too much shooting made the waterfowl gun 

shy, requiring trips further afield regardless. During one goose hunting trip I accompanied some 

male artists from Injalak Arts Centre. After driving out to the floodplains on the far side of 

town, the hunter crept in through the grasses and sedges, from the margins of the floodplain to 

get as close as possible in an effort to not waste a shot (Figure 4.4).  

The collection of magpie geese eggs is an annual event occurring during Bangkerreng 

(March-April). The egg collection methods in use only a few decades ago were explained to me 

by respondents, including walking, wading or using canoes or rafts (Table 4.8). Egg collection 

was not without risk, particularly from the high prevalence of saltwater crocodiles, but also 

from snakes. Lois Nadjamerrek described; ‘Magpie goose eggs are often eaten by snakes, have 

to be careful going- use a long stick and just check no snake near eggs.’ (27/9/13, Darwin). 

Now, because of the crocodile risk, people pole along in a somewhat safer aluminium dinghy, 

using long sticks, or in rare instances may have access to an air boat. Ardjumarllarl rangers 

reported how they used to be able to access the entire floodplain around Kunbarlanja and into 

the northern pockets in search of magpie geese eggs when they had access to an airboat 

(5/11/2015). Alfred Nayinggul described for the goose egg season people could go every day, 

for the whole season, and all day at the start. As people in Kunbarlanja are largely cut off from 

road access during the wet season, the frequent flights out of town to either Darwin or Jabiru in 

Kakadu, would give people an aerial view over the floodplains to spot goose-nesting areas 

(Table 4.8). 
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Figure 4-4 Waterfowl hunting; manimunak, magpie geese hunting and 
djilikuybirr, wandering whistling duck; hunting and preparation. 

 
a) Manimunak, Magpie goose, Anseranas semipalmata b) Flock of magpie 
geese rise after shot fired, hunter stands, visible above floodplain grasses  
c) Goose hunting trip after work with Injalak artists and staff: (left to right) Allan 
Namaniyuo, Alex Debono (staff) Wally Nadjalaburnburnburn and Ezariah Kelly 
d) north-eastern floodplains, Kunbarlanja (19/6/14); Wally firing a shot, goose 
flying overhead. e) Gunbalanya Station workers plucking ducks over lunch 
(6/9/12) f) Plucked whistle-duck cooking on open fire (6/9/12) 
 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Fish 
Fish are a staple in the regional subsistence diet; their prevalence in subsistence harvest is 

also documented in historical material and accounts (Warburton 1934; McCarthy and McArthur 

1960; Cahill 1916 in Mulvaney 2004). People have since modified their fishing practices 

significantly with new materials and changes affecting access (Table 4.8). Fishing methods 

adults reported using when they were younger included following small floodplain channels to 

spear fish, wading using nets and installing fish traps for later collection, in relatively clear, 

shallow water. Many older male residents in Kunbarlanja described using spearing techniques 

as boys to catch fish, before cast nets came into use (e.g. Figure 4.5; Table 4.8).  Simon Badari 

(Injalak artist), for example, described targeting channel ‘gutters’ around the floodplains for 

spearing fish as the waters receded throughout the dry season, often indicated by birds flying 

overhead (7/9/14, Kunbarlanja).  

  

Figure 4-5 Young boys hunting with spears for fish at Oenpelli (Kunbarlanja), 
circa 1944-51. 
(Source: Jabiru Public Library, Rosemary Rhodda Collection, c/o Goldie Blyth, 
#138,137.)  

 

The use of traditional nets and wading to collect resources were often described to me as 

practices which were frequently used during the mission days (and by the ‘old people’ referring 

to earlier times). Four different fish trapping methods were described as then prevalent and 

include:  

1) use of a walabi, a net ‘like a pelican bill’ (Figure 4.6, 4.7)   

2) use of a konjaboh or mandjabu, a conical woven fish trap (Figure 4.8) 
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3) group fishing, wading in a line, dragging a net and scaring fish into net waiting 

opposite.  

4) fencing creeks using saplings, branches as stakes and packing with vegetation. 

The first three methods were also described by anthropologists in the 1948 Mountford 

expedition to Oenpelli (McCarthy and McArthur 1960; Figure 4.7) and all also in Altman’s 

(1987) research on the customary economy in Maningrida. A walabi is a fish trap about 1.5 - 3 

m long, where the open ends are pushed through the water and pulled together to trap the fish 

(Figure 4.6; 4.7). ‘It would catch two or three big ones this way and also prawns, nail fish, 

many kinds of fish, except for the little ones that could get through’ (HN, 5/9/12). R. Nailibidj 

recalled her father and uncle teaching her how to make fish traps and go hunting for fish, 

sometimes going in in a larger group with her sisters and mum (5/9/12). Simon Badari recalled 

watching the elders making walabi ‘crossing, tying knots, tying with toes. Measure size ~1.5 m 

[indicates using arm span] and sometimes make smaller ones for smaller fish’ (7/9/14).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Example of fish trapping using walabi nets in the Oenpelli Billabong 
(Murumburri/ Injalak Billabong) in the early mission days.  
(Source: NT Archives, CMS collection; Hart 1925-45, Folder 5OEH, top left to 
bottom right #153, 165, 536, 889)  
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Figure 4-7 Diagram of fishing methods using a walabi net, termed ‘dip net’ 
during an expedition to Kunnanj, Fish Creek, from Oenpelli, from the 
1948 Mountford expedition. Source: McCarthy and McArthur 
(1960:152). 
(Reproduced with permission AIATSIS and Melbourne University Press) 

 

The group fishing method involved a large net in an inverted ‘V’ shape, with long lines 

attached to the sides manned by people along its length who would feel for tremors. One group 

would drive fish towards the mouth of the inverted V, and after the fish swam in groups of 
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people at each end of the inverted V would run the net together to close it. Maxwell Garnarradj 

described this;  

‘old way of fishing- old people used to make nets, used to scare fish to go in the net. Would 

make a line, if feel net move, close it. Take trap to bank, give [to waiting family] and swim 

back down again, do it again. Make a big splash; 3 or 4 each drive, in a group. Would 

catch big fish, like catfish, barra, also freshwater prawn. Method when no crocs, go waist 

deep, take back to bank, open net and fish...about 2-5 hours to fill enough fish for family.’ 

(Kunbarlanja, 2/11/12) 

Lois Nadjamerrek (27/9/13) remembered helping as a young girl; 

‘Used to help old people with nets. Walking together. Would help and after that, the kids 

would be given lots of fish; ‘take this for your mum and dad.’[…] Two strong people 

holding the net, could feel when fish went in, others would walk along, kids included, 

herding the fish straight into net. Net holders could feel when fish went in. Caught 5-6 

catfish, some big ones.’ 

These fishing practices involved wading and swimming (Figure 4.6; Figure 4.7). This highly 

communal, social fishing practice is no longer possible due to risk of crocodile attack. The 

implication of this relates not only to the loss of personal experience, but has implications for 

the maintenance of family relationships and other social networks (Chapter 7). 

The in-situ trapping methods referred to were described as largely no longer used. The 

konjaboh (Figure 4.8) was a woven fish trap which people would install instream and leave 

overnight, to check the next day. Packing ‘fence lines’ across creeks was another practice that is 

less frequently used, at least in the lowland regions. For example, Alfred Nayinggul described 

how the fish traps across creeks he remembers making with his father using posts and packing 

with paperbark and leaves are no longer made (31/10/14). He attributes this to the change in 

crocodiles (Chapter 5), but also the creek getting deeper with time (thus harder to put in the 

poles) as well as the shift to hand fishing lines and using cast nets;  

‘My area [country], used to block fish using posts and paperbark and leaves in the early 

morning. Leave in the afternoon and then come back and check. Would have big barra, all 

kinds of fish and turtle and pig nosed turtle. But now, really hard for use because of 

crocodile. Dad showed us how to fix it up, to listen that night but next day, trap open by 

crocs and all the fish eaten. Little creek runs into main river. Grandfather used to get 

some fish and block it here.[…] Not so many crocs when dad was young. Fish trap in 

shallow area before, used to cut it off, but now getting deeper and deeper, each year a bit 

different, but harder to put poles in now. Not making fish traps now, can do in our area, 

but now more fishing with lines and use nets to catch bait.’ (Alfred Nayinggul, 31/10/14) 
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These comments show changing ecology (crocodile prevalence) and hydro-geomorphology 

(channel shape) are making these methods less effective, or more difficult, while new materials 

are providing alternative, though perhaps less communal ways, to access fish for subsistence.  

 
Figure 4-8 A konjaboh, a traditional conical, woven fishing net of the region, on 

display in Kakadu’s visitor centre. 
 

Another fishing practice recalled by two female respondents from country on South and 

East Alligator river regions respectively, but described as no longer in us, was applying crushed 

‘freshwater mangrove’ to a stream or billabong, acting as a ‘fish poison’ (Table 4.8). The 

stunned fish would float to the surface, easy to collect. Respondents did not report the ongoing 

use of this method, though it is quite possibly still in use at outstations or in other places in 

Arnhem Land. 

The contemporary fishing methods adopted include hand lines and cast nets (Figure. 4.9) 

and people have used new materials to make modified walabies. Julie explained an example of 

modifying the walabi; ‘Use cast nets a lot. Old people can make walabies. Alfred’s sister makes 

them out of mosquito net now, used [in shallow areas] for bait.’ (16/6/14). Julie described how 

her husband, David Narndal, originally from Goulburn Island, had taught her relative Lynette 

Maralngurra how to throw a cast net (Figure 4.11). This provides an example of the transfer of 

coastal fishing techniques inland to freshwater regions. Changes in the bait used were also 

referred to. For example, May Nango (22/6/12, Kakadu) described how they used to get frogs 

as bait for fishing, but now use meat from the shop, like prawns. Sleepy cod were still used for 

bait, or sometimes eaten. Sean Nadji, whose clan estate extends to the coast, described a range 

of fishing methods he used as a boy (~10-20 years ago); 

‘with lines, making traps. As the channels are drying out, hunt to one side- fill up with 

rocks, as it dries out, then you can grab them coming through. Mainly with line, but also 
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dragging nets, [use] ghost nets [collected] from Field Island. We would clean them up, 

bring back and drag through the channels. Would find four or five ghost nets ending up on 

the reef and in trees. Then we’d tie bricks to the bottom and drag through. Now usually 

drive by car and fish on banks.’ (8/9/14) 

People’s fishing practices have shown considerable adaptation, some by choice as new 

materials became available, and some out of necessity as safe access was reduced. 

Table 4-8 Comments illustrating continuity or change, in freshwater 
customary harvesting methods of key species/groups 

Key 
freshwater 

resource 
harvested 

Comments 

Identified 
drivers of 
change in 
harvesting 

method 
ngalmangiyi, 
long-necked 
turtles 

‘As a little girl my mum used to go with her mum and sisters, they used 
to show her the holes, the mud around the hole. We still do it same 
way.’ (Doreen Djorlom, 31/11/12, Kunbarlanja).  
‘Made bush fire long time, for turtle, to see mim. Different kinds of mim. 
Burn grasses, then wait for big wind to blow dead grass away, make 
clean, could go down and look for turtle…When we used to finish school 
we’d be straight out on the floodplain, all the girls together. The dry 
area out in front- would look for smoke.’ (Rose Nabobbob, 19/9/13, 
Kunbarlanja) 
‘Old days, just use sharp stick, now use crow bar.’(Rose Nabobbob, 
Kunbarlanja, 19/9/13) 

Metal 
availability 
(i.e. from 
stick to 
crowbar) 

djeng, fish As a youth using; ‘a fish spear, no casting net then. Catch bream, 
nailfish, small barra, catch with spears. Sometimes would walk in, no 
crocs then, with spears for catfish, barra, longtom, nailfish.’ (Andrew 
Manakgu, 31/10/12, Kunbarlanja). 
As a girl would; ‘Use string, fishing basket, throwing net to go for fish. 
Also swimming, to herd fish at river or billabong. Not today, lots of 
crocs’ (25/7/12) and using ‘walabi- get barra, catfish, all kinds. Two 
people drag. Would make noise to scare fish in nets. [would] Go with big 
mob of people in midday.’ (G. Nabegeyo 4/11/12). 
In reference to the effort required using spearing and traditional fishing 
nets; ‘now don’t do anymore, too hard you know. Easy way fishing line 
you know.’ (Nida Mangranbarr, 5/12/14, Kakadu) 
 As ~7 year old boy;  ‘used to watch men and women walking in the 
water [at Injalak billabong], no crocs before, men had to sit with walabi, 
while others coming with spears, pushing bigger fish, barra, catfish, 
saratoga, catching with spears. See when the fish hit the net, had to be 
quick, shut it fast, carry and throw up on bank.’ (Simon Badari, 7/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja). 
‘she [aunty] used to […] swim with that walabi. I remember when I was a 
little girl. She would catch lots of prawns and catfish, nailfish.’ (Doreen 
Djorlom 3/11/12)   
‘Fishing was using spear, string for fishing line, from Banyan tree; 
‘manbordeh’ tree, for ropes, bags, hard string. Same tree, make net. 
Walabi, fishing net. Make big ones. Now have throwing net. We been 
spoilt.’ (Water Nayinggul, 3/8/2014, Kunbarlanja) 
Use of ichthycides (e.g. crushed plants as fish poison); 
‘crush up and drop in, fish come up. Don’t do that so much anymore. 

Fishing line 
availability; 
increased 
crocodile 
presence; 
changing 
channel 
geo-
morphology 
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Key 
freshwater 

resource 
harvested 

Comments 

Identified 
drivers of 
change in 
harvesting 

method 
Made traps when younger. Now got line. When growing up fishing line 
coming in. Dad always got us some fishing line when young girl.’ 
(Elizabeth Petterson, 23/7/14, Kakadu) 
 ‘Fish poison- bark and leaves, leave one night and next day you see fish 
floating (but no crocs then). Now have throw net. Used to use leaves 
and tree, fish trap the place. Trapping used to be men only. Mullet, 
barra, saratoga. Saratoga is favourite, or barra, all good.’ (Connie 
Nayinngul, 28/10/14, Kunbarlanja). 

maniumunak, 
magpie geese 

‘People used to catch them from platforms in the trees and throwing 
sticks at them as coming in to roost. Nobody does that anymore. My 
grandfather [Bill Neidji] used to do that. Maybe he was the last one to 
do that. Now we use shotgun.’ (Sean Nadji, 24/6/13, Kakadu) 
‘used to use a stick and spear for magpie geese, would crawl on belly, 
sneak up on them when busy eating, then get up and run- a big bunch, 
run close and whack. Get one, two or three. Now with guns, get 20 or 30 
just in one go.’ (Simon Badari, , 24/7/12, Kunbarlanja) 
When younger Andrew would creep up with spear and; ‘catch one 
maybe, then [they’d] fly away, into trees or floodplain. Had to hide- if 
they see us, they go.’ (Andrew Manakgu, 31/10/12, Kunbarlanja)  

Gun and 
shot 
availability; 
increased 
crocodile 
presence 

manimunak 
wirlarrk, 
magpie geese 
eggs 

‘Used to walk with sack, bag or pillow case with grandparents and 
collect then. Used nests, the grasses to pack inside so the eggs wouldn’t 
break. Could walk in hip-high water as not many ginga [saltwater 
crocodile] then.’ (Gabrielle Maralngurra, 10/10/13, Kunbarlanja) 
‘Only saw my dad, he put oil on his body to stop the leeches, would walk 
through the water, chest high to pick up eggs. (Joey Nganjunuma, 
20/9/13, Kunbarlanja).  
‘used to make guluyambi, put sticks across to make sort of raft’ 
(G.Nabegeyo, 4/11/12, Kunbarlanja).  
‘Some people still walk-ankle deep, with backpack. Have to watch for 
water python, crocs, legs get covered in leeches.’ (Gabby Gumurdul 
17/6/14, Kunbarlanja) 
‘[Magpie geese] Nest in wet season, when becomes a little bit dry, 
people fly back from holidays, can see big mob nests, go by boat 
(gabala).’ (G.Nabegeyo, 4/11/12, Kunbarlanja) 
‘fly and look and check out, find areas to come back with the boat.’ 
(Alfred Nayinggul, 3/8/14, Kunbarlanja) 

Aluminium 
boat 
availability; 
flights for 
aerial 
spotting of 
nesting 
locations; 
Increased 
crocodile 
presence 

kedjebe, 
filesnake 

From wading and feeling for them with hands, to prodding from bank 
with crowbar: 
‘Mum would find, tell daughter to come and grab this filesnake. Some 
people frightened [of grabbing them]…Can bite, but not really 
dangerous…We just go hands like this…up to thigh or waist deep, and 
feel for it. Just use your hands to feel and grab it, when mud soft, can 
feel it. Sometimes he goes round the waterlilies, can feel it there and 
grab and takeout’ (Doreen Djorlom, 31/11/12, Kunbarlanja) 
‘used to go in water and pull them out. Now, just stand along bank, 
using crowbar for filesnake, feel when soft, looking out for croc.’ (Connie 
Nayinggul, 29/7/14, Kunbarlanja) 

Increased 
crocodile 
presence 

wakih, 
freshwater 

Use of hook and line, cast nets: New 
materials 
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Key 
freshwater 

resource 
harvested 

Comments 

Identified 
drivers of 
change in 
harvesting 

method 
prawns Collected by hand, occasionally by line. Elizabeth Petterson described 

catching prawns ‘on a hook, they hide in hollow logs’ (Kakadu, 23/7/14).  
Ardjumarllarl rangers (18/6/14) described how with a net it’s possible to 
catch ‘in one go a big mob’. They use a ‘Balanda net’, i.e. a throwing or 
cast net. 

e.g. cast net 
for prawns 
 

karnubirr, 
freshwater 
mussels 

‘Every year we used to get them, all through my childhood… Now my 
kids can’t get them- a little bit, but not as much.’ (anon. female, 2014, 
Kakadu)  
Before crocodiles were so prevalent again, swimming was frequently 
described with mussel collection, for example, elderly women R. 
Nailibidj and Shirley who as girls:  
‘we used to swim and look for them. Used to feel for it, with feet and 
hands. They sit under the mud. Used to swim around, feel it, take it out. 
They described they could still go today in the billabongs close by, but 
when water level was ‘not too deep or frightened for crocodile.’ Hannah 
Nawirridj and Doreen Djorlom, with R. Nailibidj and Shirley Yirrbuwanga, 
Kunbarlanja, 31/11/12) 
‘before crocodile [numbers returned]- just feeling in water with hands 
[Injalak billabong]…Sometimes can still go when water levels drop 
enough’ (Barbara Galamirnda, 4/7/14, in Darwin from Kunbarlanja).  

Increased 
crocodile 
presence; 
 

Aquatic 
plants 
 

‘As a school girl, when got goose, got mankuladj (Eleocharis dulcis bulbs) 
from inside the stomach of the goose. Would wash it off, cook up. Also 
ate mankuladj sometimes raw. Water lilies, and stem- can’t today, too 
hard with crocs.’ (Lois Nadjamerreck, 27/9/13, in Darwin from 
Kunbarlanja) 
[Collecting mankuladj] ‘big ones, sweet ones, out on the plain. I used to 
get them when going for turtles after school, but not today. Still there, 
but don’t really dig. Waterlily and mussels - big mob croc now, too 
many.’ (Rose Nabobbob, 12/10/13, Kunbarlanja). 

Increased 
crocodile 
presence 
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(a)          (b)         

(c)          (d)         

  

Figure 4-9 Contemporary subsistence fishing, practiced by both men and 
women, is now restricted to using a hand line from the bank usually 
with shop-bought prawn bait, occasionally using a cast net.  

(a) Daniel Nawirridj holding a hand-line caught ‘nailfish’ at Kurnumbuyeme (Spring) at base of 
escarpment (20/8/12) (b) Daniel with spangled perch caught by handline on the rocks at 
Mandjawurlbildj (Dog dreaming waterfall) (5/11/15), both during trips with Julie Narndal and 
her sister Helen Nawirridj. (c) Connie Nayinggul fishing with hand line for saratoga at Incue 
Billabong and (d) saratoga catch eventually filling container after the morning’s effort right, to 
supply Injalak Arts 25th Birthday Festival (with Julie Narndal, and sisters Helen Nawirridj and 
Gladys Gumurdul accompanying, 22/7/2015). e) Lynette Maralngurra and her son Tysaac 
using a cast net at Murumburri/Injalak billabong, Kunbarlanja (17/6/14) f) their cast net catch 
of juvenile catfish, locally as nailfish (17/6/14). 

(e) (f) 
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Figure 4-10 Hunting and preparation of Ngalmangyi, long-necked turtles 
(Chelodina rugosa), dry season aestivating in the floodplain and 
around billabongs). 
a) Norma Namundja with crow bar during ngalmangiyi (long-necked turtle) hunting, 
holding one already caught, Kunbalanja floodplain, near Nimbabirr Hill 
(22/07/2012); b) Doreen Djorlom hunting in and around areas of patch burning, 
near Injalak Hill, southern end, Injalak Billabong  (1/11/2012);  

c) Aestivating long-necked turtle found in burrow under floodplain mud; d) Connie 
Nayinggul found and pulls out the turtle from mud, below grazed para grass 
during trip with Julie Narndal, floodplain between Arrmarnda and Iniwerlekke, 
Kunbarlanja (3/11/2012);  

e) Turtle preparation (intestinal tract removed) and f) cooking (seared on fire, then 
cooked on coals) with Julie Narndal (3/10/2013)     

 

(a)

 

(b)

 

(c)

 

(d)

 

(e)

 

(f)
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Figure 4-11 Kedjebe, filesnake (Acrochordus arafurae) hunting and cooking at  
Injalak Billabong, Kunbarlanja.  

(a, b) using crow-bars in the thick vegetation around the edge of Murumburri (c) Helen 
Nawirridj holding some of their filesnake catch (3/11/2012) (d) filesnakes unable to 
move far out of water (e) Connie Nayinggul searing filesnake on open fire, followed 
by: (f, g) roasting filesnakes rolled in tinfoil (5/11/2015). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

(f) (g) 
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Figure 4-12 Karnubirr, freshwater mussel (Velesunio angasi) collection in the 
shallows, with Senior Traditional Owner Julie Narndal*, Murumburri 
(Injalak) billabong, Kunbarlanja. 

*Julie checked first for saltwater crocodiles and kept a watchful eye on both 
occasions as crocodiles inhabit the broader billabong. a) Julie feeling for mussels 
in the shallows (17/6/2014) b) Julie with younger female family members to help 
collect mussels after work and school (30/10/2012). c) a catch d) mussel shells 
cooked up at a dinner camp, one of many dotted frequently around the edge of 
town and the floodplain, Kunbarlanja.  

 
Figure 4-13 Students collecting aquatic plants (mandem and kukbam) from 

Murumburri, Injalak Billabong, Kunbarlanja, for a home economics 
class, circa 1975. Source: Wendy Kennedy. 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 
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Figure 4-14 Aquatic plant collection, water lilies and water chestnuts. 
a) Wurrmarninj, Red lily, Nelumbo nucifera 
b) Wurrmarninj seed heads (Source: Emma Woodward, CSIRO) 
c) Manburrangkali, water lily, Nymphaea spp., persisting in small billabong 
pockets throughout and around the edges of Kunbarlanja floodplain, trip with 
Simon Badari, Injalak artist (24/7/12) 
d) Barrdjungka, seed heads, trip with G. Nebegeyo, Kunbarlanja floodplain 
(25/7/2012) 
e) Stands of Mankuladj, Water chestnut, Eleocharis dulcis 
f) Mankuladj tuber dug from mud, trip with Henry Yates, Adrian and Victor 
Gumurdul, near White Lady, Kunbarlanja (6/9/2012)  
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(c) (d) 
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4.4.4 Spatial patterns of freshwater customary harvesting  
Cultural mapping of customary freshwater resource use areas provided an opportunity to 

examine harvesters’ experiences of continuity and change in their use of harvesting areas and 

the overall spatial spread of resource use location. Analysis of mapped freshwater resource 

use/hunting locations revealed spatial patterns determined by gender (4.4.2), the loss of hunting 

areas as a result of existing environmental change, and hunting locations related to ease of 

access (roads/tracks). A map of freshwater resource use locations associated with the East 

Alligator Region, referred to by respondents from Kunbarlanja and named in this thesis (i.e. not 

representative of all freshwater resource use locations, is provided for orientation (Figure 4.15).  

Collective use of mapped harvesting sites 
Given the existing threats to floodplain country and the limited management resources, 

determining harvesting areas of priority or preference was of interest. A ranking exercise of 

most valued or important hunting areas, trialled with the Ardjumarllarl Reference Group 

(10/10/13) was not preferred by respondents, as the group found it difficult to rank the relative 

importance of freshwater hunting places, frequently referring to multiple areas as equally 

important. Instead, as a proxy for material harvesting value, or preference of use, the number of 

respondents marking that place/hunting region in the mapping activities was tallied and 

categorised (Figure 4.16 and 4.17). All resources were aggregated, and the size of the circle 

reflects the categories of small to large numbers of people referring to these locations in 

mapping activities (Figure 4.16 and 4.17). The references to locations within Kakadu from 

Kunbarlanja based residents, (outside of the East Alligator River area) were made by only two 

people (Figure 4.17). The highest reporting of ongoing harvesting locations was generally in 

areas close to Arnhem Hwy, outstations, and Kunbarlanja town or floodplains surrounding 

(Figure 4.17).  

The region including Ibak and the White Lady outcrop was most frequently referred to in 

mapping (15-19 records class), followed by Murumburri (Kunbarlanja billabong area), 

Armanda, Wulk (Red Lily), Incue and Mikginj Valley (includes outstation), areas (8-14 records 

class) (Figure 4.17). The next category (5-7 records class) still occupy areas within the same 

range (Kunbarlanja town, and tracking back south west towards the Arnhem Hwy), with the 

exception of Nawalbirrn mid-northern floodplain and the two culturally significant waterholes 

at the base of the escarpment, Kurnumbuyeme and Mandjawuribildj (Figure 4.17).  
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Figure 4-15 Locations referred to in this thesis relating to the East Alligator 
River floodplain area, from West Arnhem Land respondents. 
Primary map: Freshwater resource use areas labelled in white, with several 
landscape features (hills, river crossings) labelled for orientation. Inset map: 
shows northern geographical extent referred to. Note: This figure is not 
intended to represent, and does not show, all named areas of freshwater 
resource use described to the author (e.g. harvesting, camping, cooking 
locations), illustration of which is outside the scope of this study. 
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Figure 4-16 Number of respondents from Kunbarlanja mapping particular 

harvesting areas as ‘Ongoing’ use, including harvesting locations 
within Kakadu National Park, on the South and East Alligator River 
systems 
* Locations marked by rangers represented as one point, though mapping 
activities undertaken in small groups 
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Figure 4-17 Number of respondents from Kunbarlanja mapping particular 

harvesting areas as ‘Ongoing’ use. 
Note the location represents an aggregate of all respondent markings, so may 
not be exact reflection of an individual’s marked site. 
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Spatial distribution of shared trips on country 
Here the locations I visited and purpose of the trip undertaken with TOs, residents, rangers 

and station workers from Kunbarlanja are presented. The locations of participatory harvesting 

trips taken from Kunbarlanja are shown (Figures 4.18 a,b), mapped by the freshwater resource 

targeted or other purpose. This also provided a means of triangulation with respondents’ 

mapped data and that reported in interviews to provide additional confirmation of valued 

harvesting areas, and confidence in my understanding of local perspectives of what constituted 

‘changes’ to floodplain country. Locations marked ‘site visits’ or ‘[resource icon] past’ were to 

directly observe hunting areas that had changed/were no longer used (e.g. particularly for goose 

and turtle resources in the northern floodplain pockets), or to point out its cultural significance. 

For every visit I made to Kunbarlanja, people took the opportunity to make use of having a 

vehicle and driver on hand and I was engaged as both taxi driver and student on trips for turtle 

hunting, pandanus and yam collecting, fishing and magpie goose hunting. 

There was strong overlap between the harvesting areas I visited and those of collective use 

identified in the cultural mapping. The Mikginj Valley area was one region with significant 

ongoing harvesting engagement that I didn’t share a trip to, as I was under the primary guidance 

of Julie Narndal (this area is outside her country). Goose hunting trips targeted the north-eastern 

floodplain area and west (around White Lady area) (Figure 4.18 a, b). Fishing locations were 

particularly close to roadside access (i.e. Arnhem Highway), but also included Ebach, Incue and 

the escarpment waterfall sites (also of cultural significance). Both filesnake hunts and 

freshwater mussel collection trips were observed in Murumburri billabong, adjacent to the town 

and the multiple turtle hunting trips were all located in the floodplains closest to town. I 

observed people walking out from for turtle hunting onto floodplain areas towards Merreyini, 

east of Murumburri and toward Nimbabbirr. I also observed vehicles used even for accessing 

Murumburri billabong, within easy walking distance from the edge of town. Being in 

possession of a vehicle, however, could possibly have introduced some bias in terms of how 

representative these participatory hunting trips were, possibly accessing places further afield 

and less frequently visited than what was normally possible, however, as many were with senior 

women, the car was used even for places within walking distance, close to town.  
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Figure 4-18 Location of participatory observation trips made around 

Kunbarlanja, showing the species targeted or purpose of the visit.  
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(i) 

 
(ii) 

Figure 4.18b Inset of participatory observation visits showing species targeted 
(i) around floodplain immediately adjacent to Kunbarlanja township 
(largely turtle filesnake and mussels) (ii) region around Ibak- ‘White 
Lady’ area (largely waterfowl and fish, some water chestnut). 

 

Continuity and change in spatial distribution of freshwater 
resources (hunting ground areas and key species) 

Here the results from the cultural mapping illustrate changes in resource use, with 

harvesting areas or species described as past or ongoing. Aggregating the responses provided by 

Kunbarlanja residents illustrates a contraction in the areas targeting for harvesting trips (Figure 

4.19). Some caution in interpreting areas marked ‘past use’ here is required, for example the 

past use sites in Kakadu on the West and South Alligator Rivers and around Mudginberri, 

upstream on the East Alligator River and in the Mikginj Valley were from residents (not 

necessarily TOs) who visited as youths (Figure 4.15). Mikginj Valley outstation and the 

freshwater resources in the vicinity are of ongoing use for respondents of Erre-Wurringak clan 

(4.19).  

The ongoing freshwater resource use areas, span regions of both Erre-Wurringak and 

Mengerrdji clan estates covering the broader floodplain, reflecting the close sharing 

relationships between the groups. There are hunting areas still in use along the eastern flank 

(northern to that close to Kunbarlanja town), the floodplain pockets around the back of the 
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community (near the airport and the station) and southwards, covering the several kilometres 

between the East Alligator River and the escarpment (Figure 4.19).  

The majority of the current harvesting regions are generally those located close to town or 

outstations, generally within walking distance or short car trip (Figure 4.19). Of particular note 

however, are those current-use areas considerably further afield. These regions are accessed by 

respondents who worked as rangers. For example, the ongoing use of the far north Cooper’s 

Creek and Kunbarlanja’s northern floodplain areas were only named by the Ardjumarlarll 

Rangers, as were the two sites within Kakadu, on the East Alligator upstream (Figure 4.19). The 

sites on the South Alligator were also named by the Ardjumarllarl Rangers (one or more who 

have close family connections there). This is evidence of the Ranger’s wider access to country 

as well as more contemporary knowledge of resource availability.  

Where hunting areas or species-specific locations (Figures 4.20-22) are marked as ‘past’ 

use a number of reasons were provided (Table 4.9; further place specific detail provided in 

Appendix 3, Table 3B). The multiple areas of ‘past use’ on the Kakadu side of East Alligator 

River (Figure 4.19) included older residents who only hunted there prior to the park’s 

formation, most cited environmental changes from invasive weeds (para grass, salvinia) and 

feral animals (pig, buffalo) as inhibiting access and availability of key resources. Tourism was 

also noted by some as restricting their activities (Ligtermoet 2016). On the South Alligator 

River the large ‘past use’ ellipse was identified by one retired stockman living in Kunbarlanja 

who used to visit the South Alligator for goose hunting, prior to Kakadu National Park being 

declared, but stopped not long after this (Figure 4.19). The red line along the Magela (upstream 

on the East Alligator) identified by members of the Ardjumarllarl Rangers, was used up until 

recently, but is now closed off by weeds (Figure 4.19). For the Kunbarlanja floodplains, weeds 

were identified as the primary reason for the abandonment of a number of important harvesting 

sites (Table 4.9). Mimosa and para grass are the two most significant threats and were identified 

as issues in the northern flood plain regions, and the Benekukka djang (Turkey Dreaming) site 

(Figure 4.19, Table 4.9). 

An aggregated customary harvesting freshwater resource map for Kakadu National Park is 

provided by Adams et al. (2018), though the respondents I interviewed informed me that the 

hunting areas of the East Alligator River region near Cannon Hill such as Nuddup, were 

considered ‘past use’, rather than the ‘present use’ categorised in Adams et al. (2018), due to 

the impact of para grass (Chapter 6).  
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Figure 4-19 Aggregate of harvesting places identified as past use (no longer 
visited, in red) and ongoing use (grey) identified by respondents 
from Kunbarlanja. 

 

There was some evidence for species specific patterns of change in the use of important 

harvesting areas, though weeds were attributed to the abandonment hunting areas for almost all 

species, except for mussels and filesnakes (Table 4.9). The hunting of waterfowl and goose egg 

collection (Figure 4.20a,b) is now restricted to floodplain regions close to town, with the 

exception of areas used for shooting, which are still located some distance away for safety. 

Waterfowl hunting, geese egg collection and turtle hunting areas within Kakadu (East Alligator 

River region) were reported abandoned due to weeds, as was the reason for other turtle hunting 

areas classed as past use (Figure 4.20a,b; Figure 4.21; Table 4.9).  Past fishing locations reflect 

the loss of accessing northern floodplain pockets, for reasons of mobility and grassy weeds 

covering fishing channels (Figure 4.21; Table 4.9). In the several instances of single fishing 

locations referred to as both past and ongoing use, the past use was identified where older 

residents visited in their younger days. Past use for in-stream resources, mussels, aquatic plants 

and filesnakes (Figure 4.22) were largely due to the combined effect of saltwater crocodiles and 

weeds (Table 4.9). Of note are the ‘past’ filesnake hunting areas around Ibak, White Lady and 

Wulk (Red Lily) which could also reflect the increasing influence of saltwater into these areas 

(Chapter 8.3). 
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Table 4-9 Summary of reasons given for identifying freshwater harvesting 
areas as ‘past use’ from Kunbarlanja respondents.  

 
Where 
past area 
for 
harvesting 
resource 
of:  

Reason for no longer in use 

Introduced 
or invasive 
weeds 

Salt- 
water 
intru-
sion 

Feral 
pig, 
buffalo 

Salt water 
crocodile 
population 
increase 

Prior to 
KNP# 
formation 

Tourist 
presence 

Not been 
back 
since 
youth 

Alterna-
tive 
areas 
closer 

Waterfowl+ • •* 

 

• - • • •   - 

Magpie 
goose egg 

• - • - • - • • 

Aestivating 
LN turtle 

• - • •  - • •  - 

Fish • - - • - • • - 

Filesnake  - - - • - - - - 

Mussels^  - • - • - - • - 

Aquatic 
plants 

•   •     

+ Also legal restrictions- past goose shooting areas on floodplain close to 
Kunbarlanja town restricted for safety 
*Turkey Dreaming site 
^ Also water clarity at one site (Incue Billabong) 
# KNP= Kakadu National Park; relates to some past locations within Kakadu, as 
visited prior to the Park’s formation. 
 

The cultural resource use mapping undertaken here has application in assisting floodplain 

management, given the scarce financial resources available and the future environmental 

transformation of coastal floodplain areas, with sea level rise. As more detailed modelling of 

sea level rise proceeds in the future, this ideally could be combined with cultural resource maps 

and those for other NRM issues to, for example, assist in prioritising management for the 

protection of culturally valued freshwater refugia areas. Like key freshwater species for 

harvesting could be regarded as cultural keystone species, harvesting areas of ongoing 

freshwater resource use be regarded as cultural keystone places. They represent places of high 

biocultural value and may encompass more diverse values than those of the more widely 

recognised sacred sites (Cuerrier et al. 2015). 
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a) b) 

Figure 4-20 Harvesting areas for key freshwater resources from Kunbarlanja 
respondents for a) waterfowl b) magpie geese eggs. Areas described 
as used in the past are shown in red. 
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Figure 4-21 Harvesting areas for key freshwater resources from Kunbarlanja 

respondents for aestivating long-necked turtle. Areas described as 
used in the past are shown in red. 
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Figure 4-22 Continuity and change in harvesting areas from Kunbarlanja 
respondents for freshwater fishing, with past use areas indicated in 
red. 
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Figure 4-23 Continuity and change in harvesting areas from Kunbarlanja 
respondents for: a) freshwater mussels b) water lily and water 
chestnut c) filesnake. Areas described as used in the past are shown 
in red. 

 

 

a) b) 

c) 
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Continuity and change in mobility shaping spatial patterns of 
harvesting 

The shift, post-colonisation, of Aboriginal people’s seasonal movement with resource use 

across country, to increasingly sedentary settlements (buffalo camps, mission and towns) 

marked the beginnings of significant changes for accessing country and the modes of cultural 

activities. Even with the part reversal of a de-peopled landscape through the outstation 

movement (section 7.2.3), Cooke (2009) notes how the return to country was by road, not foot. 

The creation of largely sedentary settlements near airstrips, the use of tractors, 4WDs and the 

creation of roads, marked the end of ‘the kind of landscape-scale social movement’ that 

underpinned many traditional cultural trade and management practices (Cooke 2009:80). The 

circular (seasonally driven) mobility associated with contemporary hunting and gathering 

practices (e.g. Altman 1987; Povinelli 1993) has inevitably become increasingly complex with 

development changes (e.g. Altman and Hinkson 2007). Mobility in remote contemporary 

Aboriginal populations is greater than for the non-Indigenous population (Kinfu 2005). An 

important distinction in Indigenous and non-Indigenous population mobility is that Indigenous 

mobility is more heavily influenced by family than labour (Kinfu 2005). There is high 

importance attached to maintaining kin relationships which influences mobility, as well as that 

shaped by ongoing land use practices (Taylor and Bell 1996).  

While discussing changes to hunting and fishing practices over contemporary lifetimes 

many older residents recalled changes in their modes of mobility. Most significantly, was the 

shift from walking everywhere, to relying on vehicles was described as occurred largely within 

the generation of the older respondents, given they, their parents and grandparents experienced 

mostly walking. For example, Adrian Gumurdul described; ‘Weekend time, just walked, we 

used to go with them old people, they like walking.’ (6/9/13). Andrew Manakgu described how 

it ‘was harder when no car, in the old time walking everywhere’ (11/10/13). Walter Nayinggul 

described the walking patterns of his father and how people then ‘used to walk a long way, 

really fit back then.’ (3/8/14, Kunbarlanja). He also highlighted stretches of the East Alligator 

River he used to canoe when young (Figure 4.24), making use of the large tides for travelling to 

northern sites for geese egg collection for example. The introduction of vehicles (and motor 

boats) is arguably one of the most significant changes in mobility, with significant implications 

for equity, in terms of access to vehicles, physical health and knowledge transmission (Chapter 

7). Many of the walking tracks people used are now dirt vehicle (4WDs) tracks (Figure 4.24). 

That vehicle tracks use many of the same walking track routes is a common feature of 

Australia’s contemporary road network, where many are based on old Indigenous travel and 

trade routes and influencing settler mobility (Norris and Harney 2014). It does point to 

continuity in the ongoing preference and value of access to the same freshwater resource 

locations (with the exception of the escarpment country).  
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Figure 4-24Travelling tracks, including old paths travelled by walking. Note 
many of the vehicle tracks arise from walking tracks 

 

The introduction of vehicle travel began during the mission days, in Kunbarlanja, before 

individual vehicle ownership was more widespread, where many older residents recalled the use 

of the local mission tractor (e.g. Figure 4.25). This was popular as it could load up small groups 

and was sometimes used for weekend fishing trips, as described by Barbara Galamirnda;  

‘On weekends would go hunting and fishing. Missionaries had a tractor, would take 

sometimes to spring, waterfall, around to Nimbabirr and Red Lily.  Was good, good things 

were going on. Family and kids, would go, slowly drive, sit on the back in the trailer, 

comfortable. Just small group of people’ (4/7/14).  

Gabrielle Maralngurra similarly recalled; ‘used to walk, back in those days and sometimes used 

to go by mission tractor. Did lots of trips for people.’ (10/10/13). This would have been a 

gradual shift, before individual vehicle ownership became more commonplace. 

While people frequently said nearby locations, particularly billabongs for fishing or nearby 

floodplain areas for turtle hunting, were accessible by walking, lack of easy access to a vehicle 

was cited as a factor restricting access for engaging with customary harvesting. For example, 

Jimmy Marimowa explained ‘Cars - a big one [defining access], though some people, if live 

near billabong can walk.’ (25/7/14); and ‘We ok though [at Cannon Hill outstation], can walk 

out to billabong behind us’ (16/9/13). One strong female leader in the community and keen 

hunter, now passed away, described how she would ‘even when no car, still go. Carry water, 
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carry bag. Big mob friends like going too. Some girls know me, follow me, I’m the one that’s 

strong, I get the turtle’ (G. Nabegeyo, 25/7/12). This reflects a determination by some older 

individuals to continue these practices, particularly women, regardless of their access to 

vehicles, and when the resource is within reasonable walking distance. In Kakadu, Park ranger 

Fred Hunter observed the most frequented hunting and fishing places were those in close 

proximity to outstations and road access. This was particularly so given the rapid increase in 

floodplain grasses with the removal of buffalo, now hindering walking access; ‘even if a place 

is only a small way away, people won’t walk – too hard to get through. Buffalo used to keep the 

country clear. [Grasses] Up to your waist, too hard to walk.’ (23/7/13, Kakadu). These 

comments are indicative of both social and ecological drivers of change influencing mobility 

for harvesting. Zeanah et al. (2015) found vehicle and diesel fuel altered contemporary foraging 

patterns of the Martu people (Western Desert, Australia), rendering seed harvesting uneconomic 

and allowing a more mobile foraging economy, less dependent on seeds. Maintaining mobility 

for maximising diversity in accessible resources will be important in supporting sustainable 

adaptation in harvesting practices.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-25 Early vehicles taking groups from Kunbarlanja (Oenpelli) out on 
bush trips.  
(a)  Tractor from the mission days, circa 1950-51. (Source: Jabiru Public 

Library, Rosemary Rodda Collection, c/o Goldie Blyth: 1707, #42.) 

(b)  Main bush transport at Oenpelli was by tractor and trailer during the 
1970’s, here transporting older boys to school camp at Fish Creek 
during school holidays, 1970. Driver is David Hassall (school 
principal), Moses Mangiru (teaching assistant, left) and Robert Turner 
(teacher, right). (Source: John Bonney, ex-teacher at Oenpelli c/o 
Wendy Kennedy.) 
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4.4.5 Temporal patterns influencing access to freshwater 
resources 

Seasonality of resource availability and access 
Seasonality heavily influences people’s movement about the landscape and harvesting 

patterns, given the highly seasonal availability of resources (Russell-Smith et al. 1997; Garde et 

al. 2009). Phenology (seasonal timing) of biophysical elements; weather, water, plants and 

animals as cues or indicators in relation to customary harvesting were explored in interviews 

and collated into the Kunwinjku Seasonal calendar (Figure 4.26). The seasonality for harvesting 

of key freshwater resources has been extracted and is summarised in Table 4.10.  

The monsoonal climate with the major wet/dry seasons restricts vehicle mobility about the 

landscape during the wet season. Access to the floodplain is restricted, as is safe access to in-

stream resources (Table 4.10). During the wet season the prevalence of fishing increases, with 

some harvesting occurring in the escarpment. While fishing can occur all year round, the best 

timing for fish was Bangkerreng (late wet season), when the djenj kabalemdi ‘fish are fat’ 

(Figure 4.26). Sean Nadji (Kakadu) described how there is different sorts of fat on fish at 

different times of the year. Late dry season is also easiest to fish from channels as the water 

levels have dropped. Magpie geese egg collection also occurs during Bangkerreng (the late wet 

season) around Kunbarlanja. Environmental cues for example, signalling the time for geese egg 

collection, include both weather patterns and stage of Manbedje, spear grass (Sorghum intrans) 

development (Figure 4.26). Several respondents described these, for example; 

Aboriginal people can tell by the sun. Clouds get red in the afternoon, when sun sets. Sign 

that eggs are ready.’ (Alfred Nayinggul, 31/10/14) and, 

‘In goose season, we notice sky colour changes, then fly and look and check out, find areas 

to come back with the boat. Spear grass, check that sharp bit inside. When it opens, the 

spear turning black, we know magpie goose eggs are ready.’ (Walter Nayinggul, 3/8/14). 

Joey Nganjmirra (20/9/13) described how while the late wet season was for geese egg 

collection, it was harder to hunt geese dispersed during the wet season, while in the dry season, 

as the flood water recede, the flocks concentrate. Waterfowl hunting was best around Kurrung, 

in the late dry season; ‘first ones, around September, not too fat. Second ones, much fatter later 

in the year’ (Joey Nganjmirra, 20/9/13, Kunbarlanja) (Figure 4.26).  

During the dry season, aquatic plant corms like mankuladj, water chestnut, are accessible 

with access to the floodplain, and aestivating turtles are targeted as the dry season moves into 

Kurrung and Kunumeleng. As the water levels continue to drop, through Kurrung and 

Kunumeleng, freshwater mussels and later filesnake, are more accessible along the banks of 

billabongs (Figure 4.26). Connie Nayinggul described the progressive targeting of key 

resources with receding water level; ‘As water level drops, first fishing, then turtle, then 
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filesnake. Need water level down.’ (29/7/14, Kunbarlanja). Sandra McGregor (Kakadu) 

described the comparatively narrow timing for harvesting filesnakes;  

‘just get a window to harvest them. Only eat females with firm formed eggs (before they 

have their live babies inside- don’t eat them at this stage). They’re only fat for a short 

time, then the females lose their fat quickly. Live young coincides with the wet [season]. So 

if fully formed eggs, it’s ok to take. If it feels a bit soft, sloshy, then we leave. (21/10/13). 

While several respondents described Karnubirr, freshwater mussels as available all year round, 

they were most easily and safely collected towards the end of the dry season when the water 

level had dropped (Figure 4.26; Figure 4.13). G. Nabegeyo (4/11/12, Kunbarlanja) described 

the collection of ‘mussels all year, sometimes not get in rain time. Frightened of lightning and 

going in the water. When water dry a bit, good to go.’ Several male rangers, while stating ‘can 

get mussels everywhere and any time of year,’ linked mussel harvest to the seasonal cue of 

‘when paperbark flowering, mussels are fat and ready- Yekke and Bangkerreng’ (18/6/14). This 

is earlier in the year than when women described the water levels dropping sufficiently low (in 

Kurrung), which may be a reflection of access times being restricted (saltwater crocodile 

presence). 

Long-necked turtle harvesting during the latter dry season can also be assisted by the first 

rains. Connie Nayinggul described after the first rain washes the soil loose a little, making it 

easier to see the mim (turtle breathing hole), like after burning. Sandra McGregor for example, 

explained how the mim’s shape reflects the movement of the turtles with seasonal change; 

‘looking for the mims where the turtle has a breathing hole during the dry, then when it 

rains, it moves around a bit in the softened mud and pushes up a kind of ‘puff’ of mud 

above the ground. You can look for this. (Kakadu 21/10/13) 

There were patterns of usage described within particular hunting seasons also. The frequency of 

making trips for particular resources is clearly linked to seasonal availability, particularly at the 

‘start’ of seasonal availability. For example, on a visit at the start of the turtle hunting season 

Connie explained; ‘people are in a hurry now [for turtle], as they haven’t had turtle since the 

wet season [prior]. Gotta get in early.’ (29/7/14). This suggests competition among hunters is 

evident, for aestivating long-necked turtles at least, appear to be a more limited resource.  

The use of fire as a customary management tool, assisting both access and replenishment 

of country, is driven by seasonality and daily weather observations. On floodplain country, 

burning follows the receding waters, later in the year (in contrast to the early burning of 

savannah areas) (Russell-Smith et al. 1997; McGregor et al. 2010). Many respondents (mostly 

female, turtle hunters) described this, for example; 
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‘Burning used to be at end of dry, Kurrung, when the water was down. Would burn after 

first rain, next rain washes away dirt, easier to see mim hole. (Rose Nabobbob, female, 

Kunbarlanja 12/10/13); 

‘I do burning as the water is dropping back, when it’s really hot, just before the big rains. 

It drowns new shoots of grasses, cleans the place up, opens it up, for water lily. If you 

don’t manage that, you won’t get your foods’ (anon female, 2014, Kakadu).  

Detailed seasonal and daily weather observations clearly inform Indigenous customary 

harvesting and management practices and offer further potential to investigate changes in 

recognised patterns that may be related to climate change (Turner and Clifton 2009; Prober et 

al. 2011; Leonard et al. 2013; Armatas et al. 2016b). 

Table 4-10 Seasonality of harvesting of key contemporary freshwater 
resources, indicated by dark shading. Light shading indicates 
possible to harvest but not optimum season or accessibility.  

Primary 
Freshwater 
Resources 

Kudjewk 
(~Jan-Mar) 

Bang-
kerreng 
(~Mar-May) 

Yekke 
(~May-Jun) 

Wurrkeng 
(~Jul-Aug) 

Kurrung 
(~Sept-Oct) 

Kunu-
meleng 
(~Oct-Dec) 

Djeng 
(Fish)* 

            

Ngalmangiyi, 
Long-necked 
turtle (aest.^) 

            

Kedjebe, 
Filesnake 

            

Manimunak, 
Magpie goose 

            

Manimunak 
wirrlarrk, 
Magpie goose 
eggs 

            

Karnubirr, 
Freshwater 
mussel 

            

Mankuladj, 
Water chestnut 

            

Water lily 
(multiple spp.) 

            

*Fish comprise many species, but commonly barramundi, black bream, saratoga, salmon catfish 

^aest= aestivating  

(Note seasonal border line of shading does not reflect a fixed start/end times in a resource 
season. The start and finish of each recognised season is fluid and like resource availability, 
variable between years). 
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Figure 4-26 Kunwinjku Seasonal calendar, Kunbarlanja, created by knowledge 
holders from Kunbarlanja, facilitated during the author’s PhD work.  
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Indigenous knowledge can assist in detecting changes in the phenology of plants and 

animals associated with climate change (Turner and Clifton 2009; Huntington 2011; Prober et 

al. 2011; Armatas et al. 2016a; Savo et al. 2016). Lines of inquiry investigating any observed 

phenological changes here did not result in any firm patterns. While some variations were 

alluded to, with several respondents hinting at the possibility of, for example bush fruiting 

‘maybe changed’ or a ‘bit different now’ these responses were often provided with a high 

degree of uncertainty. Sean Nadji, a younger TO from the East Alligator side of KNP, provided 

most clarity and conviction of perceived phenological shifts. He observed fruiting in his country 

had been pushed out by 1-2 months and felt the wet season used to be much more consistent;  

‘changing a fair bit, but don’t know… Ten years ago, you’d know for certain then, that the 

wet season would go from November to early June. That certainty has gone a bit. Had 

some pretty poor wet seasons. Used to be four months of boating. Now it varies between 1-

4 months of boating (Kakadu, 8/9/14); and 

‘Storms, bit sad now, they’re not as good, not as strong. When I was younger (10 or 11) 

rains were guaranteed every afternoon. The monsoon, with decent rain for 2-3 hours every 

afternoon…Couldn’t tell you when it’s going to rain now. Missing those build up rains, 

used to be guaranteed early rains in build-up time, then would be followed by monsoon 

rains after.’ (Kakadu, 5/11/14) 

With the high intrinsic variability of the summer monsoon it is very difficult to determine the 

statistical significance of trends in monsoonal rainfall (Moise et al. 2015). For example, the 

climate change simulated rainfall variations are small compared to natural variability until 

2090, under the most extreme emission modeling scenarios. Climate scenario modeling often 

uses broad-scale metrics like ‘average annual rainfall’. Sean’s observations of the monsoon 

storms becoming less predictable, are within the daily and seasonal cycle of the monsoon, finer 

scale temporal observations than those commonly used in the future scenarios modelling. Local 

perceptions of environmental change can have a valuable role in filling knowledge gaps on fine 

scales (Huntington 2011; Savo et al. 2016). 

Temporal mobility 
Temporal mobility, or the day to day movements of people also shapes harvesting 

practices.  At this temporal scale, harvesting was found to be influenced by the daily weather, 

work and school hours, the type of employment, access to a vehicle and social club opening 

hours. Environmental aspects such as the geographical spread of resource use areas, i.e. if there 

are multiple locations within a day’s reach, shapes resource flexibility. This is also highly 

influenced by access to a vehicle, gender and the resources targeted, as raised earlier. In terms 

of daily weather influencing temporal mobility, for example, going hunting during peak day 
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time temperatures in the later dry season were usually avoided, though I still observed some 

keen women plying the floodplain for turtles throughout the day, with short breaks. Several 

respondents described that very hot days deterred their hunting; i.e. ‘we don’t go when it’s too 

hot’ (e.g. Doreen Djorlom, 8/9/12). Given the projected increase in the number of days over 35 

degrees (from 11 currently, to ~62 days in 2030 and ~295 days by 2070 (Hyder Consulting 

2008), increased temperatures from climate change could be a serious constraint on the 

persistence of floodplain harvesting activities.   

Daily work and school hours shaped engagement in harvesting activities. For example, 

many people from Kunbarlanja could be observed out on the floodplain in the late afternoon 

and early evening, after work and school, hunting for turtles or fishing from floodplain 

channels. This is both a legacy of the mission era shaping work and recreation patterns and the 

reality of contemporary economic life. Simon Badari, an artist at Injalak who experienced the 

mission days, described the work-recreation divide established from the mission days;  

‘Monday-Friday is working, but Saturday and Sunday, was hunting time. Sometimes 

[would go] out in the springs, or the hills for rock wallaby, sometimes for buffalo, 

sometimes to the waterfall, just for few nights. Alf Wilson (missionary) would lend the 

tractor and make few trips for camping at waterfall for fish.’ (Kunbarlanja, 7/9/14). 

Across the week, Sunday was frequently cited as the favourite day for going hunting, for 

example, Connie Nayinggul described; ‘On Sunday this floodplain [Kunbarlanja] covered with 

people’ (29/7/14). 

While it was not the purpose of this study to draw quantitative conclusions about changes 

in the frequency of engaging in harvesting trips, personal observations from dry season field 

work in Kunbarlanja suggests, at least for this brief snapshot in time, that it freshwater resource 

use on the floodplains around town remains a regular weekly if not more frequent activity for 

many residents, usually limited only by other demands on people’s time or for men in 

particular, by access to guns and vehicles. I often observed women and young children, 

sometimes with male family members almost every evening out on the immediate floodplain 

adjacent to Kunbarlanja for turtle hunting, fishing, mussel and filesnake collection, all 

frequently undertaken (during Kurrung and Kunumeleng), once the water level had sufficiently 

dropped.  

The Gunbalanya Social Club, closed on Sundays, was also found to exert a significant 

influence shaping hunting temporal patterns of harvesting for many residents. I had many 

experiences out harvesting with people keen to return to town in time for club opening hours. 

For those that didn’t attend the club it actually reduced hunting pressure in popular turtle 

hunting areas, close to town. For example, Julie was planning a harvesting trip with me and said 
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‘Club on tomorrow (Friday), so not so many people [out hunting], good to go [then]’ 6/9/12. 

The influence of alcohol and social clubs is discussed further in Chapter 7.  

Floodplain based livelihoods were examined for their influences on freshwater customary 

harvesting in Ligtermoet et al. (2016) and found daily mobility on country and or opportunistic 

harvesting was greatly enhanced by employment in Station work or particularly as Aboriginal 

rangers carrying out land management activities Frequently the Ardjumarllarl Rangers were the 

only respondents who reported hunting or fishing at most distant and diverse locations (section 

4.4.4).  

Temporal mobility is ultimately shaped by a complex combination of social-ecological 

factors influencing an individual hunter’s capacity (decision making and ability) to engage in 

hunting or fishing activities. I have grouped interrelated factors determining customary 

harvesting ‘access’, within six key conditions of ‘material access’, ‘well-being access’, ‘time 

access’, ‘motivation access’, ‘knowledge access’ and ‘physical access’. These are discussed in 

detail in Chapter 7.  

4.5 Perceived changes in freshwater resources: 
perception of risk, causality, indicators and 
thresholds 

 
The results presented in Section 4.4 highlight significant changes experienced in living 

memory in people’s freshwater customary harvesting practices. A perception of a decline in the 

abundance of freshwater resources exists as does a universal perception of restricted physical 

access to freshwater resources. Regarding perceptions of changes in people’s engagement with 

customary harvesting generally, interview material reflects strong dual narratives and evidence 

for ‘we still go’ alongside a decline in frequency; ‘don’t go so much anymore’.  This reported 

persistence, though decline in frequency, was raised by respondents from all clan groups. Age 

of respondent, however, appeared to influence the degree of change, with the oldest generation 

more frequently referring to the severest decline, for example ‘no one goes’ or ‘young people 

don’t go’ (e.g. AG 7/11/14; JA 31/7/14). Those middle aged or younger recognised the 

challenges in sustaining practices for some people, but emphasised persistence. For example, 

Connie Nayinggul (middle aged) described; ‘no change in taste [preference] for bush tucker. 

On Sunday this floodplain [Kunbarlanja] covered with people. Magpie goose [feathers] and 

mussel shells everywhere, from dinner camps.’ (29/7/14). Generational differences in the 

perception of risk posed for sustaining customary harvesting suggests a possible ‘shifting 

baseline syndrome’ (Pauly 1995; Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015) in customary harvesting 

engagement (explored further in Chapter 5). Sean Nadji in fact made direct reference to 

generational shifts in experience;  
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‘I grew up at the start of these changes [existing ecological changes to country, from 

1980s]…so for me, it’s not too bad. Saw a little bit of the old ways, but more of the new 

ways. For the next generation…less again, but maybe not so bad. Growing up with what I 

see now will be ‘natural’ for them. Wouldn’t know any different.’ (5/11/2014).  

This comment illustrates generational shifts in people’s perceptions of what constitutes the 

‘norm’ for country and culture. Stories of prior conditions of country, of the abundance in 

resources, the condition of important places are thus invaluable. The role then for 

intergenerational biocultural knowledge transmission (explored in subsequent chapters), of 

which maintaining access to country for experiential learning is a crucial element, is essential in 

providing a means by which to evaluate social-ecological change.  

Aboriginal conceptions of causality 
The world view underpinning customary resource management, shapes local Aboriginal 

perception of risk and causal interpretation of social-ecological change (Povinelli 1993; Alessa 

et al. 2008; Barber 2011). The existence of metaphysical power and agency to shape, provide or 

withhold natural resources in response to the behaviour of the living is a strong factor 

influencing how people understand environmental change. For example, Annie Ngalmirama 

and Nida Mangranbarr (Mirarr, Kakadu) described how as children they used to catch ‘millions 

of prawns, but now no more prawns.’ They attributed the loss to breaking customary rules, 

explaining a story of someone swimming in a place they shouldn’t have and as a result; ‘the 

water went down, then dry […] all the prawns gone’ (5/12/14). This is an example of the 

Indigenous relational ontology informing customary rules which are then applied to explain 

changes in resource abundance. The consequences of human transgression can have serious 

impacts on country, and in turn for people themselves. Understanding this, assists non-

Indigenous people to understand the cautious approaches TOs may apply in response to 

constructed physical changes (e.g. roads, dam, mines and other earthworks) on their country.  

Local Aboriginal people have increasing exposure to western scientific worldviews and 

knowledge informing their management of country, resulting in an individual being able to 

draw from a spectrum of ontological logic to make meaning of observed changes. For example, 

Connie Nayinggul clearly articulates the difference in causation for customary and non-

customary scientific worldviews ascribed to a poor nesting season in 2013;  

‘Didn’t find single nest at back of airport…Scientists think maybe because of para 

grass, water level, we have different way, we believe in our totems. The law will happen 

when rules are broken, like if mucking around at the billabong and leave half or whole 

fish. Ancestors get upset. You won’t get any more for days or months.’ (20/6/14) 

While breaking customary rules is attributed here to the lack of nesting and egg harvest, on 

another occasion Connie’s reasoning for the decline suggests environmental variables like water 
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level, grass or fire regime changes (Table 4.11 29/7/14). Customary knowledge draws also on 

the physical world’s interactions to explain change, factors for interpreting environmental 

change that fit more comfortably within western ontology. Similarly, senior TO Adrian 

Gumurdul (Kunbarlanja) attributed the decline in magpie geese to both environmental change 

(invasive weed mimosa, habitat shifts) and social causes, of the loss of family and people on 

country;  

‘Every pocket covered with mimosa. Don’t see goose now. Because all old people gone, 

family gone, young ones don’t know about that area (7/11/14); Duck and geese don’t see 

as much, maybe they go back Kakadu NP. Grasses getting tired from the salt, less 

mangoludgj.’ (2/10/13) 

Further comments illustrating this range of causation in response to the perceived decline in 

magpie geese and egg abundance are provided (Table 4.11). The range of physical and 

metaphysical reasons provided suggest attributing causality in this sphere accommodates both 

Aboriginal and western ontological aspects. Briggs (2005) warns of the risk of dichotomising 

Western scientific knowledge and Indigenous knowledge systems and that this characterisation 

has moved to acknowledge a more ‘entangled’ view of the two knowledge systems. This 

reflects perhaps the reality of the lived experience for many Aboriginal people, within a co-

existence of both western and Indigenous ontologies.  

There was often also hesitation among respondents to attach causation to perceived 

declines in abundance. Respondents weren’t afraid to say they didn’t know, or weren’t sure for 

example if the timing of seasonal fruits had changed, or why the floodplain retained water for 

longer. Povinelli’s (1993) exploration of the language of indeterminacy used by Belyuen 

women to negotiate metaphysical, cultural and ecological changes influencing human-land 

interaction offers insight into this cautionary approach. Povinelli (1993) explained the dynamic 

relationship between knowledge-claims and authority-status, where interpretation of changes to 

country also required negotiating potential social consequences. Williams (1985) emphasizes 

that in Aboriginal people’s interaction with the environment, everyday decision making rests on 

‘an expectation of change’. For example, significant changes can be noted, but may not always 

be interpreted as a threat. Henry Yates (5/9/12) observed extensive feral pig damage reducing 

water chestnut abundance during the dry season, but didn’t feel worried about it, as the 

following wet season, would ‘smooth it all out’ and see it regrow, reflecting a familiarity with 

environmental variation and confidence in the renewing cycles of seasonal change. Ultimately, 

in highly place-specific, natural resource dependent socio-cultural contexts, local explanations 

of change may retain primacy over the universalised explanations of change, such as climate 

change (e.g. Barber 2011).  
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Table 4-11 Comments illustrating the variety of reasons attributed to the 
perceived decline a key resource: magpie geese and their eggs. 

Key 
freshwater 
resource 

Change in 
abundance 

Reason Quote Respondent 

Magpie 
geese 

Decline Lack of 
continuity in 
customary 
ritual protocols 

‘Special rule for the dreaming ones. We have to 
smoke it. Have to get stick and go all around 
the dreaming rock. Used to do it before, but no 
one feels like it. If they do it now, will get 
more...First people did. Magpie goose 
dreaming- the same, if they could do it, would 
have more manimunak [magpie goose] in this 
billabong.’  

Simon Badari, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
7/9/14 

 Decline Invasive para 
grass 

‘Used to be able to wade across the floodplain 
[Cannon Hill, East Alligator]…hunting magpie 
goose all along. Now completely covered in 
para, can’t get through, can barely get air boat 
in. No geese at all.’ 

Sean Nadji, 
male, Ranger, 
Kakadu, 
24/7/14 

 Decline Regional goose 
migration 
(feeding 
preference for 
mango farms) 

‘Goose numbers have dropped. I’ve noticed 
decreases in numbers at Mumukala and Palms 
area. Reckon they’ve gone to Darwin mango 
farms.’ 

Ian Conroy, 
Ranger, male, 
Kakadu, 
10/9/14 

Magpie 
geese eggs 

Decline Uncertainty; 
change in 
weather or 
season. 

‘Magpie goose, when I was younger there were 
a lot more…Goose eggs, not so much this year 
[Why?] ‘Don’t know…Flying over in the wet saw 
big mob [geese] still around, but not sure 
what’s happened, maybe change in weather, 
season.’ 

Isaiah 
Nagurrgurrba, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
11/10/13 

 Variation Flooding, 
invasive para 
grass and 
mimosa, 
crocodile 
(access)  

‘Sometimes in big flood- nest gets washed 
away, then not so many. This year ok, but last 
year- not so many. Up and down, bit of a 
change from when boys. Never had salvinia and 
para then, or so many ginga.’ 

Alfred 
Nayinggul, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
31/10/14 

 None 
(2013) 

Local 
migration; 
Shorter, milder 
wet season? 

‘This year (2013) tried for eggs, but none. [Why 
no geese eggs this year?] Not sure- maybe 
goose moved to another place? Not much wet, 
little bit dry?’ 

Jethro 
Guymala, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
19/9/13 

 None 
(2013) 

Customary 
rules 
transgressed 

‘This year didn’t get any. [Why?] Someone 
maybe cook goose in wrong way, perhaps in 
ground oven. Should only cook it in the ashes. 
That can change numbers. Next year might be 
better’ 

Joey 
Nganjmirra, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja 
20/9/13, 

 None 
(2013) 

Invasive weeds 
outcompeting 
native 
floodplain 
vegetation 
(and goose 
food source) 

‘Not many [magpie goose eggs] this year. 
‘[Why?] ‘Because water chestnut not growing 
on the floodplain anymore. Got that salvinia 
and para grass now and less chestnut now.’ 

Gabriel 
Maralngurra, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja 
10/10/13, 

 Decline; 
variation 

Changes in 
water level, 
grasses, or fire 
regime 

‘Last year, Magpie goose didn’t lay eggs. None 
at all. Never seen that before. First time for me. 
This year, did lay, lots now. Maybe because of 
water level, main reason, maybe too much 
current from upstream, and grass change. Or 
burning. Used to burn, but keep grass for egg 
[packing].’ 

Connie 
Nayinggul, 
female, 
Kunbarlanja, 
29/7/14 
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Defining ‘healthy’ floodplain country: indicators and thresholds  
Indicators of what defines a ‘significant’ or ‘noteworthy’ change to country are culturally 

determined, and depend on an individual’s own epistemological framework, knowledge, 

observation and experience in an environment over a long period of time. Finding metrics to 

incorporate the intangible elements of culture influencing decision making in joint-management 

contexts is an increasing priority in environmental and protected area management, yet remains 

a significant challenge (Satterfield et al. 2013). In terms of assessing the ‘health’ of floodplain 

country and freshwater resource use areas, there were consistent responses when inquiring 

about the features, indicators or cues people used to assess this. Tangible indicators were most 

frequently referred to here, and most significant was presence of bush tucker (Table 4.12; 

Figure 4.27a). Connie Nayinggul (29/7/14), for example, used the loss of bush foods as a 

threshold in defining when an environmental change was a concern;  

‘People see things change, seasons...sometimes worry if don’t get much tucker. Like if 

water still high, if wrong time of the month [season]. If didn’t have much water, didn’t 

have much grass. Countrymen ask one another, ask TOs to go fishing, talk about the 

changes.[…] When don’t see much [bush foods], that’s a problem.’  

Other indicators of concerning environmental change included unfamiliar grasses (invasive 

weeds), water clarity, texture of bush meat (e.g. fish, turtle, geese), grass or soil colour, damage 

by feral animals, density of vegetation, and ease of access (Table 4.12).  

In contrast it can be helpful to define what an ‘unhealthy’ floodplain looks like, from an 

Indigenous perspective. Connie Nayinggul for example, described; 

‘When [you] look, something bit changed, don’t have tucker in billabong. Grass different 

now. Salvinia, mimosa, para grass […] [Site of ]White lady- used to be paperbarks. 

Stories from old man, used to be trees, now no trees, salty water coming in.  Dry season, 

on king tide, salt affected wet, flushes out fresh water.’  (3/11/12).  

Most respondents referred to places being overgrown, covered in thick grasses or no longer 

supporting bush tucker (Figure 4.27b). Descriptions of unhealthy places also included dead 

trees, loss of mankuladj (water chestnut), and places where burning was no longer effective in 

clearing grasses, which was usually where invasive floodplain weeds had established 

monocultures (Table 4.12). There was some variation in responses to invasive floodplain 

‘grassy weeds’ of para grass between Kakadu and Kunbarlanja interviewees (Chapter 6). Places 

shown to be affected by other environmental threats including mimosa, salvinia, feral pigs or 

salt scalded were considered to have impacted health and were described as a ‘bit wild’ or ‘bit 

sad now’ referring to the loss of active or effective human agency in management.  
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In referring to healthy country many respondents made reference to the importance of 

those ‘intangible’ indicators, like the need to maintain the relationship with ancestors, or the 

requirement to keep smoking ritual practices going at dreaming sites ‘dreaming for old people, 

keep country healthy, to keep those things staying here’ (Connie Nayinggul, 29/7/14). The 

absence or break down in these customary practices then may be an important indicator for 

Aboriginal people’s conception of floodplain health. Most significant were the references 

directly relating the health of country to people’s health. Senior TO Alfred Nayinggul for 

example, clearly described this;  

‘Health of country should be linked with Bininj people, ‘cause we live on this land. 

Sometimes it gets really difficult to link with it. Changes in country and people itself, 

change a lot […]. If you live on the land you’re ok, can communicate with country itself.’  

(31/10/14, Kunbarlanja)  

The impact of social-ecological change on people’s health as it affects sustainable adaptation of 

customary harvesting is discussed further in Chapter 7. Clearly the lack of provisioning 

(abundance of resources) represents a critical threshold crossed, particularly in such a 

historically, freshwater resource-rich region. Determining ‘thresholds’ beyond this, as levels or 

degrees of environmental change was very difficult. Determining thresholds of acceptable 

change would also be influenced by on an individual hunter’s values, experience, knowledge, 

gender and motivation and the availability of alternatives, as well as the rate of change and its 

impact. This will become evident throughout the remainder of this thesis. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4-27Contrasting examples of healthy and unhealthy floodplain country, 
northern Kunbarlanja floodplains  

(a) a ‘healthy’ hunting area, still in use with abundant waterfowl (whistling 
ducks) (7/9/12). 
(b) an ‘unhealthy’, abandoned floodplain hunting area, where access is no 
longer possible and waterfowl or turtle hunting opportunities are no longer 
supported, having been smothered by invasive weeds (7/9/12) (On trips with 
Gunbalanya Station workers). 
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Table 4-12 Comments illustrating the signs or indicators of healthy floodplain 
country 

What does a healthy floodplain look like? Signs/Indicators Respondent 
‘Healthy if see lots of animals, birds, and animals that 
we eat (and don’t eat) e.g. lots of brown ducks and 
magpie geese. 

Abundant bush 
tucker 

Andrew Manakgu, 
31/10/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

 
[How do you know if floodplain is healthy?] ‘People 
used to tell us, learn from old people, still know. [What 
things look for good health?] ‘Filesnake, turtle, mussel, 
lily.’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker 

G.Nabegeyo, female, 
4/11/12, Kunbarlanja 

‘Bird feeding ground, you can find turtle there, where 
ground is dark coloured brown, not so good. If just 
grass and pigs, covered with weeds, no good. Got to 
get rid of mimosa.’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker; colour; no 
pigs and weeds 

Victor Gumurdul, 
6/9/12, Kunbarlanja 

‘Looks green. If signs of feral animals (e.g. pigs) not so 
good.’  

Colour; no feral 
animals 

Jethro Guymala, 
19/9/13, Gunbalanya 

‘Has filesnake, turtle’; 
‘Looks smooth and straight, gamak (good). No weeds, 
clear water, gunbalk- grasses.’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker; no weeds; 
clear water 

Connie Nayinggul, 
3/11/12; 20/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Green grass […] Winds- tell us water drying out, 
smelling fire- can tell from different smoke […] use fire 
to make really clean, and green grass.’; ‘If remember 
pocket from before, if trees are bigger, grown up.’ 

Colour grass; kind 
of smoke from fire; 
increased tree 
growth 

Ardjumarllarl 
Rangers, male, 
17/6/2014, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘When going hunting and it’s easy to find bush tucker. 
Mimosa and weeds got me worried, but there’s still 
bush tucker.’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker; no weeds 

Nipper Gumurdul, 
4/10/13, Kunbarlanja 

‘No mimosa, really clean, clear water, good for geese 
and duck’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker; no weeds; 
clear water 

Adrian Gumurdul, 
2/10/13, Kunbarlanja 

‘Green, not brown or burnt much [overly]’ Colour; fire regime Adrian Gumurdul, 
5/9/12, Kunbarlanja 

‘Turtle and geese, areas where lots geese sitting will be 
lots turtles’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker 

Jimmy Marimowa, 
20/6/12, KNP 

‘Where you notice it’s affected food source, bush 
tucker, maybe if some years no geese, maybe no 
Ankurladj (water chestnut) or maybe a sediment 
flush?’; ‘The country’s got to be pretty open to get 
food. Grasses have got to be kept down.’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker; open 
country 

Sandra McGregor, 
21/10/13; 25/7/13 
KNP 

‘We gauge country on how plentiful it is, how 
conducive to tucker. The effort you have to go through 
to get the tucker. Vegetation present tells us what 
foods there. Depends on access.’ 

Abundant bush 
tucker; access 

Peter 
Christophersen, 
25/7/13; KNP 
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4.6 Conclusion 
This chapter provides a picture of contemporary freshwater resource use in the ARR in 

order to understand trajectories of change in freshwater resource interactions. The customary 

institutions and management practices guiding customary harvesting emphasise human agency 

in maintaining healthy country and the importance of strong social networks (within and 

between clans). These are upheld through continued observance of customary rules, application 

of customary renewal practices and human application of fire for floodplain management, with 

respect to both physical and metaphysical elements. The primary motivations for sustaining 

customary harvesting were shown to be the maintenance of cultural knowledge 

(intergenerational knowledge sharing), health and well-being, and as subsistence and dietary 

preferences.  

Contemporary patterns of freshwater resource use were determined. Key freshwater 

species harvested were identified; fish (primarily saratoga, barramundi, black bream, catfish, 

longtom), waterfowl, in particular magpie geese and their eggs, long-necked turtles, filesnakes, 

freshwater mussels, and water lilies. Gender was shown to continue to shape these harvesting 

patterns; the species targeted, methods used and spatial mobility around the floodplain 

landscape. Women largely targeted aestivating turtles, filesnake and in-stream resources 

(usually within walking distance), and men mostly targeted waterfowl (using guns and usually 

car access travelling further afield). Fishing by hand line was frequently undertaken by both 

women and men. Spatial patterns of harvesting are highly seasonal, not just in relation to 

species phenology, but also in defining mobility throughout the year (as access is progressively 

cut-off and re-opened with rise and fall of the wet season). Spatially, freshwater harvesting is 

also concentrated close to communities/outstations. Temporal (daily) harvesting mobility is 

shaped by employment, access to social clubs, customary restrictions or cultural events and 

community or family obligations.  

Continuity and change were clearly evident in freshwater harvesting practices. 

Collectively, these changes were evidenced in interview material, mapped data and in 

participant observation trips. These were identified in the resources accessed and the methods to 

do so; a significant change was the loss of floodplain goanna hunting (Chapter 5), the loss of 

geese and turtle hunting areas to invasive weeds and associated changes to fire regimes 

(Chapter 6) and in the technology and materials used for magpie geese, egg collection and 

fishing. Perceptions of social-ecological changes and their respective risks were shown to be 

shaped by Aboriginal world-views attributing both metaphysical and physical causes. A largely 

shared perception of a decline in resource abundance (geese and turtles) was evident, as was a 

universal perception of a decline in access to all freshwater resources. Ecological changes 
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attributed to this decline in both resource abundance and access were clearly identified as 

introduced species (cane toad, feral pig), invasive weeds, saltwater crocodile population and 

changed floodplain burning regimes (Chapters 5 and 6). On inquiring about any existing 

saltwater intrusion, past experiences arising from the ‘buffalo days’ within Kakadu emerged, 

which provide a historical analogue for future saltwater impacts as climate change drives 

further sea level rise (Chapter 8). The challenge of passing on biocultural knowledge in the face 

of multiple existing stressors was also raised repeatedly by elders. These changes represent the 

‘biggest stories’ affecting people’s ability to persist with and ‘sustainably adapt’ their 

contemporary customary harvesting practices. As such they form the themes of social-

ecological change and adaptation this thesis addresses in Part II. 
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PART II Analysis of drivers of social-
ecological change influencing sustainable 

adaptation of freshwater customary 
harvesting in the Alligator Rivers Region 
 

 

 

‘A lot of our food comes from the waterways... All our foods around water. Gonna lose our 

culture, if we can’t pass it on to kids. Our mussels, filesnake, turtles, lilies- grinding the 

seeds... freshwater mussels; every year we used to get them, all through my childhood. 

Now my kids can’t get them, a little bit, but not as much.’  

Female Aboriginal ranger, Kakadu, 10/9/2014 

 

 

Murumburri billabong (southern end), Kunbarlanja.  
Smoke rising from fires lit for freshwater turtle hunting (5/9/2014). 
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Chapter 5: Animal ecologies: rates and 
recognition of ecological change, and 

shifting baselines of biocultural 
knowledge for freshwater customary 

harvesting.  
 

 
Cane Toad (Rhinella marina) 

(Source: http://kakadukid1.typepad.com) 

 

 
Ted Ryko and Aboriginal crocodile hunters, Mary 

River, NT, date unknown. 
(Source: Northern Territory Library, Karilyn Brown Collection, 

PH0413:0002)  

 

 
Feral Asian Water Buffalo 

(Bubalus bubalis) 
(Source: Parks Australia) 

 
Saltwater crocodiles (Crocodylus porosus) 

gathered, Cahill’s Crossing East Alligator River, 
between Kakadu National Park and West Arnhem 

Land5.  

 
Feral Pig (Sus scrofa) 

  (Source:Michael Barritt)  
Crocodile safety sign at Cahill’s Crossing, 2012 

                                                      
5 Source: http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/animals/australias-most-dangerous-water-crossing-notorious-
croc-hot-spot/news-story/7e4d25f71fe1935e6133cb42600f432e 

http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/animals/australias-most-dangerous-water-crossing-notorious-croc-hot-spot/news-story/7e4d25f71fe1935e6133cb42600f432e
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/animals/australias-most-dangerous-water-crossing-notorious-croc-hot-spot/news-story/7e4d25f71fe1935e6133cb42600f432e
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5.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses key changes in floodplain animal ecologies influencing people’s 

ability to sustain and adapt their freshwater customary harvesting practices. Across the 

floodplains of northern Australia, the cane toad (Rhinella marina), the Asian water buffalo 

(Bubalus bubalis), and the feral pig (Sus scrofa) are introduced animals that have become 

irreversibly embedded across the floodplain and freshwater landscape. While the ecological 

impacts of these species have largely been documented, their significant impact on Aboriginal 

people’s freshwater resource use practices has received less attention, with the notable 

exception of Lucas and Russell-Smith’s (1993b) study. This chapter focuses on how the cane 

toad and the water buffalo, as examples of introduced animals, as well as the dramatic shifts in 

the indigenous saltwater crocodile (Crocodylus porosus) population, have shaped adaptive 

capacity in freshwater customary harvesting practices. These case studies demonstrate how 

different rates of change and severity of impact influence perceptions of risk posed by 

environmental change, as well as how Indigenous biocultural knowledge has frequently been 

marginalised.  

The example of the cane toad and the saltwater crocodile drive changes that highlight 

respectively the emotional consequences of a loss of resources (kin) and a loss of access to 

resources and the highly social, in-stream mode of obtaining them. The themes of knowledge 

legitimacy, in terms of recognising the impact of cane toads and knowledge transmission arise. 

Together they illustrate the vulnerability of customary, biocultural knowledge, as a knowledge 

sustained through practice. These two examples offer assistance in understanding the profound 

sense of loss that will be a likely impact under the rapid shift in ecologies predicted under 

climate-driven sea level rise. 

The example of the buffalo demonstrates the influence of gender and biography in shaping 

the perception of risk this animal poses to sustaining freshwater customary harvesting.  The 

other hoofed invader, the feral pig, was also clearly identified as a significant ongoing driver of 

vulnerability in this social-ecological system. Given this species represents a similar, long-term, 

sustained ‘press’ effect as the feral water buffalo and its impacts have been documented 

elsewhere, for the sake of brevity their threat is not elaborated on as for the cane toad and 

buffalo. The feral buffalo impacts described here represent an example of a past ecological 

driver impacting freshwater resource use and provides the background for the discussion in 

Chapter 8 regarding saltwater intrusion as an historical analogue for sea level rise. 

Management responses to the introduced species reveal how critical adequate and long-

term resourcing (financial, physical and human capacity) is to tackle these existing, persistent 

introduced environmental threats to sustainable customary harvesting practices and their 

capacity to persist and adapt in the face of further environmental change. All three examples 
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demonstrate the dependencies of freshwater customary harvesting on the maintenance of 

ecological integrity, be it altered by introduced species, or human-driven population shifts of a 

top-order predator.  

5.2 The cane toad ‘come from nowhere’ 

5.2.1 Arrival and recognition 
The cane toad (Rhinella marina), a native of South and Central America was first 

introduced into Queensland in 1935 in an effort to control invertebrate pests in the state’s sugar 

cane fields. The cane toad spread across northern Queensland and crossed into the Northern 

Territory by 1980 (Freeland and Martin 1985 in van Dam et al. 2002). Cane toads reached 

Kakadu National Park just prior to 2002 (van Dam et al. 2002; Woinarski et al. 2002).  The 

point of initial recognition by Aboriginal residents was defined by surprise and confusion at 

where this ‘frog’ had come from, for example; ‘At first thought it sounded like a tractor. Didn’t 

know where it come from. Come from nowhere.’ (C. Nganjmirra, female, Kunbarlanja, 23/8/12). 

The arrival of the cane toad also marked the sudden, visible deaths of an important harvested 

species, the Kulawan, or floodplain goanna (Yellow Spotted Goanna, Varanid panoptes) on the 

floodplain. Respondents observed firsthand multiple deaths and this devastating phase was 

etched in people’s minds:  

‘It was the worst possible thing coulda happened, happened. So awful. So used to 

having goanna around. All of a sudden, there were dead ones, and we couldn’t eat it. 

Saw them out on floodplains lying dead everywhere, but couldn’t eat.’ (JA, female, 

Kakadu, 31/7/14).  

Fear quickly followed, at how the cane toad’s evident poison might affect people and their 

animal kin. The following comments illustrate these concerns: 

‘We just leave it. Frightened that cane toad might share poison, worried that poison.’ 

(GN, male, Kunbarlanja, 3/8/2014). 

All respondents identified the loss of the goanna from floodplain country as a significant 

change and one that resulted in complete cessation of the practice of goanna hunting (Table 

5.1). Those who witnessed the goanna population crash remain unable take the next generation 

goanna hunting; the practice has yet to resume.  

Herpetologists are at pains to relay the fact that no species has as yet known to become 

extinct as a result of the cane toad introduction (e.g. Shine 2010). There is, however, 

unambiguous ecological evidence for population level declines in Varanids (the monitor lizard 

group, including the Kulawan), as a result of mortality through predation, impacting at a 

population level. Multiple studies reported quantifiable declines in populations of Varanus 

panoptes post cane toad arrival (Holland 2003; Doody et al. 2006; Doody et al. 2009; Shine 
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2010). The arrival of the cane toad resulted in the abundance of an important customary food 

source drop low enough to make a previously abundant animal all but disappear from the 

floodplain, resulting in loss of a valued ‘kin’ and of the socio-cultural practices associated with 

it. 

Table 5-1 Comments illustrating the cessation of goanna hunting following the 
arrival of the cane toad. 

Comment Respondent 
‘No live goanna, nothing now, big problem […] Now, not at all, don’t go 
looking for goanna anymore.’ 

G.Nabegeyo, female, 
25/7/12, Kunbarlanja  

‘Now no goanna, don’t even try go out for them anymore.’ Joey Nganjmirra, male 
24/7/12, Kunbarlanja 

‘Goanna, can’t see much, used to be goanna around the plain, creeks, 
bush. Nowadays can’t see any goanna because of cane toad.’ 

Andrew Manakgu, male, 
31/10/12, Kunbarlanja  

‘Cane toad impact on goanna- don’t eat that one anymore. Too scared 
to kill anything- won’t eat rock python also. Haven’t been tempted to 
kill and eat it, in case it’s the last big one. Do see some young ones, but 
not as much as the borlokkos [water pythons]. Every now and then 
might see goanna, but don’t eat anymore, except for water goanna.’ 

Jessie Alderson, female, 
31/7/14, Kakadu  

‘That cane toad change, a long time ago didn’t have, don’t know where 
it came from. Now all goanna have gone from eating this one.’ 

Marlene Burrunali, female, 
4/10/13, Kunbarlanja 

‘a real loss that Kulawan, goanna. Used to love goanna, all the time, we 
used to catch. Want to eat goanna, but we have to leave it because 
there’s not enough... don’t know there’s anything you can do about 
cane toad. Want to get rid of them all.’ 

Elizabeth Petterson, 
female, 23/7/14, Kakadu 

5.2.2 Adaptive responses in goanna hunting strategies 
‘Old Jimmy had been busy pulling goannas from their holes in the plains. He must have 

collected half a hundred. Over these he ran his fingers carefully and kept only two, saying 

of the discards: ‘No more plenty fat.’… Jimmy had an eye to the future. The goannas he 

had thrown away would no doubt live to fatten for another day.’ (Warburton 1934:172) 

Warburton’s observations of an historical goanna hunt, while working as a buffalo hunter 

with Aboriginal people in the Alligator Rivers region in the 1920s, illustrates not just an earlier 

magnificent abundance in local Kulawan, but also the application of sustainable practices in 

customary harvesting. Contemporary goanna hunting practices (prior to the arrival of the cane 

toad were described by respondents, with examples illustrating this hunting in Table 5.2. This 

included hunting with assistance of dogs on the floodplains, or travelling by boat and targeting 

those perched up trees in the wet season. One respondent also commented that they stopped 

taking dogs out on the floodplain for hunting with the cessation of goanna hunting. There was 

some evidence of a minimal degree of goanna species substitution, for example, targeting water 

goannas such as Merten’s Water Monitor (Varanus mertensi) or Mitchell’s Water monitor 

(Varanus mitchelli), of which many respondents described as still being present; ‘Water 

monitor, Burrah, people still go for. Go from Yekke [start of dry season], through to first rain. 

(Gabby Gumurdul, Kunbarlanja, 17/6/14), though rarely targeted.  
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Table 5-2 Recollections of goanna hunting practices 
Method/description of goanna hunting activity Respondent 
‘Goanna- Burradah. With dogs, smell its sweat. Used to follow track, bark at 
the place. Sometimes dig in (dog), then could reach in with stick. Now can’t 
as big mob cane toad. Don’t see much anymore, don’t find him.’ 

Hannah Nawirrdji 
and R. Nailibidj, 
female, 5/9/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Near airport, everywhere, on land and water, but not much. Floodplain and 
outside. Used to hunt with dogs, would sniff and dig out....Men and women 
together- stick, crowbar, dig out from hole. Five, seven [goannas] in one trip, 
all afternoon. Cook and eat there, or bring home. One goanna feeds two to 
five people. Goanna all gone- don’t see anymore. Long time ago used to see, 
goanna digging turtle and turtle eggs.’ 

C. Nganjmirra and 
Anne Gumurdul 
female, 23/8/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

’Learning how to hunt it [the goanna], used to find it in the trees in the flood 
waters, when out in canoe and boats. As croc numbers increased we’ve 
moved from walking, to canoes, to boats. Used to get big goannas in trees- 
used to grab by tail and head. Part of learning how.’ 

Anon., female, 
2014, Kakadu  

‘For goanna would go before floods finish. They climb up trees- that’s where 
they catch them. Took kids, they learnt, used to get goanna with brother-in-
law, before eaten by cane toad. Feel sad, some find, but very hard.’ 

Barbara Galaminda 
female, 4/7/14 
Kunbarlanja  

‘Used to hunt them with dogs and echidna [hunting them also], take in the 
full moon, [dogs] run and sniff on the floodplain.’  [EL: When did you stop 
taking dogs out?] ‘When cane toads came, people stopped going for 
goanna.’ 

Gabrielle 
Maralngurra, male, 
10/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘[Before cane toads] used to see goannas and snakes. Could whistle a certain 
way, the goannas would stick heads up and we’d chase them with sticks. 
About a year after their arrival, we stopped hunting them, maybe around 
2000?’ 

Joe Nagawalli, 
male, 10/9/14, 
Kakadu 

‘Big mob on Crocker Island- cane toad free… Cooking goanna, first put on the 
fire, makes stiff. Then cut throat, pull out all the guts, like for turtle, in one 
motion- careful not to break and leave any behind. Open up fire a bit, bury in 
goanna, up to neck, cover up, with head sticking out. When blood stops 
bubbling up out of throat, you know it’s ready.’ 

Gabby Gumurdul, 
male, 17/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Goanna was easier to catch back then, catch with a stick, whacking it. My 
grandmother and mother would take me turtle hunting. When we saw 
goanna grandma would tell us kids to go and kill it, we’d all be running after 
it and hit it with the stick. One goanna would feed around four or five 
people. Used to be many.’ 

Joey Nganjmirra, 
male, 20/9/13, 
Kunbarlanja  

‘Used to eat, used to spear in tree, in floodwater time. In floodplain see 
them in hollow logs, catch them there. Cook them up in ground oven.’ 

Elizabeth 
Petterson, female, 
23/7/14, Kakadu 

AM: ‘Used to be lots, we used to chase and spear. Used to have big hunting 
dogs. Goanna guts rub on [dog’s] nose and smell.  In wet season would go 
for sand monitor (one with most spots, yellow), with hunting dogs. In dry 
season- more for Kulawan and Burrah -water goanna, could get easily at the 
Spring, or Fish Creek, can find at river or floodplain. Some still around the 
Spring and Fish creek, but not enough to hunt.  IN: ‘Parents take us, give us 
skill, how to catch and roast goanna the proper way…Like how to roast 
properly, cut the neck and pull the guts out in one go, like with turtle.’ 

Isaiah 
Nagurrgurrba, 
Andrew Manakgu, 
male, 11/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

 ‘If have dog, can help out. Normally go in the wet season for goanna, when 
really fat. Now we can’t because of cane toad. It’s really hard to find. Saw 
one- but we just leave it. Good to eat, but leave it for a while, let it breed. 
Nothing can find. Burrah, the water monitor, there’s a lot of them, find them 
more around springs, less on the floodplain. We still eat and collect this one. 
While cane toad got goanna- have to find that one.’ 

Alfred Nayinggul, 
male, Kunbarlanja, 
31/10/14 
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The remaining primary alternatives of freshwater animal protein: long-necked turtles, fish 

and magpie geese continue to be the focus of freshwater hunting effort. The long-necked turtle 

remains the primary floodplain reptile species hunted, and is now almost the sole facilitator of 

women’s hunting activities and knowledge sharing on the floodplain, mirroring findings in 

Borroloola of the impact of cane toads on hunting practices of the Yanyuwa people (Seton and 

Bradley 2004). The cane toad example is one that strikes the devastating blow to end any form 

of sustainable harvest of Kulawan. In response to the cane toad, people did not have an 

opportunity to adapt their goanna harvesting practice to meet this new change and so it came to 

an abrupt end, at least for the foreseeable future. It is an example highlighting how the rate of 

environmental change and severity of impact clearly defines adaptive capacity, where here it 

was clearly too fast and too severe to support continued harvest. 

5.2.3 Socio-cultural impact on knowledge transmission 
‘I show grandson, try to show him, but [what] if I can’t find it to show him?’  

Connie Nayinggul, 7/8/13, Kunbarlanja 

Connie’s comment illustrates the experiential nature of biocultural knowledge 

transmission in this context. The example of the cane toad demonstrates the vulnerability for 

sustaining this knowledge with loss of access and the importance of engaging in customary 

harvesting practices for the process of biocultural knowledge transmission. An Aboriginal 

ranger in Kakadu described it in the following way; ‘Even to see it, kids look and can tell 

stories of Kulawan- but if we don’t see it when we’re out and about- it’s harder to learn, harder 

to pass on (anon. 2014)’. It has been over 15 years since the cane toad’s arrival. That means the 

current generation of Aboriginal teenagers from West Arnhem and Kakadu have little to no 

experience of hunting goanna, and greatly reduced opportunities of learning the associated 

knowledge. All respondents indicated concern for the ability to continue to share goanna related 

knowledge with future generations. Individual memory and the collective sharing of memories 

become even more critical when the species can no longer be easily observed, happened across, 

hunted, or eaten. 

There were contrasting comments about the likelihood of the knowledge associated with 

the goanna continuing. A tension exists between wanting to recognise the undeniable impact 

and loss, while also wanting to remain strong in upholding culture. The variety of responses 

revealing this tension is provided in Table 5.3. A comment like ‘we still teach’ was at times 

preceded or directly followed by a statement like ‘we don’t go out hunting for that one any 

more’. Joey Nganjunuma’s response is a reminder that the knowledge associated with a 

particular being/feature can continue beyond its physical existence, through stories told in 

place; ‘Kids don’t know what goanna looks like. Go hunting, tell stories about [what] used to 

be here’. (Kunbarlanja, 20/9/13). While out hunting for turtle or other species, or while visiting 
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a place where they used to hunt goanna, the memories recalled through visiting that place or 

hunting with particular people, prompt sharing of that story. But this is not without the 

emotional reminder of the loss, as he immediately followed with ‘Sad about that goanna 

decreasing’. As Nipper Gumurdul describes (Table 5.3), ‘When we go out hunting, we tell 

stories about how we used to hunt and go after, still tell story about goanna’. Transmission of 

customary harvesting knowledge can still occur in the absence of the animal, but is best aided 

by visiting those hunting places. Ongoing access to country is a foundational pillar supporting 

knowledge transmission, as a determinant of the adaptive capacity for customary harvesting. 

Table 5-3 Examples of contrasting responses relating to the impact of the 
cane toad on inter-generational transmission of knowledge 
associated with the goanna, Kulawan (Varanid panoptes). 

Still teach knowledge 
related to V. panoptes 

Respondent Can no longer teach/harder to teach 
knowledge related to V. panoptes 

Respondent 

‘Kids today still learn the 
stories of goanna’ 

GM, female, 
Kunbarlanja 
10/10/13 

 ‘My kids, now they can’t learn that. Big 
impact on kids. ‘You ate that mummy, 
what does it taste like? How do you cook 
it?  I have to explain we can’t it eat 
anymore, there’s not enough... 
They [the children] can’t learn like I had 
learnt from mum and grandma.’  

anon, 
female, 
Kakadu 2014 

‘Kulawan- goanna- can still 
teach how to find... Kids 
can still learn stories re 
kulawan. 

AN, male, 
Kunbarlanja 
31/10/14 
 

‘Children still know goanna 
stories’ 

CN and AG, 
females, 
Kunbarlanja 
23/8/12 

‘Kids learning by looking. Stories can still 
tell, but hard to know what it looks like. 
Not sure when goanna come back. Kids 
now, know, we pass on stories, telling 
stories, some paintings (rock side) we 
use to help tell stories.’ 

CN, female, 
Kunbarlanja, 
7/8/13 

‘children still know.’ Rose 
used to go with 3 or 4 dogs: 
‘dogs could smell them out 
and would bark. Waiting 
near Armanda. Camping 
there. My children went for 
goanna, grandchildren 
[grown up-thus old 
enough]- know goanna.’ 

RN, female, 
12/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Grandson only learns about goanna 
from photo- learn on paper, can see 
colour of goanna, can see, but don’t 
really know how to catch, but can tell 
stories from the old people. Problem is 
don’t know what kind of taste. Grandson 
knows the name, but never seen and 
never taste. Need to see, what’s here in 
future.’ 

CN female, 
Kunbarlanja 
20/6/14 

‘Goanna, kids didn’t get a 
chance- if numbers did 
come back, people would 
know what to do. Good 
time to teach now.’ 

JA Female, 
Kakadu, 
4/11/14 

‘No more goanna. Kids won’t find 
anything... Just see on T.V., can think 
back, ok this place really good, on this 
place, this hunting area.’ 

AG, male  
Kunbarlanja, 
7/11/14 

‘Children still learn about 
them, I still tell them and 
they learn about goanna.’ 

MB female, 
4/10/13 
Kunbarlanja 

[ EL: Do the kids know about hunting the 
goanna?] ‘Not young ones. My kids do 
[adults], but not my grandkids.’ 

EP, female, 
23/7/14, 
Kakadu 

‘..kids still learn. When we 
go out hunting, we tell 
stories about how we used 
to hunt and go after, still 
tell story about goanna’ 

NG male, 
ranger, 
Kunbarlanja 
4/10/13 

‘Parents take us, give us the skill, how to 
catch and roast goanna the proper 
way...Can’t show kids now (just show 
fish, magpie goose and turtle). 

IN, male, 
Kunbarlanja,
11/10/13, 
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All respondents here lamented the loss of the goanna, its associated hunting practices and 

as a food source. There is a profound sense of emotional loss attached to this, as the following 

comments illustrate: 

‘We can’t eat now, we always say to each other – aw, no more goanna. We’re sad we 

can’t eat [it anymore]’. (C.Ng., female,. Kunbarlanja, 22/7/12); 

‘Good for people, good taste, share with people. But not this time, very sad for them. When 

walk on the floodplains people think ‘oh where is goanna?’ (MB, male, Kunbarlanja, 

20/6/14), and: 

‘The cane toad, had a huge impact. Came through and wiped out goanna, water monitor 

too. Used to eat all the time, was a big part of our diet. Learning how to hunt it, used to 

find it in the trees in the flood waters, when out in canoe and boats... My kids, now they 

can’t learn that [...] Has a big emotional impact- feel like it’s a failing, like we’re failing 

in passing on our culture. They [the children] can’t learn like I had learnt from mum and 

grandma. Makes me feel very sad. Even though we eat it, have a lot of respect for that 

animal.’ (anon. female, 2014, Kakadu).  

These findings on the socio-cultural impact of the loss of goanna harvesting practices echo 

those found by Seton and Bradley (2004) on Yanyuwa people’s culture and everyday life, 

including most significantly, the impacts of stress and depression felt by Yanyuwa women as 

they went hunting, only to find cane toads in the goanna burrows. The end of goanna hunting 

meant that families ceased to hunt together and young people were not able to be taught, on 

country. Only aestivating long-necked turtles remained to be accessed at the end of the dry 

season (Seton and Bradley 2004). As Seton and Bradley describe it; ‘intimate discussions of 

kin, country and general gossip were not being shared’ (2004:215). The loss of this customary 

hunting practice can be likened to what Pyle (1993) described as the ‘extinction of experience’. 

This has implications for people’s emotional engagement with nature (country) (Pyle 1993; 

Soga and Gaston 2016). In parallel with themes of loss emerging from the climate change 

literature (Adger et al. 2011; McNamara and Westoby 2011a), this example is clearly one 

representing ‘solastalgia’, a term used to describe the pain and distress experienced as a result 

of environmental loss (Albrecht 2010). It provides further evidence for the need to incorporate 

‘intangibles’ such as psychological distress arising from environmental change in climate 

vulnerability and adaptation assessments, if they are to be made more equitable.  

The severity of the socio-cultural impacts from introduced species for First Nation 

peoples, such as cane toads for Aboriginal people here and in other locations in the NT, 

deserves greater recognition amongst those engaging with ecological restoration and natural 

resource management. For example, while Trigger et al.(2007) present the introduced cane toad 
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as a case study to demonstrate the influence of culturally laden labels of ‘alien’ and ‘invasive’ 

used in ecological restoration and in shaping the ‘human agency in environmental 

management’, they focus mostly on the dominant settler experiences of the toad, save a brief 

reference to Seton and Bradley’s (2004) study. Trigger (2008) redresses this in focusing on 

Aboriginal responses to introduced animals but highlights a somewhat ambiguous example of 

the perceived belonging of the cane toad. This is contrary to the findings of this study, where 

there was nothing ambiguous about the emphatic accounts of loss, sadness and a distinct lack of 

‘belonging’.  

Passage of time may breed familiarity with the cane toad, as Trigger et al. (2007) posit for 

settler Queenslander society. Incorporation of introduced species into kinship systems is one 

way Aboriginal people have accommodated a variety of introduced animals on country, 

including feral buffalo, pig, camel and cats (Altman 1982; Altman 1984b; Trigger 2008; 

Vaarzon-Morel 2010). These, however, can all be consumed (unlike the cane toad) and also 

have not been directly attributed to loss of a cultural keystone harvested species like the goanna. 

The cane toad has not been incorporated in any way into the Aboriginal relational worldview. 

For example, Connie Nayinggul described; ‘that cane toad has no name- ‘bugonborboulk’. 

Looks like frog but not from here.’ (Kunbarlanja, 20/6/14), Jessie Alderson declared; ‘cane 

toads- horrible things- wouldn’t give them skin name.’ (Kakadu 4/11/14), and Elizabeth 

Petterson concurred; ‘Cane toad don’t have one [skin name]’ (Kakadu, 23/7/14). Despite being 

‘a big story’ of environmental change, here at least, the cane toad has ‘no story’ of belonging.  

Given that some settler cohorts found by Trigger et al. (2007) attached ‘positive symbolic 

meanings’ to toads, it is even more critical that Aboriginal people’s experiences of the toad and 

its impacts on customary harvesting (as a clear example of ‘human agency in environmental 

management’) are heard. While social-ecological systems will either re-adjust or shift to a new 

kind of equilibrium with time (e.g. Walker et al. 2006), in the light of these findings it is 

difficult to accept the position that cane toads are/will be an inevitable part of Australia’s 

natural heritage as an equitable one. This is to dismiss the distress felt by both human and non-

human individuals during both the period of transition/re-establishment and to ignore the likely 

persistence of loss felt long after the event. 

The story of the cane toad also demonstrates the ongoing struggle for legitimacy of 

Indigenous knowledge in observing environmental change. It wasn’t until 2005 that the cane 

toad was listed for its ‘biological effects, including lethal toxic ingestion’ as a key threatening 

process under the EPBC Act (1999) (Commonwealth of 2009). Earlier reports from Aboriginal 

communities provided extensive accounts of species Aboriginal people had observed to be 

impacted by the cane toad (Begg et al. 2002; Evans 1999, in van Dam et al. 2002; Sessional 

Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development 2003). In contrast, a detailed CSIRO 

study in 1999 declared they could only find evidence for only three species fitting the definition 
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of being affected by the cane toad; the dingo, Roth’s tree frog and Gilbert’s dragon (Catling et 

al. 1999). This clearly contradicted local observations and Aboriginal experiences of the toad’s 

arrival, and on later examination this study was found to have flawed experimental design 

(Turvey 2013). It no doubt however, would have had far more influence in directing 

government management responses, than the reports from Aboriginal sources labelled as 

anecdotal or ‘unsubstantiated’ (e.g. as in van Dam et al. 2002). Seton and Bradley (2004:215) 

argue that the discourse of scientific imperialism continues the ‘hegemonic practices which 

deny direct legitimacy to Aboriginal agency and knowledge’.  

Given the lack of adaptive options, this example is one demonstrating almost complete 

powerlessness, in the face of a new, unknown impact, as Anne Gumurdul, senior TO, described; 

‘can’t do anything, cause it’s all gone’ (Kunbarlanja, 23/8/12). In contrast to this powerlessness 

were those determined responses to try to keep teaching their children knowledge associated 

with the floodplain goanna (Table 5.3). This effort is a powerful exercising of resistance against 

externally imposed threats in efforts to sustain customary knowledge. Beyond this, the only 

response open to people was, and remains, to wait, nursing the sense of loss, and to hope for a 

time when the goanna numbers increase sufficiently to once again support customary hunting.  

This is not without foundation, and ‘maybe coming back’ was an observation repeated 

throughout the region. For example, Ardjumarllarl Ranger Nipper Gumurdul described how 

goanna ‘numbers may be coming back. Saw one at East Alligator recently. Think they might be 

learning about cane toads’ (4/10/13, Kunbarlanja). Although long term impacts of toads have 

yet to be quantified, there is some anecdotal evidence that species such as Varanus panoptes are 

capable of recovery in areas of high toad densities (Shine 2010). Of primary concern in the 

context of customary harvesting is whether this recovery in population will a) be sufficient to 

support harvesting once again, and b) occur before the loss of the bio-cultural knowledge 

associated with the Kulawan, given that knowledge is primarily sustained and transmitted 

through the act of hunting. In the meantime, the cane toad continues its accelerated dispersal 

front across the Australian continent; crossing the northern Western Australian border in 2009, 

moving across the Kimberley in the north and pushing south into more arid areas with the aid of 

cattle watering points.  

This example demonstrates the vulnerability of freshwater resource engagement in the face 

of a severe and rapid ecological disruption. The loss of goanna represents loss of just one 

culturally important freshwater species. It provides a salient window through which to envision 

the possible magnitude of future loss, when scaled up to encompass an entire suite of culturally 

important freshwater species, given the likely future floodplain transformation with rising sea 

level, and if sufficient areas of freshwater refugia cannot be retained. 
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5.3 Hooves on the floodplain and the legacy of the 
‘buffalo days’ 

The Asian Water Buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) and feral pig (Sus scrofa) both have a long 

history in the region, having adapted well to the floodplain landscapes of the Northern 

Territory. Pigs were introduced at Cahill’s Oenpelli farm in 1910, numbering 400 head by 1917 

(along with 600 cattle and 550 goats) (Mulvaney 2004). While respondents universally raised 

the severe impacts of feral pigs on their freshwater resource use, further discussion beyond the 

following is outside the scope of this chapter, given existing work addressing their impacts. 

Their ecological impacts on freshwater wetlands are documented in Finlayson et al (1997) and 

recent work by Doupé et al. (2010). Mitchell (2010) pointed to the difficulties in quantifying 

their ecological impacts, given their long history in the landscape, and suggest wetlands have 

been altered and adapted to some extent to this prolonged source of disturbance. Corbett (1995) 

found an inverse and significant relationship between the number of buffalo and pigs. Impacts 

upon freshwater customary harvesting, including direct competition for resources, loss of access 

to resources and preventing children from being taken hunting on the floodplain for fear of 

attack, are also documented (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b). Feral pig predation effects were 

considered on the viability of long-necked turtle harvesting (Fordham et al. 2007; 2008) 

examined the viability of long-necked turtle harvesting under pig predation and Ens (2012) 

documented their impacts on culturally valued freshwater wetlands in north-east Arnhem Land. 

These impacts and risks all remain challenges for harvesting raised by respondents in this study. 

Despite their long presence in the landscape and their use as a bush food, respondents here 

continued to resoundingly perceive feral pigs as a significant threat to a healthy floodplain 

country, negatively impacting the health of hunting areas, freshwater resource abundance and 

safe access to floodplain areas. They are perceived as a greater threat to contemporary 

freshwater harvesting than feral water buffalo. Feral pig management in Kakadu has been 

examined prior (Bayliss and Walden 2003; Robinson et al. 2005; Bradshaw et al. 2007) and 

Aboriginal people’s management preferences within Kakadu previously sought and 

documented (Woodward et al. 2011). Feral pigs represent an ongoing driver of vulnerability for 

sustaining freshwater customary harvesting. As an almost intractable feature of the 

contemporary floodplain social-ecological system, they are a management issue that people 

have little capacity to respond to without sustained resourcing and support. Feral pigs are thus 

included in the conceptual model of environmental drivers influencing the sustainable 

adaptation of freshwater customary harvesting practices provided in the conclusion of this 

thesis. 

The arrival, dispersal and changes in buffalo population density have been well 

documented (McKnight 1976; Skeat et al. 1996; Petty et al. 2007). Buffalo were introduced to 

Melville Island and Cobourg Peninsula between 1825-1829, and explorer Ludwig Leichhardt 
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observed buffalo on the Murgenella Plain (northern West Arnhem Land) in 1844 (McKnight 

1976). Expanding herds also spread from Darwin in the 1870s. The example of the feral buffalo 

is raised here as a (largely) historic driver influencing freshwater customary freshwater resource 

use and generating prior experience with landscape-scale wetland transformation for Kakadu 

residents. This represents a historical analogue through which contemporary adaptive 

preferences in responding to anthropogenic sea level rise can be explored (Chapter 8).   

5.3.1 The rise and decline of water buffalo economies in the 
ARR 

By the 1900s, an expanding buffalo population and overseas market demand saw the 

buffalo hide industry begin to take off. Aboriginal labour and knowledge of country, as for 

many frontier economies, formed the backbone of this industry (Figure 5.1) and the work 

allowed people to retain independence, movement within traditional lands and gain access to 

European stores (Levitus 1982).  Paddy Cahill at Oenpelli was a well-known pioneer of buffalo 

hunting, introducing the technique of shooting from horseback (rather than foot) and, at one 

point, had 194 Aboriginal people working for him in the buffalo processing industry (Mulvaney 

2004). Several experiences of early ‘frontier’ buffalo shooters are documented, including those 

of Fred Smith, at the former mission station at Kapalga in 1914 on the South Alligator River (in 

Mulvaney 2004), Carl Warburton, on a lease in the Cannon Hill area in 1922 (Warburton 1934), 

and Tom Cole, on the South and West Alligator River floodplains in the 1930s (Cole 2013). At 

its peak, the hide industry exported 16 459 hides in 1936 and remained above ~6000 hides p.a. 

during and after World War II (McKnight 1976). In 1956, the hide industry collapsed when 

synthetic material replaced buffalo hides for industrial belting (McKnight 1976). Buffalo 

harvesting for human and pet meat consumption began in 1959 and continued through to the 

1970s (McKnight 1976), in conjunction with cattle stations operating in the ARR (see Chapter 

2.2).  

During the mid 1980s, the national Brucellosis and Turberculosis Eradication Campaign 

(BTEC), seeking to eliminate these diseases from Australia’s bovine livestock, arrived upon the 

NT pastoral industry. Robinson and Whitehead (2003) reported that 78 733 buffalo were 

removed from stages 1 and 2 of the Park during 1980-89. Following this, population estimates 

of feral herds (buffalo and cattle) were around 1 animal/km2. This costly program driven by the 

federal and then territory governments was highly contentious on the ground, with mixed local 

support across Aboriginal estates, given a reported lack of appropriate collaboration with 

Aboriginal stakeholders (Robinson and Whitehead 2003). Local Aboriginal groups and interests 

were also found to be marginalised in the negotiation of compensation agreements, and in 

Kakadu, TOs were poorly informed of the environmental reasons for removing the buffalo 

(Robinson and Whitehead 2003). A small buffalo farm was established within the park in 1980, 

by the Gagadju Association, to maintain a supply of buffalo meat for Aboriginal residents.  
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Ultimately, the high buffalo densities that peaked in the 1960s, generated landscape scale 

impacts upon the floodplains of the region (Petty et al. 2005; Petty et al. 2007), with a legacy 

for human-floodplain adaptive responses and learning. The recognition of these impacts is 

discussed next. 

 

 
a)‘Fred Smith’s champion throwing a buffalo’ 

 
b)‘Buffalo loading camp, children with horns’ 

 

 

 

 

 

c) ‘Skinning buffalo for tea’ d)‘Lifting a buffalo hide onto the truck, 
Mudginberri area’ 

Figure 5-1 Early water buffalo hunting industry, largely supported by Aboriginal 
labour.  
a), b) Buffalo hunting and buffalo loading camp c1916. (Source: AIATSIS 
Collection 1916b Ryko Historical Series, T.W. Stokes Collection: JI CS 56264, 
56299). 
c), d) Visit to Mudginberri buffalo camp, 1952. (Source: Jabiru Public Library, 
Yuri Collection, 1708: 34, 35). 
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Figure 5-2 Cattle mustering and old cattle yards, buffalo herding and buffalo 
skinning, loading at Oenpelli (late mission years ~1960s/early 70s). 
(Source: State Library of NSW Archives: MLMSS 4503, 2212; photos left to 
right: 21, 22, 26, 36-38, 29, 31) Reproduced with permission of Australian 
Anglican Church Archivist. 
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5.3.2 Recognising water buffalo impacts: broken natural 
levees  

Recognition of the buffalo’s biophysical impacts upon the ARR floodplains occurred from 

as early as 1964, with the establishment of the Woolwonga Wildlife Sanctuary (South Alligator 

River), and was subsequently included in both Northern Territory and Commonwealth 

protected area management plans. The Fox Report, in recommending the establishment of the 

future KNP, noted the long established presence of buffalos in the region and the history of 

their economy as both a unique feature of the region and a source of its environmental 

degradation (Fox et al. 1977). Early impacts identified included;  

‘hydrological and ecological changes have been caused by buffalo pads being eroded 

into channels, leading to drainage of wet areas and permitting the flow of saltwater 

from river estuaries onto the floodplains. Vegetation is destroyed where buffalos 

wallow and where they congregate in numbers and trample the ground surface.’ (Fox 

et al. 1977:183). 

The report recommends their controlled management for future developments, with a ‘principal 

recommendation’ that ‘action be taken to reduce the number of buffalos and if practicable, to 

eradicate them, and for the plan of management to include provisions for the control or 

elimination of buffalos...’ (Fox et al. 1977:331). Thus, the management and eventual eradication 

of buffalos was an intended priority in the newly established Park, even prior to the arrival of 

the BTEC campaign.  

The Park’s first Plan of Management (PoM1) (Director of ANPWS 1980) takes up Fox’s 

recommendation and goes into some length outlining the history, commercial exploitation and 

environmental impacts of the buffalo including accelerating natural rates of erosion, spreading 

weeds, and impacting on other species such as magpie geese, through habitat modification. 

Under the heading of ‘Water Management’, the plan clearly states that ‘swamps are under 

threat from buffalo’ and for the habitat of ‘Wetlands, sedge lands and swamps’ describe how 

the ‘Breakdown of natural levees by vehicles and buffalo cause earlier and more extensive 

saline flooding and ponding with the destruction of fresh-water communities’ (Director of 

ANPWS 1980:274). Management prescriptions relate to monitoring the effects of buffalo 

removal, on ‘soils, fauna and flora, aquatic habitats and water regimes’. Only very broad 

reference to restoration was made; ‘the need for restoration works and the introduction of 

appropriate species to assist rehabilitation will be assessed and appropriate action taken’ 

(Director of ANPWS 1980:313). By this time several wetland restoration interventions had 

been trialled (Chapter 8). 

TOs who had experienced the freshwater floodplains prior to such densities and impacts 

were keenly aware of the impacts of buffalos. The only reference in the first PoM (1980) to 

buffalo-related impacts affecting Aboriginal people’s resource use, refers to plants that ‘played 
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(note in past tense) a significant part in the diet of Aboriginals in the Kakadu area’. It then lists 

water lilies (Nelumbo nucifera and Nymphaea sp.), the screw palm (Pandanus spiralis) and 

yams (Ipomoea sp.) as the primary examples (PoM1, citing Harmer 1976). It was not until the 

second PoM (1986) that the concerns of TOs were formally acknowledged: ‘In 1979 

Traditional Owners were concerned at degradation of their land as a result of buffalo activity. 

Concern centred on the reduction in traditional food sources, particularly waterbirds.’ 

(Director of ANPWS 1986:34). Thus, Aboriginal observations of buffalo impacts and landscape 

change remained outside of formal acknowledgement within early policy.  

The reports of Lucas and Russell-Smith (1993b) first document in detail Aboriginal 

perceptions of change arising from the impacts of buffalos on floodplain resource use. 

Aboriginal women provided oral testimonies regarding changes in floodplain vegetation, 

hydrology, floodplain fires or resource abundance in response to buffalo impacts, at over 40 

freshwater resource use sites on the South Alligator system, as part of a larger study 

documenting traditional floodplain resource use and perceptions of change (Lucas and Russell-

Smith 1993, vol.1-3). Buffalo impacts these Aboriginal informants cited included loss of 

vegetation, in turn accelerated bank erosion, the silting up and complete loss, of several 

important billabongs. For example, at Murrewa, Minnie Alderson described the significant 

transformation:  

‘Big billabong here before, while buffalo were here they ate the vegetation holding the 

banks of the billabong, gradually it silted the billabong and it disappeared... When buffalo 

were here they ate the Angulaidj (Eleocharis sacelata) so there was no tucker here for the 

goose… Before buffalo were here goose would come to feed here and later nest. People 

would come here to collect their eggs’ (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b:133). 

Of the sites with environmental change attributed to buffalo impacts, informants identified 

saltwater intrusion effects at locations on the South Alligator River floodplain region of Banidja 

(Big Banyan Billabong), Mandjbagu (Boggy Plain), Indarrgu (The Trap), and Bulkinj, together 

with negative impacts on food resources, particularly for water chestnut and Magpie geese 

(Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b). The perceptions of change described in Lucas and Russell-

Smith (1993b) for these sites are summarised in Table 5.4, and are shown spatially in Figure 

5.3. These sites are mapped as part of an extracted subset of freshwater resource use locations 

(from Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993) where TO informants had identified buffalo impacts 

resulting in hydrological changes, including increased salinity, channel change or the 

drainage/loss of a waterbody and show to breadth of impacts across the study region (Figure 

5.3). One such hydrological change, occurred for example close to Indarrgu (The Trap); ‘There 

was another billabong near here before, Mangurrangja, we would go there [before 1952] to get 

Almangiyi and filesnake. Now it is no good, buffalo and then saltwater came in and the place is 

no good for hunting.’ (Minnie Alderson in Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b:91). Aboriginal 
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people’s knowledge of floodplain country prior to heavy buffalo impact proved critical in 

influencing restoration efforts with significant social learning of floodplain dynamics arising 

(Chapter 8). 

 
Figure 5-3 Subset of the freshwater resource use sites (orange squares) on 

the South Alligator River system, identified by Traditional Owners 
in Lucas and Russell-Smith (1993), those specifically referring to 
buffalo impacts resulting in hydrological changes, including saline 
intrusion, channel change, or loss of water body. 
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Table 5-4 Key sites of historical saltwater intrusion impacts arising from feral 
buffalo and impacting freshwater customary resource use in the 
South Alligator River floodplain region, as identified by Aboriginal 
respondents in Lucas and Russell-Smith (1993) Volume 2. 

Location Comment Reference 
Banidja, (Big Banyan 
Billabong) 

‘When buffalo came to this country saltwater came in and killed 
this billabong and all that tree around the billabong. All the 
bamurru (magpie goose) went to Humpty Doo^, no tucker left 
here for them’ 

Lucas and 
Russell-
Smith, 
1993:15. 

Banidja Mandjbagu 
(Boggy Plain) 

‘Minnie described how bamurru (magpie goose eggs) were on 
this plain “before buffalo and then saltwater came”. Minnie used 
to collect the eggs with her husband and children.’  

Lucas and 
Russell-
Smith, 
1993:109. 

Indarrgu (The Trap) ‘This was a large billabong before, big mob of Almangiyi...There 
were a lot of trees around the billabong....(before 1952). When 
buffalo came here they ate a lot of the trees and grasses here, 
the banks collapsed, and the billabong silted up. There was no 
billabong anymore. Later saltwater started coming up.’  
 

Minnie 
Alderson, 
in Lucas 
and 
Russell-
Smith 
1993:91 

Bulkinj ‘Lot of Birriyalang (Melaleuca leucadendra) died here when 
saltwater came in when buffalo were here…During buffalo time, 
no geese nesting here then, now [post restoration] back. 1993- 
saw lots laying…(Before 1952). We use to come get Bamurru 
dabu (goose egg) during Gudjeuk-gor (March). When buffalo 
were here there were no Bamurru nesting here… With my 
husband, Mick and Jessie, we would come here in bush canoe to 
get Bamurru dabu (goose eggs) and Almangiyi (turtle).’ 

Minnie 
Alderson, 
in Lucas 
and 
Russell-
Smith 
1993:29 

^location with wetlands on the highway to Darwin ~150 km west. 

 

Recognition of feral buffalo impacts on the region’s freshwater wetlands appeared in the 

limnological scientific literature in the late 1990s and 2000s. For example, Finlayson et al. 

(Finlayson et al. 1997:23) summarise the widespread impacts of buffalos on the region’s 

floodplains and billabongs including; 

‘intensive pugging of surface sediments, formation of swim channels, highly turbid water, 

and the almost total destruction of the vegetation cover. Extension of tidal channels into 

freshwater flood basins and billabongs resulted in freshwater systems changing to saline 

conditions and the deposition of tidal sediments.’  

In addition, changes in soil surface horizons and soil hydrological properties through 

compaction by buffalo are also described by Finlayson et al. (1997). The impact of this on 

customary harvesting is identified by Minnie Alderson’s son, Mick, who referred to the impact 

of soil compaction on long-necked turtles, observing; ‘turtle have started returning now that the 

mud is a bit more aerated. The buffalo had compacted the mud too much for the turtle to 

burrow down.’ (Lucas and Russell-Smith, 1993:30). Impacts on flora and fauna are less well 

understood, but the invasion of alien plants in riparian and wetland communities is likely due to 
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feral animal disturbance (Cook et al. 1996; Finlayson et al. 1997). A floodplain landscape 

stripped of vegetation has further implications for floodplain fire regimes and thus for 

customary harvesting practices (Chapter 6). The loss of vegetation providing cover and food 

resources suppressed the populations of dusky rat and other small vertebrates (Skeat et al. 1996) 

and buffalo trampling and grazing was shown to influence the location of magpie geese nests 

(Corbett et al. 1996).  

The impacts of the buffalo on floodplain hydrology have been closely examined in the 

tidal interface region of the South Alligator River system (Petty et al. 2005). In analysing 

historical imagery of channel formation, buffalo tracks and swim channels, Petty et al. (2005) 

found a strong correlation between buffalo impact and channel formation, with the peak period 

of channel formation coinciding closely with the peak period in buffalo population, in the tidal 

interface region. They reported on the earliest program of buffalo reduction on the South 

Alligator, in 1974, when the NT Reserves Board employed TOs Mick and Ken Alderson to 

eradicate buffalo north of Yellow Water. Within a year, the removal of ~1000 buffalo (an 

estimated 90% of the buffalo population in the tidal interface region) saw rapid re-establishment 

of Eleocharis and Nelumbo nucifera vegetation (Petty et al. 2005). This suggests a level of 

resilience of the floodplain ecosystem, re-establishing natural vegetation communities 

following removal of feral animals (Finlayson et al. 1997). This analysis of the recognition of 

buffalo impacts shows the latent recognition of Aboriginal people’s perceptions of 

environmental change and biocultural knowledge, as well as the limited recognition of the 

impacts of buffalo for freshwater customary harvesting in the early stages of KNP. 

5.3.3 Contemporary attitudes and perception of risk towards 
buffalo: gender and work history 

Unlike for the cane toad, there was a variety of attitudes from respondents toward the 

influence of buffalo on their freshwater resources and harvesting practices. Illustrative examples 

of these impacts on freshwater hunting and fishing practices and places are provided in Table 

5.5. Most impacts related to buffalo included hindering access to floodplain resources as a 

dangerous animal to come across, and altering landscape hydrology, including to ‘build creeks 

with their tracks’ and damaging freshwater springs. One female respondent added that the 

denuded landscape arising from the buffalo made it easier to find the aestivating northern long-

necked turtle’s breathing hole or ‘mim’. 
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Table 5-5 Comments illustrative of buffalo influences on freshwater customary 
harvesting practices. 

Theme Comment Respondent 
Danger, inhibiting 
access 

‘In those days with lots of buffalo there wasn’t any 
grass, eaten down by buffalo and goats. Ladies didn’t go 
out so much- cheeky bulls. Nowadays they can go where 
they want.’  and; 
‘Ladies going for turtle in buffalo times- men would go 
also and chase away first. Used to be cattle, horses, 
buffalo out there.’ 

Andrew Manakgu, 
male, Kunbarlanja, 
31/10/12; 1/8/14  

‘For long time was a lot of buffalo, could still go out for 
turtle, but used to take dog to scare away buffalo.   Or 
used to call out ‘go away buffalo’, them old people…’ 

Hannah Nawirridj, 
female, 31/11/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Women had to take children for turtle- took dogs with 
them for dogs to chase [Buffalo] away but was risky, 
could make them [the buffalo] turn around.’ 

Simon Badari, 
male, 7/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘As a girl, there were lots of buffalo...Bit harder before 
on floodplain because of buffalo- too frightened with 
buffalo, would charge. Today alright, because no 
buffalo...Cattle getting bigger, bigger mob, everywhere. 
It’s alright, can go hunting, only cattle, but not buffalo, 
he got the horn.’ 

G. Nabegeyo, 
female, 
Kunbarlanja 
25/7/12 

Danger, but grazing 
pressure also 
assisted access 

‘Big mob buffalo time- men would chase away buffalo, 
then could go….Buffalo used to eat more para grass 
right down, easier to see mim.’ 

Rose Nabobbob 
female, 
Kunbarlanja, 
12/10/13 

Damage to 
freshwater places 

‘Feral animals can build creeks with their tracks...had to 
reroute as road from Oenpelli to [Marluron?] was 
washed out a few years ago, washed out like a spring 
now.’ 

Gabby Gumurdul,  
male, 17/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja  

‘Buffalo alright, but damage the little springs. Have to 
put numbers down. Same like pig with the damage.’ 

Shaun Namarnyilk, 
male, Kunbarlanja, 
31/7/14  

 

The significant history of Aboriginal engagement with buffalo economic livelihoods in the 

region appeared to influence the perception of risk they posed. Older men, Adrian Gumurdul 

and Harry Thompson for example, recalled their involvement in the buffalo catching industry 

on the Kunbarlanja floodplains and the floodplain areas further north. Senior TO Adrian 

Gumurdul finished live buffalo catching in his 40s, when the buffalo time ended, replaced in 

Kunbarlanja by cattle work. He recounted very fond memories of buffalo catching lifestyle: 

‘It was a good life. Camping in the bush, staying there. Every Friday come back here [to 

town]. It was really good life that one. In one day, get 300-400 head catching, from the 

rope- throw down, tie his leg, leave it, get another one. […] [EL: Where?] Mostly around 

Ngara area and up on area Uludj and around Cannon Hill, Turkey Dreaming, bit further, 

right down [north-east] to Cooper’s Creek, all that area was doing mustering. All for live 

catching around there.[…]It was good life, travelling round, doing job, working with 

uncle.’ 
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For Adrian, the buffalo era is synonymous with his younger days with high mobility out on 

country, working hard with family who have now passed on. The buffalo era may be for Adrian 

coloured by a degree of nostalgia. Similarly, Robinson and Whitehead (2003:451) found in 

discussing the challenges of the buffalo eradication campaign (BTEC) in Kakadu, TO Jacob 

Nayinggul articulated his desire for the continued presence of the buffalo in the landscape as 

partly influenced by his work history:  

‘Those BTEC mob did not consider that buffalo has a history…Some of us work with them 

[in shooting camps] on country. Plenty of meat on buffalo- feed everyone. He [buffalo] 

has an Aboriginal name…as long as not too many- buffalo can stay’. 

For the men engaged with commercial buffalo hunting, familiarity with buffalos through both 

pastoral and customary livelihoods would have likely reduced the perception of risk they posed 

for their own hunting practices.  

For women respondents however, most commented on buffalo hindering access to 

floodplain resources, as a highly dangerous animal to come across. For example, for older 

women Hannah Nawirridj and R. Nailibidj, Injalak fibre artists who grew up in the mission 

times and hunted turtle on the floodplain during the buffalo days, R. Nailibidj’s response was 

swift:  

EL‘What do you think about buffalo on the floodplain?’ 

RN‘ I run!’ 

HN ‘Big mob now, inside fence. Used to be big mob, still ok for hunting. Men used to go 

with spears, long time ago.’ (5/9/12) 

In contrast, Connie Nayinggul, born nearly three decades later, felt buffalo were ‘ok’ and that 

the biggest change was in cattle numbers (Chapter 6); ‘Before had no cattle, buffalo used to be 

here. It was good- buffalo was alright. Buffalo that were shot.’ (Kunbarlanja 22/7/12). Of a 

similar age, Joey Nganjmirra, an artist at Injalak, recalled a childhood memory of their 

threatening presence, while camping and hunting with his grandparents, around Cooper’s Creek 

(north of Kunbarlanja); ‘Once we even slept in the trees as so many buffalo were around and it 

was too dangerous on the ground. There were some buffalo in the outer Oenpelli floodplain 

then.’ (Kunbarlanja, 20/9/13). For those out on country without guns, buffalos represented a 

dangerous threat, and continue to do so. In Kakadu, TO Jill Roberts explained; ‘We can’t go 

and dig for yam because there are too many buffalo around, too dangerous.’ (25/7/13). 

Although not all, the majority of the female respondents described the buffalo presence as one 

that inhibited access to places for customary resource use (particularly for yam collecting and 

turtle hunting). This was not the case for male respondents, who unsurprisingly did not view the 

buffalo as restricting access to resources, given they would usually be the ones to carry firearms 
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and hunt buffalo. Consideration of gender has only recently begun to feature in the Australian 

ICNRM literature (e.g. Davies et al. 2017), outside of anthropological studies. 

In both Arnhem Land and Kakadu, residents still occasionally observe and hunt buffalo in 

savannah close to floodplain margins. The densities of buffalo in the park are certainly reduced 

in comparison with the high historical densities of the ‘buffalo days’, as are their impacts on 

customary harvesting. To this degree, the buffalo now largely represents an historic driver of 

change in customary harvesting practices (unlike the feral pig). The majority of respondents 

recognised, however, the ongoing risk buffalos present to freshwater sources, riparian areas and 

billabongs. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal respondents also mentioned the risk to cultural 

heritage sites including rock paintings, from buffalos rubbing against painted walls.  

Buffalo, like feral pigs, remain a challenging floodplain management issue and their control 

remains largely ad hoc and opportunistic (Bradshaw et al. 2007). A recent cull was reported 

nationally, including almost 2000 buffalo though largely in the Mary River and sandstone 

regions of the Park. No reference was made to ongoing management strategies (Murdoch 2017). 

The management of feral buffalo within Kakadu, particularly around the South Alligator 

floodplain system remains contentious, with recent debate over the continued presence of the 

buffalo farm in the park (Dias 2016; Everingham 2017)6. The landscape-scale ecological 

changes induced by historically high buffalo densities, followed by the rapid BTEC removal, 

shaped the dramatic expansion of invasive floodplain weeds and fuel load influencing 

floodplain burning (Chapter 6) and drove hydrological change that provides a historical 

analogue for sea level rise (Chapter 8).  

5.4 Bust then boom: the recovery of the saltwater 
crocodile population 

The saltwater crocodile, though not an introduced species, is considered here as changes in its 

population ecology have had a dramatic impact on Aboriginal people’s engagement with 

aquatic environments. The saltwater crocodile can be regarded as a cultural keystone species 

(Garibaldi and Turner 2004)(after Garibaldi and Turner 2004) and as a top-order predator of the 

region with a long history shaping human socio-cultural practices and their engagement with 

regional aquatic environments. A rapid ‘bust then boom’ in saltwater crocodile population was 

driven by shifting management policies supporting their commercial harvest for skins then legal 

protection and occurred within living memory. The changes in crocodile population have no 

doubt been a factor shaping continuation of Aboriginal people’s traditional engagement with 

and management of saltwater crocodiles, including for subsistence (Figure 5.4). It has also had 

                                                      
6 The farm manager continues to supply Aboriginal residents with meat from these animals but 
described a lack of ongoing funding to maintain the farm fences and little point, given the feral 
herds continuing to roam outside (D Lindner 2014, pers. comm., 30 July). 
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significant, but as yet undocumented, impacts upon people’s access and interactions with 

freshwater resources and associated biocultural knowledge transmission. 

5.4.1 Brief history of human-croc interactions in ARR 

Pre commercial hunting 
For as long as humans have occupied coastal northern Australia, they have lived in the 

presence of the saltwater crocodile. Saltwater crocodiles, or ginga (Crocodylus porosus), occur 

in tidal rivers, coastal floodplains, swamps and billabongs across northern Australia. Though 

usually occupying the lower reaches, they can be found over a hundred kilometres inland from 

the coast (Webb and Manolis 1989). Rock paintings in Kakadu and Arnhem Land illustrate an 

estimated 4000 plus years of interaction with saltwater crocodiles, from the estuarine period of 

floodplain formation (Chaloupka 1999) and a rich body of creation and customary stories, art 

and song from the West Arnhem region features saltwater crocodiles (e.g. Berndt and Berndt 

1989; Taylor 1996; Pooley 2014).  

With colonization, human population demographics and crocodile population ecologies 

were seriously disrupted. Human populations were disrupted through disease, re-settlement in 

reserves and missions, or gradual migration to centres of economic opportunities (Keen 1980; 

Chapter 2.2; Ritchie 2009). Crocodile populations were subject to an era of commercial 

crocodile hunting for skins between 1940s and 1960s and its subsequent recovery post-

protection. Aboriginal people have a long history of accessing water bodies to harvest in-stream 

resources in ways that clearly required navigating the presence of saltwater crocodiles. Given 

the influence of saltwater crocodiles on Aboriginal cultural life and methods of engaging in 

aquatic subsistence activities (Chapter 4), substantial knowledge of crocodile life history, 

behaviour and practices for their management would have been necessary to successfully co-

exist, and continues to be necessary for this renewed co-existence today.  

  

Figure 5-4 Aboriginal crocodile hunters using traditional methods, circa 1916.  
a)hunting from paperbark raft with harpooned crocodile dragged to the bank.  
b) hunting on the Wildman River.  
(Source: AIATSIS Collection 1916a Ryko Historical Series, T.W. Stokes 
Collection, J1 CS: 56306, 56259) 

a)  b)  
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Era of commercial crocodile hunting  
Commercial hunting of crocodiles for their skins in northern Australia began in 1945, with the 

population then estimated at ~100 000 individuals (Webb et al. 1987). Crocodiles were hunted 

particularly intensively between 1945-1971 as civil wars in Africa disrupted traditional supplies 

to Europe (Lawrence 2000) with an estimated 113 000 skins traded (Webb et al. 1984). In the 

ARR, the crocodile skin industry, as for the buffalo hide industry, was dependent on the 

assistance and labour of Aboriginal people (Figure 5.5). For example, Lockwood (1947:1), 

writing for The Mail, described;  

‘Without natives there would be no crocodile shooting for profit, just as without them 

there would be no buffalo shooting and a lot of other things in this country. They are the 

backbone of the croc camps, and on their goodwill the shooter is almost completely 

dependent.’  

Customary biocultural knowledge would have been no doubt been invaluable and drawn upon 

to safely engage in this high-risk enterprise.  

 

Figure 5-5 Young Aboriginal men with crocodile skins, estuary behind (no date, 
though pre 1950s).  
(Source: Northern Territory Library, Jessie Litchfield: PH0110/0731) 
Source: NTL: PH0110/0731  

 

In the ARR, many Aboriginal respondents had family members who participated in 

commercial crocodile hunting, often in tandem with the buffalo hide and occasionally the dingo 

pelt industries. Senior linguist at Injalak Arts Centre, Andrew Manakgu, described how his 

father, Mirndabal Manakgu worked as both a buffalo and crocodile hunter. Andrew recalled 

joining him as a 12 year old, in the school holidays; ‘out on dugout canoe, hunting along the 

East Alligator [River] with balanda rifle and harpoon and torch at night. (31/10/12). Andrew 

described how his father; 

‘Would go with other people, holding torch, when no moonlight. See the croc’s red eyes. 

Didn’t go for the biggest ones, too scared. He’d bring hides here, salt them, people were 
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paid in rations (money came later).[…]Men and women working. Women washing hides 

in water, laying on ground, salting, it was hard work for them too. Mum used to help Dad 

when shooting over at Red Lily area.’ (Kunbarlanja, 1/8/ 2014). 

Andersen Nalorlman described how his father would walk from Kunbarlanja to the other side of 

the East Alligator River, staying overnight and come back with 2-5 dingo pelts and 10-11 

crocodile skins he would sell to the missionaries (Kunbarlanja, 19/6/14). Two generations of 

Connie Nayinggul’s family were crocodile hunters. Her father, Jacob Nayinggul, would use a 

dinghy and harpoon for the saltwater crocodile. Connie (20/6/14) described how the old people 

would usually be out hunting for a whole week, then bring back the skins to the women at the 

barge landing, who would rub them down with coarse salt to preserve them, like the buffalo 

skins. 

For Timothy Nadjowh and Isaiah Burranali of Kunbarlanja, their work during this era as 

local crocodile hunters took them out all over floodplain country, including over at Cannon Hill 

and to Cooper’s Creek in the north-east. The mission provided the conduit to market from 

Kunbarlanja, while for Kakadu, mobility was essential to access markets. Elizabeth Petterson 

described how her father would travel to Pine Creek, over 200 km away, to sell skins from 

crocodile hunting in the Kakadu region. Archival records from the Church Missionary Society 

also document the Oenpelli mission benefitting from the sale of skins, for example Reverend 

Ronald Ash noted; ‘Oenpelli mission does a fair amount of business in crocodile skins.’ (Ash 

20/5/1957). Income from crocodile skins and payments made to local hunters by the mission 

were also found recorded in the CMS mission records (1967-70), illustrating local engagement 

in the industry (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). 

The commercial crocodile skin trade all but extinguished saltwater crocodile populations 

across northern Australia. The main commercial crocodile hunting era spanned ~20 years, and 

was experienced firsthand by the present cohort of middle aged to elderly residents. The low 

prevalence of saltwater crocodiles would have greatly reduced the frequency of human-

crocodile interaction, at least with unknown crocodiles and the risk of attack in accessing 

waterbodies for freshwater resources. These generations recall swimming and wading to collect 

in-stream resources by hand (see Table 5.6). They and their children (through the 1960-80s) 

were the generations who could access waterbodies with a much-reduced risk of crocodile 

attack. During the 1970s, numbers were so low, people almost forgot they were around. For 

example, Annie and Nida described how as girls; ‘We didn’t really worry about crocs- used to 

think there were no crocs then!’ (Kakadu, 3/12/14). In this sense, there was less need to engage 

with biocultural knowledge that would have assisted interpretation of crocodile presence, 

behaviour and risk. In a customary sense, knowledge not applied, rarely needed, or engaged 

with, risks becoming knowledge lost. This low-level crocodile risk then, is the experiential 

baseline against which contemporary environmental conditions are being judged.  
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Crocodile protection and population recovery 
The path to protection, population recovery and debates about the ongoing crocodile 

population management are documented (Webb et al. 1984; Webb et al. 1987; Webb and 

Manolis 1989; Fukuda et al. 2011). The Australian saltwater crocodile population was believed 

to have dropped to only 3000, just prior to the introduction of protective legislation, amid much 

debate about their management (Webb et al. 1984). In the Northern Territory, saltwater 

crocodiles were protected from 1971 under the NT’s Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act. 

There are now 100 000 or more and an estimated 21 000 over 3.5 m long in the Northern 

Territory (Wood 2014). Fukuda et al. (2011:1253) suggest the saltwater crocodile population of 

the NT ‘is achieving full recovery from uncontrolled hunting (1945-71)’. Regionally, the 

removal of the buffalo during BTEC campaign in the 1980s would also have facilitated the 

recovery of the population as there was evidence of the damage buffalo impacts caused to 

saltwater crocodile habitat and nesting areas (Leach et al. 2009). The subsequent increase in 

feral pigs would also likely have provided a food resource for the saltwater crocodile, though 

also some predation pressure as pigs were also known to prey on eggs and hatchlings (Leach et 

al. 2009).  

The rapid rate of recovery in crocodile abundance and distribution presents a serious threat 

to human life and restricts contemporary access to almost all aquatic places. In Kakadu and 

Kunbarlanja people have observed the increase in numbers. In Kakadu, for example, Ranger 

Fred Hunter described his observations of the increase:  

‘In the early 90s, for example at Jim Jim, there used to be just one [crocodile moving in 

each wet]. In the 2000s now there’s 3 or 4 there. For the first time we’re finding them in 

more distant places.’ (6/11/14, Kakadu). 

Following a period of low risk, the probability of an attack has increased rapidly. Since 1971, 

24 people have been killed by crocodiles in the Territory; 14 of those were between 2005-2014 

(Australian Associated Press 2017). Another 50 have survived attacks (Caldicott et al. 2005; 

Wood 2014). The increased threat to life posed by the increased saltwater crocodile abundance 

is very real and is felt extremely closely by many Aboriginal people; ‘Nowadays family, even 

tourists being eaten.’ (Connie Nayinggul, 20/6/2014). Victor Cooper, former KNP Ranger and 

TO for West Alligator River region, described the change as one of hierarchy where; ‘It used to 

be human, then croc, now it’s croc, then human’ (10/9/14, Kakadu). The obvious implication is 

people stay out of the water. Less engagement with freshwater places and harvesting practices 

results in fewer opportunities to engage and transmit associated freshwater knowledge, and a 

shift, a new baseline of reduced biocultural knowledge ensues. 
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5.4.2 Impacts on freshwater resource access and harvesting 
practices 

‘That croc is a big story. It won’t let us go in billabong. [We] Used to swim all day and 

night here, swim across, swim for mussels. I remember being in the billabong, swimming. 

Croc stopped us doing what we want to do. Now they’re coming back.’  (Connie 

Nayinggul, Incue billabong, Kunbarlanja, 28/10/14). 

The crocodile story as Connie describes it, is a ‘big story’ for Aboriginal people in the region. 

‘Big problem’ and ‘big change’ were other frequent descriptors used by respondents when 

discussing the impact of saltwater crocodiles on contemporary freshwater customary practices. 

The increased numbers of crocodiles have reduced access to waterholes, billabongs, and 

virtually all freshwater places that people used to swim at or engage with. Comments 

illustrating examples of places and activities restricted are provided in Table 5.6. Access has 

been restricted both spatially, in the number of safe places depending on surrounding 

geomorphology or clarity of water, and temporally, i.e. safer late in the dry season when water 

levels have dropped. A small number of places in Kakadu were mentioned by some as safe to 

still swim, being sufficiently shallow from which to observe approaching crocs. For example, 

Sean Nadji described Sandy Creek, in Kakadu; ‘Narrudj, can swim there, it’s easy to see if 

they’re there, if the water is low enough’ but other places, like Arkumungenar (near Cannon 

Hill) where he swam as a youth, were no longer safe. Several respondents also described 

restrictions in the location, ease, and length of time to camp safely, as a result of heightened 

crocodile risk. Harvesting techniques including swimming, wading, and feeling with hands for 

collecting filesnake, freshwater mussels and water lilies have been restricted and customary 

netting practices for fish and use of canoes for resource collection effectively abandoned. Loss 

of access to these key in-stream resources was repeatedly referred to, with examples provided in 

Table 5.7. Increased difficulty in accessing magpie goose eggs and only being able to shoot 

goose as they fly over land (in order to safely collect) was also mentioned. With the exception 

of traditional netting for fish, which men and women shared, the in-stream collection practices 

discussed are largely women’s harvesting activities. The clear perception of risk to harvesting 

and accessing aquatic places from the rebound in crocodile numbers was shared by both men 

and women (as for hand-line fishing from the back).  

Another consequence has been a change in consumption preferences for salt and 

freshwater crocodiles. Descriptions of consumption ranged from ‘in the past’, to ‘sometimes’ 

and to ‘still eaten’, the latter usually in reference to problem crocodiles shot for removal 

(Appendix 4). The end of commercial hunting meant the supply of meat as a by-product of skin 

harvest declined, as Isaiah Burranali, a crocodile shooter aged ~30 when the commercial era 

ended, recalled; ‘Can’t eat, can’t shoot ‘em- stopped eating then as couldn’t shoot them.’ 

(23/10/2014). In addition, the re-emergence of the saltwater crocodile’s ‘man-eater’ status, with 
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recent human fatalities and of companion dogs, was also raised as a contemporary deterrent in 

the choice to no longer consume saltwater crocodile meat. Freshwater crocodiles were 

described as a preferred subsistence choice, and more likely to be eaten, though several 

respondents commented on the decline in their numbers as the saltwater crocodiles had 

returned. The inherent risk in harvesting saltwater crocodile eggs was also described as a 

deterrent for egg consumption, though commercial egg harvest was referred to.  

Table 5-6 Comments illustrating loss of access to places, and associated 
harvesting methods 

Place/harvest
ing activity 

Comment Respondent, 
age class 

Injalak 
billabong/ 
swim  

‘Would go here [Murumburri/Injalak Billabong], and Red Lily and 
White Lady for buffalo. Also could swim there for filesnake, turtle, 
but not today, just croc in mud, that ginga, can’t go there.’ 

AM, male, >50 
Kunbarlanja, 
11/10/13 

Injalak/ swim, 
net fishing 

As a girl at Murumburri/Injalak Billabong; ‘no crocs at all, used to 
swim all day, enjoying ourselves. Used to get some water lilies, 
used to help old people with nets.’ 

LN, female, >50 
Kunbarlanja 
27/9/13 

Mikginj/ 
swimming, 
camping, 
children’s 
fishing 

Connie described how they used to go swimming in the main river 
channel in the Mikginj Valley when she was young but couldn’t 
anymore because of too many ginga; 
‘No swimming now because of crocs... Also can’t stay as long in 
some camping areas, or overnight, or let kids go fishing. Big fear 
of ginga. 

CN, female, 35-
50, Kunbarlanja 
17/9/13; 
20/6/14,  

Spring and 
Waterfall/ 
swim  

‘Spring, waterfall for swimming, fishing (bream), always caught a 
fish, filesnake. Can’t go swimming there now- too many crocs.’ 

NG, male, 35-
50, 4/10/2013,  
Kunbarlanja 

Injalak/ 
customary 
net fishing 

Notes: Marlene’s parents used the walabi. Marlene (b.1949) 
knows how to make the net. Just adults, usually partners went. 
‘But too many ginga for walabi now.’ 

MB, female, 
>50, 4/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

Injalak/ swim, 
customary 
net fishing 

‘Fishing [from bank] ok, but have to be careful. No swimming. But 
long ago there used to be swimming. Had drum boat, and rafts of 
floating mats. Used to go in until ~10 years old [mid 1990s], then 
parents stopped us. Unsafe, got worried.’; 

TN, male, <35, 
17/6/14; 
18/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Cahill’s 
crossing/ by 
canoe 

‘…at Cahill’s crossing, grandmother and father used [canoes]. Now 
no [use of] canoes because of ginga.’ 

CN, female, 35-
50, 28/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Yellow Water/  
swim 

‘Can’t even go swimming now. Yellow water, used to go 
swimming for filesnake and freshwater mussels…Can still go for 
filesnake, feel with crowbar, reach down and grab. Have 
someone watching, can smell croc when there. I still go, lot of 
people still look for it [filesnake], but don’t swim for it.’ 

EP, female, >50,  
Kakadu, 
23/7/14 

Kakadu/ swim  ‘Not so many crocs in the old days either. Growing up, native 
grasses, women could get in to the water, back in the 70s you 
could do that. Go in for filesnake, big mob, now too many crocs 
and grasses. I haven’t seen anyone feeling around in the reeds 
like they used to, fishing with their hands.’ 

FH, male, 35-
50, ranger, 
23/7/13, 
Kakadu  

West Kakadu/ 
swim, camp 

‘Crocodile numbers are the big one [regarding changes affecting 
harvesting]. They’re everywhere now. New ones coming in, lot 
more of them […] Croc still getting stuck in floodplains and creeks 
more. Used to be a place on the western boundary of the park 
where we’d go camping and swimming- can’t go there anymore.’ 

VC, male, >50, 
10/9/14, 
Kakadu 
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Table 5-7 Comments illustrating the loss of access to in-stream freshwater 
resources  

Freshwater 
resource 

Comment  Respondent 

fish, 
mussels, 
water lilies 

‘Billabong has plenty of food- fish, mussels, waterlily, but this time 
very hard from crocodile.’ 

TN, male, >50, 
18/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja,  

water lilies, 
mussels 

‘We had no crocodile then…used to get waterlily and fruit of water 
lily in the billabongs. Now can’t get because of crocodiles. And same 
with mussels. Don’t know where croc came from. We used to swim 
and get water lily and everything.’    

C.Ng, female, 
>50, 22/7/2012, 
Kunbarlanja  

water lilies ‘Water lilies and stems, too many crocs- can’t get.’ JN, female, >50, 
30/10/12, 
Kunbarlanja,  

Mussels [Can you still go for mussels?] ‘When water level has gone down, 
where not too deep or frightened for crocodile.’ 

DD, female, 35-
50, 31/11/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

Fishing ‘Ginga [saltwater crocodile] now, don’t like to go fishing. Walk 
around Injalak billabong, easily see 4-5 crocs, so many, filling up.’ 

AM, male, >50, 
11/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja, 

Filesnake ‘Filesnake, used to be heaps, now crocodile will take you if you try.’ SN, male, 35-50, 
31/10/2014, 
ranger 
Kunbarlanja 

Filesnake ‘Lot of crocs, hard to get filesnake... A long time ago when I was 
little… we’d swim in the billabong... I was ten [~20-30 years ago]... 
People don’t swim anymore….too many crocs for filesnake. Only 
[go] for turtle now [on floodplain with crow bar].’ 

JR, female, 35-
50, 25/7/13, 
Kakadu 

magpie 
geese eggs 

‘Eggs are hard to get- water still high and crocs roaming on 
floodplain. Need airboat, Dell’s brother and friends bring goose 
eggs back’ 

DH, female, >50, 
21/6/12, 
Kakadu 

mussels, 
magpie 
geese eggs, 
filesnake 

Mussels: ‘used to go chest deep to get them- but now no way with 
croc. Don’t get anymore. That croc makes it really hard.’; 
‘Used to walk to get [goose] eggs. Can’t walk in water anymore- 
crocs.’; 
‘Plenty of feed here- fish, filesnake, mussels, red water lily- still 
there, but too many croc- can’t even swim for filesnake. Used to go 
swimming for mussels and filesnake - now croc…I don’t know where 
croc used to swim before’. 

AN, 35-50, and 
NM, >50,  
females, 
5/12/2014, 
Kakadu 

magpie 
geese  

VC: ‘for goose shooting, used to go way out in water and mud.’; 
Anon: ‘Can’t do that no more. Goose, only shoot from the air [when 
flying over land], there’s no more ground shooting. Used to use a 
lure to hook and pull in fallen birds. But gave this up- croc would get 
them.’ 

VC, male, >50, 
10/11/2014; 
Anon., 2014, 
Kakadu 

freshwater 
prawn, 
mussels 

‘Areas used to swim, knew where old drums were for yabbies. 
Didn’t worry about crocs then, but my kids, they can’t go for 
yabbies, my kids mainly for turtle and fishing. No more swimming in 
billabongs. Used to collect mussels, now can’t.’ 

AnG, 2/11/2012, 
Kunbarlanja  
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5.4.3 Shifting baselines in biocultural knowledge 
The noticeable generational shift in experiential engagement with the aquatic environment, 

as well as the ability to enact associated customary knowledge between extremes of crocodile 

abundance within one lifetime, invites the application of Pauly’s (Pauly 1995) theory of the 

‘shifting baseline syndrome’ (SBS). This arose out of fisheries science grappling with collapses 

in an overwhelming number of global fish stocks. SBS highlighted the risk posed by modern 

stock assessments incorrectly assumming that the baselines adopted from the start of their 

records, for example, was the ecological ‘norm’, an appropriate reference point from which to 

measure changes in stock population and judge sustainable use. As a result, records that did not 

incorporate a long enough trajectory of assessment, as scientists judged changes over the course 

of their careers and failed to detect or include declines that occurred prior to their own 

standardised, scientific monitoring, there was a failure in noticing gradual ‘shifts’ or declines in 

this ‘generational’ baseline, until it was too late and the stock crashed below sustainable yields. 

This concept also lends itself to examining shifts in the biocultural knowledge associated with 

changes in abundance of a cultural keystone species, one that people are highly engaged with. 

Only very recently has the application of SBS been applied to examine shifts in biocultural 

knowledge (Kai et al. 2014; Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015). 

The change in biocultural knowledge here is on two fronts; firstly, crocodile management 

knowledge has been lost, partly through reduced engagement during the period of croc scarcity 

and partly due to reduced subsistence need. For example, the Ardjumarllarl Rangers described 

how; ‘before, it was men who had the scars who caught crocodiles, using harpoon and 

rope…Now knowledge changed, now stay away.’ (Kunbarlanja, 18/6/2014). Secondly, as access 

to in-stream resources is restricted, sustaining the biocultural knowledge associated with their 

harvest is also compromised.  

The cessation of in-stream harvesting practices has significant social ramifications, like 

those of the cane toad impact; most particularly, the loss of experiential learning and 

transmission of knowledge, along with the social engagement that comes with sharing these 

harvesting/fishing practices. There was genuine concern amongst parents and grandparents of 

not being able to share their fishing and in-stream collection experiences with subsequent 

generations. One respondent described the stark difference in generational experiences; ‘Kids 

see photos of us twenty years ago swimming for filesnakes and just can’t believe it. We used to 

go swimming in the arms of rivers and get filesnakes.  Kids go along the edge now, lot go with 

crowbar’ (female, Kakadu, 21/10/13). Adults now in their twenties and their young children, for 

example, have never been able to practice or observe customary fishing practices. A mother and 

KNP Ranger (anon. 2014) described this:  
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‘Fishing, it’s really hard for kids- they all want to have a go. In my day that was fine, but 

now, we have to say ‘Oh don’t fish there, too risky’ and try to encourage them to share the 

line with Mum. Kids learn by fishing, but now they can’t... Kids would say ‘Mum, want to 

get that, or try that’ and I’d have to say, well we’d need to get an airboat, sorry 

kids...Used to walk out knee deep, sometimes waist deep- if go quickly. Collecting lotus 

and red lily.’  

Instead of impromptu trips requiring little resources, beyond appropriate knowledge and 

authority/permissions, accessing equipment like an airboat requires a level of resourcing 

unavailable to the majority of Aboriginal harvesters.  

There are also implications for the degree of freedom children now experience in billabong 

and floodplain places. For example, Victor Cooper described how it’s; ‘much harder to take 

kids out hunting and fishing, really have to warn them about crocs’ (21/6/12) and that you 

‘can’t let kids go wandering around now’ (10/9/14). Another respondent described having to 

restrict her children’s access for reasons of safety: 

‘They’re everywhere, even in springs [saltwater crocodiles]. When I was a kid we’d be 

catching burt [spangled perch], could catch them with a little hook. My kids can’t do that. 

Just can’t allow them with crocs everywhere.’ (anon., 2014). 

The loss of these harvesting practices is experienced on an intimate level, both for individuals, 

and among families and broader social groups. Both the elderly and the middle aged 

generations voiced concerns. For example, from today’s grandparents;  

‘Too dangerous with crocs. I do miss that feeling in the water, very much. Would have 

been good to show grandkids how to swim for filesnake in water, let them get the real feel 

for it. But not now, don’t know what you might grab.’ (Jessie Alderson, Kakadu, 4/11/14) 

and parents;  

‘For filesnake, as a young girl, growing up, would be put in the water, to learn how to feel 

for it in the roots and root mats, learn the technique. How to handle them, so can safely 

grab it by the head and throw it up on bank for the kids to get. If we were swimming, could 

grab them all, throw up [onto the bank] for roasting. It would be a big family event, with 

grandparents, aunties- big gatherings. They don’t do that anymore, can’t [because of croc 

risk]. Would have a big feed, it’s so lovely, the little ones to old ones together. My kids are 

not seeing that, not experiencing that.’ (anon., Kakadu, 2014). 

This comment illustrates the experiences the individual requires to gain confidence and the 

techniques associated with collecting the variety of foods, as well as the social benefits 

associated with the collective activities of sharing harvesting, cooking, stories, and knowledge 

in the wider family group. The loss of these aquatic experiences, the physicality of being 

immersed in water, of engaging with these cultural, ancestral practices were hard felt; as 
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Elizabeth Petterson described being ‘very sad for now, we love things in the water’ (23/7/14). 

As for the cane toad, this change could be likened to a distancing of people from country and 

kin relations through the loss of direct experience (Pyle 1993). Unlike the cane toad, the 

crocodile is not an introduced species, rather one that was subject to settler-driven population 

fluctuation on a scale to mirror its disappearance then return, during one generation’s 

experience with their aquatic environment. 

Given the difficulties in entering the water, some are responding with creative alternatives. 

In some instances, people are using turtle hunting crowbars to prod the edges of billabongs in 

search of filesnake. For example, Jessie Alderson (Kakadu, 4/11/14) explained; ‘Crocs there 

now, never swim, but can get filesnake with the crow bar.’ Another respondent in Kakadu 

described that where they were no longer able to wade for filesnake, they were trying other 

methods:  

‘It’s high risk hunting. We’ve had to alter harvesting methods for filesnake, using a boat 

up some small rivers with a rake out the back dragging through mud to help access 

filesnake safely with that crocodile risk’ (female, Kakadu, 21/10/13).  

These shifts in generational experiences of harvesters echo the findings of Kai et al. (2014:7) on 

changing biocultural harvesting knowledge where; ‘younger people cannot experience the 

sights and sounds of forests animals that their parents grew up with’. Kai et al.’s (2014) 

findings were, however, in response to biodiversity loss and declining forest visitation, rather 

than externally driven population fluctuations of a cultural keystone species. 

Customary crocodile management techniques based on knowledge of crocodile behaviour 

have also been rendered less effective as crocodile behaviour has changed in the post-protection 

era. For example, several respondents described how in their experiences, the older women 

knew how to make slapping noises with their hands in the water, to replicate the sound of a 

gunshot to scare away the knowing crocodiles. This technique coincided with, and likely carried 

over for some time from, the commercial hunting era, where surviving crocodiles had learnt to 

fear gunshot sound. Joe Nagawalli a younger KNP Ranger, described this, how he remembered 

in the past;  

‘swimming with the old ladies[…].[They would] be pumping the water to warn saltwater 

croc. [The croc] Would take off. Would make a special noise- amplified underwater, a 

popping sound, bit like gunshot. Would make the one big croc show himself and usually 

take off’ (Kakadu 10/9/14).  

Post-protection, this method was described as less effective for deterring younger cohorts of 

crocodiles who had no exposure to and no fear of gunshots. Elizabeth Petterson described the 

increasingly aggressive crocodile behaviour; ‘With crocs, can’t get in. Used to make big noise 

in water and crocs would move. Make big splash. Now- just take you straight away!’ (23/7/14, 
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Kakadu). Part of the Kakadu crocodile management strategy includes behavioural management 

in areas of high human visitation, including subjecting crocodiles to negative encounters with 

humans (Director of National Parks 2004). ‘Scaring’ the crocs by catching and putting them 

through some uncomfortable procedures (while also collecting data) before release aims to 

address the increased curiosity crocs are displaying for motorboats, to deter them from 

approaching boats in the future. 

In addition to changes in the learnt behaviour of new cohorts of crocodiles, it is quite 

likely that structural changes in crocodile population may also influence crocodile behaviour in 

response to lack of established hierarchy. Heightened aggressive behaviour is a likely outcome 

of cohorts of similarly aged individuals moving to recolonise empty habitat, in the absence of 

older ‘boss crocs’ who would have maintained territory and hierarchy in home range areas. 

Customary crocodile management knowledge suggests people were familiar with crocodile 

behaviour in this normal crocodile hierarchy. For example, Sean Nadji described swimming as 

a youth at a location near Cannon Hill only with the knowledge of one old dominant resident 

saltwater crocodile 'keeping the others in line[…]but with him gone I wouldn’t risk it now’ 

(5/11/2014). The Nourlangie Rangers also commented on the new cohorts and how croc 

removal doesn’t necessarily solve the problem; ‘The risk of removing big crocs, too many 

others come in. Smaller crocs are a bit bolder. Older ones have knowledge of the past.’ 

(10/9/14, Kakadu). The changes in crocodile hierarchy and behaviour post-protection now pose 

a greater, less predictable threat.  

Fernandez-Llamazares et al. (2015) identified the SBS in their case study, finding both 

age-related differences in the perception of change and a decrease in the intergenerational 

sharing of environmental knowledge. One of the reasons they identified for declining 

intergenerational knowledge sharing was, as found in this study, changing patterns in certain 

subsistence practices (Fernández-Llamazares et al. 2015). The conditions of this study accorded 

with those identified as evidence for shifting baseline syndrome (Fernández-Llamazares et al. 

2015) and the results, similarly, suggest this is an example of an environmental change that has 

occurred faster and at a magnitude beyond what customary biocultural knowledge has been able 

to respond to. Fernandez-Llamazares et al. (2015) also suggest this has potentially serious 

consequences for adaptive capacity, where multigenerational local environmental knowledge is 

a key element for managing current and future environmental change. One clear 

recommendation arising from this case study is to incorporate biocultural indicators, not just of 

the ecology in question, but as markers through which to track biocultural knowledge. This 

would ensure attention is given to documenting, tracking and providing opportunities to engage 

and transmit biocultural knowledge alongside ecological or environmental monitoring 

activities. 
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5.4.4 Policy shifts and re-engaging with market opportunities  
Connie Nayinggul plainly identified the 180-degree shift in settler attitudes driving the 

economic and policy engagement with saltwater crocodiles; ‘Long time ago Balanda [non-

Aboriginal people] didn’t used to like croc, or buffalo, hunted them, for buffalo and croc skin. 

Now- they want to see croc.’ (17/9/13, Kunbarlanja). Aboriginal people had to react to this and 

manage the implications of this quite rapidly. Aboriginal people have heavily influenced both 

the commercial hunting as well as the sustainable use practices, post-protection, while also 

having been intimately affected by the crocodile population changes the policy shifts entrained. 

Ongoing debate about crocodile related management, sustainable harvest and tourism continues 

to require Aboriginal landowners to respond to crocodile management issues, though now TOs 

have representation in the discussions and legal avenues ensuring subsistence and commercial 

access, through the Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act 1976, in conjunction with the Territory 

Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act 1977. The gradual introduction of sustainable harvesting 

options of saltwater crocodile adults and eggs grew from the 1980s and has been documented 

(Webb et al. 1987; Webb and Manolis 1989; Walsh and Whitehead 1993; Fukuda et al. 2011; 

Austin and Corey 2012). Egg harvesting programs feature as an integral part of the ‘incentive-

driven’ NT conservation program for saltwater crocodiles, and these commercial consumptive 

uses have not hindered the full recovery of the saltwater crocodile population (Fukuda et al. 

2011). Leach et al. (2009) also point out the broader environmental gains of legalised croc egg 

harvest, which requires landowners to improve the management of buffalo, feral pigs and 

mimosa as examples of feral animals and weeds that are harmful to crocodile nesting habitat.  

In the ARR, for example, in Kunbarlanja, outside of national park tenure, the 

Ardjumarllarl Rangers have established a crocodile egg harvesting program, to supply crocodile 

farms in Darwin (S. Laker, Ardjumarllarl Ranger coordinator, 2012, pers. comm., 25 July). 

Royalties go to the TOs and provide a small but much needed income for the ranger group. 

Problem crocodiles are trapped and removed by the Ardjumarllarl Rangers, with the meat 

distributed amongst the community. Within Kakadu, culling and egg collection requires 

approval of the Park director (Director of National Parks 1999; 2017), and additional 

complexity exists as different clan groups and individuals have differing relationships with the 

saltwater crocodile. The Nadji clan for example, has a particularly strong connection with 

saltwater crocodiles, being part of their family’s totemic and dreaming affiliations. Sean Nadji 

described how ‘crocs are our ancestors, they’re a bit like our old people, like their spirits 

reborn,’ and that the ‘croc is like us, here to look after the waterways. If we kill it and take it 

away, it’s like taking away the main mob who looks after it [the waterways]’ (Kakadu, 5/11/14; 

8/9/14). For this reason, he described how his family prefer not to eat saltwater crocodile, or 

their eggs, and prefer they weren’t culled for management purposes. Respondents’ crocodile 

management preferences in the region were variable and beyond the scope of reportage here. 
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Palmer (2001a) and Pooley (2014) also document debate occurring within Indigenous 

communities regarding crocodile management and establishing related commercial ventures, 

given the differences between the totemic affiliations of the clan groups. Again, this is a 

pertinent reminder to recognise and incorporate the potential for diversity within Aboriginal 

people’s adaptive management preferences. 

International demand for Australian crocodile skins is growing (McCarthy 2014), as is the 

harvesting of crocodile eggs on Aboriginal lands to supply commercial crocodile farms. 

Tapping into this economic opportunity represents another way of applying knowledge of 

country to engage with the market economy and derive income from living on country, in 

remote Australia, with profits able to be reinvested into land management activities (Altman 

and Whitehead 2003; Austin and Garnett 2011; Austin and Corey 2012). Establishing a 

sustainable crocodile tourism hunting industry continues to attract much debate, both within 

communities and between the Northern Territory and Federal Governments, over recent 

decades (e.g. 'Harry Butler' 1993; Murdoch 2009) . Where Indigenous communities desire the 

development, the NT government supports regulated trophy hunting. The Federal Government 

has to date rejected such proposals. For example, in 2014, rejecting an application for a one-

year trial to cull 50 crocodiles in Arnhem Land through safari hunting, leaving ‘Top End 

Indigenous communities angry and disappointed.’ (Wilson and Jokic 2014). It demonstrates the 

influence external decision making from distant centres of power, in Canberra, can have on 

local autonomy in sustainable saltwater crocodile management. The debate over permitting 

sustainable crocodile hunting tourism on Indigenous lands continues (Uhlmann and Glenday 

2015; Caldwell 2017). 

This example, of the population shifts of saltwater crocodiles, as a top-order predator and 

cultural keystone species, represents an important driver of social-ecological change shaping 

adaptive capacity in freshwater customary harvesting practices and biocultural knowledge 

transmission. This study is evidence of the need to incorporate studies of local biocultural 

knowledge and values alongside biodiversity conservation programs, particularly ones 

involving cultural keystone species, to ensure the customary knowledge and practices they 

influence, are recognised and not lost. 

5.5 Conclusions 
How people perceive the risk to customary harvesting posed by these introduced species 

depends particularly on the recognition/detectability of their impacts (e.g. rate of change, 

severity, hunter experience) on the targeted harvest resource and its habitat. In terms of the 

exposure-sensitivity and vulnerability model (Ford et al. 2006a), Aboriginal people experienced 

high exposure to the impacts these species had for freshwater resources and practices (though 

buffalo more historically). Sensitivity to their impacts can be interpreted as gendered, with 
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women’s practices most heavily affected. The hoofed introduced animals, feral buffalos (and 

pigs) were more likely to deter women hunting on the floodplain, cane toads ended (the largely) 

women’s practice of goanna hunting and the returned crocodile restricted women’s in-stream 

collection practices of filesnake and aquatic plants. While men and women similarly recognised 

the threat posed by cane toad and crocodiles, the differences in risk perception between most 

men and women in response to feral buffalo as deterring access, is an example that 

demonstrates the need to consider gender differences, as part of recognising the potential for a 

diversity in experiences, impacts and adaptive capacity amongst Aboriginal people engaged in 

customary resource use. The crocodile example also demonstrates the need to recognise the 

potential for diversity within Aboriginal groups, in their response to crocodile management 

preferences, given a spectrum of customary relationships with saltwater crocodiles among 

clans, as well as buffalo control, given biographic influences. 

These animal ecologies, as drivers of change in freshwater harvesting, also present three 

different examples of the rate of environmental change. This affects recognition of impact, 

perception of risk and thus adaptive responses. The feral buffalos (and feral pigs) represent a 

sustained, long-term ecological ‘press’ effect, having been present for over one hundred years, 

and while compromising the sustainability of the floodplain SES, there were no reports of 

buffalos (or pigs) ending a particular hunting practice (only deterring or restricting access). In 

contrast, the recently arrived cane toad is an important singular example of both extremely rapid 

rate of change and extreme severity of impact, an acute ‘pulse’ event, but the effects of which 

persist. In less than one generation, the cane toad’s impact has caused loss of access to the 

floodplain goanna, a cultural keystone species, and is threatening the persistence of its 

associated Indigenous biocultural knowledge and practices. It is too early to know if recovery is 

possible, if it is a transformation that the social-ecological system can adjust to. This example 

demonstrated the emotional distress arising from environmental destruction; solastalgia, arising 

from the loss of just one, culturally valued freshwater species, for Aboriginal people largely 

defining themselves as ‘freshwater’ people. The significant emotional and socio-cultural 

consequences flowing from the loss of human-goanna relations in floodplain country here can 

be seen as an analogue for even greater loss, as entire freshwater wetlands transform with sea 

level rise. While new biocultural knowledge and relations may develop in relation to estuarine 

resources (where access continues and motivation persists), maintaining capacity for freshwater 

refugia to emerge will be critical for sustainable adaptation i.e. adaptation that incorporates 

Aboriginal cultural values of the region. 

The saltwater crocodile, while an indigenous species that ‘belongs’, in having been subject 

to rapid change in population structure, is an example of a rapid rate of change (within one 

generation) of a cultural keystone species, impacting upon the transmission of biocultural 

knowledge. The demonstration of the ‘shifting baselines’ of biocultural knowledge in response 
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to the rapid, ‘press-release’ effect of commercial crocodile hunting and then population 

recovery, illustrates, as does the cane toad, a point of vulnerability for sustaining knowledge 

transmitted largely through practice, as a determinant of adaptive capacity for customary 

harvesting. The saltwater crocodile example is a conservation biology success story, however, it 

demonstrates the need to build consideration of related biocultural knowledge, local and 

Indigenous, into species recovery plans in order to support sustainable adaptation in ICNRM 

contexts. Where population recovery plans are implemented for species of cultural significance, 

or those capable of causing ecological cascades which also influence customary practices, 

capacity to track the trajectories of related biocultural knowledge should be built into species 

recovery plans. 

These examples also demonstrate the relatively latent recognition, within formal, 

mainstream avenues of reporting (reports, scientific literature, policy acknowledgement), of 

how settler-induced environmental change impacts Aboriginal people’s biocultural practices. 

The marginalisation of Indigenous biocultural knowledge is evident in the little credence given 

to Indigenous observations of ecological changes following the cane toad arrival, of the buffalo-

driven loss of freshwater billabongs supporting customary harvesting (formally documented 

only 20-30 years after the heaviest impacts) and to-date, the lack of attention given to the legacy 

impact of commercial crocodile hunting on Aboriginal freshwater practices.  

The dramatic ecological changes wrought by shifts in buffalo and crocodile populations 

both arose in response to external commercial markets and changing western conservation 

values, and are an example of global scale forces influencing adaptive capacity at the local 

scale. These analogues for adaptation demonstrate the flexibility and resourcefulness among 

Indigenous communities in capitalising on the (often imposed) economic circumstances 

generated by externally driven market and government policy shifts. Crocodile management 

and related livelihood opportunities on Aboriginal lands continue to be constrained by external 

policy.  

The legacy of the buffalo also shapes the trajectory of the other most significant recent 

social-environmental driver of change in freshwater harvesting; invasive weeds and their 

interaction with floodplain fire regimes. The following chapter examines the impacts of para 

grass and floodplain burning for freshwater resource use practices. The influence of mainstream 

floodplain livelihood activities in shaping fire and para grass management responses, and the 

perception of risk for customary freshwater harvesting are examined.  
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Chapter 6: Invasive weeds and altered 
floodplain fire regimes affecting 

sustainable adaptation of freshwater 
customary harvesting 

 

 
Kunbarlanja floodplains, far side of Murumburri. Turtle hunter to left of 

shot in thick grasses at edge of billabong. Station workers (two utes) to the 
right, on blackened ground, working to contain an escaped pasture fire 

(1/11/12) 
 

 
Kunbarlanja floodplain adjacent to town, blackened from recently 

escaped pasture fire, hazy smoke indicating still burning in distance 
(3/11/2014) 
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6.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the influence of invasive weeds on freshwater resource use. In 

particular it examines para grass (Urochloa mutica), floodplain fire regimes and livelihoods, as 

interrelated drivers of change shaping the adaptative capacity of freshwater customary 

harvesting. Invasive aquatic and semi-aquatic weeds represent one of the greatest ecological 

threats to sustaining freshwater customary harvesting and floodplain biodiversity in the region. 

In particular, para grass presents a unique management challenge. Unlike for other aquatic and 

semi-aquatic weeds in the region such as mimosa or salvinia, the perception of risk para grass 

poses for freshwater customary harvesting is not one uniformly shared across the Alligator 

Rivers Region (ARR). The differences in perception of threat are shown to be shaped by the 

respective management tenures of the protected area (Kakadu) and the pastoral enterprise 

(Kunbarlanja) and the floodplain livelihood activities they provide.  

Para grass has another critical interactive effect; it substantially alters floodplain fire 

regimes. Climate change is already influencing patterns of fire frequency and intensity around 

the world (Flannigan et al. 2009) and fire is an integral feature of the northern Australian 

landscape. Fire regimes are likely to change as regional temperatures increase and rainfall 

patterns shift (Chapter 2.3.1).  Human agency in the application of fire to a landscape continues 

to be demonstrated in past and present fire regimes (Coughlan and Petty 2012). In the ARR, 

ongoing customary floodplain fire management practices are a feature of freshwater resource 

use practices, particularly associated with women’s aestivating turtle hunting (Chapter 4.2) This 

chapter examines the effect of contrasting management responses to both para grass and fire 

practices between Kakadu and Kunbarlanja, arising from their distinct mainstream floodplain 

livelihoods. This raises consideration of the legitimacy of customary burning practices existing 

within both land management tenures. The management priorities of the expanded pastoral 

enterprise in Kunbarlanja is shown to have consequences for customary floodplain burning 

practices associated with Aboriginal women’s floodplain turtle hunting practices.  

6.2 Invasive weeds altering freshwater customary 
harvesting  

‘Just worry us the grasses. When we look, can see something a bit changed, don’t have tucker 

in billabong. Grass different now. Salvinia, mimosa, para grass...’  

Connie Nayinggul (3/11/12, Kunbarlanja) 
Respondents recognised the increase in the density and distribution of grasses and weeds 

as one of the most significant drivers of change to the character of floodplain country and to 

accessing freshwater resources in their lived experience. Aboriginal respondent’s conceptions 

of ‘weeds’ related to plants being ‘not from here’ (Smith 2001) including those that lacked 

evidence of any inclusion into the Indigenous social sphere (as for introduced animals in other 
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Indigenous contexts (Altman 1982; Robinson et al. 2005). Salvinia (Salvinia molesta), mimosa 

(Mimosa pigra) and para grass (Urochloa mutica) (Figure 6.1) were the weeds identified by 

Aboriginal respondents, in the scientific literature (Finlayson et al. 1997), Kakadu’s Plan of 

Management, and in Federal government weed management policy, as posing the most 

significant contemporary threat to floodplain ecological and cultural values in the region. In 

Kakadu, all three weeds are listed as highly significant threats to the values of freshwater and 

saltwater country (Director of National Parks 2016:67-68)7. The Plan of Management noted the 

role of feral buffalo and feral pigs in their spread as a major concern (Director of National Parks 

2007; 2016).  

Respondents described all three weeds as contributing to the restriction of their access to 

key freshwater resources, as well as causing ecological changes to reduce the abundance of 

harvested species. There are significant weed management histories in the region for mimosa 

(Schultz and Barrow 1995; Cook et al. 1996; Rea and Storrs 1999; Storrs et al.; Setterfield et al. 

2013) and salvinia (Finlayson 1984; Finlayson et al. 1994; Julien and Storrs; Schooler et al. 

2006; Schooler et al. 2011). Respondent’s perceptions of the threat they posed were universally 

negative. Briefly here, Mimosa (a semi-aquatic thorny shrub forming dense thickets) was 

uniformly found to restrict hunting access (see Figure 6.2) and reduce abundance of freshwater 

resources. Salvinia (a surface floating, aquatic weed) restricted access to in-stream resources by 

entangling fishing lines, reducing aquatic health (associated with lowered oxygen levels and 

fish kills) but most significantly, conceals signs of saltwater crocodiles (Figure 6.3). 

Respondents attributed loss of access to numerous floodplain hunting areas to the presence of 

both mimosa and para grass in Kunbarlanja (Chapter 4.4.4; Figure 4.19), and para grass in 

Kakadu in the East Alligator River system (Figure 4.19) and areas across all three main river 

floodplain regions in (Adams et al. 2018).  

Of the two semi-aquatic floodplain weeds, in contrast to the grassy form of para grass, 

mimosa forms dense impenetrable thickets, destroying pastoral potential of floodplain areas and 

blocking human access, as well as reducing biodiversity of the floodplain. For these reasons, the 

perception of risk mimosa poses to multiple floodplain livelihood activities is one shared among 

pastoralism, biodiversity conservation, and freshwater customary harvesting alike. Mimosa has 

been declared a noxious weed in the NT since 1966 (Miller et al. 1981 in Setterfield et al. 

2013). Its noxious weed status made eradication and containment a legal requirement for 

landowners (Setterfield et al. 2013). The declared eradication zone for mimosa covers all of 

Kakadu and West Arnhem, with the exception of a block in the northern floodplains of 

Kunbarlanja, listed as a management zone (Weed Management Branch 2013). While both  

                                                      
7 Olive hymenachne (Hymenachne amplexicaulis) is another floodplain weed also acknowledged as a 
serious threat to floodplain values with ‘ecosystem-transforming’ potential (Director of National Parks 
2016), though outside the scope of this study. 
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(a)  (b)  (c) 

Figure 6-1 Invasive semi-aquatic and aquatic weeds (a) Para grass, Urochloa 
mutica (b) Mimosa, Mimosa pigra (c) Salvinia, Salvinia molesta. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Examples of infestations of mimosa in a former hunting area, 
northern margin of Kunbarlanja floodplain: (a) Ngara visited with 
Gunbalanya/ILC station workers 6/9/12 (b) Nawalbirrn visited with 
Ardjumarllarl Rangers (23/11/2014). 

 

 

Figure 6-3 Example of salvinia cover (circled) at entrance to a popular past 
fishing and swimming place, Nourlangie system, South Alligator 
 (with Nida Mangranbarr and Annie Ngalmirama, 4/12/14). 

Source: M
ichael B

arritt (Flickr) 

(a) (b) 
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salvinia and mimosa have been listed as ‘Weeds of National Significance’ in the inaugural list 

of the National Weed Strategy (NWS) (1999), para grass remains yet to be included (Invasive 

Plants Animals Committee 2016). Federally, para grass is listed as one of five grasses labelled 

‘Key Threatening Processes’ (KTPs) prescribed to the EBPC Act, recognised as causing 

‘ecosystem degradation, habitat loss and species decline due to invasion of northern Australia’ 

(Department of Sustainability and Communities 2012:5). In the NT, however, para grass is not 

a declared weed (Northern Territory Government 2017) owing to its substantial historical and 

ongoing use as a pasture grass (Rea and Storrs 1999; Setterfield et al. 2013).  

For the purposes of this chapter the focus is para grass, as a weed causing significant 

environmental change at the intersection of floodplain fire regime and livelihoods. The 

significant implications of altered floodplain vegetation and fire regimes, arising from multiple 

floodplain livelihoods, for the sustainable adaptation of freshwater customary harvesting has yet 

to be explored. The ensuing focus on para grass is not a reflection of any less urgent concerns 

that mimosa and salvinia presented for respondents in sustaining their customary harvesting 

practices. Detailed material on the background and perception of threat mimosa and salvinia 

pose for sustaining freshwater customary harvesting are provided in Appendix 5.  

6.2.1 Perception of vegetation change: a legacy of the buffalo 
era  

For any respondent born before the mid 1980s, their perception of the change in floodplain 

character would have been heavily influenced by change in buffalo density in regional 

floodplains. Buffalo grazing put pressure upon floodplain vegetation and facilitated invasive 

weed spread (in particular para grass), altered fuel loads and thus floodplain fire patterns. This 

continued until the BTEC campaign largely removed the buffalo during the 1980s to mid-

1990s. Despite the ensuing rapid period of vegetation recovery and succession, grassy 

floodplain weeds such as para grass, a legacy of earlier pastoralism in the region, prevailed 

(Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b; Corbett et al. 1996). The words of Gabrielle Maralngurra 

echo those of other respondents in his described the change in vegetation: 

‘As a boy, all around here was no para grass, like empty plain, lots of cattle and buffalo. 

Got turtle, goanna... would go catching barra in the gutters on the floodplain. Not so much 

now, bit hard… Full of salvinia, mimosa, grasses, changed now, bit different, was clear in 

my day. But now, all covered in grass. Was all clear then, now covered in mimosa.’ 

(Kunbarlanja, 10/10/13) 

Many respondents described how clear areas rapidly became revegetated but included invasive 

weeds. Kakadu Ranger Ian Conroy described the scale of change ‘the floodplain used to be 

bare dirt from buffalo grazing. All mowed down, all paper barks down. Now grown back, but as 

para grass’ (10/9/14). Dell Hunter for example, described the rapid impact when as ‘soon as 
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feral pigs and buffalo were shot out, grass grew too high to hunt’ (Kakadu, 21/6/12). Victor 

Cooper, also in Kakadu, elaborated on this theme of grasses reducing access:  

‘The buffalo kept everything down, now, grass is back. Changes happened really quick. We 

used to get fish with spears, it used to be so clear, but now we can’t find, there’s too many 

grasses. Have to find a way to do fishing. Need boats now!’ (10/9/2014).  

The rapid and easily observable physical restriction in floodplain access, occurring in less than 

two decades, were clear characteristics influencing the recognition and perception of risk posed 

by this environmental change.  

6.2.2 Para grass (Urochloa mutica) background  
Para grass (Urochloa mutica) is a semi-aquatic grass that forms pure stands in low-lying, 

seasonally-flooded wetlands and can form floating mats when growing along deeper waterways 

(Biosecurity Queensland 2012). It reproduces from seeds or stolons and dispersal is by 

flooding/flowing water or waterbirds (Humphries et al. 1991). This makes it impossible to 

contain from pasture systems (Biosecurity Queensland 2012).  Para grass in the ARR occupies a 

broad range of habitats from fringing Melaleuca woodland to the edges of permanent billabongs 

inside the floodplain. The scientific literature outlines significant ecological and biophysical 

impacts of para grass invasion, including significantly lower plant biodiversity and marked 

differences in plant composition, particularly during the dry season, between para grass 

habitats, and native rice (Oryza meridionalis) or native hymenachne (Hymenachne acutigluma) 

grass communities (Douglas et al. 2001). Stands of para grass have been found to alter creek 

channel hydrology and morphology, slow water flow and increase sedimentation within a water 

body, affect fish habitat occupancy and wetland food chains (Arthington et al. 1983; Humphries 

et al. 1994; Bunn et al. 1997; Bunn et al. 1998; Hyland 2002).  

In Australia para grass was first identified in Darwin Botanical Gardens in the late 1800s, 

and a known introduction 1905-1910 was attributed to Judge Charles E Herbert, the 

Government Resident in Darwin. Herbert brought back some cuttings of grasses (later identified 

as synonyms of U. mutica, from the Indonesian region and runners were planted on the pastoral 

areas of ‘Koolpinyah’ (Kakadu region) and ‘Oenpelli’ (Wesley-Smith 1973; Biosecurity 

Queensland 2012).  In the 1930s para grass was actively being planted in both QLD and the NT 

(Biosecurity Queensland 2012). Para grass was known to have been planted on a small-scale at 

Cannon Hill (East Alligator River floodplain) in the 1930s and was noted in the Magela Creek 

catchment in 1946 (Christian and Aldrick 1977). It was trialled by the NT government at the 

Mudginberri pastoral lease in 1968/69 and was planted in the 1960/70s in the Wildman River 

(Four Mile Hole Billabong) and East Alligator catchments (Salau 1995). Para grass thus has a 

long history of being promoted as a desirable pasture grass over native grasses, with many 

perceived advantages for pastoralism (see Setterfield et al. 2013 and references therein).  
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In Kakadu, Russell-Smith et al. (1995) reported two large infestations on the South 

Alligator River at Munmarlary. In 2012 a systematic aerial survey of 95 700 ha showed 3 440 

ha contained low levels of para grass, with 440 ha having greater than 50% invaded (Setterfield 

et al. 2013). Knerr (1996) estimated a spread from 132 to 422 ha between 1991-1996, resulting 

in a corresponding decrease in the area of wild rice (Oryza meridionalis). Setterfield et al. 

(2013), in their own aerial survey of Magela floodplains (East Alligator) covering 35 700 ha, 

found some 8 412 ha affected, with 1 637 ha having greater than 50% cover. Para grass 

continues to be planted on the eastern and western wetlands bordering KNP, for pasture 

production and mimosa control (Cameron and Lemcke 2003), despite warnings of it becoming 

a greater potential risk than mimosa (Cook et al. 1996).  

6.2.3 Para grass impacts on freshwater customary harvesting 
practices 

‘This area gonna get all covered up. You can look [pointing] this billabong getting choked up, 

poor thing’. Henry Yates (Kunbarlanja, 7/9/12) 

Henry Yates reference to the covering and choking of billabongs by ‘grasses’, ‘grassy 

weeds’, ‘para grass’ were frequent comments from respondents. For example, long term 

Kunbarlanja resident Gabrielle Maralngurra (3/9/14) refers to the thick ‘grass’ cover in his 

observations on reductions in small billabongs, magpie geese and their nesting:  

‘Grass cover thick, no water chestnut. Before, used to have lots of little small billabongs, 

not covered in grass. That’s why magpie goose don’t return to Kunbarlanja anymore, 

because of the grass. That’s why.’  

[EL: Have the numbers of geese changed?] ‘Yes, numbers are down.’ 

[EL: What about goose eggs?] ‘Same, because of the grass.’ 

Respondents frequently identified para grass as a threat to sustaining customary harvesting 

practices. The key impacts of para grass described by Aboriginal respondents referred to; loss 

of habitat and reduced abundance for key resources, with the main themes and supporting 

quotes presented in Tables 6.1-3. Particularly severe declines in magpie geese and turtle 

abundance were attributed to para grass by multiple respondents, as well as the loss of key 

hunting places, mainly in the northern floodplain area from Kunbarlanja and particularly along 

the East Alligator River, including Cannon Hill in Kakadu (Table 6.3). For example, at Ngara; 

‘Where ladies used to get turtle and men shot magpie goose. Can hardly see that billabong 

anymore. Covered in grass’ (GM, 10/10/2013). Para grass was observed to cover over 

billabongs and fishing channels. There were also references to para grass outcompeting other 

important floodplain species like Mankuladj, the water chestnut (Eleocharis dulcis). 

Descriptions of para grass hindering people’s physical access (both walking and by vehicle) to 

hunting locations were frequent, given how thick, itchy and waist high it can grow (Table 6.1). 
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In addition, thick para grass posed a threat to hunter’s safety by potentially hiding dangerous 

feral pigs. Respondents throughout the region referred to increased water retention of billabongs 

and floodplain areas under para grass not drying out like they used to (Table 6.5) which in turn 

alters habitat, resource abundance, and access. Impacts related to para grass in conjunction with 

fire and burning practices, including for people’s health are provided in section 6.3.  

While salvinia and mimosa were universally referred to as a threat to freshwater harvesting 

by respondents in both Kakadu and Kunbarlanja (Appendix 5), respondents from Kunbarlanja 

did not uniformly recognise para grass as a threat. For example, one male respondent described 

how his level of concern differed from that of a relative:  

‘Para grass is spreading, blocking all the floodplain. Can’t find turtle anymore, maybe 

two, maybe next year ok, but in 10, 20 years’ time, maybe by the time I pass away, there’ll 

be no more clear floodplain to go for turtle. Don’t know what will happen to the 

floodplain. My cousin’s brother says there’ll always be enough.’ (anon., 2/11/2012, 

Kunbarlanja). 

There was a range of interpretations on the impact upon magpie geese nesting also. For 

example, one Ardjumarllarl Ranger described how: ‘They [geese] like para. They nest in open 

space. Don’t think there’s been much change in magpie goose nesting’ (Kunbarlanja, 23/10/14), 

which contrasts with comments from an Aboriginal ILC station worker on the impacts of weeds 

for magpie goose: ‘We can’t do anything [regarding managing para grass], just put cattle out 

there to eat. Para grass, it’s not so good for magpie goose, they don’t like it, can’t nest [in it].’ 

(5/9/12). Several ecological studies have identified that extensive pure stands of para grass 

reduced the habitat and food resources for magpie geese, including replacing key species like 

Oryza rufipogon and Eleocharis sp. and thus likely to affect their occupancy (Cowie and 

Werner 1993; Humphries et al. 1994; Douglas et al. 2001).  

In terms of adaptive responses several respondents mentioned trying alternative locations. 

One TO described how his wife would normally move to another billabong if not finding 

turtles, but because of para grass turtles were harder to find forcing people to have to ‘move 

more than they used to’ (MB, 30/10/2014; Table 6.3).  Connie Nayinggul for example, 

described how a ‘long time there wasn’t grass, now all covered. If partly covered, we don’t go. 

Too hard. Go to another place, where no cover’ (3/11/12, Kunbarlanja). Dell Hunter described 

a redirection of hunting effort from the floodplain to the river and in-stream resources; ‘There’s 

less hunting on floodplain, more fishing in river because of para grass. Try some burning. 

[Though] Burning can burn some turtles.’ (DH, 21/6/14, Kakadu). A significant impact of para 

grass has been a reduction in the suite of freshwater environs (and thus resources) available to 

draw upon, with burning the only local, small-scale management option available.  
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Table 6-1 Comments illustrative of the impacts of para grass (Urochloa 
mutica), resulting in loss of access to freshwater resources (hunting 
places) or declining in abundance (key species).  
Specific resource given in brackets.  

Resource Comment Respondent  
(hunting 
grounds; 
aestivating 
turtles and 
magpie 
geese) 
 

‘It was clean before, no grass, easier to get to. Now grass 
everywhere you can see. Used to be all clean, just reed type 
grasses. Now got para grass and green pasture grass. Before 
caught more [turtle]. That’s why we can’t get more, cause of the 
grass- too thick for you to go.’; 
‘Turtles -hard to find. Para grass. [EL:  Are numbers of turtles 
changing?] MB: ‘Sometimes bring some back, sometimes bad luck 
[no catch success]. If wife cannot find, move to another billabong, 
because of para grass and weeds, hard to find. Normally move 
around where easier to find. Move more than we used to.’ ; 
‘At Igal Igal, they used to go for Magpie Goose and sometimes for 
turtle. Not anymore, not many geese now, now you can see all 
them grass [para grass].’ 

C.Ng, female, 
22/07/2012, 
Kunbarlanja; 
 
 
MB, male, 
31/10/2014, 
Kunbarlanja 
 
CN, female, 
17/9/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

(magpie 
goose) 

‘Used to be able to wade across the floodplain [East Alligator near 
Cannon Hill], maybe up to around seven years ago, hunting 
Magpie Goose all along. Now completely covered in para, can’t get 
through, can barely get air boat in. No geese at all.’; 
JM: ‘Geese, still find in middle of floodplain but can’t get to them 
because of para grass, unless burn.’  

SN, male, 
24/7/14, 
Kakadu; 
JM, male, 
16/9/2013, 
Kakadu 

‘When first rain comes, big mob geese, come and feed, and at 
Mikginj Valley- easier to find there. Don’t have so much para 
[there] just mimosa and mission grass.’ 

AN, female, 
31/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Paraphrased:  As teenagers hunting with parents, Shaun 
remembered ‘millions of goose’. For example; ‘in 1980s, used to 
catch 50-60 goose, share with whole town. Now, maybe 5-10. Still 
try, even though less. Have to go farther around.’ 

SN, male, 
Ardjumarllarl 
Ranger, 
31/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

(fish) ‘Channels- used to dry out- good for spear fishing, filesnakes. In 
channels could get all kinds of fish- stingrays, saltwater catfish, 
barra, croc, sawfish, was easy hunting. Flood washed channels out. 
Now can’t see them, under those para grass. Those days, channel 
clear’; 
‘Cannon Hill Causeway- possibly trapped fish, now all para grass, 
fish still there, just hard to get.’; 
‘Para grass around fishing places-that’s a bit harder’; 
Referring to ‘White lady’ location: ‘para grass too thick, can’t get 
through for fishing. 

JM, male,  
25/7/14, 
Kakadu; 
16/9/2013, 
Kakadu; 
Ardjumarllarl 
Ranger, 19/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja; 
GM, male, 
10/10/2013, 
Kunbarlanja  

(water 
chestnut) 

‘Flying into Mikginj Valley, on school holidays- see mankuladj, 
modje (magpie goose food sources) still there, but just a few 
spots, mostly all covered in para grass.’; ‘Para grass- spreading, bit 
stronger, than say other grasses, water chestnut, outcompeting 
other plants’ 

CN, female, 
Kunbarlanja, 
28/10/14; AG, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
5/9/12 

(hunting 
grounds;   
water 
chestnut) 

Bennekukka-djang (Turkey Dreaming location) ‘That grass, don’t 
know where that grass came from. Hunting there long time ago. 
Now can’t go hunting there, no cover. All Turkey dreaming area. 
That weed area, para grass take over water chestnut, all para grass 
cover.’ 

AG, Kunbarlanja, 
7/11/2014,  
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Table 6-2 Comments illustrating the impacts of para grass affecting harvesting 
access and safety in accessing freshwater resources 

Theme Comments referring to the impact of para grass Respondent  
Loss of 
physical access 

‘People won’t walk – too hard to get through. Buffalo used to 
keep the country clear. Para grass too hard. Up to your waist, too 
hard to walk. Para grass, salvinia, you can’t get a handline in…Bit 
of a struggle now, to get between Jabiluka and Nankeen 
billabongs. Up near Nankeen and Jabiluka billabong I used to 
walk all over there but you can’t now. Too much para grass.’ 

FH, male, 
23/7/2013, 
Kakadu 

Visiting billabong Nawalbirrn: ‘Don’t come here anymore, not 
enough [to hunt]. Used to drive right up there, little billabong, 
and shoot there, but not anymore. Big mob para grass. Used to 
be big mob of turtle, now full of mimosa and para. Can’t even 
walk, them pigs dig everything up.’ 

HY, male, 
7/9/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘White lady’ location: ‘para grass too thick, can’t get through for 
fishing.  

GM, male, 
10/10/2013, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Para grass, it’s thick. Can’t get through, might get stuck…’ AG, male, 
5/9/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

Safety risk ‘Para grass, when burnt it’s a mongrel because it’s so thick and 
you don’t know what’s hiding in it.’ 

SN, male, 
5/11/2014, 
Kakadu 

‘Harder to find- have to go through grasses, they can be chest 
height, you risk running into pigs. This is a real deterrent. People 
are scared for sure, don’t want to put children in danger. Both 
croc and pig- can’t see because of grass- especially para grass.’ 

Anon., 2014, 
Kakadu 

 ‘Today big grass [para grass] and safety is an issue. You don’t 
know when you could get attacked by pig and feral animals 
hiding in the grass’; 
‘Where all covered with para, dangerous animals could hide, like 
pig, boar.’ 

CN, female 
with MB male, 
Kunbarlanja 
17/9/13; 
CN, 3/11/2012  

Table 6-3 Comments relating to the impact of para grass relating to floodplain 
water retention 

Illustrative comments Respondent 
‘Weeds are choking it out, holding the water for longer, not drying out enough. This 
means we can’t access the places we once could. Places used to dry out, part of the 
West Alligator, everywhere used to be dry in September, now [water] still there.’ 

VC, male, 
10/9/2014, 
Kakadu 

Visiting north-eastern floodplain site: ‘This area is not drying out. Reckon it’s the grasses, 
those weeds stopping it drying.’ ; 
Visiting site Nawalbirrn: Para grass covering banks. Henry: ‘Used to go for turtles, 
filesnake, duck, geese. Don’t see much geese, duck here anymore- we don’t come here 
now, today, nothing. Stays wet all year now. All those grasses...’ 

HY, male, 
Kunbarlanja 
7/9/12; 
6/9/12 

East Alligator/Cannon Hill area: ‘Water level- changed perhaps in the last 10 years. As 
water kicked in, para grass has taken over, and Aunties didn’t go for turtle. Used to dry 
out every year pretty much, was biggest mob of geese…At this time there wasn’t as 
much para- just patches.’; 
Driving out onto the floodplain from Ubirr Rock: ‘In June/July, only got half way. In three 
years, got to 1.5 m high and gets deeper. It used to dry out.’ 

SN, male, 
Kakadu 
4/11/2014; 
 
8/9/14 

‘I think the para grass keeps the water still full. These days it don’t dry up…If still some 
open space can go... This billabong was a good billabong, but I don’t know what 
happened now.’ 

CN, female, 
29/8/12 
Jabiru  
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Figure 6-4 Examples of areas of para grass infestation on the East Alligator 
River floodplains Kunbarlanja and Kakadu National Park  
(a) Example of old hunting ground completely choked by para grass and no 
longer visited, Nawalbirrn, Kunbarlanja.  
(b) Hunting area still visited, but soon to be overtaken by para grass 
(encroaching in the background), Kunbarlanja  
(c) para grass (foreground) and continuing other side of the channel of red lilies 
(d) at Cannon Hill (Kakadu) floodplain, including previously open channels 
choked out by para grass, no longer used for turtle hunting and reduced geese 
hunting (5/11/14)  
(e) Para grass stretching as far as visible, visited with Sean Nadji (5/11/14)  
(f) Para grass monoculture as viewed from ground level, floodplain below Ubirr 
Rock, Kakadu.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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6.3 Fire on the floodplain: para grass and multiple 
livelihood activities 

While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore regional floodplain fire 

management or livelihoods respectively in depth, the interaction between fire and invasive para 

grass warrants attention given its inescapable influences upon floodplain country and freshwater 

customary harvesting. Customary fire application has been established as an important part of 

managing floodplain country and particularly for Aboriginal women’s turtle hunting practices 

(Chapter 4.2.2). Traditional fire practices have clearly experienced waves of prior changes 

following colonisation. Depopulation, migrations and sedentary settlements in the ARR have 

significantly reduced opportunities for Aboriginal people to practice traditional fire 

management and affected the patterning and frequency of traditional burning practices (Keen 

1980; Petty and Bowman 2007; Ritchie 2009). Secondly, the buffalo era-associated changes to 

vegetation and hydrology on the floodplains has significantly altered fuel loads and fire 

patterns. Buffalo effects on vegetation and fire interaction have been examined in Arnhem Land 

and Kakadu escarpment and floodplain (Russell-Smith and Bowman 1992; Werner 2005; Petty 

et al. 2007; Lehmann et al. 2008; Trauernicht et al. 2013). Given the landscape-scale reduction 

in floodplain vegetation under buffalo pressure, fire would have been less prevalent during this 

era (Lehmann et al. 2008).  

The expansion of para grass following the removal of buffalo grazing pressure had 

significant implications for fire management practices (Cowie and Werner 1993). In the years 

following buffalo removal residents remember large, uncontrollable dry season fires billowing 

smoke across vast floodplain areas (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b). Widespread monocultures 

of invasive para grass increase the fuel load, increase flammability, and the length of time fire 

can continue to smoulder and spread, particularly in the late dry season, compared with native 

grasses. Douglas and O’Connor (2004) found that para grass produces approximately twice the 

dry-season fuel load of the native annual wild rice, generating an intensity of heat that depletes 

and destroys wild rice seed banks and further inhibits their germination through shading and 

reduced topsoil incubation temperatures (Wurm et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2011). Wild rice is 

an important seasonal habitat floodplain plant for magpie geese (Whitehead and Saalfeld 2000). 

Stands of paperbark trees and monsoon vine forest adjacent to the floodplain are also vulnerable 

to intense para grass fires, which have been responsible for reducing the area of monsoon vine 

forest (Douglas and O'Connor 2004).  

Aboriginal respondents across the region reporting on the altered fuel load and fire regime 

arising in the presence of floodplain weeds. For example, Gabby Gumurdul described how 

many grassy weeds all made for hotter fires:  
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‘…all around the floodplain, all these weeds when drying up make for hotter fires. Spear 

grasses8 fine, they’re ok, but weeds, make it too hot. Native grasses burn fine, though if 

keep more than one year burns too hot. Para grass burning makes proper 

smoke...everyone gets red eyes, crying.’ (17/6/14, Kunbarlanja) 

The interaction of para grass and fire makes it more successful than native floodplain grass 

species, which in turn impacts the abundance and diversity of native floodplain flora, and 

habitat for freshwater resources. The traditional burning practices used to manage the floodplain 

for social-ecological health are thus compromised and rendered ineffective.  

Changes in land management tenure, following the establishment of Kakadu National Park 

and more recently a new partnership and expansion of the pastoral enterprise in Kunbarlanja, 

now represent a third major era for fire management on the floodplains. These activities have 

brought new perspectives and programs on floodplain fire management, which interact with 

existing customary burning practices in the region. The Park essentially manages fire and para 

grass for biodiversity conservation priorities, while the pastoral enterprise at Kunbarlanja 

manages fire and para grass for cattle productivity. The management characteristics of these 

mainstream floodplain livelihoods, along with those of customary livelihoods are summarised 

in Table 6.4. How these mainstream livelihoods accommodate freshwater customary harvesting, 

as an ongoing subsistence livelihood is explored in Ligtermoet (2016). Here the focus is on how 

the differing management approaches of these mainstream livelihoods towards both the 

application of customary floodplain burning and the management of para grass, have influenced 

the legitimacy of customary harvesting practices, in particular women’s turtle harvesting and 

associated burning.  

6.3.1 Managing para grass and fire in Kakadu: biodiversity 
conservation and customary fire practices  

In the co-management context of Kakadu, fire management has been a long contested activity, 

particularly given the slow growth in acknowledging the legitimacy of customary fire 

knowledge (Haynes 2009; Petty et al. 2015a). Aboriginal perceptions of fire-related floodplain 

change documented in Lucas and Russell-Smith (1993b:103, 109) included Park-managed 

burning applied too late in the year as having a negative impact upon vegetation, such as 

floodplain paperbark tree recruitment. In the 1990s, Kakadu adopted an extensive fire 

management program aiming to shift the timing of burning from late dry season to the early dry 

in an effort to address the decline in fire sensitive vegetation (Petty et al. 2015) due to 

recognition that customary burning regimes had historically protected fire-sensitive vegetation. 

Kakadu achieved this shift in seasonality of fires with increased heterogeneity (Price and 

                                                      
8 Spear Grass, Manbedje (Sorghum intrans), a native grass species which has lesser fuel load 
and collapses on burning to limit upwards spread of fire into the upper storey of savannah 
vegetation 
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Bowman 1994) and an increase in fire frequency (Petty and Bowman 2007). Petty et al. (2015b) 

document the impacts of this shift, including the criticism it was made without considering how 

frequently early-season burning was practiced historically (e.g. Crowley and Garnett 2000; 

Preece 2002). 

Table 6-4 Summary of the floodplain management priorities and perception of 
fire and para grass of each floodplain livelihood activity 
 *And to a smaller degree in Kunbarlanja through Ardjumarllarl Rangers  

Livelihood 
characteristics 

Customary livelihoods: 
freshwater harvesting practices 
(across ARR) 

Biodiversity 
conservation (KNP 
Rangers)* 

Pastoralism 
(Kunbarlanja) 

Floodplain 
management 
priority 

•Ongoing access to, and 
provisioning of bush foods. 

•Use of fire as a management 
tool to renew growth and 
promote access. 

•Maintenance of traditional 
socio-cultural and 
ecological knowledge. 

•Maintenance of the health 
and well-being of people 
and country (social, 
physical spiritual).  
 

•Ecological integrity (all 
floodplain weeds) 
and maintenance of 
biodiversity. 

•Prioritises 
management of 
threatened species 
and ecosystems. 

•Meeting territory, 
national and 
international legal 
and policy 
obligations. 

•Allows customary 
access. 

•Condition of 
pasture grasses. 

•Condition of 
cattle. 

•Mimosa 
management. 

•Profitable financial 
return. 

•Allow customary 
access, though 
burning 
prohibited. 

Attitudes to fire 
and fire 
management 

Traditional management tool to 
promote renewal and 
abundance of resources, and 
health of floodplain country. 

Unmanaged fire a threat 
to endangered species. 
Managed fire necessary 
to protect fire-sensitive 
plant communities, as 
well as Park assets and 
infrastructure. 
 

Any fire a threat to 
pasture and cattle. 
Manage with fire 
breaks to reduce risk 
of incidental/ 
unmanaged fires. 

Perception of 
para grass 

Majority of respondents 
recognised its role in changing 
health and productivity of 
floodplain country; ‘choking 
out’ wetlands, loss of access to 
freshwater resources. 
A spectrum of the degree of 
risk- influenced by gender and 
involvement with pastoralism 
or ranger work. 
 

Threat to floodplain 
biodiversity and 
ecological integrity 

Valuable cattle 
fodder (as described 
by Cattle industry) 

 
Important to note, is the increasing evidence from oral testimonies and practices of the 

critical role of customary fire in shaping floodplain social-ecological systems in northern 

Australia (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b; Russell-Smith et al. 1997; Petty 2008; Levitus 2009; 

Ritchie 2009; McGregor et al. 2010). Indeed, TOs engaged in a fire study with CSIRO 

scientists (McGregor et al. 2010) on the South Alligator flood plain system because they wanted  

to ‘get parks to listen and validate Aboriginal knowledge’ (anon. 10/9/14). This study 
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demonstrated enhanced outcomes for biodiversity as well as cultural values through the re-

application of traditional fire management of Kakadu wetlands (McGregor et al. 2010). The 

traditional burning practice employed mosaic patch burning, successively inward as the water 

receded through the dry season, largely in conjunction with hunting practices, such as for 

aestivating long-necked turtles. Scientific validation of Aboriginal biocultural knowledge was 

necessary to be heard, even in a co-management context. This echoes the marginalisation of 

Aboriginal knowledge and the lack of legitimacy afforded their environmental observations 

following the arrival of the cane toad. This critique is reflected in the literature often referred to 

as the ‘invisibility’ of Indigenous interests arising from power inequities in Australia’s system 

of NRM (Lane 2002; Jackson and Palmer 2015).  

The damaging ecological impacts of fires fuelled by para grass exacerbate ongoing 

tensions relating to Park fire management regimes in relation to the timing, including the lack 

of flexibility for timing of burns and scale. Several Nourlangie Rangers described the increased 

fuel load of grassy weeds like para grass (and Olive hymenachne, Hymenachne amplexicaulis) 

as increasing the risk of wetland burns extending to surrounding vegetation like paperbarks 

(Melaleuca spp.), and the prolonged risk of re-ignitions. They observed around Kapalga for 

example, the ‘milkwood trees and thick jungle opening out from too many hot fires. Problem of 

fires being left a bit late, in combination with more weeds’. They also described the impacts on 

aestivating turtles; ‘they still need air through their mim hole- the hot air from the fire comes in 

and kills them.’ (Nourlangie Rangers, 10/9/14, Kakadu).  

Twenty years on from the perceptions of fire-related floodplain change documented in 

Lucas and Russell-Smith (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b), Aboriginal respondents in Kakadu 

here echoed similar concerns. When discussing fire on the floodplain they contrasted both their 

purpose and manner of burning, (fine scale, progressively throughout the year), with that used 

by Park management. These respondents acknowledged the multiple objectives of Park 

managers (human and infrastructure safety, threatened species, rock art and weed management, 

tourism etc.), yet attributed loss of culturally-valued resources (edible fruiting species, yam 

habitats), and rock art damage, to the timing and frequency of burning.  

Despite this, Aboriginal biocultural knowledge of wetland and floodplain burning 

practices appears to have finally gained some traction and recognition in the most recent Park 

PoM (2016-2026) which lists the loss of customary floodplain burning practices as a threat to 

maintaining the Park’s floodplain values and to ‘replicate the traditional floodplain burning 

regime’ as a stated action to address this (Director of National Parks 2016:69). If this 

recognition in policy can be supported in resourcing Indigenous ranger livelihood activities and 

somehow minimise the negative effects having ‘institutionalised’ a customary practice (see 

Petty et al. 2015a), then the Park will be moving towards addressing this legacy of TO 
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disempowerment regarding customary floodplain burning and further inclusion of Indigenous 

biocultural knowledge in the co-management of Kakadu.  

While Park biodiversity conservation and cultural management objectives prioritise the 

detection and control of para grass (eradication no longer feasible), the history of para grass 

management in Kakadu has been less successful than for mimosa. Setterfield et al. (2013) 

provides a comparative history of Kakadu’s management responses to both weeds. Despite the 

early recognition of the negative impacts of para grass, including invading irrigation channels 

and impeding water flow in agricultural systems (Winters 1937 in Setterfield et al 2013), 

pressure from those involved with the primary industry sector (Ferdinands et al. 2005; Friedel et 

al. 2010) resulted in lack of government action until it was listed by the Federal Government as 

one of 18 most serious environmental weeds in Australia in 1991. A ‘grassy weeds’ 

management team was established in Kakadu in 2003, however, by then there were already a 

large number of infestations across several catchments and had considerably less resources 

available than for the more successful program of mimosa management (Setterfield et al. 2013).  

On the East Alligator River around the Cannon Hill area, vast floodplain areas are now 

completely covered in para grass. Sean Nadji, a TO and Aboriginal ranger, showed me these 

areas (Figure 6.4 c-f) and recalled how his aunties used to frequently hunt turtle there. The 

expansive para grass monoculture had since rendered it inaccessible. Sean, now in his thirties, 

had worked as part of the Integrated Feral Management team since he was 17 years old and 

described earlier efforts at tackling para grass, spraying it for several years, before it was 

stopped, and their effort redirected, with limited resources, to just spraying around rainforest 

patches to protect them from fire (4/11/14). He described the very recent but rapid expansion of 

para grass and his lack of power to combat it: 

‘In the last five to ten years, para has taken over. It likes fire, so you burn it, it grows 

more. Need to spray, then burn, just before flooding (wet season) to drown it. Would have 

to start upstream, given it washes down...Para,  bit like salvinia... tried to tackle it, but so 

vast, can’t get rid of it. At first felt no good when they [Park management] gave up on it, 

little bit wild [angry], me personally, put a lot of effort into spraying para…but eventually 

you get over it- have to come to accept it as part of it...Para is just everywhere. Was all 

ungoludj [water chestnut] before.’ (4/11/2014, Kakadu)  

Like the cane toad, the success of this invader has made it exceedingly difficult to tackle 

without substantial resourcing, where particularly on the East Alligator floodplain system, para 

grass has had a major impact in reducing access and or abundance of species for both turtle and 

goose hunting. Sean Nadji’s resigned acceptance; ‘eventually you get over it’, reflects the 

powerlessness in tackling environmental change on this scale, given limited resourcing for 

weed management and the promotion of para grass by the influential pastoral industry.  
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The lack of power to combat this spread leaves no room for ‘adaptation’; instead people 

feel emotional distress and forced acceptance at the loss of significant hunting areas. Emotional 

detachment can lead to disengagement from country and its active management, when 

environmental problems are, or perceived as, beyond the collective capacity to address. This 

further reduces the capacity for sustaining biocultural knowledge and connection with country 

(form of place attachment). 

The latent, and under-resourced management of para grass effectively compounds both the 

social-ecological impacts of para grass and management costs. Infestations on this scale on the 

East Alligator system are most likely beyond eradication, particularly given neighbouring land 

management activities. However, containment and control strategies remain possible for 

Kakadu, and Adams et al. (2018) show it is possible and feasible, with not unreasonable 

expenditure, to incorporate floodplain cultural values into control strategies. Management 

prioritising cultural values will become increasingly critical as the synergistic effects of existing 

environmental threats are compounded by climate change impacts.  

6.3.2 Managing para grass and fire in Kunbarlanja; 
pastoralism and turtle hunting 

Pastoralism on the Kunbarlanja floodplains has a substantial history, stretching back to 

Paddy Cahill establishing a dairy herd in 1910, the largest in the NT with nearly 1000 cattle by 

1919 (Mulvaney 2004). Pastoralism continued through the mission era and the self-

determination policy era in the 1970s, when the Gunbalanya Meat Supply Pty Ltd was 

incorporated as a fully Aboriginal owned and directed company in May 1974. Cattle and 

buffalo have thus been a familiar fixture in living memory for people in Kunbarlanja, as senior 

TO Julie Narndal described; ‘Always been buffalo here, and cows. When old people were 

burning, buffalo would move themselves to little ponds, wait out the fire.’ (30/10/12, 

Kunbarlanja). The relationship between grazing, grasses and fire has been closely observed 

over multiple generations  

Mission-era pastoralism did appear to involve discouragement of customary burning 

practices on the floodplain. For example, Andrew Manakgu suggested floodplain burning 

practices had already altered under the influence of the mission:  

‘The old people didn’t really make fire because of lots of goats and cattle. First Balanda 

people that didn’t want fire, [the] missionaries; Dick Harris, Alf Wilson. So people didn’t 

really burn the floodplain.’ (19/9/13, Kunbarlanja).  

One retired stock worker and resident of Kunbarlanja, Harry Thompson, described how 

occasional floodplain burning during the mission days resulted in ‘big smoke all over- still 

happened in mission times. [People] Used to get caught [burning] and get no tea, no flour.’ 

(20/6/2014, Kunbarlanja). Other respondents recalled being allowed to burn during mission 
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times. For example, Rose Ngbobbo (12/10/13) described; ‘Before [current day] could burn, 

during mission time could burn also.’ (Rose Ngbobbo, 12/10/13). Varied recollections on the 

restriction of customary burning during the mission era were present. While deterring burning 

practices would have had implications for sustaining associated knowledge, it did not result in 

complete cessation of customary floodplain burning practices such as those associated with 

aestivating long-necked turtle hunting. 

The most significant change to the pastoral enterprise at Kunbarlanja in recent years has 

been one of scale and investment. Aboriginal land owners need to derive financial return from 

their land and generate livelihood opportunities for their community’s residents. In 2009 the 

Gunbalanya Meat Supply Pty Ltd (GMS), entered into a 15 year Pastoral Land Use Agreement 

with the Indigenous Land Corporation, the Arnhem Land Aboriginal Land Trust and the NLC 

(ILC 2013). The ILC is a Federal Government supported body, to develop new opportunities 

for remote Indigenous livelihoods. The ILC states an outcome of ‘enhanced socio-economic 

development, maintenance of cultural identity and protection of the environment by Indigenous 

Australians through land acquisition and management’ (ILC 2016:3). It is clearly a very 

welcome development by TOs and residents, being one of the largest employers of Aboriginal 

people in the community. In 2011-2012, for example, the Station employed 13 Indigenous 

workers, Gunbalanya Meats employed seven workers, and a further 26 Indigenous participants 

were engaged in Certificate training courses (ILC 2012). Jeffries (2010) describes an injection 

by ILC of $3.1 million over 15 years to expand the operations and increase employment from 8 

to 28 positions. The ILC/Gunbalanya station operations cover 80 000 ha (ILC, 2012) and the 

area of floodplain (and potentially para grass pasture) under ILC cattle grazing has more than 

tripled in size, hosting over 4000 cattle and including ~250 km2 of black soil floodplains 

(Jeffries 2010) (Figure 6.5).  

Under the new partnership, several new rules affecting floodplain use were introduced. 

These rules prohibit littering and having dogs accompany people on the floodplain and most 

significantly, prohibit any burning on the floodplain (Figure 6.6). Transgression can incur a 

locally significant fine ($1000). Prohibiting burning on the floodplain is for both community 

safety and to protect the cattle enterprise. Floodplain management by the pastoral industry is yet 

to recognise the ecological risks of para grass and on the west Arnhem side of the East Alligator 

River, para grass is actively encouraged as excellent cattle fodder by the Gunbalanya Station 

management (J Gook 2012, station manager, pers. comm. 25 July).  
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Figure 6-5 Map of approximate boundaries of pastoral leases; inner is the old 

Gunbalanya Meat Supply (GMS) lease, and outer the new Indigenous 
Land Corporation lease. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-6 A sign on the station fence, at the main entrance to the Kunbarlanja 
floodplain adjacent to the town, prohibiting floodplain burning. 
Sign states ‘no dogs, no fires and no rubbish on floodplain’ at risk of a $1000 
fine, ‘authorised by the Gunbalanya Meat Supply Board of Directors’. Cattle 
grazing behind, with Nimbabirr Hill in the distance (right) (2012). 
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Table 6-5 Kunbarlanja respondents’ comments illustrating changed burning 
regimes on the Kunbarlanja floodplains, from para grass and 
pastoralism. 

Comments  Respondent 
‘Up around Oenpelli, grasses- if we burn the grass we get fat turtle. Early burning 
around October, November. GMS use grass for cattle. So burning, not these days, 
but used to when I was a girl.’; 
‘Can burn para grass, but risk whole area going up. Roots stay and can grow back.  
Fire was important in old days- patchy small areas burnt, native grasses… Cattle 
eats para, but it’s still growing. Can cattle can eat native grasses?’ 

Connie Nayinggul, 
female, 3/11/12; 
As above, 
28/10/14 

‘Whiteman said no fire. $1000 fine for burning on the floodplain... Fence right 
around, right to the airport and keep going. Can still drive on [floodplain], but no 
fire. With the ‘no fire’ rule, it really change... Burning is good- so we can see 
clearly when we look for turtle. When grass still here we can’t find anything.’  

Anon., female, 
22/7/12 

‘Grasses, bit different. Used to be no grass [buffalo impacts], used to do burning. 
Not going to make fire now because of fine. Not going to take dogs because lots of 
cattle. Used to take dogs out on floodplain for goanna and pigs.’ 

G.Nabegeyo, 
female, 25/7/12 

‘Floodplain here, have to be a bit careful. Looking for almangi- women like eating 
turtle, go walking in the sun all day. In past, burning. Less burning needed with 
buffalo.’ 

Gabriel 
Maralngurra, male, 
3/9/14 

‘Old people say that when burn near the banks fish will die -takes out the oxygen. 
Old people burning for turtle and filesnakes had shorter grasses’.  

Julie Narndal, 
female, 9/10/13 

‘Burning in old times- had different grasses- burns quicker and would burn it in 
sequence, bit by bit. Para grass now is really hard- doesn’t stop, almost killed 
turtle, water chestnut. Buffalo time- used to eat down grass. Keep clear, make 
easier to find.’ 

Alfred Nayinggul, 
male,  31/10/14 

‘Can’t do burning inside [station] fence. Used to burn, now you can’t. Can’t burn 
for cattle. Can burn away from here, to keep healthy. Fire is healthy. Old grass 
makes fresh grass. Where too much grass, people want to burn it.’ 

TN, SN, NG, male, 
Ardjumarllarl 
Rangers, 18/6/14  

‘As a kid [JG remembers] people used to burn floodplain, now can’t. Burning 
makes it easier for seeing turtle. But now frightened cattle might get burnt.’ 

Jethro Guymala, 
male, 19/9/13 

 

Most respondents reported the risk that floodplain fires posed to human safety, cattle or the 

loss of cattle fodder. The impact on people’s health of huge smoke clouds generated by escaped 

floodplain pasture fires (Figure 6.7) were raised by several respondents. Connie Nayinggul 

described how she would take her young children and head out to her outstation at Mikginj 

Valley if the smoke haze threatened to engulf the town. Adrian Gumurdul explained how with 

‘para grass burning, you get thick smoke. The old people and babies, people with asthma, get 

sick. Better not burning for people’s health.’ (5/9/12). An Injalak artist Graham Badari 

described how with ‘burning on the floodplain, smoke sometimes go into town, sometimes not 

so good. Make people cough and a bit sick.’ (20/7/12). The restriction of fire on the floodplain 

was viewed as a necessity then, both for managing risk to cattle and pasture, and to the town 

and human health. Senior TO Adrian Gumurdul explained the tension arisin from pasture grass 

having changed the nature of floodplain fire:  

‘Bit sad when make big fire. Burning country, it’s really hard now. Worry for this country, 

the burning.... That para grass is very important thing- when it burns, that can kill people, 
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heavy smoke, when burns it’s really dangerous. While that’s feed for cattle, buffalo.’ 

(Kunbarlanja, 7/11/2014).  

The heightened risk in terms of the health and safety of the town’s residents clearly drive the 

required restrictions to avoid fires on the surrounding floodplain wherever possible, hence the 

challenge in accommodating customary application of fire. 

 

Figure 6-7 Smoke from an escaped, unmanaged floodplain pasture fire, filling 
the sky over Kunbarlanja town (3/11/14) 

 

The effectiveness of customary applications of fire for managing and maintaining access 

to resources (Chapter 4.2.2) has been compromised by both change in fuel base and new 

floodplain governance restrictions arising from the expanded pastoralism livelihood activities. 

For example, while discussing changes in floodplain fire regimes with Alfred Nayinggul during 

Kurrung there were several, large escaped floodplain pasture fires burning close to town. 

Station workers had been struggling for days to bring them under control (Figure 6.8). From his 

veranda Alfred pointed towards them explaining; ‘that one not Bininj fire- not how Bininj 

burn.’ (31/10/2014). It was a stark expression of the differences in fire management practices 

and the impact of para grass in altering the nature of fire on the floodplain. 

The restriction on customary burning in Kunbarlanja was viewed with varying degrees of 

acceptance, given the persistence of some burning during turtle hunting season. Some 

respondents outside the decision making sphere, saw the changes to fire practice as a reassertion 

of (non-Aboriginal) government influence. For example; ‘These days, government decide- we 

risk getting a fine’ (female, 28/10/14) and ‘white man make it hard here, not going to take dogs, 

not going to burn grass’ (female, 25/7/12, Kunbarlanja). Michael Bangalang pointed to the 

governance challenge and risk posed by para grass for turtle hunting: 
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Figure 6-8 Para grass floodplain fires on the ILC leased floodplains 
surrounding Kunbarlanja town.  
Station car and station fence line visible (left photo taken from town fence line). 
Blazing and smouldering continued throughout the week visiting. (3/11/2014) 

 

‘People here burn. Can’t tell them you can’t. Can’t tell who did the burning. Burning 

helps clean up but with para- fire keeps burning in the mud. People will burn this year 

when one person finds almangi [long-necked turtle]- then bang, fire, everyone goes 

burning and for turtle’. (20/6/14, Kunbarlanja).  

The Ardjumarllarl Rangers also indicated the growing influences in fire management, from the 

old people; ‘Decisions about burning made by old people, not us, the old people show us. Old 

people- talk with station, no burning… These days, need to check with TOs for burning 

(31/7/14) to authority for their burning work largely coming through western land management; 

‘now burning from chopper- they tell us where to burn- if not, in big trouble otherwise’ and 

‘[ranger coordinator] and cattle mob boss at meatworks, decide about fire.’ (TN, male ranger, 

Kunbarlanja, 18/6/14). The no-burn policy was agreed to by Manjurlngunj (Mengerrdji) TOs in 

meetings with the ILC, facilitated by the NLC. The senior TOs view it as a necessary restriction 

for both community health and safety and the viability of the cattle enterprise investing in jobs 

hard to come by in remote Indigenous Australia. Senior TO Adrian Gumurdul made reference 

to this challenge:  

‘If I want to burn, should ask, before I go hunting, would ask. They know. They’re all 

sitting out here, they don’t come and ask. Always a challenge, all the time. When we have 

meeting, tell them no fire. They see sign on the gate, tell them, but they don’t do it, they 

still burn.’ (7/11/2014, Kunbarlanja).  

There are clearly challenges in communicating the reasons for restriction with all floodplain 

users and the wider community, as well as challenges in the integration of Aboriginal forms of 

institutional agency in fire management with those of mainstream floodplain management.  
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In terms of the impact of these changes from pastoral activities on the customary 

harvesting of specific freshwater resources, the most significant is for hunting of aestivating 

long-necked turtles. Male and female respondents alike described the detrimental effects of 

burning interacting with para grass on turtle survivorship and hunting success, as well as the 

governance challenge of maintaining the pastoral rules that restrict customary burning practices 

for turtle hunting. Alfred Nayinggul described how significantly para grass can alter fire 

interactions to reduce access to aestivating turtles: 

‘A big fire, on the wrong sort of grass- para, and a lot of smoke went around the 

community. It cooked all the turtles. That season people couldn’t find them, had to go to 

other places. On different grass, fire can burn quicker, and turtle would be ok. Burning in 

old times- different grasses- burns quicker and would burn in sequence, bit by bit. Para 

grass now is really hard- [fire] doesn’t stop, [it has] almost killed turtle, water chestnut.’ 

(31/10/14, Kunbarlanja).  

Preparing any caught turtles at cooking or camping sites dotted around the floodplain margins 

also presents a risk of spreading fire, hence; ‘cooking turtle away from para grass better’ 

(Michael Bangalang, 20/6/14, Kunbarlanja). The perception of risk of fire in para grass was 

widely recognised as a threat to turtle hunting practices.  

Hunting of aestivating long-necked turtles is not only an activity largely practiced by 

women (and often accompanied by youth or children), it is the primary floodplain hunting 

activity women remained engaged with. The impacts of the combined para grass and burning 

restriction are thus significantly gendered. While most men recognised the restriction made it 

harder for women’s turtle hunting, many reconciled it either as a necessary compromise to 

support employment opportunities or for community safety (as did some women). Female 

hunters with family members employed by or engaged with training through the ILC also 

highly valued the employment opportunities the partnership brought. However, some men also 

perceived women burning for turtle hunting as a genuine problem, for example, one younger 

male respondent describing the ‘ladies burning for turtle’ as ‘proper fire bugs’ (17/6/14, 

Kunbarlanja). This ‘fire bug’ language echoes the attitudes of settler pastoralists towards 

Indigenous burning. More recently, fire has become viewed as a threat in the changing pastoral 

industry (Head 1994). 

Some women felt their hunting without fire could co-exist with cattle in places, 

particularly where the cattle had grazed down the grass. For example, Senior TO Julie Narndal 

described how cattle grazing could also make it clearer (in the absence of burning):  

‘It’s ok, sometimes they [cattle] go there [floodplain hunting places]. Turtle might hide in 

the bank. Still easy, Bininj, just shoo [cattle] away. With no burning- harder to get 

almangi, but bullocky eats down the grass- then easier to find turtle.’ (3/11/14). 
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However, this was ineffective for areas where dense para grass filled depressions, retaining 

water and limiting cattle access and grazing ability. In these places grass grew so thickly access 

was impossible, demonstrating limitations to the perception of ‘cattle keeping the para down’ 

(Adrian Gumurdul, 5/9/12). I was consistently in awe of the effort and hours the (mostly) older 

women would put in however, sometimes in up to shoulder-high para grass, stabbing around the 

muddy margins and shallow pockets of receding and stagnating water throughout the floodplain 

(Figure 6.9a,b). Most trips for turtle were carried out in the absence of burning and usually 

women preferred not to engage with the thicker grassed areas and stayed in patches that had 

been grazed down by cattle (Figure 6.9c,d). In high para grass, the women frequently 

commented on the itchiness of the para grass and the fear of coming across snakes. A great deal 

of effort was required, frequently for no or little return (Appendix 5B). Connie Nayinggul had 

observed how the ‘cattle tracks in the mud can make it hard to see the mim marks’ and had 

noticed turtles dug out (feral pigs), or trodden on and crushed by hoofed animals (horse or 

cattle) and would die in the mud; ‘sometimes you can see turtle shell sticking out from cattle 

hoof holes’ (3/11/12). Alternatively, on one day-long outing, several female residents I 

accompanied employed customary patch burning to assist their turtle hunting access (Figure 

6.9e) in an area just south of a pastoral fence line. On this day around floodplain margins near 

and in the distance, there were multiple dotted fires observed, arising from other small family 

hunting parties (Figure 6.9f).  

In some places, the thick grasses certainly appeared to deter most women, but they would 

move on to try other more heavily grazed areas. As several respondents indicated, there are still 

alternatives, ‘you just move and try another spot’. However, for this to be a suitable long-term 

strategy, having sufficient alternative locations (with sufficient productivity) and the means to 

get there (sufficient mobility) are necessary requirements. Having sufficient alternatives 

depends on the distribution of invasive weeds, customary access rights, and a hunter’s mobility, 

which in turn is often limited by access to a vehicle, social networks and health (discussed next, 

Chapter 7). The ongoing challenges of managing floodplain fire for both pastoralism and 

customary turtle hunting continues and demonstrates a resilience in persisting with turtle 

hunting. As does the evidence that women will persist with hunting (older women at least) in 

grasses even without the assistance of fire. How long rewards continue to be sufficient, or 

alternative locations remain to sustain motivation and what the consequences are for the 

transmission of associated biocultural knowledge transmission are subsequent questions for 

sustaining this practice.  
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Figure 6-9 Examples of the variety in floodplain vegetation condition chosen 
for turtle hunting, and the application of fire during various turtle 
hunting expeditions around the Kunbarlanja floodplain.  
(a, b) Hannah Nawirridj hunting in shoulder high para grass (no fire) 
(10/10/2013, 3/10/2013) (c) Connie Nayinggul hunting in grazed area (Julie 
Narndal also present) (3/11/2012) (d) Julie Narndal with sister Helen and 
brother in law Daniel Nawirridj hunting in cattle-grazed areas (no fire) 
(3/11/2012), at times quite close to grazing cattle (e) Employing small patch 
fires to assist turtle hunting, and (f) fires dotting the Kunbarlanja billabong 
margins assisting turtle hunting activities (1/11/2012).  

(e) (f) 

(c) (d) 

(a)) (b) 
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6.3.3 Floodplain ‘commons’ under pressure 
The majority of respondents described how it is harder to find long-necked turtles in 

general either from weeds or from not being able to burn or both. For example, Joey 

Nganjunuma (20/9/13) explained how a hunter would; ‘only get [turtles in] two or threes now, 

we used to catch mailbags full of turtles after a morning or morning and afternoon.’ Further 

evidence that pressure on such resources has had serious consequences for customary resource 

management systems, is the reference some TOs from the South Alligator region made to 

‘turtle wars’ in earlier years. They were concerned countrymen coming from outside areas had 

been overharvesting turtles in places on the South Alligator system. While sharing a country’s 

resources with neighbours is usually acceptable (after asking permission, ‘always check’), the 

quantities and frequency of turtle hunters coming from outside areas were sufficiently 

concerning for those TO’s to ask Kakadu Rangers to restrict access to those coming from 

outside. A TO from the South Alligator described the change in hunting pressure, not just for 

turtles but geese and fish stocks too: 

‘The numbers [of outside hunters] as a teenager- we hardly saw anyone else out there, 

now we’re supporting half of Jabiru and Balanda for geese and barra. Definitely have 

increasing competition from other hunters. See 4-5 boats regularly with people for barra 

and goose. Some take big mobs- mailbags full. This is too much. In ~2000-2002 this was a 

problem, particularly for Magpie goose we were worried, for both Bininj and Balanda 

hunting. The turtle issue was earlier- early 90s? This is combined with the pig pressure. 

We gently said through a Parks Ranger; ‘you need permission from the TOs, need to 

check, take your rubbish with you and just take what you need.’ In the end the pressure 

was ridiculous. Had to move people on. They’ve got their own country they should be 

managing.’ (anon. 2014). 

There were only very limited references to visiting turtle hunting places in Kakadu made by 

Kunbarlanja residents, those who did mention visiting South Alligator had close family 

connections, or had visited a long time ago (pre Park, or during the 1980s). The South Alligator 

system is, to date, less affected by para grass than the East Alligator system (Adams et al. 

2018). In addition certain floodplain and billabong areas area also still actively managed with 

customary fire management (McGregor et al. 2010). This situation makes the need for weed, 

fire and feral management to incorporate culturally valued locations to guide the application of 

their limited resources even more critical.  

The redirection of hunting pressure on the South Alligator sites suggests a decline in 

access or abundance to turtles in neighbouring areas, quite likely arising as a result of the 

combination of grassy floodplain weeds and changed fire regime reducing people’s ability to 
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access aestivating turtles. The need to invoke assistance and the authority of KNP Rangers 

suggests a break down or failing of the social-ecological system that would normally support 

sufficient access to and abundance of floodplain resources. In this instance, environmental 

degradation concentrated harvesting pressure, occurring in concert with a break down in social 

norms and changes in governance structures that would normally regulate harvest quantity and 

access. An example of ‘sustainability on the commons’ breaking down (Ostrom et al. 1999; 

Agrawal 2002a). While the ‘turtle wars’ scenario does not continue to be a permanent issue (as 

far as the author is aware), Park enforcement continues to be necessary for managing poaching 

and illegal hunting access in a National Park and on Aboriginal lands (discussed in Chapter 7).  

6.3.4 Floodplain livelihoods 
In Kakadu, Aboriginal employment as KNP Rangers supports the maintenance of 

customary knowledge of country through reducing existing environmental threats (feral 

animals, weed control) and facilitating access to country (Ligtermoet 2016). Unfortunately, it 

appears the co-management arrangements facilitating Aboriginal engagement in natural and 

cultural management work in Kakadu, though established as the first of its kind in Australia, 

have stagnated somewhat. Many other Indigenous Cultural and Natural Resource Management 

groups across northern Australia, including neighbouring Wardekken Rangers, operate with 

considerably more autonomy or capacity support (e.g. those working in IPAs, NAILSMA 

partnered Ranger groups).  

There has been a recent surge in research and policy interest in the potential for Indigenous 

ranger groups to generate livelihood opportunities from working on land management programs 

including fire management, particularly with the growing global carbon market. Indigenous 

cultural and natural resource management (ICNRM) has provided a wide variety of co-benefits 

to Indigenous communities as documented across health and wellbeing, social, cultural, 

economic and political spheres (Kerins 2012; Barber 2015; Barber and Jackson 2017). Pyke et 

al. (2018) reiterate ‘wetlands need people’ and promote a framework for supporting Indigenous 

wetland management and services to ecosystems. The broader Australian public benefit through 

the provision of environmental ‘services’ like quarantine control, weed or fire management, 

across vast tracts of otherwise unmanaged country (Zander 2013). Remote Indigenous 

livelihoods through ICNRM can occupy the intersecting ground between market, state and 

customary economies (Altman 1987; Altman 2005; Altman et al. 2006a) and offer means of 

incorporating or maintaining customary knowledge and practices in support of the mainstream 

livelihood work (Buchanan and May 2012). ICNRM groups largely remain heavily dependent 

on public (government) funding however (Barber 2015; Jackson and Palmer 2015), though the 

Wardekken Rangers of the successful WALFA project are a notable exception, being funded 

thorough a natural gas company’s commercial offsets (Whitehead et al. 2009a).  
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A potential mechanism to fund ranger-based ‘working on country’ livelihoods and ICNRM 

work is through Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) (Muller 2008; Whitehead et al. 2009b; 

Petheram and Campbell 2010; Russell-Smith et al. 2013; Robinson et al. 2016). PES funding 

can be through government contracts (e.g. fulfilling national land management obligations) but 

also from companies seeking environmental offsets, which can provide longevity and security 

beyond the political turns in government funding. For example, WALFA’s funding goals, 

secured for 17 years, were for Indigenous people to re-establish and manage fire regimes over 

large Indigenous estates to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and protect valuable areas of 

monsoon forest (Whitehead et al. 2009a). Specifically pertaining to fire management related 

PES, Robinson et al. (2014) identify barriers to Indigenous participation in the carbon economy 

as including land tenure arrangements, geographic biophysical factors, low levels of human 

capacity and financial resources and appropriate recognition of Indigenous knowledge and 

cultural responsibilities. In the ARR floodplains, these barriers are reflected in the complication 

of Kakadu NP tenure; the geographic scale of the floodplains are unlikely to be large enough to 

generate significant returns (WALFA covers an area larger than the entirety of Kakadu) and the 

region suffers from low levels of human resourcing.  

Jackson and Palmer (2015) trace international and Australian PES examples and critiques 

in an Indigenous context and in doing so argue for a reconceptualization of PES from an 

economic or environmental ‘fixed stock’ exchange strategy, to one that values the ‘stock’ of 

socio-cultural relations between people and nature. Other analysis has also identified potential 

risks for Indigenous groups in maintaining their autonomy, or legitimacy of customary 

knowledge and practice, for example, in determining management priorities, when undertaking 

performance-based environmental service schemes (e.g. Buchanan and May 2012; Kerins 

2012). As Petty et al. (2015a) describe, there is risk in the institutionalising of customary fire 

management, where the ‘complexity and contingency’ of Indigenous fire practices are replaced 

with standardised goals, reducing the agency of Indigenous people in the design and 

implementation of management programs. Future development of ICNRM ranger groups tasked 

with fire management should be fully cognisant of this, to support Indigenous people’s agency 

in their fire practices. 

The significant history of Aboriginal occupation in the pastoral industry across northern 

Australia and the ‘on country’ nature of the work make pastoralism a familiar and attractive 

livelihood option for many remote Indigenous communities. Pastoral livelihood activities 

provide excellent opportunities for station workers to maintain access to country, monitor 

changes to country and undertake opportunistic harvesting of freshwater resources (Ligtermoet 

2016). Where risks to pastoral and ecological values are shared, pastoralism also supports 

maintaining the natural capital of the floodplain (for example collaboratively tackling the 

regional mimosa threat with the Ardjumarllarl Rangers) (Ligtermoet 2016). The ILC (2016) 
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also reported contributing funding to the Njanjma Ranger group for land and cultural heritage 

management projects in the East Alligator catchment, suggesting the ILC is taking a genuinely 

regional approach to land management and recognising the benefits of ranger and station 

workers working collaboratively. Where recognition of environmental threats diverge from 

those that support ecological values, pastoral activities have been demonstrated to reduce the 

natural capital of the floodplain and the effectiveness of customary fire management practices 

(through the expansion of para grass). Like NRM ranger-based livelihoods, pastoralism 

provides potential for partnerships and collaborations that build human capacity (education and 

training, staged pathways to employment programs) and pastoral stations across northern 

Australia have often facilitated ongoing Indigenous residence significant in sustaining ‘working 

knowledge’ valuable in supporting ecological management (Barber et al. 2014).  

Head and Atchison (2015) discuss Indigenous people’s management of invasive plants in 

northern Australia, and argue effective Aboriginal engagement in invasive weed management is 

closely intertwined with land tenure and governance issues. This is certainly the case in the 

ARR where, despite Aboriginal land ownership on both sides of the East Alligator River, the 

Park and pastoral tenures and affiliated governance structures overlain this, are shown to shape 

the effectiveness of management responses. In addition, the comments relating to changes in 

floodplain fire management governance from Kunbarlanja, where rangers referred to external 

‘others’ directing burning activities, may be, as similarly for Park management, an example 

illustrating the risks of institutionalising fire management (Petty et al. 2015a).  

Coastal floodplain pastoral enterprises will also have to consider how future environmental 

change, including sea level rise from climate change, will influence the sustainability of their 

business model. Aside from tackling existing threats like mimosa, sea level rise and saltwater 

inundation from climate change also has implications for the sustainability of the natural capital 

supporting floodplain pastoralism at Kunbarlanja. CSIRO modelling of saltwater intrusion from 

climate change for 2070 predicts a significant portion of Kunbarlanja’s northern floodplain 

region and pastoral area will be affected by saltwater inundation (Bayliss et al. 2016). 

In Kunbarlanja, greater recognition and community discussion of the effects of para grass 

and fire exclusion on freshwater harvesting practices could assist in addressing the conflict 

arising from pastoralism’s constraints on floodplain turtle hunting. The multiple livelihoods 

supported by the floodplains around Kunbarlanja provide a clear example where livelihood 

development strategies would benefit from incorporating community values and perceptions in 

an effort to minimise social conflict (Nikolakis and Grafton 2015). Allison and Ellis (2001) in 

their analysis of livelihoods in small-scale fisheries, argue for the need to recognise diversity 

within ‘communities’ and the differences within groups, in access to decision making. Given 

the predominant gender lines between pastoral livelihoods (mostly male) and turtle hunting 

(mostly female), sensitivities clearly exist in navigating shared use of the floodplain. Gender 
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clearly influences local perceptions of risk and persistence regarding practising of customary 

burning. Gender is a determinant found to influence perceptions of risk regarding 

environmental change and in many climate change relates studies (Quinn et al. 2003; Fazey et 

al. 2006; Byg and Salick 2009; Ramzan et al. 2009; McNamara and Westoby 2011b; Veland et 

al. 2013), particularly where natural resource based livelihoods differ along gendered lines. 

6.4 Conclusions  
This chapter demonstrated how invasive weeds contribute to the multiple drivers of 

ecological degradation increasing the vulnerability context for freshwater customary harvesting. 

Salvinia acts to exacerbate the threat of saltwater crocodile attack, following the return of 

abundant saltwater crocodiles (Chapter 5), while dense stands of mimosa and para grass 

monocultures effectively block access to geese and turtle floodplain hunting grounds and 

reduce the biodiversity and productivity of country. Salvinia and mimosa were uniformly 

recognised as a threat to customary harvesting, as was para grass by respondents from Kakadu. 

These examples demonstrate the need to effectively tackle existing environmental threats as 

part of building adaptive capacity. The regional scale of the weed impacts necessitates more 

substantial and consistent resourcing, and requires effective, collaborative partnerships in order 

to reduce their impacts. The potential for Aboriginal ranger groups working on country, across 

the region to manage invasive weeds in support of a productive freshwater country offers a 

means of deriving mainstream livelihoods from work on floodplain country.  

The spectrum in the perception of risk respondents from Kunbarlanja raised regarding para 

grass, was largely as a result of the highly valued pastoral livelihoods stemming from 

Kunbarlanja’s long historical engagement with pastoralism. Pastoralism as a floodplain 

livelihood activity does present some challenges for sustaining customary harvesting practices. 

Where vast floodplain areas now under para grass intersects with customary floodplain burning 

regimes, new rules restricting burning for turtle hunting were necessary to manage potential 

health and safety risks for the town and prevent the loss of pasture.   

Investigating responses to social-ecological impacts of invasive weeds and the related 

altered burning regimes on customary harvesting revealed challenges to the legitimacy of 

Aboriginal fire management in a contemporary floodplain management context. Customary 

floodplain burning knowledge has only very recently been recognised in Kakadu’s latest Plan of 

Management (2016) and remains unrecognised or perceived as a direct threat to pastoral fire 

management aims. Redressing this legacy will require better recognition and integration of 

Aboriginal ecological knowledge within Kakadu’s floodplain management activities. This is 

consistent with recommendations for integrating Indigenous knowledge further in either co-

management contexts or NRM elsewhere in Australia (Robinson and Wallington 2012; 
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Bohensky et al. 2013) and around the world in support of adaptive management (Berkes et al. 

2000; Armitage et al. 2011; Huntington 2011).  

The fire-para grass-hunting management issues in Kunbaralanja is an example that 

demonstrates the need for mainstream remote Indigenous livelihood policy promoting 

pastoralism to incorporate greater recognition of customary floodplain practices and their 

gendered character. The need for greater livelihood policy recognition includes both the 

influence of pastoralism in supporting or constraining the persistence of customary harvesting 

but also recognition of diversity within Aboriginal harvesters. Recognising gendered practices 

would better support the multiple livelihood activities in the region’s floodplains. Along with 

rate of change and severity of impact, gender and livelihoods are shown to contribute to shaping 

the perception of risk an introduced species poses to freshwater customary harvesting. 

Navigating climate adaptation requires considering the perceptions, preferences, livelihoods, 

and practices of both genders. This is particularly important where women’s perspectives and 

knowledge may be hidden or not clearly represented, from within already marginalised groups. 
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Chapter 7: Social determinants influencing 
sustainable adaptation of customary 
harvesting: mobility on country, social 
networks, health and wellbeing, and 
knowledge transmission 

 

 

 

 
‘Boys heading towards the landing on the East Alligator’ c1950-51 

(Source: JPL, 107:139, Rosemary Rhodda collection c/o Goldie Blyth) 
 

 
Floodplain access by airboat (Kakadu National Park rangers Fred Hunter 

and Calvin Murakami) 
(Source: Brooks, 2016) 
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7.1 Introduction 
Previous chapters have elaborated on the ecological drivers of change affecting freshwater 

customary harvesting; chapter highlights the socio-political drivers of change. Social-political 

drivers are just as influential in determining adaptive capacity, though are inevitably complex, 

reflecting the ‘wicked’ nature of climate change adaptation. Earlier studies of adaptive capacity 

for climate change in an Indigenous resource use context have identified various determinants 

of adaptive capacity.  In their work on Inuit livelihoods, Ford et al. (2006a) define four key 

determinants of adaptive capacity: traditional skills and knowledge transmitted through 

experiences, social networks, resource use diversity and flexibility, and economic and 

institutional support. Similarly, Goulden et al. (2009) found the social determinants of coping 

and adaptation to environmental variability and change as: diversification of livelihoods, local 

knowledge and social capital, networks, and linkages. Smit and Pilifosova (2003), in their focus 

on sustainable development in climate adaptation, list economic resources, technology, 

information and skills, infrastructure, institutions and equity as their key determinants of 

adaptive capacity.  

This chapter presents the most significant, contemporary social drivers of change in living 

memory of the research participants that they articulated as influencing their customary 

harvesting patterns. In examining how respondents identify particular social changes as 

constraining or facilitating their engagement with freshwater customary harvesting, it was 

possible to elicit the broader ‘social determinants’ of adaptive capacity. This chapter focuses on 

those social determinants of adaptive capacity: mobility and material access, social networks, 

health and well-being and knowledge transmission. The degree of external economic and 

institutional support, including through employment, is acknowledged to influence these 

determinants of adaptive capacity (e.g. Ford et al. 2006a).  Employment in ‘on country’ 

livelihoods (Altman and Kerins 2012) is acknowledged as an important factor influencing 

ability to engage in customary harvesting and as a socio-economic determinant of adaptive 

capacity, briefly raised in this thesis in Chapter 6 (see also Ligtermoet 2016), however, further 

discussion is largely beyond the scope of this chapter. Here I seek to highlight other less 

recognised determinants for building adaptive capacity relating to sustaining customary 

harvesting practices, as raised by respondents. The chapter concludes with a conceptual model 

of the inter-relating social-ecological factors shaping an individual’s ability to engage with 

customary harvesting. These represent important factors to consider in supporting the 

persistence and sustainable adaptation of freshwater customary harvesting. 

As analogues for adaptation, examples presented here illustrate the corrosive and 

persistent legacies of colonisation and institutionalised racism inherent in government policies 

that perpetuate marginalisation of Indigenous cultural rights (e.g. removing support for 
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education in first languages, threatening closure of remote communities, ignoring initial calls 

from community leaders against establishing alcohol licences in the region) in reducing both 

subjective and objective adaptive ‘ability’. There are also examples that demonstrate inherent 

adaptive strengths within Aboriginal customary institutions and social networks (e.g. the 

outstation movement). Some positive examples of cross-cultural collaborations are also 

presented that support intergenerational knowledge sharing.  In terms of health and well-being, 

most of the changes raised in this chapter represent stressors constraining people’s ability to 

engage in, sustain and adapt their customary harvesting activities. The case is made then, for 

greater recognition and inclusion of customary harvesting within health and education 

programs. 

7.2 Mobility and material access 
Geographical mobility operates on different temporal and spatial scales. It operates on 

levels of regional mobility, local site mobility, seasonal mobility and temporal mobility (day to 

day). Social relationships and access to material equipment such as vehicles shape mobility on 

all levels. Regional mobility is influenced by relationships between clans (7.4), while local and 

temporal mobility are more heavily shaped by family relationships. Seasonal mobility, where it 

straddles clan estates for access to resources, is dependent on inter-clan relationships. 

Contemporary mobility in remote Indigenous Australia, for harvesting then is a product of 

multiple drivers, including access to vehicles and social networks (7.4). Seeking diverse 

economic outcomes from operating in the ‘hybrid economy’ (Altman et al. 2006b) also shapes 

the high mobility among the Indigenous population. Engaging with market and state economies 

assists in providing the cash needed for hunting materials (vehicles, fuel, guns and boats), but 

lack of access to these by many was frequently cited as a constraint for going hunting. 

The recent and rapid shift (within living generations) from walking as a primary means of 

transport to vehicle use, has been driven by both socio-economic and ecological change: 

reduced subsistence imperative given the greater access to shop food, the rise in relatively low-

cost vehicles as well as ecological degradation. The change in mobility from walking to 

vehicles (described in Chapter 4.4.4) has had implications for health and likely for knowledge 

sharing. The fitness attributed to earlier generations was widely attributed to the combination of 

‘walking everywhere, all the time’ and the health of the bush food diet, as opposed to shop-

bought foods. Several respondents described the trips for resources, bush or settler materials 

alike, that would often be made by walking. From the South Alligator region, Jessie Alderson 

recalled frequent travel by horseback and on foot; ‘Last 50 years ago, Aboriginal people used to 

walk and travel on horseback. Still remember in the 80s my uncle walking from Pine Creek to 

Spring Peak [outstation].’ (4/11/2014). In Kakadu, Jimmy Marimowa described how rapidly 
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that shift had occurred. Jimmy, middle-aged, had experienced the generational change from 

walking everywhere to hardly at all, in just his lifetime:  

‘Life back then, would just wake up, go out looking for food, walk, big area…I was around 

13, 14 years old. Would walk just a part of this area each day. [...] Went everyday those 

days. Easy to get food, could get everything.’ (25/7/14).   

Jimmy referred to the ease of access to shop food removing the need to walk for sustenance: 

‘Maybe gone lazy these days. Not really walking. As a kid used to see lots of old people walking 

a couple of miles to get a feed. These days, [have] supermarket, cafe these days.’ (25/7/14). 

Walter Nayinggul similarly commented; ‘People used to be fit. Today we got car, make us 

lazy.’ (3/8/14). The change in mode of mobility clearly contributes to poorer physical health 

(Section 7.4), but also generates different experiences of country.  

Walking as opposed to driving, would provide prolonged opportunities for reinvigorating 

memory and sharing knowledge of country as one passed through it. The nature of biocultural 

knowledge that can be shared during, for example, a one hour drive, compared with day walk 

that might require an overnight camp is clearly different. Altman and Hinkson (2007) note the 

‘time-space compression’ associated with transport by vehicle. Similarly, Kearney and Bradley 

(2015) discuss this change from canoes to motorboats. The re-instigation of ‘return to country’ 

walks, for example by clans in the escarpment country of West Arnhem Land (Cooke 2009), is 

an example of how this reduction in opportunity for knowledge sharing can be countered. 

Aboriginal rangers and residents in Kunbarlanja expressed desire to see similar activities 

involving young people instigated in their countries.    

Given the predominance of vehicles for facilitating access to country, it would follow that 

track maintenance is an important part of maintaining access to hunting and fishing locations. In 

West Arnhem, respondents indicated that, while tracks were important for getting out hunting, 

lack of track access was not a real impediment to accessing country. It was relatively simple to 

make a new one in most instances. For example; ‘[if blocked] Just find another road’. (Shaun, 

Nipper, Timmy 18/6/14); [regarding tracks] ‘People go where they want, [track access] not a 

problem’ (Julie Narndal 3/11/2014). Within Kakadu, Jimmy Marimowa described track 

maintenance as an important factor in getting out hunting and fishing and that while one ‘can 

still walk if live near billabong’ (25/7/14) he also explained that hunting was ‘harder with bad 

roads, when access is cut off from fallen trees...But rangers help clean up. Help maintain them, 

as good fire breaks’ (16/9/13). He felt Park assistance was not so significant in maintaining 

hunting tracks, mainly fire breaks; ‘helping us clear that. Bininj do most track maintenance to 

the places they want to go’ (25/7/14). Sometimes this served both purposes, where, for 

example, Parks maintained the tracks up to Point Farewell, as an access point to control mission 

grass, and this is also an area Jimmy uses for hunting and fishing (16/9/13). Victor Cooper 

(10/9/14) similarly described track maintenance as very important, however, he felt the Park 
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prioritised that for tourist access, fire or weed control, over maintenance of the outstation roads. 

He also contrasted this with the good road maintenance that was associated with the buffalo 

industry era, with grading of northern roads (past Munmarlary). In Kakadu, Victor’s comments 

suggest either severe constraints on resourcing (e.g. availability of graders), a lack of clarity 

over who has responsibility for track maintenance or a lack of recognition among management 

in the value of facilitating customary access. This is particularly pertinent given the need for 

greater local surveillance on country (see section 7.2.2). 

7.2.1 Access to hunting equipment (vehicles, boats, guns 
and fuel) 

Respondents consistently raised that limited access to equipment such as vehicles and 

boats was a key constraint in accessing country and going hunting. Recognition of inequalities 

in vehicle ownership influencing access within communities is an important factor shaping the 

vulnerability context of sustaining freshwater customary harvesting. This section considers the 

factors shaping access to hunting equipment in supporting adaptive capacity for customary 

harvesting. 

The sharing of material resources, characteristic of many Indigenous societies, including 

Australian First peoples, goes some way to countering this. Sharing of vehicle and boat access 

was frequently described and observed first hand. Sharing could be within a family network, 

between residents of a community, within an outstation clan group, between residents and non-

Aboriginal work colleagues or friends from outside the region, and between KNP Rangers and 

TOs in Kakadu. For example, Lois Nadjamerrek described how people without cars ‘can ask 

other families’ (Kunbarlanja, 27/9/13). Joey Nganjunuma described the limited vehicle access 

and sharing economy common in goose hunting trips:  

‘My uncle has a gun licence and gun, he came with us. Haven’t done a trip like this this 

year yet. Lacking transport. Most people don’t have cars, only a few do. Yesterday my 

cousin rang asking for some dollars to buy some bullets. He took [used bullets for 

hunting] to Mumukala and brought back six geese to me and others to different families.’ 

(Kunbarlanja, 20/9/13).  

In Kakadu, Jimmy explained; ‘sometimes need a car, boat, maybe borrow off Parks, or Johnno 

[Jonathon Nadji; senior TO of East Alligator region] to get out to field island. (16/9/13). In the 

two instances that I accompanied men hunting from Kunbarlanja, I observed the significant 

level of organisation required to source both the vehicle and gun with shots necessary (trips 

were facilitated through artists of Injalak Arts centre, for wallaby and duck, 23/8/12 and magpie 

geese, 19/6/14). The first used a family member’s vehicle, the latter used the Injalak arts centre 

community vehicle and had a non-Aboriginal employee on the trip with gun ownership, to go 
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for magpie geese (19/6/14). With clear limitations on access, maintaining the social 

relationships underpinning the sharing economy is important.  

Access to contemporary harvesting equipment- vehicles and hunting equipment (guns, 

boats and fuel, maintenance etc.) requires engagement with the cash economy, although this is 

also only a relatively recent change also recalled within living memory. Several respondents 

described the need for cash to engage in hunting practices as a limiting factor, but also 

reaffirmed how important employment was to facilitate these activities. Connie Nayinggul 

described; ‘You still need money for guns and fuel. Kids need to go to school, to be able to get a 

good job and earn money. Then they can pick up and take out the old people.’ (28/10/14). The 

social expectation to share cash resources makes it difficult to save for expensive items like 

vehicles or boats. Vehicle ownership, while highly valued, is not without stress and emotional 

costs attached. McKnight (2002) found the shift from subsistence economy to cash economy 

increased strain on social relationships, given the expectation to be generous amongst relations. 

Altman and Hinkson (2007) argue vehicles are of crucial importance not necessarily in the 

continuation of a customary existence, but of a ‘modern hybrid one’. Trucks allowed not only 

people’s movement back to homelands and their ‘hypermobility’ between town and bush, but 

between diverse livelihood options (customary, state and commercial sectors) of a modern 

hybrid economy (Altman 2005; Altman and Hinkson 2007) and service delivery, including 

education (Fogarty 2005). Maximising diverse economic opportunities also becomes a means to 

save up for a vehicle, despite the social pressure and stress vehicle ownership frequently 

entailed (Altman and Hinkson 2007).  

The described dependence on vehicles introduces potential for inequality of access. 

Spandonide (2017) notes a ‘two speed transport system’ between the privileged, and the non-

privileged, living in remote communities, and emphasises the contribution that access to 

vehicles/transport makes, as a determinant of wellbeing in remote Aboriginal Australia. A 

spectrum of access to vehicles both within Kakadu and Kunbarlanja was evident. TO families 

for example with access to mining and other forms of royalties had greater capacity for vehicle 

ownership.  In Kakadu, Jessie Alderson (South Alligator) described differences in vehicle 

ownership among outstation communities, with varying assistance of some Aboriginal 

Corporations. For example, since Gundjeihmi (Mirarr), supplied its members with vehicles, 

Annie and Nida described how they could now go out near Mudginberri, where they couldn’t in 

the past for lack of transport (4/11/2014). The range of financial capacity for car ownership 

clearly shapes patterns of resource access. While limitations on access are largely financial, 

Julie Narndal also pointed to literacy challenges, particularly for young people in the process of 

obtaining a car or gun licence:  

‘There’s the cost of a licence. Young people, you know some are not confident to apply, 

might ask for help. Needs some level of English.’ (3/11/14).   
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This highlights the ongoing challenge of meeting mainstream English literacy standards as a 

barrier to access. One last observation of change affecting vehicle mobility was in the choice of 

vehicle. Within Kakadu, Fred Hunter had noted that where people did have the purchasing 

power for a vehicle, preferences appeared to have shifted to cheaper vehicles better suited to 

highway driving:  

‘In the 80s, with Gagadju royalties, all the older people, they all had Toyotas, whole 

families would pile in and all go. Now, more people buying little cars, don’t seem to buy 

four wheel drives anymore.’ (6/11/2014).  

This has obvious implications for accessing country, given the clear need for 4WDs in many 

instances, and thus in turn for biocultural knowledge sharing.  

Fluctuations in Park management’s acceptance of opportunistic harvesting by rangers 

while on country using park equipment such as air boats has highlighted dependencies and 

inequalities in access. For example, collection of magpie geese eggs for elders who could not 

get out on country used to be accepted, but this had recently changed (Ligtermoet 2016). This 

fails to recognise the contribution of biocultural knowledge to rangers’ on-ground work, the 

important role of Aboriginal rangers as knowledge brokers between their clans and Park 

management and has the potential to strain relations in the co-management context.  

Given respondents were concerned about the need for cash for fuel, people are also 

vulnerable to external geopolitics and market fluctuations that can drive changes in fuel prices, 

or equally, local manipulation of prices through unscrupulous practices. For example, in 2014 a 

dramatic and inexplicable rise in diesel price had ‘the potential to cause riots’ in the Northern 

Territory Aboriginal community of Wadeye (James 2014). Often there is only a single outlet 

supplying fuel, and the notoriously weak business accountability in remote Aboriginal 

communities (d'Abbs 1998) increases the vulnerability of remote communities to exploitative 

business operators. 

For men, in particular, the limitations in regular access to vehicles was combined with the 

limited rate of gun ownership for hunting within a community or outstation family. As a 

resident in Kunbarlanja reaffirmed ‘Not many people have a gun’ (2/11/12). This is in contrast 

with older respondents describing their gun hunting experiences, for example, Victor Cooper 

described how ‘the older generation had one shotgun, for the whole family, and dogs to help 

with hunting.’ (10/9/14). Another ranger also recalled hunting when she was younger, with a 

gun and camp dogs and she echoed the challenges in accessing firearms for Aboriginal people; 

‘For Bininj to carry and use gun- even alongside us for safety, it’s hard to get.’ (10/9/14). 

Kakadu Ranger Fred Hunter described how in the 1980s all the men had shotguns, he himself 

since he was 14 years old, but there were many people presently that don’t have access, 

including whole outstations (6/11/2014). Given the establishment and proliferation of alcohol 

outlets within the region through the 1980s and 90s, and the reported social dysfunction 
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accompanying them, greater gun control requirements (e.g. the National Firearm Agreement, 

1996, known locally as ‘Howard’s gun laws’) were a welcome restriction, particularly for 

women, several of whom commented on the ensuing high prevalence of family violence. All 

respondents who raised the tighter gun control laws did so in neutral terms, without negativity 

or frustration, and while acknowledging that it did make it harder to gain access to hunting 

firearms (cost, licencing and clean record) it was accepted as necessary. In an example of 

Northern Territory Government recognising local, remote circumstances, Altman (2009a) noted 

a case in Maningrida (West Arnhem Land) where the distance from licensed gun dealers was 

recognised as a barrier for adopting the new gun laws. A special case was successfully 

negotiated, for a licensed gun dealer in town to support gun use for subsistence harvesting.  

A secondary effect of the social dysfunction causing violence in communities, is limiting 

access to hunting equipment and altering the ability of young men to undertake hunting trips. A 

younger Aboriginal KNP Ranger described how ‘most boys don’t have a gun licence, too much 

violence and alcohol, domestic violence records.’ (anon., 2014). In Kakadu, this decline in 

access to guns and 4WDs was found to be increasing the dependencies of young Aboriginal 

men on outsiders to facilitate hunting opportunities. In Kakadu, Fred Hunter described; 

‘people are getting out less and less. Younger fellers, 18-25, not getting out so much. 

There’s the influence also of Balanda with the young fellas. It’s become more white 

blokes taking out the young fellas.’ (6/11/2014)  

Outsiders need TO permission to access the Park for recreational hunting. For example, Jimmy 

Marimowa described how he has friends come out (including Balanda) with a shooter’s licence 

and they ‘get pig, wallaby and goose together’ (25/7/14). The same young male ranger above, 

described how this was changing the hunting experience, to be; 

‘really different now…The pig hunting group really big now. The mentality of hunting is 

different. Before was for food, survival. Now, most Bininj mob don’t have gun licence, but 

have many friends who do, they come in and have access.’ (anon., male, 2014).  

These comments suggest a shift in the values young men are associating with hunting, as well 

as a new dependency on outsiders, likely without customary biocultural knowledge of country, 

for access to hunting equipment and hunting experiences on country.  

7.2.2 Safety on country 
The perceived decline in mobility on country (areas accessed and frequency of access), in 

concert with the rise in materials supporting outsider access (e.g. satellite navigation, quad 

bikes) has led to increases in poaching and a perceived decline in personal safety out on 

country. Acts of poaching impact on the abundance of shared freshwater resources and 

contribute to land owners feeling unsafe. This increases the weight of ‘risk’ Aboriginal 

harvesters apply in making decisions to access floodplain country. 
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Poaching in Kakadu 
Poaching and illegal access is commonly an issue that Indigenous and local natural 

resource based communities confront around the world, more particularly in developing 

countries (e.g. Rosen and Smith 2010; Anseeuw et al. 2011; Wily 2011).  Here, despite being a 

RAMSAR and world heritage listed, protected area, in a developed nation with international 

recognition, evidence of poaching and illegal access is still an issue. Enforcement of the 

restrictions on hunting access to exclude poachers was of particular concern to TOs and KNP 

Rangers (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) in KNP. Since the early 2000s, rangers from the 

South Alligator area noticed the increased hunting pressure on magpie geese numbers and 

raised the issue with Park management; ‘Still haven’t solved this problem. Park need to go out 

with police, enforce this properly. Put the pressure back on the poachers and excessive 

hunters.’ (anon., female, 2014).  There was reference to illegal poaching of magpie geese and 

adult saltwater crocodiles (heads taken as trophies) as well as crocodile egg poaching; ‘It’s up 

to $75 an egg now, with ~60 in a nest, there’s big money in crocodile eggs. Just hire a chopper 

and drop down on the nests- there’s a big stretch on the Wildman River.’ (Oliver Scheibe, non-

Aboriginal ranger, KNP, 10/9/14). Ranger Fred Hunter described magpie goose poaching 

(excessive hunting not for local subsistence consumption) occurring at Four Mile Hole in the 

wet season. Victor Copper had also noticed people selling geese for commercial gain, through 

markets in Darwin, at a value between $50-100 per goose. The rangers and respondents 

expressed the need for more surveillance and enforcement and were concerned that, even when 

the poachers were caught, there was no real deterrent. 

This increase in poaching and outside hunting pressure was felt to be occurring in concert 

with a perceived decline in the visibility of staff out in the Park. Oliver Scheibe described how 

KNP Rangers used to be travelling on country a lot more in the Park’s earlier era, not just 

during work but also recreationally, outside work hours (10/9/14, Kakadu). Another ranger, 

worried about poachers shooting wildlife, especially magpie geese, echoed this concern; 

‘there’s not enough visiting, checking these places’ (anon, 2014). In addition, Oliver described 

how public access to tools like Google Earth, GPS and off-road vehicles like quad bikes 

facilitated easy access for outside hunters (10/9/14) and had noted the significant increase in the 

numbers of outside hunters coming in for buffalo and pigs over the last two decades. Poachers 

contributed to environmental degradation. Victor Cooper commented on the adverse effects that 

increased poaching and pig hunting were causing:  

‘Poachers have no respect for country. They come in, wreck the place, driving through 

weeds and bringing them in, dropping them here, bringing dogs. It’s a big change... We 

don’t mind them killing pigs, but need maybe a permit system or something to control it, so 

there can be wash down stations for cars’ (10/9/14). 
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This illustrates how declining in mobility on country, not just of Aboriginal people but also by 

KNP Rangers, perhaps arising from insufficient resourcing for surveillance and inadequate 

penalties and prosecution are compromising the effectiveness of Park management to tackle 

illegal access and poaching.  

Perceived decline in personal safety on country and reduced 
camping 

This increased presence of outsider hunters or possible poachers, in combination with 

other drivers of social dysfunction, led to some respondents describing their deteriorating sense 

of personal safety while out on floodplain country. This included declines in the preference or 

motivation to camp overnight, reported by several respondents. In Kakadu, there was a 

perceived increased risk of running into unknown hunters (or indeed anyone else using 

firearms) while out hunting on the floodplain. Nourlangie Ranger Joe Nagawalli described how 

the perceived risk inhibited access for local hunters:  

‘The possibility of poachers out there is a real deterrent to [Aboriginal] people wanting to 

go hunting. The risk of running into unauthorised people- everyone is concerned about 

safety. Like you can’t see the other side of the floodplain, but a rifle could get across it. 

Always in the back of my mind, gotta think about people out there, it’s taking a risk.’ 

(10/9/14)  

Similarly, another Aboriginal KNP Ranger, described this concern;  

‘you risk coming across anyone. We might not know where Parks and others are working. 

Could be shooting on the other side of the floodplain. It does worry me and my family. 

We’ve complained about it in the past. Not only poachers, but not knowing where other 

park staff are, if they’re shooting.’ (anon., 2014).  

This difficulty in managing access over such large areas is a challenge. While staff movements 

could perceivably be shared through communication arrangements, the increase in unauthorised 

people accessing country for hunting can only be managed by increasing Park enforcement, 

which requires resourcing. 

From Kunbarlanja, several respondents described a decline in the frequency of making 

trips out for camping. Despite numerous camping places around the floodplain highlighted in 

mapping patterns of freshwater resource use, these were described as now being only rarely 

used for overnight or multi-day stays. Senior TO’s for Kunbarlanja, Adrian Gumurdul and Julie 

Narndal both described the reduction in people going out camping:  

‘Me and my wife and daughter, take family and tell stories […]. Camping places- all 

around, all along the floodplain. We want to show, but no one goes. We pass away, no one 

knows that country now’ (Adrian Gumurdul, 7/11/14) and  
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[camping?] ‘In the past…go less now. When old people were here, even with Balanda 

food, still went out camping more than today.’ (Julie Narndal, 9/10/13).  

These comments, particularly Adrian’s latter comments, ‘no one knows that country now’ 

clearly point to the risk of also losing the biocultural knowledge associated with these places. 

Older respondents recalled more frequent camping during mission days, compared with 

the present. Lois Nadjamerreck, a strong community figure in Kunbarlanja, explained how; ‘in 

the mission days, we used to walk all around. Out on weekend and then come back. Used to go 

camping more than now. [Now] Bit worried about strangers around the community. Bit more 

fearful of camping.’ (27/9/13). Adrian also made direct reference to the perception of an 

increased physical threat:  

‘When you see a person walking alone, used to know he be going hunting. Now […] You 

see someone walking like that, pack up and go…bit frightened now. Don’t go out overnight 

now, bit frightened. But I’ll camp here, no one comes out here [referring to White Lady 

area].’ Now days, club open all the time... and ganja’ (6/9/12). 

These quotes illustrate how an increased fear of other people, particularly under the influence of 

substances, does strongly point to the rise in social dysfunction that was not an issue pre 1970s. 

Indeed, personal fear of others, whether outsiders (as in Kakadu) or locals under the influence 

of substances (as in Kunbarlanja), appears to be an important factor constraining motivation to 

spend time out on country and in turn a constraint on adaptive capacity. 

7.2.3 Outstations: homeland bastions for adaptive capacity 
The outstation, or homeland movement began in the 1970s, following the end of the 

assimilation era and the beginnings of a policy promoting self-determination and the granting of 

land rights. The Commonwealth’s ‘seismic policy shift’ saw outstations being promoted as an 

alternative from past governments pushing centralisation (Moran 2016:45). This saw up to half 

the population in Arnhem Land returning to live on homelands by the end of the 1970s (Moran 

2016). Cooke (2009) describes the return eastwards of many Aboriginal families who had 

moved west, to the Oenpelli mission, (partly to escape the impact of recently introduced 

alcohol, partly to assert land rights given the rise in mining exploration and because of the 

responsibilities to country). Initially, the movement occurred with little state support, but this 

increased from the late 1980s, where for example outstation residents could access CDEP 

(Altman 2006). Both Territory and Federal governments have had policies that undermine the 

ability of Indigenous people to occupy outstations, when centralising service delivery into 

remote regional centres (Kerins 2010; Hill et al. 2013). While historically, the Commonwealth 

took primary responsibility for outstation infrastructure, in 2007 the Howard government 

abruptly transferred responsibility to the NT government (Altman et al. 2008; Kerins 2010). 

This effectively froze outstation infrastructure investment in light of Territory policies like 
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‘Territory Growth Towns’ promoting centralisation. As a result, increased maintenance costs 

and social tensions that never used to be a feature of outstation life, ultimately saw a migration 

in some instances towards townships (Kerins 2010). 

In this study, respondents referred to outstations as repositories of, and effective places to 

teach customary knowledge, as well as places providing respite from the problems associated 

with life in town. Being removed from the distractions and social issues associated with larger 

remote Indigenous towns, respondents frequently described how children who’d spent time on 

outstations had greater biocultural knowledge. For example, in explaining how to identify 

different yam species, Andrew Manakgu commented ‘Hard to tell, but old people know. Kids at 

the outstation know better.’ (11/10/13). In discussing the prevalence of seasonal biocultural 

knowledge Connie Nayinggul commented ‘some families do [know], we do, and families in 

outstation know’ (29/7/14). Gabrielle Maralngurra (3/9/14) described how it was much easier 

teaching children from outstations;  

‘out bush, can do [teaching], here, bit hard, different story. Shop, takeaway at servo. 

Easier out bush because no shop, no club, no money, no smoking. Just free, like our free 

shop. Living on outstation going out hunting, for sugar bag, freshwater mussels, 

freshwater croc eggs, pig-nosed turtle eggs.’  

As a repository of biocultural knowledge, outstations provide an opportunity to retain cultural 

connections and directly engage with biocultural knowledge of country, as preferred by the 

older generation, living more directly on and from country (and without easy access to shop 

food), though dependent upon sufficient family support.  

Outstations also appear to be places fostering improved health and wellbeing outcomes, 

including encouraging healthier living and acting as a place of refuge away from harmful 

substances. Outstations create opportunities to bolster health and wellbeing, demonstrating the 

clear linkages of being ‘on country’ with remote Indigenous health outcomes. For example, 

Julie Narndal described how, in community, there are ‘problems with gunbang9 and ganja. 

Telling them have to break. Outstations important for breaks from that.’ (3/11/14). Further, 

Connie Nayinggul referred to taking her family to Mikginj Valley outstation to avoid sickness, 

smoke from large floodplain fires, or flooding. This can be seen as an adaptive measure to 

avoid extreme weather events. Another respondent described how people sometimes spend time 

at an outstation when going through a ‘hard time’. Finally, Gabrielle Maralngurra (3/9/14) 

described how he felt when he stayed at his outstation, compared with town; ‘just bushwalking, 

no smokes, felt good. When I do these things, I feel fresh, good, like a brand new man. Eating a 

lot of fish. Want to run away from this junk food. Need fish, kangaroo, emu.’ Homelands are 

thus a mechanism to reduce exposure to the negative social and health pressures that arise in 

                                                      
9 Gunbang is a Kunwinjku word for alcohol. 
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larger remote Aboriginal townships. At the same time, they potentially build resilience through 

prolonged opportunities for engagement with culture and country. 

Adequately supported outstations represent bastions for sustaining the biocultural richness 

that underpins adaptive capacity for climate change among remote Indigenous Australia. 

Outstation support the continuation of biocultural knowledge (cultural resilience), better 

Indigenous health outcomes (Morice 1976; McDermott et al. 1998; Rowley et al. 2008), 

educational outcomes (Altman et al. 2008), stronger social cohesion (Altman et al. 2008; Kerins 

2010) and adaptive capacity for climate change. Although it must be noted that despite these 

advantages, dependencies on external resourcing remain. In Kunbarlanja, DEMED is the 

organisation responsible for maintaining access to and resourcing around 16 outstations over 

approximately 10 000 km2 (J Oddy, 2018, DEMED Housing Coordinator, pers. comm. 9 April). 

Senior DEMED staff member Gabby Gumurdul described many of the challenges, including 

road maintenance, re-supplying, including re-fuelling, the frequent repairs and maintenance 

required to sustain power and water supplies, all carried out with limited staff, vehicles and 

equipment. In a contemporary setting then, the maintenance of outstations is largely still 

dependent on either an Aboriginal corporation or government financial support (Moran and 

Lopez 2016). While this presents a dependence-linked vulnerability, it can also provide 

opportunities for highly valued employment, given the clear aspirations to continue supporting 

outstations. For example, the Ardjumarllarl Rangers described how they would allocate funds 

for ‘new houses for outstations, new power sources, water tanks’ amongst other caring for 

country activities (Kunbarlanja, 18/6/14). Outstations already play a growing role in the suite of 

resource and risk management options (e.g. supporting the hybrid economy, biosecurity) that 

support remote Indigenous resilience, which will only become more important under a changing 

climate, but only if adequately resourced.  

The decline in government investment in outstation infrastructure was taken to new 

extremes in 2014 and 2015, with the then Prime Minister of Australia, Tony Abbott’s 

comments regarding taxpayer funding of Indigenous ‘lifestyle choices’ (Curtin and Norman 

2015). The then Western Australian conservative Barnett government threatened the closure of 

100-150 of the state’s Indigenous communities (almost half), to further centralise remote 

populations into larger regional centres (Stein 2015). This extreme approach drew national and 

international condemnation and protests (Taillier and staff 2015). Those closures did not 

eventuate, with a change in Western Australian Government and the Prime Minister, but this 

recent national flare-up highlights the revolving debate arising from the failure to recognise the 

validity of First Nations people’s cultural differences and diversity. The policy inconsistencies 

or vacuum generated by successive governments failing to adopt evidence based, long-term 

policy supporting the resourcing of outstations, represents a serious constraint on the adaptive 

capacity supporting customary harvesting and associated biocultural knowledge. 
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There are many examples of successful outstations continuing and some Indigenous 

families prefer them as safe locations to raise and educate their children ‘both ways’. For 

example, an outstation school at Kabulwarnamyo, on Kunbalanja’s neighbouring West Arnhem 

Land plateau, has been established, with funding through Wardekken Indigenous Protected 

Area work (Masters 2015). Altman et al. (2008) argue that students on outstations have higher 

rates of attendance, better health and greater opportunities to develop the ‘on country’ 

knowledge and skills so highly valued for employment in contemporary land and sea 

management (Altman et al. 2008). The ongoing use of outstations requires maintaining mobility 

to facilitate access and resourcing to keep them habitable. Coherent and consistent government 

policy that facilitates access and resourcing for outstations, recognising their long-term benefits 

is a key recommendation of this work, as outstations already prove to be an important factor in 

reducing vulnerability and enhancing adaptive capacity in remote Aboriginal Australia. 

7.3 Social networks facilitate access and ways of 
sharing 

Social relationships or networks are the pathways mediating and exchanging knowledge 

and resource capitals of all forms (human, social, natural, financial, and physical) and define the 

agency and interactions of both individuals and the wider community at multiple scales (Berkes 

and Ross 2013). Engaging in contemporary customary practices like fishing and hunting are 

crucial parts of maintaining strong family and social networks (e.g. Toussaint 2014). Social 

relationships are central to Aboriginal connection to country (Myers 1986; Merlan 1998). These 

relationships operate at levels from the individual, through family, clan and community, to the 

regional, and increasingly on a national front (e.g. Indigenous led networks advancing shared 

causes like Indigenous Land and Sea Management and constitutional recognition). On a 

regional scale in the ARR, relationships between clans facilitate mobility for resource use as 

well as caring for country activities. Relationships within clans, and family groups also support 

localised seasonal mobility, as well as temporal mobility. Maintaining functional relationships 

with clans from neighbouring estates can maintain access to a wider variety or abundance of 

resources than might be supplied by an estate in isolation. This risk and adaptive management 

strategy continues to be a significant adaptive strength today to retain access to the widest range 

of resources and knowledge networks. 

7.3.1 Inter-clan relationships 
Inter-clan relationships are those between neighbouring clans, of which respondents 

frequently raised as influential in shaping access to bush resources. For example, several 

residents commented on the strong relationships between the clans of the East Alligator River 

region, including straddling the Kakadu/West Arnhem land tenure divide. Andrew Manakgu 

described;  
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‘sometimes Connie’s old fella [Wurringak-Erre] would make a fire to signal to say good 

time to go for fishing, and tell the spirits, the old people. Gumurdul [Mengerrdji] would 

bring turtles. Still do this. Sharing and getting healthy food. In the old time would 

exchange sea turtle eggs, clay for ceremony, sugar bag.’ (11/10/13).  

This also points to trade patterns that included coastal saltwater resources. Although Connie 

acknowledged that in contemporary times there are fewer occasions when everyone (East 

Alligator river region) gets together to go hunting and fishing, than in the old days, she did refer 

to occasions when all the women (from different clan groups) got together, particularly for 

‘filesnake, go and bring back a big mob to share. Same for the men and goose sometimes, we go 

and bring back to countrymen’ (17/9/13). These are patterns of mobility and resource use 

facilitated by, and used directly for, maintaining and strengthening social networks, 

demonstrating opportunities for the sharing of knowledge through practising customary 

harvesting. It was also evident in the ways senior TO women within Kunbarlanja, representing 

neighbouring clans supported each other, particularly in community-related work. Despite these 

strong traditional, interlinked and reciprocal relationships, there is evidence of social networks 

being impacted by both ecological and social changes (e.g. para grass –Chapter 6).  

Non-customary governance processes can also influence regional clan relationships. For 

example, Kakadu’s governance structure, in encompassing multiple clans, requires navigating 

and sometimes unifying different management preferences of individual clans (Haynes 2013). 

For example in crocodile management (Chapter 5) or feral buffalo management (Robinson et al. 

2005). Individual leaders, both of TO groups and KNP management and their leadership style, 

can heavily influence social cohesion at local and regional scales. Conflict within the joint-

management processes can lead to tension over access and reduced opportunities for sharing. 

Successional change in clan leaders can also influence the demographic spread of Aboriginal 

people within the Park. For example, Sean Nadji described how at Cannon Hill there are ‘less 

people living here now, people spread out since grandfather10 passed away.’ (5/11/2014). There 

is a complex array of influences on social relationships at all levels. However, intra-clan 

relationships are clearly also influenced by non-customary institutional conditions and 

leadership. 

A breakdown in social networks may represent an increase in vulnerability, through 

reduced mobility and reduced access to the shared resource pool, given the further ecological 

changes predicted from climate change. Maintaining networks between those First Nations 

clans identifying as ‘saltwater’ and ‘freshwater’ people will be more critical than ever as 

coastlines shift and freshwater floodplain systems retreat (Chapter 8). The relationships that 

                                                      
10 Sean Nadji’s grandfather was ‘Big Bill’ Nadji (b.1913; d. 23 May 2002), one of the first 
Aboriginal elders to return to his homeland with the establishment of KNP and recognition as a 
Traditional Owner. 
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facilitate exchanges of customary knowledge and experiences between the freshwater and 

coastal country potentially provide buffering and adaptive capacity as each estate is variously 

impacted by further climate driven transformations, provided the capacity to travel, meet and 

share continues. 

7.3.2 Inter-clan and cross cultural partnerships 
There are also positive examples of social networks in this sphere adapting to build new 

collaborations and partnerships to strengthen capacity and for knowledge exchange, both 

between clans and between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal groups, particularly through the 

provision of ranger livelihoods. For example, collaborations between multiple ranger groups 

(within Parks and also from West Arnhem Land) and research scientists sharing resources 

(knowledge, equipment) in land management activities, like weed management. This facilitates 

Aboriginal social networks between neighbouring clans, as well as cross-culturally, in 

facilitating knowledge sharing. The WALFA project partnership is another such example, 

between Traditional Landowners, the five Indigenous ranger groups sharing responsibility for 

that area of Western Arnhem Land, the NT government, NLC, Darwin Centre for Bushfires 

Research and global oil and gas company ConocoPhillips (Whitehead et al. 2009a). While this 

is an exemplary project, there is increasing contemporary networking in Indigenous land and 

sea management across northern Australia, to share resources and build capacity. The Northern 

Australia Indigenous Land and Sea Management alliance (NAILSMA) is an umbrella alliance 

supporting numerous land and sea Indigenous ranger groups across Northern Australia and 

provides training to build rangers’ skills and raise the profile of Indigenous land and sea 

management. An excellent example is NAILSMA’s I-Tracker program, which has disseminated 

the use and uptake of a free software empowering land and sea management called 

CyberTracker (e.g. NAILSMA 2010; Ansell and Koenig 2011; Ens 2012b). Technological 

interfaces like Cyber Tracker were originally developed to improve environmental monitoring 

for biodiversity conservation, but their application has spread to diverse fields including 

education, social surveys, forestry, crime prevention and disaster relief. Indigenous peoples 

around the world have adopted CyberTracker software to record and track their biocultural 

heritage, many Indigenous ranger groups across northern Australia among them 

(https://www.cybertracker.org). ArpNet is another regional example of cross-cultural 

collaboration to assist in building capacity in Indigenous-led research (Sithole 2012). In the 

contemporary Indigenous land and sea management context, these networks frequently 

incorporate collaborations with non-Aboriginal expertise for shared learning (Woodward 2008; 

Russell-Smith et al. 2009; Ens et al. 2010; Ens 2012a; Ens et al. 2012; Hill et al. 2012; Hill et 

al. 2013; Jackson et al. 2014a). These can result in successful long-term collaborations or 

research partnerships (e.g. Moller et al. 2009; Hoffmann et al. 2012; Bawaka Countrya 

including et al. 2013; Jackson and Douglas 2015; Woodward and Marrfurra Mctaggart 2015).  
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At the local level, alongside the internal Indigenous social networks, are the networks 

connecting individuals, families, clans and communities with non-Aboriginal individuals, 

groups and institutions that influence Aboriginal people’s ability to maintain cultural practices 

and events. As Moran (2016:183) points out, the contemporary reality where even ‘the most 

cultural of practices require an administrative apparatus to support their implementation’. 

Community ‘open day’ cross-cultural festivals or even closed cultural events including funerals 

and other ceremonies all require the support of the mainstream socio-economic sphere. For 

example, attendance to participate in and maintain cultural practices requires regional mobility- 

vehicles or sometimes flights. It requires leadership and organisational time, police and 

community notification about road or other access closures and key Indigenous individuals 

obtaining leave from their paid employment. Cross-cultural festivals support local Aboriginal 

cultural practices in terms of facilitating bush tucker harvest, art, music and dance performances 

and draw on social networks to run the event, supply food and host regional visitors. For 

example, open days of Gunbalanya’s ‘Stone Country’ festival (e.g. 2011, 2012) and Injalak Art 

Centre’s 25th birthday celebrations (Figure 7.1). Several authors argue these inter-cultural 

contexts can strengthen Indigenous agency (Mackinlay and Bradley 2003; Phipps 2010). 

7.3.3 Community leadership and multiple responsibilities 
Disempowerment arises through repeated policy patterns eroding the autonomy and authority of 

senior Aboriginal figures, and a failure to recognise difference/diversity within the Aboriginal 

‘community’. In contrast, individuals within the Indigenous communities of the ARR continue 

to exercise leadership, resistance, resilience, and accommodation in continuing customary 

harvesting practices in the face of such substantial social-ecological change. For TOs and/or 

community leaders, there is a seemingly continual stream of attendance required in meetings, 

workshops or consultations with a myriad of external parties engaging with the community; 

Senior TO Adrian Gumurdul described ‘meetings all the time, hard time’ (7/11/2014). Meeting 

partners include multiple government departments, all tiers of government (shire, territory 

federal), mining representatives, NLC and legal representatives, NGO service providers and 

researchers. I repeatedly witnessed the same handful of individuals called on to contribute to 

these meetings, events and activities. The constant requirement on leaders’ time was a 

constraint respondents raised regarding their ability to engage in customary harvesting. In 

addition, with the wet season cutting off access, the demands of outsiders are effectively 

concentrated into the dry season, which is also the peak time for mobility on country, to travel 

with family, go camping or attend cultural businesses, making it the busiest time of the year 

and, for those employed leaders, extremely hard to take holidays to facilitate their access to 

country. Other comments illustrative of the time and community demands limiting community 

leaders’ engagement in harvesting are summarised in Table 7.1.  
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Figure 7-1 Community ‘open days’ Injalak Arts Centre’s 25th Birthday (2014) 
and Stone Country Festival (2011, 2012) facilitate customary 
harvesting and other cultural practices, Kunbarlanja. 

Source: Darren Clark (2012)  
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Table 7-1 Comments referring to the demands on community leader’s time. 

Illustrative quote Respondent  
‘But we don’t go out much [for hunting], too much jobs, too much 
meetings, too much babysitting.’ 

Julie Narndal, female, 
Kunbarlanja, 3/11/2014 

‘Have a lot of time pressures, with meetings.. [community] celebrations, 
open days, festivals… Information sharing from Parks and Jabiru.’ 

Alfred Nayinggul, male 
Kunbarlanja 31/10/14 

‘Too busy - sorry business everyday’ G.Nabegeyo, female, 
Kunbarlanja, 25/7/12 

‘Busy with jobs here, hard to get out, but Friday and weekends can go’ Gabriel Maralngurra, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 3/9/14 

‘Have to fit hunting and fishing around jobs, need money for fuels, guns, 
bit harder’ 

Walter Nayinggul, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 3/8/14 

‘Timing gets hard. Fitting in caring for country work, like burning, with 
work that generates an income.’  

Sandra McGregor, female, 
Kakadu, 21/10/13 

 

While maintaining full time jobs, those leaders in the community are also most often 

called on to help facilitate many socio-cultural activities in the Aboriginal sphere, including 

‘sorry business’ preparations due to the all too frequent funerals (Table 7.1). They often play 

key roles contributing to cross-cultural community events such as open days, or festivals. Add 

to this, the individual family responsibilities of leaders, with senior (mostly female) adults 

frequently minding grandchildren and middle aged leaders caring for both children and elderly 

relatives. These are considerable demands on an individual’s time and energy.  

Local leadership is crucial to Indigenous governance and shapes adaptive capacity in 

remote communities (Veland et al. 2010; Howitt 2012). It does place a heavy load on the 

shoulders of some, when there are few others willing or able to share the responsibilities and 

considerable challenges. Given leadership in this context is performed against a backdrop of 

extreme health and well-being issues (family break-down, violence, frequent grieving, 

addictions, poor health conditions) experienced at both a personal and community level, the risk 

of individual burn out is high (Moran 2016). The female leaders I worked with sometimes 

referred to the need to get out to a family outstation for intermittent breaks from the stresses of 

community. Leadership turnover can be high, or access limited by the reasons above, and so 

broader points of engagement, including with Indigenous advisory committees can be important 

(Jamieson et al. 2012). This can assist outside collaborators in communicating and maintaining 

working relationships, and in building internal leadership capacity and networks to share some 

of the load. Effective clan and community leadership is invaluable for successful engagement in 

co-management contexts (Berkes 2009). 

7.4 Health and well-being 
Recognition of the links between wetlands and human health is growing in the 

international literature (e.g. Horwitz et al. 2012). The health and well-being disparities between 
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First Nation and settler populations are recognised around the world, and climate change is 

likely to exacerbate these (ICHRP 2008; Green et al. 2009b; Ford et al. 2010a; Ford 2012). 

Climate change poses increased threats to human health, and for Indigenous people in northern 

Australia, these include increased prevalence of tropical diseases, extreme weather events, and 

threats to food security (e.g. Green et al. 2009a), which will inevitably impact upon people’s 

ability to access country and maintain practices such as customary harvesting. In the ARR, 

projected increases in mean daily temperature will increase the risk of unmanaged floodplain 

fires as well as heat stress, which will inevitably reduce people’s ability and inclination to go 

hunting. Engaging in customary practices has, however, been identified with positive outcomes 

for Indigenous health and well-being, both physically and through other socio-economic and 

psychological metrics (Burgess et al. 2005; Huntington et al. 2005; Garnett et al. 2009; Davies 

et al. 2011; Biddle and Swee 2012; Maclean et al. 2013). The major drivers affecting health and 

well-being for people’s engagement with customary harvesting are presented next. Similarly, 

participating in customary harvesting was described by respondents as providing a positive 

effect on people’s health and well-being in the ARR. Major drivers constraining the capacity for 

sustainable adaption raised here are the easier access to highly processed, high sugar content 

foods, environmental deterioration affecting mental health and emotional well-being, and the 

introduction of alcohol and drugs to communities. These are impacting on mental and physical 

health and well-being. These constraints on adaptive ability at both the individual and 

community level amplify other social changes already affecting intergenerational relations and 

knowledge transmission (Section 7.5). 

7.4.1 Physical health 
In addition to the changes in physical mobility from walking to use of vehicles, the 

prevalence of smoking, alcohol consumption and chronic diseases is particularly high among 

Indigenous peoples (O'Dea 2005; Thomas et al. 2006; Johnston and Thomas 2008; Wilson et al. 

2010). Respondents often referred to the differences in health of past and present hunters when 

discussing changes to hunting and fishing practices. Andrew Manakgu for example, described 

how; ‘the old people had good eyes, good vision for spear throwing, they were healthy and 

strong’ (31/10/12). Similarly, Adrian Gumurdul, when describing the old people hunting 

crocodiles referred to their strength and straight shooting:  

‘Watched old people, that croc hunting, they killed with spear, harpoon… Three or four 

[men together], too tough, those old people…People really strong then, didn’t drink, 

didn’t have the shakes, shoot all fine.’ (7/11/2014). 

Walter Nayinggul also related the effects of smoking on people’s ability to get out hunting:  

‘In the old days, didn’t have bacci [tobacco/cigarettes]. Would get up, get spear and 

walk. Not wait and say ‘gotta buy smoke first’ before hunting. Smoking makes it harder 
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to go. Some don’t want to go, need to smoke first. In the old days people were really 

healthy’ (31/10/14).  

Jimmy Marimowa described how diabetes affects ‘even the young people now [in Kakadu]. If 

they have it, even the young ones can’t walk far. Makes it bit harder.’ (25/7/14). These stories 

illustrate a clear recognition of the deterioration in Aboriginal people’s physical health. 

References spanned vision, strength, fitness, motor coordination, the addictive and negative 

impacts of alcohol and tobacco, as well as chronic diseases, all reducing people’s physical 

engagement with hunting and fishing practices. Loss of physical fitness and deteriorating health 

makes it harder to access bush foods, even where they’re far preferred, entraining a negative 

feedback cycle. Reduced ability to access to bush foods and country, increases Indigenous 

people’s dependencies on highly processed ‘shop’ foods, which are shown next as having a 

further negative impact on health and cultural maintenance. 

Consumption of shop food 
The easy access to ‘shop’ food in the region from the 1970s was a clear driver reducing the 

necessity of daily hunting or fishing trips. Respondents frequently attributed the changes in 

people’s physical health to the growing incorporation of non-Aboriginal food (‘Balanda food’ 

or ‘shop food’) into Aboriginal diets. Elderly men in Kunbarlanja, like Timothy Nadjowh, 

described this shift as a big change affecting health and hunting frequency:  

‘Before everyone was fit, strong people. No club, no shop, no cars, no houses. Shop time, 

too hard.... Go out less with shop time, buy food from shop, harder to drag out [people] 

from shop.’ (18/6/14). 

As Walter Nayinggul described; ‘Today we have health problems, the food. Junk food now, but 

people used to hunt wallaby, fresh, no salt, no sugar. Not these days- shop food’ (3/8/14, 

Kunbarlanja).  In Kakadu similarly, the increased dependency on shop food was commented on, 

for example, by Dell Hunter (21/6/12) ‘Today more shop food or just fishing in the river’ and ‘ 

the children here [in KNP] now, the boys and girls do turtle hunting, but more shop food 

though, chicken and pies’ (22/6/12). The contrast between bush and shop foods in relation to 

health is exacerbated. Remote community store provisions are dominated by highly processed 

options of little nutritional value, including fridges of sugar-filled drinks, often with poor 

quality, more expensive and limited fruit and vegetable options (Pollard 2013; Ferguson et al. 

2016). 

The cultural preferences for healthy bush foods clearly remain very strong and the 

subsistence values of accessing free, healthy, freshwater bush tucker was frequently raised (see 

Chapter 4.3). Despite the consumption of shop food being largely normalised, shop food was 

consistently associated with negative health effects by respondents. The Ardjumarllarl Rangers 

(younger men), for example, explained;  
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‘bush tucker, it’s healthy, really true for us. Today, big changes in health; lung cancer, 

diabetes, poison blood... Bush tucker is for good health, cooked up, really nice, different 

bits, different tastes…Balanda food leaves you still hungry. It doesn’t fill you up or feel as 

good. With fast food- just get more fat.’ (Shaun Namarnyilk and Timmy Nabegeyo, 

18/6/14). 

Older women interviewed often equated shop food with poor health effects. For example, 

Hannah Nawirridj described; ‘Sometimes eat bush tucker, sometimes eat at shop. But shop food 

no good. We eat bush tucker, strong blood, not get sick. Shop food- sick all day.’ (5/9/14, 

Kunbarlanja). Other respondents specifically referred to the beneficial medicinal properties of 

bush foods. For example, Connie Nayinggul described bush food as; ‘really good for the body, 

fresh, taste, good for asthma, for any other sickness, not much sugar in it too, very healthy.’ 

(29/7/14). 

A direct link between poor diet and the lack of engagement with biocultural knowledge 

was also made. For example, Alfred Nayinggul described those young people without hunting 

knowledge as ‘more likely to eat KFC’ (31/10/14). Senior Injalak artist Gabrielle Maralngurra 

also described how the changes in knowledge affected diet and cultural practices:  

‘Young people, you tell them if eat yam, it’s good for you. Fish and turtle in earth oven, 

healthy…But young people have hot chips, cooking in greasy oil.’ (3/9/14). 

Increased dependencies on poor quality shop food further erodes health and fitness, mobility 

and engagement with customary biocultural knowledge and country. Freshwater resources 

make a particularly valuable subsistence contribution to the health of those living in remote 

areas where fresh commercial produce is less accessible. 

It is evident that freshwater harvesting practices continue to contribute to food security, in 

the region. Recent cost-replacement studies quantifying the subsistence contribution of wild 

caught freshwater resources for remote communities in northern Australia have shown their 

significant value in market economic terms alone (e.g. Stoeckl et al. 2013; Jackson et al. 

2014b). For example, freshwater bush foods, including magpie goose, long-necked turtle, 

barramundi and bream, represented 13% of the total value of food consumed by Indigenous 

households in the Daly, and 22.7% and in the Mitchell catchments (Jackson et al. 2014b). These 

existing quantitative studies of wild resource use (species, places, frequency, replacement costs 

etc.) at household level are valuable point-in-time data sets from which to assess future change 

(e.g. Altman 2011; Luzar et al. 2011; Jackson et al. 2012a). 

Recognition and inclusion of customary harvesting still remains lacking in mainstream 

Australian health policy. This is despite anthropological and environmental management 

research recognising the significance of subsistence foods for remote Indigenous health and 

well-being as well as food security in a time of climate change (Burgess et al. 2005; Ford 2008; 

Garnett et al. 2009; Loring and Gerlach 2009; Ford et al. 2010a; Scelza et al. 2014) (e.g. Scelza 
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et al. 2014; Burgess et al. 2005; Garnett et al. 2009b; Loring and Gerlach 2009; Ford 2008; 

Ford, Berrang-Ford, et al. 2010). It appears to suffer from decades-old assumptions that bush 

foods are primarily only of recreational value. For example, the attitudes expressed in a 1950s 

NT Department of Health Report that concluded ‘the amount of Indigenous foods consumed 

was not significant and hunting and food collecting were enjoyed as a pastime rather than as a 

means of providing food’ appear to persist (Wilson 1952) without consideration of other 

economic, socio-cultural and health metrics associated with ‘use’ or ‘consumption’. Several 

recent medical health studies on diet in remote Aboriginal communities failed to include 

customary foods in their analysis or even discussion, including one seeking to characterise 

‘community-level diet of Aboriginal people in remote northern Australia’ (Brimblecombe and 

O'Dea 2009; Brimblecombe et al. 2013). In an edited edition on the challenges and future 

prospects for Australia’s food security, only one chapter addressed food security in remote 

Indigenous Australia. It focused on ‘selecting interventions’ for food security in remote 

Indigenous communities, however, gave hunting and fishing only a cursory mention, insofar as 

noting that the community store was ‘not the only available food source in these remote areas’ 

(Pollard 2013, p100). Given freshwater billabongs are frequently referred to as ‘our free 

supermarket’ (e.g. JA, female, Kakadu, 4/11/2014; CN, female, Kunbarlanja 29/8/2012; anon, 

2014, Kakadu), inclusion of customary-sourced bush foods should be incorporated into such 

studies. Kuhnlein, with co-authors, have carried out global reviews of dietary change and 

challenges to the integrity of traditional food and nutrition systems of Indigenous peoples (e.g. 

Kuhnlein and Receveur 1996; Turner et al. 2013). Kuhnlein and O’Receveur (1996) for 

example, discuss factors influencing dietary change and identify similar drivers of loss of 

traditional food systems; declining species abundance, declining knowledge transfer, increasing 

sedentary life, declining time available due to employment, and easily available new foods of 

poorer nutritional value, which collectively, lead to serious physical health impacts; obesity, 

diabetes, alcoholism, heart disease, cancer (Kuhnlein and Receveur 1996). 

7.4.2 Psychological well-being 
Australian Indigenous worldview directly links people’s health with that of their 

environment, or ‘country’ (Rose 1996; Rose 2002; Wilson 2003). Some of the motivations for 

engaging with freshwater customary harvesting have been previously described in this study 

(Chapter 4) as to ‘feel good’, among other positive psychological and emotional benefits. The 

following examples illustrate how physical damage to floodplain country, that is environmental 

destruction or deterioration, is felt both physically and emotionally by its Aboriginal custodians 

and can manifest as human health impacts. This has important implications for responding to 

future environmental change, particularly the potential loss of ecosystems/places arising from 

climate change. The challenges of sustaining cultural beliefs and practices, of managing the 

systemic social-economic challenges stemming from colonisation and ensuing environmental 
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degradation, generate much concern and stress for TOs and community leaders. For example, 

Adrian Gumurdul comments ‘Worry too much for this land’ (Kunbarlanja 2/10/13). This has 

potential to cause considerable distress and reduce an individual’s capacity to engage and 

respond to further disruption. 

The worldview directly linking human health and environmental health was made clear. 

For example, on several occasions, Julie Narndal commented on the cattle station’s use of a 

grader to control escaped pasture grass fires on the floodplain. Recalling one huge floodplain 

fire the previous year, she explained;  

‘for us Aboriginal people, when they dig the ground like that to stop the fire like that, old 

people feel pain. Maybe back hurts, feel sick, feel pain in our bodies, yo…because we’re 

connected to the land, the ground. Better to have let it burn out, or used water […] instead 

of digging those big holes.’ (9/10/13). 

Connie Nayinggul also raised human health as an indicator of sorts for the condition of country. 

She described an emotional response when observing unhealthy country, whereby if it’s sick; 

‘you feel all tangled up, like fishing line. Old people get sick over country’ (20/6/14). This 

evocative metaphor suggests a knotting up, a tightening or an unresolvable tension in the 

experience of damage to places within their country. It also reveals how much more is at stake 

for people with a relational worldview, experiencing environmental change in this way. That is, 

where environmental change poses a direct threat to their own or their family’s physical and 

mental health, as intangible and difficult to quantify as this may be. 

Settler societies have a long history of dismissing the validity of Indigenous belief 

systems, particularly in places with mission histories. Despite this, Aboriginal belief systems 

have shown both remarkable resilience and power to accommodate new influences, including 

aspects of Christianity, but are also subject to ongoing pressures from various forms of 

Christianity. As an ex-mission settlement, the influence of Christianity in Kunbarlanja on the 

continuity of Aboriginal beliefs supporting engagement with customary harvesting was of 

interest. The female leaders of the community with whom I worked most closely, had grown up 

and been educated during the mission days and identified as Christians. For both Julie Narndal 

and Donna Nadjamerrek, there was evident compatibility of the two belief systems. For 

example, Julie explained; ‘If following the Old Testament- God created tribes... and our system 

and culture, together, this makes us stronger. Can have the heavenly father and our dreaming 

beliefs’ (9/10/13). Donna’s personal stance was that these two belief systems ‘can be balanced, 

both accommodated, to make it something that you feel good about’ (5/9/14). Aboriginal 

religious change has been characterised in the anthropological literature as one of incorporation 

and Indigenisation, rather than ‘conversion’ complete with rejection of Aboriginal beliefs,  

rather a form of ‘religious plurality’ (Schwarz and Dussart 2010:3). The ability of Aboriginal 

belief systems to accommodate the new, be it elements (material, animals, tobacco, buffalo), 
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beliefs (e.g. Judeo-Christian), or figures (God, Jesus, Leichhardt), has been documented (e.g. 

Altman 1982; Myers 2010; Schwarz and Dussart 2010; Trigger and Asche 2010) in so long as it 

accords with ‘the logic of country’ (Rose 1996:41).  

Donna was concerned, however, at the loss of knowledge in relation to maintaining the 

spiritual health of both people and the land. She also described the rising influence of non-

Aboriginal people on Aboriginal Christians where they were promoting the incompatibility of 

the two belief systems. Her following interview excerpt describes these complex social 

changes; 

‘Ceremony business it’s slowly passing, dying away. Don’t have any more the elderly ones 

to teach the young ones and keep maintaining it. That process of how to talk to ‘spiritual’ 

land. Not many young people know enough. Law people and song men, the leaders, 

haven’t passed on song lines to strongman leaders. I don’t see that happening.’  

[EL: Why do you think this is happening?];  

‘Little bit from alcohol, little bit from religion, not sure...’  

Donna described this shift as having occurred within her generation, giving the example of 

where increasingly ‘for some funerals, a lot of families don’t want corroboree, just want the 

gospel’ (5/9/14). This represents another socio-cultural layer of rapidly imposed change that 

individuals have to navigate, choosing or able to accommodate it to varying degrees. The loss 

of, or decline in, ceremonial practices was something several respondents raised as a change 

with significant ramifications for both people and country. For example, Timothy Nadjowh 

raised this as a ‘big change, not make ceremony here anymore, from here, Oenpelli’ (18/6/14). 

Connie Nayinggul described the implications for harvesting; ‘If ceremony is not happening, it 

will affect bush tucker… No stories, no knowledge, no caring, sharing.’ (28/10/14). These 

changing socio-cultural belief systems can, in local conceptions of causality, be as influential as 

changing environmental characteristics, in sustaining particular human-environment 

interactions. Belief systems and socio-cultural change however, frequently do not receive the 

same attention as ecological change in natural resource management research. 

The implications for psychological health and subjective well-being particularly for 

Indigenous or marginalised communities/nations of environmental and climate change impacts 

have only more recently begun emerging as important research priorities in the climate 

adaptation literature (McMichael and Githeko 2001; Berry et al. 2010; Adger et al. 2011). This 

includes the emotional and mental stress associated with ‘loss of place’ (Adger et al. 2011) and 

‘solastalgia’ resulting from experiencing environmental change or degradation (Albrecht 2005; 

Albrecht 2010). These kinds of health and well-being impacts were identified in this research, 

in response to existing environmental degradation (e.g. loss of goannas from cane toads- 

Chapter 5, loss of hunting grounds to weeds- Chapter 6) and respondents expressed worry and 

concern for future loss of hunting grounds and freshwater species to future sea level rise 
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(Chapter 8). Where environmental assessments are looking to incorporate socio-cultural 

indicators to assess environmental health, the human health sector may need to similarly 

develop ways of including the psychological impacts of environmental change, for example 

Higginbotham et al.’s (2006) ‘environmental distress scale’. King and Furgal (2014) 

acknowledge the complexity and transdisciplinary methods required in examining the 

relationships between Indigenous health and land-human interrelationships, including those 

generated through hunting practices. Nguyen and Cairney’s (2013) ‘wellbeing framework’ was 

specifically developed for Indigenous Australians in a remote context. It shows the interaction 

between education, employment, health, and wellbeing, while also recognising Indigenous 

worldview and values. Their well-being framework is comprised of indicators across physical, 

social, emotional, cultural and spiritual categories, reflecting its multi-disciplinary nature, like 

that necessary for addressing climate change adaptation. Importantly in an Indigenous context, 

is the attention to the social origins of many existing health problems is needed, which will 

require social and political solutions at the community level (Kirmayer et al. 2003).  

7.4.3 Social dysfunction and becoming ‘lost’ 
The challenges of tackling high rates of substance abuse and addictions in remote 

Aboriginal communities reflect multiple, complex and interacting factors, stemming from 

legacies of colonisation and remoteness from health and education services and employment 

opportunities. In both Kunbarlanja and Kakadu, respondents referred to fellow countrymen and 

women becoming ‘lost’ as they became more heavily involved in substance addictions or 

caught up in socio-economic circumstances that lead to dysfunctional behaviour. Respondents 

of all ages described declining motivation for engaging in hunting and other cultural practices 

as alcohol and drugs became increasingly available within communities (Table 7.2). The 

ensuing social impacts, particularly for young people, were of pressing concern among 

respondents.  

The theme of young people ‘going the wrong way’ or ‘taking different roads’ was also 

strongly presented. For example, Ardjumarllarl Rangers Shaun, Nipper and Timmy all 

expressed very strongly the importance of teaching Aboriginal cultural knowledge and that, 

while they do within their own families, they recognised many others were not (Table 7.2). 

Whether their reference to ‘dead end’ referred to youth suicide, ill health, or prison wasn’t 

elaborated on, but all three are serious issues for Indigenous Australian youth, including for 

some young people in Kunbarlanja and the broader Kakadu region. Connie referred to the 

influence that drugs, rife in communities, were having on family relationships ‘drug stuff 

coming all over, some kids going different way- don’t want to be with the parents’ (20/6/14). 

These changes have ramifications for the sustainability of sharing practices, social networks and 

biocultural knowledge. For example, Nida Mangranbarr and Annie Ngalmirama in Kakadu, 
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described how, in the older days, people used to have a ceremony at a particular meeting 

location and invite others to share meals and freshwater resources, but that now there’s ‘no 

ceremony, all passed away’. Nida continued; ‘Nothing now, people don’t want to know. They’re 

playing cards, grog. Young girls, just go drink’. (4/12/14). Patterns of disinterest, in 

combination with substance abuse leading to dysfunctional behaviour undoubtedly have major 

impacts on intergenerational interactions. Functional relationships are crucial for building an 

empowering sense of identity, self-worth and for sustaining broader social relations and cultural 

knowledge transmission.  

Alcohol (gunbang) influence in the region has risen since 1969, with the arrival of 

government-established ‘social clubs’ licensed to sell alcohol. The history of alcohol arriving in 

remote Aboriginal communities with social clubs is well documented in Brady (2008; 2014). 

Rather than a gradual and educated exposure to alcohol, the change was rapid and access 

unmediated. In the ARR, licensed alcohol introduction demonstrates an ongoing pattern of 

disempowering Aboriginal leaders, then later marginalising non-drinkers and women (d'Abbs 

and Jones 1996). This was through the mode of initial introduction (against community leaders’ 

wishes) and in the ensuing ad hoc policies prescribing subsequent alcohol introductions and 

regulations (d'Abbs and Jones 1996; d'Abbs 1998; d'Abbs et al. 2008). For example, despite the 

council deputy chairman J. Nayinggul petitioning the Commonwealth Minister for Aboriginal 

Affairs the NT Licencing Commission granted a takeaway liquor licence to the Border Store in 

1969 and 197411 (d'Abbs 1998). Despite ongoing council opposition and reports warning of the 

damaging implications of alcohol for Aboriginal communities (Fox et al. 1977; d'Abbs and 

Jones 1996; Howitt 1997; d'Abbs 1998) licensed outlets rapidly increased, with ten in the area 

by 1995 (d'Abbs 1998).  

Respondents often described alcohol as a factor inhibiting hunting and other cultural 

practices, for both Kunbarlanja and Kakadu. Comments illustrating the impact and changes of 

alcohol on customary hunting and cultural practices are provided in Table 7.3. These comments 

reveal the serious implications for individual and community health (more people drinking, and 

drinking younger), the loss of identity (with declining cultural practices), declining work ethic 

(affecting employment), and the transmission of knowledge- ‘parents need reminding to go 

bush’ (Table 7.3). In Kakadu, Jessie Alderson highlighted the impact of licenced clubs, when I 

asked if there is anything she would change to better support customary harvesting she replied; 

‘No clubs. Or just make it only open for an hour, like 5-6pm. It’s a bad habit people get into. 

They lose their identity.’ (31/7/14). In Kunbarlanja, many respondents (both drinkers and non-

drinkers) commented on the club’s influence in shaping temporal patterns of hunting, i.e. club 

                                                      
11 Gunbalanya Council eventually purchased the Border Store licence and transferred it to 
Gunbalanya Sports and Social Club in an effort to stem the high number of fatalities and injuries 
from car accidents, as residents drove back, or swum across the East Alligator River, under the 
influence of alcohol. 
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patrons limited their hunting to the days and afternoons when the club was shut. For example, 

Walter Nayinggul explained; 

‘..be easier if close [the] club, then everyone would go [hunting]...Today only a few go 

hunting. Tell to give up drinking, would be really good. They want to sit and watch TV, 

wait for pub to open, only go hunting Sunday or weekend. Days when club open, don’t 

go. Before, when they didn’t have, used to go every morning.’ (Kunbarlanja, 3/8/14) 

Alcohol has clearly been implicated in reducing the frequency of hunting and fishing trips and 

associated knowledge transmission. Anthropologist McKnight (2002) working in Mornington 

Island community (QLD), observed a similar change in patterns of hunting behaviour after the 

arrival of a canteen there in 1977.   

Table 7-2 Comments referring to social dysfunction affecting customary 
harvesting and maintenance of biocultural practices 

Comment Respondent 

‘Lot of my family is disrupted by lot of different things. Smoking, dope, drinking, 
technology... all those things... Not many families are doing those things [like 
hunting]. They should be out there, taking families hunting. They too busy worried 
about gambling, smoking, drinking too much.  Too much distraction. When they’re 
doing that, they’re not thinking about being out in the bush or teaching younger 
generation about that knowledge...Bininj people forgetting.’  
‘People getting less empowered, because of drug and alcohol problems. Getting 
really hard to make countrymen to re-engage with the land and culture…’ 

Donna 
Nadjamerrek, 
female, 5/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘If ceremony is not happening, it will affect bush tucker… No stories, no knowledge, 
no caring, sharing. Some countrymen’s children are lost. Some lose their way a bit.’ 

Connie Nayinggul, 
female, 28/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘For younger people, some go hunting and fishing with mother for turtle on 
weekends. Young boys, some do, some not. Got other problems- smoking ganja. 
When there was no gunja, they used to go hunting. Now they stay back in and 
smoke.’ 

Simon Badari, 
male, 7/9/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Worried about weed/marijuana. Big changes in town.  And gunbal- grog. Young 
people taking different roads- too much X-box and grog. Less respect.’ 

Timothy Nadjowh 
(OA), male, 
18/6/14,  
Kunbarlanja 

‘Worried kids distracted- rap music, gangs. Some parents just play cards, go to club. 
Some not teaching.  [Kids] Don’t know which way going- too many roads to take 
growing up. Can be a dead end.’ 

Ardjumarllarl 
Rangers 18/6/14 

 

In Kunbarlanja, the social club remains the only built space large enough in Kunbarlanja 

where people could gather for general socialising. This included planning for hunting trips. For 

example, Injalak artist and dancer Joey Nganjunuma described how hunting trips were 

sometimes organised in this social setting; ‘Often we’ll be drinking together in the club, and 

decide to go tomorrow. Be sorting out cars…’ (Kunbarlanja, 20/9/13). Prior to the club’s 

existence, a former resident noted there used to be more ‘whole community’ activities, like 

dances, sports days, night classes, movies once a week (W Kennedy, 2016, pers. comm. 25 
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February). Providing other communal spaces and activities, options suitable for families or 

those who’d like a break from alcohol but still to socialise, could provide a welcome alternative. 

Many senior residents lived through the introduction of alcohol, including Senior TO from 

Kunbarlanja, Adrian Gumurdul. He described the magnitude of the change as alcohol was 

introduced:  

‘But then when that new citizen time, for grog- wrecked people up […] ‘Big change that 

one, really changed […] more difficult, more trouble for young fellas, can’t get anybody 

working [...] ‘Biggest problem is too much drinking’ (7/11/2014). 

Adrian also referred to the impacts from alcohol on sustaining cultural practices, for example, 

in comparing with other west Arnhem Aboriginal communities; ‘Goulburn, Croker [Islands], 

they got their dance, got their culture. Gunbalanya, here, grog running everywhere. Even 

mission times, they put sand, make dance, happy times.’ (2/10/13). In another example, adult 

education teacher Wendy Kennedy (non-Aboriginal) lived in Kunbarlanja (Oenpelli) and taught 

women home economics from the early 1970s through to the 1990s. She witnessed clear social 

destruction that followed the arrival of the club, and frequently gave refuge to women at risk of 

violence from drunken, abusive men. She described a decline in trusting of knowledge to 

younger men, and less men attending ceremonies, and sometimes drunk. She recalled hunting 

and ceremonies stopping. She observed that originally, the women didn’t drink, but only 

starting later, toward the mid/late 80s, ‘in desperation’. She witnessed many instances of 

women raising their voices against the club at meetings in their community. All the committees 

comprised male members, mirroring European models of authority, and after years of being 

ignored and finding no support, Kennedy described how these women eventually gave up, and 

in some cases, joined them. She described that ‘socially, life changed drastically, it was very 

unpleasant for women’ and observed the heavy peer pressure applied to those who tried to give 

up (W Kennedy, 2016, pers. comm. 25 February). 
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Table 7-3 Comments illustrative of the impacts of alcohol and presence of 
clubs (public bars) on customary hunting and maintenance of 
cultural activities. 

Theme  Comment Respondent 
Loss of cultural 
practice 

‘Older generation of people only knew work, no drinking. If 
on grog, [people] don’t go [hunting].  
In reference to alcohol use; ‘Goulburn, Croker [Islands, NT]- 
they got their dance, got their culture. Gunbalanya-  here 
grog running everywhere… We losing our culture.’  

Adrian Gumurdul 
Kunbarlanja, 
6/9/12 

Temporal 
patterns of 
hunting 

‘Sunday, favourite day for hunting. Most popular. Friday 
and Saturday, pub is open.’  

Margaret 
Nabulwad, 
female, 19/5/12, 
Kunbarlanja 

Reduction in 
frequency of 
customary 
harvesting  

JM described a decline in the motivation for getting out 
hunting;  
‘not much, gone down [...] Longer time before, people used 
to go fishing nearly every day. Now too much drinking. Still 
use weekend, Saturday, Sunday to go fishing, but not 
because of work, but too much alcohol, parties. The end of 
the 90s, started slowing down on hunting, the last 10-20 
years.’  

Jimmy Marimowa, 
Kakadu,  
25/7/14. 

Loss of 
intergenerational 
cultural 
transmission 

‘Parents need to be reminded: leave the club to go bush.’ 
Respondent commented on alcohol dependencies of some 
local people resulted in preference: ‘rather for drink than 
do anything else. Spend all their money towards alcohol, 
then can’t afford to take kids out [on country/hunting].’  

anon., Kakadu, 
2014 

Intergenerational 
change in access, 
social problems 

‘Grog is a pressure. Didn’t go before, but now people start 
too early, too young. Young women today have more easy 
access to alcohol. Member of club, poker machines at the 
Croc hotel, Cooinda. There were none around then. Social 
club used to be only for people at ERA [Ranger uranium 
mine]. That change, making it for everyone, it was a really 
bad change. People going to club sometimes three times a 
week- I’m sick to death of it all.’  

Jessie Alderson, 
Kakadu,  
31/7/14 

Intergenerational 
change in access, 
social problems 

While he was always out in the bush when he was younger, 
he described others now having:  ‘too much time playing 
video games, too much alcohol. Before it wasn’t as easy to 
get alcohol. Now, there’s always a pub around somewhere, 
now so much easier. Money easier now, got dole, so have 
money for alcohol. Before had good work ethic...’ 

anon., male, 
Kakadu, 2014 

Intergenerational 
change in access, 
social problems 

‘nothing now, people don’t want to know- they’re playing 
cards, grog. Young girls- just go drink’. 

Annie N. and Nida 
M. 4/12/14, 
Kakadu 

 

That the particularly brutal social impact experienced by women was ignored, again points 

to a theme repeating throughout this thesis, of not acknowledging diversity within a culture or 

recognising the gendered nature of cultural knowledge and authority. It is also an example that 

illustrates how the patriarchal institutions of the settler culture worked to diminish the status of 

local Indigenous women in community decision making, as Gale (1983; 1990) also found in her 
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work examining the status and role of Aboriginal women in decision making.  Alcohol 

impacted upon regional governance more broadly, with Howitt (1997:57) describing how the 

proliferation of clubs and increased access to alcohol ‘simultaneously reinforced many people’s 

sense of marginalization from key decisions about the region’s future’. In Kunbarlanja, d’Abbs 

and Jones (1996) document the impacts of alcohol through the 1990s and 2000s, and similarly 

note the impacts on Aboriginal status and authority in local governance. Thus the arrival of 

alcohol has impacted on people’s engagement with harvesting and other cultural practices from 

the individual to community, and contributed to further disengagement in local governance 

arrangements. Key recommendations of a latest report into alcohol management in the region 

include maintaining the shortened hours and ban on full-strength alcohol, and for all clubs to 

move to incorporation, under the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act, 

2006, which would assist good governance and the transparent distribution of profits (Shaw et 

al. 2015).  

The socio-medical health literature addressing substance abuse and dysfunction in remote 

Aboriginal communities presses for similar actions as those I argue for in addressing climate 

change adaptation in this context. These include the need to understand socio-historical context 

(Hunter 1991; Kirmayer et al. 2003), and to address underlying structural and social inequalities 

(Senior and Chenall 2008). Senior and Chenall (2008) argue for addiction studies to examine 

the effects of multiple addictive substances, to understanding of alcohol and drug use ‘in 

totality’. In their study tracking use of multiple substances over five years in a remote 

Aboriginal community, restrictions on access to alcohol and petrol for sniffing were found to 

lead to an increased use of marijuana, with serious social and community consequences. This 

mirrors the risk of adaptive ‘solutions’ becoming maladaptive where the synergistic effects of 

multiple drivers of change are not considered in totality. 

Strong Indigenous cultural attachment has consistently been shown to lead to improved 

mental health outcomes, and engagement in governance. For example Biddle and Swee (2012) 

found a positive relationship between the sustainability of Indigenous ‘land, language and 

culture’ with subjective emotional wellbeing. Kirmayer et al. (Kirmayer et al. 2003) found that 

strengthening Indigenous cultural identity and political empowerment contributed to improving 

mental health at the community level. Cultural knowledge contributes to an individual’s sense 

of identity and was frequently described by Traditional Owners (TOs) in this study as a source 

of strength. For example, Connie Nayinggul reiterated the centrality of cultural knowledge of 

country in defining identity and avoiding becoming ‘lost’: 

For kids, they might want to know mother’s land too. Keep future strong, or they get lost. 

Some families get lost. If they know their country, their home, their feeding ground, it’s a 

place and heart too.’ (29/7/14). 
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Cultural identity here is defined by understanding one’s relationship with country, the 

knowledge of which provides a centrepoint for life (heart) and can help sustain a sense of 

purpose (keep future strong), particularly given the challenging socioeconomic circumstances 

of remote Indigenous Australia.  

Solutions offered by respondents consistently referred to taking the younger generations 

out on country for activities. For example, after Nipper Gumurdul described the contemporary 

impediments to young people learning culture (‘too much ganja, beer, health problems’), he 

suggested ‘taking them out camping, hunting, fishing, or for yams every weekend’ (23/10/14). 

Donna Nadjamerrek suggested as treatment options, alongside the more conventional western 

models of ‘counselling’; ‘Lots of talking with families about culture […] Homelands is another- 

don’t know if they have resources there, but useful for families to move from communities to 

homelands.’ (5/9/14). Several respondents referred to going back to homelands or their 

outstations for recovery time and a chance to get away from the peer pressure and easy 

accessibility of substances (7.2.3). Addressing issues contributing to social dysfunction is 

complex but requires recognition of the value in sustaining cultural knowledge and identity, the 

legacies of colonisation, incorporating local aspirations into consistent and coordinated 

government responses to the broader needs of young people, as argued for by many remote 

Indigenous health specialists (MacLean and d'Abbs 2002; Wilson 2003; Sherwood and Edwards 

2006; Wexler 2009; Kral et al. 2011). 

7.5 Changing intergenerational relationships and the 
challenges of sustaining knowledge transmission 

The loss or reduction of effective means for passing on biocultural knowledge represents 

arguably the greatest threat to the sustainable adaptation of customary harvesting. Drivers of 

change causing deteriorating health and well-being impacts intergenerational relationships and 

knowledge transmission, as show like the deteriorating health of country. Interview results 

frequently included discussion of the difficulties in sharing freshwater customary harvesting 

knowledge between the generations, with examples provided in Table 7.4. Changes in 

motivation were raised, sometimes due to the health dependencies, but also because of 

environmental change, technological change and change to economic imperatives (i.e. easy 

access to shop food) (Table 7.4). Young Ardjumarllarl Ranger Basil Nalorlman described the 

decline among some of his peers in going hunting; ‘These days, they don’t go hunting. Some 

young boys and girls go. Some just hang around at town doing nothing.’ (23/10/14). Timmy 

Nabegeyo followed ‘People just want to go hunting’ with; ‘mainly old people.’ (31/7/14).  

Relationships at the level of the family unit are still critical in sustaining biocultural knowledge. 

While Nipper Gumurdul acknowledges ‘kids today [go out hunting], not so much- rather be in 

town’ he reiterated ‘but still go out with family, but not by self, always go with family’ 
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(4/10/13). Sharing cultural knowledge is as much dependent on the capacity of the parent to 

teach and access country, as the willingness of the child to learn. 

Authority, status and respect are important elements in the relationship of senior 

knowledge holders to young students. Resident Harry Thompson described the decline in 

authority held by the elders. For example; ‘Andy’s uncle was teaching kids, now don’t teach 

nothing. Kids don’t like listening to old people.’ (20/6/14). Perceptions of such shifts in respect 

were mixed however, for example, Shaun Namarnyilk described how ‘Old people still help, in 

stopping young kids fighting’ (18/6/14) which suggests they still hold authority status. The teen 

years were described as particularly difficult, partly for the usual teenage rebellion, but also the 

particular challenge for Indigenous young people in trying to navigate two systems (JA, JM, 

Table 7.4). This is compounded by the shortened life expectancies of senior knowledge holders, 

who may no longer be alive by the time the younger generation matures, rediscover the value in 

cultural knowledge, and want to learn again (JM, Table 7.4). Nipper Gumurdul predicted the 

likely outcome for cultural knowledge, given the combination of social dysfunction, 

environmental deterioration and changing generational relationships; ‘might have lost all the 

stories. Might not pick up all the stories.’(23/10/14). 

There were many comments providing evidence of a loss in biocultural knowledge in the 

younger or current generation. For example, while discussing knowledge associated with 

floodplain burning, an Aboriginal ranger in Kakadu described ‘a lot of the younger fellas just 

don’t know, they think any time’s ok.’ (anon., 2014). On discussing the impacts of 

environmental change, Connie described the all-encompassing effect; ‘everything changes. Kids 

don’t learn properly’ (28/10/14). These all point to the immediate and urgent issue of 

knowledge loss due to existing social-ecological drivers of change, damaging the modes of 

customary knowledge transmission, let alone the effect of future environmental transformation. 

Older residents also referred to changes in technology that young people had readily taken up 

(Table 7.4). While some of older generation felt these were a distraction, something that created 

distance between the generations, others acknowledged the new choices open to youth and 

inevitability and necessity of adapting to these cultural changes. Culture is never immutable. 

For example, Jessie Alderson described: 

‘Got old ways and new ways. Keep on changing environment and modern world today, 

can’t stop technology, those computers, laptops, mobile phones. Lot of Aboriginal kids 

into it. People have to. Adapting, with the changes.’  (4/11/2014) 

Isaiah Nagurrgurrba described the differences in after-school activities and the technology 

availability of his youth, compared with that of the current youth:  

‘I was helping grandma when eight or nine, using walabi nets […] We’d go after school. 

[…] go camping, on the weekend also, but come back Sunday afternoon for school on 

Monday. There’s not so much camping now. Some kids want to learn, make spear and go 
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hunting, but some want to go their own way. It’s a choice. All the technology, mobiles, 

laptops.’ (24/10/14). 

While technological change is inevitable, technology can also be harnessed to assist 

intergenerational knowledge sharing. This does take considerable ‘two-way’ literacy however, 

both an understanding of customary knowledge and sufficient understanding of technologies to 

deploy them in support of biocultural knowledge transmission.   

Despite the obvious challenges in maintaining engagement in customary harvesting among 

youth, there were still some positive examples. For example, Gabby Gumurdul recounted the 

involvement of young boys in magpie goose egg collection:  

‘I used to go long time ago, now younger mob go. It’s hard work, takes forever...but 

Adrian [senior TO and Gabby’s father] goes, with young boys- they’re keen and strong. 

They pole for the eggs, collect for old people.’ (17/6/14).  

This is evidence that some youth are still keen in undertaking customary harvesting. For the 

wider majority of youth, however, opportunities to participate in geese egg collection are highly 

reduced by lack of material access (needing a boat with the increased crocodile presence 

deterring wading), as well as limited boat space likely privileging those with TO family status. 

A negative feedback loop may ensue, where reduced opportunities to access resources, reduces 

motivation and likely encourages disinterest in customary activities or seeking alternative, non-

customary activities. Collectively, these results indicate the need to support local solutions to 

address the disengagement of youth and the challenge of maintaining intergenerational 

knowledge transmission, as a key determinant of adaptive capacity.  
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Table 7-4 Examples of respondents’ comments illustrating the challenges in 
engaging the younger generation in customary harvesting (CH) and 
related intergenerational knowledge transmission 

Themes Comment Respondent (age 
category) 

Multiple factors 
causing decline in 
youth hunting 
interest;  
Loss of knowledge; 
 
Inexplicability of 
change;  
Diversity- some 
children interested; 
Technological 
influences 

‘Bit different now, people used to go, people still know, but 
sometimes, people bit lazy now, or no vehicle or not good 
health.  Hard for young people nowadays, e.g. for long yam, 
young ladies might not know the right leaves. Really good if 
old ladies take young girls and show them.’; 
Long time ago in the 80s, used to go hunting, these days, 
young people want to do what they want to do. Don’t 
know, change. Old people- need to take responsibility, to 
show hunting and camping places…Old people try to, but 
it’s bit of trouble. In past, always go, but now don’t go 
hunting for few weeks or months.’; 
‘Some kids want to learn, make spear and go hunting, but 
some want to go their own way- a choice. Technology- 
mobiles, laptops.’ 

Isaiah 
Nagurrgurrba, 
(>50) 24/10/14 
Kunbarlanja 

Environmental 
degradation; 
deterrent for present 
generations 
engagement in CH 

'Fishing is ok- just hunting have to go long way, further, 
further, harder (mimosa covered). In mission times 50s and 
60s buffalo era, no mimosa, really clean, clear water, good 
for geese and duck, swimming. Now can’t- this new 
generation, don’t go hunting, don’t go fishing, do nothing.'  

Adrian (>50) 
Gumurdul,  
2/10/13, 
Kunbarlanja 
 

Environmental 
degradation;  
Take out on country 
to engage more 

‘Today kids can’t go walking around- grasses too much, say 
to stay in that clear area. That’s why we burn. Bit hard to 
get kids interested- best way to take them out more often. 
Some doing this through school- just starting with camps 
back out on country.’ 

Jimmy (35-50) 
Marimowa, 
Kakadu, 16/9/14 

Concern for 
extended families, 
other kids in 
community 

‘our kids would be ok learning; we take our kids, they all 
know, we teach them, language, food… but we worry about 
our families kids’  

Nida (>50) 
Mangranbarr 
Kakadu, 4/12/14 

Multiple influences- 
technology, shops, 
drinking;  

‘Not sure about [maintaining harvesting practices] for the 
next generation…This generation have computers and 
mobile phones, are outside less. Don’t go out much for 
bush tucker. I could say I need sugarbag, feel like sugar bag, 
and no one is interested in coming out with me now. Even 
with me saying I’ll show you how to find it... Really hard for 
kids today, trying to get them to know something.’;  
‘Young people today wouldn’t paddle [for magpie goose 
eggs]- too lazy! People gotta be pushed today. Young 
people today, just don’t want to. Need to take them out to 
bush, leave them to cope themselves. It’s a bad habit 
coming to shops, hanging out here all day. If can get a car 
and troopy, all pile in and not come back till late in the 
afternoon.’  

Jessie (>50) 
Alderson, 
Kakadu, 31/7/14;  
 
 
 
4/11/14 
 

Teen years harder ‘Our kids, I take them and show them Crocker, and through 
Cannon Hill, showing kids. Younger ones ok. Harder 
teaching older ones, not pay so much attention. They’d 
rather party... Then maybe come back in their 30s.’ 

Jimmy 
Marimowa, 
Kakadu, 25/7/14 

Teen years: 
challenge of 
maintaining both 
mainstream and 
cultural education 
responsibilities/ 
activities 

‘Around teen years- that’s where it gets really hard. Gotta 
attend school, but got cultural activities. Should have space 
for attending cultural activities, built into job roles. Bit hard 
there and for school age kids. They start dropping out, if 
missing days for school. It gets too hard, left behind. Two 
different laws out there. Laws should interact, would be 
good if they could, giving time to attend cultural activities.’  

Jessie Alderson, 
Kakadu, 4/11/14 
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7.5.1 Supporting intergenerational knowledge transmission 
In addition to addressing the access, relational and health and well-being issues above, 

three critical areas may build capacity in supporting intergenerational knowledge transmission: 

i) collaborations to facilitate access to country, ii) greater incorporation of customary 

knowledge into mainstream education, including the novel use of technology to do so, and iii) 

provision of visible pathways to culturally relevant, on country employment (rangers, artists, 

educators etc.). Most importantly all responses reiterated the need to access, visit, be on country 

for intergenerational knowledge sharing. Other key suggestions to assist in intergenerational 

knowledge sharing included the provision of hunting/access equipment (vehicle, gun), more 

relevant state assistance (e.g. funding a recreation officer or further integration of these 

activities within mainstream education) and making knowledge sharing activities part of 

Indigenous ranger work (Table 7.5).  

Table 7-5 Examples of respondents’ suggestions for supporting 
intergenerational knowledge transmission  

Theme Suggestions Respondent 
Material 
assistance; 
Cross-cultural 
sharing on 
country 

Sean described ‘having a car and a gun each’ as something that 
could assist keeping hunting culture strong. He went on to 
describe how Parks used to take families out hunting with TOs 
one day a month. This was to; ‘meet and build relationships 
between Parks and TOs’, but the practice ended…(about 10 years 
ago). It was combined with recording cultural and ecological 
information. 

Sean Nadji, 
Kakadu, 
5/11/2014 

Government 
supported 
assistance to 
access country 

Isaiah suggested seeking support/funding from the sport and 
recreation centre to help take groups of old and young people 
out together; ‘Having a dedicated rec. officer for this would be 
helpful, they need extra help. It would help the young people a 
bit more, with health issues together.’ 

Isaiah 
Nagurrgurrba, 
Kunbarlanja, 
24/10/14 

Prioritising being 
on country 
together 

‘Most important to keep taking kids out fishing, camping, hunting 
into the future.’ 

Julie Narndal, 
Kunbarlanja, 
3/11/2014 

Cultural 
knowledge 
sharing through 
mainstream 
education and 
time on country; 
Role for ranger 
program to 
assist this. 

‘Teach all them young ones at school and take them out camping. 
Teach them so kids will now how to make spear, walabi nets. 
Elders get together bit more, tell stories at school, get kids to 
learn and pass it on. The government could do more to help this.  
Njanjma Rangers- [once up and running properly] want to take 
kids camping, showing them, teaching stories. Ladies for bush 
tucker, young women. We’d take the young boys….Njanjma 
Rangers, want to make this [knowledge sharing/teaching] part of 
it [their work]. Hopefully can link with school.’ 

Alfred 
Nayinggul, 
Kunbarlanja, 
31/10 /14 

 

The following comment from Alfred Nayinggul shows his confidence and determination, 

while acknowledging the challenges, in sustaining biocultural knowledge. He describes the 

three critical elements necessary; access to country, knowledge collaborations and Aboriginal 

leadership: 
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‘In the future, [this knowledge] will still be as much. If we can be strong, we can give this 

knowledge to others. That should work. Hard to pass on, but gotta take people out [on 

country] to give knowledge. Rangers, teachers, to share and be strong to show family and 

community...’ (Kunbarlanja, 31/10/14). 

The critical need to share knowledge in place, on country ‘gotta take people out to give 

knowledge’ was the response time and time again in asking respondents how best to support 

people in sustaining customary knowledge and practices. Alfred also makes the critical 

reference to the need for knowledge collaborations; ‘rangers, teachers to share’ and to the 

importance of leadership, and demonstrated behaviour to ‘be strong and show family and 

community’, in order to share with not just one’s immediate family but in wider circles in the 

community.  

Preferred solutions repeatedly suggested related to getting kids and youth out on country; 

‘taking them out...camping, hunting fishing or for yams every weekend’ (Nipper Gumurdul 

23/10/14). Again, this requires various (but always some) degrees of external support (the 

(administrative apparatus). Collaborations provided added support to facilitate knowledge 

sharing, as was demonstrated in the social networks facilitating adaptive capacity. Examples 

facilitating youth engagement or knowledge transmission include partnerships with NGOs and 

Parks, and to a degree, the local schools, through their annual ‘culture camps’. There is 

potential to build upon these collaborations across broader government sectors, to achieve 

outcomes for the particular sector while building cultural engagement, within for example, 

education and training, health and recreation, including aged-care, and juvenile justice.  

In the ARR, Parks has at times undertaken shared cultural activities, however, these were 

not emphasised in respondent interviews. The recent positive work of an NGO, Children’s 

Ground, in Kakadu was raised by several TOs as having a successful program of assisting 

groups to access country for sharing knowledge, particularly given lack of access to a vehicle 

remains a constraint for many to visit and teach on country. Jimmy Marimowa, for example, 

described this NGO’s work;  

‘they take whole buses of men, or women and kids (usually separate) and go and visit 

places, or go hunting…Kids from rocky country come and learn about saltwater country. 

Before Children’s Ground- wasn’t much of older people teaching younger ones [outside of 

immediate family groups]. Family still taught, private like, but not all kids get this, not all 

with Traditional Owner families. So it’s an opportunity for kids to learn. Old people 

getting out more, good for kids.’ (25/7/14). 

In this way it appears to be filling a gap that complex social disadvantage had widened for some 

residents. In addition, Jimmy’s comment about children from ‘rocky country’ learning about 

‘saltwater country’ suggests these activities provide a valuable mechanism of reinvigorating the 

social networks and knowledge exchange between groups from neighbouring estates and those 
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encompassing different biogeographies. Knowledge sharing across these clan boundaries will 

be vital as country/ecosystems undergo transformation with changing climate regimes. 

The pedagogy adopted by mainstream education institutions working in remote Indigenous 

Australia is surely an influential element in shaping and supporting the wellbeing of children 

and youth, as well as influencing the scope for contemporary intergenerational knowledge 

transmission. The educational crisis in remote Indigenous Australia is a product of dismal past 

practices (both government and missions), chronic underfunding and cultural and linguistic 

repression (Altman and Fogarty 2010a; Fogarty 2012). In the NT, bilingual education programs 

were recommended from as early as 1964 (Watts-Gallacher Report) and introduced in 1972 

(Devlin et al. 2017). In 1975, Oenpelli was identified as one of 23 NT schools which had a 

formal or informal bilingual program in a Department of Education survey, though its 

Kunwinjku program only lasted four years (Devlin et al. 2017). The NT Government continued 

to endorse bilingual education through the early 1980s. A Federal Government House of 

Representative Standing Committee report ‘A matter of survival’ (1992:89) was an inquiry into 

Indigenous language maintenance and clearly reiterated the position for bilingual education 

stating ‘The Committee believes that it is totally inappropriate that any Aboriginal or Torres 

Strait Islander child today begins school in a language other than their own.’. From these 

strong beginnings, the national political conservative turn against recognising Australia’s First 

Nation people’s interests has limited further progress.  

In 1998, against tremendous community protest and the recommendations of community, 

staff and academics, the NT government passed legislation to phase out bilingual education 

(Nicholls 2005). This position ignored the evidence demonstrating improved educational 

outcomes, where bilingual pedagogies were formally supported (Nicholls 2005; Altman and 

Fogarty 2010b; Dockery 2010; Biddle and Swee 2012; Fogarty 2012). Repeated policy shifts 

regarding the NT Government’s position on bilingual education since then have included 

multiple reports, several legal challenges on the grounds of discrimination and complaints 

lodged with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission.  

The recommendation for Indigenous language education to be introduced into all schools 

with Aboriginal students and Indigenous languages included as an official Closing the Gap 

measure was made in 2012 (Commonwealth of 2012). Neither subsequent Federal or Territory 

coalition governments have taken up this recommendation. It remains to be seen whether the 

current NT Labor government will actively assist in the rebuilding of bilingual programs in 

remote NT schools. The determination of conservative Northern Territory and Federal 

Governments to withdraw support from bilingual approaches in education policy for remote 

Indigenous Australia is surely one of the strongest examples of continuing institutionalised 

racism, representing ‘language dispossession’, and ultimately a fundamental denial of human 

rights (Nicholls 2005). It is an example of what Howitt (2012:820) identifies as one of four 
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elements ensuring the ongoing vulnerability of Australia’s Indigenous peoples, that of 

‘continuing structural racism in state and civil society’. As long as language dispossession 

remains unaddressed, cultural maintenance will remain marginalised, severely limiting the 

capacity of knowledge holders to manage future social-ecological stressors.  

Despite these challenging circumstances, a positive locally-driven educational approach 

has emerged in the NT, called ‘learning through country’ (Fogarty 2012). This arose as 

Indigenous Land and Sea Management ranger programs developed and partnered with the 

teaching community for the benefit of youth and improving educational outcomes. Schwab and 

Fogarty (2015) profile positive examples of this bottom-up approach. Building on annual 

culture camps, building curriculum based around culturally relevant topics, sharing education 

activities and access to country alongside respected rangers in their ‘caring for country’ work 

would all assist in engaging children and youth in mainstream education. This is based on the 

established link between strong culture and better educational outcomes, as well as strong 

language and cultural maintenance (Dockery 2010; Biddle and Swee 2012).  

Generating opportunities to present biocultural knowledge in accessible ways can also 

assist in normalising the incorporation of Indigenous knowledge in the broader community. The 

production of the Kunwinkju seasonal calendars is an example of this. Senior TO, Julie 

Narndal’s primary motivation in leading the creation of the seasonal calendar, was to share this 

biocultural knowledge with the younger generation. It has been incorporated into various 

Gunbalanya School activities, has been used in a children’s literacy project (Lester and Students 

from Gunbalanya 2016) and in the development of the Njanjma Ranger Healthy Country Plan. 

Inclusion of Indigenous content in mainstream education curriculum is critical and Nakata 

(2011) argues also for inclusion of Indigenous perspectives in the delivery of content. He 

suggests as this becomes the norm, the influence of ideological positions that create policy 

inconsistencies in education will reduce (Nakata 2011).  

In addition, an important and often under recognised outcome of the methodology used to 

produce the seasonal calendar was in the way discussions supported revitalisation of IEK 

knowledge. Prober et al. (2011) describe an indirect benefit of seasonal calendars as one that 

provides an ‘organising framework for the recovery, retention and cross-cultural 

communication of TEK and linking to its broader cultural and cosmological contexts’ (Prober 

et al. 2011:1). The value is not only in the knowledge outcomes captured in the final product, 

but as an (infrequently afforded) opportunity for the individuals involved to engage in active 

recalling, debating, clarifying, rediscovering of their individual and collective biocultural 

knowledges. The process itself provides an active path (for both researcher and contributors) 

regarding reinvigorating and sustaining knowledge.  

Finding novel ways to engage technology in the communication and transmission of 

biocultural knowledge and language, is particularly critical to both engaging the younger 
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generations in customary knowledge/IEK, while also equipping them with the technological 

skills required in mainstream society. Successful examples already include using technology to 

engage with music and music videos, make short YouTube films or translating IEK into web 

interactive forms, such as the web-based seasonal calendar (Larrakia people of Darwin: 

http://www.larrakia.csiro.au/#/calendar/dalay) or biocultural blogs in language 

(http://bininjgunwok.org.au/). These latter two examples represent collaborations between TO 

groups/corporations and research institutions. New modes of teaching within institutional 

settings and the adoption of new technologies represent radical shifts in the modes of IEK 

transmission. What was once learnt iteratively over many repeated opportunities is now 

frequently condensed into diarised, intense, brief learning events in ‘large group’ or class room 

scenarios of one teacher instructing many (Douglas 2015). While this can create stress, Douglas 

(2015) also argues it can also foster innovation and is part of an adapting knowledge system, 

including in its form and application. 

Critical in addressing youth engagement and capacity for biocultural knowledge sharing 

are culturally informed, education pathways to employment opportunities that remain engaged 

with country. Studies have found positive associations between employment and health and 

well-being outcomes among Indigenous population overall (Biddle and Swee 2012; Crawford 

and Biddle 2017). Altman and Fogarty (2010b) argue education in remote Indigenous Australia 

needs to be tailored to serve the livelihood aspirations of Indigenous people operating in a 

‘hybrid and intercultural economy’. It requires recognising the diversity of Indigenous 

circumstances, and that the ‘beliefs, values, social relations or practices’ of Indigenous peoples 

can remain distinct from mainstream norms (Altman and Fogarty 2010b:4). Visible pathways to 

employment that Aboriginal people value and aspire to, provide a source of hope, pride, and a 

goal to work towards as well as an important means of economic independence. The unique 

advantage about employment opportunities linked to country means young people can stay on 

country to continue to learn, fulfil and develop cultural responsibilities and knowledge while 

also employing their existing IEK in support of their paid work. That is the basis behind the 

developing of ‘caring for country’ ranger livelihoods and related projects. Berry et al. (2010) in 

fact argue this kind of work in remote Indigenous Australia, on traditional lands provide ways 

of linking goals of climate adaptation with co-benefits for social and emotional wellbeing. In 

this way individual and community health and well-being, education, livelihoods, and land are 

inextricably linked, and customary harvesting is a practice that supports and provides means of 

engaging across all sectors for enhancing adaptive capacity. 

http://www.larrakia.csiro.au/#/calendar/dalay
http://bininjgunwok.org.au/
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7.6 Factors influencing decision making and capacity 
for engaging in freshwater customary harvesting 

As has been discussed, multiple interrelating factors, ranging from the material to the 

metaphysical, influence people’s ability to go hunting (Povinelli 1993; Barber et al. 2015). 

Understanding the factors that influence an individual’s capacity to engage in freshwater 

customary harvesting, can assist to assess risk and vulnerability to various social-ecological 

stressors, including climate change. The conceptual diagram below (Figure 7.2) illustrates how 

these factors may shape decision making and capacity to engage in customary harvesting 

practices. These factors have been grouped into nodes of various kinds of ‘access’ and are 

shown to be influenced by both customary and non-customary institutions, including 

government policy and regulations (Figure 7.2). The ability of an individual to engage in 

customary harvesting was found to be influenced by their equipment (material access), personal 

health and community well-being (well-being access), time availability (time access), 

biocultural knowledge (knowledge access) and their biophysical environment (physical access 

(Figure 7.2). The arrows indicate flow of influence, but that influence may be facilitating or 

constraining (or both). For example, family obligations may increase a hunter’s motivation to 

make a trip (to teach children), but family obligations such as minding very young children may 

also keep them at home, unable to go (Figure 7.2). The factors shown here are also those that 

influence the hunter’s decision making process of when, where, with whom, and for what 

purpose a hunting trip is made.  

While nodes of ‘material access’ and ‘physical access’ are relatively self-explanatory, both 

are influenced by external governance conditions (e.g. vehicles and guns require licencing and 

fuel is subject to external fluctuations in price and policy). Ranger groups managing floodplain 

country largely manage the environmental threats that determine physical access and condition 

of country (indirectly influencing abundance of resources) and their capacity is shaped by 

external funding and support. This is the case also for the maintenance of outstations, which 

influences both physical access to remote homelands and the maintenance of associated 

customary harvesting knowledge (Figure 7.2). ‘Well-being access’ encompasses both the 

degree of functioning society (or dysfunction) and the individual’s health and well-being. In 

turn, this influences people’s ability to carry out cultural obligations that influence the 

maintenance of healthy floodplain country/freshwater resources. ‘Time access’ refers to 

constraints on a hunter’s time given the demands of employment, family and community 

obligations and shapes the remaining free time available for hunting activities. ‘Motivation 

access’ refers to the ways motivation drives access, including how an individual values bush 

food resources and their access to particular places (value bush tucker). Motivation is shaped by 

the feedback between catch reward and effort (effort/reward) and can increase or decrease 

depending on success. Motivation is also influenced by health and wellbeing, by family 
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obligations and the strong desire to teach children customary knowledge of country (Figure 

7.2). Subsistence need, paid work obligations and the town environment were all variables 

influencing motivation, which importantly are linked to external governance conditions (at 

various scales; local, regional or national) (Figure 7.2). ‘Knowledge access’ refers to the 

customary and experiential knowledge shaping decision making and access, influenced by age, 

gender, and past experiences. Customary institutions influence both the knowledge available to 

be shared, by whom and when (e.g. age and gendered, methods and locations) as well as the 

permissions for physical access. They also prescribe customary management responsibilities 

such as access for burning or other management activities. 

Variables linked to nodes of material, time and physical access were most frequently 

raised as those constraining people’s ability to practice harvesting. Access to vehicles/boats, 

fuel and guns (material), time constraints (community, work and family responsibilities) and 

physical access (e.g. health of country; introduced animals, invasive weeds, fire regime etc., or 

hot weather). This may be a reflection of sampling methods, capturing the circumstances of 

those healthy, most knowledgeable and motivated individuals, in comparison with other 

members of the community who may suffer reduced levels of motivation or well-being (and 

thus rate those variables as more constraining).  

Barber et al. (2015) produced generalised qualitative models of the persistence of 

Indigenous subsistence hunting (northern Australia) for perturbation scenarios on two different 

time scales; long-term community scale persistence and of those drivers influencing effort for 

active individual adult hunters. The relationships identified in this study in the ARR are 

consistent with those in Barber et al.’s (2015) at the community level. At the individual scale, 

their conceptual model is also largely consistent, with some minor differences. Barber et al.’s 

model had several nodes explicitly recognising features that were incorporated within other 

factors in this study. For example, Barber et al.’s nodes of ‘social network’ and ‘distributional 

network’ are here included within customary institutions (knowledge and physical access), 

cultural obligations (motivation) and community functioning (well-being access). Their ‘species 

desirability’ node is incorporated here through ‘value bush tucker’ (influencing motivation 

access) and their ‘frustration’ node is incorporated here through the direct link between ‘well-

being access’ and ‘motivation access’. This study also did not include a factor aligning with 

‘non-customary religious obligations’ node as in Barber et al.’s study, as there was little 

evidence in this study region of this interfering with weekend hunting activities, rather, beliefs 

influencing certain ritual or ceremonial practices in this region. Barber et al. (2015) also 

incorporated nodes for social security and income which were not made explicit in this 

conceptual model, but fall within the ‘external governance conditions’ influencing ‘subsistence 

need’ and ‘paid work obligations’, which in turn influence motivation and time available for 

hunting.  
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Figure 7-2 Factors influencing an individual hunter’s decision making and 
ability to engage in a hunting trip, derived from interviews and 
personal observation. 
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7.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has identified and discussed the major social drivers of change Aboriginal 

respondents raised as influencing sustainable adaptation of their freshwater customary 

harvesting practices. These were grouped into categories of social determinants of adaptive 

capacity; mobility and materials shaping access to resources, social networks facilitating access, 

health and well-being and intergenerational knowledge transmission. Reduced mobility and 

presence on country, inequalities in access to vehicles and hunting equipment, and limited and 

inconsistent policy support and resourcing of outstations represent constraints on adaptive 

capacity. Outstations represent a means of facilitating mobility between the bush and town, of 

maintaining and sharing biocultural knowledge, and providing better mental and physical health 

outcomes. Where they remain resourced and their access a continued aspiration for future 

Indigenous generations, they will likely remain an important continuing means of supporting 

adaptive capacity to climate change in remote Indigenous Australia. Aboriginal leadership and 

engagement in decision making is a clear factor in supporting adaptive capacity, though in the 

context of remote communities, often leaders face multiple and heavy demands on their time 

and capacity. Social networks, both within Aboriginal groups and those generated cross-

culturally, can provide valuable opportunities to facilitate biocultural knowledge transmission 

and build capacity.  

Deterioration in health and well-being at both the individual and community level were 

linked by respondents to multiple, interacting drivers. These included changes in mobility, 

shifts in consumption from bush foods to highly processed ‘shop’ foods, and the introduction of 

addictive substances. The history of alcohol introduction and management contributed to a 

pattern of Aboriginal disempowerment, initially for Aboriginal leadership, but particularly for 

Aboriginal women. The arrival of multiple addictive substances, along with environmental 

deterioration was felt to have contributed to the mental and physical health problems and 

challenging social dysfunction of contemporary community life experienced by respondents. 

This was shown to have significant impacts on youth engagement with biocultural practices. 

Customary harvesting was found to have a clear role in supporting food security for adaptive 

capacity in remote Indigenous Australia, though it remains under-represented in national health 

or food security policy. 

Positive examples supporting intergenerational knowledge sharing were also presented, 

including facilitating shared trips on country, research collaborations that supported the 

incorporation of Indigenous ecological knowledge, including through novel uses of technology 

and within mainstream education and other sectors. The reversal of government policy in 

support of bilingualism transgresses the fundamental human rights of Australia’s first people’s 

to continue their language and knowledge traditions, and is an example seriously compromising 
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intergenerational knowledge sharing and socio-cultural adaptive capacity. Successful examples 

were provided of ‘learning on country’ education approaches with visible pathways to ranger 

livelihoods for ‘caring for country’ benefit both health and climate change adaptation. 

Recognition of diversity and Indigenous differences, in cultural constructs of health, networks 

of reciprocity and means of knowledge transfer is necessary for culturally and locally relevant 

adaptation planning. Engagement with freshwater customary harvesting practices as a means of 

strengthening cultural engagement and identity, has the potential to enhance adaptive capacity 

across multiple development sectors. Incorporation of Indigenous cultural knowledge, including 

customary harvesting, into mainstream policy and programs across remote Indigenous health, 

education and livelihoods sectors would clearly have beneficial outcomes. These benefits apply 

at the level of both the individual and community, within sectors and for the broader collective 

capacity to manage future social-ecological change.  

This chapter presented a conceptual model drawing together the social-ecological factors 

influencing an individual’s ability to engage in customary harvesting. Individual adaptive 

ability, or capacity to engage then are a product of these interrelated factors defining six major 

forms of ‘access’; those of the ‘physical’, the ‘material’, of ‘knowledge’, ‘well-being’, ‘time’ 

and ‘motivation’. The conceptual model also renders visible how external governance 

conditions (policies and decision making institutions across multiple development sectors) have 

reach of influence into every form of ‘access’ for customary harvesting, with the capacity to 

support or constrain its sustainable adaptation. Thus given the need for seeking equitable 

adaptation strategies, while acknowledging the diversity in Indigenous contexts, any external 

governance influence should directly examine their influence on sustaining Indigenous 

biocultural practices such as freshwater customary harvesting. 

Having examined examples of how ongoing environmental and social changes have 

influenced freshwater customary harvesting practices and adaptive capacity, the following 

chapter explores a historical example demonstrating the integrally linked nature of ecological 

and social adaptive responses. Human-floodplain interaction and responses to social-ecological 

change in Kakadu’s wetlands will be examined through the lens of social learning, which is an 

important element of community level adaptation. 
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Chapter 8: Social learning and sea level 
rise: a historical analogue of saltwater 

intrusion influencing contemporary 
perceptions of risk 

 

Buffalo impacts resulted in draining and saline mud infill   
of this previously thickly vegetated billabong and hunting, 

camping ground, 11/9/1980. (Source: D. Lindner) 

 
Tidal water flooding against partially complete barrage at 

Kiina 15/12/1979. (Source: D. Lindner)  

 
Rainfall ponded water being pumped over Kiina barrage to 
encourage grass coverage to stabilise tidal silts, Sept 1981. 

(Source: D. Lindner) 
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8.1 Introduction 
Prior to the recognition of climate change, sea level rise and the ensuing saltwater 

intrusion and inundation risks as potential threats for Kakadu’s freshwater wetlands, these 

systems had been subject to a different driver of salt-water intrusion. The introduced Asian 

water buffalo generated landscape scale changes to hydrology and vegetation of the floodplains, 

between the 1950s and 1980s (Petty et al. 2005). Analysis of people’s prior experience of 

saltwater intrusion is timely given the future projections of sea level rise (SLR) for the region’s 

low-lying coastal floodplains (Chapter 2, section 2.3.1). This chapter analyses the human-

floodplain interactions in response to historical saltwater intrusion, as an analogue for 

responding to future SLR and saltwater inundation of the region’s low-lying floodplains.  

This chapter draws on the oral testimonies (Appendix 6) of local Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal people to highlight an example of ‘socio-hydrology’ at work in Kakadu’s dynamic 

floodplain social-ecological system (SES). Like the pairing of ‘social-ecological’ in SES, the 

pairing of ‘socio-hydrology’ (Di Baldassarre et al. 2013) recognises the interaction and shared 

agency in human-floodplain places. In response to the landscape scale buffalo impacts, several 

locally led intervention and restoration efforts on the South and East Alligator River floodplains 

occurred, as well as along the coastal floodplains of the wider Northern Territory (Appendix 6). 

In KNP, various interventions focused on small-scale, experimental earthen barrages or levees, 

together with various revegetation actions. Early actions could be characterised as ‘learning by 

doing’, experiential learning, an approach which been identified as useful in a co-management 

context (Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004). These experimental restoration efforts, together with 

close observation, garnered new knowledge of floodplain dynamics in an example of social 

learning. Social learning theory (Keen et al. 2005; Pahl-Wostl 2009; McCarthy et al. 2011) is 

applied to analyse the context, actions and outcomes that arose from these restoration activities 

and elicit the characteristics that constrained or facilitated experimental adaptive learning.  

The historical example of saltwater intrusion is first analysed and discussed through the 

social learning lens. Contemporary Aboriginal perceptions of saltwater influencing changes to 

country are next outlined.  In light of the historical experiences of saltwater intrusion, 

contemporary perceptions of the risk SLR poses for freshwater customary harvesting are 

presented. Finally, respondents’ preferences for managing anthropogenic SLR in freshwater 

floodplain country are discussed, demonstrating how this past experience continues to shape 

contemporary local and Aboriginal perceptions of risk and management preferences in 

Kakadu’s freshwater wetlands. 
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8.2 Prior experience of saltwater change: a historical 
analogue for sea level rise 

The following example of human-floodplain interactions in response to past saltwater 

intrusion represents a historical analogue that has proved influential in shaping contemporary 

adaptive responses to future SLR in Kakadu’s floodplains. Here the trajectory of socio-

hydrological restoration responses to past saltwater intrusion are analysed. The historical 

restoration activities occurring in Kakadu’s floodplains refer to small-scale, experimental 

efforts to construct earthen dams, referred to as levees or barrages, across floodplain channels, 

as well as some bank stabilization activities such as picketing and revegetation. The work meets 

the definition of environmental restoration, as; ‘the process of assisting the recovery of an 

ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged or destroyed’ and ’intentional activity that initiates 

or accelerates the recovery of an ecosystem with respect to its health, integrity and 

sustainability’ (SER International 2004:1). A variety of actors constructed the individual 

barrages on the South and East Alligator River floodplains, between 1972 and 2003, 

summarised in Table 8.1. Several TOs and family members, now tasked with adaptive 

management decision making in responding to climate change, were involved in these 

construction efforts as youth and young adults, or remembered the involvement of their parents. 

The locations of the levees and restoration work referred to are shown in Figure 8.1. The 

detailed historical data outlining the stages of levee construction and restoration works, set 

within the periods of ‘critical reflection’ informing social-hydrological learning, are provided in 

Appendix 6.  

It was a shared recognition, by both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal local actors of the 

scale of environmental change buffalos had brought to bear on Kakadu’s freshwater floodplains 

that inspired the early physical remediation and restoration efforts. Highly visible impacts of the 

buffalo included vegetation loss, soil erosion, bank instability and reduced freshwater retention, 

and in turn, the loss of cultural resources, particularly magpie geese feeding and nesting habitat 

(as outlined in Chapter 5.3.2). Aboriginal people’s perceptions of change, knowledge, and 

memory of floodplain country prior to significant buffalo impacts became crucial catalysts for 

these restoration efforts. It took another somewhat marginalized individual, David Lindner, a 

non-Aboriginal ranger with the NT Reserves Board, who arrived in the region in 1972, to 

recognize the value in this customary biocultural knowledge. He began to apply it through his 

close association with several Aboriginal Traditional Owners (TOs), from the mid 1970s in a 

sometimes informal, largely opportunistic program of restorative actions on the floodplains of 

the South Alligator River.  

Lindner credits much of the motivation for the restoration works as arising from personal 

conversations with Aboriginal family members who had experience of the landscape pre-

buffalo impacts. Most particularly, the impetus to construct the levee at Indarrgu (The Trap) 
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billabong was inspired by Minnie Alderson’s memory of the region from the 1950s. Lindner 

described the significance of sharing a trip together by chance out to Indarrgu and nearby 

billabongs, during which Minnie’s remarks clearly revealed the vast scale environmental 

change and loss (Figure 8.2). Minnie described how the area used to be an important place for 

magpie goose nesting and egg collection, with large stands of phragmites, or reed grass 

(Phragmites karka), all around. She recalled how they had to camp far back from the edge of 

the billabong as the stands of phragmites could hide saltwater crocodiles. Lindner learnt that 

thickets of phragmites, previously 2-3.5 m high and 0.5-1 km deep, used to occur around 

floodplain paleochannels, but had been wiped out by the buffalo. It was a defining moment for 

Linder, asserting it was then he ‘realised something had to be retrieved’ (Lindner 30/7/2014). 

Lindner recalled discussions with another TO, Carla Ngalyorrun and her son, Toby Gangali, 

also describing the loss of large stands of phragmites. It was this local, Indigenous ecological 

knowledge shared in discussions with TOs, that inspired for example, the planting of 

phragmites to stabilise the levees and banks.  

The early phase of restoration work was aimed at redressing the channelization arising 

from buffalo ‘swim-channels’ which had expanded existing paleo channels or accelerated 

erosion to form new channels. The breakdown of natural barriers saw shorter retention times of 

freshwater and exacerbated in the impacts of tidal salinity. This saw Lindner initiate a program 

of experimental barrages around Kindjala (Goose Camp) and Bunitja (The Palms) and two near 

Cannon Hill (Table 8.1; Figure 8.1; Appendix 6.1), trialling different methods of construction 

and monitoring the persistence of the barrage during the wet season and undertaking adaptive 

maintenance in response. Experimentation with revegetation was also trialled, including buffalo 

exclusion plots and revegetation of dam walls for stability, learning which was to inform the 

subsequent era of restoration efforts (1980s). These efforts, while undertaken with the authority 

of the NT Reserves Board (later NT Parks and Wildlife), prior to the formation of Kakadu 

National Park, were highly opportunistic and often without direct oversight. 

Against a backdrop of land and park tenure changes, with the establishment of federally 

managed Kakadu, an unemployed Lindner continued the barrage work with TO family 

members. Though Lindner was now without representation of a formal management authority, 

in 1979, at Kiina upstream of Yellow Waters, the family group built by hand a solidly 

constructed barrage from local materials (Table 8.1; Figure 8.1; Appendix 6.1). Conflict ensued 

as local tourist operators saw the barrage as compromising tourist access and fishing interests 

and Kakadu rangers demolished it, prompting newspaper stories in the ACT (Federal capital) 

(Appendix 6.1; Beckinsale 1980 in Petty et al. 2005). Lindner and TO family members 

promptly rebuilt it.  

In 1980 a floodplain management meeting was held to determine the course of restoration 

work, from which Lindner was excluded but his approach had the support of key scientific 
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figures with past experience of the landscape (prior to the heaviest buffalo impact). The 

exclusion of Lindner from the meeting and the need for academic backing illustrated the 

marginalisation of local, experiential-based knowledge of actors on the margins, both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal.  

From 1980, Lindner had the formal authority of the TOs recognised through employment 

with the Gagudju Association, and the early-mid 1980s saw a concerted effort applied to sites 

on the South Alligator (Table 8.1; Figure 8.1). Lindner credited the work at Kiina in particular, 

with improving the understanding of the tidal sedimentation processes critical in arresting 

premature freshwater drainage of the wetlands. Ongoing adaptive maintenance of the barrages 

saw improvements in the design and construction with learning arising from failures in 

revegetation or barrage wash outs. This experience confirmed how critical ongoing observation 

and maintenance was for successful restoration.  

The mid-late 1980s marked a different era for barrage construction, with the removal of 

feral buffalo accelerating conditions for floodplain recovery. Here the major success and 

learnings arose primarily from work at Indarrgu (The Trap) (Table 8.1; Figure 8.1; Appendix 

6.2). Initially this barrage construction, like Kiina, was driven by Lindner and TO family 

members, with raw, physical human effort. Lindner described how TOs Toby and Ruby 

Margarula’s knowledge of the landscape, was invaluable in informing the location of the levee. 

The early successes in re-establishing conditions for magpie geese drew the support of the Park 

Director and the Park funded construction of a more permanent structure. The barrage work was 

recognised in Park policy, in the second Plan of Management (1986). These successes also went 

on to inform the NT government’s restoration efforts in the Mary River floodplain region and in 

broader locations across the broader NT coastline (Appendix 6.2.1). 

Most importantly during this phase the new understandings of floodplain dynamics 

prompted questioning of the need for barrage work. As Lindner (4/9/14; 6/11/14) described, 

with removal of the buffalo:  

‘Relic swim channels in-filled with tidal mud and stabilised with grasses at the tidal 

interface, to prevent freshwater scouring them out[…]; This idea of restoration- we 

accepted we had to repair the damage, then found [following removal of the buffalo] it 

would repair itself.’  

The floodplain was observed to be ‘self-healing’. While the barrages in some places met their 

intended purpose, i.e. to provide new base levels in the tidal channel, through stabilisation of 

the sediments deposited during the wet season, in turn speeding plant colonisation, the 

floodplain now with the buffalo gone, had uninterrupted conditions to re-establish natural 

levees through depositional processes. 
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The final phase of historical floodplain barrage building during the 1990s (East Alligator) 

and 2003 (Yellow Waters) was in response to the recognised impact of climate change driven 

sea level rise (Table 8.1; Appendix 6.3) and prompted by the concerns of TOs.  

 
Figure 8-1 Locations of historical floodplain barrages and riverbank 

stabilization efforts in Kakadu National Park* 
*Note this is with the exception of 2003 Yellow Water levee, for which 
coordinates could not be sourced. 
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Table 8-1 Details of all known barrages constructed in Kakadu (listed in their construction sequence).* SWI= Saltwater intrusion mitigation 
Years Barrage Name River system Agency Responsible Purpose Method Outcome 
1972 Kindjala (Goose 

Camp) 
South Alligator NT Reserves Board (Soil 

Conservation Unit) 
SWI* Earthen dams, bituminized hessian, 

Hymenacne sp. runners 
Washed out 

1975 Kindjala & 
Kindjala (Burns 
Creek) 

South Alligator Resident ranger Lindner, NT 
Reserves Board 

SWI Modified version of 1972 effort, seven 
dams 

6 of 7 washed out. 1 
survived until 1979, then 
buffalo impact damaged it 

1975 Bunitja (The 
Palms) 

South Alligator Resident ranger Lindner, NT 
Reserves Board 

Access and SWI By hand,  dug out with a back hoe and the 
help of a small dredger (too muddy) 

Washed out 

1976 Cannon Hill East Alligator NT Reserves Board Access and SWI Opportunistic presence of  loader/grader In place, established 
1979 Cannon Hill  

(south) 
East Alligator NT Parks and Wildlife Access and SWI Opportunistic presence of  loader/ grader, 

with fencing for protection from buffalo 
In place, established 

1979 Kiina South Alligator Local residents, TOs, Park 
management  informed 

SWI, reduce boat 
traffic erosion 

By hand, multiple versions  
 

Pulled out by local KNP 
ranger. Re-established by 
local residents. 

1981 Leichhardt/Red 
Lily 

South Alligator Gagadju Association and 
Parks 

SWI Tractor, red gravel fill, rock and wire 
netting, clay, Sporobolus runners 

In place, established 

1984-6 Indarrgu (The 
Trap) 

South Alligator Gagadju Association and 
Parks 

SWI In phases; firstly by hand, ongoing 
maintenance by hand, then earth working 
equipment in final iteration 

In place, established, goose 
feeding, nesting habitat 
restored 

1989 Cannon Hill 
(culvert 
installation) 

East Alligator Parks and TOs SWI/ fish passage Opportunistic presence of  loader/ grader In place, established, 
culverts choked by para 
grass 

1995 Spooky Swamp East Alligator Park rangers and TO SWI Opportunistic presence of  loader/grader Washed out 
1995 Pt Farewell/ No 

name spring 
East Alligator Park rangers and TOs SWI Opportunistic presence of  loader/grader Washed out 

1995 Midnight Point East Alligator Park rangers and TOs SWI Opportunistic presence of  loader/grader Washed out 
2003 Yellow Water South Alligator Parks and TOs SWI, reduce boat 

traffic erosion 
Locally filled, tethered sand bags, dropped 
by helicopter into channel. 

Washed out (attributed to 
damage by boat traffic) 
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Figure 8-2 Minnie Alderson overlooking Indarrgu, ‘The Trap’ Billabong, 
14/9/1980 (Source: D. Lindner) 
Minnie had experienced this place as a freshwater Phragmites swamp and 
large magpie geese nesting area, and was shocked to see it stripped of 
vegetation and salt-scalded. Her observations were the impetus for 
experimental levee work to block off the buffalo swim channels that caused 
premature drainage of freshwater. After the first year of successfully blocking 
the swim channel, the geese resumed nesting, prompting Parks to give full 
support for future levee work.   

Phases of social-hydrological learning 
Social learning is a concept with origins in both psychological and sociological domains, 

more recently applied in the concept of social-ecological systems and natural resource 

management (Muro and Jeffrey 2008; Berkes 2009; Reed et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2011). 

Social learning has been identified as a way to address complex social-ecological problems, 

through integrating diverse knowledge and value systems, at different levels, through different 

learning cycles (Kristjanson et al. 2014). Social learning has also emerged in the environmental 

change literature as a way to examine group or community level adaptation (Armitage et al. 

2011). The social learning process is one of iterative reflection, through a series of learning 

cycles or stages, with feedback loops of increasing depth of reflection and influence (Pahl-

Wostl 2009, Figure 8.3). Single-loop learning involves improving actions, strategies and 

practices (the outcomes of which feedback into improving actions). Double-loop learning 

involves questioning the assumptions that underpin the course of actions (particularly relevant 

in collaborative processes combining different forms of knowledge). This feeds back into 

questioning the governing assumptions and values. Triple-loop learning involves questioning 

and reflecting upon the values and norms underpinning assumptions (Argyris 1999; Pahl-Wostl 

2006; Pahl-Wostl et al. 2007; Pahl-Wostl 2009). It is at this level of learning that a deeper 

understanding of values, context and power dynamics that influence the capacity to manage 
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natural resources occurs (Keen and Mahanty 2005). Armitage et al. (2008) associated this triple 

level learning with changes in governance norms and protocols.  

McCarthy et al. (2011:19) define social learning as ‘an ongoing, adaptive process of 

knowledge creation, that is scaled-up from individuals through social interactions, fostered by 

critical reflection and the synthesis of a variety of knowledge types that result in changes to 

social structures.’ They provide a conceptual framework for social learning, based on three 

axes of learning; typology of knowledge, the different levels of critical reflection and the scale 

at which the learning is occurring and applied (McCarthy et al. 2011; Figure 8.4). These axes 

are particularly useful given the need for careful delineation and understanding of knowledge 

systems in co-management contexts, and where a history of marginalisation of Indigenous or 

local knowledge exists, alongside the critical interaction with scale in a remote setting. The 

stages of social learning in the Kakadu case study are mapped to this conceptual framework, 

given McCarthy et al. (2011:20) intend the framework to facilitate mapping the ‘trajectory of 

social learning in a particular social ecological system context’. In doing so, it is possible to 

reflect on the nature and extent of social learning that took place and the characteristics that 

constrained or facilitated it in this setting.  

 

 

Figure 8-3 Sequence of learning cycles in the concept of triple-loop learning 
(Pahl-Wostl 2009). 

 

Restoration is often undertaken in the absence of complete knowledge, or in the presence 

of substantial uncertainty regarding system dynamics (Society for Ecological Restoration 

International Science (SER International) & Policy Working Group 2004). As a result, it can be 

experimental in nature, requiring a learning approach (Hobbs and Cramer 2008). In applying 

McCarthy et al.’s (2011) conceptual framework of social learning to the analysis of human-

floodplain interactions in response to changing saltwater dynamics in KNP, three broad, soft 
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edged phases of social-learning are identified (Figure 8.5) and subsequently discussed. The 

characteristics of each learning ‘era’ are summarised in Table 8.2. 

 

 
Figure 8-4 McCarthy et al.’s (2011) conceptual model of social learning in a 

social-ecological-epistemological system. 
 

  

Figure 8-5 Conceptual model of social learning, in response to saltwater 
intrusion in Kakadu National Park, after McCarthy et al.’s (2011) 
conceptual model of social learning.  
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Table 8-2 Summary of social learning eras in response to saltwater intrusion 

in Kakadu’s freshwater wetlands. Initially restoration interventions 
were in response to buffalo impacts, later efforts were in response 
to sea level rise from anthropogenic climate change. 

Social learning 
era 

Level of critical 
reflection, or 
social learning 

Summary 

Buffalo era: 
Buffalo impact 
prevalent 
(though 
declining) 
(1972~ early 
1980s) 

Single-loop:  
• Experimenting 

to improve 
barrage design 
and 
construction 

• Early 
revegetation 
efforts  

• Learning from 
failures 

•1970s- Largely experimenting with barrage design and 
construction, fenced off from buffalo. 

•1979-1986- steep learning curve in restoration techniques: 
barrage design and in revegetation by hand. Initial success at 
Kiina ~1979. 

•Some opposition to barrage at Kiina, close to Yellow Waters 
from recreational boating access.  

•Little to no institutional support as management tenure 
changed from NT to Federal government. 

•Some initial documentation of the early learnings from the 
experimental barrage efforts in the grey literature (i.e. O’Neill 
and Matthews 1983). 

 
Post-Buffalo 
era: Removal 
facilitated 
observations 
of floodplain 
recovery 
( ~1983-1989) 

Double-loop: 
• Witnessing 

floodplain 
channels ‘self-
healing’; 

• Prompted 
questioning 
the need for 
barrages 

•‘Self-healing’ response observed; levees stabilized to slow the 
freshwater draining, increase freshwater retention time and 
thus support the recovery of freshwater vegetation. In places 
the saltwater interface was observed to recede, and original 
channels recovered. 

•Revegetation still needed as key species described by TOs 
weren’t observed to re-establish with removal of buffalo. 

•Influence upscale- knowledge gained in barrage construction 
applied in Mary River system and more broadly along NT 
coastline.  

•Institutional support- Park director and recognition in Park PoM 
and further grey literature. 

 
Climate 
Aware era: 
Awareness of 
anthropogenic 
climate 
change 
(1989 
onwards) 
(particularly 
from mid/late 
1990s) 

Towards triple-
loop:  
• Shift from 

concepts of 
restoration to 
idea of 
maintaining 
refugia,  

• Learning to 
‘move with it’  

• Need for 
ongoing 
experimental 
learning and 
monitoring 

• Did not yet 
result in 
governance 
transformation  

•Despite gains in knowledge of floodplain dynamics from 
restoration work and observations of recovery, recognition 
that still much to learn regarding floodplain dynamics; 
interactions between the hydrology, fire, salt on vegetation 
dynamics as cyclical transitions observed and continual 
movement of saltwater interface. Requires investment in long 
term monitoring (Park yet to establish). 

•Levee work mentioned in scientific literature and grey lit from 
mid 1990s (e.g. Finlayson et al. 1997). 

•Shift in understanding of ‘role’ of salt in the landscape- some 
degree important and necessary. 

•Those with past experience in levees hesitant to implement 
engineering interventions until more confident in knowledge.  

•Perception of risk posed by impact from SLR was high, 
prompting resignation but over time, observations of 
incremental change, brought growing confidence in people’s 
ability to ‘learn to move with’ the changes. 
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Social learning era 1: ‘Buffalo era’ (single-loop learning) 
This era spans from 1972 through to the early 1980s, where buffalo impacts are still 

prevalent as removal efforts had only recently begun (Table 8.2). In physical terms the scale of 

the works focused on individual billabongs and channels on the South Alligator River and at 

Cannon Hill on the East Alligator River. The typology of knowledge garnered was highly 

localised, combining both Aboriginal biocultural knowledge of past conditions and local 

observations of environmental change in response to remediation efforts (Figure 8.5). This 

knowledge was shared amongst the small group of individuals actively working on the levee 

construction, without any wider recognition or uptake as yet. For example, the first Park PoM 

only referred broadly to the need for rehabilitation of degraded areas and restoration works 

(Director of ANPWS 1980). The report by O’Neill and Matthews (1983) represented the first 

attempt to document the work scientifically, and focused entirely on the ‘how’ of physical 

constructions. It compiles the success and failures of various levees and makes 

recommendations for both improvements to the physical elements of levee construction and 

further suitable locations for future levees. 

Critical reflection of the restoration response to SWI at this stage was firmly at the level of 

‘single-loop’ learning, where actors are questioning if they are doing things in the right way 

(Pahl-Wostl 2009) (Figure 8.1; 8.5). As Lindner described ‘we were not confident, but we were 

still learning’. The learning arose from experimentation and with earthen bank levee design, 

construction, and materials to continually improve levee stability and function. Particularly 

between 1979-1983/4, learning took a very steep curve focusing on levee design and restoration 

techniques, including revegetation through hand planting and irrigating. Continual refinements 

of barrages and close, ongoing observations throughout the wet season facilitated rapid 

responses to breaches and observations of tidal and freshwater flow responses. Learning in this 

remote setting was characterised as highly experiential learning, and required ingenuity and 

opportunism to maximise the scarce physical and human resources. The floodplain landscape 

was yet to respond fully to these early remediation attempts and the removal of buffalo. As yet, 

there was no need to question the purpose of levee construction. 

It is also worth commenting on Lindner’s search, from a very isolated position, beyond the 

NT and Australia for knowledge that might be applied to the SWI issue. Dowd et al. (2014) 

discusses the role of social networks in the communities being able to make transformational 

change (for rural Australian agricultural communities). They found that individuals with weaker 

social ties at a local scale were more likely to look to external sources for knowledge to 

implement change. Lindner was somewhat ‘on the outer’ in terms of the dominant culture, with 

his close association with Aboriginal people, as demonstrated by his exclusion from various 

Park management meetings relating to saltwater management. He explored overseas sources of 

knowledge, including contacting dredging companies in the UK. He also gained exposure to 
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large levees built in Florida and Louisiana in the U.S. while attending a CITES crocodile 

conservation convention, from which he could make parallels with the floodplain access issues 

on the South Alligator (Lindner, 4/9/14, Kakadu). External experiences and knowledge 

networks can provide fresh insights which may influence a path toward transformational 

change.  

The backdrop of a changing political landscape perhaps heightened the Kiina levee 

controversy near Yellow Water. Beckinsale’s letter highlighted the increasing recognition 

afforded Aboriginal voices following The Land Rights Act (1976) (Becksinale 1980, in Petty et 

al. 2005). Becksinsale alluded to how Aboriginal support could be hijacked for various 

purposes by non-Aboriginal people (by implication Lindner). It is worth noting, however, 

Lindner’s good working relationship amongst Aboriginal residents and marriage into an 

Aboriginal family of the South Alligator region would have already had him seen as on the 

‘outer’ by many non-Aboriginal people. In addition, on the ground there were tensions arising 

from the very recent transfer of park management authority from the Northern Territory to the 

Federal Government. Territory government staff and local residents were used to their own 

autonomy. Lindner argued that Aboriginal people had looked afresh towards the Federal 

government after a neglectful Territory Parks and Wildlife Commission, but in the instance of 

Park staff dismantling the Kiina levee noted this hope appeared misplaced ('Fight-ahead', 

1980:7). Lindner looked to Aboriginal organizations like the Northern Land Council for 

assistance in applying pressure to the Commonwealth Parks and Wildlife Service to obtain 

permission for the levees ('Fight ahead', 1980:7). 

This controversy was an example of the competing values at work in the newly established 

Park (which continue in the present day). Priorities of tourism were conflicting with those of 

conservation, as well as in this case, the preferred management responses of the TOs, which 

have become a reoccurring theme in Top-End rivers of the NT. Recreational fishers have come 

into conflict with both TO wishes over access rights in Kakadu (Palmer 2004b), and various 

conservation agendas, for example, following the installation of barrages on the Mary River in 

the 1990s. 

Social learning era 2: ‘Post-buffalo era’ (double-loop learning) 
Following removal of the buffalo, natural floodplain hydro-geomorphic processes could 

occur unimpeded. Sedimentation and silting up of the buffalo swim channels and stabilisation 

of the levees to increase freshwater retention time and support the recovery of freshwater 

vegetation began to occur. In some places, locals observed the saltwater interface to recede and 

the original paleo-channels recovered. The observations post-buffalo removal, led to improved 

understanding of floodplain dynamics by local actors, and in turn, a questioning of the rational 

for implementing the levee restoration activities (Figure 8.5). This is characteristic of double-
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loop social learning where actors question the original premise behind the action (Pahl-Wostl 

2009; McCarthy et al. 2011). This spanned the early 1980s to 1989 (prior to the local 

recognition of anthropogenic climate change). Most significantly, this era led to observations of 

the capacity for the floodplain to be ‘self-healing’ (Table 8.2).  

In this second era of social learning, the restoration activities and outcomes were now also 

formally recognised by Park management, with the levee restoration work and the need for 

ongoing monitoring referred to in the second PoM (Director of ANPWS 1986). Significantly, 

learnings from the levee works in Kakadu travelled. The levee work in KNP influenced regional 

floodplain restoration activities of the NT government, as they looked to respond to SWI in the 

Mary River region (Figure 8.5). A NT government technical report (Applegate et al. 1986) 

made reference to the levee work, as further evidence of an upscaling the typology of 

knowledge from the local, towards the scientific (Figure 8.5). These changes demonstrate the 

learning had gone beyond the individual(s)/family level to become situated within wider social 

units or communities of practice, occurring between actors within a social network, which Reed 

et al. (2010) describe as characteristic of social learning.  

At this stage it is valuable to consider the characteristics that facilitated the successful 

outcomes of social learning reaching this stage (summarised in Table 8.3). Most importantly, 

for building adaptive capacity in managing future sea level rise, were the characteristics of 1) 

strong, collaborative, local leadership, 2) the co-production of knowledge, which drew both 

IEK and western science frameworks, through experiential learning, 3) a flexible learning 

environment and 4) local autonomy to respond rapidly through close observation and 

experimentation. As for earlier chapters, consistent policy recognition backed by sufficient, 

long-term resourcing were two further requirements this example illustrates in support of 

effective adaptive responses. (Dutra et al. 2015) also identified leadership, flexibility and a 

learning approach to natural resource management as well as sufficient human capacity 

amongst the drivers strengthening adaptive capacity in coastal zone of Australia. Leadership 

and vision, high motivation, enabling policy and knowledge networks between actors, are 

frequently described as features of adaptive co-management and in sustainable adaptive 

strategies (Folke et al. 2003; Olsson et al. 2004; Fabricius et al. 2007; Armitage et al. 2009; 

Cundill 2010). Constraints for implementing restoration and mitigation efforts included the 

highly politicised environment of KNP in the early era of the Park and the Park’s remoteness. 

The latter proved both a hindrance and a help, where remoteness limited access to resources 

(materials, labour and equipment), but also to the kind of oversight that may have restricted 

actors’ freedom to experiment. Personal politics, a lack of motivation (by some) to confront the 

problem, and a genuine lack of knowledge of the floodplain system’s dynamics all generated 

challenges for experimental, adaptive learning.  
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Table 8-3 Characteristics facilitating successful outcomes in floodplain 
restoration and social learning  

Characteristic Description 

Local, on-ground 
collaborative 
leadership and vision 

•Required a local actor willing to take a leadership position and act, 
sometimes in the face of considerable opposition from other stakeholders, 
high degree of motivation (willingness to work hard and re-apply learning 
from failures) 

•Required a willingness to listen to multiple sources of knowledge, to navigate 
different value systems and manage vested interests 

•Living on country/in-place, provided the required flexibility to act 
opportunistically and rapidly in response to the dynamic floodplain and 
extreme seasonal weather conditions work was occurring in. 

•Strategic thinking to be able to apply the learnings from the previous 
season’s work. 

Co-production of 
knowledge 

•Restoration work was guided by Aboriginal people’s biocultural knowledge 
of floodplain landscape prior to (heavy) buffalo impact  

•Western conservationist restoration ethic aligned with Aboriginal ethic to 
sustain and care for country. Prompted strong motivations from both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal actors for undertaking shared action and 
learning. 

Flexible learning 
environment that 
facilitates 
experimentation 

•An environment that facilitates experimentation learning from doing, with 
on-ground monitoring and rapid responses, in the absence of knowledge of 
how floodplain would respond e.g. blocking gullies, trialing different types 
of barrages, materials, revegetation methods all required learning through 
trial and error 

•Requires sufficient autonomy to act opportunistically (e.g. make use of 
loaders, visits from key figures), particularly critical in remote contexts 
(freedom from overly restrictive bureaucratic processes) 

Consistency in policy 
and resourcing 

•Successes required sustained application of human and physical resources 
(labour, materials, monitoring) though limited, to maintain the initial 
construction and learn through ongoing monitoring and maintenance. 

•Restoration and SWI monitoring recommendations not implemented when 
resourcing failed to match policy recognition (even if sufficient) or the 
shifting policy focus with changing Park management. 

Ability to 
demonstrate local-
scale success 

•Power in having a demonstrated example of small-scale, proven success for 
galvanizing support and momentum from all political levels. 

•Informal, local-scale success can lead to adoption within ‘formal’ agendas. 

•Visitation and support of key political/scientific figures assisted at key times 
(e.g. scientist Firth, Park director and scientist Prof. Ovington) 
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Social learning era 3: ‘Climate aware era’ (towards triple-loop 
learning) 

This era is marked by the recognition of anthropogenic sea level rise. The adaptive 

response to saltwater intrusion shifted from one of restoration to seeking to both maintain 

places of refugia and adapt customary harvesting in response to ecological shifts (Table 8.2). 

The scale of influence remained at the regional level, while the ecological outcomes of the levee 

work were recognised in scientific literature and the Park PoM (Figure 8.5; Appendix 6.3). 

National climate change reports frequently included Kakadu’s wetlands as a case study of 

climate impact concern (Australian National University 2009; Green et al. 2009a). ‘Refugia’ 

here, is used in an ecological sense and refers, for example, to retaining pockets of existing 

freshwater habitat, even as some areas are lost to sea level rise. A climate adaptation report 

commissioned by Parks suggested identifying key sites (refugia) associated with ecological and 

cultural values, and refugia feature among their recommendations for adaptation including as 

‘opportunities to spread risk’ and ‘build resilience in ecological refugia’ (BMT WBM 

2010:100). This report also referred to the potential for further physical interventions with the 

recommendation to: 

‘Identify and implement planned protection of priority sites through structural means: for 

example through the construction of barrages on dendritic channels, levee construction at 

highway bridge; offshore barrier to reduce saltwater inflow volumes, weirs to create flood 

storage that can be used for environmental flow release. This would require a staged 

process including: preliminary feasibility studies; small-scale trials/pilot projects if shown 

to be feasible; detailed planning and environmental impact assessment studies; 

construction and maintenance of structure; and monitoring of effectiveness of structure.’ 

(BMT WBM 2010:95) 

In light of continued suggestions for physical interventions, revisiting the historical levee work 

is thus timely. 

In Kakadu, the motivation to ‘restore’ freshwater wetlands for Aboriginal actors was 

driven by knowledge of country prior to buffalo transformation, of a healthy, productive 

(magpie geese nesting) floodplain country and thus a desire to revitalise country, to see these 

culturally valued resources return. For non-Aboriginal actors, such as Lindner, their motivation 

was driven by the western conservationist narrative (Levitus 2016). Smith (2012) argues that 

applying a geographical approach to environmental restoration allows for a ‘plurality of 

relationships between people and places’ to be recognised. A plurality of human-floodplain 

relationships is certainly evident in this example with a variety of actors and agency at play in 

this case study: Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal conservationist, non-Aboriginal recreational fisher. 

The degree of agency afforded these different relationships can, however, have a direct bearing 

on the particular course of any restorative action taken, their likely longevity and degree of 
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success. The lead actors in this example worked from the margins, and fought to have their 

voices heard by an, at times, disinterested management authority. Where the Park was 

supportive, there was rarely the consistency in management recognition, nor in monitoring and 

resourcing over the long term, to reach the transformational change necessary to build the 

adaptive capacity necessary to respond to sea level rise.  

In terms of critical reflection, an increased understanding of the capacity of the floodplain 

to recover from prior impacts and of the role of saltwater interaction in maintaining a healthy 

floodplain landscape highlighted both the resilience and complexity of the floodplain system. 

Learning from the leave work saw a greater understanding of the role of salt interaction in 

shaping vegetation cycles (Appendix 6.2) had to some degree downgraded the immediate 

perception of risk posed by slowly advancing SLR. However, the clear complexity of the 

floodplain hydrological and vegetation dynamics made land owners cautious about launching 

large-scale interventionist actions, at the risk of losing what remains by acting on incomplete or 

limited understandings. It highlights the crucial need for ongoing experimental learning and 

monitoring.  

The social-hydrological history in Kakadu demonstrates social learning occurred in terms 

of generating new understanding of floodplain dynamics among the individuals involved, and in 

terms of learning among a social network that was scaled up from local to regional scale. In 

terms of applying McCarthy’s axis ‘typology of knowledge’, despite these efforts gaining 

scientific and policy recognition it failed to achieve the sustained change in Park governance 

conditions that would facilitate ongoing, on-ground collaborative learning of floodplain 

dynamics (Figure 8.5). The example thus falls short of achieving the transformational change 

that defines the triple-loop level of social learning (Pahl-Wostl 2009). Despite repeated calls for 

monitoring of channel change and SWI dynamics (O'Neill and Matthews 1983; Bayliss et al. 

1997; Petty et al. 2005; Winderlich 2010) there remains a lack of any consistent saltwater 

intrusion related monitoring program implemented by the Park. As for building adaptive 

capacity, long-term commitment to institution building and an enabling policy environment has 

been found to be important for sustaining the social processes shaping the co-production of 

knowledge (Cundill and Fabricius 2009; Armitage et al. 2011; Klenk et al. 2017). Kakadu’s 

management could benefit from greater attention to these factors.  

Keen et al. (2005) call for a social-learning approach in environmental management to 

better manage human-environment relations. This approach should support collective action 

and reflection and they suggest three agendas: to create learning partnerships, learning 

platforms and learning ethics that support collective action (Keen et al. 2005). These three 

agendas are particularly valuable in a co-management context, where the co-production of 

knowledge in the past has often not been prioritised, been poorly managed, or lacking in critical 

reflection. They would work well in underpinning future collaborative monitoring work. 
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Kristjanson et al. (2014:7) call for increased efforts to document the process of social learning, 

to build evidence of the conditions making social learning approaches ‘effective, replicable, 

and/or scalable and sustainable’. In documenting the process of social learning arising from 

restoration responses to historical saltwater intrusion this research contributes to this effort. In 

highlighting the successes and shortcomings of this process in human-environment floodplain 

relations to date, there is potential to build on these reflections to improve the adaptive capacity 

and social learning potential in managing Kakadu NP’s floodplain country. 

8.3 Contemporary perceptions of saltwater inundation 
risk for freshwater harvesting and future 
management preferences 

Having focused on social learning arising from past experiences with saltwater inundation 

in Kakadu’s freshwater wetlands, we can reflect now more closely on contemporary responses. 

The contemporary observations of Aboriginal respondents regarding saltwater influences on 

freshwater country and freshwater harvesting practices are outlined here. Preferences for 

consumption of saltwater species are discussed, as is a subtle shift in the perception of risk that 

saltwater inundation poses for several respondents in Kakadu. Finally, adaptive preferences in 

response to future sea level rise driving saltwater inundation are discussed, demonstrating the 

influence of past experiences in shaping potential adaptation options and preferences. 

8.3.1 Aboriginal people’s observations of contemporary 
saltwater influences on freshwater country and 
harvesting 

In the course of discussing changes to floodplain country, respondents provided some 

observations of contemporary saltwater driven changes to country. It is valuable to outline these 

before revisiting the historical experiences of saltwater influencing floodplain country. 

Currently, respondents did not raise saltwater influences as having affected customary 

harvesting practices on the scale of the other social-ecological changes discussed in this thesis. 

Many respondents were unsure or were less concerned about present saltwater changes given 

the magnitude of existing issues already constraining freshwater customary harvesting 

practices. 

Saltwater influences that people did raise, related to recognised changes in vegetation, 

channel morphology and extent, and the taste of harvested species. Several respondents 

described observed changes in riparian vegetation; with saltwater mangrove species occurring 

increasingly upstream. For example, Victor Cooper described how only 30 years ago 

mangroves were only a small part of the South Alligator, but are now found all the way down 

across the Arnhem Hwy (21/6/12, Kakadu). Goldie Blyth described an observed expansion of 

mangroves, but as people can still access the creek for fishing it wasn’t seen as a major problem 
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(29/8/12). Several respondents described the widening of channels and creeks and channels 

making their way further inland, for example; ‘creek lines are getting bigger’ and ‘saltwater 

coming up’. Important areas in the region observed by respondents to have undergone recent 

change due to saltwater influences are shown in Figure 8.15. Other respondents didn’t feel 

saltwater changes had been significant as yet, for example, the Nayinggul brothers didn’t feel 

the saltwater influence had pushed up more (3/8/14, Kunbarlanja) nor did several of the 

Ardjumarllarl Rangers ‘don’t think the saltwater has moved up, still looks the same’ (17/6/14, 

Kunbarlanja). 

In Kakadu, on the South Alligator River, Jessie Alderson listed Gurramurruk in 

Mamukala, the broader Mamukala floodplain and Kiina as places she was concerned about 

future saltwater encroachment (31/7/14). Victor Cooper, on the West Alligator described Gaden 

Springs as having changed due to saltwater, though he could still fish and get geese there 

(25/7/13). Sandra McGregor and Peter Christophersen described Indarrgu (The Trap), as an 

important place slowly getting cut off due to saltwater encroachment and the loss of Horseshoe 

Billabong turtle harvesting area to a salty channel going through in the early 90s (25/7/13). 

From around 1993, they recalled they could no longer drive across the floodplain, cut-off by the 

new channel; ‘Channels are getting bigger. You used to be able to drive across, but now you’ve 

got to be very careful’ (25/7/13 Kakadu) and ‘In the 80s you could drive across to the 

Leichhardt side, now the salt channels are too deep’ (26/7/14, Kakadu). On the Kakadu side of 

the East Alligator Connie Nayinggul described her concern for the risk of saltwater coming into 

floodplain pockets either side of the East Alligator River close to Cahill’s crossing (for example 

Incue, Udj and Nuddup (29/8/12). Historical channel change has been examined in Petty et al. 

(2005), however, ongoing monitoring of channel morphology in key areas would clearly be 

beneficial, both through satellite imagery and ground-truthing.  

On the West Arnhem side of the East Alligator River, respondents consistently described 

the hunting areas of key concern in relation to saltwater influence as Armanda (back of the 

airport) and White Lady (Figure 8.6; Table 8.4). Significant saltwater changes had also been 

observed at Turkey Dreaming area (Figure 8.6; Table 8.4) and Cooper’s Creek. While the latter 

two areas are no longer frequently visited, Armanda is a popular turtle hunting area while White 

Lady billabong and surrounding areas support harvesting of geese, turtle, filesnake, water 

chestnut, and fish.  
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Figure 8-6 Areas of increasing saltwater incursion from the East Alligator River 
and those hunting/fishing grounds showing signs of saltwater 
influence of concern, as identified by respondents from Kunbarlanja.  

 

I drove out with TO and retired station worker Adrian Gumurdul, together with Victor 

Gumurdul and Henry Yates to observe firsthand, the changes around the White Lady, East 
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Alligator River, and Ebach area (Figure 8.6 and 8.7). From the White Lady outcrop, Adrian 

pointed out recent channels across the floodplain and salt-scarred pasture (Figure 8.8) and 

described that they used to be able drive across the floodplain area but now the creek channel 

cuts through it. He explained how ‘saltwater on the biggest tide, comes right through.’ and 

described the hunting area as ‘all quiet, it’s not happy this place’ (2/10/13). Adrian attributed a 

range of drivers to the change to country (including both metaphysical and biophysical) but the 

saltwater influence was clearly among them:  

‘If this one [salt channel] grows up we won’t have anywhere for hunting… Old people 

pass away, next minute...place bit sad now. Used to be covered in water chestnuts, now 

pigs and saltwater take them. Was all green this area, all freshwater’ (6/9/12).   

A second channel connects through to Wulk (Red Lily) billabong, into Nayinggul’s country and 

both clans expressed concern for that place. Connie Nayinggul, for example, commented on 

how she had observed the river channels lengthening and was worried they could bring in more 

saltwater into this billabong in the future (17/9/13, Kunbarlanja; Figure 8.6; Table 8.4). Adrian 

and the Ardjumarllarl Rangers also referred to increasing saltwater channels around Turkey 

Dreaming cultural site and hunting area (Table 8.4). Adrian Gumurdul described the signs he’d 

observed of a place changed by salty water, including dead paperbark trees, white clay, and a 

different kind of ‘dust’ or sheen on the banks as the tide recedes:  

‘Looked different when we were kids, old people take us- really green, black soil, grass 

growing, like swamp. Water chestnuts gone now, can’t find any geese round here. Salty 

water tide coming in, see salty water, shiny- white on banks as tide goes back’ (5/9/12). 

Further north, Jimmy Marimowa had observed changes to Cooper Creek ‘braiding now, instead 

of a main channel, all salt and mangrove now, channels turning into creeks’ (20/6/12, Kakadu). 

Goldie Blyth described saltwater extending further inland from the mouth of Murgenella Creek 

and taking longer to recede than when she was young. Goldie had also observed in recent times 

the expansion of mangroves further inland and more saltwater species of fish being caught 

(29/8/12, Kakadu).  

In regards to the indicators or signs of salt influence, several respondents described 

differences in the taste, texture or colour of fish and turtle meat they were consuming. These 

differences reflected the animal’s degree of exposure to salt or freshwater. Adrian Gumurdul 

described the edible water chestnuts of Eleocharis dulcis, in the White Lady area as 

increasingly affected by salt influences, the Mankuladj as having ‘changed a bit, bit less sweet 

from the salt’ (7/9/12, Kunbarlanja). May Nango was concerned with fish flesh getting ‘harder’ 

and wondered if it was from the water changing; ‘taste is the same, just flesh feels harder. 

Magpie geese also feel harder…turtle meat gets a little bit hard, filesnake ok’ (22/6/12, 

Kakadu). Sean Nadji described detecting signs of saltwater influence in ‘the taste of meat- less 

like mud, more salty, getting clean. There is a big difference in the taste of fish’. (8/9/14, 
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Kakadu). Further work could investigate the potential of such observations, including through 

tracking animal movements, to act as early indicators of an increasing influence of salt on 

freshwater resources and hunting areas. 

Table 8-4 Places of concern and observations of saltwater influence in 
floodplain country around Kunbarlanja 

Place Comment Respondent 
Armanda, 
Turkey 
Dreaming, 

‘At airport- maybe saltwater coming up. Remembers on big tide 
and full moon- would get white colour on sand. Noticed that 
when really dry’; 
‘I’ve noticed changes around Turkey Dreaming, airport/Armanda 
area- a gutter to East Alligator River.’  

Michael 
Bangalang, male, 
20/6/14; 
Adrian Gumurdul, 
male, 7/11/14 

Turkey 
Dreaming 

‘Saltwater- worse at Turkey Dreaming. You don’t see any grass 
there, right up to Ngara springs, the salt goes. [E: Is this normal?] 
No, used to be really good, grass all over, a green place. Now 
mimosa, all over and salt’; 
‘Around turkey dreaming- all different now. White and salty. 
Salty water kills para grass and everything. Used to be green. 
Really gotten worse and worse’.  

Adrian Gumurdul 
&  Henry Yates, 
males, 5/9/12;  
 
Adrian Gumurdul, 
7/11/14 

Red Lily ‘Very shortly Red Lily going to have saltwater running through.’ Adrian Gumurdul 
and Henry Yates, 
males, 5/9/12 

White Lady Relatively rapid and recent channel changes; ‘In ~2001- could 
drive across. It’s changed in <10 years. Creek line where White 
Lady rock is- now you can’t drive past.’  

Gabby Gumurdul, 
male,  19/6/14 

White Lady ‘Used to be paperbarks, stories from old man. Used to be trees. 
Now no trees, salty water coming in. Dry season- on king tide, 
salt affected. Flushes out fresh water.’ 

Connie Nayinggul, 
female, 3/11/12 

 

Various floodplain vegetation species were also raised as potential indicators, responding 

differently to salt encroachment. Peter Christophersen (26/7/14, Kakadu), for example, 

described Eleocharis, grasses and soil salt burns as signs of the boundaries of salt water 

influence, and where Eleocharis stands are brown as indicating salt underneath. In addition, 

native hymenacne stands are not salt tolerant, so their presence indicated salt-free areas 

(Christophersen, 21/1/0/13, Kakadu). He also described his observations of how different 

species of melaleuca respond to saltwater. For example, Melaleuca veridaflora dies on contact 

with saltwater, but Melaleuca kajapudi is more salt tolerant and tends to replace can outlast 

both the freshwater tree Cathornium and replace M. veriflora; ‘So you often see remnants of 

Cathornium and Melaleuca luecadendrum or M. veridaflora, with new M. kajapuda, where 

saltwater has encroached’ (Christophersen, 21/1/0/13, Kakadu). Further investigations, in 

partnerships with Aboriginal land managers, of species that could act as early indicators, as well 

as the salinity tolerances and dynamics of plant communities is clearly needed (Pettit et al. 

2016). The loss of long-necked turtles from places subject to saltwater encroachment had been 

observed and was also raised as a potential indicator of salinity and tracking their movements in 

response to salt encroachment was raised (Christophersen, 21/1/0/13, Kakadu).  
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Figure 8-7 White Lady Outcrop and billabong, an important hunting, fishing and 

camping location that Traditional owners are concerned about 
increasing effects of saltwater influence.  

(a) visiting the outcrop  
(b) productive geese hunting area, waterfowl fly up after gunshot rings out 
(c) waterfowl cooking place at the outcrop  
(d) edge of billabong, increasingly salt influenced  
(e) following the channel out over floodplain, pig damage evident. TO 
Adrian Gumurdul shocked to see so the channel so wide (used to be able 
to drive across floodplain here; and ILC station worker Henry Yates 
recalled this was just a small channel ~10-15 years ago).  
(f) salt channel and extensive pig rooting damage.  

(a) 

(e ) (f ) 

(c ) (d) 

(b) 
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Figure 8-8 Senior Traditional Owner Adrian Gumurdul (Kunbarlanja) pointing 
out the widening channel of saltwater influence from the East 
Alligator River towards important hunting and camping site ‘White 
Lady’ outcrop (6/09/12).  

 

8.3.2 Perception of risk in relation to future sea level rise 
Sea level rise elicited a spectrum of perceived risk among individual respondents. The 

perceived threat of SLR was influenced multiple factors, including: the freshwater/saltwater 

geography of the individual’s clan estate, the individual’s social networks connecting them with 

coastal country and extended family, the perception of personal agency in managing country, 

along with personal level of engagement with freshwater customary harvesting. This includes 

an individual’s access to resources, mobility, and their history of engagement with Park 

management.  

In Kakadu, climate change and the risk of anthropogenic sea level rise is not a new 

concept, having increasing exposure to the idea since the late 1990s/2000s (to varying degrees 

among individuals). Following the Park’s 2008 Symposium on Climate Change (Winderlich 

2010), several TOs recorded their reflections on climate change with Park staff (Parks Australia 

2009). Jonathon Nadji (Bunitj clan), for example, has directly experienced sea level changes 
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within just a few generations. He described how his family used to be able to walk to access 

coastal island locations: 

‘used to walk from beach to rocky island- fishing off that, walk across. Now can’t do that 

on low tide, underwater. Mum’s country- Copeland Island- grandfather used to walk 

across on low tide, camping, walk back across. Now can’t do that… Does worry me very 

much’ (Parks Australia 2009). 

He also sought more knowledge regarding climate change but felt it was not new, given the 

prior history of sea level change, over broader geological time scales: 

‘Try to understand more about it, if we can do something about it, hopefully maybe can 

save some of it, but I think it’s just a natural thing that’s been occurring that’s been 

happening before we were put on earth...’. (Parks Australia 2009). 

Another TO of the Cannon Hill area, Jimmy Marimowa, has land ownership responsibilities 

extending through family networks to Croker Island in West Arnhem Land. Frequent air travel 

to attend meetings has given him opportunities to observe coastal change:  

‘I’ve noticed it flying to Croker [Island], the last 5 years or so, can see, it’s visible, where 

salt meets the fresh. Some people don’t take it seriously; I take sea level rise seriously.’ 

(20/6/12, Kakadu) 

SLR is of clear concern to coastal communities like the Aboriginal community of Minjilang on 

Croker Island, given the threat it presents for maintaining access to country and cultural sites. 

Some individuals, like Jimmy, may maintain ownership and affiliations through family and 

social networks with other resource bases and these networks will become even more valuable 

in reducing vulnerability to climate change from both a cultural and food security perspective.  

Other respondents described how their own perception of the threat climate change posed 

had undergone a gradual change with time. For example, Charles Whittaker (Murumburr clan), 

described his concern of the potential loss of access to freshwater resources; ‘Climate changes 

will worry me- especially if it affects geese and fishing’ (Parks Australia 2009). In my own 

interview with Whittaker, five years later, his comments reflected a more fatalistic attitude, 

though one expressing a degree of agency:  

‘Naturally going to take its course. Nothing we can do. Maybe protect a few [billabongs], 

[…]Going to happen anyway. Hopefully will still be some goose feeding areas somewhere. 

If it shifts, people will go with it.’  (10/9/14, Kakadu) 

This comment suggests resignation or acceptance ‘nothing we can do’ while ‘maybe protect a 

few...’ is a reference to the prior barrage work, where there was success on the level of 

individual billabongs. Victor Cooper, similarly, expressed an overriding feeling of inevitability 

and powerlessness after all the years of discussion and despite knowledge of the past use of 

barrages:  
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‘I feel a bit over it to be honest. Culverts [barrages] were resorted to in the past, but 

saltwater is reaching there now. Nothing you can do about it, creeping up on you…. turtle 

might move right up maybe, goose might disappear.’ (10/9/14, Kakadu) 

Sandra McGregor described a slight reduction over time, of her initially very grave concerns 

regarding SLR risk:  

‘Used to be really worried when we were first thinking about the saltwater coming in, but 

watching over the years, it seems gradual changes...now we’re thinking more like we’ll 

just move with the flow, follow the animals, where they go’ (21/10/2013, Kakadu). 

As a TO actively managing country, Sandra’s confidence in people’s ability to move and adapt 

grew through direct observations of the saltwater dynamics and the (to date) gradual rate of 

change. Like Whittaker’s comments ‘if it changes, people will go with it’, these comments 

suggest a level of confidence in Aboriginal people having sufficient agency, sufficient mobility, 

and adaptive ability to respond with flexibility to changing environmental conditions in ways to 

continue to access floodplain resources.  

Respondents did frequently place confidence in having sufficient alternatives to adapt to 

the changes, particularly where the rate of change was gradual. For example, Nourlangie 

Ranger Ian said people will ‘learn to live with it, will be an incremental change’ (10/9/14). 

Similarly, Alfred and Walter Nayinggul felt ‘pretty confident there’s enough alternative places, 

still to go for freshwater tucker’ and if salt covered the floodplain they would go hunting in 

higher country (31/10/14, Kunbarlanja). The Ardjumarllarl Rangers also, felt confidence in 

alternatives; ‘We’ve got different spots to choose from, enough of them. We know areas for fish, 

goose, kangaroo, buffalo, everything.’ (Shaun Namarnyilk, 31/10/14, Kunbarlanja) and that 

SLR wouldn’t deter people’s hunting; ‘If salt comes in, [people] still going. Things change, 

we’re still going. Can’t stop people going hunting.’ (Timothy Nabegeyo, 18/6/14, Kunbarlanja). 

Similarly, Jessie Alderson described; ‘Whatever the change will be, people will manage. 

Hopefully some smart Aboriginal people out there’ (4/11/14, Kakadu). These comments suggest 

confidence in people’s ability to learn, their adaptability in choice of resource selection, though 

also the need for ongoing learning. While most Aboriginal respondents felt incremental change 

would be manageable, they also pointed out this was contingent upon retaining harvesting 

practices and associated knowledge across generations, in adapting to SLR. 

There was also variation in respondents’ perception of risk saltwater posed for particular 

freshwater harvest species. Magpie geese and water chestnut were recognised to thrive in 

marginal freshwater areas, subject to a degree of dynamic saline influence and so hunters were 

less concerned about them, as for continued abundance and access to many estuarine fish. 

Isaiah Nagurrgurrba (24/10/14, Kunbarlanja) explained; ‘Magpie goose are still here- doesn’t 

mind the salt. Turtle [ngalmangyi, Chelodina rugosa]- no good in salt. Filesnake [Kedjebe, 

Acrochordus arafurae], needs freshwater, mussels also. Freshwater animals will go if saltwater 
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comes in.’ Gabby Gumurdul also described; ‘salt- doesn’t really matter for geese. [Find them] 

in places with salt and freshwater. [EL: Mankuladj (water chestnut)- does it grow in salty 

places?] GG: Does- can see where saltwater comes in, likes half salt, half fresh.’ (23/10/14, 

Kunbarlanja). There was also uncertainty for the salinity tolerances of some species, for 

example; ‘water lilies and unkuladj (water chestnut, Gundjeihmi spelling) might die, or they 

might be ok.’ (Elizabeth Petterson, 23/7/14, Kakadu). Potential salinity changes were commonly 

acknowledged as a risk to turtle and filesnake harvesting, however, this perception of risk did 

not worry everyone to the same degree.  

Perspectives on the potential substitution or transition to saltwater resources differed, 

depending on an individual’s identification with respective fresh or saltwater resources and 

fresh or saltwater ‘country’ more broadly. For example, Sean Nadji, whose traditional country 

extends to the coast, has always had connection with saltwater resources and as such was not so 

concerned. 'It’s normal here, moving between fresh and saltwater…Get the best of both worlds, 

only ~90 km to salt [coastal areas] and Field Island; doesn’t really affect us here, been salt and 

freshwater [people] all along.’ (8/9/14, Kakadu). He also felt sea level rise would be a gradual 

process and there would be sufficient alternatives, though he hinted it might be harder for future 

generations: 

‘Water chestnut seen growing on salt pans. Not so much an issue. Prefer to go hunting in 

saltwater then freshwater anyway- better food, more variety. Goose from salt country is 

pretty nice, pretty fat. [E: Freshwater risk of loss?] ‘Not so worried. Only really filesnake, 

long-necked turtle main concern, and lilies. Not so hard for us, doing anyway. To me, not 

too much of a concern. Three or four generations later, they’ll have to work out new 

techniques for going hunting and what species.’ (8/9/14, Kakadu)  

He also described how the freshwater resources that SLR will affect, were no longer targeted 

around the Cannon Hill Area; ‘Will affect things more like yabbies and freshwater turtles, but 

no one goes for them up here anymore. The people who’d go there either passed away or can’t 

get out anymore.’ (5/11/14, Kakadu). This suggests drivers other than climate change have 

already significantly altered people’s freshwater harvesting practices (as elaborated on earlier in 

Chapter 7).  

Others felt the connection to freshwater country was stronger in defining their cultural 

identity. When I asked Annie Ngalmirama and Nida Mangranbarr (Mirarr clan) about their 

feelings on potentially shifting to harvesting more saltwater resources Nida responded; ‘we’re 

not saltwater people- we’re freshwater mob’ (Table 8.5). Despite this tight link between 

identity and freshwater resources, the women acknowledged they still enjoyed eating saltwater 

tucker, such as oysters, snapper, saltwater turtle and dugong, though only did so very 

occasionally. Jessie Alderson highlighted the freshwater preferences of many, ‘a lot of people 

have attachment to freshwater bush tucker- wouldn’t even try salt ones’ (Table 8.5). Despite 
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this, she herself wasn’t too concerned contemplating consuming more saltwater bush tucker, 

having had past experience with ocean resources; ‘I like it- wouldn’t bother me too much, grew 

up on an Island [Garden Point Mission, Melville Island, NT]. I already know.’ (Kakadu, 

4/11/14). Those with freshwater specific personal and clan affiliations will be those that are 

most vulnerable to the loss of freshwater resources through SLR.  

Members of the Ardjumarllarl Rangers referred to consuming both salt and freshwater 

resources, facilitated by family networks extending to saltwater country (Table 8.5). The 

acceptability of transitioning towards saltwater customary harvesting practices will clearly be 

influenced by an individual’s cultural identity, their homeland geography, their past individual 

experiences, personal preferences and kinship networks. As such, it is crucial to recognise a 

spectrum in the attitudes towards the perception of risk further saltwater inundation poses for 

freshwater harvesting amongst Aboriginal people in the region.  

Given the value in drawing on the broadest biocultural knowledge in learning and 

responding to environmental change, the ability to engage with new or different environmental 

knowledge will be critical. Traditionally this adaptability has been a strength of Aboriginal 

modes of learning and knowledge transmission, however, given the social-ecological pressures 

experienced since colonisation, these modes are already under stress (Chapter 7). A 

respondent’s confidence in their people adopting saltwater resources and transmitting saltwater 

biocultural knowledge to the next generation varied among individuals (Table 8.6). Several 

respondents expressed less confidence in the interest and engagement of the younger generation 

in learning cultural knowledge, as well as concerns regarding the loss of knowledge for 

managing SLR, with the passing of key elders (Table 8.6). Respondents felt most confident of 

ongoing intergenerational knowledge sharing where strong family networks could be drawn on 

(Table 8.6). Thus, the maintenance of social networks between clans identifying as saltwater 

and freshwater (or both) will be critical in maintaining adaptive capacity in harvesting practices.  
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Table 8-5 Comments relating to the likelihood of consuming saltwater 
resources in the future 

Theme Comment Respondent 
Freshwater 
preferences 

‘People from freshwater country like eating freshwater 
[foods], so people want to go hunting for long and 
short-necked turtles. Saltwater people still eat 
saltwater [foods], but also freshwater.’ 

Isaiah 
Nagurrgurrba, 
male, 24/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Freshwater 
preferences 

‘Lot of people have attachment to freshwater bush 
tucker- wouldn’t even try salt ones.’  

Jessie Alderson, 
female, 4/11/14, 
Kakadu 

Freshwater 
preferences 

[Would people eat more saltwater tucker in the 
future?] ‘I dunno- people might move- people would 
still go for freshwater. Saltwater tastes different. I like 
freshwater barra, swamp ones. Mud crabs are all right!’  

Alfred Nayinggul, 
male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
31/10/14 

Freshwater 
preferences 

‘We don’t eat saltwater tucker- sometimes they bring 
saltwater turtle and dugong here, but we don’t really 
eat it… we’re not saltwater people- we’re freshwater 
mob’ 

Annie 
Ngalmirama, 
female, 31/10/14, 
Kakadu 

Some saltwater 
resource 
consumption 

‘Some of us eat saltwater animals- mud crabs, long bum 
[marine snail], sea turtle.’  

Julie Narndal, 
female, 3/11/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Personal experience [in response to consuming saltwater resources] ‘I like it, 
wouldn’t bother me too much, I grew up on an island 
[mission], I already know [have experience].’ 

Jessie Alderson, 
female, 4/11/14, 
Kakadu 

Both saltwater and 
freshwater resource 
consumption; 
sufficient 
alternatives/ability to 
move; family/ kinship 
network. 

‘Even if changes in ~40 years not good, people will still 
go. Geese- still maybe hang around at coastline. Family 
share saltwater animals, take back [to share with 
others]. If saltwater comes, find other places to 
go…Shark- moves between freshwater and saltwater 
when hunting, looking for food, like bull shark. Big mob 
of sawfish in Mikginj Valley. Come in on the flood, good 
one. Shark and sawfish cook up….  
Eat salt and freshwater [prawns]. Here to Maningrida 
[…] All the way to saltwater plains. Dhuwa, Yirritja 
[moiety] - same. Both have family in saltwater.’ 

Ardjumarllarl 
Rangers; Nipper 
Gumurdul, Shaun 
Namarnyilk, 
Timmy Nabegeyo, 
18/6/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Clan geography 
includes fresh and 
salt resources. 
Reduction in 
freshwater resource 
use. 

‘In the wet season time, we’d get more freshwater fish 
and yam. As the floodplain dries out, make way to 
coast- more goose and pig. [Freshwater]Turtle- not so 
much anymore. My aunty loved turtle, she’d push 
people out [to go hunting]. But she can’t go anymore. 
[We] Still hunt saltwater turtle around here.’ 

Sean Nadji, male, 
8/9/14, Kakadu 
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Table 8-6 Comments illustrating the ease or constraints of biocultural 
knowledge sharing regarding saltwater resources 

Theme Comment Respondent 
Social networks 
for sharing 
knowledge 

‘My husband [from Goulburn Isl.]-  taught me to catch 
turtle. We will have to teach them, my kids and other 
family’s kids. David [husband] knows [saltwater] fishing. 
Lots of people married in from places by the sea- have 
saltwater experience.’ 

Julie Narndal, 
female, 3/11/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Uncertainty [How would people feel about eating saltwater tucker?] 
‘Not really sure. Maybe teaching kids from boats!’ 

Nipper Gumurdul, 
male, 23/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Social networks 
for sharing 
knowledge: 
concern for 
future 
generations 

‘Saltwater impacts around dreaming sites- big water, ocean, 
heavy rain- might bring saltwater into freshwater [places]. 
TOs who grew up here, if they see saltwater coming in, they 
need to show young people the dreaming sites, important 
to look after them. For fresh or saltwater bush tucker- 
maybe want to learn both. Got family in saltwater country. 
Family there, can show important places, [the] safe animals 
and how to cook… 
If country becomes more salty, makes it really harder for 
younger generation. Kids need to learn at [an] early age so 
when a man, he knows those places. Need to know and to 
tell people where sacred or safe places are.’ 

Isaiah 
Nagurrgurrba, 
male, 24/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 
 

Social networks 
sharing 
knowledge: 
preferences 
different 
between clans 

‘If all salty in future, no good for them. Saltwater tucker, 
some people know, done it before, lot of people. Learn 
from Goulburn, Croker, Maningrida- they know. Some 
people won’t go- Arguluk people- never taste saltwater 
much before, only turtle, so don’t know…  
Kids know- especially on open day. Got sea turtle once at 
school (culture camp). For freshwater people, if can’t get, 
will go saltwater.’  

Michael 
Bangalang, male, 
7/11/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

Loss of 
knowledge: 
Concern for 
intergenerational 
knowledge 
sharing 

[EL: Will kids learn to eat saltwater tucker?] ‘Young kids 
don’t go hunting, don’t know anything.’ [EL: Do they have 
family that way?] ‘They have family from everywhere- 
Goulburn, Croker […] [EL: Do they share fishing stories?] 
‘When Aunty was alive- should have made tape then...she 
was from here. She’s got more stories from that area.’ 

Adrian Gumurdul, 
male, 7/11/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

 

8.3.3 Respondents’ adaptive management preferences for 
future saltwater inundation from sea level rise 

Respondents raised a variety of actions to build adaptive capacity in managing future 

saltwater inundation from SLR. These included continuing and improving the management of 

existing threats, including the impacts of para grass and recreational boat usage in floodplain 

channels in Kakadu to increase the resilience of potential freshwater refugia. Respondents also 

emphasized value in Aboriginal historical stories of SLR, and the need and desire for 

collaborations that support the co-production of knowledge. Those with experience of the 

historical levees on the South Alligator River favoured continuing small-scale experimental 
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learning and across the ARR, all respondents sought long-term, TO and ranger led monitoring 

of floodplain system dynamics and SWI. In addition, several TOs preferred trusting the inherent 

adaptive learning processes in Aboriginal people’s relations with floodplain country over 

physical interventions. They expressed confidence in Bininj people’s ability to adapt their 

harvesting options (be it places or target species) in response to future change.  

Managing existing threats with the potential to degrade natural floodplain hydrological and 

geomorphic processes is critical to maximise the potential for refugia to develop through natural 

shifts in freshwater systems. Further investigation, for example, into the impact of para grass on 

fish occupancy and movement in these floodplain channels could be valuable, given the spread 

of para grass already compromises customary harvesting access and the ecological integrity of 

potential areas of freshwater floodplain refugia. In addition, recent vulnerability assessments for 

freshwater fish in Kakadu have highlighted the risks associated with sea level rise (B Pusey, M 

Kennard, 2015, pers. comm.). For example, the saratoga (Scleropages jardinii), a very popular 

fish for Aboriginal consumption, has been identified as highly vulnerable to increases in 

salinity. Projected SLR, together with the perception of a decline in fish numbers from some 

Aboriginal fishers, highlights the need for having people on country to observe and monitor 

environmental changes, to enable adaptive management of aquatic resources.   

 Further work in the region could further document Indigenous stories and knowledge of 

changes to the contemporary coastline dating back to pre-history. The prehistory of both the 

freshwater floodplains and the Aboriginal occupation throughout this coastal change has been 

documented (Meehan et al. 1985; Clark and Guppy 1988). Jonathon Nadji (TO on the East 

Alligator) suggests researching climate change might provide an opportunity to improve 

communication and better engage with local knowledge:  

‘There needs to be a bit more communication between the people who’ve living on the 

land and seen it changed over the years, maybe they might get you know, better stories... I 

think we need to basically look at a lot of the stories. Go back into the old stories. Not 

many people left now that can tell, but I’m sure the younger generation… could help us 

tell the story, what they were told, by their families’ (Parks Australia 2009). 

Other work of this nature has been undertaken around Australia, documenting Indigenous 

stories and knowledge of sea-level rise changes to the contemporary coastline (e.g. Cane 2013; 

Nunn and Reid 2016). This would be a very valuable avenue through which to discuss climate 

change and could help build interest and engagement in new environmental change based 

research and monitoring programs. This approach may have limitations, where individuals 

might not wish to share such information in the public domain, or if it prompts distress at 

recognising instances of loss of biocultural knowledge.  

Many respondents in Kakadu mentioned the possibility of using levees to manage future 

saltwater intrusion. These were frequently qualified with a recognition of the limitations in the 
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knowledge of how the floodplain might respond to interventions and the different kind of threat 

posed by sea level rise, compared to that of the buffalo impacts. The prior exposure to and 

experience of levee restoration from the buffalo/post buffalo eras contributed to how 

comfortable respondents were with using levees. Nida Mangranbarr and Annie Ngalmirama 

(Mirrar clan), for example, were familiar with the barrage work as their father (Toby Nagali) 

had been heavily involved in and raised the barrages as possible solutions for key areas. Jessie 

Alderson, having been closely involved with the levee restoration work on the South Alligator 

reflected this experience in her preference for levees and ongoing restoration actions:  

‘If you didn’t want saltwater to come in, you would have to get machinery to block it off. If 

you didn’t want it to come. Maybe make levee on South Alligator to block it off. […] Don’t 

know who would be best mob, maybe Parks mob- would have been best if some people to 

go around, fixing up erosion, levees where needed, planting grass, trees- would last the 

next 50 yrs. Start putting things in place that might work, experiment, try options, so bit set 

up for 2070 [expected transformative change]’ (4/11/14, Kakadu).  

Another TO acknowledged the difficulties in doing levee work, referencing the ongoing 

maintenance and the resources required; ‘It’s hard to do levee engineering. Wet [season] breaks 

it up, gotta re-do every year. Worked in some areas. But coming full on now, rising big time. If 

got money and resources maybe...’ (anon., 2014, Kakadu). Given the limitations in Park’s 

ability to manage existing threats, including those discussed earlier in this thesis, the scale of 

change SLR poses is one people rightly feel Parks are under-resourced to face.  

From the East Alligator region, Sean Nadji’s past experiences deterred him from 

preferring the use of further barrages. He attributed his observations of reduced fish catch as an 

adult since his youth, at the billabongs around Cannon Hill, to the Cannon Hill barrage limiting 

fish movement. Even with the culverts designed to address this installed, he described how 

invasive para grass had since blocked their effectiveness to his concern: 

‘Keeping the channel open is important for the floodplain behind it. Bigger culverts help 

[fish] movement, but …the drains keep getting clogged up, chocked out with lilies and 

para grass… Don’t really go fishing there anymore…Would like it [the culverts] 

cleared…I don’t think it’s working anymore [the culverts], too clogged up and stopping 

fish recolonising the billabong below. Any new ones [barrages] need to carefully consider 

any potential impacts on fish.’ (8/9/14, Kakadu). 

The interaction of existing threats to floodplain health such as invasive weeds is a clear 

constraint on social-ecological adaptive capacity (hence management preferences to tackle this 

ongoing threat (Chapter 6 and 8.3.4). 

While most people acknowledged the inevitability of SLR, it didn’t deter people from 

wanting to engage in ongoing learning through locally-led investigations and monitoring of 

floodplain dynamics. For example, following the experience with the 2003 South Alligator 
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levee, Peter Christophersen recognized; ‘In the end, we know we’re never going to be able to 

stop it. The best we can do is learn to manage it.’ (8/12/14). Sandra McGregor also referred to 

the inevitability, that they ‘can’t really save anything’ and their best hope was ‘learning to live 

with it and using it to our advantage’ (Kakadu, 22/10/13). Both Sandra and Peter, like Lindner, 

reiterated their hesitation toward large-scale interventionist engineering structures to maintain 

areas of refugia, without further understanding of floodplain dynamics. The complexity of 

floodplain dynamics and attempting to intervene or shape outcomes clearly requires ongoing 

learning. Small-scale experimentation and long term monitoring can help generate this. As 

close observers of the dynamics of the floodplain-vegetation-fire nexus, they, like Lindner are 

recognizing cyclical patterns, which they acknowledge are still far from being clearly 

understood. Peter Christophersen and Sandra McGregor sought to be better equipped and 

supported in their desire to carry out their own monitoring, particularly to weather the peaks 

and troughs in research funding cycles, by having ‘the tools to be able to monitor the changes, 

so that when scientific interest/funding comes round again, we’ll have a trail of evidence built 

up’. (Christophersen, 8/12/14). Lindner also emphasized the need for better understanding of 

inter-annual tidal deposition and drainage patterns:  

‘It’s critical to understand the tidal dynamics of the present day, with reoccurring 

salinization of freshwater swamps- e.g. one every three years- shifting in places. No one is 

doing monitoring, or any work on this… In the short term it needs a careful study at 

current sea level of multi-year tidal patterns. It’s the variation that maintains the quality of 

the South Alligator floodplains, but you need information on this to work out how to 

manipulate any barrage’ (30/7/14, Kakadu). 

The adaptive preferences for long-term, locally driven monitoring and experimental learning 

have clearly been influenced by the historical exposure to SWI and the learning arising from 

involvement with prior barrage efforts. This is a powerful example demonstrating where strong 

personal interest in building an understanding of the floodplain dynamics, through long-term, 

experiential learning has inspired a degree of empowerment, hope and critical reflection on the 

ability of human-floodplain interactions to continue to adjust and move with the environmental 

change to ‘move with the flow’.  

Considering the degree of Aboriginal people’s autonomy in the governance context of a 

jointly managed floodplain region that spans multiple-clans, is crucial if TO’s adaptive 

management preferences are to be incorporated. One TO pointed to the bureaucratized process 

for taking any action within the Park; ‘But can’t do anything unless gets put through Parks. 

Needs equipment and manager support’ (anon., 8/9/14, Kakadu). Some individuals felt a lack 

of support, lack of resourcing, or overly bureaucratic processes constrained their ability to 

implement monitoring and learning opportunities. Park management attitudes and processes, 

along with resourcing, clearly have the potential to facilitate or constrain the learning 
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environment. Peter Christophersen commented on the need for neighbouring clan groups to 

work together and provide an alternative model of floodplain management. For example, he 

described discussions between clans and the desire for shared learning opportunities: 

‘We spoke with the Cannon Hill mob about barrage at bottom near Cannon Hill. Would be 

perfect experimental set up to trial barrage/flushes and see vegetation response... We want 

this mob (Parks) doing levee bank salt control. Need to understand the topography, depth 

and where the salt’s going to go. You need to know how the vegetation is going to respond 

[to salt] and the timing [of inundation] is critical’ (25/7/13, Kakadu).  

Individual actors’ prior experience with experimental barrages, the history of Aboriginal 

relationships with Park management as well as contemporary co-management relations were all 

found to influence the degree of agency respondents felt.  

Most consistently expressed was the desire for establishing ongoing, ranger led monitoring 

of saltwater change and interaction with vegetation and fire dynamics. This was a critical first 

step in any plans for intervention-based refugia, given the need to first understand floodplain 

dynamics, if risk of unintentional impacts were to be avoided. For example, on the South 

Alligator Peter Christophersen described; ‘We are really serious as a small family group. We 

are looking for long term ways of managing, predicting and catering for changes to our bush 

tucker. It is that important.’ (25/7/2013). These TO families expressed desire to establish 

greater autonomy over their floodplain management, potentially through a new form of 

governance model. Clan-based ranger groups have been proposed, like the Njanjma Rangers on 

the East Alligator, to operate through their Aboriginal clan corporations and to be contracted 

through Parks. Peter Christophersen described it as a ‘new model of engagement with Parks, 

contracting out work to private ranger groups…Everyone’s keen to support it. It means 

employment in the Park.’ (26/7/14). The ranger groups would gradually take responsibility for 

delivering programs of land/floodplain management. This would have the multiple advantages 

of providing more employment opportunities, working on country in this remote setting, and 

provide opportunities for locally-led monitoring and observational learning.  

From Kunbarlanja, TO Adrian Gumurdul and the Ardjumarllarl Rangers all expressed 

their desire to monitor river and creek channel change at key places, particularly around White 

Lady and connecting channels with the East Alligator. They suggested monitoring using fixed 

photo points, and this could be complemented by longer term monitoring with collaborators 

with satellite imagery. Gabby Gumurdul also suggested use of drones for monitoring 

environmental change, though their expense at the time was felt to be prohibitive. New 

technologies and tools continue to be developed to assist on-ground monitoring, for example, 

the use of remote satellite technology (Ward et al. 2014; Tiner et al. 2015) unmanned aerial 

vehicles (e.g. Klemas 2015), incorporating bacterial composition as an indicator for saltwater 

intrusion (Nelson et al. 2016). Any monitoring plans should be developed by, or if capacity 
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support is needed, in collaboration with, those TOs and rangers who have the knowledge of 

both culturally valued areas and of places undergoing unusual or significant environmental 

change, i.e. adopting a biocultural approach (Sterling et al. 2017). 

In examining the conditions that facilitated locally-led restoration and social learning and 

constraints that hindered ongoing monitoring, there is clear need and potential to build 

biocultural monitoring collaborations between Park and TO/ranger groups to foster greater local 

ownership of shared learning outcomes. The need for Indigenous employment opportunities on 

country, in remote settings is evident (Altman and Kerins 2012; Buchanan and May 2012). 

Kakadu’s Climate Change Strategy makes specific recommendations to address knowledge 

gaps through targeted monitoring and for work with communities to: ‘identify employment 

opportunities for Indigenous communities to participate in climate change monitoring and 

remedial activities.’ (Director of National Parks 2010:7). Park policy clearly recognises the 

value of generating Aboriginal employment opportunities in relation to managing country and 

climate change. The form of this engagement, however, needs to evolve from ‘participate in’ to 

‘collaborate’ or ‘partner with’. While an Indigenous Protected Area model of governance would 

likely provide a greater level of autonomy for Aboriginal land owners (e.g. Szabo and Smyth 

2003; Bauman and Smyth 2007; Ross et al. 2009) clan-based ranger groups could be an 

alternative model to improve engagement, within the existing co-management structure. Local 

TO and ranger-led monitoring has four important advantages. Firstly, in an economic sense it 

provides much needed local employment in a remote setting with limited employment 

opportunities. Most critically for maintaining Indigenous connection to country, however, is 

that where ranger work that facilitates on-going access to floodplain country, local biocultural 

knowledge of environmental change can be maintained or strengthened. This in turn supports 

adaptive learning and potentially, customary knowledge transmission. Thirdly, building 

knowledge from both experiential and experimental work is a long-term endeavour (requires 

long-term monitoring) and maintaining such activities is best facilitated through the 

engagement of people living in-situ, as demonstrated by the historical levee work. Finally, this 

governance model provides not only clear opportunities for collaboration and the co-production 

of knowledge but also builds opportunities for local leadership and autonomy of clan groups. 

Both aspects of which are identified as crucial to building adaptive capacity to manage climate 

change (Folke et al. 2003; Huntington et al. 2005; Fabricius et al. 2007; Berkes 2009; Armitage 

et al. 2011).  

8.4 Conclusions 
This chapter examined how a past experience of saltwater change has influenced 

contemporary perceptions of risk and adaptive preferences for managing the influence of future 

sea level rise in floodplain country and for freshwater customary harvesting. The human-
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floodplain responses to buffalo facilitated saltwater intrusion presents a historical analogue for 

climate adaptation and sea level rise. The experimental levee restoration efforts with local 

residents and land owners making close, ongoing observations of the dynamics of floodplain 

responses to barrages and buffalo removal, generated new understandings of floodplain 

dynamics. Local residents and land owners gained new appreciation for the role of saltwater in 

tidally influenced freshwater systems and the complexity of floodplain dynamics, of both the 

resilience and fragility inherent in the system, in an example of social learning. This led actors 

to question and critically reflect on the floodplain’s hydro-ecological responses to the 

construction of barrages.   

This past experience was also found to shape the contemporary perception of risk towards 

towards future saltwater inundation For those who had been involved in close observations of 

these floodplain dynamics, their initial perception of the high risk saline ‘intrusion’ posed, 

became somewhat moderated over time, to one that emphasised ‘interaction’, as actors 

observed the role of saltwater in shaping productivity and vegetation patterns in tidally 

influenced freshwater areas. These long-term observations of floodplain dynamics, along with a 

comparatively slower rate of floodplain transformation to date (compared with the earlier 

buffalo impacts), increased the confidence among some respondents that Aboriginal people will 

be able to ‘learn to move with’ future change. Other factors influencing the contemporary 

perception of threat posed by anthropogenic SLR for people’s freshwater customary harvesting 

practices, included clan estate biogeography, individual and clan cultural identities, social 

networks as well as personal preferences of consumption and degree of engagement with 

freshwater customary harvesting. 

In terms of Aboriginal respondents’ contemporary management preferences in responding 

to SLR, having confidence in ‘moving with the change’, was found to be contingent upon; 

having sufficient alternative hunting locations, addressing existing social-ecological threats to 

freshwater customary harvesting, maintaining strong inter-clan social networks (stretching 

between freshwater and coastal estates) and effective intergenerational knowledge sharing. It 

was also underpinned by a desire to better understand the cyclical patterns of floodplain 

interactions (saltwater and vegetation response, floodplain fire influences, channel changes 

etc.). For those individuals involved in earlier levee construction efforts, these past experiences 

resulted in strong preferences for continuing opportunities to engage in locally-led, 

collaborative monitoring and small-scale experimental interventions.  

The experimental restoration actions, by a small, highly localised network of actors 

developed new knowledge of fresh and saltwater interactions in Kakadu’s wetlands. While this 

critical reflection was scaled up and recognised in Park policy, scientific literature, and applied 

in new locations in the NT, within Kakadu the failure to implement long term, locally-led 

ongoing monitoring of tidal saltwater dynamics in the floodplains to date, represents social 
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learning stopping short of achieving the sort of transformational change that would genuinely 

build adaptive capacity. Conditions that facilitated social learning in this case included 

memories and biocultural knowledge of country prior to transformation, trust between 

knowledge contributors and actors, shared recognition of losses resulting from impacts to the 

floodplain thus shared restoration goal and relative autonomy and freedom to experiment.  

Critical to developing social learning environment in the contemporary co-management 

context will be: sufficient flexibility in governance structures to support experimentation and 

adaptive learning on a local scale, sufficient resourcing for an ongoing monitoring program, and 

long-term collaborations that facilitate the co-production of knowledge. Country (clan)-based 

ranger groups operating within Kakadu and the region, could be instrumental in strengthening 

local autonomy and leadership and in turn engagement, arising from new, on country, 

employment opportunities, to build social-ecological adaptive capacity. 

Having the broadest-possible knowledge base from which to draw on will be crucial for 

adaptive management of human-floodplain interactions in facing a potentially novel future. 

This case study provides an example of the successful, local co-production of knowledge. In 

demonstrating how the contributions of marginalised, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal local 

ecological knowledge and memory (prior to transformation of a system) were critical in 

informing adaptive restoration responses, this chapter argues for the need to value, employ and 

better draw on local and Indigenous biocultural (often marginalized) sources of knowledge of 

environmental change. The development of culturally relevant indicators of social-hydrological 

change that could be incorporated into monitoring should be a priority in the ARR. The region 

is well placed to draw on both experiential and experimental knowledge forms, for the co-

production of knowledge valuable in responding to environmental change. Such an approach 

contributes to ensuring adaptive strategies are socially acceptable and more equitable in 

managing transformational change.  

This chapter contributes a case study of social-hydrology, examining the trajectory of 

change in recent human-floodplain interaction and responses, in a protected area, co-

management context (as opposed to major agricultural or urban watersheds). It demonstrates the 

importance of generating conditions within co-management that facilitate locally led, 

experimental learning and collaborative, long-term monitoring, through which important new 

understandings of floodplain socio-hydrological interactions can emerge. 
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Chapter 9: Discussion and conclusion: 
supporting marginal social-ecological 

systems in a changing climate 
 

 

 
Traditional Owner Julie Narndal throws a hand line, fishing in the evening at Murumburri 

(Injalak Billabong). Cattle are grazing on the floodplain nearby, with Nimbabbirr Hill behind. 
(Kunbarlanja, 17/6/2014) 

 
 
 

 
Njanjma Rangers, East Alligator River, Kakadu and Kunbarlanja 

(source: Djabulukgu Association Inc., Njanjma Rangers) 
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9.1 Thesis overview 
Alongside the urgent need for greater global efforts in climate change mitigation, 

adaptation to anthropogenic climate change is already proving necessary. Indigenous and First 

Nations peoples around the world continue to be marginalised through the legacies of 

colonisation and already face many existing social-ecological stressors (Petheram et al. 2010; 

Veland et al. 2013; Nursey-Bray and Palmer 2018). Indigenous peoples are often less 

resourced, financially and politically, to manage the impacts of climate change (e.g. Paavola 

and Adger 2006; ICHRP 2008). In addition, those in marginal or remote environments will 

likely bear the impacts of climate change disproportionately to those societies generating it. 

Acknowledging the marginalised position of Indigenous peoples is in no way dismissing the 

inherent strengths and resilience demonstrated by the survival and continuing expressions of 

Indigenous cultures (Maru et al. 2014). However, given the clear human rights inequities posed 

by climate change, this thesis sought to address how people and places on the margins might be 

supported in their efforts to cope with, respond to and adapt to likely climate change and the 

transformed futures it will present.  

The low-lying, coastal, freshwater floodplain environment of the Alligator Rivers Region 

(ARR) in the Northern Territory of Australia provided a region subject to these issues and a 

case study ‘social-ecological system’ or ‘peoples, place and practice’ for exploring this aim. 

This research asked Aboriginal people engaged in freshwater customary harvesting, of the 

changes influencing their practice and about the issues facilitating or hindering the continuity 

and capacity to adapt these practices. These oral testimonies, gained through on country visits, 

interviews and cultural resource mapping formed the thematic basis for the chapters in this 

thesis. This thesis applied geographical and historical approaches (Chapter 3) to explore 

examples of social-ecological change as potential analogues for climate adaptation (Adger et al. 

2003; Thomas and Twyman 2005; Ford et al. 2010b). 

This research stepped through an approach of firstly: understanding the contemporary 

patterns of freshwater resource use in the ARR (research aim 1, Chapter 4) as a position from 

which to understand local Aboriginal responses to change, and secondly: examining Aboriginal 

people’s perspectives of past and persisting drivers of social-ecological change influencing 

these harvesting practices (research aim 2, Chapters 5-8). This chapter firstly provides an 

overview of the key thesis findings, highlighting the key results from the preceeding chapters. 

Conceptual qualitative models illustrate the synergistic nature of stressors (for example 

environmental drivers) and the key determinants of adaptive capacity. Secondly, this chapter 

builds on the thesis findings in addressing the final research aim: to determine what insights and 

recommendations these examples of customary harvesting responses to prior change can 

provide, in supporting other people, their places and practices in marginal contexts, in their 
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endeavours to manage climate change impacts. Eight key recommendations arising from this 

thesis are outlined and discussed. Finally, future research and policy directions are discussed.  

This thesis emphasised the need to explore knowledge traditions informing adaptive 

resource management (e.g. Folke 2004; Ostrom 2009; Reed et al. 2014) and these are highly 

context and place specific (e.g. Baker 1999; Cheng et al. 2003; Berkes 2012). Taking a place-

based or case study approach to investigating adaptive capacity was established in Chapter 2. 

There are potential limitations of adopting a case study approach, including the difficulty in 

drawing generalisations that may be applied in other locations or at different scales. Andrews, 

Pritchett and Woolcock (2013) reposition the issue of case-study transferability, by presenting a 

‘problem driven iterative adaptation approach’ which, rather than transplanting solutions, is 

deliberately designed to solve particular problems in particular local contexts. This thesis 

concurs with Woolcock (2013) for example, who argues that the external validity of using case 

studies is greatest when contextual idiosyncrasies, implementation capabilities, and trajectories 

of change are focused upon.  

The contemporary patterns of freshwater customary harvesting practices were explored in 

Chapter 4 which identified the major freshwater species targeted, continuity and change in 

harvesting methods and motivations, the gendered nature of the practice and the spatial and 

temporal patterns in harvesting. The customary management institutions and local Aboriginal 

world view crucially emphasise human and metaphysical agency in maintaining healthy 

floodplain country. The majority perception of a decline in the abundance of freshwater magpie 

geese and long-necked turtles, as well as the consensus on a decline in access to all freshwater 

resources, were largely attributed to social-ecological causes, as well as the influence of the 

metaphysical, where rituals or adherence to traditional resource management protocols had 

declined. Given one of the primary motivators for going harvesting was to pass on knowledge 

to the next generation, it was telling that most of the ‘big stories of change’ (Chapters 5-8) were 

found to have severely disrupted or impacted this ability.  

The influences of several introduced animals, as well as the population change in an apex 

predator, the saltwater crocodile (Crocodylus porosus), also a cultural keystone species, 

represented significant ecological drivers of change shaping freshwater resource use practices. 

The introduced cane toad (Rhinella marina) was an example of sudden, rapid and complete loss 

of a customary harvesting resource and practice, hunting the floodplain goanna (Varanid 

panoptes). Introduced feral pigs (Sus scrofa) were perceived as an ongoing, serious threat to 

freshwater resource access and abundance, despite also being an animal hunted for 

consumption. Historically high feral water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) densities were shown to 

have had significant impacts on wetland resources and the perception of risk they posed for 

floodplain access was largely gendered (high for most women, and for males shaped by 

adoption of buffalo as a food source or provision of past livelihood in the buffalo industry). The 
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fluctuations within one human generation, of northern Australia’s saltwater crocodile 

populations, demonstrated how rapidly perceptions of environmental ‘norms’ and biocultural 

knowledge associated with that species can change between generations. These examples 

collectively illustrate the vulnerability of customary knowledge to environmental change, to a 

population decline of a cultural keystone species, and to loss of physical access. This finding 

should prompt the inclusion of biocultural knowledge programs alongside species recovery or 

environmental restoration programs. Significantly, these stories also share First Nations 

people’s experiences of the distress associated with environmental deterioration. As such, they 

provide examples of solastalgia from the margins: frequently overlooked, yet powerful 

portenders for the future serious impacts that will likely flow from future wetland 

transformation.  

The intersecting drivers of invasive weeds, fire regime and multiple floodplain livelihoods 

in shaping the adaptive capacity of freshwater harvesting was explored in Chapter 6. This 

example illustrated how an invasive floodplain species, para grass (Urocholoa mutica) seriously 

hindered the ability of women, in particular, to safely apply traditional burning practices 

associated with aestivating turtle hunting. Remote floodplain-supported mainstream Indigenous 

livelihoods were also discussed here, in particular ranger-based provision of environmental 

management and pastoralism in West Arnhem Land. The value of customary harvesting and 

biocultural knowledge in underpinning these livelhoods was highlighted, as were the ways in 

which multiple floodplain livelihoods both supported or constrained the practicing of customary 

harvesting (Ligtermoet 2016). 

All four existing environmental drivers of change, i.e. cane toad, buffalo, crocodile and 

para grass/fire (Chapter 5 and 6), demonstrated gendered impacts. Given the gendered nature of 

customary harvesting practices, this should be unsurprising. Gendered considerations and 

analysis, however, are often still found lacking in mainstream natural resource management 

(McNamara and Westoby 2011b; Davies et al. 2017). These environmental drivers were found 

to affect women’s practices most heavily (goanna hunting, turtle hunting, and the collection of 

in-stream resources). Men’s harvesting activities were primary affected through the crocodile 

population fluctuation (net fishing) and through the monocultures of introduced invasive para 

grass (loss of magpie geese habitat and hunting access).  

Social drivers of change influencing sustainable adaptation of freshwater resource use 

were examined in Chapter 7. These were grouped into major determinants of adaptation; 

mobility on country, social networks, health and well-being and knowledge transmission. These 

determinants were shown to be innately linked to country and inherently shaped by the 

persisting legacies of colonisation. A conceptual model summarised the factors influencing an 

individual’s decision making and ability to engage in customary harvesting, into six ‘nodes’ of 

access; physical, motivation, knowledge, well-being, material and time.  
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Finally, in Chapter 8, past experiences of saltwater intrusion in Kakadu’s freshwater 

wetlands provided a historical analogue for projected sea level rise causing saltwater inundation 

of freshwater wetlands from climate change. This example demonstrated the role of prior 

experiences in shaping people’s contemporary adaptive abilities and preferences. It also 

demonstrated the urgent need for re-initiating locally-led, adaptive learning opportunities at the 

fresh-saltwater interface of the floodplain.  

Drawing on these thesis findings, I have developed qualitative conceptual models to 

illustrate the synergistic nature of these drivers of change. In the floodplain country of the ARR, 

multiple environmental threats and social pressures act synergistically to reduce customary 

access to and the abundance of freshwater resources. Importantly, these models provide an 

opportunity to illustrate the interactions, or relationships between key factors/determinants. 

Recognising the synergistic nature of stressors, particularly in the immediate to short term 

future, is important. Studies have pointed to the greater risk, of the interactive effects of existing 

environmental threats, such as invasive species and fire management, to the shorter term 

vulnerability of modified systems (e.g. over the next 30 years) than that posed by longer term 

climate change vulnerability (Bardsley and Wiseman 2012). The qualitative models here 

represent, firstly, the existing environmental drivers influencing harvesting of freshwater 

species (Figure 9.1 and 9.2), and secondly, the key determinants of adaptive capacity for 

sustaining freshwater customary harvesting in the ARR (Figure 9.2). The latter incorporates 

both social and ecological drivers (Figure 9.2). Variables in circles are connected by directional 

arrows to show their flow of influence. This influence can be positive (+) indicating an increase 

in the connector variable, negative (-) indicating a decrease in the connector variable or neutral 

(no sign) indicating an influence that can both increase and decrease the connector variable.  

To illustrate the interactions of environmental drivers, the primary freshwater species 

harvested are represented in three squares; the floodplain goanna (as a stand-alone, ceased 

practice singularly due to the cane toad), floodplain sourced species and in-stream collected 

species (Figure 9.1). The environmental drivers/variables are represented in the surrounding 

circles. For example, customary burning (fire variable) is an essential factor to support 

floodplain resource access and resource renewal (abundance) (+), indicating an increase in the 

connector variable, and can also supress (-) floodplain weeds (para grass, mimosa) in certain 

conditions (Figure 9.1). Water buffalo (‘buffalo’ variable) can assist in reducing the abundance 

of floodplain invasive weeds (-), however, burning capacity is also reduced if vegetation cover 

is reduced by buffalo grazing and trampling (Skeat et al., 1996) (Figure 9.1). Water buffalo 

have also been found to reduce feral pig density (Corbett 1995), while feral pigs facilitate the 

spread of floodplain weeds (Cook et al. 1996; Bayliss and Walden 2003) which also reduce 

access to both in-stream and floodplain species, and the abundance of floodplain harvested 

species (Figure 9.1). Feral pigs also directly deter access to floodplain resources (ground 
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disturbance and physical threat) and consume (reduce abundance) water chestnuts and 

aestivating long-necked turtles (Figure 9.1 and 9.3). Feral pigs also provide a food resource (+) 

for saltwater crocodiles, facilitating their population increase which has reduced access to in-

stream resources (Figure 9.1). Thus, multiple environmental drivers are interacting, ecologically 

suppressing or supporting other drivers, along their path of influence to key freshwater 

resources.  

The relationships between the major determinants influencing the sustainable adaptation of 

Aboriginal customary freshwater harvesting (after Fazey et al. 2011; Barber et al. 2015) are 

shown in Figure 9.3. The determinants relate to people’s ability to ‘access resources, their 

motivation to go harvesting or the effort required’ as shown in the central node (access, reduced 

effort, increased motivation) (Figure 9.3). Some links had no polarity ascribed as 

variablesworked to both increase and decrease their effect. For example, ‘social dysfunction’ 

restricts people’s ability to go hunting (poor social networks, ill health) but was also found to 

motivate others to seek a break from the town environment for the quiet and calm of hunting 

places (also found by Barber et al. 2015). A strong motivation for hunting trips was to take 

family and children out, however, family or community responsibilities in town were often 

raised as constraints reducing opportunities for people to go harvesting. Existing environmental 

threats (discussed in 9.1) are incorporated here, along with future saline inundation as variables 

influencing the condition of country. Governance and resourcing conditions, where supportive 

(underpinned by the government regulation and policy variable), reduce (-) these existing 

environmental threats, can enhance (+) condition of country and support outstation maintenance 

(Figure 9.3). Government regulation and policy (+ or -) influence the support (+) for on country 

livelihoods (paid employment), subsistence need through access to welfare payments and 

access to equipment (e.g. vehicles, gun licencing). These variables are important to consider in 

developing strategies to support adaptive management of existing threats, and sustainable 

adaptation for climate change. This study found, consistent with others, for example Petheram 

et al. (2010), that addressing existing socio-political and health issues will be essential to 

effectively supporting people’s adaptive abilities underpinning their harvesting practices and to 

reduce vulnerability to climate change related impacts. 
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Figure 9-1 Qualitative conceptual model summarising the interactions between 
existing environmental drivers affecting Aboriginal people’s 
customary harvesting access to key freshwater resources. 
Polarity symbols next to arrows represent: (+) effect of the variable increasing 
the variable pointed to (-) effect of decreasing the variable. The double line 
crossed through interaction between cane toad and goanna represents 
cessation of access. The polarity from buffalo to invasive floodplain weeds is 
neutral (no sign) as buffalo are both vectors spreading weeds and grazers 
suppressing growth (feeding and trampling).  
 

 

Figure 9-2 Layers of environmental impacts on northern Kunbarlanja 
floodplain; pig rooting damage (foreground), para grass invasion 
(mid-ground), mimosa shrubs (horizon) (7/9/12). 
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Figure 9-3 Qualitative conceptual model illustrating the major determinants of 
adaptive capacity, for Aboriginal customary harvesting (CH) of key 
freshwater resources, in floodplain country of ARR.  
Polarity (+/-) represents increase/decrease in direction of variable arrow points 
to. Arrows with no polarity (i.e. neutral) can both increase or decrease the 
nodes they connect.  

 

Given this thesis explored historical analogues for Indigenous adaptation initiatives, some 

comment on the utility of this approach is warranted. This thesis drew on a comparatively short 

timeframe, within lived experience (including memories from grandparents), which is recent 

enough to influence the subjective or perceived adaptive ability of the current generation of land 

owners and managers. This thesis has put forward numerous examples of past and persisting 

changes that continue to shape people’s abilities (perceived and actual) in sustaining freshwater 

customary harvesting practices. Investigating the past experience of the arrival of the cane toad, 

for example demonstrated a tipping point, at which adaptive abilities have been surpassed with 

the loss of the resource, resulting in social, cultural and health impacts. It faciliated comparison 

of people’s experiences of environmental change (norms) across generations (saltwater 

crocodile population, invasive floodplain weeds) to highlight the underrecognised impacts of 

biocultural loss tied to ecological loss. The experience with saltwater levees also demonstrated 

the influence of past experiences of environmental change and restoration action, in shaping the 

contemporary preferences for employing particular adaptive responses. From these uniquely 

CH 
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place-based experiences, it was possible to generate recommendations to support adaptive 

capacity in marginal contexts, more broadly (Section 9.2). In these ways I would argue 

historical analogues from this period have provided important insights for developing 

contemporary Indigenous adaptation initiatives. 

Finally, another commonality that emerged from examining multiple examples of past and 

persisting drivers of change was in recognising the limited legitimacy afforded Indigenous 

biocultural knowledge by the wider management context. The lack of, or delayed recognition, 

of the impacts of these environmental changes on Aboriginal people’s resource use practices, as 

well as Aboriginal people’s biocultural knowledge of country, is evidence of the historical 

legacy of the marginalisation of Indigenous knowledge. Climate adaptation studies at the 

interface of history and geography, where recognising the value of Indigenous knowledge 

systems, as well as the emerging threats climate change poses to these systems, can provide an 

opportunity to redress this. Encouragingly, studies in climate adaptation, ecosystem science and 

adaptive management are increasingly recognising both this legacy and the valuable 

contribution Indigenous knowledge systems can provide in tackling sustainability issues 

(Turner and Clifton 2009; Huntington 2011; Berkes 2012; Ens et al. 2015). Precisely because of 

this past and continuing power imbalance, engaging with these knowledge forms requires an 

ethic of care and recognition of the power relations and risks inherent in removing Indigenous 

knowledge from its original context (e.g. Agrawal 2002b). This ‘context’ includes the particular 

group’s ontology and epistemology, the linguistic interpretations stemming from the local 

language, the nature of the physical environment and local social structures underpinning the 

local human-environment relations and the governance processes/protocols defining acceptable 

sharing of knowledge with a wider audience.   

9.2 Key recommendations for supporting adaptation at 
the margins 

While each data chapter raises findings specific to Kakadu National Park (KNP) and/or 

neighbouring West Arnhem Land, they also provide more generalised learnings relevant for a 

variety of contexts (research aim 3). These contexts include for other co-management situations 

both in Australia and overseas, for other places navigating multiple use of floodplain or aquatic 

resources, and for local and Indigenous peoples in marginal contexts around the world. 

Indigenous people globally, share the concerns of maintaining access to natural resources and 

sustaining their associated cultural practices, while deriving financial security from their land or 

natural and cultural resources.  

In positioning this thesis within its broader context, this chapter finds eight key 

recommendations necessary for supporting the development of sustainable adaptation pathways 

for climate change for the Alligator Rivers Region of the Northern Territory, and for 
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marginalised people and places drawing on customary resources globally. These eight 

recommendations underpinning the scope of policy and practice are to: 

1) examine historical trajectories of social-ecological change,  

2) recognise potential for diversity within groups,  

3) identify and incorporate local and Indigenous perceptions of change,  

4) recognise and address existing social-ecological stressors,  

5) foster knowledge collaborations and strong social networks 

6) require a consistent policy environment that values customary knowledge, with 

sufficient longevity and resourcing to build human capacity (5) and reduce existing 

stressors (4),  

7) foster a social learning environment, to facilitate local autonomy and leadership  

8) understand the interactions between multiple floodplain-based livelihoods.   

These eight actions are discussed below. 

 
1. Examine historical trajectories of change  

Examining historical trajectories of social-ecological change is invaluable for 

understanding contemporary adaptive capacity and provide valuable learning opportunities as 

analogies for climate change adaptation (e.g. Glantz 1991; Thomas and Twyman 2005; Ford et 

al. 2010b). Examining past experiences of change can reveal the basis for contemporary 

perceptions of risk or the particular suite of socially acceptable adaptation options. The 

analogue of restoration responses to past saltwater intrusion in KNP (Chapter 8), demonstrated 

this. Respondents who had experience of these past activities suggested trialling similar, small-

scale, experimental barrages to further understand saltwater interactions through ‘learning by 

doing’. The knowledge gained through this past experience of social-hydrological learning 

increased respondent’s confidence in the ability of the floodplain system to repair and adapt, yet 

the complexities in the ecological relationships revealed the need for ongoing monitoring (see 

recommendation #7). Examining trajectories of change can provide both practical insights and 

inspiration for creating new futures (Fazey et al. 2016).  

Understanding the historical pathways preceding existing or future drivers of change 

provides context for understanding the exposure (breadth) and severity (degree of impact) of 

future change. Without this it is difficult to gauge the degree of change the system has already 

accommodated. Historical understanding makes one aware of the risk of assessing social-

ecological change against inappropriate timeframes (e.g. Pauly’s 1995 ‘shifting baseline 

syndrome’). It provides a means through which adaptation processes or pathways can be 

‘lengthened’ and ‘deepened’, to recognise path dependencies or significant institutional 

stressors that constrain adaptive choices. 
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In this way historical contextualisation can assist in redressing persisting inequities in 

governance that compromise the adaptive capacity of marginalised groups. Histories of 

marginalised groups can raise complex, uncomfortable truths, particularly in colonised states 

but future decision making requires it (Howitt 2001). Belfer et al. (2017), for example, highlight 

how the discourses of climate change and Indigenous peoples in news reporting lack discussion 

of the structural roots of vulnerability (colonialism or marginalisation). Morgan (2013) 

describes how historical inquiry can unravel these complex processes, including the social 

dynamics of power that over time, renders some people more vulnerable to environmental 

hazards than others and emphasises the role of environmental history in providing a broader 

contextual approach to examining societal risks. In this way, historical approaches couldn’t be 

more crucial in helping to bring a deeper contextualising of contemporary First Nation people’s 

adaptive abilities and preferences. In KNP and Australia, as for other colonised countries, this 

legacy continues to shape Indigenous engagement in natural resource management, through 

both the forms of governance available, and the degree of Indigenous empowerment and 

abilities to engage (Cameron 2012). This has ongoing implications for how people perceive 

their vulnerability or abilities to adapt; their ‘subjective’ adaptation (Grothmann and Patt 2005; 

Kuruppu and Liverman 2011).  

2. Recognise potential for diversity between and within groups  

While there is much attention on addressing equity in adaptive management and 

governance between the state and Indigenous groups, there remains the risk that the diversity 

within and between Indigenous groups may be overlooked. The focus on equity shouldn’t 

preclude recognition and accommodation of cultural difference and diversity (Altman 2009b). 

For example, the diversity in perceptions and adaptive preferences that might arise from 

considering gender is important for the development of equitable adaptive strategies, 

particularly given the gender-related inequalities pervasive in decision making processes 

(Denton 2002). Lack of attention to gendered knowledge, places and practices, risks 

inadvertently increasing vulnerability to climate change for natural-resource based societies and 

particularly for women (Denton 2002; Nelson et al. 2002). In an Australian Indigenous context, 

men and women often hold different bodies of knowledge and authority and access to 

freshwater resources is gendered (Chapter 4). Gendered harvesting practices shape both the 

identification of environmental change and the meaning or perception of risk assigned to it. 

This was demonstrated in this study in the exposure and severity of impact for (largely) 

women’s freshwater resource practices (associated with goanna, aquatic plants, filesnakes and 

aestivating turtles, Chapter 5 and 6). It also heavily weighted the ensuing solastalgia, or 

emotional distress arising from environmental loss or degradation, as McNamara and Westoby 

(2011b) also found, which is likely to increase, given the projected wetland transformation 

under climate change. 
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Gender analysis should be mainstreamed in climate change policy, requiring a gender 

perspective on any action or policy to ensure inequalities are not perpetuated institutionally 

(Alston 2014). This also reduces the risk of inadvertently developing maladaptive or 

unsustainable strategies, or strategies that assist one gender inadvertently at the expense of the 

other. Considering gender in this context requires understanding how patterns of resource use, 

perceptions of risk, and resource use strategies may be gendered. It requires considering how 

gender may influence knowledge transmission, access to country (through both customary and 

mainstream livelihoods) and decision making. It builds our understanding of the capacity, the 

strengths, and abilities of both men and women respectively, to respond to and manage future 

changes to country. Making these characteristics and adaptive preferences transparent enhances 

equity in adaptation policy and governance process, without dismissing cultural diversity.  

Recognising the potential diversity between Indigenous groups is also crucial. The 

complexities in the ARR demonstrate the need to engage with individual clan groups in natural 

resource management, not only because they represent different biogeographical estates, but 

because they may have differences in their capacity to maintain customary practices, to tackle 

external environmental threats and to engage with external parties and non-customary 

governance processes. Within clans, for example, gender and employment were shown to 

influence how social-ecological threats were identified and characterised (para grass and fire 

practices from Kunbarlanja- Chapter 6). Between clans for example different kin relations with 

the saltwater crocodile made for different management preferences (Chapter 5). In addition, 

within a community (e.g. Kunbarlanja) or co-management context incorporating multiple clans 

(Kakadu), there are challenges for providing procedural equity (e.g. Veland et al. 2013) from 

within the complex layers of governance imposed by the state. The potential for intra-group 

diversity applies to local groups around the world, and recognising and incorporating this into 

practice is crucial for equitable governance processes to support sustainable adaptative 

strategies (Eriksen and Brown 2011). 

3. Identify and incorporate local and Indigenous perceptions of change 

Recognising, understanding, and incorporating local or Indigenous perceptions of change and 

knowledge into adaptive management is essential for addressing equity in governance also. It is 

critical in co-management contexts, and for understanding the subjective perceptions of risk that 

inform development of adaptive strategies. For example, Aboriginal concepts of causality, were 

discussed in identifying reasons for ecological change affecting customary harvesting (Chapter 

4). While individual perceptions of risk are important for shaping understanding of subjective 

adaptive capacity (e.g. Grothmann and Patt 2005; Alessa et al. 2008; Kuruppu and Liverman 

2011), how these changes are reconciled collectively, within a particular social context, will 

also shape willingness to engage in a particular adaptive action. (Kasperson et al. 1988) refer to 

this as the ‘social amplification’ of risk. An example of this was shown in the social learning in 
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Kakadu’s floodplains in response to historical saltwater intrusion. Aboriginal biocultural 

knowledge and past experience of country informed the suite of historical restoration 

interventions in Kakadu’s wetlands, in an example of the co-production of knowledge (Chapter 

8). The legacy of this experience influenced individual perceptions of risk regarding future 

saltwater transformation and preferred adaptation options. Climate change adaptation provides 

renewed opportunity to recognise and re-engage with local and Indigenous biocultural 

knowledge and perceptions of environmental change (Huntington et al. 2005; Nyong et al. 

2007; Ifejika et al. 2009; Green and Raygorodetsky 2010; Huntington 2011; Lebel 2013; 

Leonard et al. 2013). Without doing so, there is the risk of not capturing the full suite of options 

for adaptation, or inadequately incorporating community preferences. At worst, there is a risk of 

imposing maladaptive strategies. Locally meaningful adaptation pathways are essential if 

adaptation is to be ‘sustainable’. Incorporating local and Indigenous knowledge, as for 

examining historical trajectories of change, can provide both practical insights and inspiration 

for creating new futures (Huntington 2011; Fazey et al. 2016). 

4. Recognise and address existing, synergistic social-ecological 
stressors 

In virtually any case study of contemporary social-ecological change, there are substantial 

existing threats that undermine adaptive capacity and ensure that communities, environment 

and cultural practices remain vulnerable to future social-ecological change. To address these 

existing, interactive threats, a consistent policy environment is required (recommendation #6) 

with sufficient longevity in resourcing, in order to the build human capacity and collaborations 

(see recommendation #5) required to tackle both long-term ecological threats and inter-

generational social issues. When discussing adaptability and responsiveness, or transformations, 

longevity can sometimes be conflated with stagnation, or inflexibility. Arguably, the risk of this 

depends on the responsiveness and flexibility within funding arrangements. Sustained 

resourcing does need to have inbuilt flexibility and some buffer to be able to respond to new 

and emerging threats, or to support experimental work from which new learning may emerge. 

What is clear is that piecemeal, stop-start funding and the continual bureaucratic changes to 

government support for Indigenous organisations like ranger groups and pathways to work 

within remote communities, only erodes social and ecological capital, and individual and 

collective adaptive capacity (e.g. Moran 2016). As found in this contextual approach to 

vulnerability and adaptive capacity, many argue that efforts to reduce vulnerability to climate 

change will fail unless broader determinants of socio-economic and health in equality are 

addressed (Ford et al. 2010a; Cameron 2012; Veland et al. 2013). 
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5. Foster knowledge collaborations for sustaining biocultural knowledge, 
building new knowledge and social networks 

Knowledge collaborations, between Indigenous and non-Indigenous knowledge holders 

has been shown to be increasingly critical in developing adaptive capacity. These collaborations 

have the potential to increase equity in governance in co-management contexts, support 

knowledge transmission, generate new knowledge and insight, contribute to new livelihood 

opportunities, strengthen social networks and increase the recognition of the value of 

Indigenous biocultural knowledge.  

Knowledge collaborations should facilitate pathways towards equitable governance 

arrangements. Mature co-management arrangements should provide knowledge partnership 

roles of knowledge generation, bridging organisations and social learning (Berkes 2009). In 

natural resource management, Indigenous groups may often require external resourcing and 

capacity to support their management of multiple and extensive introduced environmental 

threats, particularly across vast clan estates of countries like Australia. Knowledge partnerships 

to tackle these threats, such as invasive weeds, feral animals and now climate change are a 

valuable step towards improving equity in Indigenous cultural and natural resource 

management. Faciliating a social learning environment can be an effective way of developing 

these knowledge partnerships (recommendation #7). There has been much research into what 

makes these partnerships effective and successful (e.g. Bauman and Smyth 2007; Carter 2008; 

Maclean and Cullen 2009; Moller et al. 2009; Woodward and Marrfurra Mctaggart 2015) 

Knowledge sharing with external collaborators through an ethical process of engagement, has 

the potential to genuinely integrate knowledge forms to better respond to existing threats and 

future change.  

Knowledge collaborations are important for sustaining and building customary social 

networks and seek to actively support biocultural knowledge transmission. Knowledge sharing 

between Indigenous groups, including for example Aboriginal ranger groups assists in capacity 

building, strengthening of social networks and discovering new ways of transmitting traditional 

knowledge with changes in technology and society. Bridging organisations such as NAILSMA 

are already facilitating this and any co-management arrangements should also, given strong 

social networks are a determinant of adaptive capacity in this context. Supporting knowledge 

sharing opportunities can broaden the suite of known adaptive strategies and share lessons of 

successful examples of building adaptive capacity, to shortcut learning pathways.  

Knowledge sharing between Indigenous and non-Indigenous collaborations builds cross-

cultural understanding and can assist with integrating local perceptions (recommendation #3) of 

change and adaptive preferences. These collaborations can increase the recognition and value of 

IEK, or customary biocultural knowledge among non-Indigenous society. The seasonal 

calendar work in Kunbarlanja both facilitated knowledge transmission within Indigenous 
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networks, but also increased the recognition of the value of IEK among the non-Aboriginal 

community. In addition, the example of the saltwater crocodile has lessons for conservation and 

restoration sciences more broadly, in that any program aiming to influence the recovery or 

abundance of a cultural keystone species or place, should do so in tandem with any program to 

document and examine trends in the biocultural knowledge related to that species or place. 

Knowledge collaborations can also support the development of new livelihood opportunities in 

remote and marginal contexts. For example, partnerships with outsider expertise in supporting 

ranger livelihoods working on country and supporting Indigenous-led adaptive management 

activities. 

Partnerships with various government and non-government organisations were also found 

to be important in supporting intergenerational knowledge transmission. For example, 

supporting customary practice and access in facilitating trips on country, and through the 

resourcing of out-stations. It is important to recognise these partnerships can arise outside of the 

NRM sector, for example in health, law, education, tourism or art industry livelihoods, given 

the embedded nature of biocultural knowledge and practice within Indigenous society. 

Developing partnerships with external parties can thus generate valuable opportunities for 

sharing and sustaining customary knowledge and practices. A long-term commitment to 

institution building and an enabling policy environment (recommendation #6) has also been 

found to be important for sustaining the social processes underpinning the co-production of 

knowledge (Armitage et al. 2011). 

Knowledge collaborations are necessary for the generation of new knowledge and insights. 

Indigenous and local knowledge systems and institutions for managing aquatic resources are 

increasingly being recognised and drawn upon in collaborative ways. Globally, studies have 

emphasised the contribution to science to be made from customary fishing and harvesting 

knowledge (e.g. Silvano and Valbo-Jørgensen 2008; Huntington 2011). In northern Australia, 

examples of collaborative aquatic research highlight the value of engaging with traditional 

knowledge for improving water resource management (Woodward et al. 2012; Jackson et al. 

2014a) and the management of floodplain fire regimes (Russell-Smith et al. 1997; McGregor et 

al. 2010; Liedloff et al. 2013). Many of these studies emphasized how an approach 

incorporating Indigenous knowledge generated knowledge new to both scientists and 

Indigenous contributors. The example of the co-production of new knowledge of floodplain 

dynamics in response to historical saltwater intrusion in Kakadu was an example of this. The 

factors assisting this were a shared recognition and perception of a clearly identified risk, trust 

between knowledge contributors, leadership, and freedom to experiment (see recommendation 

#7). The process of shared knowledge production can provide an opportunity to identify shared 

objectives and assist in building consensus. Collaborative approaches integrating knowledges 

are likely to be most effective in generating sustainable adaptation to climate change 
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(Huntington et al. 2005; Armitage et al. 2011) as well as being essential in co-management 

contexts (Armitage et al. 2009). 

6. Provide consistency and flexibility in policy environment: valuing 
customary knowledge, on country livelihoods, and longevity of 
resourcing 

Imposed policy layers over generations of First Nations peoples have in many instances 

generated patterns of dependencies and disempowerment, which have reduced the capacity for 

engagement and knowledge transmission. Government policies at every level have the potential 

to support or constrain Indigenous people’s cultural practices. The contemporary reality for 

Indigenous people engaging with cultural practices like customary harvesting is that it exists 

within the institutions of the overarching Australian society (Chapter 7). As such, it is never 

fully independent of these processes, rather requires an ‘administrative apparatus’ to support or 

facilitate it (Moran 2016). Policy consistency, with sufficient flexibility inbuilt to accommodate 

adaptive improvements, is fundamental for fostering adaptation and innovation in what is a 

highly complex and politicised policy environment for remote Indigenous Australia. Indigenous 

affairs policy in Australia is unfortunately largely defined by swings in the approaches taken, by 

purges of programs or organisations by successive governments, as well as contradiction and 

inappropriate universalising of practice (Moran 2016). This does not provide the certainty or 

longevity necessary to build the human capacity or collaborations (recommendation #5) 

necessary to tackle long-term social-ecological threats (recommendation #4), nor the space for 

experimental learning (recommendation #7). By failing to provide consistent policy that can 

ensure longevity in resourcing, the capacity to innovate and generate the novel solutions 

required to address climate change adaptation, is curtailed. Stability through long term funding, 

for example, at least 3-5 year investment time frames on a rolling basis, as suggested by Altman 

et al. (2011) and Moran (2016), as well as time to develop the necessary collaborative 

relationships provide the flexibility and consistency for supporting experimental, adaptive 

learning.  

Within the co-management context of Kakadu, for example, there is a need to apply 

consistency and contextual understanding in the interpretation of public sector policy when 

applied in this remote context (Chapter 7). Greater recognition of the contribution that 

opportunistic customary harvesting by Aboriginal rangers on country makes to sustaining 

customary knowledge and Aboriginal social networks would support this. Federal government 

resourcing of Kakadu needs to reflect the long-term nature of existing and ongoing ecological 

threats, as well as recognise the contribution Indigenous biocultural knowledge makes to the 

human capacity managing these threats.  

More broadly, Australian mainstream Indigenous policy, including ‘Closing the Gap’, 

need to recognise and better integrate bio-cultural knowledge into cross-sectoral programs. 
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Customary harvesting provides an under-utilised point of connection from which to improve 

Indigenous outcomes and capacity across multiple policy sectors, not only in natural resource 

management, but across education, health, food security, law and remote livelihoods (Altman 

and Whitehead 2003; Ford 2008; Ford et al. 2010c; Fogarty and Schwab 2012; Buchanan 

2014). For example, there is considerable scope for using traditional knowledge and customary 

harvesting activities to improve engagement and outcomes in education and employment 

pathways for remote Indigenous students and job seekers. Programs such as ‘Learning On 

Country’ aim to increase engagement in school-based education, pathways to employment and 

inter-generational transmission of Indigenous knowledge and customary practice (Fogarty 

2012; Schwab and Fogarty 2015). Better recognition and incorporation of customary practices 

(including harvesting) into other policy sectors has more recently been called for in both 

Australia and Canada (e.g. Ford et al. 2010c; Altman et al. 2011; Buchanan and May 2012; 

Gendron et al. 2016). Consistent policy supporting Indigenous languages, livelihoods on 

country, and the maintenance of outstations on homelands are all essential for building adaptive 

capacity for managing the future impacts of climate change in remote First Nation contexts 

around the world. 

7. Foster a social learning environment to facilitate local autonomy and 
leadership through experimental learning 

A social learning environment reflects the principles of adaptive management in natural 

resource management (e.g. Keen et al. 2005; Armitage et al. 2008; Pahl-Wostl 2009; McCarthy 

et al. 2011). Social learning’s focus on learning collaborations, scale and knowledge forms, 

importantly focuses attention on improving the social context of NRM (i.e. the knowledge 

partnerships, governance arrangements, and subjective perceptions influencing abilities for 

engagement). Keen et al. (2005) call for learning partnerships (recommendation #5), learning 

platforms and learning ethics that support collective action for a social learning environment. 

Experimentation provides opportunities for rapid, experiential based learning (Andrews et al. 

2013) forms of which are well suited to Indigenous knowledge systems and Indigenous 

residents who are locally embedded, long term.  

The example of social learning in Kakadu showed local autonomy, historical 

understanding (recommendation #1) and the co-production of knowledge (recommendation #5) 

were necessary, in the successful restoration examples responding to buffalo-facilitated 

saltwater intrusion. This analogue for climate change adaptation illustrated how local ownership 

of opportunistic experimentation with small-scale floodplain levees and local innovation and 

leadership in collaborative monitoring, facilitated new knowledge of floodplain ecological 

interactions. The factors supporting this were living on country (to enable ease of access and 

observation), the co-production of knowledge (recommendation #5), leadership and strong 

social networks (recommendation #5) that facilitated trust between locally embedded 
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collaborators. Knowledge gained, when applied in an adaptive management framework, can 

feed into improving the capacity to manage new and emerging threats (e.g. Armitage et al. 

2009; Pahl-Wostl 2009).  

The importance of providing space (time, funding, human capacity) and flexibility (in 

governance systems) cannot be overemphasised. Long-term social-ecological research is an 

emerging field of research, where longer timeframes suit human capacity building and 

experiential, adaptive learning can support transformational change in governance (Pahl-Wostl 

et al. 2013). For innovation to occur, practitioners need sufficient levels of autonomy and 

discretionary resources to operate effectively. This includes the authority for positive deviation 

from policy or governance positions (Andrews et al. 2013; Moran 2016). Governance and 

policy flexibility and support for locally-led monitoring and knowledge sharing are essential, 

together with knowledge collaborations/partnerships as desired (#5), to foster engagement and 

build adaptive capacity for local and Indigenous residents and landowners. Remote 

communities should be supported with capacity and choice to undertake new experiments to 

adapt to future risk (Bardsley and Wiseman 2012).   

To improve local Aboriginal autonomy and leadership and engagement within the 

protected area context of KNP, attention to boundaries of management is valuable (Cash et al. 

2006). At a local scale, facilitating greater Aboriginal autonomy in KNP, could include shifting 

the regions of Park management activities to better reflect clan-based management tenure 

(Chapter 6 and 9). Redefining working management boundaries (i.e. not necessarily Park 

boundaries but the management zones within) and governance processes to better accommodate 

and draw on customary tenure, Aboriginal biocultural knowledge, and Aboriginal social 

networks could assist in re-engaging otherwise disaffected groups/individuals in land 

management activities. In addition, incorporating locally defined indicators (derived from 

knowledge collaborations, see recommendation 5) to support local monitoring has also been 

suggested to counter disengagement and powerlessness (e.g. Kuruppu and Liverman 2011). 

Climate change impacts, like existing ecological threats, traverse land management tenures so 

sharing knowledge and capacity across boundaries will be crucial in supporting adaptive 

capacity (see #5).  

8.Understand the interactions between multiple floodplain-based 
livelihoods  

Understanding the interactions between multiple livelihoods is important for highlighting 

constraints or opportunities they present for building adaptive capacity, here for sustaining 

freshwater resource use. In Australia, and elsewhere (e.g. Bunce et al. 2010b; Whitehead 2012) 

mainstream remote Indigenous livelihood policy need to identify how their programs either 

support or constrain customary knowledge and practices, particularly under changing 

conditions, to reduce the vulnerability of customary practices to future change. It is essential to 
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understand how mainstream natural-resource-based livelihoods influence the ability of 

local/Indigenous people to both access natural resources and practise their customary activities. 

This includes considering Aboriginal perceptions of the feedbacks, outcomes and trade-offs that 

the suite of mainstream livelihoods have for customary harvesting (e.g. Nikolakis and Grafton 

2015). 

When livelihoods on country are supported, a unique opportunity is generated to support 

both Indigenous lifeways and develop the skill sets for participating in ‘mainstream’ economic 

activities (Russell-Smith et al. 2009; Altman and Kerins 2012). Where the development of 

human capacity is supported in ways that support (rather than erode) cultural maintenance, then 

more sustainable pathways out of entrenched economic, health and social problems might begin 

to emerge. This provides a means of reducing vulnerability to climate change. For example, 

through Caring for Country ranger work, mobility and access to the broadest area of country 

were maintained, while existing environmental threats were reduced. Being out on country 

provided not only opportunities for maintaining customary knowledge, but for recognising the 

early stages of any adverse, climate-related impacts to floodplain country. In addition, as young 

people take on employment and access country with older, more experienced workers, there are 

opportunities for inter-generational knowledge sharing. This assists in sustaining biocultural 

knowledge and reducing vulnerability to climate change. Payment for Ecosystem Services 

(PES) is an approach gaining traction, supported by international carbon and other ecosystem 

service markets, to derive income from engaging in land/watershed/coastal/fire management on 

country (e.g. Whitehead et al. 2009b; Gorman and Vemuri 2010; Milder et al. 2010; Chan et al. 

2012; Robinson et al. 2016). While PES is not without limitations and risks (Jackson and 

Palmer 2015; Wegner 2016), the management of floodplains may, however, be able to tap into 

this potential avenue of state or market based revenue, for example regarding invasive species 

management. Ultimately livelihood options that can recognise, value and accommodate cultural 

difference and the aspirations of Aboriginal land owners are most likely to be sustainable and 

build adaptive capacity. 

9.3 Future research and policy directions 
The recommendations above demonstrate the interrelatedness of research and policy. 

Policy should be underpinned by research and equally important is the understanding that 

research does not exist in a policy vacuum. This is particularly vital in the context of climate 

adaptation where the complexity and urgency require clear communication between researchers 

and policy makers (Dany et al. 2016; Moser 2016; Salas et al. 2017). In the course of this 

research, I have identified several policy directions of value. These are to better integrate 

biocultural practices such as customary harvesting across remote Indigenous development 

policies, including cross sectorial interactions such as health and education, for support of both 
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sustainable development and climate adaptation. Tracking the shifts in policy and legislative 

changes that have influenced the persistence of customary harvesting and TEK was beyond the 

scope of this thesis, but would be valuable future research (in any marginalised context). This 

would assist in highlighting the significant influence policy at multiple levels has on 

local/Indigenous governance and engagement with decision making, including the subjective 

adaptive abilities. This includes further research on adaptive governance settings (e.g. Chaffin 

et al. 2014) for example, the factors that constrain and facilitate local Indigenous leadership in 

policy making.  

Given the opportunities for customary harvesting to intersect with many policy domains, 

there is scope for further research its interaction with sustainable livelihood development, 

including health and education outcomes. The relationships between remote Indigenous health 

and youth engagement in biocultural activities, for example, warrants future research with 

Indigenous youth and young adults to identify the factors that constrain or facilitate their 

engagement with cultural knowledge and practices would be invaluable. Douglas (2015), 

recently examined this in central Australia, but given the challenges in sustaining Indigenous 

languages and TEK around the world (e.g. Turner and Turner 2008; McCarter et al. 2014), there 

is an urgent need to apply research examining biocultural knowledge transmission from a youth 

perspective in many Indigenous contexts. There is need for further work examining the role of 

biocultural knowledge in Indigenous education for building individual and community adaptive 

capacity.  

Further research on how multiple natural-resource based Indigenous livelihoods interact, 

and how they support or constrain customary practices and women’s livelihoods (e.g. Omolo 

2010; Ligtermoet 2016; Davies et al. 2017), will be particularly important, as climate change 

impacts may affect the productivity of particular livelihoods differently. In the ARR, as for 

other regions around the world, there are culturally diverse, ‘hybrid’ economies at play and 

examining the intersections between mainstream livelihoods like pastoralism with emerging, 

culturally specific ones (e.g. ranger livelihoods, art-based livelihoods), as well as their ability to 

shape pathways for youth engagement, is critical in building adaptive capacity. In a recent 

review of trends and future directions of vulnerability research. (McDowell et al. 2016) argue 

that key shortcomings remain to be addressed at the community-level. The need for increased 

focus on community-level research was a similar finding I identified across the literature for 

remote Indigenous contexts, spanning youth engagement, health, and livelihoods. 

The emerging field of research on cultural indicators (e.g. Satterfield et al. 2013; Sterling 

et al. 2017), complements the growing interest in finding new ways of deriving income from 

Indigenous land and sea management activities. This requires finding ways of identifying, 

tracking and reporting on environmental and cultural management that are applicable both for 

Indigenous peoples (internally) and across cultures (for external reporting). It will also be 
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invaluable for sustainability science and the global community in general to better identify and 

account for intrinsic human values and relations with the environment. Further research is 

needed in exploring the integration of shared and social values, among cultural indicator 

applications for PES programs, for example, something the global literature is increasingly 

exploring (Fish et al. 2016; Kenter et al. 2016; Wegner 2016; Sterling et al. 2017).  

This research approach, of qualitatively documenting and exploring Indigenous harvester’s 

perceptions of change in floodplain country and freshwater customary harvesting practices, 

with attention to the historical context and trajectories, may be an approach valued by other 

Indigenous owner/managers in coastal floodplain environments across Australia. Investigating 

place-based, lived experiences of changes and responses, is a necessary precursor or 

accompaniment to the process of developing community level climate adaptation strategies. 

Finally, there remains much scope for future work in the historical inquiry of adaptation 

responses across markedly different timescales. For example, considering the influence of 

Indigenous knowledge and stories from earlier geological eras, including those of having 

encountered prior sea level changes. Indeed McGrath and Jebb’s (2015) edited volume 

‘Deepening Histories of Place’ seeks to engage with Indigenous conceptions of history, together 

with other disciplines working at the timescales of prehistory and human evolution. The hope is 

that this can generate new ways of addressing complex, transdisciplinary environmental and 

sustainability issues. Complex problems such as climate change adaptation and Indigenous 

disadvantage require new and transdisciplinary approaches. Given the unprecedented rate of 

global climate change underway, human-environment research needs to move toward 

transdisciplinary and integrative science (Pahl-Wostl et al. 2013; Brondizio et al. 2016; Moran 

and Lopez 2016). Such approaches, while not without their communication and operational 

challenges, are only going to grow in importance to address these complex problems.  

9.4 Conclusion 
Climate change adaptation is one of the most profound challenges facing humanity as we 

transition to a clean energy society but have to navigate the persisting social-ecological costs of 

the fossil fuel era. Responding to climate change requires engaging with historical legacies, 

persisting inequality and contemporary social-ecological stressors. This thesis aimed to 

contribute to the discussion and development of adaptive strategies in support of marginalised 

communities adapting to climate change around the world. This thesis contributes a case study 

of contemporary marginalised human-wetland relations, in an internationally recognised 

location, at a time when coastal wetlands and their dependent communities, around the world, 

are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change and looking for ways to manage and adapt to 

projected biophysical changes. This case study explored analogies for adaptation in a remote 
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Australian Indigenous context, and the drivers shaping access to floodplain country and 

freshwater resources therein, under changing social-ecological conditions.  

At every turn, considering how to support adaptive capacity in this context made clear the 

need to better recognise and incorporate the unique adaptive strengths of biocultural knowledge 

in remote Indigenous Australia. Moving Indigenous biocultural practices, including freshwater 

customary harvesting, from the margins of acknowledgement and understanding, to a place of 

widespread recognition and incorporation, has the potential to substantially strengthen adaptive 

capacity across multiple sectors; health, education, livelihoods and country (the environment) to 

improve outcomes and build adaptive abilities in remote Indigenous Australia. Processes and 

collaborations that support the knowledge diversity and acknowledge cultural difference offer 

avenues to strengthen the adaptive base of marginal communities. This requires taking a place-

based approach, supporting locally-led experimental learning, mindful of historical context. 

Possibly the greatest need to go forward in this context will be the ability of people at all levels 

of decision making to listen to and value Indigenous and local perspectives of social-ecological 

change in the floodplain or other marginal places.  
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Appendix 1: Research consent forms and 
project information sheets (Chapter 3) 

Here the ANU Human ethics documentation is provided (2011). A variation was made 

(early 2012) to acknowledge payment for a respondent’s time and knowledge sharing 

(following standard practice for research engagement in the region).  

As referred to in Chapter 3 (Methodology), Section 3.3 Process of engagement, research 

project consent forms are shown. Both are versions of plain English, but the first is for those 

comfortable reading in English, the second, for those who weren’t. Here I verbalised the form 

and points, for respondents to check off once they felt comfortable they understood what was 

required. An example of project information sheets are also provided. There were also modified 

for various levels of English comprehension. Various communication fliers were provided 

during repeat visits and ongoing reporting back, an example provided. 
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Research Participant Consent form 
Project title: ‘Floodplain country- what changes have you seen?’  
(Adapting to change- Aboriginal freshwater resource use in the Alligator Rivers Region).  
 
Dear Participant, 
 
Please review the information below and sign if you agree to participate in this research project. 
 
I    acknowledge that: 
 
I have agreed to participate in the Floodplain Changes project, being carried out by Emma 
Ligtermoet (an ANU PhD student). 
 
I have been provided with information about the project and had my questions about 
participation and risks answered. I understand my participation in the research may include the 
following activities: interviews, participating in a workshop, visits on country, or completing a 
survey.  
 
I have been given Emma Ligtermoet’s contact details and understand that I can contact her at 
any point during the study.  I also have been given the contact details of an independent ethics 
officer at ANU should I wish to raise any concerns about the conduct of the research. 
 
I understand that my participation in the project is entirely voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw from the study at any time and without having to provide a reason for my withdrawal. 
 
I understand that I may ask for part or all of the information provided by me to be removed 
from the study without penalty or explanation, as long as it is still possible to identify 
individual’s data. 
  
I understand that what I say may be used for research articles, thesis publication, conference 
talks and community resources. The information will be treated confidentially and I will not be 
identified in any publications resulting from the study, except where I have given my written 
permission for this to occur. 
 

 
Information provided by me will only be accessed by members of the research team, consisting 
of Emma Ligtermoet and her supervisors (Richard Baker- ANU, Sue Jackson-Griffith 
University) and used for the purposes outlined above. It will be stored securely by Emma 
Ligtermoet and retained for a period of 5 years following publication after which it will be 
destroyed. 
 
Signature:   Date:   
 
I thank you for participating in this research. 
 

Yes, I give permission for my name to be recorded in publications.  
No, I do not want my name recorded next to my comments.  
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Emma Ligtermoet 
ANU PhD Candidate; Telephone: 08 89448448, Email: emma.ligtermoet@anu.edu.au; Address: Land 
and Water, CSIRO Darwin, Private Bag 44, Winnellie, NT, 0821

mailto:emma.ligtermoet@anu.edu.au
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Participant consent form 

 
Project: ‘Floodplain country - what changes have you 

seen?’ 

 
 
I                            agree to participate in the Floodplain Changes 
project, with Emma Ligtermoet (ANU PhD student). 
 
 

I have had the project explained to me and I understand what 
is required of me. 

 
 
I have Emma’s contact details if I have any questions or 
worries about the research. I have the contact details of an 
Ethics officer at ANU if I have any worries about the research. 
 
I understand my participation is voluntary and I can stop at 
any time. 

 
 
I understand that I may ask for information provided by me to 
be removed from the study later. 
 

  
I understand that what I say can be used in research 
documents, conference talks and community resources.  

 
 
I understand that what I say will be kept safe and not shared 
with anyone else without my permission. I will not be identified 
in any publications except where I have given my written 
permission. 
 

 

Signed:                                                   Date:                            . 
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Comments, Photos and Recordings 

Project: ‘Floodplain country - what changes have you seen?’ 
 
 
I                                 have agreed to participate in the Floodplain Changes 

project, with Emma Ligtermoet (ANU PhD student). 

 

This page asks you if you give permission to:  

•include your name next to your comments  
•share or publish photos of you, taken while doing activities with Emma 
•share recordings of interviews you have done with Emma 

 
Your comments or stories 
 
 

 
Photos of you 
 
 

 

Voice Recordings of interviews 

 

 
 
 

Yes, I give permission for my name to be included in publications.  

No, I do not want my name included next to my comments.  

Yes, I give permission to share or publish photos of me hunting or 
fishing. 

 

No, where I can be recognised, I do not want my photo used.  

Yes, I give permission for recordings of our interviews to be 
shared with people outside Gunbalanya or Kakadu, and stored in 
the NT and National Archives. 
 

 

No, I do not want my recorded interview to be shared with other 
people. 
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Signed:  Date:
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Example project information sheet: (Kakadu, 2014)  
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Example Project Information sheet- (folded brochure; Kunbarlanja, 2012) 

 

Example reporting back flier (Kunbarlanja, early 2013) 
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Appendix 2: Methodological supplementary 
information (Chapter 3)  

Here the field visit schedule (Table 2A), and lists of interview respondents from 

Kunbarlanja (Table 2Bi) and Kakadu (Table 2Bii) respectively, interviewees for the historical 

levee work (Table 2C), summary of participant observation trips (Table 2D) and archival 

resources (Table 2E) provided. 

Table 2A: Dates of field visits to the Kakadu National Park (KNP) and 
Kunbarlanja region. 

Year Date Location 
2011 20 Oct 2011 Kunbarlanja (Gunbalanya/ Oenpelli) (scoping) 
2012 7-8 May  Kunbarlanja (initial meetings) 
 23-25 May Kunbarlanja (initial meetings) 
 20-22 June  KNP 
 18-27 July Kunbarlanja /KNP 
 20-24 August  Kunbarlanja 
 27-31 August  KNP (NERP workshop) 
 3-8 Sept Kunbarlanja 
 29 Oct- 4 Nov Kunbarlanja 
 12-14 Nov KNP 
2013 22-26 July KNP 
 7-8 Aug Kunbarlanja 
 20-22 Aug  KNP 
 16-20 Sept Kunbarlanja /KNP 
 30-4  Sept/Oct  Kunbarlanja 
 8-11 Oct Kunbarlanja 
 21-23 Oct KNP (NERP) 
2014 16-22 June 2014 Kunbarlanja 
 14-25 July 2014 KNP 
 26-1 Jul-Aug 2014 Kunbarlanja /KNP 
 2-10 Sept 2014 Kunbarlanja /KNP 

 21-24 Oct 2014 Kunbarlanja /KNP 

 27Oct-8 Nov 2014 Kunbarlanja /KNP 

 1-4 Dec 2014 Kunbarlanja /KNP 

2015 16-17 Feb 2015 Kunbarlanja - seasonal calendar final check 
 2-6 Nov 2015 Kunbarlanja - PhD data follow up 
 9 Nov 2015 Kunbarlanja - launch Seasonal calendar 
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Table 2Bi) Aboriginal respondents from Kunbarlanja contributing to interviews, 
mapping work or leading on-country trips. 

*Refers to contributing to seasonal calendar work only. Those with initialled first 
names refer to contributors who have since passed away. Abbreviations are 
shown for the instances in some data tables were abbreviations were used due 
to space limitations. In addition, many other individuals shared trips on country 
but were not formally interviewed. 

Name Abbrev. Gender Interview (s) Mapping On country trip(s) 
Anne Gumurdul AG F √  √ 
Barbara Galamirnda BG F √ √  
C. Nganjmirra C.Ng F √  √ 
Connie Nayinggul CN F √ √ √ 
Donna Nadjamerrek DN F √   
Doreen Djorlom DD F √ √ √ 
G. Nabegeyo GN F √  √ 
Hannah Nawirridj HN F √  √ 
Julie Narndal JN F √ √ √ 
Lois Nadjamerrek LN F √ √  
Margaret Nabulwad MN F √   
Marlene Burrunali MB F √   
('Old')Rose Nabobbob  RNa F √ √  
R. Nailibidj  RN F √  √ 
Shirley Yirrbuwangar SY F √  √ 
Doreen Naybulwad DNa F *   
June Nadjamerrek JN F *   
Mary Nadjamerrek MN F *   
Molly Nayilibidj MNa F *   
Princess Nalorman PN F *   
Andrew Manakgu AM M √ √  
Adrian Gumurdul AG M √ √ √ 
Alfred Nayinggul AN M √ √  
Anderson Nalorlman ANa M √ √  
Andy Garnarradj AGa M √ √  
Basil Nalorlman BN M √ √ √ 
Gabby Gumurdul GG M √ √  
Gabriel Maralngurra GM M √   
Grahame Badari GB M √   
Grant Nayinggul  GN M √ √ √ 
Harry Thompson HT M √   
Henry Yates HY M √  √ 
Isaiah Burranali IB M √   
Isaiah Nagurrgurrba IN M √ √  
Jethro Guymala  JG M √ √  
Joey Nganjmirra JN M √ √ √ 
L. Nayinggul  LN M √ √  
Maxwell Garnarradj MG M √ √  
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Name Abbrev. Gender Interview (s) Mapping On country trip(s) 
Michael Bangalang MN M √ √  
Nipper Gumurdul NG M √ √ √ 
Shaun Namarnyilk SN M √ √ √ 
Simon Badari SB M √   
Timothy Nabegeyo TN M √ √ √ 
Timothy Nadjowh OA TNad M √   
Victor Gumurdul VG M √ √ √ 
Walter Nayinggul  WN M √ √ √ 

 

Table 2Bii) Aboriginal respondents from within Kakadu contributing to 
interviews, mapping or leading on-country trips.  

*Tick indicates contributed to mapping or shared trip and interview on country. (NERP) 
refers to interview in partnership with affiliated NERP project only. * refers to 
contribution in NERP facilitated group workshop. All are residents, if not TOs. 

 
Name Abbrev. Gender Interviews Mapping On country 
Anon.   F √   
Annie Ngalmirama  AN F √ √ √ 
Connie Nayinggul CN F √ √ √ 
Dell Hunter DH F √(NERP) √(NERP)  
Elizabeth Petterson EP F √   
Goldie Blyth GB F √*   
Jessie Alderson JA F √ √ √ 
Jill Roberts JR F √(NERP) √(NERP)  
Julie Djandjul  JD F √(NERP) √(NERP) √(NERP) 
May Nango MN F √(NERP) √(NERP) √(NERP) 
Nida Mangranbarr  NM F √ √ √ 
Sandra McGregor SM F √(NERP) √(NERP) √ (NERP) 
Violet Lawson VL F √(NERP) √(NERP)  
Anon.  M √   
Charles Whittaker CW M √   
Fred Hunter FH M √ √  
Ian Conroy IC M √   
Jimmy Marimowa JM M √ √  
Joe Joseph Nagawalli JN M √   
Kadeem May KM M √   
Michael Bangalang MB M √ √* (NERP)  
Peter Christophersen PC M √ √ (NERP) √ (NERP) 
Sean Nadji SN M √ √ √ 
Victor Cooper VC M √ √ (NERP)  
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Table 2C) Interviewees and affiliations of contributors regarding historical 

levee floodplain restoration experiences. 
Other Aboriginal interviewees (see above) were also asked about any past 
experiences with floodplain levee/barrages. 

Interviewee Affiliation with levees Date 
interviewed 

Location 
interviewed 

Mr. David 
Lindner 

Ranger with NT Parks & Wildlife, Gagadju staff 
during early years of KNP, resident; instigated, 
built, monitored several levees for restoration 
of the South Alligator River region (1980s) 

16/7/14; 
18/7/14; 
30/7/14; 
31/7/14; 4/9/14 

KNP (field) 

Mr. Gary Lindner KNP ranger; working knowledge of levees on 
East Alligator River (1990s to present) 

10/09/14 KNP (field) 

Mr. Peter 
Christophersen 

TO family, resident; involved in historical 
levee constructions, South Alligator region 
(1980s, 2003) 

26/7/14; 
8/12/14 

Field (NERP) 
and Phone 

Mrs. Jessie 
Alderson 

TO, retired ranger, resident; historical levee 
constructions, South Alligator region (1980s) 

5/11/14 KNP (field) 

Mr. Greig Bayne Truck driver, contractor assisting levee work 
in early Park days 

23/12/14 Phone 

Dr. Rod Kennett Ex KNP staff; worked on KNP levee project 
(2003). 

8/12/14 Phone 

Mr. Rod 
Applegate 

NT government; managed Mary River levee 
work, Assisted with KNP levee (2003)  

27/08/14 Phone 

Mr. Paul 
Jonauskas 

NT government; Mary River levee project 
officer, Assisted with KNP levee (2003) 

5/3/15 Darwin 
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Table 2D) Summary of harvesting trips and on country site visits made together 
Referred to in Chapter 3.4, Figure 3.1 (Kunbarlanja map), Chapter 8, 
Figure 8.5 for several KNP levee sites) 

*all ‘turtle’ hunting refers to aestivating long-necked turtles, fishing activities were all 
at freshwater locations 
^ Gender: Female (F), Male (M), # individuals, Age cohorts: a >50 yrs, b 35-50, c <35, d 
child <18) 

Date Time Purpose/ Activity* Location 
Accompanying 
people^ 

20-07-12 14.30-18.30 fishing 

Mandjawurlbildj 
(Dog dreaming waterfall), 
Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1c, 3d  

22-07-12 
14:00-
18:30 Turtle hunting 

Floodplain opposite town 
(Nimbabirr behind), 
Kunbarlanja 

F: 1a, 2b, 1d 
 

25-07-12 
16:00-
19:00 turtle hunting 

Floodplain around Nimbabirr, 
Kunbarlanja 

F: 1a, 1d (and 1 
CSIRO staff) 

20-08-12 
16:00-
19:30 fishing 

Kurnumbuyeme (spring), 
Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1b, M1b 

23-08-12 
16:45-
20:00 

wallaby and duck 
hunting 

Northern floodplains, 
Kunbarlanja M: 1b, 4c, 1d 

05-09-12 
16:45-
19:00 turtle hunting 

Merreyini, floodplain west 
(behind) social club, 
Kunbarlanja F: 1a 

06-09-12 all day 

changes to floodplain 
and hunting places; 
wallaby/ duck hunting White Lady, Kunbarlanja 

M: 1a, 2b 
(plus ~8 other 
station workers; 3 
cars plus mine) 

06-09-12 
18:00-
19:00 turtle hunting 

Armarnda (back of airport 
road), Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1b, M1b 

07-09-12 all day 
changed hunting 
places 

northern floodplains e.g. 
Mangawanjan, Nawalbirrn, 
Ngara, Kunbarlanja 

M: 2b  
(plus other station 
workers; 2 cars plus 
mine) 

07-09-12 
17:30-
19:00 turtle hunting 

Merreyini (floodplain back of 
social club), Kunbarlanja F: 1a 

30-10-12 
17:15- 
18:30 mussel collecting 

Murumburri (floodplain 
channel infront of school, 
Kunbarlanja billabong), 
Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1c, 2d 

01-11-12 11-19:00 turtle hunting 

Floodplain opposite town, 
infront of Injalak hill, 
Kunbarlanja F: 3a, 3b, 1c, M: 1d 

03-11-12 midday filesnake collecting 
Murumburri, townside, 
Kunbarlanja F:4b, 5c, M: 1a 

03-11-12 
15:00-
18:00 

yam collecting, turtle 
hunting 

Yam- escarpment opposite 
Iniwerlekke;  Turtles- 
floodplain between 
Armarnda and Iniwerlekke F: 1a,1b 

18-09-13 17:00- turtle hunting Murumbuddi, floodplain F: 1a 
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Date Time Purpose/ Activity* Location 
Accompanying 
people^ 

19:00 directly in front of town, 
Kunbarlanja 

19-09-13 
16:00-
18:00 turtle hunting 

Armarnda and Iniwerlekke, 
Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1b, M: 1b 

03-10-13 

13:00-
16:00 
afternoon turtle hunting Yarrmandjdan, Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 2b, 1d 

03-10-13 
16:00-
18:30 turtle hunting 

Nimbabirr (turtle and leach 
dreaming area), Kunbarlanja, F: 2a 

08-10-13 
16:00-
18:30 turtle hunting 

Armarnda (back of station), 
Kunbarlanja 

F: 2a, 1b, 1c 
 

10-10-13 
13:30-
16:30 turtle hunting 

1st stop: Ikurlwin, 2nd stop: 
Yarrmanjdjan (back of 
boneyard), Kunbarlanja 

F: 2a, 1c 
 

10-10-13 
17:00-
18:30 fishing 

Between Walkarr and Incue 
(just off hwy), Kunbarlanja F: 2a, 1b, M: 1d 

17-06-14 
15:30-
18:30 

mussel collecting; cast 
netting for fish 

Murumburri (billabong 
infront of school), 
Kunbarlanja F:1a, 1c, M: 1d 

19-06-14 
15:00-
18:00 magpie goose hunting 

Nimbabirr, to northern fence 
line, Kunbarlanja 

M: 1b, 2c  
(plus one male non-
Aboriginal Injalak 
staff) 

17-06-14 
15:00-
16:00 

To show canoe and 
rope trees 

East Alligator River, Cahill's 
crossing 

M: 1b, 1c 
(Ardjumarllarl 
Ranger and Demed 
Staff) 

21-07-14 afternoon 
Cultural information 
sharing 

East Alligator River, upstream 
from Cahill’s crossing 

M: 3c 
(Njanjma Rangers 
leading Gulyumbi 
tour) 

23-07-14 afternoon 

visiting important 
floodplain places and 
saltwater changes Kina floodplain, KNP 

F: 1b, M: 1b (and 2 
CSIRO staff) 

01-08-14 
late 
afternoon visiting old levees Kindjala (Goose camp), KNP 

M: 1a (non-
Aboriginal) 

06-09-14 evening Mahbilil Festival Jabiru, KNP   

23-10-14 
10:00- 
13:00 

Floodplain changes 
trip 

Nawalbirrn and surrounds, 
northern floodplains, 
Kunbarlanja 

M: 1b, 1c 
(Ardjumarllarl 
Rangers) 

28-10-14 
10:00-
12:00 

On country interview; 
(changes to country 
and harvesting) 

Incue Billabong and Red Lily 
Djang, opposite Wulk (Red 
Lily Billabong), Kunbarlanja F: 2b, 1c 

29-10-14 
12:00-
15:00 

pandanus collecting,  
turtle hunting 

Turtle hunting: centre 
floodplain and near 
Nimbabirr, Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 2b 

30-11-14 all day 
saratoga fishing to 
supply Injalak Birthday 

Incue (halfway between road 
and sandbar; opposite F: 1a, 2b 
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Date Time Purpose/ Activity* Location 
Accompanying 
people^ 

festival escarpment), Kunbarlanja 

31-10-14 
15:30-
18:30 turtle hunting 

centre of floodplain, near 
Nimbabirr, Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1b, 3c, 1d 

01-01-14 all day cultural festival 
Injalak arts centre, 
Kunbarlanja 

 All ages, male, 
female: Injalak 
artists, residents and 
TOs 

04-11-14 all day 
levee trip and hunting 
places 

Cannon Hill area, East 
Alligator River, KNP M: 1c 

05-11-14 all day levee trip 
Kina/Red Lily; South Alligator 
region, KNP F: 1a 

04-12-14 all day 
hunting/fishing places 
and change 

mainly South Alligator 
region, KNP F: 1a, 1b 

05-12-14 all day 
hunting/fishing places 
and change 

mainly South Alligator 
region, KNP F: 1a, 1b 

4-11-15 morning 
showing seasonal 
fruits 

far side of floodplain, 
Kunbarlanja 

M: 1b, 2c 
(Ardjumarllarl 
Rangers) 

05-11-15 morning filesnake cooking 
Murumburri (town side), 
Kunbarlanja 

F:1a, 2b, 1c 
(+various) 

05-11-15 afternoon fishing and site visits 

several Durrok djang (dog 
dreaming) sites including at 
Mandjawurlbildj, the 
waterfall, Kunbarlanja F: 1a, 1b, M:1b, 1d 

6-11-15 midday 
cultural information 
sharing 

Kunbarlanja, road out of 
town F: 1a, 1b, M:1b 
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Appendix 3: Continuity and change in 
contemporary freshwater harvesting 
supplementary material (Chapter 4) 

Supplementary material provided here supports Chapter 4, Section 4.3; continuity and 

change in contemporary freshwater harvesting methods. Examples of historical references to 

magpie geese egg collection encountered are provided in Appendix Table 3A.  

Table 3A Examples of historical references to goose egg collection 
Quote/description Quantity, where 

given 
Source 

‘Now that the storms and heavy rains were abating, ducks 
and geese began to make their appearance in thousands. 
They set about building their nests in the reeds on the edges 
of the swamps. The egg season was at hand. Paddy Cahill told 
me he collected about 25 000 goose eggs each year and put 
them in coarse salt for use in cooking.’ 

~ 25 000 eggs a 
season 

Warburton 1934: 
211 

Paddy Cahill noted the spectacular scale of geese egg 
harvesting, for example, in a letter to Baldwin Spencer 
(20/3/1914):  
‘Sent Mick (Narryoot) out on the plain yesterday and he came 
back in about 7 hours and had 463 eggs. Egg total to date 
7228.’ (Mulvaney 2004: 92) 
 

1917 (~2 months) 
21, 579 eggs 
consumed 
1 day, 2 canoes, 
1800 eggs 
collected; 
1914: 1 day (7 hrs 
463 eggs); season 
to 20 Mar: 7228 
eggs 

P. Cahill, in 
Mulvaney, 
(2004) 

Recalled up to 500 eggs boiled in kerosene tins daily ~500 eggs boiled 
up/day 

Maria Cahill, in 
Mulvaney (2004) 

The Church Missionary Society Agriculture and Stock book 
(Jul 1949- Dec 1957) records numbers of goose eggs 
collected. 
 

1950: 554 eggs 
1953 (March, 3 
days):  2400 
1954 (March): 116 
1956 (March): 276 

(April): 114  
(May): 660 

CMS archives 
NTRS 864/P1 Box 
8 
Agriculture and 
Stock book. July 
1949, to Dec 
1957 

Ruby Roney, Paddy Cahill’s niece who lived at the farm between 1910-1915, 
described: ‘in February and March, the geese laid, the wild geese, and their eggs 
were beautiful. Well we had a native and his wife would take a small dugout... 
canoe. They’d go out in that and come home pushing it full of goose eggs.’  

NT Archives 
NTRS226/ TS517: 
Oral history 
interview, 
Recorded 1980-
85 by Wee M, 
Collins, J.  

Cole documented his experiences participating in goose egg collection during the 
1930’s, from one of three canoes:  
‘gliding through the reeds. It was no distance to the nests and the geese were in 
their thousands, sitting on nests no more than a few yards apart, flying around and 
creating an indescribable din with their continual honking. The area covered by this 
nesting place was probably about 200 acres…. Nearly all nests carried eggs. An 
average clutch appeared about ten, they were a dull white colour about the size of 

Cole (2013:302) 
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a domestic duck egg…and they were there in thousands. The two smaller canoes 
filled quickly; some eggs left as judged too close to hatching... Very soon I was 
surrounded with goose eggs and it was suggested that I get out and walk, not 
exactly what I had in mind when we started…For next week we had goose eggs 
fried, goose eggs boiled, goose eggs curried. We had them in omelettes and in 
cakes.’ 

 

Supplementary material provided here supports Chapter 4, Section 4.4.4: Continuity and 

change in spatial distribution of freshwater harvesting areas (hunting grounds of key resources). 

Table A3 provides the species specific, spatial information for those hunting areas identified as 

no longer in use (i.e. classified past hunting).   

Table 3B: Causal reasons for specific harvesting areas described as no longer 
in use 

Resource 
(corresponding map) 

Areas no longer used for harvest Causal reasons identified 

Water fowl (4.20a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•Past hunting places stretch from far 
northern parts of the floodplain, 
including Adarra, Ngara and 
Turkey Dreaming on the East 
Alligator 

•All northern region locations 
affected by invasive introduced 
para grass and mimosa 

•Turkey Dreaming  •Affected by invasive weeds, also 
saltwater intrusion 

•Murumburri (Injalak 
billabong and immediate 
floodplains) 

•Before restrictions on shooting 
close to town 

•Mixed use reported for southeast 
area of floodplains (e.g. Redcliff) 

•Some use, some suffering 
mimosa impact, past from feral 
pig impact. 

•Wurmarninj •Linked to age, not environmental 
change 

•Kakadu; Cannon Hill, Naddup •Dense para grass; visited prior to 
KPN formation; deterred by 
tourists; pig and buffalo impacts 

•Djarr Djarr and west Alligator River 
site (referred to by members of 
Ardjumarllarl Rangers) 

•South Alligator (near Arnhem Hwy) 

 
•Older resident, pre-KNP 

Magpie goose eggs 
(4.20b) 

•Sites on Kakadu side, Cannon Hill 
 

•Northern location, Kakadu side 

•Para grass- lack of suitable 
feeding/nesting habitat 

•Alternative areas closer, elder 
not visited since youth (by 
canoes)  

•Between Injalak and Nimbabbirr 
Hills 

•Alternative areas closer to town  

Aestivating long-
necked turtle (4.21) 

•Northern sites e.g. Coopers Creek, 
Magela 

•Residents visiting as children 
 

•North-west and northeast 
(A.Rangers) 

•Mimosa, salvinia 
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•Sites on Kakadu side, Cannon Hill, 
e.g. Merle campground built near 
old hunting ground, deterring 
visitation 

•Para grass, salvinia, buffalo and 
pig impacts, visited pre-KNP or 
deterred by tourism 

•Kunbarlanja floodplain, Iniwerlekke 
billabong  

•Para grass, saltwater crocodile 
 

•White Lady Billabong •Saltwater crocodile 
•Wulk Billabong •Para grass/salvinia, saltwater 

crocodiles, residents when 
younger 

•Mikginj Valley (still used by TOs and 
family) 

•Other residents when younger 

Freshwater fish (4.22) •All 
 

•Saltwater crocodile, salvinia 

•Cannon Hill •Tourism deterring visitation 
•Sites at base of escarpment 

(w.Arhnem) and South Alligator 
River 
 

•Older residents visiting as youths 

Freshwater mussels 
(4.23 a) 

•Upstream of Cahill’s •Too salty 

•Incue •Decline in water clarity 
•Red lily, waterfall locations •Older residents as youth 
•Wirndulk (stream near) •Saltwater crocodile risk 

Aquatic plants: Water 
lily and water chestnut 
(4.23b) 

• Water chestnut e.g. Iniwelekke 
Billabong, northern floodplains 

•Para grass (all), mimosa (north) 

• Water lilies e.g. at Red Lily, 
Iniwelekke, Arrmanda area, 
Murumburri Billabongs 

• Saltwater crocodile 

Filesnake (4.23c) • All •Saltwater crocodile 
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Appendix 4: Saltwater crocodile population 
(Chapter 5) supplementary material 

Comments illustrating continuity and change in consumption preferences of saltwater and 

freshwater crocodile meat and eggs, following the recovery in abundance of saltwater crocodile 

numbers post protection from commercial harvesting (Table A4.1) 

Table A4.1 Comments illustrative of consumption preferences for saltwater and 
freshwater crocodile meat and eggs. 

Comment Respondent 

‘Not me, I don’t really like that meat anymore. I had a lot as a young girl.’ JN, female, 17/7/14 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Now, don’t eat crocodile, but used to eat. People used to take all the time. 
Don’t like so much anymore, don’t want to eat- they’re eating other people. 
Still like croc eggs, still eat, boil them up. You can get if make a lot of noise. 
Freshwater croc- not so much, eggs are hard to find, buried in the sand.’ 

EP, female, Kakadu, 
23/7/14 

‘Crocs [saltwater] Bininj can still eat but not the big ones, not man-eaters. 
Freshwater crocs, yes tasty, still get some, just get small crocs.’; 
In response to ‘Do you still eat crocs?’: ‘The young ones. More freshwater 
crocs eaten, because harmless, small teeth. Still get eggs. Nayinggul and 
Gumurdals, eat saltwater croc eggs. Still have trap. [at Injalak/Murumburri 
billabong] One went in, got shot and sent to croc farm. Big ones taste bit too 
old, not fresh. Too big, might eat person, be a man eater, people then feel 
don’t want to eat it. Best one is freshwater croc. Eggs are really good. Nest in 
the sand. Like sea turtle, you follow up their track. For saltwater one, has 
folded grass around, can see all the nest. For freshwater, follow track, we still 
eat. When see the flowers of green plum- freshwater croc eggs ready. 
Families do, we do, and families in outstation know.’  

CN, female, 
Kunbarlanja, 
29/7/14; 28/10/14 

On discussing gingas: ‘Big change- no croc then. [Pre-commercial hunt time] 
less numbers, still hunted for food and took croc eggs. Still eat, still go for 
them, our families- for croc eggs. Flight in chopper and park rangers, sell to 
croc farms, TOs get payment.’ 

Nayinggul brothers, 
male, 3/8/14 

On problem croc removal: ‘Still eat them. Got a big one recently in trap. Four 
big ones here at moment, caught one, three left. Sent skin away, gave the 
meat to community, TOs first. All parts eaten, except guts. Cook in ground 
oven.’ 

GM, male, Kunbarlanja, 
3/9/14 

‘Big one [croc]- get tail. Small one, better eating... Some people still like 
eating croc meat, if feel like it. Ate it when young, still do.’ 

SN, male, ranger, 
Kunbarlanja, 
31/10/2014 

‘Crocs are big problem. Good tucker, the ranger boys kill some in town. Croc 
eggs still go [for], lay eggs more East Alligator [River] areas.’ 

IN, male, 24/10/14, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘People used to catch more crocs and croc eggs then. My mum used to 
collect them. Remember going for croc eggs as kids- sitting in the canoe, 
watching out for bubbles, used to be sitting there scared, watching out for 
mum. A generation back, had lot less access to shops.’ 

Anon, 10/9/14 KNP 

‘Sometimes eat croc’ GB and AL, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 20/7/12 

‘Saltwater croc is still eaten, but not like goose, mainly just pest crocs. People 
don’t really get themselves very often. Freshwater crocs still eaten and their 
eggs. Saltwater croc eggs not so much.’ 

Nourlangie Rangers, 
male, 10/9/14 Kakadu 

‘Don’t eat croc eggs anymore. ‘ MB, female, 4/10/13, 
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Kunbarlanja 
‘Some old people ate croc eggs- scary to harvest. Croc nests all along East 
Alligator channel. Ate eggs as a child’ 

NG, male ranger, 
Kunbarlanja 4/10/2013 

‘Eat turtle eggs more than croc eggs. Nowadays don’t eat croc eggs, bit 
dangerous.’ 

AM, male 19/9/13, 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Freshwater croc, still ate. Shot or speared. Saltwater croc eggs, still eat on 
East Alligator side.’ 

IB, male, 23/10/14 
Kunbarlanja 

‘Freshwater croc used to be at Nourlangie rock billabong, Binjil waters. 
Saltwater croc, pushes freshwater croc out and away. 

AN and NM, female, 
Kakadu, 5/12/2014 

‘Used to be more freshwater crocodiles.’ Only freshwater ginga – kumuken 
around pre hunting days.’ 
 

CN, female, 
Kunbarlanja, 28/10/14 
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Appendix 5: Invasive weeds and altered 
floodplain fire regimes (Chapter 6) 
supplementary material  
Appendix 5A 
This material provides further background on the invasive aquatic weed salvinia and semi-

aquatic weed mimosa and their impacts on freshwater customary harvesting.  

Salvinia (Salvinia molesta)  

Salvinia (Salvinia molesta) is a free-floating aquatic fern, native to Brazil. It reproduces 

vegetatively and rapidly colonise open water, able to double in population size in less than two 

days (Finlayson et al. 1997). It is capable of forming dense floating mats up to one metre thick, 

which in the dry season in Kakadu were found to lower dissolved oxygen concentrations, light 

levels and pH while raising sub-surface water temperatures (Cowie and Werner 1987) as well 

as dramatically altering the nutrient status of the billabong (Julien and Storrs 1996).  

Salvinia was first discovered in Kakadu in 1983 in a section of the Magela Creek system, 

the Mudginberri Corridor (Finlayson 1984). Despite early biological control programs run 

between 1984 and 1991(Finlayson et al. 1994; Julien and Storrs 1996; Schooler et al. 2011) 

salvinia was well established by 1993 in herbaceous swamp habitat on wetlands of Magela 

Creek and parts of the East Alligator (Cowie and Werner 1993).  On the South Alligator River 

system, Traditional Owner Minnie Alderson pointed out salvinia in 1992, at Namanbum, a 

hunting location, on the eastern branch of the South Alligator system, noting people had tried 

burning and applying kerosene in attempts to kill it (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993:84). It was 

first discovered at Yellow Water billabong in 2005, and the objectives of the salvinia 

management strategy for Yellow Water, 2006 included to reduce the spread through eradication 

and containment strategies, to manage existing infestations at low levels (prevent the formation 

of mats) and to adopt an adaptive management approach (Schooler et al. 2006). This included 

continued biological and chemical control methods, regular surveys, mapping, monitoring, 

boating restrictions, public education and signage, emphasising the need for feral animal control 

(as vectors for spread), and seasonal burning to reduce grass cover which restricted the wet 

season flushing of salvinia (Schooler et al. 2006).   

Salvinia impacts on freshwater harvesting 

‘You can’t chuck a handline in where there is salvinia. It chokes up the billabong’  

Fred Hunter, ranger, Kakadu, 23/7/13 

Fred Hunter’s words highlight the direct impacts of salvinia to customary harvesting: 

restricting access to fish and in-stream resources. Salvinia increased line entanglement; a 
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common refrain was that it was ‘harder to throw a line in’ and hindered people’s ability to be 

recognise signs of crocodile presence, thus increased their vulnerability to crocodile attack (see 

Table A1; Chapter 5.4). Connie Nayinggul described how unsettling this was, while fishing, 

feeling ‘not enough space’ and how if the wind blew, the movement of salvinia ‘doesn’t make 

me feel good’ (29/8/12). Respondents attributed reductions in the abundance of in-stream 

species (barramundi, filesnake) and in ease of access (fishing, mussels, turtle) to salvinia 

invasion. In addition, although fish deaths can be a natural occurrence toward the end of the dry 

season, when temperatures are high and oxygen levels low, large floating mats of salvinia 

completely covering billabongs are likely to have detrimental effects on some aquatic species 

including fish, particularly under stress conditions (Finlayson et al. 1997). Connie Nayinggul 

recounted her father’s story of observing this for the first time;  

‘Covered with salvinia, fish might get suffocated, catfish, barra might not survive. Five 

years ago salvinia covered [a billabong at Mikijn Valley], big fish kill. My old man’s 

story, he had never seen dead fish like that, fish floating like plastic bag. Filesnake, all 

dead. Think salvinia changes the oxygen. Tried netting, mesh wire, the old man trying to 

get rid of salvinia. A big flood can help wash it away.’ (Jabiru, 29/8/12). 

This quote illustrates the process of recognition of environmental change, a risk assessment of 

the impact (fish kill, and in a way never before seen) and the application of adaptive responses 

(both actions and observations) prompting learning in response to environmental change.  
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Table A5.1 Examples of respondents comments regarding the impacts of 
Salvinia molesta on their interaction with freshwater resources. 

Theme Comment Respondent, 
interview location 
and date 

Restricts 
access to 
resources 
(fish, 
freshwater 
mussels, 
filesnake) 

‘Salvinia affects fishing, mussels in billabong. Used to get the 
mussels off the banks. Now have to go further because of 
salvinia, but can’t because of crocs.’; 
‘In the past, people used to go for filesnake about once a 
month – now go less. Still affected by salvinia.’; 
‘Was clear when we were little, but now its changed hunting. 
Can’t get to billabong, it’s too thick, hard to throw a line in 
because of the salvinia.’ 

CN, female, Jabiru, 
29/8/12 and; 
In Kunbarlanja, 
17/9/13; 
In Kunbarlanja, 
28/10/14  

You can’t chuck a hand line in where there is salvinia. Chokes 
up billabong. Island Billabong was 100% covered. After the 
beetle, it’s knocked it back, it’s a lot clearer than in the late 
80s, 90s, but you can’t fish there.’ 

FH, male, Kakadu, 
23/7/13 

Reduces 
safety 
(increases 
risk of 
saltwater 
crocodile 
attack) 

‘Croc can camouflage in it [salvinia], doesn’t give me the 
space to go fishing. Wind blows, it moves. Doesn’t make me 
feel good. Have to throw line further.’ 

CN, female, Jabiru, 
29/8/12 
 

‘Changed the way of fishing. Before we’d go straight to the 
bank to fish, Now salvinia, weeds all pushed up, can’t throw a 
line in. Need to stand closer, but greater risk. Going for 
filesnake, that salvinia means we can’t see the crocodile 
bubbles, it’s hidden by salvinia and grasses. When it was 
clear water, could see then.’ 

DW, male, 10/9/14,  
Kakadu 

Changes to 
aquatic 
health 

‘Boggy Plain is full of salvinia. Used to be nice and clean. 
Could see mud to find turtle. It [salvinia] keeps it moist 
longer than it should be and dries up on the edges. There’s 
no salvinia on this side of the bridges at Jim Jim...Some parts 
are clean of salvinia because of the insect.  
I like it when the big water comes down and busts them all 
up… It’s new to see that, in the last 15-20 years. Used to get 
barra in there. Nothing now, because of the salvinia. Still get 
the odd filesnake in there. We just avoid it because of the 
salvinia. It shuts out all the light. Some turtle do like being 
under there.’  

JA, female, Kakadu, 
23/7/13 

‘If you go and see salvinia or para, in big changes [quantities] 
don’t see much of those water lilies sticking out, They won’t 
grow tall [through] salvinia.’ 

CN, female, Jabiru, 
29/8/12 

‘Red Lily [the plant] urrumaning ok, used to be there before, 
but salvinia destroys fish too, blocking waterways, taking out 
oxygen.’ 

GM, male, 
Kunbarlanja 0/10/13 

‘Salvinia is a problem, at Red Lily last year [2012] there were 
a couple of fish kills when temperature increased. Also at the 
Kunbarlanja billabong last year. Saw lots of eagles picking all 
the dead fish up.’ 

JG, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 
19/9/13 
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Mimosa (Mimosa pigra)  

Mimosa (Mimosa pigra) is a leguminous, woody shrub, growing up to six metres in 

height, originating from tropical America. Mimosa is believed to have been introduced into 

Australia in the Darwin Botanic Gardens, prior to 1891 and was not noticed outside Darwin city 

area until 1952, when it was recognised upstream from the Adelaide River (National Weeds 

Strategy Executive Committee 2000). Within catchments, plants are spread by seeds floating on 

floodwaters, while human, vehicle and animal movement spreads the plant between catchments. 

A single plant can produce up to 220,000 seeds per year and remain viable for at least 23 years 

(National Weeds Strategy Executive Committee 2000). The highest density of outbreaks are 

found in areas that are inundated for relatively long periods (reducing the likelihood of seed 

mortality due to drought), in areas of high feral animal disturbance and in tree-less areas with 

less competition (Cook et al. 1996).  

In Australia the invasive thorny shrub is currently restricted to the Northern Territory, 

where an estimated 140 000 ha have been invaded (Burrows and Lukitsch), with approximately 

80 000 ha of coastal floodplain are infested (National Weeds Strategy Executive Committee 

2000). The plant forms dense impenetrable thickets, destroying pastoral potential of floodplain 

areas and blocking human access, as well as reducing biodiversity of the floodplain. For these 

reasons the perception of risk mimosa poses, as a serious threat to multiple floodplain activities 

(pastoralism, biodiversity conservation, freshwater customary harvesting), is a shared one. It 

has been declared a noxious weed in the NT since 1966 (Miller et al. 1981, in Setterfield 2013). 

Its noxious weed status made eradication and containment a legal requirement for landowners 

(Setterfield et al. 2013). The declared eradication zone for mimosa covers all of Kakadu and 

West Arnhem, with the exception of a block in the northern floodplains of Kunbarlanja, listed 

as a management zone) (Weed Management Branch 2013). 

In Kakadu, mimosa was first discovered in 1981 at Yellow Waters Billabong and soon 

after at Munmarlary Billabong (Hunter et al. 2010). Early detection and rapid, effective 

responses targeting satellite outliers characterised a mimosa management strategy frequently 

held up as best practice (Rea and Storrs 1999; Setterfield et al. 2013). Outbreaks were also 

fenced (prior to the removal of water buffalo) to stop feral animals facilitating their spread 

(Cook et al. 1996). Across the East Alligator River, mimosa was discovered on the Kunbarlanja 

floodplains in 1983, covering around ~200 ha (Storrs et al.). In contrast to Kakadu, there were 

limited resources for managing this infestation, and by 1985 the infestation had grown to 1200 

ha (Storrs et al. 1999). Management efforts between 1986-1998, including the largest aerial 

herbicide application in the world of over 60 tonnes of chemical to the wetlands and the various 

reasons for its shortcomings are documented (Schultz and Barrow 1995; Cook et al. 1996; Rea 

and Storrs 1999; Storrs et al.).  
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The revolving nature of support and frequent gap periods in resourcing for mimosa 

management in West Arnhem was a strong feature respondents’ raised as limiting their capacity 

for an effective management response. Senior TO Adrian Gumurdul recalled first seeing 

mimosa appear in the north of the floodplain and described the collective efforts of sequential 

external stakeholders assisting in tackling the infestation; ‘Saw down at Ngara, just one tree, 

over million seeds. Other people before [working on mimosa management], Kakadu and other 

mob [NT government and scientists], then it was the rangers who helped. Now ILC help with 

rangers.’ (7/11/14). In Kunbarlanja the ILC Station manager confirmed mimosa was a clear 

threat and its management took a substantial part of their budget; ‘Got $60 000 for mimosa 

control, going right up in the top pockets (the east). Mostly cleared it out of the left half.’ 

(J.Gook 2012, pers. comm., 5 Sept)12. For the Ardjumarllarl Rangers mimosa control continues 

to be a core business, but remains challenging given lack of consistency in resourcing and the 

expenses of covering such a vast area. One senior Ardjumarllarl Ranger experienced in mimosa 

management is Shaun Namarnyilk, who followed on from his father as a ranger doing early 

mimosa management work. He described the shared management effort with both NT 

government and the ILC; 

‘The area covered [pointing to map] is meant to be helped with pastoral mob, but they 

mainly cattle and fences, maybe not weed control. We try to come together with station 

[workers], work together. Need more men, it’s a big area… The NT government helps with 

GPS spots and which weeds, how much poison, they help provide training. Work and 

training together. Every dry they used to come, two or three people. We’d cover all the 

way up to Murgenella- bigger area. (31/10/14).  

Shaun’s comment suggests despite efforts at building collaborative work, the resources at hand 

are still insufficient and hints at how mimosa control is not core business of the station, as it is 

for the rangers. It also suggests lack of consistency (i.e. used to come every year) in external 

stakeholder support. In addition, Adrian Gumurdul’s son, Gabby works at DEMED and often 

closely with the Ardjumarllarl Rangers also described the sharing of resources but added the 

additional risk from vehicle spread, by countrymen out hunting;  

‘The Station mob do weeds [mimosa] around fence lines. Ranger groups do the top 

pockets and further afield- like the Cooper Creek area. We get a bit worried about the 

spread- local mob goes hunting, they catch seeds in the car and bring back. Worried 

about the spread.’ (GG with A/T 17/6/14). 

This highlights the challenge in attempting to maintain hunting access on floodplain country, in 

or passing through, large areas of weed infestation.  

                                                      
12 No environmental management plan for the lease area was found available from the ILC, on 
annual inquiries (2012-2017).   
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Storrs et al. (1999) point out the insecure nature of weed control funding has contributed to 

the spread of weeds, arguing (since the 1990s) that the Federal Government needs to recognise 

the inability of Aboriginal communities to finance mimosa control alone. While the Federal 

government argues state and territory, and landowners have responsibility for weed 

management, Aboriginal landowners rarely have the resourcing or capacity alone to manage 

infestations on this scale (both spatial and temporal). The piecemeal funding available for weed 

management continues to be a major constraint on mimosa control in West Arnhem. In 2013 

the Ardjumarllarl Rangers had their funding cut by the NLC. An Ardjumarllarl Ranger 

described his concern; ‘That mimosa, afraid if it gets closer, there’ll be no more hunting spots. 

Was getting it under control [the ranger group] but when all our work stopped this year...not 

sure now’ (JG, male, 19/9/13 Kunbarlanja). The rangers also expressed their dismay at the loss 

of the CDEP program, finding the subsequent incarnation of remote area employment 

program13 more difficult to engage local labour as needed for seasonal or brief periods of weed 

management work. 

The latest addendum to the WoNS mimosa strategy (2012-2017) lists NRETAS, NLC and 

ranger groups as sharing the responsibility for mimosa management in parts of Arnhem Land 

(Australian Weeds Committee 2012). Successful collaboration is clearly critical to ongoing 

containment and eradication in tackling mimosa. In the Mikginj Valley area (Greater Red Lily 

Area, West Arnhem), Traditional Owner Connie Nayinggul described how the Wardekken and 

Parks Rangers were helping to develop capacity in weed management with the recently formed 

Njanjma Rangers; ‘Mimosa, is a big problem, the boys were working there [recently]. Parks, 

Njanjma Rangers and Wardekken, working together on controlling the mimosa problem’ 

(Connie Nayinggul, 28/10/14). Aboriginal ranger groups recognise and value the need to 

combine capacity and resources, both with each other and in collaborative relationships with 

external partners (e.g. NT and Parks staff and ILC station workers) to tackle landscape scale 

threats such as invasive weeds like mimosa, which threaten clan, park and pastoral land. 

Mimosa impacts on freshwater harvesting 

‘Mimosa is no good. Ruins everything. That place, all stuck, big mob mimosa now.’ 

 Isaiah Burranali, Kunbarlanja, 23/10/14 

Isaiah’s comment reflects the entirely negative responses to mimosa impacts upon 

floodplain resources throughout the ARR. Mimosa infestations resulted in loss of resource 

habitat, particularly for waterfowl like magpie geese and physical access to hunting grounds, 

the main themes with supporting quotes are presented in Table 6.2. Given the success of control 
                                                      

13 The considerable history of policy changes to the Community Development and Employment 
Program since its introduction in 1977, affecting remote Indigenous communities in particular, 
are outside the scope of this study but discussion of the trajectory of policy changes and 
implications can be found in (Morphy & Sanders 2001; Altman & Matthew 2005; Hunter & Gray 
2013). 
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in Kakadu, mimosa was a bigger threat to sustaining freshwater harvesting for respondents from 

Kunbarlanja. They attributed the greatest loss in hunting area, as well as complete and total loss 

of access, to mimosa. The only harvesting option in response to these infestations was to try 

elsewhere. Hunting grounds to the north and north-west of the Kunbarlanja floodplains, like 

Ngara and Nawalbirrn have been most heavily affected by mimosa. For example, Nipper 

Gumurdul described Nawalbirrn as an open floodplain area good for geese hunting in 1999, but 

in 2014 was no longer suitable (23/10/14). Mimosa impacts were most frequently raised by 

male respondents, particularly given they accessed the further afield northern floodplain 

locations for magpie geese, and entirely negative, unlike the variety of male respondent’s 

perception of risk posed by para grass (Chapter 6).   

Table A5.2 Examples of respondents comments on the impacts of mimosa, 
including loss of hunting grounds and access to freshwater 
resources in relation to accessing floodplain resources. 

Impact Reference to the impact of mimosa; loss of hunting 
grounds and access to resources. 

Respondent 

Loss of 
hunting 
grounds 

‘That Ngara area, can’t fix. All covered in grasses, you can’t 
do anything about that area now. Mimosa, all covered. Lot 
of fire gone through it, but terrible now. We got cattle 
there, but can’t do anything now.’ 

Adrian Gumurdul, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 7/11/2014 

‘Mimosa no good, ruins everything- place all stuck, big 
mimosa now. When I was a school boy- was clear. That 
mimosa change...very hard to get rid of it.’ 

Isaiah Burranali, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 23/10/14  

‘Mimosa- really blocks, can’t see when shooting, no 
hunting. Mimosa and para the worst weeds.’ 

Gabby Gumurdul, male, 
Kunbarlanja, 17/6/14 

‘Here bin very clean. Clean here since days when I was 
here hunting. In my 20s it was all clean. Come now on 
weekend- now, can’t even go hunting. Gotta find another 
place to go.’ 

Henry Yates, male, 
Kunbarlanja 7/9/12 

Loss of 
freshwater 
resources 
(waterfowl) 

‘Ngara area- now can’t really find that area, that plain, 
every pocket covered with mimosa. Don’t see goose now.’ 

Adrian Gumurdal,  
male, Kunbarlanja, 
7/11/2014 

‘Big mob mimosa also, so hard to find birds and pigs. Grass 
and mimosa too thick, it change.’ 

Isaiah Nagurrgurrba, 
male, Kunbarlanja, 
11/10/13  
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Appendix 5B Turtle hunting success rates 
 

Turtle catch success recorded on participant observation trips, in variety of floodplain 

vegetation condition. Presence/absence of grazing or fire was noted. 

Table A5.3 Summary of ‘effort for catch (hours/turtle)’ from shared (participant 
observation) turtle hunting trips, in floodplain region around 
Kunbarlanja. 
An approximate time (hours) per turtle caught Ht= AxB/C is calculated where 
A= number hunters, B= number hunting hours and C= number turtles caught. 
Note this does not account for variables relating to hunter knowledge or 
environmental factors. (Grazed or fire status is recorded as comments under 
location) 
 

Trip date Location No. 
Hun
ters  
(A) 

No. 
Hours 
hunting 
trip 
(B) 

Catch 
(# 
turtles) 
(C) 

Approx 
Hours/turtle (Ht)  
Ht=AxB/C 

22/7/12 Nimbabirr (no fire, grazed) 3 4.5 4 3.4  
(3 hrs 24 mins) 

25/7/12 Nimbabirr (no fire, grazed) 1 3 1 3 hrs 
5/9/12 Merreyini, west of social club (no fire, 

grazed) 
2 2.15 1 4.3  

(4 hrs 18 mins) 
6/9/12 Back of airport (no fire, grazed) 3 1 0 0 
1/11/12 Injalak hillside floodplain (fire and some 

grazing) (: another hunter who arrived 
later, hunted for shorter time, separate 
catch) 

6:1 5:3 6: 4 6x5/6=5 hrs   
 1x3/4 =0.75 

(45min) 
(Ave: 2 hrs 53 

min) 
3/11/12 Iniwerlekke (no fire, grazed) 2 1.5 2 1.5 (1 hr 30 

mins) 
18/9/13 Murumburri floodplain (no fire, no 

grazing-very thick grass) 
1 1 0 0 

19/9/13 Armanda and Iniwerlekke (no fire, grazed) 3 2 0 0 
3/10/13 Yarmanjdjan (grazed, no fire) 4 3 3 4 hrs 
3/10/13 Ikurlwin (very high grass, no fire) 2 2 0 0 
8/10/13 Armanda around to Omwarl  4 2.5 0 0 
10/10/13 Towards back of Yarmanjdjan (swamp 

near road (high grass) 
3 3 0 0 

29/10/14 Central floodplain (near Nimbabirr) 
(grazed) 

3 4 0 0 

31/10/14 Nimbabirr (in front of, close by is already 
burning, smouldering para grass) 

5 3 0 0 
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Appendix 6: Historical analogue of salt 
water intrusion: restoration responses in 
Kakadu’s wetlands (Chapter 8) 
 

This Appendix provides the background oral testimony data and historical background 

informing the social learning analysis of prior saltwater intrusion in Kakadu National Park. The 

data is organised into three periods of ‘critical reflection’, following McCarthy et al.’s (2011) 

conceptual framework for social learning in a social-ecological-epistemological system and 

corresponds to the phases of social learning identified and discussed in Chapter 8, and 

summarised in Table 8.2.  

6.1Critical reflection phase I. Experimental levees: a restoration 
response to buffalo-induced saltwater inundation 

The initial phase of restoration works (1972 to ~1983) was driven by a feeling of 

responsibility to redress the impacts arising from feral water buffalos. The Northern Territory 

Administration implemented the first work in 1972 on the South Alligator, at the Kindjala 

(Goose Camp) area (O'Neill and Matthews 1983) (Figure 8.5). The government works were 

proposed because it was thought that water draining from surrounding E.dulcis dominated 

swamps was causing silt to build up and that premature draining would deprive magpie geese 

access to their valued food source (O'Neill and Matthews 1983). Four earthen dams were 

constructed in two main breaches on the southern side of the billabong and covered with 

bituminised hessian, planted with runners of Hymenachne sp. native from the Mary River 

(O'Neill and Matthews 1983). The force of rainfall overflow and subsequent undercutting on 

the structure were not sufficiently addressed and these levees were washed away after the first 

wet season.   

The same year these initial dams were constructed, David Lindner arrived as a junior 

ranger for the Northern Territory Parks Commission in the Woolwonga Reserve. Lindner had 

previously worked in Coburg National Park and had witnessed the buffalo damage to 

freshwater springs there. He recognised similar impacts on Kakadu’s floodplains and was 

alerted to buffalo-facilitated channelization, by another local resident Merve Parker, then a 

supervisor at the Woolwonga Reserve meat works, who also had a keen interest in wetlands (D 

Lindner, 2014 pers. comm., 16 July). Channelization referred to the expansion of existing paleo 

channels, or where buffalo traffic accelerated erosion to form new channels, which Lindner 

termed ‘swim channels’ (Petty et al. 2005) (Figure 8.4). This broke down the natural barriers 

that retained the wet season’s freshwater in-situ, resulting in shorter retention times and 

exacerbating the impacts of salinity from tidal interactions.  
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Figure A6.1Example of buffalo swim channels in the tidal interface region of 
South Alligator River floodplain, south of Kiina (1975 aerial photo; 
Petty et al. 2005) 

 

In 1975, with funding from the NT Parks Commission, Lindner initiated a second, larger 

remediation program. Lindner purchased his own earthmoving equipment and took on a handful 

of staff; ‘I just commandeered resources, used bush skills, basic equipment. It was raw physical 

work. I had good machinery and good workmen’ (20/5/13). As a young ranger working 

remotely, Lindner had no close supervision and no approvals were needed, in what Lindner 

described as a ‘chaotic era’ for land tenure, prior to the establishment of the Park under Federal 

Government. The first efforts were to protect Kindjala (Goose Camp) billabong (Figure 8.1). 

Lindner’s team rebuilt the failed barrage of 1972, using high mound structure to force the water 

over a wider stretch to limit seaward erosion and it withstood the wet season. It became the 

model for further work and eventually stabilised and ‘self-maintained’ (Figure A6.2).  In total 

seven dams were constructed in breaches around the billabong, and one in the saltwater channel 

leading to Bunitja (The Palms) (O'Neill and Matthews 1983). The following wet season six of 

these washed out (O'Neill and Matthews 1983). The two remaining, in the southern bank of the 

billabong, possibly survived as dams blocking the westerly channel broke first, reducing the 

pressure of flow (D Lindner 2014, pers. comm., 30 July). Of the two that remained one required 

annual rebuilding and backups were installed each year to slow the water flow (O'Neill and 

Matthews 1983). Lindner and his team were learning through doing; gaining new knowledge of 

channel response to barrages, floodplain dynamics and the adaptive maintenance and 

reinforcing required to hold the barrages in place.  

swim channels 
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Figure A6.2  Levees at Kindjala (Goose Camp) in the denuded, buffalo impacted 
floodplain landscape of the 1970s.  
Clockwise (a) ’The Island’ at Kindjala, both banks are now thickly wooded (b) 
Levee, dry season 1976, (c) Aerial view of ‘No.1 Gully’ stop levee, with backup 
levee in background (d) After 1972-3 failure, in 1976 the reconstructed levee 
at Kindjala was a stable, permanent structure. ‘Borrow’ pit, the source of earth 
for levee, visible to left of photo. (D.Lindner, ~1976) 

 

The learning extended to vegetation dynamics, with early experimentation with 

revegetation. A series of small enclosure plots were established in 1975 to protect fringing 

vegetation from buffalo grazing (O'Neill and Matthews 1983). These survived until 1979/80 

when a lack of maintenance facilitated buffalo access. Efforts to revegetate the dam walls were 

trialled but failed due to high temperatures and inadequate watering, however, the plots 

however showed the potential for vegetation recovery with the exclusion of buffalo grazing 

(Lindner, 30/7/2014, Kakadu). These experiences laid the foundations for further levee and 

river bank restoration work in the 1980s.  

While the region’s remoteness called for local ingenuity and experimentation, Lindner also 

looked further afield. He recalled contacting dredging services in England, however, their 

transferability proved limited in the highly dynamic tropical floodplains. Importantly though, 

the work at Kindjala delivered new understandings of barrage construction and floodplain 

dynamics that were drawn on in the construction of the Shady Camp barrage in the Mary River. 
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This marked the beginnings of much work focused addressing saltwater intrusion issues on the 

Mary River floodplains through the 1990s (see Regional Shifts section Appendix 6.2.1).  

Over on the East Alligator floodplain a large causeway had been installed around 1976, 

largely for access purposes, to the rocky outcrop of Cannon Hill, which contained important 

cultural sites. Frank Whirl and Rod Applegate of the Territory Parks Commission, were 

involved in major work on it during 1976-9. Rod Applegate recalled the nature of the times; 

‘Couldn’t do it now! ‘I don’t even think our bosses knew what we were doing’. Different 

time then. Indigenous people were aware of the changes, and some people were willing to 

try things to help. There was never any ongoing program.’  

Rod also described the opportunistic nature of the work, taking advantage of the presence of 

equipment, like a loader which was already at Cannon Hill, to assist in the construction. The 

scale of the Cannon Hill causeway resulted in ongoing observations of fish passage obstruction, 

which prompted the installation of culverts to assist with fish passage and drainage in 1989. 

Lindner, along with other rangers (including Greg Miles, Keith Taylor and Roger Yates) also 

contributed to another smaller levee, downstream (Figure A6.3), built ~1981 and fenced it off 

from buffalo. It lasted until it became less critical, as the BTEC progressed (Lindner, 10/12/14, 

Kakadu). 

 

  

  

Figure A6.3 The second, downstream levee at Cannon Hill, built ~1981 (Source: 
D. Lindner) 
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In 1979 Lindner had resigned from the Territory Parks Commission. Briefly between jobs, 

he was without the authority of a land management or Indigenous agency. At Kiina, upstream 

of Yellow Waters, saltwater intrusion was observed to have caused vegetation dieback and 

freshwater mussel deaths (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b). Lindner, together with his then 

wife, Traditional Owner Violet Lawson, her sister Jessie Alderson, and other family members 

sought to address the impacts of saltwater arising from both buffalo damage and boat passage 

by tourists. The family laboured to construct an earthen dam across the main channel of the 

South Alligator River and blocked a series of tidal channels and gullies (Lindner, 30/7/2014, 

Kakadu; Figure 8.5; Figure A6.4).  

This levee construction effort met with controversy, being blamed for blocking 

recreational fishing boat access. Australian National Parks and Wildlife received complaints, 

including from a local tourism operator concerned at the loss of waterway access for ferrying 

guests and Senior KNP Ranger Alan Beckinsale, who was concerned it would block boat access 

and fish movement (Beckinsale 1980 in Petty et al. 2005). Lindner argued powerboats could 

still get through via other routes though not at their earlier, full speeds, which he felt were 

damaging the wetland. The study and findings that would demonstrate the influence of boat 

traffic on bank erosion and channel dynamics had yet to be done (later completed by Petty et 

al., 2005). The controversy was reported in the Canberra Times (Canberra Times 1980:7)('Fight 

ahead', 1980:7) which quoted Lindner plainly; ‘We had to stop those power boats roaring past 

the billabong… We’re trying to conserve the area and the power boats are destroying it’. The 

family’s floodplain restoration agenda was met with vocal, local, non-Aboriginal opposition 

and Lindner engaged with the media in efforts to be heard.  

In his letter of complaint, Beckinsale does give a detailed description of the levee, 

including the materials used and noted its scale and solid nature; 

‘Far from being a simple earthern [sic] bank it turned out to be a very well-constructed 

substantial levee completely blocking the main channel at the point where it is contained 

below two low ridges of higher land...It was about 11.2 meters wide at the top and about 

20 meters long, standing roughly a meter in height at the deepest central section.’ 

(Beckinsale, 1980:1) 

Beckinsale and five other rangers demolished the central portion of the levee (with Park 

management knowledge) but were later told not to undertake further action if the levee was 

reconstructed. Beckinsale made a point of noting the salvaging and returning of a roll of wire to 

Lindner which points to the difficulty of obtaining suitable materials in a remote location and 

the opportunistic use of various materials at hand for levee construction. Lindner and family 

subsequently rebuilt the levee (Figure A6.5) and Lindner and Jessie Alderson later pursued 

further restoration work to address the impact of boat wash in Yellow Water channels (see for 

example, Figure A6.6). 
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From 1980 Lindner was employed by the Gagudju Association and with the backing of 

senior male Traditional Owners Toby Gangali and Mick Alderson, sought to revive the program 

of restoration works. Lindner described how Toby and Mick were heavily involved in the 

levees ‘Toby and his family even camped out at Goose Camp [Kindjala] to keep irrigating the 

phragmites, with a sprinkler and pump.’ (31/7/14). Toby had earlier been employed by the 

Conservation Commission and also had experience of country prior to the buffalo impacts from 

1950.  

In 1980, a Park management meeting on floodplain restoration was held (to which Lindner 

was not included). Lindner described the attendance of Dr Frith (CSIRO), an individual whom 

he felt was instrumental in granting approval to continue the restoration work. Frith had visited 

areas of the park including Goose Camp and Kapalga during the 1950s. Then, he could hear, 

but not see the large flocks of magpie geese for the thick paperbark trees. On his visit in 1980, 

he observed the treeless floodplain. Lindner credit’s Dr. Frith’s firsthand experience of the 

degree of environmental change and scientific authority as facilitating Parks to grant approval 

for Lindner to continue further restoration work (Lindner, 30/7/14). The exclusion of Lindner 

from the meeting and the need for academic backing illustrates the marginalisation of local, 

experiential-based knowledge of actors on the margins, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. 

The early-mid 1980s saw a concerted effort applied to sites on the South Alligator at 

Leichhardt, Kiina (Figure 8.10) and Indarrgu (The Trap) Billabongs, and (The Trap) (Figure 

A6.7; Figure 8.1). At Leichhardt Billabong dams were constructed on the channel leading to the 

Red Lily Complex on the western side of the floodplain in August of 1981. Unlike earlier 

earthen dams, made of compacted black soil, locally obtained red gravel was used as the fill 

material (O’Neill and Matthews 1983) and fencing was used to keep out buffalo. Lindner 

described the multiple objectives of these dams to keep out buffalo, to protect floodplain 

archaeological sites, to limit tidal impact and to maintain recreational access (Lindner, 

30/7/2014, Kakadu). Reporting two years later, O’Neill and Matthew (1983) describe how the 

levees had prevented saltwater flowing into the Leichhardt/Red Lily complex and that despite 

some wet season erosion, they proved effective. 
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Figure A6.4 First Kiina levee construction, 1979. Local family and residents 
laboured to build very solid structure out of heavy gauge arc mesh, 
steel posts, wire netting, a log wall and ~80 tonnes of soil. This was 
pulled down by Kakadu Park rangers (Source: David Lindner, 1979) 

 

 

 

 

 
Levee crew crossing to worksite (No crocodile risk 

then). (D. Lindner, 6/12/1979) 
 Local family crew at work (D. Lindner, 6/12/1979) 

 

 

 
Peter Christophersen and Cameron Lindner helping 
to install steel pickets and wire mesh. (D. Lindner, 

6/12/1979) 

 Kiina, work in progress (D. Lindner, 6/12/1979) 

 

 

 
Tidal water flooding against partially complete levee 

(D. Lindner, 15/12/79) 
 Kiina structure, built on tidal channel used by boats (D. 

Lindner, ~1979-80) 
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Rain had re-flooded the dam. Ponded water being 
pumped over dam to encourage grass coverage of 
tidal silts (Sept 1981) 

 Kiina to South Alligator River, silted up with tidal 
sediment. Paspalum distichum (salt tolerant) 
clods thrown in to grow across channel. (Sept 
1981). 

 

 

 
Kiina #2 levee- sand bag structure was 
demolished at first big tidal event. 

 Kiina #2 levee-bag upgrade. 

Figure A6.5 Reconstructed levee and revegetation efforts at Kiina, South 
Alligator River floodplain (above; 1980-81) and Kiina levee #2 (~1980-
83) downstream, example of a sand bag structure that was trialled 
and later breached on large flooding event. (Source: D. Lindner, 
1980-83) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A6.6 Examples of restoration work stabilising banks to address boat 
erosion, at Yellow Water, South Alligator River system.  
Installing wooden stakes and planting phragmites, D. Lindner to left) (Source 
D.Lindner, c1980). 

 

Subsequent efforts at Kiina Billabong, saw two levees constructed in tidal channels which 

and proved successful in excluding saltwater from freshwater areas. The dams were widened 
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and raised in height from earlier builds using earth moving equipment and materials including 

rolls of wire, stakes and fencing. Level tops were made by hand shovelling nearby clays, and 

planted with Sporobolus runners. The first dam was further stabilised by covering with jute 

matting, planted with Sporobolus and bamboo poles were attached to the dam to prevent 

outboard motor damage. Periodic maintenance was carried out after the wet season. Lindner 

described how they ‘kept repairing, irrigating, pumping downstream to irrigate on the tidal 

infill channel and at this stage we were not confident, but still learning’. Lindner attributed 

learnings about tidal sedimentation to their work at Kiina. Where the tidal headwater reached 

the first levee across the buffalo channel, Lindner described how; ‘we saw drainage arrested by 

sedimentation. This is where we learnt the lessons about tidal sedimentation.’ (Linder, 

6/7/2014). This is where silt and sediment carried by the incoming tide rapidly fills pre-existing 

channels, or inhibits channel formation through deposition (Petty et al 2005). The tidal mud 

became more stable when the sediment was colonised by salt tolerant grasses (e.g. Paspalum 

distichum and Sporobolus virginicus), making it more resistant to erosion the following wet 

season (Petty et al. 2005).  

Successful results of these experimental levees were reported by O’Neill and Matthew 

(1983:30). Jessie Alderson also remembered the levee at Kiina; ‘saltwater was coming in then, 

built the levee so it didn’t come in anymore. It worked alright’ (Kakadu, 31/7/14). Jessie also 

recalled the time-intensive, small-scale, human effort necessary, wheelbarrowing in local mud, 

using hands and shovels, and then the critical need for ongoing monitoring and maintenance ‘to 

see if water had cut across, would have to build it up again. If water crept through, had to fix it 

up every wet season after’ (Kakadu, 4/11/14). O’Neill and Matthews (1983:24) reported the 

success of earthen dams ‘in blocking inflow of saline water has been good where dams have 

been adequately maintained’ but cautioned the need for careful consideration of ‘the objectives 

of dam construction and type and placement of any such dams.’ They proposed further work at 

the head of Nourlangie Creek to ‘The Palms’, Kiina/Red Lily Billabong, Indarru, and 

Liechhardt/Red Lily Billabong. While Lindner recalled no obstacles to carrying out these 

recommendations, it was his experience was that management priorities were changing all the 

time and the lack of consistency in prioritising the levee work meant these recommendations 

were not implemented. Despite the shifting management priorities, the then Director of the 

Park, Professor Ovington began to take some interest in the restoration work and the next phase 

was met with greater Park management support. 

6.2Critical reflection phase II. The ‘post-buffalo era’ 
restoration response to saltwater inundation 

In the Woolwonga region of South Alligator, where the levee restoration work was mostly 

focused, the local program of buffalo removal had been underway for longer than in other 

regions of the park which were later tackled through BTEC (Petty et al. 2007). As a result, the 
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ongoing levee work in this region, in the early to mid-1980s, coincided with observations of 

landscape change following the phasing out of the buffalo.  

The levee built at Indarrgu known as ‘The Trap’ (1984-6) was the most successful and 

significant accomplishment of all the restoration efforts (formal or informal) (Figure A7.7). A 

tidal channel had formed from ~1950 and it was this channel that was blocked with an earthen 

embankment. Constructing the levee at The Trap took a large amount of human labour, 

engaging extended family, friends, some Gagadju association and Park staff and researchers. 

Lindner described it initially as ‘all family. Wasn’t a ‘project’, it was our work, for our own 

benefit. We went out and repaired the buffalo damage.’ (Lindner, 4/9/14). Even the local 

Patonga schoolchildren and parents assisted, with what Lindner described as ‘a hell of a lot of 

work’, including cutting plugs of salt tolerant grasses, a lot of phragmites, critical for stabilising 

the levees. Lindner described how they dragged sheets of iron to keep the semi-handmade bank 

level (6/11/14, Kakadu). Traditional Owners Toby and Ruby Margarula assisted greatly with 

their knowledge of the floodplain landscape. Ruby had seen the site at its lowest level, which 

informed the decision about levee location. The women in particular did a lot of the physical 

work, along with their family members. Traditional Owner Jessie Alderson described it; 

‘It was a hard sweaty job, a hard slog making those levees. Used to dig mud up with a 

shovel, use a wheelbarrow to cart it and then dump it in. Took maybe over six weeks, 

on and off on it. When school started up at Patonga homestead, everyone was involved- 

kids, old people...’ (31/7/14, Kakadu).  

The embankment was planted with phragmites and a program of irrigation was sustained to 

stabilise the earthen bank (Lindner 6/11/14, Kakadu). Three barrages were saved through the 

wet season, requiring on-going maintenance ‘we kept it effective through the wet season, but all 

on volunteer effort.’ (Lindner, 6/11/14, Kakadu). Iron sheeting was driven in throughout the wet 

season to limit channels escaping the main dam (Figure A7.7) and, after successful efforts in 

maintaining the barrier across the tidal exit, freshwater was evident the following dry season 

(Lindner, 6/11/14, Kakadu). 
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Figure A7.7 The Trap barrage in the wet season required constant maintenance 
to race channels bypassing the central dam across the floodplain 
during the wet season. Source: D. Lindner (1-2 1984-6; 3-6 Jan 1986) 

 

Park management noticed the ecological outcomes of this collective local effort in 

floodplain restoration, including the evidence of geese nesting re-establishing upstream from 

the work. With the support of the Parks Director, The Trap became a major work, with Park 

financing formal engineering assistance and a rebuild of a more permanent structure (Lindner, 

30/7/14, Kakadu). Aboriginal observations later documented in Lucas and Russell-Smith 

(1993b) also made reference to the success of the Indarrgu (The Trap) dam in supporting the 

regrowth of freshwater vegetation at a site upstream, Bulkinj, which had earlier suffered from 

saltwater intrusion. Minnie Alderson explained how her son Mick had visited Bulkinj with 

Lindner when the buffalo were here and at that time Mick had said ‘this peninsula all die, no 

water. Now [1993] all that goose and angulaidj grows back again’ (Lucas and Russell-Smith, 

1993b:16). Minnie Alderson described how; 
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‘A lot of Birriyalang (Melaleuca leucadendra) died here [Bulkinj] when saltwater came in 

when buffalo were here. Ones at edge of floodplain were all right. When that dam at 

Indarrgu was put, it stopped more saltwater coming in and freshwater draining out. So 

1990s, Birriyalang tree growing back now’ (Lucas and Russell-Smith 1993b:29).  

The success of the Indarrgu (The Trap) dam is evident in these observations.  

The major learning from the success of the Trap levee was that in blocking a paleo-

channel, its ability to infill with tidal sediment and stabilise was observed. In doing so the 

conditions for geese nesting habitat further upstream were re-established. As Lindner 

articulated, 

‘Around this time, we entered a phase of increasing understanding of the dynamics of tidal 

silt deposition and sedimentation. Realised the channels would be ‘self-healing’ if we 

removed buffalo. Channels in-filled with tidal mud and stabilised with grasses at the tidal 

interface, to prevent freshwater scouring out [the channel].’(Lindner, 4/9/14). Barrages 

were not important anymore as job done. Tidal sediment has re-established the tidal 

interface…This idea of restoration- we accepted we had to repair the damage, then found 

[following removal of the buffalo] it would repair itself.’ (Lindner, 6/11/14). 

Lindner explained how through the restoration process and close observation of the floodplain 

response;  

‘We had increasing knowledge of how fragile the floodplain is. Premature draining of 

impounded freshwater, the puncturing of freshwater in backwater swamps, resulted in 

increasing salinization of channels. In addition, as the freshwater mud was further dried 

out the impact of tidal water coming in in the late dry season, meant highly saline water 

could penetrate into the ground, where it would have the worst effect on the 

vegetation…We had insights into the effect of high level flooding…The process is still 

happening. Far from accelerating erosion, it’s the opposite, sediment is building up as the 

gravity factor downhill is offset by tidal energy and vegetation stabilisation through the 

mud. When this cycle was interrupted by the buffalo, then degradation happened very 

quickly.’ (Lindner, 30/07/14) 

Having removed the buffalo and observing relic swim channels in-filling as well as a major 

channel re-establish its tidal interface, led to revisiting the need to originally undertake the levee 

work. While the barrages in some places met their intended purpose i.e. to provide new base 

levels in the tidal channel, through stabilisation of the sediments deposited during the wet 

season, in turn speeding plant colonisation, the floodplain, now with the buffalo gone, had 

uninterrupted conditions to re-establish natural levees through depositional processes. 

While floodplain vegetation in general responded quickly to the removal of the buffalo, 

there were key species that had been identified by Traditional Owners as present prior to 
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buffalo impacts that did not reappear. Lindner observed phragmites in particular was one 

species that didn’t respond:  

‘A team of us worked on damming the channel and pumping freshwater into a lagoon at 

the side to establish Phragmites karka (Madjawarr). Over the last 11 years phragmites 

has not really expanded… Phragmites seems to be a floodplain plant that was most 

effected by buffalo impact. It just never seems to have re-established itself.’ (In Lucas and 

Russell-Smith 1993:91). 

As a result, Lindner felt revegetation as a restoration intervention was crucial and should have 

been prioritised;   

‘We should have gotten serious at end of BTEC campaign… wanted to do more- planting. 

Leichhardt trees, much more phragmites. At Goose Camp, Kiina, South Alligator- several 

tracts of vegetation are gone, that were here in living memory. Mainly Leichhardt trees 

and Phragmites (prior to buffalo, pre 1955). Restoration was something that could have 

been done but wasn’t.’ (16/7/2014)  

In hindsight Lindner felt regretful he was diverted from pursuing this further scope for 

restoration action, when he took on the management of Gagadju’s small-scale, managed buffalo 

herd to continue local meat supply, following the BTEC cull (Lindner, 30/7/14, Kakadu). 

Finlayson et al. (1997:27) note the limited rehabilitation beyond feral animal removal, to a 

‘general expectation that these resilient ecosystems will re-establish natural vegetation 

communities (Braithwaite and Werner 1987) as the basis of their eventual rehabilitation’. Local 

observations and knowledge of species occurrence prior to buffalo impacts suggests that some 

active revegetation would have been warranted. 

By this time recognition of the levee and restoration work was illustrated by inclusion in 

Park policy, with references to both Traditional Owner concern for cultural resources and the 

successes of the levee restoration works in the Park’s second PoM (Director of ANPWS 1986). 

These references show inclusion of the new knowledge of floodplain dynamics gained from the 

levee work, where increasing water retention time was understood to support Eleocharis growth 

and the process of deposition was assisted by successive dams and revegetation. Unfortunately 

the value in continuing this program of experimental learning to further build understanding of 

hydrology, salt and vegetation dynamics was not recognized, with no reference to saltwater 

intrusion in the research and monitoring of the second PoM. ‘Saltwater intrusion control’ was, 

however, listed as a duty of ranger staff under ‘Routine Operations’ for ‘Ecological 

management’ (Director of ANPWS 1986:146), which suggests some routine attention would 

ideally be given to monitoring the restoration works and saltwater interface. The arguments for 

reducing boat access raised in response to the levee conflict at Kiina also made a mark, with 

reference to managing the impacts of powerboats first arising in the second PoM (Director of 

ANPWS 1986). Management prescriptions state ‘attention will be directed to rehabilitation 
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work associated with Park developments and preventing damage to the banks of billabongs and 

rivers caused by the use of power boats.’ (Director of ANPWS 1986:41). 

During this time the levee restoration outcomes within Kakadu were recognized by the 

Northern Territory government. A technical report on soil erosion (Applegate et al. 1986) made 

recommendations relating to the construction of dams drawing on the techniques established by 

Lindner and the Gagadju Association’s restoration works. There was fresh attention on barrage 

construction as a response to managing saltwater intrusion on a broader scale, across the NT 

coastline.  

6.2.1Regional shift: response to saltwater intrusion issues along the  
Northern Territory coastline 

The 1990s was a decade of heightened concern regarding saltwater intrusion in Northern 

Territory floodplains, outside of Kakadu, initially still largely attributed to buffalo damage. The 

NT government was under increasing pressure to manage freshwater floodplain areas for both 

pastoralism and recreational fishing as well as from conservationists to protect their ecological 

character from saltwater intrusion. The NT government began carrying out major saltwater 

intrusion control programs from 1987 in efforts to halt the expansion of saltwater channels 

across the wetlands (Applegate 1999). Paul Jonauskas was an NT government employee who 

worked on floodplain levee projects between 1986 and 2009. He worked on installing barrages 

in many locations along the coastline, including from Legune Station at the NT-WA border, 

across the Adelaide, Mary and South Alligator Rivers and into Arnhem Land, on the 

Murgenella and Goyder Rivers (Jonauskas, 5/3/2015, Darwin).  

The most intensive and well-funded barrage work focused on the Mary River wetlands of 

the Northern Territory (~1 300 km2) (Whitehead et al. 1990; Mulrennan and Woodroffe 1998a; 

Applegate 1999). In 1988 the first major barrage of earth, rock and concrete, was constructed 

across a natural rock bar at Shady Camp billabong in the Mary River system, 35 km upstream 

from Sampan Creek mouth, which effectively stopped tidal movement beyond it and continues 

to protect a large area of freshwater wetlands upstream. Closer to the coast, the simple earthen 

barrages effective in Kakadu were applied to block the breaches in the chenier ridges that 

characterise the unique geomorphology of the Mary River14
. 

By 1990 it was estimated 17 000 ha of the Mary River’s broader melaleuca swamp and 

freshwater grasslands had been lost to saltwater intrusion (Applegate 1999) resulting in swathes 

of dead melaleucas like that shown in Figure A6.8. Of the multiple threats facing the Mary 

                                                      
14 Unlike other coastal rivers in the NT, the Mary River has no major tidal estuary, rather wet 
season flows fill extensive floodplains, billabongs and braided channels, which are separated 
from the sea by parallel chenier ridges. A chenier ridge is a narrow sandy ridge deposited by 
storm waves, a legacy of a receeding shoreline Mulrennan, M.E.E. & Woodroffe, C.D.D. 1998b. 
Holocene development of the lower Mary River plains, Northern Territory, Australia. The 
Holocene, 8 (5), 565-579.. 
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River wetland system the NT Minister for Conservation, Hon Barry Coulter likened the issue of 

saltwater intrusion to a ‘cancer’ and declared; 

‘saltwater intrusion is the most pressing issue which faces our wetlands...It seems to have 

developed a will of its own and it needs to be dealt with, and dealt with urgently...If we do 

not act now, particularly in the area south of Shady Camp, we will see the slow 

strangulation of two pastoral leases. The areas will be lost and it will take an unlimited 

budget to complete restoration work.’ (Coulter 6/12/1994). 

It was a rare instance of conservation and pastoral concerns aligning, for the multiple-use 

wetlands, in response to the threat of SLR. The NT government was sufficiently concerned to 

raise saltwater intrusion in legislative assembly debates, and widen the terms of reference of a 

government inquiry into the wise use of the Mary River wetlands to include saltwater intrusion 

(Coulter 24/11/1994).  

 

Figure A7.8 Small portion of the vast area of 17 000 ha of Mary River freshwater 
wetlands lost to saline intrusion by 1992, dead melaleuca trees 
evident (source: P. Jonauskas, NRETAS handout, no.date) 

 

By the mid 1990’s it was recognised that the multiple simple earthen barrages installed 

would not be a permanent solution (Applegate 1999). Action was taken in 1995 to install a 

barrage at Tommycut Creek, with the Northern Territory News headlining the proposal as a 

‘$350 000 bid to save NT wetlands’ (Condon 1995:3). It attributed saltwater intrusion in the 

Mary River region to a process started back in the 1940s, when ‘the area had been home to the 

highest concentration of feral buffalos at that time. There were also suggestions that tidal 

channels had been dynamited for fishing’ (Condon 1995:3). Unfortunately the ‘mother of all 

barrages’ was lost to wet-season rains arriving before it could be completed (NT News 1995:4). 

The complexity of the engineering difficulties prompted further geotechnical and hydrological 
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studies. The following year two more funding announcements of $1 million and $600 000 plans 

for barrage works at the Mary followed (NT News 1996a; NT News 1996b) in an attempt to 

save over 7 000 ha of wetlands by building a series of barrages off Tommycut creek. Forty 

large earthen barrages were constructed, using a specially modified excavator, across tidal 

gutters near Tommycut creek to complement the protection afforded by the earthen barrages 

built earlier (Applegate, 1999).  

The barrage installation actions taken in this multiple-use wetland region were subject to 

vigorous debate and protests, in particular from the recreational fishing lobby who were 

concerned that barrages impeded fish migration and recruitment, primarily of barramundi 

(Stanley 1994; Flynn 1998; Curtain 2013). Their influential input drove the incorporation of 

spillways for fish ladders and partnerships with fisheries researchers to demonstrate their 

efficiency. Unfortunately, the failure of levees was also attributed to destructive actions taken 

by individual fishers who, despite extensive community outreach and engagement of fisheries 

groups by NT government staff, continued to object to levees. In their efforts to get to fishing 

sites upstream of the levees, fishermen would cut new channels with their motorboats adjacent 

to the barrage (Jonauskas, 5/3/2015, Darwin). This would leave barrage maintenance workers 

attempting to extend the barrage, ‘chasing’ the new channels cut across the floodplain 

(Jonauskas, 5/3/2015, Darwin).  

The NT government’s efforts continued to build on the early work in Kakadu, trialling 

various materials and methods and modification of floodplain earth working equipment. Like 

Lindner in the early 1980s, the NT government looked to knowledge from overseas sources, 

including from the Netherlands and the U.S. Unfortunately, these experiences were of little 

assistance given they were built in less dynamic, temperate regions (Jonauskas, 5/3/2015, 

Darwin). Research was commissioned in the early 1990s and new modelling commission again 

in the mid-90s. Given the main hurdle was the low bearing strength of the substrate muds, 

staged construction over several years was likely to be necessary and by the end of the 1990s 

proposals suggested trialling construction of submerged weirs using geotextile bags (Applegate 

1999). For long-term levee success sufficient resourcing for ongoing maintenance and 

monitoring was critical. Jonauskas (5/3/2015, Darwin) described how post-wet season repairs 

were often necessary following installation, and ongoing work was required over several years 

until the levee stabilized. The NT government’s experiences in saltwater intrusion management 

were soon to be drawn on by those in Kakadu, for a renewed effort to protect a freshwater 

wetland with construction of a construction, as the threat of climate change emerged.  

6.3Critical reflection phase III. Sea level rise from climate  
change: a new era of response to saltwater intrusion 

Just as those involved with wetland restoration in Kakadu began to feel they were gaining 

traction in understanding and responding to buffalo impacts on the floodplains, awareness of 
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climate change and sea level rise emerged as a new threat. Lindner remembered it being 1989 

and felt it was a ‘heavy blow’ after the efforts and early successes in eradicating buffalo and 

responding to buffalo impacts (Lindner, 16/7/2014). In reflecting on the Mary River levee 

experience, lead officer on the program Ron Applegate described the different nature of the past 

and present threats to the freshwater wetlands; ‘today, it’s a different story. Sea level rise is 

different. If it were just the impacts of buffalo and erosion, it probably would have stabilised, 

but with sea level rise, it will be hard to be successful.’ (R. Applegate 2014, pers. comm., 27 

August). Early warnings prompted headlines in the NT Times; ‘Kakadu: park may turn to 

wasteland’ (Stanley 1996:6) and the editorial claimed the loss of Kakadu’s freshwater 

wetlands ‘would be one of the greatest ecological disasters in Australian history’ (Editor 

1996:10). The risk to Kakadu’s wetlands also featured in a national report on Climate Change 

in Australia (1997-2005). Recognition of the looming threat of climate change to Kakadu’s 

floodplains first appeared in the scientific literature from 1997, in Finlayson et al.’s (1997) 

review of the degradation and rehabilitation of the ARR wetlands. These authors were local 

residents in Jabiru, the first two with the Australian Government’s Supervising Scientist 

division and the third a ranger with Parks. Brief reference is made to the instances of success 

resulting from levee work:  

‘Rehabilitation of freshwater wetlands that have been degraded following erosion of the 

levees (attributed directly or indirectly to high buffalo populations) that formerly 

separated them from the saline wetlands and tidal creeks has been successfully done in 

some instances (D. Lindner, in press, Lindner, 1995). This has been done by building earth 

walls across the tidal creeks to both retain the freshwater that accumulates during the wet 

season and to prevent tidal encroachment. This strategy is presented by Lindner (1995) as 

a short term measure to prevent further degradation of these habitats.’ (Finlayson et al 

1997: 27) 

Finlayson et al. (1997) also emphasised the need for monitoring to include ecological 

successional processes and other interacting factors such as weeds and fire regime. 

Climate change and SLR were first recognised in Park Policy in the fourth PoM (Director 

of National Parks 1999:61):  

‘If global climate changes proceed as predicted, sea level rises will occur which will cause 

saltwater intrusion into Kakadu on a very large scale. ERISS has recommended studies of 

the rate of coastal change due to rising sea level and other factors.’  

However, under ‘Research, Surveys and Monitoring’ no specific mention to prioritising 

research or monitoring of saltwater intrusion, coastal or geomorphological change was made, 

rather the focus remained on fire, weeds and feral animal research and management. While this 

Plan did include brief reference to the earlier levee and restoration work, it described a process 
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mostly completed; ‘in some places artificial levees and dams were built to replace and stabilise 

the damaged barriers and the problem is generally under control. However regular monitoring 

of these areas is required.’ (Director of National Parks 1999:61). Corresponding actions were 

listed under ‘Wetland Hydrology’ recommending ‘Surveys will be done to work out which 

floodplain areas need to be rehabilitated. Preventing unnatural levels of saltwater intrusion 

will be emphasised. If the board approves, appropriate rehabilitation will be done’ (Director of 

National Parks 1999:64). The subsequent 2003 barrage construction, and the Petty et al. (2005) 

Channel Change Report were the only outcomes identified in relation to this action, prior to the 

next PoM (2007-2014), and the Park’s Climate Change symposium (Winderlich 2010) and 

Climate Change Strategy (Director of National Parks 2010). 

6.3.1East Alligator River 

On the coastal East Alligator River floodplains, a series of small opportunistic levees were 

built at the tidal interfaces of East Alligator tributaries in 1995. Traditional Owner of this 

country Jonathon Nadji, raised concern regarding tidal creek extension, melaleuca dieback and 

the effects on key geese hunting areas and freshwater swamps (J Nadji pers comm. in Win, 

2001). Freshwater springs were a valued source of freshwater during the dry season as families 

travelled and camped toward the coast. A series of northern barrages were constructed to try to 

protect these hunting areas and freshwater swamps by East Alligator park staff, including 

Lindner’s son and KNP Ranger Gary, together with Traditional Owner Jonathon Nadji (Gary 

Lindner, 19/9/14, Kakadu) (Figure 8.1). The Kunkurri plains area of the northern East Alligator 

region had supported high densities of buffalo, so had been subject to high levels of buffalo 

impact. Gary described that while they had had learnt of the ‘self-repairing’ response, following 

buffalo removal from the earlier levee works on the South Alligator,  in this area it was still felt 

that an ‘artificial’ response, i.e. human intervention was necessary, as the freshwater swamps 

were so close to the coastal tidal interface (Figure 8.1). This contrasts to the remedial work 

done at Cannon Hill, which at a long distance from the coastal tidal interface area, had 

opportunity for the channel to infill upstream, an attribute likely to have contributed to its 

success (Gary Lindner, 19/9/14, Kakadu). In addition, Gary recalled observing dead tree stumps 

everywhere at the time of the work on the northerly barrages which made him wonder if their 

efforts were perhaps already too late. 

These coastal East Alligator levee efforts were still informal, experimental and 

opportunistic. ‘Spooky swamp’ barrage made use of opportunistic access of a front-end 

caterpillar loader in the vicinity and built compacted walls to ~0.5-0.8 m above the surrounding 

floodplain (Figure 8.1). Gary recalled it possibly lasted a year or two but required maintenance 

and they didn’t have resources for ongoing maintenance at the time.  He described that in 

hindsight, a better model would have been hollow, lined with flat rocks at the base to diffuse the 

erosive power of the flow, a model like Shady Camp barrage on the Mary would have been 
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more appropriate. There was recollection of a barrage put in at Midnight point, around Kunkurri 

plains, but it was assumed to be washed out as there were no subsequent opportunities to revisit 

it (Gary Lindner, 19/9/14, Kakadu). Similarly, Gary recalled checking up on the Point Farewell 

barrage (Figure 8.1) a year later, but that there were no resources for further monitoring or 

maintenance. Winn (2001:52) described how the Point Farewell barrage (constructed in 1995) 

was cut through in the same year and suggested its failure could have been related to the above 

average wet season rainfall and water levels in the Gulf. Winn (2001) also reported that the 

barrage had been rebuilt and appeared to be stable, though the tidal creek is now outflanking it.   

These efforts at ameliorating saltwater intrusion into key freshwater swamps resulted from 

the strong working relationship between a Parks ranger and the Traditional Owner of the area. It 

was an example of effective, rapid local action without the need for Park bureaucratic 

involvement. A ranger of the era commented that ‘back then you didn’t need the extensive 

process of approvals that you’d probably need now, we just went and did it’ (Gary Lindner, 

19/9/14, Kakadu). This highlights the substantially different governance context that facilitated 

opportunistic levee work in earlier times, and the increasingly bureaucratized nature of 

contemporary Park management. This arguably risks stifling potential for on-ground 

experimental learning.  

6.3.2South Alligator River and Yellow Waters 

Traditional Owner, Violet Lawson, working as a KNP Ranger in the late 1990s described 

how she reported her observations of saltwater first coming in at Horseshoe billabong (Figure 

8.1), on the South Alligator River system to her boss in 1997. She described his response as one 

of disinterest; ‘he ignored me’ (17/9/13). Aboriginal observations were still being marginalised. 

The ongoing concern of Traditional Owners regarding the increasing saltwater influences on the 

South Alligator culminated in 2003, where Kakadu’s most expensive levee construction effort 

took place at the head of the Yellow Water Billabong. Dr Rod Kennett, the Park’s Natural and 

Cultural manager at the time, facilitated the project at the request of concerned Traditional 

Owners. Kennett consulted with NT government staff for their expertise from the Mary River 

barrage work, including Applegate and Jonauskas, who designed the barrage, to address the 

dual impacts of saltwater incursion and channel erosion resulting from boat usage. Peter 

Christophersen described that the intended aim;  

‘was never to stop the salt, but to slow the salt down and out. So the upside of dam would 

fill in, rather than cause it to cut out and up into the guts of Yellow Water. The idea was 

always to slow down the spread of water…and increase the retention time for sediment to 

build up.’ (P Christophersen 2014, pers. comm., 8 December) 

Jonauskas (5/3/2015, Darwin) described that they aimed to build the floodplain levee so it did 

not interfere with the freshwater flow downstream.  
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Given the area’s popularity with recreational fishers, there was considerable opposition to 

the proposed levee. The local concern was that fishermen making their way through the 

saltwater interface zone in the wet season, effectively deepened the channel, resulting in 

increased flow and saltwater intrusion, so the barrage was also to discourage boat access in the 

channel. The impacts of boat traffic facilitating bank erosion were still contested and opponents 

believed the substantial cost of the levee was a waste of government money (P. Christophersen 

2014, pers. comm., 8 December). Kennett recalled at the time that Parks were close to gazetting 

recreational boats out of Yellow Water’s channels and it was not a universally welcomed 

restriction. Kennett recalled observing the National Park signs prohibiting recreational boat 

access often bent over in protest (R. Kennett 2014, pers. comm., 8 December).  

In the dry season of 2003, members of the Murumburr clan met with Rod Kennett, Rod 

Applegate and Paul Jonauskas, and worked in the heat, shovelling locally sourced gravel into 

bags. They used three-inch wide steel posts as anchor points to which to tie the bags together as 

one continuous mat as well as ‘armouring’ the banks to encourage small flow (Jonauskas 

5/3/15, Darwin). Peter Christophersen further described the process:  

‘First run was driving in the poles, filling 100 kg bags with gravel (this was locally 

obtained from shallow pits, all revegetated). Bags were dropped in by chopper. Strung 

together by ropes onto poles. It was over one main day of work. Gagadju involved- had a 

loader out there, family involved, few Murumburr- family mob all shovelling dirt, everyone 

involved, a good family affair.’ (2014, pers. comm., 8 December) 

Unfortunately, the levee did not last through the following wet season (Figure A6.9). Jonauskas 

emphasized the unstable nature of the mud. There’s limited understanding of why however, and 

it appears there was little formal post-installation monitoring. Jonauskas was told by KNP 

Rangers ‘keeping an eye on it’ that recreational boaters had got in and cut the channel through 

which he believed to be the main cause of it failing (5/3/15, Darwin). In Applegate and 

Jonauskas’s experience, a levee usually required revisiting and multiple repairs over several wet 

seasons to build lasting durability, given the volume and force of freshwater out-flow. While 

the fourth PoM (Director of National Parks 1999) acknowledged the need for such restoration 

work, there was not any broader policy on managing boat and saltwater intrusion issues and 

Kennett described how the lack of consistency in park management, including high staff 

turnover added to the challenge (R Kennett, 2014, pers. comm., 8 December). 
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Figure A7.9 Saltwater barrage at tidal head of South Alligator. (Photo: Buck 
Salau, 2004, in Petty et al 2005) 

 

Despite the disappointment overall that the structure failed and that there was no follow up 

to understand why, Kennett described beneficial outcomes; 

‘people were pleased to get it done, it was using the best design available… and the 

strength of it was that it arose out of Traditional Owners observations on country and that 

it got people out on country working together’ (2014, pers.comm., 8 December).  

Peter Christophersen echoed similar sentiments. While he was disappointed in the levee’s 

failure, in this instance he felt it had still been a worthwhile experience, with family working 

together; ‘at least we had a go, trying to learn from it.’ (P Christophersen, 2014, pers.comm., 8 

December). These comments epitomise the strengths of people being on country, to observe, 

learn and collectively respond to environmental change.  

The Traditional Owner who initially requested the 2003 work continued to voice her 

concerns, as documented in an article to The Age; ‘We have to do something to save the 

wetlands and protect them for people hunting and for people visiting. We have to slow it down 

or try and do something’. (Lawson in Fyfe 2005). Shortly after the 2003 Yellow Water levee 

work, Petty et al.’s Channel Change Report (2005) presented the key findings relating to 

channel change from buffalo and boating impacts. The ultimate outcome was that it settled the 

arguments on boating impacts and prohibited boat traffic at Yellow Waters and Kiina. Around 

this same time, in response to the threat of boat traffic spreading the aquatic weed salvinia, rope 

barriers where installed to prohibit boat access to Yellow Water and at the top of the South 

Alligator. Peter Christophersen (8/4/11) described; ‘[we] Had a win with that- stopping the 

artificial gauging of the banks from boat wash…removing the boat pressure certainly helped 
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slow down the erosion.’. In this instance prohibiting boat activity addressing multiple threats to 

the ecological character of these freshwater wetlands. 

Most significantly, close observation of floodplain dynamics in response to the levees, to 

the removal of buffalo and of the successional responses of vegetation to saltwater dynamics 

contributed to increased understanding the role of salinity in the floodplain landscape. With 

time this shaped the perception of risk ongoing saltwater intrusion posed. For example, Lindner 

explained this shift in his understanding: 

‘We originally saw the enemy as saltwater intrusion, but this is an important tidal factor 

on the South Alligator, for example in maintaining Eleocharis dulcis, as once you have re-

sedimentation, it’s not an issue. It should be saltwater interaction or inundation rather 

than intrusion. This interaction is hard to maintain with a barrage. It risks swamps being 

drained without sediment refilling. This process from the tidal backwater is critically 

important.’ (Kakadu, 30/7/14). 

Rather than purely a threat, it was recognized that some degree of saltwater inundation was 

important and indeed necessary in maintaining growth of E. dulcis and thus for supporting 

magpie geese. Several Aboriginal respondents commented on how E. dulcis likes some salt and 

they often observed ‘big mobs’ of E.dulcis and geese quite close to the coast. Sean Nadji for 

example, recalled the coastal East Alligator levees were built to protect goose hunting areas (as 

well as access); ‘lots of Eleocharis there. Reckon goose get fatter eating mankuladj near 

saltwater.’ (24/7/2013). In addition, since the 2003 barrage attempt on the South Alligator, 

Sandra McGregor and family had observed possible cyclical interactions between floodplain 

vegetation and patterns of inundation with saltwater flushes. Modelling of future saltwater 

inundation suggests a possible threshold effect for saline inundation by 2070 (Bayliss et al. 

2016) thus the need for further work to understand these interactions is urgent.   

In the fifth PoM (2007-2014) a reference to the historical levee restoration work can be 

found tucked away in Appendix F (Ramsar information sheet), under ‘Conservation measures’; 

‘in order to prevent saltwater intrusion into the floodplains some river levees breached by 

buffalo have been reconstituted’ (Director of National Parks 2007:189). Inclusion in the Ramsar 

information sheet, while brief, is perhaps the ultimate acknowledgement that the levee 

restoration work, borne through the co-production of knowledge and locally-led, experimental 

learning, at times in the face of management opposition, contributed to meeting the 

international obligations required for supporting the Ramsar Listing of Kakadu’s wetlands. 

The mid to late 2000s saw several documents summarising the knowledge related to 

channel change dynamics. Petty et al. (2005) and Petty (2008) used historical ecology, aerial 

photographs and satellite imagery to track changes in floodplain channel formation against 

buffalo density, particularly at the saltwater interface. The interaction between floodplain 

burning, saltwater intrusion and vegetation change within the dynamic tidal system and the 
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impact of buffalos upon these interactions were also highlighted (Petty et al. 2005). The fifth 

PoM (2007-2014) specifically list monitoring of saltwater intrusion as a landscape change 

process under ‘Research and Monitoring’, suggesting recommendations from these studies were 

taken up, at least in that policy document. The Park’s Symposium on Climate Change in 2008 

also produced recommendations of the need for long-term monitoring ‘of key indicators of 

floodplain health, including hydrology, weed and feral animal abundance, and fire and 

vegetation patterns’ and the capacity to support this commitment were identified as key needs 

(Winderlich 2010). This report also noted the documented ‘The lack of commitment to long-

term data collection is considered a major impediment to managing the impacts of climate 

change (and other threatening processes) in the Park.’ Winderlinch (2010b:119). In practice 

however, while many related studies were completed during this era  (Winn et al. 2004; Petty et 

al. 2005; Winn et al. 2006; Cobb et al. 2007) long term monitoring of the saltwater interface 

and saltwater-vegetation dynamics on the floodplain remains yet to be implemented. This is 

despite a history of responses to saltwater interaction stretching the entirety of Kakadu’s 

existence as a National Park, despite the repeated calls for ongoing monitoring of restoration 

activities and of the saltwater interface by rangers, Traditional Owners and scientists and 

despite listing in the recent Park PoM (2007-2014).  

Unfortunately the active PoM (2016) while recognising the threat posed by climate change 

to floodplain country only presented the following action in response, likely referring to 

intervention actions: ‘Identify actions to limit the impact of saltwater intrusion in priority areas 

and implement them where practical and cost-effective.’ (Director of National Parks 2016:69). 

There was no specific mention of monitoring channel change or saltwater dynamics in key 

locations, nor the dynamics of saltwater-fire-vegetation interaction. The only reference to 

climate change related monitoring referred to ‘continuing existing monitoring for significant 

fauna and flora species and communities expected to be impacted by climate change’ (Director 

2016:94). While the KNP Climate Change Strategy (Director of National Parks 2010:5) broadly 

lists monitoring of ‘baseline parameters (climatic, geomorphological, hydrological, ecological 

and social)’ to monitor the effects of climate change and establishing such a monitoring 

program for any parameters not already covered in existing long-term monitoring programs, to 

better understand the implications of climate change, no specifics of these are provided, nor 

evidence of their actioning. 

This historical background detailed the barrage restoration interventions in Kakadu, and 

briefly those of the broader NT coast, briefly summarised in Chapter 8, where the analysis of 

social learning arising from these activities is found.  
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